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Theological N otes 1

T H E O L O G I C A L  N O T E S
U SED  IN THIS “ S A C R A E  TH E O L O G IA E  S U M M A ”

Divine faith (de fide divina): what is contained in the word of God written or handed 
down. The opposite is: an error in faith (error in fide).

Dmne and Catholic faith (defide divina et catholica): what is contained in the word of God writ
ten or handed and is proposed by the Church either by a solemn judgment or by the ordinary 
and universal Magisterium to be believed as divinely revealed. The opposite is: heresy.

Defined divine and Catholic faith (de fide divina et catholica definita): what is con
tained in the word of God written or handed down and is proposed by the Church by 
a solemn judgment, that is, by the infallible Magisterium, exercised in an extraor
dinary way, either in an ecumenical council or by the Roman Pontiff speaking “ex 
cathedra” and to be believed as divinely revealed. [N.B. Even the Chapter Titles in 
Trent and Vatican I are considered as true definitions.]

Proximate to faith (fidei proxima): a truth that by an almost unanimous agreement of 
theologians is contained in the word of God written or handed down. The opposite
is: proximate to error or heresy.

Faith based on the authority o f the Church (fides ecclesiastica): a truth not formally 
revealed, which is proposed infallibly by the Magisterium of the Church. The op
posite is: error in ecclesiastical faith. [Those who do not admit there is such a thing 
as ecclesiastical faith give a different theological note for such a truth.]

Catholic doctrine (doctrina catholica): a truth that is taught in the whole Church, but 
not always proposed infallibly (for example, what the Roman Pontiffs wish to teach 
explicitly in encyclical letters). The opposite is: error in catholic doctrine.

Theologically certain (theologice certa): a truth that in the theological schools is cer
tainly recognized as necessarily connected with revealed truths; this connection can 
be either virtual or presupposition or final. The opposite is: error in theology.

A doctrine to be so held that its contrary is temerarious (doctrina ita tenenda, ut con- 
traria sit temeraria): a truth proposed by the Roman Congregations, which proposi
tion however does not enjoy the special approbation of the Roman Pontiff.

Common and certain in theology (communis et certa in theologia): what by the com
mon agreement of theologians is taught in the schools as well founded. The opposite 
is: false in theology, temerarious.

Probable (probabilis): a theological opinion with a lesser grade of certainty.



2 S a cra e  T h eo lo g ia e  Summa T reatise  II B

A B B R E V I A T I O N S

AAS................................. Acta Apostolicae Sedis
ActPontAcRomSTh.........Acta Pontificae Academiae Romanae S. Thomae Aq. et

Relgionis Catholicae
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Encyclopedia
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CollatGrand.....................Collationes Gandavenses
CollFranc........................ Collectanea Franciscana
CollMech........................ Collectanea Mechliniensis
CollTh ............................. Collectanea Theologica
Crit .................................. Criterion
CSEL.............................. Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiastiorum Latinorum...

Academiae... Vindobonensis
CTr.................................. Concilium Tridentinum . Ed. Societas Goerresiana
D .......................................H. Denzinger-P Hiinermann, 43 ed., Enchiridion Symbolorum27
DACL.............................. F. Carrol -  H. Leclercq- H. Marrou, Dictionnaire

d’Archeologie chretienne et de Liturgie
DAFC..............................A. d’Ales, Dictionnaire Apologdtique de la Foi Catholique
D B ...................................F. Vigouroux, Dictionnaire de la Bible
DBS.................................L. Pirot-A. Robert, Dictionnaire de la Bible. Supplement
DivThom (Fr)................. Divus Thomas. Freiburg i. der Schweiz
DivThom (Pi)..................Divus Thomas. Piacenza
DocCath ...........................La Documantation Catholique
DocComm.......................Doctor Communis
DomSt............................. Dominican Studies
DTC................................. A. Vacant-E. Mangenot-E. Amann, Dictionnaire de Theologie

catholique
EcclRev...........................The Ecclesiastical Review
EchOr..............................Echos d’Orient
E lt .................................... Enciclopedia Italiana de Scienze, Lettere Ed Arti
EstBibl.............................Estudios Biblicos
EphCarm......................... Ephemerides Carmeliticae
EphRhLov....................... Ephemerides Theologicae Lovanienses
ERel.................................An Encyclopedia of Religion
EstEcl.............................. Estudios Ecclesiasticos
EstFranc .......................... Estudios Franciscanos
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EstMar............................. Estudios Marianos
E t ..................................... Etudes
EtCann.............................Etudes Carmelitaines
EtFranc.............................Etudes Franciscaines
EtPhMdd ......................... Etudes de Philosophic Mddidvale
EtRech............................. Etudes et Recherches
EuntDoc .......................... Euntes Docete
Forsch.............................. Forschungen zur christlichen Litteratur und

Dogmengeschichte
FranzStud.........................Franziscanische Studien
GChS............................... Die griechischen christlichen Schriftsteller der ersten drei

Jahrhunderte, herausgegeben von der Kirchenvater- 
Commission der Koniglichen preussischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften

GeistMitt ......................... Aus der Geisteswelt der Mittelalters. Studien und Texte
Martin Grabmann zur Vollendung des 60. Lebensjahres von 
Freunden und Schiilem gewidmet (Munster 1935)

Greg................................. Gregorianum
Hrd ...................................J. Harduini, S.I., Conciliorum Collectio regia maxima
JahrbPhTh........................Jahrbuch fiir Philosophie und spekulative Theologie
K ath................................. Der Katholik
K ch ...................................C. Kirch, S.I.-L. Ueding, S.I., Enchiridion Fontium historiae

ecclesiasticae antiquae5
K L .................................... J. Hergenroeter, F. Kaulen, Wetzer und Welte’s

Kirchenlexikon2 
Lettr................................. Les Lettres
LTK ................................. M. Buchberger, Lexikon fur Theologie und Kirche
M anr................................ Manresa
MedSt.............................. Mediaeval Studies
MdlScRel.........................Melanges de Science Religieuse
MelThom.........................Melanges Thomistes
ML, MG .......................... J. P. Migne, Patrologiae cursus completus Series prima latina.

Series graeca.
MiscAgost....................... Miscellanea Agostiniana
MiscBibl.......................... Miscellanea Biblica
MiscCom......................... Miscellanea Comillas
Msi .................................. J. D. Mansi, Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima

collection
MiinsterBeitr ................... Mtinsterische Beitrage zur Theologie
MussLess.........................Mussaeum Lessianum
NewSchol........................The New Scholasticism
NouvRevTh..................... Nouvelle Revue Thdologique
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OnGel..............................Ons Geloof
Or .................................... Orientalia
OrCh................................Orientalia Christiana
OrChP..............................Orientalia Christiana Periodica
PalCl................................Palestra del Clero
Pens................................. Pensamiento
PerMorCanLit................. Periodica de re morali canonica liturgica
PhGrenzwiss................... Philosophic und Grenzwissenschaften
PhJahrb............................Philosophisches Jahrbuch
P O ....................................R. Graffin-F. Nau, Patrologia Orientalis
QuestBibl ........................ Questioni Bibliche alia luce dell’enciclica Divino afflante

Spiritu
R ...................................... M. J. Rouet de Joumel, S.I., Enchiridion Patristicum10’11
RazFe.............................. Razdn y Fe
RechScRel...................... Recherches de Science Religieuse
RechThAncMed.............. Recherches de Th^ologie ancienne et Medievale
R el...................................Religio
REPT............................... J. J. Herzog, Realencyclopadie fur protestantische Theologie

und Kirche
RelCul ............................. Religion y Cultura
RevApol .......................... Revue Apologetique
RevAscMyst................... Revue d’Ascetique et Mystique
RevBibl ........................... Revue Biblique
RevClerFr....................... Revue du Clerge Francais
RevDiocNam.................. Revue Diocesaine de Namur
RevEcclLiege..................Revue Eccldsiastique de Liege
RevEcl............................ Revista Ecclesiastica
RevEspir......................... Revista de Espiritualidad
RevEspT......................... Revista Espaftola de Teologi'a
RevHistEccl.................... Revue d’Histoire Eccl6siastique
RevHistLittRel................Revue d’Histoire et de Litterature Religieuse
RevNdoscolPh.................Revue N6o-scolastique de Philosophic
RevPh............................. Revue de Philosophic
RevPhLov ....................... Revue Philosophique de Louvain
RevQuestSc.....................Revue des Questions Scientifiques
RevScPhTh ..................... Revue des Sciences Philosophiques et Theologiques
RevScRel........................ Revue des Sciences Religieuses
RevThom........................ Revue Thomiste
RevUnivOtt.....................Revue de FUniversite d’Ottawa
RivFilNeosc .................... Rivistadi FilosofiaNeo-scolastica
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S a.....................................Sapientia
Sap...................................Sapienza
S c .....................................Sciencia
ScEccl..............................Sciences Eccldsiastiques
Schol................................Scholastik
ScSacr..............................Scientia Sacra. Theologische Festgabe zugeignet seiner

Eminenz deni Hochwtirigsten Herrn Karl Joseph Kardinal 
Schulte Erzbishof von Koln... (Koln 1935)

ScuoCatt..........................Scuola Cattolica
SpicSacrLo......................Spicilegium Sacrum Lovaniense
SThS................................Sacrae Theologiae Summa
Stimm.............................. Stimmen (aus Maria-Laach; ab anno 1915: der Zeit)
Stud..................................Studien
StudCath..........................Studia Catholica
StudFranc ........................ Studi Francescani
StudTest...........................Studi e Testi
SyllExcerpDiss................ Sylloge excerptorum e dissertationibus ad gradum Doctoris
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conscriptis (Louvain)

TextDoc........................... Textus det Documenta
TextStud .......................... Text and Studies
ThGl................................ Theologie und Glaube
ThPraktQschr................. Theologisch-praktische Quartalschrift
ThQschr...........................Theologische Quartalschrift
ThRev..............................Theologische Revue
ThSt.................................Theological Studies
TU ....................................Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen

Literatur
VerbCa.............................Verbum Caro
VerDom........................... Verbun Domini
VerVid..............................Verdad y Vida
VieDioc............................La Vie Diocesaine
Vielnt...............................Vie Intellectuelle
VieSpir ............................ Vie Spirituelle
WissWeish.......................Wissenschaft und Weisheit
XenThom ........................ Xenia Thomistica
ZaltW .............................. Zeitschrift ftif die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft
ZAscMyst........................Zeitschrift fur Aszese und Mystik
ZkathTh...........................Zeitschrift fUr KatholisdcheTheologie
ZNTWiss......................... Zeitschrift fiir die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft und die

Kunde der alteren Kirche
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

1. The object of the treatise. Since theology is the science about God, 
it considers him first of all and principally as he is in himself one and three 
or by means of an absolute consideration of God. But since, beside God, 
there is the world, theology would not know God perfectly if it did not 
secondarily carefully consider his relation to the world.

Therefore theology also deals with the world, but only inasmuch as 
it comes from God and is directed to God or as it is an analogical projec
tion of God, on whom it depends for its existence and to whom it tends in 
order to participate in his being and to glorify him. “Sacred doctrine,” St. 
Thomas says, “does not deal with God and creatures equally, but about 
God principally and about creatures according as they are ordered to God 
as their principle and end” (I, q. 1, a. 3 ad 1).

Therefore our treatise is truly theological or On God, since it does not 
consider things outside of God except through their reference to him. “In 
sacred science,” says the Angelic Doctor, “all things are treated under the 
aspect of God; either because they are God Himself; or because they refer 
to God as their beginning and end” (ibid, a. 7). Therefore this consider
ation of God is relative, or with reference to creatures. Moreover it is nec
essary that it be based on some aspect of causality, since no relationship 
between God and the other things is found outside of the area of cause and 
effect or what can be reduced to this.1

And therefore precisely that consideration is truly necessary in order 
to know God perfectly, for “the perfect knowledge of any thing cannot be 
had, unless its activity is known” (2 CG 1). Hence theology seeking God 
also in the things outside of him looks at the world either as proceeding 
from God by creation or as ordered to glorify him or also concerning the 
way in which God leads it to its proper end by his conserving and concur
ring activity.

2. Surely the creating God is not known perfectly except by reference 
to all things in the world; but that knowledge of God creating will be more 
perfect as the creatures that stand out among others are more perfectly 
known. Therefore our treatise in a special way considers both men and 
angels in their origin and nature.

Inasmuch as theology considers everything we have said, the study is 
called On God the Creator.

1. See Suarez, De angelis, Introduction.
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3. But God acting merely as creating would obtain his intended glory 
to a certain degree, if he had perfected man and angels according to the 
ultimate end proportioned to their natures. But seeking a more excellent 
glorification of himself both in kind and in degree, he also conferred on 
them new perfections, namely, the supernatural gifts of grace, by which 
they are raised analogically to the divine order. In this way also the irratio
nal world can be said to be elevated extrinsically, since it is at the service 
of man to reach that end.

Moreover certain preternatural gifts were given to man in Adam (in
tegrity, immortality, etc.) by which he could more easily attain his final 
end.2 But the first man Adam received all those gifts, both supernatural and 
preternatural, in such a way for himself and for his posterity so that, unless 
he sinned, they would be passed on by generation to all of them.

4. Therefore we will consider that elevation of angels and men. And 
so our treatise is also called, On God the Sanctifier. But since a twofold 
elevation of man to the supernatural order is distinguished, the one given 
in Adam and the other introduced later by Christ for the whole human race, 
we will now consider only the first level of gifts and leave the new order of 
Christ to the treatises On the Incarnate Word and On Grace.

5. But since both angels and men, even so perfectly made, were able 
to sin, many angels and the first man actually did sin gravely, so that those 
angels were committed to eternal punishment, but Adam lost all of those 
gifts and by generation handed on his sin to his descendants. Behold the 
mystery of sin, and in particular that sin of elevated man which is called 
original. However since God permitted those sins with the intention of 
obtaining his glory, it is the task of theology to consider and evaluate them. 
Therefore out treatise is also called On Sin, since given the reality of the 
mutual relation between those sins, it also deals essentially with both per
sonal sin, whether mortal or venial, and with original sin.

6. The method of the treatise. As is clear from the notion of the 
object of the treatise, everything pertaining to it is religious; of those 
things some can be known only from revelation, while others are known 
from natural reason. Among these latter are the essential relations of the 
creature to God as its principle and end; these points can be studied also 
by philosophers. But even with regard to these one way must be followed

2. Vatican 1 treats this beautifully: Dogmatic Constitution Dei Filius on the Catholic faith, chapter 3 (D 3008- 
3014); CL 7,555-557.
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by the philosopher and another way by the theologian, since the former 
proceeds from principles known by the light of natural reason, while the 
theologian uses them only accidentally, since he seeks his knowledge 
about the world from revealed principles.

Thus therefore, whatever natural reason alone might say to us about 
creation, we follow the principles of theology, so that primarily and es
sentially we are in search of revealed truths about the object of our treatise. 
“Hence there is no reason why those things which may be learned from 
philosophical science, so far as they can be known by natural reason, may 
not also be taught us by another science so far as they fall within revela
tion. Hence theology included in sacred doctrine differs in kind from that 
theology which is part of philosophy” (I, q. 1, a.l ad 2; see a. 2f. and 7f.). 
Therefore our treatise also considers those things that can be attained by 
the light of natural reason, but it sees them essentially as revealed.

However, theology also uses the light of natural reason, although indi
rectly and as it were accidentally, not “indeed to prove faith.. .but to make 
clear other things that are put forward in this doctrine. Since therefore 
grace does not destroy nature, but perfects it, natural reason should minis
ter to faith... .Hence sacred doctrine makes use also of the authority of phi
losophers in those questions in which they were able to know the truth by 
natural reason....But...as extrinsic and probable arguments; but properly 
uses the authority of the canonical Scriptures as an incontrovertible truth” 
{ibid. a. 8 ad 2).

7. The importance of the treatise. 1) Theological. The truth of the 
Redemption and of the divine life communicated to man enjoys a special 
religious and moral dignity. But it presupposes the absolute distinction of 
God from the world, which is clear from creation, where the ontological 
dependence of the world on God is established.

The knowledge of supernatural elevation, while it greatly enhances the 
great goodness of God in his creative activity, is an occasion for us to in
crease our love for God as a most beneficent Father.

Moreover it leads us into a new field: a) theological, through the study 
of the supernatural state, as high above the natural state as heaven is above 
the earth3; b) psychological, through illumination of the wonderful relation 
between nature and supernatural being; c) ascetical, through the manifes
tation of a more sublime way of practicing virtue by which one glorifies 
God; d) mystical, through the revelation of a new interior life, which is a 
participation in that Trinitarian life by which God lives in the vision and

3. See J.B. Terrien, S.J., La grace et la gloire t.2 (Paris 1931) 1.10 c.4.
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love of himself; e) anthropological, through the investigation of the great 
dignity in which man was established by God at the beginning.

8. The mystery of sin, however, and in particular original sin, can right
ly be called the hinge of all Christian soteriology. For it assumes in man the 
loss of gratuitous gifts, so that from a comparison of the primeval human 
condition with the state imposed on many because of sin, it appears that 
all this evil, both physical and moral comes from man himself; but on the 
other hand original sin was the occasion of the Redemption of Christ and 
therefore of the whole supernatural economy of salvation. O happy fault!

Moreover the dignity, power, goodness, holiness and justice of God 
because of that is very much apparent, because the infinite God cared for 
small things by creating them and by adorning them with heavenly gifts 
and by justly punishing sinners or mercifully forgiving them.

However in particular in Christian asceticism that splendid quasi join
ing together of extremes, namely, magnificence and humility, strength and 
sweetness, rests in the intimate awareness of our absolute dependence on 
the omnipotent God who is also full of love. The dejection of the Christian 
in recognizing his nothingness and the joy in his perfection as an image of 
God, his elevation to God through the steps of creatures and at the same 
time his independence from them—these points and others that seem to 
be at least partially mutually opposed, are harmoniously brought together 
in the dogma of creation.4 Hence St. Ignatius, under divine inspiration, 
proposed the dogma of creation as the principle and foundation of Chris
tian perfection and designated the contemplation of God in creatures as the 
crown of that perfection.

9. 2) Philosophical. None of the pagan philosophers before Christ knew 
either creation as such or explained the notion with the precision that the 
Christians possessed, as is evident, for example, from the controversy that is 
still not decided about the thinking of Plato and Aristotle about creation. But 
those who were flourishing after Christ, if by chance they proposed the notion 
clearly, for that are without doubt indebted to Christianity. But even after 
Christ non-Christian systems generally fell into serious cosmological errors, 
as is clear, for example, in stoicism and neo-Platonism. We can also mention 
the more recent errors of positivism, pantheism, materialism, dualism (and 
also those who say that matter is eternal).5

4. See J. Mausbach, Schopfung. KL 10,1878f.
5. See Mausbach, 1870-1878; Pinard, loc.cit., 2096-2099; R. Arnou, Platonisme des Peres: DTC 12,2349f. (on 

neo-Platonism).
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Therefore if creation from a philosophical point of view can rightly be 
said to be the first word of science, which however by reason alone is so 
difficult to discover, it is evident how important our treatise is which il
luminates the minds of men so clearly on this point. Indeed, in this dogma 
the thinking of the supreme legislator is found, and also his worship, the 
individuality of substances, freedom, personal immortality, and so forth. 
And thus it satisfies minds that are burdened with so much philosophical 
confusion.6

10. Division of the treatise. Only a general outline is proposed here, 
since later it will be spelled out in more detail. First of all therefore we 
will treat the creation of the world according to its different causes and its 
conservation by God and about God’s concursus or cooperation in working 
with it; next we will consider man concerning his nature and origin and 
elevation and fall; finally, we will consider the angels with regard to their 
existence and nature and elevation and the reward of the good angels and 
the fall and punishment of the bad angels and the relation of all of them to 
men.

In considering all these points we follow St. Thomas who precedes 
us “as the sun and prince of scholastic theology”7 who treats our subject 
elsewhere and in these places (in which many other things are included 
which today are usually covered in other treatises): I, q. 44-93,103-119 (on 
creation, angels, man); 94-112 (on the original elevation); I-II, q. 71-89 and 
II-II, q. 163-165 (on sin).8

6. Pinard says many things about the theological, philosophical and apologetic, importance o f the dogma o f  
creation: loc. cit., 2195-2199.

7. L. de Molina, Concordia liberi arbitrii... Preamble.
8. Errors refuted by us and the documents o f  the Church on our subject are not mentioned here, since they will 

be given in the development o f  the treatise.
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B O O K  I
On the creation of the world in general

11. From the treatise On God it is established that God is One and 
Three, one in being from himself, necessarily existing and infinite in ev
ery perfection. But since beside God many other things exist, which had a 
beginning of their existence (either eternal or temporal), which continue in 
existence and which perform their own activities, it is the task of the theo
logian to investigate what kind of relation they have to God; this concerns 
their origin, permanence in being and their activities. These points will 
now be treated.

C H A P T E R  I

On the origin of the world

12. The question about the origin of the world is a question about the 
causes of the world, namely, efficient, final, exemplary, material and formal. 
Therefore it is the first three causes that must be considered, while leaving 
the question about the two other causes to the Christian cosmologist, since it 
is not all that important for the theologian, except with regard to those things 
that pertain to man and angels. Those questions will be treated below.

A R T I C L E  I 

O n  t h e  m a k i n g  o f  t h e  w o r l d  

Thesis 1. The world was created by God alone.

S.Th., I, q. 44, a. If.; q. 45, a. M ; 2 CG 6,15; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.l a.l';Suarez, De opere sexdierum 1,1-8; 
Palmieri. De Creatione th.1-5; Pinard, loc. cit., 2034-2115.

13. Connection. On the origin of the world, and other things and espe
cially the following points the intellect wants to know: whether it is from God 
and whether it is from the three persons; whether it is from God acting freely; 
whether it is eternal. Now first of all this one point is established—that the 
world was created by God, and indeed de facto (therefore nothing is said about 
the possibility) by God alone. 1

1. On this place see P.A. Mondreganes, O.M.Cap., De mundi creatione ad mentem seraphici Doctoris S. Bo- 
naventurae: CollectFranc I (1931) 3-27..
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14. Definition of terms. The world is understood here as the com
plex o f all things, not only those existing on earth, or also sensibly visible 
things, but o f all things either material or spiritual existing outside o f God. 
However, since more souls of men are created every day and this question 
is considered elsewhere in theology, it will not be treated here.

Those things however are considered only according to the first being that they had, 
but not according to the being they obtained after further transformations. Therefore 
here we are concerned only with the first creation, which is called the first transition 
of things from non-being to being, which in the beginning was the cosmic material or 
at least the embryonic element, while the further ordination of those things and their 
multiplication by development is called the second creation. In other words, we can say 
that nothing exists that was not created by God either immediately or mediately, that is, 
being produced by a further development from things already created by God. Another 
way of saying the same thing is that nothing exists either formally or virtually (but in the 
sense just indicated) unless it was made immediately by God from nothing.

Since it is clear that pure spirits can come into existence only by creation, the above 
distinction does not apply to angels; however we now prescind from the question about 
the immediate creation of all the angels, since their origin will be considered later (n. 
29Iff.); thus the concern here is only about the first angel.

15. Was created. Creation, even though it can be taken either for any 
making of some thing, or for the conferring of some dignity, for example, 
becoming a Cardinal, or for the conception and production of a work of art, 
here it is defined strictly:

1) Negatively or by reason o f the starting point (terminus a quo): the 
production of something from nothing, that is, not from iself nor from pre
existing matter.

a) Production, or making, but not procession from another substance without its 
division; it is not an emanation or procession by division or by some transformation of 
the substance of the agent; it is not a mere information or eduction of a form from some 
thing either accidental by a minor alteration or substantial, for example, by generation.

b) Of something, which by itself subsists or can subsist, like angels, the human soul, 
or any complete substance. But accidents, material substantial forms, prime matter, al
though they are also really created, are said rather to be concreated, inasmuch as they are 
created in a composite per se subsisting being, upon whom, even while they are coming 
into existence, they depend for their being (S.Th. I, q. 90, a. 2; De pot. q. 3, a. 1 ad 12).2

c) From nothing, not of the efficient cause or even of the exemplary or archtypical 
idea in the agent, as is evident, nor of the logical potentiality or possibility of the thing; 
not of the metaphysical potentiality or abstract essence, but of itself, since what comes

2. See Suarez, Disputationes metaphysicae 15,2,13.
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into being formerly was not, and not from pre-existing matter, or some passive poten
tiality from which the effect is brought forth, since in creation no subject from which 
(prime matter or a complete being) is presupposed, as in other productions (requiring 
something to receive a form): here is where we find precisely the proper and exclusive 
distinguishing characteristic of creative production.

16. N.B. a) In eduction the form is not first produced (in time or at least in nature) and 
then infused into the subject by a new action, for in that way there would be a true cre
ation; but rather in its very becoming it is so dependent at the same time both on the active 
principle as the efficient cause and on the passive principle or the subject as the material 
cause, that by one and the same real action it is produced and united with the subject, since 
it does not happen except by the direct and immediate action on the subject itself.

b) The phrase from nothing says, not that the thing is made from it as from some 
kind of material, but negatively that it is not made from some thing, and at the same time 
that an order of succession is positively given between nothing and the thing; but it is 
not a real order, since nothing is a negative term, but a logical order. This order is one 
of succession or time, since nothing is conceived to be before the thing not as eternally 
created, or of nature, since the thing is thought to come into being from no thing, that is, 
to pass over from non-being to being (I, q. 45, a. 1 ad 3; De pot., ibid., ad 7).

17. 2) Positively or by reason of the destination (terminus ad quem): cre
ation is the production of some thing according to its whole substance.

Thus the whole reality of the thing is said to come into existence, there
fore not merely according to an integral part which completes some other 
pre-existing part, or only according to the form as in eduction, or also only 
according to the matter, which is presupposed in eduction.

3) Completely; creation is the production of a thing according to its whole substance, 
with nothing being presupposed (S.Th. I, q. 65, a. 3).

4) Formally or by reason of the formal object; creation is the production of a being 
insofar as it is being (I, q. 44, a. 2; q. 45, a. 4 ad 1; a. 5). Therefore by creation as such it 
is made, not merely as a thing is it such according to something already existing by an 
accidental or substantial form, as happens in eduction, but simply as a thing, according to 
nothing already existing, it is, or it comes into being according to everything that pertains 
in any way to something that begins to exist.

Therefore this formula says specifically, that by creation as an action distinct from other 
productions (emanation, education), this concrete being as composed from being and such
ness is produced totally, not only as such a being, as happens in other productions, that is, 
it becomes totally a concrete being from having been non-existent, inasmuch as it is now 
something existing.3 But in no way is it proved absolutely that the formula is understood also

3. For a further development o f  the way in which the Angelic Doctor attributes the being o f  things to God, see 
J. Stufler, S.J., Das Wirken Gottes in den Geschopfen nach dem hi. Thomas: ZcathTh 49 (1925) 204-213.
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in a reduplicative manner or that the formal object of creation is being merely inasmuch as it 
is being, but not inasmuch as it is this particular being.

18. N.B. Creation is not change in a proper sense, since it is the nature of change 
that the same thing is now different from what it was before; this does not happen in 
creation since it excludes any presupposed subject. But it can be called change in an 
improper sense, since it is thought of by us as a mutation, inasmuch as the same thing is 
thought of an formerly not existing and then later as existing (2 CG 17; De pot. q. 3, a. 
2). Therefore creation is not motion, since the idea of motion is some middle between 
extremes, which cannot be the case between non-being and being. But creation happens 
in an instant or without any real succession, which is the nature of motion (2 CG 19).

The generation of the Son of God is not creation, since his substance, which is the 
same as the substance of the Father, is already presupposed; Eucharistic transubstantia- 
tion is not creation, or production from nothing; rather, it is the total conversion of one 
thing into another.4

19. By God alone. Therefore God and in fact he alone is the cause, not 
merely cooperating as a first cause with a second cause (which then would 
act as the principle cause or having the power proportionate to the whole ef
fect or a part of it), but the only cause and therefore excluding every other 
principle assisting cause, including an instrumental cause or one which, lack
ing the power proportionate to the effect, acts in virtue of the principal cause.

Proof of this point in the thesis is hardly considered explicitly, but is 
established from the fact that, as will be seen, the sources constantly refer 
to one God as the creator of the world.

20. Adversaries. Gnosticism: The supreme God did not create the ma
terial world, but one of the inferior eons flowing forth from God (some 
eons descending from others); this eon committed a sin of pride and so, 
since it became evil, it infected its work with its own malice.5

Dualism, including all opinions claiming, in addition to God, eternal 
matter existing independently of God. Thus, for example: a) Manichaeism, 
which postulates good or a kingdom of light that God rules (and in which 
beside God there are unbegotten elements) and evil or a kingdom of dark
ness and matter which is ruled by Satan.6

Priscillianism adopted this system (probably not Priscillian himself), 
according to which the devil, uncreated, coming out of the darkness—sub
stantial evil, is in the world of creatures whom he made, that is, in the flesh.

4. Beraza treats the notion o f  creation extensively, n. 2-18. J. Santeler, S.J., offers some helps in order to deter
mine it more exactly: Zur Lehre von der Schdpjung: ZkathTh 69 (1947) 209-222.

5. See J. Tixeront, histoire des dogmes 1" (Paris 1930) 198f.; G. Bareille, Gnosticisme: DTC 6,1460f.
6. See St. Augustine, De haer. 46: ML 42,34;Tixeront, 469f.; G. Bardy Manicheisme: 9,1872-1877.
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Later the Albigenses taught: some said there are two eternal principles, of 
which the good one made spirits, but the evil one made matter; others that 
there is one good principle which made, in addition to spirits, four elements 
from which the evil principle produced the world.7

b) Babylonian, Egyptian and Phoenician cosmogonies postulated an 
eternal chaotic mass out of which the world was made.8 Many other pagan 
philosophers held this, including (probably), the Platonists.9

21. Materialism, or materialistic monism, does not admit that anything 
exists except matter and its powers. Thus in antiquity holding this were 
Democritus, Epicurus, Lucretius (attributing the world to eternal atoms 
united together into one); many in recent centuries, such as Feuerbach, 
Moleschott, Buechner, Haeckel, and so forth.10 11

Pantheism, or non-materialistic monism, from ancient times proposed in 
many different forms, holds that all things are either emanations of the divine 
substance or God revealing himself under different forms. Thus, for example, 
Stoicism, which says that the world is like the body of God emanating from 
him. Neo-Platonism which says, it seems, that the world has emanated from 
God.11 For Spinozaism things are merely modes of the one substance of God.

Transcendental idealism: things are like radiations of the Absolute (Schelling) or 
evolutions of an Idea (Hegel); positions similar to them are held by Fichte and some 
others, like Vacherot and Renan. Other forms of pantheism developed over the centuries 
can be added to the above, especially more recent ones, such as evolutionistic pantheism 
(Schopenhauer, Ed. De Hartmann), ontologistics (Rosmini, Gioberti),12 and many oth
ers could be mentioned, such as Croce and Gentile (idealists).13

Agnostic positivism (Comte, Spencer) is a view that professes agnosticism about

7. See Tixeront, 29 (Paris 1931) 235-243. On the Albigentians see F. Vernet, Albigois: DTC 1,1678.
8. P.F. Ceuppens, O.P., Quaestiones selectae de historia primaeva2 (Turin-Rome 1948) 65-76. See a. Heidel, 

The Babylonian Genesis. The Story of Creation2 (Chicago 1950).
9. See Amou, loc. cit., 12,2265f. One can read about dualism in A.D. Sertillanges, O.P., Leprobleme du mal 1.1 

(Paris 1948); A. Camov, Les Religions de I’lran: Histoire des Religions (M. Brillant-R. Aigrain) t.2 (Paris 
1954) 231-264.

10. See O. Habert, Materialisme et Monisme: DTC 10,282-298; Pinard, 2096f.
11. See Tixeront, 1,23 (on Stoicism); G.M. Manser, O.P., La esencia del Tomismo, trad. V. Garcia Yebra (Ma

drid 1943) 633-638.
12. F. Schalk, Pantheisms. DTC 11,1868-1872; Pinard, 2095-2099. Much information about materialism and 

pantheism is given by L. Janssens, De Deo Creatore, p. 66-120. But on Rosmini see M.F. Sciacca, El 
pensamiento filosbfico de Rosmini (Barcelona 1954) 313-316. On Gioberti, who was led to pantheism 
by his own principles, but it was a point to which he did not want to go, see G. Bortolaso, S.J., Vincenzo 
Gioberti nel centenario della morte: CivCatt (1953) 148-159. On Spinoza see P. Siwek, S.J., Spinoza et le 
Pantheisme religieux (Paris 1959).

13. See A. Zacchi, II nuovo idealismo de B. Croce e G. Gentile (Rome 1925); M. Cordovani, Cattolicismo e 
Idealismo (Milan 1928).
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those things that surpass experimental knowledge.14
Some Protestants who, while admitting creation from nothing, denied that it is 

taught certainly by Holy Scripture and held it as a liberal opinion.15

22. Doctrine of the Church. Later an Council IV  against the Albigenses 
(D 800): “We firmly believe and profess without qualification that there is only 
one true God, eternal...; the one and only principle of all things visible and 
invisible, spiritual and corporeal, who, by his almighty power, from the very 
beginning of time has created both orders of creatures in the same way out of 
nothing, the spiritual or angelic world and the corporeal or visible universe....”

Therefore one principle, eternal, by his almighty power created all 
things out of nothing.

The Council o f Florence, for the Jacobites (D 1333), holds the same 
doctrine and at the same time against the Manicheans declared that God 
“in his goodness created all creatures; good because they were made by the 
Supreme Good.. .and that there is no such thing as a nature of evil, because 
every nature insofar as it is a nature is good.”

23. Vatican I  defined (D 3001) “that there is one true God.. .the Creator 
of heaven and earth” (but these last words “Creator...,” it seems, are not 
defined but merely added); then in D 3003, having substantially added the 
doctrine of Florence, it repeats the words of Lateran IV.

Finally it teaches the following (D 3021): “If anyone denies that there 
is one true God, creator and lord of things visible and invisible: let him be 
anathema” (against atheism, pantheism, all dualism, polytheism, etc.).16

“If anyone dares to assert that nothing exists except matter: a.s.” (aginst 
materialism) (D 3022).

“If anyone says that God and all things possess one and the same sub
stance and essence: a.s.” (against the basic principle of pantheism) (D 3023).

“If anyone says that finite things, both corporeal and spiritual, or at least 
spiritual, emanated from the divine substance; or that the divine essence be
comes all things by a manifestation or evolution of itself; or, finally, that 
God is universal or indefinite being, which by determining itself makes up 
the universe which is diversified into genera, species, and individuals: a.s.” 
(against emanatism and other particular forms of pantheism) (D 3024).

“If anyone does not admit that the world and everything in it, both 
material and spiritual, have been produced in their entire substance by

14. See Habert, 292-296; L. Roure, Positivisme: DAFC 4,37-53 (about A. Comte, etc.); A. de la Barde, Agnos- 
ticisme: DTC 1,599-600 (about H. Spencer, etc.).

15. See I. de Beausobre, Histoire des dogmes de Manichee (Amsterdam 1734) 1.5 c.5.
16. CL 7,102-104; see also Pinard, 2186.
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God out of nothing...: a.s.” (D 3025).

While by the three first canons all materialism and various forms of pantheism are 
rejected negatively, inasmuch as they state that matter and corporeal and spiritual things 
in no way are part of the divine substance (by emanation or evolution), in the fourth can
on it is stated positively that all those things were produced by God, according to their 
whole substance and out of nothing. With these last words both the traditional negative 
formula of “out of nothing” and the scholastic formula “according to their whole sub
stance” are accepted officially by the Church. However, they are not understood in the 
technical sense of hylemorphism, but in a popular or simple way according to the whole 
being of things. With these definitions the Council teaches a healthy dualism against 
all forms of monism, that is, beside God there is a world really and essentially distinct 
from him; it also teaches that the world was made by God in its totality out of nothing.17

24. Many other Church documents could be added to these which, even though they 
do not always use the formula “out of nothing,” still they should be understood in that way 
as their obvious meaning which is in accord with the mind of the Church, for example:

The Symbols proposing one God: as “the creator of heaven and earth” (Apostles’ D 
30); as “the maker of all things visible and invisible” (Nicea, D 125-126); as “the maker 
of heaven and earth, of all things visible and invisible” (Nicene-Constantinople, D 150); 
see St. Cyril of Jerusalem, (D 41); as “the maker of visible and invisible things, through 
whom all things in heaven and on earth were created” (Council of the Province of Toledo, 
D 188; see 189fi, 199-201).18

The Provincial Council of Braga II (D 455, 457f., 463) condemned Priscillian 
Manicheism.

Leo IX in a profession of faith declared “one God” as “the creator of all creatures, 
from whom are all, through whom are all, in whom are all things that are in heaven and 
on earth; visible and invisible” (D 680, see 685). Likewise Innocent III (D 790).

Pius IX (D 2901) rejected contemporary pantheism.

25. Theological note. Defined divine and Catholic faith (D 800, 1333- 
1335, 3024). These decrees, since by the definitions one God is constantly 
mentioned as creating, are also valid regarding the exclusion of any assist
ing cause, at least a principle one and, as it seems, also of any instrumental 
cause-, also, this last point is at least certain in theology.

26. Proof from Holy Scripture. In the Bible creation out of nothing is 
never stated expressly in the words of the sacred author himself, however, the 
making of all things is attributed immediately to God alone in such a way and 
God himself is described as existing before all things and matter or anything

17. For further knowledge and analysis o f  the doctrine o f  Vatican I on creation see CL 7,85f., 98-119.
18. On this see J.A. de Aldama, S.J., ElSimbolo Toledano /  (Rome 1934) 51-56, 157-163.
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similar is never said or supposed to exist independently from God, so that all 
creation is irrefutably proved to exist through God alone, if the whole matter is 
considered without prejudices.

A.The Old Testament. 1) The creation narrative in Genesis. Gen. 1:1-3: In 
the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. The earth was without 
form and void, and darkness was upon the face o f the deep; and the Spirit o f 
God was moving over the face o f the waters. And God said: “Let there be 
light”; and there was light...

In this passage one correctly distinguishes between heaven and earth and 
the work o f creation (v. 1-2) or the origin itself, and the work of distinction (v. 
3-13) or the ordering of things, and the embellished work (14-31) or the addi
tion of other elements to it (S.Th. I, q. 70, a. 1). Our concern now is only the 
work o f creation.

In the passage is the production of the world taught as a real creation out of 
nothing or merely as an ordering and a work of embellishment? The Pontifical 
Biblical Commission declared that “the literal historical sense of the first three 
chapters of Genesis.. cannot “be called in doubt.. .when these same chapters 
treat of facts that touch on fundamental points of the Christian religion: to give 
some examples, among others: the creation of all things accomplished by God 
in the beginning of time...” (D 3514). There is no doubt but that with these 
words creation is understood in the contemporary theological and technical 
sense. Therefore it is established that creation out of nothing is taught in that 
passage, at least if it is understood in the light of tradition.

27. But if the passage is considered by itself alone, is creation thereby cer
tainly affirmed? Catholic exegetes and theologians say that it is.19 Therefore in 
order to show this more clearly these points should be noted:

a) In the profane cosmogonies, for example the Babylonian, Egyptian and 
Phoenician, without doubt a distinction is made between the divinity and the 
chaotic material coexisting as two principles of the world20: but in this passage 
that distinction is not present.

b) In the whole passage God is presented as freely and absolutely treating 
matter as his own possession; but surely this could not be understood logically, 
if matter existed independently of God.21

c) According to all, Moses wants to teach monotheism with this narration, 
or that one God must be adored, from whom everything else is distinguished

19. R. de Vaux, La Genese (Paris 1951) 49, note b, thinks that the formulas “tohu wabohu,” “darkness upon the 
face o f  the abyss,” “the Spirit o f  God was moving over the face o f  the waters,” are three images o f “nothing,” 
from which the living Spirit o f  God produces the things to be made.

20. See Ceuppens, loc. cit.,', Heidel, loc. cit.
21. See V. Laridon, De narratione biblica creationis in Gen. 1:1-11, 4a: Collat-Brug 49 (1953) 15f.
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and on whom they depend as works made by him; but if he did not explain the 
origin of that matter, from which God produced everything, the Jews, without 
doubt having been taught at least in a confused way about the Egyptian cos
mogonies, could have easily thought either that matter itself was some kind 
of divinity or at least that the religion of Moses did not differ greatly from the 
Egyptian.

d) Likewise, since that passage resonates throughout Scripture, as will be 
shown, never in the Bible are traces found of matter as being eternal. As is 
clear from this, the Jews took the words of Moses in their obvious meaning, 
and therefore logically did not think that there is anything in heaven or on earth 
that does not come from God. Rather, they held for creation out of nothing, as 
their tradition shows even in the time before the Messiah and also in both the 
canonical and extra-canonical books.22

Thus, for example the admirable mother of the Maccabees and worthy of 
honorable memory (v. 20), filled with wisdom or, according to the Greek text, 
filled with a noble spirit v. 21), she urged her son to endure death (2 Mace. 
7:20-28); I  beseech you, my child, to look at the heaven and the earth and ev
erything that is in them, and recognize that God made them out o f nothing (e£ 
o d k  ovxcov, which is the preferred reading, instead of o d k  I f  ovxcov). There
fore those words are not the sacred author’s, but the mother’s “who.. .should 
not be thought,” says Hummelauer, “to have been endowed with a knowledge 
of divine things more penetrating than others, or to have accepted some revela
tions from God; rather, she expressed in her religious piety the meaning that 
everyone attributed to the words of Genesis.”23 Therefore she reflected the 
tradition of the people which, of course, is not produced in one day.

28. Therefore keeping these things before our eyes, and provided that with
out prejudice the substance of the narration (which is primarily about the ori
gin of the world) and no other particular points (v.gr., defining the six days of 
Genesis) are considered; also, reading the words of Moses in their obvious 
sense and prescindng from other meanings perhaps also intended by the sacred 
author, the following points stand out:

In the beginning (beresit), which per se can be understood about the cause 
or order or time, here it is manifestly about the beginning o f time (D 3514) 
and indeed the absolute beginning (at least regarding the things whose origin

22. See J.B. Frey, Dieu et le monde d'apres les conceptionsjuives an temps de Jesus Christ: RevBibl 13 (1916) 
33-60; J. Bonsirven, S.J., Le Judai'sme Palestinien au temps de Jesus-Christ 1 (Paris 1934) 164-167; A. 
Ehrhardt, Creatio ex nihilo: StCath 4 (1950) 13-43 (on the idea o f  creation in biblical tradition and among 
the Greeks).

23. F. de Hummelauer, S.J., Commentarius in Genesim (Paris 1895) 87.
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is being narrated), since no restriction is added to it24; therefore the things 
about which he is speaking did not exist before that beginning. Therefore if 
the whole world is said to begin with that, then it did not exist before that.

He created (bara). This word is not necessarily about creation out of 
nothing, since it is also used for the production of the animals and man (1:21, 
27). But in the Hebrew forms of kal (as in our case) and niphal it occurs 
in Scripture forty-seven times and always concerning the activity of God 
and without any mention o f the matter out o f which he makes nor of any 
instrument helping him.25 “Therefore either the Jews lacked a concept of 
creation,” says Hummelauer, “or they gave expression to it with that word.”26 
Therefore it does not necessarily mean eduction [from pre-existing matter], 
but rather, if it is used simply about the beginning of all things, it can eas
ily be understood as creation out of nothing. But since de facto it is used 
elsewhere in a different sense, this particular meaning cannot be deduced 
certainly except from the context of the whole passage.

God appears as unique and as already existing in the beginning when 
heaven and earth began to exist (see Isa. 44:6; 48:12); he also appears as om
nipotent and making things absolutely. This concept of God cannot be joined 
together with matter already existing on its own.

Likewise he also appears in the context as creating by his word or by his 
free will alone (see also Ps. 148:5: He commanded and they were created...). 
This making is understood in the obvious sense of not being a mere ordering 
of matter, but as making out of nothing.26*

29. Heaven and earth (hasamayin vet haaretz). These words are under
stood at least about material things, although the word “heaven” more prob
ably refers to the angels27; but others deny this.28 They connote, according 
to others, the whole visible world already completed (xov Koopov) or they 
are like a summary of those things which then are narrated about the chaotic 
material (v. 2) and about the individual things made from that matter, so that 
therefore they include both that material and the various things made from

24. See H. Dumaine, L 'Heptameron biblique. Remarques sur le recit de la creation (Gen. 1:1—2:4“): RevBible 
46 (1937) 161 f.; Ceuppens, 5; F.X. Kortleiner, Ord.Praem., Sacrae litterae doceantne creationem exnihilo? 
(Innsbruck 1935) c. 2; H. Junker, Genesis (WUrzburg 1953) 11.

25. Thus it is used for the first production o f  man (Gen. 1:27) and o f  animals (1:21), that is, for the beings that 
especially manifest the power o f  God (Num. 16:30; Exod. 34:10, etc.

26. Loc. cit., 86. Kortlineiner, (loc. cit., 23) says this: “The conclusion is certain that, if not always, at least often 
the word “bara” means “creation out o f  nothing.”

26* See G. Lambert, S.J., La creation dans la Bible: NouvRevTh 85 (1953) 259-268; W. Foerster, vox kh'^m: 
TheolWOrt 3 ,1011; Junker, loc. cit.

27. Peter Lombard, 2 d.2; Kortleiner, p. 33; Vacari, 167f.; p. Van Imschoot, Theologie de VAncien Testament 
(Turin 1954) 98.

28. Ceuppens, 6fi; Hummelauer, 88fi; Laridon, loc. cit., 14.
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it.29 But it is more probable that they are only the unformed matter from 
which then the individual things are educed, as is clear from the following 
verse beginning with the word “and” (vau).30

In whatever hypothesis that formula, used without any further qualifica
tion, signifies the totality of things out of which heaven and earth consist (see 
Exod. 20:11; Isa. 44:24) or everything both that they contain and that are 
(formally or virtually) heaven and earth, including that unformed material 
out of which everything was made.

And really that must also be asserted from the fact that no original mate
rial (materia ex qua) of creation is mentioned, especially since it is dealing 
with the first origin of things, as happens in pagan cosmologies.

30. The earth was without form and void (tohu vabohu). With these 
words the earth is described as without form and void (from the Hebrew 
text), that is, lacking plants and animals,31 or also according to many authors 
as a chaotic and unformed mass,32 from which and in which the other things 
to be produced will soon be described. But the earth, since it is designated 
with the same word as before and connected with the preceding without any 
determination by the word “and,” is evidently the very same. Therefore it is 
made with the same action by which heaven comes to be, and therefore it is 
different from it since immediately it is said to be distinguished and adorned, 
or it is made by the action by which matter itself is directly produced and 
which therefore can only be creation out of nothing. And therefore the earth 
is really said to be created in the beginning.

From what was already said it also follows that heaven itself, which is 
said to have been made with the earth, was created out of nothing.

Therefore if everything said so far about the meaning of the passage is put 
together, this is what follows from it: that God, when nothing existed, made 
in their totality heaven and earth, or the universe of all things (formally and 
virtually), or according to their whole substance, therefore out of nothing.

29. Thus Petavius, De open sex dierum 1.2.10 (162); Ceuppens, 7; V. Zapletal, O.P., Der Schopferungsbericht 
der Genesis (1,1-2,3)... (Regensburg 1911) 25f. See also A. Colunga, O.P.: CiencTom 52 (1935) 231f.; 
Foerster, lo. cit.; Laridon, loc. cit.

30. Kortleiner, c.2; A. Vaccari, S.J., Inprincipio creavit Deus caelum etterram  (Gen. 1:1): VerDom 24 (1944) 
161-168; P. Heinisch, Problemidi storiaprimordiale biblica (Cremona 1950) p. 15.

31. See E.F. Sutcliffe, S.J., Primaeval Chaos not Scriptural. MiscBibl 2 (Rome 1934) 203-215. But perhaps 
that opinion does not agree with the text; see Laridon, 16. For de Vaux, loc. cit., with that image nothing is 
expressed; for Lambert it is an absolute desert {loc. cit., 257; L'encyclique "Humani Generis" et I ’Ecriture 
Sainte: NouvRevTh 73 [1951] 240). J. Enciso translates it “la tierra era mar y nieblas,” Tohuwabohu: 
EstBibl 10 (1952) 321-324. However all o f  these versions perhaps do not really differ with each other as 
far as the reality is concerned.

32. Ceuppens, 7; Zapletal, 25; A. Bea, S.J., De Pentateucha2 (Rome 1933) n. 96.
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31. N.B. Rabbi Iarchi (11th century), without denying that creation out of nothing 
is taught in that passage, is quoted by exegetes as construing it thus: “In the beginning, 
when God was creating heaven and earth (but the earth was empty and void), God said: 
“Let there be light....” Some independent authors adopted this as their own (Holzinger, 
H. Gunkel, A. Loysi)33; therefore the quoted “beginning” is not absolute, but relative, al
most as if it were said: When the earth was empty and void, God first of all in the series 
of things to be produced made this, and then.. ..The reason for this reading is this, that the 
beginning, since it is used without the article, is in the constructive state and therefore it 
demands a complement, for example, “in the beginning of such a thing,” and therefore not 
absolutely “in the beginning.”

However, even granting that construction, it does not necessarily follow that matter was 
not made by God; rather, the contrary is the case, not precisely because of the new grammati
cal construction, but certainly at least because of the reasons given above, namely, the inter
pretation of the Jews, the scope of the author who is narrating the first beginning of things. 
Moreover the following facts are opposed to that construction: a) All ancient versions, b) 
The first Jewish and Christian exegetes34; all modem Catholics35 and many independent 
authors (v.g., Konig, Procksch, Wellhausen, Steward, Perowne).36 c) The simplicity of the 
Hebrew language, especially when it is dealing with the beginning of the book and also with 
this chapter, which is completely composed from propositions (almost 50) beginning with 
the particle “and” (consecutive copulative) with the verb, subject, complements, except in 
the first verse, where “in the beginning” is placed before the “and”, and the second verse, 
where, with an unusual and very rare construction by which perhaps something singular is 
noted, the previous particle “and” (here merely a copulative), the subject precedes the verb.37

32. 2) God is said explicitly to have created the world out o f nothing in 
2 Macc. 7:26.28 (see above n. 27). This testimony, recently brought forward 
as proof of the Jewish tradition about creation out of nothing, also shows in a 
certain way that the sacred author is implicitly confirming it, since (from the 
context) he praises the woman who uttered it.

33. 3) Without any restriction the world is emphatically attributed to the 
one God as its maker. These words, since they indicate that it was in no way 
made from pre-existing matter, should be taken absolutely, that is, also as re-

33 . SeeZapetal, 19.
34. See L. Murillo, S.J., El Genesis (Rome 1914) 175f.
35. Pinard, 2043-2046; Sapletal, 19-21; Hummelauer, 90; Ceuppens, 4s.; M.J. Lagrange, O.P.: RevBibl 11 

(1902) 119-122; Murillo, loc. cit.
36. E. KOnig, Die Genesis (Gtltersloh 1919) 129-131; O. Procksch, Die Genesis (Leipzig 1925); J. Well

hausen, Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israel6 (Berlin 1905) 386f.; J.J. Stewart Perowne, Notes on Genesis: 
Expos 2 ser.4 (1890) 249f.

37. See Vacarri, 163. Concerning the whole passage see Kortleiner, 15-41; Zapletal, 19-29; Murillo, loc. cit.; 
Exposicion exegetica de la seccidn cosmogonica de Moises: RazFe 21 (1908) 416-421; Hummelauer, 
85-92; Nochmals der biblische Schopfungsbericht: BiblStud 3 (Freiburg 1898) 110-118; H. Rongy, La 
creation dans la Genese: RevEcclLtege 25 (1933-1934) 3-13.
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ferring to the matter of the world. But since that idea is asserted in Scripture 
very often and in many different ways, we will cite only those texts in which 
God is said to have made at one time heaven and earth, at another heaven 
and earth and everything that is in them, at another each individual thing in 
heaven and earth.38

Jer. 32:17: Lord God! It is thou who hast made the heavens and the earth 
by thy great power.... Ps. 146:6: Who made heaven and earth, the sea, and all 
that is in them. Ps. 103 (which is rightly called a hymn of creation): Who hast 
sketched out the heavens... who makest the clouds... who makest the winds thy 
messengers. Thou didst set the earth on its foundations.... The mountains rose, 
the valleys sank down to the place which thou didst appoint for them. Thou 
didst set a bound which they should not pass....Thou makes springs gush 
forth....Thou waterest the mountains....Thou dost cause the grass to grow for 
the cattle, and plants for man to cultivate....Thou hast made the moon to mark 
the seasons....(see Ps. 8; Job 38f.; Sir. 43:1-27). Isa. 44:24: lam the Lordwho 
made all things, who stretched out the heavens alone, who spread out the 
earth—Who was with me? Isa. 45:6.18: lam the Lord, and there is no other. 
Iform light and create darkness, I  make weal and create woe.... The Lord who 
created the heavens (he is God!), who formed the earth and made it....

34. 4) God is called the absolute Lord of heaven and earth. This would not be stated, 
if there were anything existing in them independently of being produced by God. 1 Chron. 
29:11-16: Thine, O Lord, David sings, is the greatness, and the power, and the glory...; for 
all that is in the heavens and in the earth is thine... .thine is the kingdom, O Lord, and thou art 
exalted as head above all... .In thy hand are power and might... .It is all thy own....

Mordecai also expresses the Jewish sense of God’s power in Est. 13:9-12: Lord, king 
who rulest over all things, for the universe is in thy power... .For thou hast made heaven and 
earth and every wonderful thing under heaven. Thou art Lord of all, and there is no one who 
can resist thee.

Hence God also as Lord freely makes his own works subject to man. Ps. 8:7f.: Thou has 
given him dominion over the works of thy hands; thou has put all things under his feet....

35. 5) The name of “Yahweh” or he who is. Exod. 3:11-14: But Moses said to God, 
Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh, and bring the sons of Israel out of Egypt? He said, 
“But I will be with you”....Then Moses said to God, “If I come to the people of Israel and 
say to them, ‘The God of your fathers has sent me to you,’ and they ask me, ‘What is his 
name?’ what shall I say to them?” God said to Moses, “I am who I am.” And he said, “Say 
this to the people of Israel, ‘I am has sent me to you....’”

38. Kortleiner, 43 note 2 and C.A. Lapide, In Isaiam prophetam (Paris 1860) 516f., cite the text o f  Isa. 41:24 
{Behold, you are nothing) about idols as an example o f  creation out o f nothing. But perhaps the text mere
ly indicates directly that those gods are only fictions; see J. Knabenbauer, S.J., Commentarius in Isaiam 
prophetam1 (Paris 1923) 117.
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There is no reason that prevents us from interpreting these words in their obvious mean
ing. And surely when Moses understood clearly who God is, it seems that rather than asking 
about the name of God he was seeking the meaning of it or what God is in himself. But God 
is, according to his response, he who is, or he whose nature it is to exist, or being itself, and 
indeed not abstract from all common being, but concrete and absolute. Therefore he is being 
in such a way that by that name the nature of God is defined, not by some abstract form, but 
by his very real and concrete existence (S.Th., I, q. 13 a. 11).39 Moreover that truth, in itself 
metaphysical, could have been sufficiently understood by Moses because of his divine il
lumination; however it is also possible that it was revealed to him in an obscure way so that 
it would be understood perfectly only by future generations.

However that name would not be proper to God, or a name by which he is clearly 
distinguished from all others, if anything existed independently of God or existed from 
itself. Therefore other things, beside God, do not exist from themselves. If they did, then 
those things (at least the material ones), as parts of that eternal matter, would not be said 
to be like nothing. Isa. 40:15-17: Behold, the nations are like a drop from a bucket, and 
are accounted as the dust on the scales; behold, he takes up the isles like fine dust.. ..All 
the nations are as nothing before him, they are accounted by him as less than nothing and 
emptiness. Wis. 11:22: Because the whole world before thee is like a speck that tips the 
scales, and like a drop of morning dew that falls upon the ground.

And so it is easily understood that God, with full justification, is called Lord (Yah- 
weh), and indeed he alone precisely as the Creator. Amos 9:6: Who builds his upper cham
bers in the heavens, and founds his vault upon the earth...the Lord is his name (see 5:8). 
Isa. 45:18: For thus says the Lord, who created the heavens (he is God!), who formed the 
earth and made it. ...Iam the Lord (Yahweh) and there is no other (see v. 5-7).

36. 6) God is said to exist before all others, and from all eternity. This would not be 
easily understood, if they already existed in unmade matter. Ps. 90:2: Before the moun
tains were brought forth, or ever thou hadst formed the earth and the world, from everlast
ing to everlasting thou art God. Prov. 8:21-31: The Lord created me at the beginning of 
his work. Ages ago I was set up, at the first, before the beginning of the earth. When there 
were no depths I was brought forth.. ..When he established the heavens I was there....

37. B. The New Testament. 1) As in the O.T. God is said simply, and in 
many ways, to have made everything. Acts 4:24 (the faithful in Jerusalem 
pray thus): Sovereign Lord, who didst make the heaven and the earth and the 
sea and everything in them (see 14:15). Heb. 1:10 (a reference to Ps. 102:26):

39. See H. Bams, O.P., La revelation du nom divin "tetragrammaton": RevBibl 12 (1893) 332-338;Lagrange, 
El et lahve: RevBibl 12 (1903) 378-380; F„ Prat, S.J., Jdhovah: DB 3 ,1220f., 1231-1233; G. Mitosinka, 
Patrum graecorum interpretationes: Exodi 3,14 (Prague 1938); Ceuppens, Theologia biblica. De Deo 
Uno (Rome 1949) p. 23-28; Heinisch, Theologia des Alien Testament (Bonn 1940) n.8.14. We think that 
the opinion must be wholly rejected to the effect that God did not want to reveal his name; this is proposed 
by A.M. Dubarle, La signification du nom de Jahweh: RevScPhTh 34 (1951) 3-21. And it does not seem  
possible to accept the opinion that the name o f ‘Yahweh” signifies, not an absolute being, but an efficacious 
one, or one whose existence actively manifests itself, as Van Imschoot claims, op. cit., 17.
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And, “Thou Lord, didst found the earth in the beginning, and the heavens are 
the work o f thy hands; 1:2f.: Through whom (the Son) he created the world. 
He reflects the glory o f God ... upholding the universe by his word ofpower 
(see 11:3); 3:4: The builder o f all things is God.

In particular see John 1:3: All things were made through him (the Word) 
(eyevexo, that is, they came into being). This is said as it were to confirm that 
by the power of the Word his divinity is first asserted and his eminence over all 
things. But since that assertion is absolutely true, by which everything is said 
to have been made by the Word, there is nothing that was not made by him; 
therefore they are made out of nothing (see 1:10).

Much less do the words that are immediately added weaken that point, as if they as
sumed that some things are not made, but rather they increase its force: And without him 
was not anything made (ou8s ev, a stronger form) that was made. For the first statement 
is absolute; but the rest are a negative affirmation of the same thing, according to Hebrew 
parallelism which is not rare in St. John (1:20; 3:16; 10:4f. 28; 20:27; 1 John 1:6; 2:4.27); 
in this way the same thing is expressed with two verses—one positive and one negative.40

38. Likewise in Col. 1:16: For in him (the Son) all things were created, 
in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or domina
tions...; all things were created through him and for him. In this text the 
creation of the angels is explicitly asserted; in this way the Colossians are 
forewarned against Parsism or the worship of angels as gods which was 
popular in the city at that time.

1 Cor. 8:6: There is one God, the Father, from whom are all things and 
for whom we exist, and one Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom (8i’ on) are all 
things and through whom we exist.

39. 2) Hence God is said to be simply and without any restrictions the Lord of heaven 
and earth. Matt. 11:25: Jesus said, I thank thee, Father, Lord of heaven and earth (see Luke 
10:21). Therefore he also has the elements subject to himself, Matt. 5:45: For he (the Father) 
makes his sun rise on the evil and on the good, and sends rain on the just and the unjust.

3) All things are said at the same time to have been made by God and to be ordered to 
him. Therefore, if according to the totality, as is clear, they are said to be directed to him, 
likewise according to their totality they are said to have been made by him. Rom. 6:36: 
For from him and through him and to him (i.e., efq auxov) are all things. See Col. 1:16; 1 
Cor. 8:6; Rev. 21:6; 22:13.

4) God is said simply to have existed before the world. John 17:5: And now, Father, 
glorify thou me in thy own presence with the glory which I had with thee before the

40. J. Vost6, O.P., Studia loannea1 (Rome 1930) 38f.; Lagrange, Evangile selon Saint JeanA (Paris 1927) 4-6; 
A. Durand, S.J., Evangile selon Saint Jean* (Paris 1927) 10-12.
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world was made (see 14:24). See Eph. 1:4.
5) God is said to call those things that are not. Rom. 4:17: Who (God) gives life to 

the dead and calls into existence (i.e., as if they were, tin; ovxa) the things that do not 
exist (id pf| ovra). These words seem to indicate only creation out of nothing.41

40. N.B. a) Many other scriptural testimonies for creation out of nothing could be 
quoted, since the sacred authors often give expression to this idea either in praise or 
gratitude or love of God, or to promote trust or for some other reason. But the texts we 
have quoted show strongly the firm and constant faith with which Scripture attributes to 
God the creation of all things; also, it never speaks about matter being independent of 
him. Therefore it very clearly teaches creation out of nothing.

b) The creation of the angels is not explicitly mentioned in any of the cited texts, 
with the exception of Col. 1:16. But if with less probability it is denied that they are in
cluded in Gen. 1:1, at least in other texts where the subject treated concerns the creation 
of all things in heaven and on earth, it must be said that they are also included. This is 
shown positively because often in Scripture they are introduced either as dwelling in 
heaven (Gen. 28:12; 1 Kings 22:19; Dan. 7:10; Matt. 18:10) or in some connection with 
it (Neh. 9:6; Ps. 148:If.); it is shown negatively because, since the Jews knew about 
their existence, they had to know that they were made by God, lest otherwise they could 
think that they were some kind of gods.

41. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers often mentioned this basic 
dogma of the Christian religion, and indeed they offered many reasons 
in order to explain it and to defend it. Only some of their testimonies are 
proposed here in which they teach creation out of nothing whether themati
cally or by reason of the divine nature, whether dogmatically or as a matter 
of faith, whether exegetically or as handed down in Scripture, whether po
lemically or against the pagan philosophies and heretical sects who were in 
error on this matter in some way, or because of some other dogmatic error.

1) Thematically. From the omnipotence of God. Lactantius (R 628); 
“A carpenter without wood will build nothing, because he cannot make 
the wood itself; that he cannot do it is a sign of human weakness. But God 
makes matter for himself because he can; for to be able to do that is God’s 
nature; for, if he cannot do it, he is not God....”

From the uniqueness of God. Tertullian (R 325): “This rule is required by the nature 
of the One-only God, who is One-only in no other way than as the sole God; and in no 
other way sole, than as having nothing else [co-existentj with Him. So also He will be 
first, because all things are after Him; and all things are after Him, because all things are

41. Kortleiner, 41-55, explains many scriptural ideas that pertain more or less directly to creation.
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by Him; and all things are by Him, because they are of nothing...” (see R 322).42

42. 2) Dogmatically. Pastor Hermes (R 85): “First of all believe that 
there is one God who created everything...and he made all things out of 
nothing in order that they might be....”

Origen (R 445):”The particular points clearly delivered in the teaching of the Apos
tles are as follows: First, That there is one God, Who created and arranged all things, 
and Who, when nothing existed, called all things into being...” (see R. 478).

Tertullian (R 290): “Now the rule of faith—that we may at this point confess what it 
is that we maintain—is that whereby it is believed that there is in any wise but one God, 
and no other than the Creator of the world, Who, by His own Word first of all sent forth, 
brought all things out of nothing....”

St. Gregory Nazianzen (R 1014): “Believe that all that is in the world, both all that 
is seen and all that is unseen, was made out of nothing by God.”

43. Exegetically. St. John Chrysostom: “Moses...refutes all the her
esies, that like weeds would sprout up in the Church, with what he says 
here: in the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. Hence if 
a Manichean approaches you saying that matter pre-existed, if Marcion, 
if Valentine, if a gentile—say to them: in the beginning God created the 
heavens and the earth. But what can you say, if he does not believe in 
Scripture? Then avoid him like a raging maniac and a madman. For one 
who does not believe in the maker of all things, and argues in favor of the 
truth of a lie—how can he be worthy of any pardon?42*

St. Athanasius (R 748): “But the godly teaching and the faith according to the Christ 
knows that it was not spontaneously, because forethought is not absent.. .nor of existing 
matter... ,but that out of nothing , and without its having any previous existence, God 
made the universe to exist through His Word, as He says firstly through Moses: In the 
beginning God created the heavens and the earth.”

St. Epiphanius (R 1101): “The word of God clearly says: that the angels were not 
produced after the stars, nor were they established before heaven and earth. For the 
statement is certain and immutable: before the heavens and the earth absolutely no thing 
existed, since In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth, so that it would be 
the beginning of creation, before which there were certainly no created things.”

44.4) Polemically. Against the Gnostics. St. Irenaeus (R 194): “The rule of 
truth which we hold, is, that there is one God Almighty who made all things by

42. His doctrine on creation is explained by A. D ’Ales, S.J., La theologie de Tertullien (Paris 1905) 104-106, 
109-112.

42*In Gen. 1 hom.2,3: MG 55,29.
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His Word.. .and formed out of that which had no existence, all things which 
exist....There is no exception or deduction stated; but the Father made all 
things by Him, whether visible or invisible....he did not make by angels or 
by any power separated from his own...” (see R 199).

45. Against the Greek philosophers defending uncreated matter. St. 
Theophilus of Antioch (R 178): “But Plato and those of his school acknowl
edge indeed that God is uncreated, and the Father and Maker of all things; 
but then they maintain that matter as well as God is uncreated, and aver that 
it is coeval with God. But if God is uncreated and matter uncreated, God is 
no longer, according to the Platonists, the Creator of all things.... And what 
great thing is it if God made the world out of existent materials? For even 
a human artist, when he gets material from someone, makes of it what he 
pleases. But the power of God is manifested in this, that out of things that are 
not He makes whatever He pleases....”

Tatian (R 153-154): “God was in the beginning.. ..For the Lord of the universe, who 
is himself the necessary ground (oTtoaxacm;) of all being, inasmuch as no creature was yet 
in existence, was alone; but inasmuch as He was all power, Himself the necessary ground 
of things visible and invisible, with Him were all things; with him, by Logos-power the 
Logos Himself also, who was in him, subsists....For matter is not, like God, without 
beginning, nor, as having no beginning, is of equal power with God; it is created, but not 
produced by any other being, but brought into existence by the Framer of all things.” 

Clement of Alexandria said to an objector: “However the philosophers, not only the 
Stoics and Plato and Pythagoras, but also Aristotle, list matter among the principles and 
they do not establish one principle”; then he explains the doctrine of the philosophers 
about uncreated matter (even suggesting that Plato presupposed that matter only in an al
legorical way, since he admitted one principle) was asserted with some knowledge of Gen. 
1:1: “Moreover the prophetic statement: but the earth was without form and void: supplied 
them with the opportunity of introducing material substance.”

A short time before he had said that God is “absolutely the first and most ancient prin
ciple. . .which is for all other things the cause that they become and that they were made.”43 

Origen (R 459): “And I cannot understand how so many distinguished men have been 
of opinion that this matter.. .was uncreated, that is, not formed by God Himself, who is 
the Creator of all things, but that its nature and power were the result of chance. And I am 
astonished that they should find fault with those who deny either God’s creative power 
or His providential administration of the world...while they themselves incur a similar 
charge of impiety in saying that matter is uncreated, and co-etemal with the uncreated 
God.”

And elsewhere he says (R 478): “A beginning may be that out of which a thing comes, 
the underlying matter from which things are formed. This, however, is the view of those

43. Stromatum 5,14; 5,12f.: MG 9,131. 122.
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who hold matter itself to be uncreated, a view which we believers cannot share, since we 
believe God to have made the things that are out of the things that are not, as the mother of 
the seven martyrs in the Maccabees teaches, and as the angel of repentance in the Shepherd 
inculcated’* (see 2 Macc. 7:28; R 85).

46. Against emanatism. St. Augustine (R 1564): “Therefore Catholic 
doctrine orders to be believed that this Trinity is said to be one God, and 
that he...created everything that is inasmuch as it is, so that every crea
ture... whether visible or invisible was not born from God but was made 
by God out of nothing; and there is nothing in it that pertains to the Trin
ity, except what the Trinity made and so it was made. Therefore it is not 
allowed to say or to believe that all creatures are either consubstantial or 
co-eternal with God.”

Against Noetus, the Monarchian, who held that the Son is not God or, 
if he is God, then he is the same as the Father.44 St. Hippolytus (R 391): 
“God, subsisting alone, and having nothing contemporaneous with Him
self, determined to create the world....Beside Him there was nothing.... 
When He willed...He manifested His Word in the times determined by 
Him, and by Him he made all things...” (see R 398).45

47. Against the Arians who said that the Son was made. St. Athanasius 
(R 761): “They must be told, that although God always had the power to 
make, yet the things originated had not the power of being eternal. For they 
are out of nothing, and therefore were not before they originated; but things 
that were not before their origin, how could these co-exist with the ever
lasting God?....But the Son, not being a work, but proper to the Father’s 
offspring, always is; for, whereas the Father always is, so what is proper to 
His essence must always be...” (see R 764).

Against the Manicheans. St. Augustine (R 1540f.): “God rightly is be
lieved to have created everything out of nothing, because, even though 
everything made out of that matter was made, still this matter itself was 
made completely out of nothing. For we ought not to be like those who do 
not believe that the omnipotent God could make something out of noth
ing, since they think.. .that workers cannot fabricate something unless they 
have something out of which to make it... .Therefore that unformed matter 
which God made out of nothing, is called the first heaven and earth.. ..”46

44. See Bardy, Monarchianisme: DTC 10,2195.
45. His doctrine on creation is explained by D ’Ales, La theologie de saint Hippolyte (Paris 1906) 21-25.
46. On his teaching about creation see K. Startz, Augustinus Schopfungsglaube dargestellt nach seinen Gen- 

esisauslegungen (Breslau 1931) part 2; J. De Blic, S.J., Platonisme et Christianisme dans la conception 
augustinienne du Dieu Createur: RechScRel 30 (1940) 172-198.
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48. Theological reasoning. If it is supposed here, as proved in the trea
tise On the One God, the existence of the irnmutable God whether absolutely 
necessary or necessarily unique, and from experience the existence of mutable 
things, which therefore are distinct from God, and if for other reasons there is 
not intention here to demonstrate that God is the creator of all things as their 
unique cause or at least as their principle cause, but only of the produced things 
by his first action, thus God is proved as the only one to have created the world;

Whatever exists outside of God was produced mediately or immediately 
by God. Therefore at least the first activity of God ad extra was the production 
of tilings out of nothing.

The consequence is easy to see, if the antecedent is granted, since the first 
thing produced would be either from God, which is repugnant to his pure di
vine actuality and simplicity and immutability, or out of nothing.

The antecedent. There is only one being from itself (ens a se) or one to 
whom being belongs essentially. Therefore if any other things exist, they are 
not from themselves, but are contingent; therefore it belongs to them essen
tially to exist by participation from another. But if they were not mediately 
or immediately from God, they would be from themselves and therefore they 
would not have being by participation. For outside of God no other cause for 
them can be assigned except an infinite process which, as is evident, is impos
sible. Therefore they exist mediately or immediately from God and from him 
alone (S.Th., I, q. 2, a. 3; q. 44, a. If.).

Therefore, if the matter is looked at carefully, the thesis on creation out of 
nothing is only a corollary of the thesis on the existence of a Being from itself 
and there can be only One.

49. Natural reason, since it can by its own power prove both the necessary existence 
and the uniqueness of the immutable God, can also by itself alone obtain certain knowledge 
of creation out of nothing (In 2 d.l, q.l, a.2; De pot., q.3, a. 5).47 This position, however, 
which was not defined as a dogma of faith by Vatican I (D 3026 ),48 can surely be said to 
be theologically certain. For it is a defined dogma of faith “that the one and true God.. .by 
means of the things that have been made.. .can be known with certainty with the natural light 
of human reason” (ibid.), and it is also certain from human reason that the existence of the 
one necessary God implies that all other beings, beside him, were made out of nothing49; or 
also that the knowledge o f the one true God cannot be obtained without the knowledge of

47. See on this point Santeler, loc. cit., 222-225; Suarez, loc. cit., 20,1,7. Therefore the assertion must be totally 
rejected to the effect that natural reason by itself alone does not lead to the idea o f creation out o f  nothing; 
while firmly holding creation out o f  nothing, this point is rejected by E. Brunner, La doctrine chretienne du 
Dieu Createur: RevHistPhRel 34 (1954) 334-336.

48. CL 7,79.
49. Holding almost the same view are Pinard, 2192; Pignataro, op. cit., 40. See also Hurter, 2 n. 241.
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God as the creator.50
However others have doubts about that qualification, since the truth about God as the 

creator is something different and as far as we are concerned it is posterior and more remote 
than the truth of God as existing.5'

50. Moreover, even after having granted the possibility of a demonstration, de facto, 
since man from his own experience is familiar only with eductive activity and therefore does 
not easily conceive a creative activity that is in itself so mysterious, natural reason alone in 
the state of nature with difficulty can grasp the demonstration of a strict creation without the 
help of revelation. For revelation, without presenting him necessarily with the principles 
of demonstration, directs his mind in seeking such a proof and in accurately evaluating it.52

Hence also the great pagan philosophers most probably were ignorant of the idea of cre
ation or their thinking about it was so confused that it is not clear to us what their mind about 
it was. Thus, only a few things are said here about Plato and Aristotle, while St. Thomas 
conceded to them a concept of creation (I, q. 44, a. 1; De pot. q. 3, a. 5).53 St. Bonaventure 
denied that they had such an idea.54 This disagreement still exists among more recent au
thors, but most seem to adhere to the negative opinion.

Aristotle’s principles, although according to some include creation out of nothing,55 ac
cording to others they deny it56; others say that he neither asserted nor denied it, but simply 
had no knowledge of it,57 but in such a way that his principles contain it virtually.58

Up to the present time it is denied by some that Plato held for creation out of nothing,59 
while by others it is affirmed60 or at least his principles are thought to be in sufficient agree
ment with the correct doctrine.61

50. Thus Huarte, n. 14.
51. Thus Boyer, 43 f.
52. See Palmieri, th.5, n .l; B. Billot, S. J., Dogma creationis an ex Geneseos demonstretur: Greg 1 (1920) 177f.
53. On a doubtful contradiction in St. Thomas in this matter see A.C. Pegis, A Note on St. Thomas, Summa 

theological 1 ,44, 1-2: MedStud 8 (1946) 159-168. Hence also Manser, loc. cit., 614, thinks that the holy 
Doctor still attributes to Aristotle, as in De Potentia, the opinion o f a strict creation, while J. Maritain {La 
philosophie bergsonienne. Etudes critique3 [Paris 1948] 346), denies that he continued in that attribution.

54. In 2  d. 1 p. 1 a. 1 q. 1. On that disagreement about Aristotle see, for example, F. Prezioso, O.F.M., De Aris- 
totelis creationismo secundum S. Bonaventuram et secundum S. Thomam (Rome 1942).

55. Thus F. Brentano, Arisstoteles Lehre Ursprung des mensch. Geistes (Leipzig 1911); E. Rolfs, Die 
arislotelische Auffassungvon Verhdltnisse Gottes zur Welt und zum Menschen (Berlin 1892); Boyer, 20f.

56. Thus J. Chevalier, La notion de necessaire chez Aristote et chez ses predecesseurs particulierement chez 
Platon (Paris 1915); Aristote et saint Thomas d ’Aquin o u l’idee de creation: Lettr 14 (1927), 1) 433-447; 
Lagrange, Comments 'est transformee la pensee religieuse d'Aristote. D ’apres un livre recent: RevThom 
9 (1926) 297-313, 326-328, who follows W. Jaeger, Aristoteles. Grundlegung einer Geschichte seiner 
Entwicklung (Berlin 1923); E.Gilson, L'esprit de la philosophic medievale2 (Paris 1944) 401; J. Baudry, 
Leprobleme de I'origine et de I ’eternite du monde (Paris 1931) 185-189.

57. Thus, for example, Maritain, loc. cit.
58. Thus R. Jolivet, Aristote et la notion de creation: RevScPhTh 19 (1930) 5-50, 209-235; Manser, 612-618, 

who quotes many others holding the same thing (613). Valbuena agrees with this, loc. cit., 695-697.
59. Thus Chevalier, La notion de necessaire... 186-188; Amou, loc. cit., 2265f., 2349.
60. Thus Lagrange, Platon thiologien: RevThom 9 (1926) 196-202; A.E. Taylor, Plato (London 1926)442-444.
61. Thus Boyer, 19f. Although they do not treat the matter directly, these authors seem to hold the same view: A. 

Bremond, Note sur le Dieu de Platon: ArchPhil 2 (19240 42,390-401; A. Dies, Autour de Platon 2 (Paris 
1927) 1.4 c.3 p. 523-574.
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51. Objections. 1. Wis. 11:17: For thy all-powerful hand, which created the world out 
of formless matter (si; apopcpou uAr|c;) did not lack the means to send upon them a multitude 
of bears, or bold lions... .Accordingly, the world was made by God out of formless matter. 
Therefore not out of nothing.

I distinguish the antecedent. The world was made out of formless matter in the second 
creation, conceded; in the first creation, denied.

For since God punished the Egyptians, who were adoring mere animals, by those same 
animals, the holy author, showing that for God it was easy to send even more ferocious ani
mals against them, appeals suitably to the second creation (Gen. 1:2: tohu vabohu), in which 
God made the animals out of matter. But by that fact he does not deny the first creation. It 
is almost as if someone, saying that God could make other men, would rightly appeal to the 
production of Adam, and perhaps more suitably than to the first creation of the world, with
out thereby denying the latter.

Moreover nowhere does the book of Wisdom refer to unformed matter, but rather it 
affirms the absolute dependence of all things on God for their being and conservation: see 
v. 21-26, and also 1:14; 6:7; 7:22.24.27; 8:1.6; 9:2.9; 13:1-5. Therefore one would undeserv
edly conclude from one statement, uttered as it were in passing (which, moreover, as is clear 
from the context, in no way denies the first creation), that Wisdom is ignorant of the Jewish 
tradition about creation out of nothing and is speaking like the pagan philosophers.

52. The objector insists: In order to show the omnipotence of God, which Wisdom in
tends to do (v. 17-24), the first creation is more suitable than the second. Therefore, if he had 
known about the first creation, he would have mentioned it.

I distinguish the antecedent. In order to show the omnipotence of God the first cre
ation is more suitable absolutely, conceded; for the way in which God wishes to be mani
fested here, denied.

The author wishes to emphasize the power of God, not simply, but as wise, inas
much as God willed to punish the Egyptians by vile animals so that they might know 
that a person will be punished by those things through which he has sinned (v. 17), 
even though he could have produced more fierce animals; also there is this: Thou hast 
arranged all things by measure and number and weight (v. 20). That having been said, 
he rightly refers to the second creation, and perhaps more suitably than to the first. 
Moreover even though the author wants to emphasize the pure power of God in his 
punishment of the Egyptians, he could also mention the second creation, and perhaps do 
it more suitably, because in it the concrete instruments of God’s omnipotence become 
apparent.62

53.2. Heb. 11:3: By faith we understand that the world was created by the word of God, 
so that what is seen was made out of things which do not appear. According to this, visible 
things are made out of invisible things. Therefore not out of nothing.

62. See Frey, 36-39; Kortleiner, p. 56-66; Comely-F. Zorell, S.}.,Introductio in librossacros II,22 (Paris 1925) 
233f.; J. Weber, Le livre de la Sagesse: PirClam 6 (Paris 1946) 475f.; J. Fischer, Das Buch der Weisheit 
(WOrzburg 1954) 33f.
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I distinguish the antecedent. Visible things are made out of invisible things, which are 
not some kind of matter, conceded; otherwise, denied.

No one doubtless dares to attribute to St. Paul the assertion that corporeal or visible 
things were made out of invisible material. Having admitted this, already the objection 
is refuted negatively, even though the positive meaning of the passage is not established 
for certain.

Indeed it seems more probable from the Greek text that the words “out of things which 
do not appear’ (pr| 6k cpaivopevcov, i.e., not from what is seen) signify “out of nothing.” 
And surely Paul, after his definition of faith which is, according to him, an argument for 
what does not appear (ou (3A£7iopevcDV, i.e., which are not seen), presents as an example of 
the things of faith the creation of the world or an initial fact surpassing human experience. 
Elsewhere (Rom. 4:17) he describes creation as a work of God who “calls into existence the 
things that do not exist,” (see n. 39).63

St. Thomas (I, q. 65, a. 4 ad 1) also interprets the passage as being about creation, but so 
that “the immaterial forms” are “the types of things in the mind of God” according to which 
the world was made. According to others it is not a question here about creation (at least first 
creation) but, for example, about faith in the invisible word of God, inasmuch as, being led 
by it, the reason for acting externally of the ancients was ruled, as is clear from the examples 
(v. 4-31) given there (Ceuppens), or about an unexpected event, or something similar that is 
not foreseen, as happens according to the plan of God by which the course of events (as in a 
second creation) is ordained (Smith).64 65

54.3. Regarding the holy Fathers, there are some objections from their writings:
St. Justin says that “he (God) established all things from the beginning out of unformed 

matter,” in fact “that it was accepted from a teaching proclaimed by the prophets...what 
Plato said, namely, that God, when he had changed the unformed matter, made the world.”55

But it would be astonishing that he deviated from the other Fathers in such a funda
mental point, especially since he was the teacher of Tatian (whom we heard recently speak 
about creation out of nothing) and since he was not accused of error concerning this by any 
of the Fathers.

Surely those words do not deny that the matter was created out of nothing, especially 
since from other texts it is clear that the opinion about uncreated matter, which is attributed 
there to Plato, is explicitly rejected by him: “For God is the only one who is not begotten, 
nor is he subject to corruption, and therefore he is God: but all other things that are after him, 
are generated and subject to corruption... .For the unbegotten is like the unbegotten, they are 
equal and the same, and one is not preferred to the other in power and dignity. Hence not 
many are unbegotten. For if there should be some difference between them, still you will 
never be able to find the cause of this difference; but directing thought always towards the 
infinite, finally, exhausted by the effort, you will cling to something unbegotten, and you 
will say it is the cause of all things. But did I not just say that Plato and Pythagoras held this

63. See Kortleiner, p. 66-69.
64. Ceuppens: Ang 13 (1936) 536; J. Smith, De Interpretation Hebr. 11,3: VerDom 27 (1949) 94-97.
65. Apol. 1,10.59: MG 6,341-415.
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opinion? I have no concern for Plato.. .nor for Pythagoras or anyone else who holds such 
an opinion.”66

55. Athenagoras says this and other things: “It is necessary to have an artist to shape 
the material and material for the artist. For what forms can be expressed without an artist 
or material?” And why is he not accused of error by the other Fathers, if he has departed 
from the common teaching? Moreover he immediately adds this with different words: 
“That matter is older than God is not in agreement with right reason, for it is necessary 
that the efficient cause exist and command before those things that come into existence.” 
And shortly thereafter he stated what is perfectly correct: “Many persons, when they are 
not able to distinguish between what is matter and what is God, and how much difference 
there is between the two, worship images made out of matter. On that account do we also, 
who discern and separate the ungenerated from the generated—that which is and that 
which is not—do we approach and adore idols?”67

56. Clement of Alexandria in his work, Hypotyposes (only a few fragments of it have 
survived), teaches, according to Photius, the eternity of matter.68

However, since Photius says that without producing the words of Clement, we cannot 
pass judgment against Clement on the word of Photius alone. But since Clement else
where, as we have seen, hands on the correct teaching and nowhere embraces error on this 
point, it is better to say that Photius did not understand the words of Clement.

57. St. Methodius says that God was able to create the world so that men might create 
the forms of things and their qualities.

But it does not concern the thesis, if at times he utters words about this question that 
are less clear or exact, since explicitly and with great clarity he proves that matter was not 
uncreated, and that not only its qualities but also its very substance was produced by God 
out of nothing.69

58. Eusebius of Caesarea says that nothing can come from nothing. But here he is 
speaking about absolute nothingness and he is also excluding the efficient cause, which is 
clear from the context, when he says that the world was not made from nothing, but by the 
planning and will of God. Therefore he adds immediately: “For how can what does not 
exist be the cause for some other thing that it exist? But everything that exists is from one 
who is unique and is before all things.. „”70

59. 4. Plato, holding that the world was made out of uncreated matter, still says that it 
was made out of nothing. But many Fathers use the same formulas as Plato. Therefore they 
rather than Plato should be thought to think this way about the creation of the world.

66. Dial. Cum Tryph. 5f.: MG 6,487-490.
67. Legatiopro christianis n. 15.19: MG 6,919.930.
68. Pothius, Bibliotheca cod. 109: MG 103,287.
69. De libero arbitrio: MG 18,247-262.
70. Demonstr. Evang. 4,1: MG 22,252f. For more on the mind o f  these Fathers see Pinard, 2060-2068.
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I distinguish the minor. I ignore the major (since, based on what was said above, there 
is a dispute concerning Plato’s mind about creation). The Fathers use the same formulas, but 
with a strict meaning of creation out of nothing (as is clear from their quoted texts, or also 
from related circumstances), conceded; they use them, even thinking that they are following 
Plato in them, I subdistinguish: because they thought that he spoke correctly about creation 
or because they wanted to adapt those formulas to the correct sense, conceded; because they 
thought that he denied creation and they wanted to follow him in that view, denied.

Since it is not possible to doubt the mind of the Fathers about creation out of nothing, as 
is clear from their quoted words, their Platonic formulas on this matter either assume that 
Plato had the right ideas or at least they wanted to give them a Christian meaning.71

60. 5. Nothing can come out of nothing. Therefore creation is impossible.
I distinguish the major. Nothing can come out of nothing by reason of the efficient 

cause, conceded; from the nothing of the subject, I subdistinguish: in an action of educ
tion, conceded; in creative action, denied.

6. Creation is change. But change supposes a subject to be changed. Therefore.
I distinguish the major. Creation is proper or improper change, conceded; it is pre

cisely a proper change, denied.
7. In creation a possible being acquires being. But a possible being is a real being. 

Therefore in creation a real being acquires being.
I distinguish the minor. A possible being is a real metaphysical being, conceded; a 

physical being, denied.
8. In creation out of nothing something at the same time is becoming and is already 

made. But that is repugnant. Therefore creation out of nothing is repugnant.
I distinguish the major. In creation out of nothing something at the same time is be

coming and is already made instantaneously or without any real motion, conceded; suc
cessively, denied.

61. 9. Between nothing and being there is an infinite distance. But that distance 
cannot be passed through. Therefore the transition from nothing to being is repugnant.

I distinguish the minor. An infinite distance cannot be passed through successively, 
conceded; simultaneously, denied.

Since a given space can be divided categorically into infinite parts, it cannot be 
passed through successively, but it can easily be comprehended and thus passed through 
simultaneously with one stroke or many.

But it is better with St. Thomas (I, q. 45, a. 4 ad 4) to deny that infinite distance is 
surpassed in creation, as if between nothingness and being there were some medium to 
be covered by motion in the strict sense.

62. 10. Matter is indestructible. But it would not be, if it came out of nothing. 
Therefore it does not come out of nothing.

I distinguish the major. Matter is indestructible by created powers, I pass over the

71. See Amou, loc. cit., 2348-2362.
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major (for this depends on the question to be treated later about the power of creating in 
a finite being); by the power of God, denied.

Since matter does not exist from itself, it is not absolutely necessary; therefore at 
least by the power of God it can be annihilated.

The objector insists. Matter operates according to necessary and constant laws. 
Therefore it is necessary, and in fact constantly.

I distinguish the antecedent. Matter operates according to necessary and constant 
laws merely relatively or because of its created power (according to what was just said 
about the power of creating in a finite being), conceded; absolutely or because of a 
power that is also divine, denied.

Actually, if matter is not from itself, but contingent, then the laws by which it is 
governed are not absolutely necessary, as is clear for example in miracles.

63. 11. Given creation out of nothing, created perfection would be added to the 
perfection of God, so that then perfection greater than his would be had. But that is 
repugnant. Therefore creation out of nothing is repugnant.

I distinguish the major. Given creation out of nothing, perfection would be had 
greater than God’s perfection extensively, conceded; intensively, denied.

Given the infinity of God in every type of perfection, after creation greater perfec
tion is had extensively, since there are now more subjects having perfection; but not 
intensively, since perfection itself is not increased. It is something like the knowledge of 
a teacher that is not increased after he has communicated it to his students, even though 
then many have the same knowledge.

12. If creation were true, then the pagan philosophers would not have been ignorant 
of it. But at least many of them were ignorant of it. Therefore.

I distinguish the major. The pagan philosophers would not be ignorant of creation, 
if its concept were easier and experience of it were given in some way, conceded; oth
erwise, I subdistinguish: they would have been ignorant of it, because they investigated 
it from false concepts and with the wrong method, conceded; from the impossibility of 
demonstrating it naturally, denied.72

64. Scholium 1. On the nature of creative activity. Action, or that by which the 
cause is formally said to actually act and the effect is said to actually proceed from it, 
is: a) in its beginning, the cause itself; b) in its end, the effect itself; c) formally, the ac
tion in itself. Taking it formally, it is thought of as some middle ground connecting the 
cause, which it designates as the acting agent, and the effect actually flowing from it; 
therefore it says an essential relation to both of them, so that it is called action, insofar 
as it proceeds from a cause, and passion, insofar as it is received in a subject.

The same action is said to be predicamental, if it is really distinguished from the 
cause and the effect, but otherwise it is non-predicamental. In created things however 
it is without doubt always distinguished from the cause, but probably not always really 
from the effect (for example, to understand, to will).

72. See Billot, De Deoprima causa efficiente, exemplari, etfinali umversi: Greg 1 (1920) 4-6.
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Indeed creation is an action, which: a) as a principle is God himself (intellect, will, 
power that are logically distinct among themselves: S.Th., I, q. 25, a. 1 ad 4; a. 5 ad 1; De 
pot., q. 1, a. 5; 1 d.45 q.l a.3 ad 2); b) as the end or goal it is the creature; c) formally it is 
the action itself, as perfectly distinct, at least logically, both from its principle and from 
the effect. Therefore about this alone there is a question about what it is. Is action predica- 
mental? If it is non-predicamental, is it identified with its effect? Or is it identified with 
its cause, since all of God’s actions are necessarily identified with Himself?

65. According to some (Vdzquez, Mendive) creation is a non-predicamental action 
and in no way is it immanent in God or formally consisting in an act of God, since it is 
the production of some thing. But the whole reality is formally transient or is in some 
effect produced outside of God with which it is really identified. Therefore existing in 
this alone it is the relation itself of the dependence of the creature, as the effect, from 
God as the cause.73

66. According to others (Suarez, Arriaga, recently Hellln): creation is not motion, 
like the eductive action of a creature, but the flowing forth of the creature from God, not 
by succession but simultaneously, so that in the same instant it is both becoming and 
already made; therefore it is not something which flows forth and precedes the subject, 
but the flowing itself as the means by which the effect begins to exist. Therefore the total 
action is formally transient, since the influence of the cause is where it really produces 
the thing. But it is really distinct from the creature as its means, since the creation of 
something annihilated would be an action distinct from its first production. Therefore it 
is a predicamental action.74

67. According to others (St. Thomas and, beside the Thomists, many, for example, 
Valencia, Toledo, Palmieri, Pesch, Hurter, Mazzella, Huarte) placing the whole force in 
creation taken in an active sense, when looked at passively, it is its pure effect: creation is 
an action formally immanent or an act of God existing in Himself, but virtually transient, 
inasmuch as it exercises the power of a transient action or of producing outside of himself, 
without the emission of any action like a produced created being (such as is had in the ac
tion of a creature), the effect itself which comes into being by a transient action. Therefore 
it happens in such a way that the divine creative power is in a real sense the principle, not 
of the action producing the effect, but immediately of the effect itself. Therefore creation 
taken in the full sense, as an action is formally immanent, and virtually transient only in
asmuch as, once it has been posited, the intended effect exists outside of God.

Therefore creative action is the divine power itself, always in act and remaining in 
God; insofar as it connotes that some thing is placed outside of God, it is called “action.” 
Thus in that opinion it can be said logically, and de facto it is said, that the divine power 
of creating is the will of God itself, inasmuch as, being infinitely perfect by his command

73. Vazquez, In 1 d.173 c.2-4; J. Mendive, S. I ,  Theodicea (Vallisoleti 1887) n. 214-219.
74. Suarez, loc. cit.,20,4; R. Arriaga, S.J., Phys. D.9 s.4; J. Hellln, S.J., Theologia naturalis (Matriti 1950) 

n.946-951.
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alone, and without the addition of any other being either created or uncreated, it brings 
about that what he wills begins to be outside of God. Therefore creation, although as for
mally immanent is eternal, as virtually transient it is not eternal, and therefore the world 
is not necessarily eternal, since is proceeds from that will of God and therefore according 
to its determination, which could will from all eternity that the world should exist in time.75

68. Therefore this opinion, which is defended here as more probable, may be said 
to be more in agreement with all those texts, both scriptural and patristic, in which the 
world is proposed as the effect either of the will or of the word or of the command of 
God, however without saying that that opinion necessarily follows from those texts.

Theological reasoning prefers it: a) Negatively. In the opinion defended by Vazquez, 
since the creative action is not in God and it is not something flowing from God, the 
production of the world is not explained and a fortiori its dependence on God. This also 
seems to be less probable, that the mode in which Suarez places the creative action, 
produces the world, but the world cannot exist without it. Therefore the creative action 
is not something that is either identified with the effect or flowing from God into it. The 
same thing would have to be said about any other hypothesis placing the action outside 
of God.

b) Positively. Creation is a formally immanent action, for the action of God (not 
just the power of acting) cannot be thought of except as uncreated. Therefore it is also 
formally immanent in God. This is also confirmed by the fact that the principle of cre
ation is formally immanent in God and of course it is thus always in act. Therefore that 
creative action never ceases in God, even though it does not necessarily produce the 
world. Therefore it is formally immanent in him.

If the action of the agent does not presuppose any subject concerning which it is 
active, then that action cannot go outside of the agent; therefore it is formally immanent.

Further, creation is a virtually transient action, since the world begins to exist 
because of it. For this reason a difficulty arises for this opinion: How from a merely 
immanent action of God can something begin to exist outside of God? Since we are 
involved in trying to explain something that is very obscure, we cannot solve this dif
ficulty except by saying that repugnance to our assertion has not been shown. Moreover 
almost the same question can be put to Suarez (and a fortiori to Vazquez): If creation is 
a created reality, how does it come forth from an uncreated principle, except by a simple 
command of the divine will?

69. Passive creation is the end of creative action, if the latter is formally immanent 
in God. Since the world exists because of the power of God, it is clear that in the world 
there is essentially some real relation of dependence on its principle, in which passive 
creation must be placed insofar as it is distinct from the world itself (De pot. 3, q.3; 
S.Th., I, q. 45, a. 3 ad 3). But is that relation predicamental, as the Thomists generally

75. St. Thomas, 1 CG 45; 2 CG 23-35; Depot, q.3 a.3; Valencia,In 1 d.3 q.2 punct. 1;Toledo,In 1 q.25 a.l; 
Palmieri, th.6; Pesch, 3 n.39; Mazzella, n. 16-33; Huarte, n.21-30. Recently this opinion is defended by M. 
Fatta, Immutability divina ed efficienza creatrice: DivThomPi 29 (1952) 220-222.
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think, while interpreting the holy Doctor in this way (De pot. q.7, a.9; 2 CG 18), or is it 
transcendental,76 as Scotus thought? The former seems to be preferable as more logi
cal, lest it become more difficult to explain as we saw in the case of Suarez’s opinion.77 
Moreover it is clear that the relation on the part of God the creator is only a logical one 
(I, q. 13, a. 7; I, q. 45, a. 3).

70. Scholium 2. The created world is from the three divine Persons as from one 
principle. The three divine persons created the world, but not as distinct principles or 
through that by which they are distinguished, but as one principle, or through that in 
which they agree. That is, they created by the divine nature which is in them, but not as 
it is in them.

Since concrete substantive names signify mainly the form, but as in a subject that 
has that form, and therefore they are not multiplied unless the form with the subject is 
multiplied; so the principle of creating is not multiplied in God, since the nature is not 
multiplied, that is, the form by which the divine Persons create. Hence God is: a) One 
Creator, since he creates by his nature which is only one. b) One creating, if this word is 
taken substantively; but if it is referred to the Persons, there are three Creating, c) Like
wise, there is one principle which, since the nature by which the persons act in only one.

Indeed the Church clearly and constantly proposes one God, or the three Persons, as 
the one principle of the world (D 75, 501, 531, 535, 790, 800, 1330).

71. Also, everything in God is one where there is no opposition of relationship 
(D1330). But in creation there is no relation of origin, since it is an action ad extra and 
therefore it does not pertain to the origin of the persons. Therefore creation is an action 
of all the Persons and indeed according as they are one.

In the divine persons there is one nature with mutual relations. But a relation is not 
that by which it is possible to act. Therefore they create by the nature alone; therefore 
as one principle.

Therefore in Christian tradition creation is attributed to the Father (D 30) by ap
propriation, and not because of some special efficacy of the Father.

It should suffice to have called to mind these few points on this question, according 
as it touches on creation, since they are treated more at length in the treatise, On the One 
and Triune God (treatise 1, thesis 47).78

76. John o f  St.Thomas, In 1 q.48 d. 18 a.2 n.20; Cajetan, In 1 q.45 a.3; Ferrariensis, In 2 CG 18;A .D .Ser- 
tillanges, O.P., L ’idee de creation (Paris 1945); See Id. La notion de creation. A propos d ’un article recent: 
RevThom 13 (1930) 48-57. But already J. Thyrion {La notion de la creation passive dans le Thomisme: 
RevThom 12 (1929) 303-319, had attributed to St. Thomas the opinion about the transcendental rela
tion. Also, P. Parente {La “relatio quaedam ” a cui S. Tommaso reduce la creazione: ActPontAcRomSTh 
9 [1944] 225-241) in his interpretation approaches the opinion given by Suarez. D. Ricchetti offers a 
historical-critical dissertation on this question: La creazione passive nella scuola thomistica (Rome 1942). 
Valencia agrees with the Thomists, loc. cit.

77. Scotus, In 2 d .l q.4f.; Pesch, 3,39. J.F. Anderson, Creation as a Relation: NewSchol 24 (1950) 263-283, 
treats the Thomistic teaching about passive creation as consisting in a relation o f  some kind.

78 See S.Th. I, q. 45, a. 6; D. Ruiz de Montoya, S.J., De Trinitate d.3 s.lf.; Petavius, De Trinitate 1.4 c. 15; 
Beraza, n. 75-95; Palmieri, th. 8; Pinard, 2111-2129.
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A R T I C L E  I I  

O n  t h e  l a c k  o f  c r e a t i v e  p o w e r  i n  a  f i n i t e  b e i n g  

Thesis 2. A finite being as the principal cause cannot create.

S.Th. I, q. 45, a. 5; Depot, q. 3, a. 4; 2 CG 21; Pesch, 3 n.24-33; Lercher, 32 n. 483-492; Beraza, n.151-173.

72. Connection. God alone, from what has been proved so far, created 
de facto all things, and even the smallest, that have been created. Without 
doubt at least the first finite being could not exist without immediate divine 
creation; but, since God in his governance of the world is wont to use sec
ondary causes, why does he not use secondary causes for the creation at 
least of many things? But that use would suppose that at least some crea
tures can create. But is it true that a creature can make something out of 
nothing? That is the question.

If a negative answer is given to this thesis, then it will be established that God 
could not use secondary causes in creation, and therefore, given his decree to create, he 
alone necessarily created all things. But if the answer is affirmative, by that very fact it 
is established that God by himself alone created all things, only because he willed to do 
it. But since in effect this decree is not known, we can know only from revelation and 
therefore only from revelation is it made known to us that God alone created the world, 
if de facto some existing creature were able to create.

73. Definition of terms. A finite being or a creature whether existing, 
namely angelic or human or purely material, or a purely possible and abso
lutely perfect being.

74. Cause (efficient, obviously, or an essential principle, extrinsic, from 
whom in the first place comes the action or the making of the thing); princi
pal cause, namely, one having the power proportionate to its effect.

To achieve that effect it does not need, besides the required cooperation of God, any 
other help except perhaps, since by itself alone necessarily it is not sufficient, the help 
of some equal assisting-cause (i.e., partially cooperating with the power proportionate 
for some definite effect) or of an inferior or instrumental cause. The effect is both as
similated to it and attributed to it directly (S.Th. I, q. 63, a. 1).

That cause, about which alone the thesis is concerned, is taken here 
either as a natural one, i.e., having that power innate as belonging to its 
form or from the exigency of its nature, or as a preternatural one, i.e., hav-
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ing the power from a gift that is not owed to it or beyond the requirements 
of its nature. For even in this case it would be a strictly principal cause or 
acting according to the power proper to itself, for example, like a man with 
a supernatural habit eliciting supernatural acts.1

75. Opposed to it is an instrumental cause or one having some proper 
efficacy, but one not proportionate to the effect, and therefore only moved 
by the principal cause and acting in virtue of it.

It acts through something proper to itself, for otherwise it would be used in vain and 
moreover it would not be the reason why one instrument is selected instead of another 
to achieve a certain effect; but since it lacks the power proportionate to the effect, it can
not cooperate in the production of the effect unless it is elevated by the principal cause. 
Therefore the effect is not assimilated to it nor is it directly attributed to it (S.Th. I, q. 
45, a. 5; III, q. 62, a. 1).

However if it is said that the instrument of itself lacks all power of acting and 
whatever power it does have is given to it by the principal cause, the nature of an instru
ment so far as it concerns our question is not changed substantially, since in that case 
the quality by which the instrument acts would be that power. Accordingly, if it were 
proportionate to the effect, it would by that very fact make the instrument itself into the 
principal cause.

76. N.B. 1) Having admitted the necessity of immediate divine cooperation for 
every action of a creature (which will be proved later), it is clear that a creature as a 
principal cause (and keeping the right proportion, even an instrumental cause) in refer
ence to creating is being considered here as endowed with the necessary divine coopera
tion, either natural or supernatural, according as it is a question of a cause acting either 
naturally or supematurally.

Indeed since creation does not seem to be accomplished except by volition, which 
however requires as a prerequisite an adequate exemplary idea of the thing to be cre
ated, the cooperation of God is thought to be present only so that the creature can pro
duce the exemplary idea and to carry out the will to create. For, since creation as such 
is a very simple action of merely transferring a thing from non-existence to existence, if 
anything else is attributed to God, it will only be the production of the thing and there
fore creation itself, without therefore any creature doing such a thing.

Moreover, if the power of creating, as it seems, is identified with the will, then the 
question about a creature, as a principal cause of creation, has value only with regard to 
a rational being.

2) If a creature is considered as elevated through preternatural power, this power ei
ther is not received into it and then it does not cooperate with it in order to create, or it is 
received into it and then that power is created and therefore it lacks the due proportion to

1. Valencia, In I d.3 q.2 punct.4.
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create, if this proportion is not found in any creature. Therefore if it is proved by natural 
reason alone that a creature cannot create, by that fact it is proved that such a creature, 
even one endowed with preternatural power, is not capable of creating anything.

77. “7o create” is understood, not in a broad sense or about just any 
production of some new being, as for example, in eduction, in which nec
essarily a new form, either accidental or substantial, begins to exist and so 
a new individual composite being and in that case it arises from a presup
posed subject; here it is understood in a strict sense, that is, about the pro
duction of the whole thing out of nothing.2

78. “7/1 cannot.” It is not used for a moral and mediate power of moving 
the will of God to create through prayers, when, for example, parents pray 
to God for a son, in whom of course a new soul created out of nothing must 
be infused. Here we are talking about physical power, but not one which 
merely disposes the matter because of whose natural exigency a new soul 
to be infused is created {De pot., loc. cit., ad 7), but one which by its physi
cal and immediate action produces something out of nothing.

A power that is not just unlimited is excluded, that is, one that extends 
to everything creatable; this is easily rejected by all, since otherwise that 
power would be infinite, as will be explained below; but also a restricted 
power, that is, one touching merely a certain order of creatable things, al
most like eduction in which an animal cannot generate just any kind of 
animal.

And that power is considered as acting dependently on God, or as de
pending on him, both in its being and also in its activity, since the activity 
of a creature independent of God is thought to be repugnant by its very 
nature.

“Therefore the question is raised,” says Beraza, “about the power of cre
ating in a creature, in the manner of a principal physical cause, dependent 
on God in its activity, and limited to a definite type of creatable things.”3

79. Adversaries. Durandus, Biel: they say that it is not clearly shown 
to be repugnant that God could give a creature the power to create some 
thing out of nothing (not everything and not independently of God).4 It 
seems that Ripalda held this position as “very probable,” and Arriaga held 
it as “more probable.”5

2. See A. Dondeyne, Ulmm solius Dei sit creare?: CollatBrug 30 (1930) 415-417.
3. Op. cit., n. 153. See Suarez, Disp. Metaph. 20,2,4.
4. Durandus, In 2 d. 1 q.4 n.23; Biel, In 2 d. 1 q.4.
5. Ripalda, De ente supernaturali d.7 a.l n.10; Arriaga, Disputationes metaphysicae d .ll .
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80. Theological note. Common, and it seems to be certain in theology.

81. Proof from Holy Scripture. Without explicitly saying that only 
God can create, and without excluding the power of any preternatural crea
ture endowed with the power to create, Scripture establishes the fact itself 
of creation as a real sign of divinity and therefore as a title of preeminence 
over creatures, whether for the purpose that God should be adored, or to 
assert the primacy of Christ over all things. But if a creature could create, 
at least pretematurally, then the creation of the world would not be a real 
sign of divinity.

Isa. 45:5-8: lam  the Lord, and there is no other, besides me there is no 
God.... I  am the Lord, and there is no other. I  form light and create dark
ness, I  make weal and create woe: I  am the Lord, who do all these things. 
(See 40:2-28; 48:12ff.)

Jer. 10:10-16: But the Lord is the true God; he is the living God and 
the everlasting King. At his wrath the earth quakes ....Thus you shall say to 
them: “The gods who did not make the heavens and the earth shall perish 
from the earth and from under the heavens. ” It is he who made the earth 
by his power, who established the world by his wisdom, and by his under
standing stretched out the heavens....Not like these is he who is the portion 
o f Jacob, for he is the one who formed all things....

Ps. 96:5: For all the gods o f the peoples are idols; but the Lord made 
the heavens.6

John 1:1-3: And the Word was God. He was in the beginning with God; 
all things were made through him.

Heb. 1:1-3: God...has spoken to us by a Son, whom he appointed the 
heir o f all things, through whom also he created the world. He reflects the 
glory o f God and bears the very stamp o f his nature, upholding the universe 
by his word o f power....

82. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers, holding that the creature 
always depends on God in its activity, nevertheless suppose that no crea
ture, either existing or possible, can create anything, and actually they hold 
this not only concerning an unlimited power, but also about a restricted 
one. They say this not only by argument, but also by directly asserting this 
idea. Surely, in any other hypothesis their theses would not stand up, since:
a) Against the Gnostics and others who attribute the power of creation to 
some intermediate being between God and the world, they say that an-

6. Liber Psalmorum, produced by the professors o f  the Pontifical Biblical Institute (Rome 1945): Nam omnes 
dii gentium sunt fgmenta; Dominus autem caelos fecit.
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gels and other intermediate beings camiot create precisely because they are 
creatures; b) Against the Arians they argue that the Word is God because 
creation is attributed to him.

a) Against the Gnostics, etc. St. Cyril of Alexandria (R 2136): “It is 
especially repugnant to the divine glory that some are thought to be able to 
create and to call into existence things that do not exist. For it is not right to 
say that those things that are singular and proper to the divine and ineffable 
nature can naturally reside also in some created things. But this belongs to 
him alone and pertains to his supreme glory.”

Shortly before he had said: “As I just said, to any created thing the door 
is closed to those things which properly belong alone to the supreme of all 
substances. To him alone belongs the faculty of creating and of bringing 
into the light things that never before existed.”7

St. Augustine (R 1702): “But the angels cannot create any nature what
ever. For God is the only creator of any nature, either large or small, that is, 
the Trinity itself—Father, Son and Holy Spirit.” And a little later he says: 
“No angel can create either some nature or himself.”8

83. St. John Damascene (R 2356): “Those who say that the angels are the makers 
of any kind of substance are the voice of the devil who is their father. For since they are 
creatures, they are not creators. But God is the maker of all things and the provider and 
the conserver; he alone is uncreated....”

Theodoret: “But this is an argument for the stupidity of human reasoning. For since 
every art among men requires some subject material, the stupid think that God also can
not create without some material to work with. They did not understand what a great 
distance there is between God and men, and that it is not possible for a mere image to be 
the archetype of all things [i.e, which the archetype has]. Also, it is not possible that a 
man, as an image himself, should create from that image things that exist. God however 
creates both from the image of those things that exist and from the image of those things 
that do not exist.”9 Therefore not everything that belongs to God is found in his created 
image, for example, the power of creating out of nothing. But all rational creatures, even 
possible ones, are images of God.

84. b) Against the Arians. St. Athanasius (R 764): “For how if, as you 
hold, He is come of nothing, is He able to frame things that are nothing into 
being? or if He, a creature, none the less frames a creature, the same will be 
conceivable in the cases of every creature, viz, the power to frame others. 
And if this pleases you, what is the need of the Word, seeing that things

7. Cont. Iulianum 2: MG 76,596.
8. De Gen. ad lilt. 9,15.28: MG 34,404.
9. Haer. fab. Comp. 5,5: MG 83,464.
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inferior can be brought to be by things superior? Or at all events, every 
thing that is brought to be could have heard in the beginning God’s words, 
‘Become’ and ‘be made,’ and so would have been framed. But this is not 
so written, nor could it be. For not one of the things which are brought to 
be is an efficient cause, for all things were made through the Word: who 
would not have wrought all things, were He Himself in the number of the 
creatures. For neither would the Angels be able to frame, since they too are 
creatures, though Valentinus, and Marcion, and Basilides think so, and you 
are their copyists.”

St. Basil (R 942): “If the Son is a creature of God, but every creature is 
a servant of the Creator, then the Christ of God is a servant, not a son... .The 
same power is not common to what is made and to the maker. Therefore 
nothing is common to the Father with the Son, not even creation, if the Son 
is made and not generated.”10

85. Theological reasoning. If some created things were able to create, 
they would have actually created something, unless they had received the 
power of creating in vain; for it is unthinkable that God gave to some crea
ture a power whose use he obstructed, or that no creature, when he was able 
to create, de facto did create something. But in reality God alone created all 
things (even the smallest). Therefore no creature in fact can create.

This conclusion must be held as certain from a consideration of the 
facts. But from it a step can be made to prove also that no creature, among 
all possible ones, can create. Surely among created things there is a whole 
scale of beings, that is, there are purely spiritual and purely material be
ings, and some that are a mixture of spirit and matter. Indeed the latter and 
the purely spiritual beings have been elevated to participation in the divine 
nature. Therefore it is clear that the power of creating by its very nature 
is repugnant to all those beings; for otherwise beings so perfect and even 
raised to the divine order, such as the angels, at least some of them with 
these perfections would have had that power.

86. For, if the creative power is considered from the part of the subject, there does 
not seem to be a specific difference (certainly intensive) regarding the power of acting 
among beings on the same level (for example, among pure created spirits, even those 
that are merely possible), since all possess intellect and will and are not joined with mat
ter; and if it is considered from the part of the action itself, there does not seem to be any 
reason why the creative power, if by its nature it is not repugnant to being in a creature, 
is not present in all creatures possessing intellect and will (of course on a different level

10. The fourth and fifth books o f  this work, Adversus Eunomium, probably were written by Didymus o f  Alexan
dria: see B. Altaner, Patrologie (Freiburg 1950) 250.
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and extent). It would almost be like the eductive power in general that is present in every 
created cause (while preserving a difference in degree and kind), just as in particular the 
generative power is per se present in all living things.

87. Moreover, as God created the whole range of beings, and some of them were 
raised to the divine order by which the perfection of the universe is completed, without 
doubt he would have created, so that the perfection would be completed also with regard 
to the way of acting, a being capable of creating, if that were possible."

88. N.B. These arguments exclude the power of creating to be in any creature as a 
principal cause, even one elevated to the supernatural level, since, besides elevation to 
adoptive sonship and real divine participation, there is not thought to be anything else 
more sublime (except the hypostatic union).

89. Natural reason thus far has not found a reason that clearly proves our thesis. 
“To me,'’ says Suarez, “the latter opinion (i.e., out thesis) seems to be true and certain. 
However I think it is very difficult to find a cogent demonstration to confirm it.”11 12 For 
the concept of creation, even for the keenest intellects, is still very strange to us.

Nevertheless, these points can be affirmed; a) In no way is it proved that any crea
ture can create, and therefore all reasons for that power, or against our thesis, are suf
ficiently solved, b) It is certain that no creature has an unlimited power of creation, 
since otherwise he would be able to create himself, which is obviously absurd, and other 
beings better than himself and therefore beings indefinitely great in number and perfec
tion, which is also absurd. For since every agent acts insofar as it exists in itself and so 
makes something like itself, a created cause, since it is limited in its being to a particular 
way of being (that is, to this genus and to this species), cannot make an object that is 
essentially superior to itself, c) Some reasons that have a certain amount of value, even 
if perhaps not fully convincing, have been advanced in favor of our thesis. They try to 
show that infinite power is required in order to create and therefore it is not possible for 
a creature. Hence, although they are proposed only from the light of natural reason, they 
exclude the possibility that any creature can create, even as an elevated principal cause, 
since infinite power is not possible for any creature.

90. Here are a few of those probable arguments (St. Th.., De pot. q.3, a 4) to which 
we will add the main objection against them.

1) If the power of creating were in a creature, it would be able (at least on the part 
of the power) to be applied to any being creatable. But that is absurd, as is admitted by 
all and as is clear from what was said above. Therefore a creature cannot create.

The major. The formal object of creation is being, not inasmuch as it is this par
ticular being, as in eduction, but inasmuch as it is being. Therefore one who can create 
one being, can create all possible beings, since that formal object is present in them, if

11. See Suarez, 20,2,1 -3.40.
12. Loc. cit., 20,2.12; see n.4. See also Helli'n, op. cit., n.958f.
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it is not repugnant for any other reasons. But it is not repugnant for any reason that can 
be objected: a) Not from the material object, since in it the only requirement is internal 
possibility, b) Not on the part of the matter out of which it is made, since this is not pre
required for creation, c) Not on the part of the creative power, since in order to create, 
having excluded every presupposed subject, the will alone is sufficient, which of itself 
can be extended to every being.13

But how does one prove that the formal object of creation is being as being, not 
merely in a specific way, that is, some concrete being as moving completely from non- 
being to being, but in a reduplicative sense, that is, being according to the formal nature 
of being that is common go all created things? And therefore how does one prove that 
the power of creating cannot be restricted to a definite category of things to be produced?

91. 2) The greater the distance of the subject or the active power from the object 
to be produced or the act, by that fact a greater power is required in order to produce 
the effect, for example, the heat of a fire required to bum green wood. Therefore where 
there is no subject or active power, infinite power is required.

But in this syllogism the antecedent is about eductive power, and concerning this 
it is true; the consequence however is about creative power, which, inasmuch as it does 
not presuppose any active power, is of a different kind. Therefore, even presupposing 
the antecedent about eductive power, it is not necessarily true that the creative power is 
infinite, but merely that it is of a different kind, whether it is finite or infinite.

3) There is an infinite distance between nothing and being. But an infinite distance 
cannot be overcome except by an infinite power. Therefore creation requires infinite 
power.

The major is a gratuitous assertion, since, as Durandus points out, between nothing 
and being there is no distance, or at most only the distance of the produced being, which 
is necessarily finite.14

92. Objections. 1. A perfect created being can make something similar to itself. 
Therefore an angel, a perfect being, can make a spirit like himself. But a spirit does not 
come into being except by creation. Therefore an angel can create.

I distinguish the major. A perfect created being can make something similar to itself 
absolutely or bring it about that a new being begins to be totally, denied; if it can be 
divided, conceded; otherwise, denied.

An inorganic being, and an organic being by generation, does not make anything like 
itself except through some kind of division of itself, or by eduction. But an angel cannot 
be divided. Therefore just because a living organic being can make a being like itself by 
dividing itself, it does not follow that an angel can absolutely make another spirit. In other 
words; just because a created being can make another being like itself by eduction, it does 
not follow that another being can make something like itself by creation, since creation is 
an activity essentially different from eduction (S.Th. I, q. 45, a. 5 ad 1).

13. Scotus attacks this argument, In 4 d.l q .l n.7-10.
14. Loc. cit. On these arguments see Suarez, loc. cit., n.23-34, 36-39; Hellfn, n. 963f.
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Another objection: The way of acting follows the way of being. But an angel in no 
way depends on matter for his existence; therefore also not in his activity. Therefore he 
can create.

I distinguish the major. The way of acting follows the way of being, inasmuch as the 
effect cannot exceed the cause in perfection, conceded; but inasmuch as every being, or 
even one independent of matter in its being, can make another being like itself, denied.

Therefore that axiom is true in the first sense; but it is not necessarily true in the 
other sense which is completely different from the first sense.

Moreover from the objection it would follow that every complete substance, even 
a corporeal one, as subsistent without a subject, could act independently of a subject.

93.2. A creature can educe by overcoming the positive resistance of matter. There
fore a fortiori it can create, because that does not suppose the resistance of any matter.

I deny the consequence. For in eduction there is a subject from which a form is 
made, but that is not so in creation, which therefore requires greater power (ibid., ad 2).

3. A created being is finite. Therefore it does not require infinite power to be made.
I distinguish the consequence. A created being does not require infinite power on

the part of its own being, conceded; on part of the way in which it is produced, denied.
The substance itself of a created being, as finite, does not require from itself alone 

infinite power, which produces it, but only inasmuch as it is made out of nothing (ibid., 
ad 3).

4. A creature elevated by grace can, as a principal cause, produce a supernatural act. 
Therefore likewise an elevated creature can create as a principal cause.

I deny the consequence. For it is not the same thing to produce something by educ
tion and to produce something by creation. But the antecedent is dealing with eduction, 
while the consequence is dealing with creation. Therefore the latter does not follow nec
essarily from the former. Therefore from the possibility of the elevation of a creature, 
as a principal cause, to perform a supernatural act, the possibility of his elevation to be 
able to create does not follow.

94. Scholium. Can a creature as an instrumental cause create? Because, from what 
was just proved, no creature can create as a principal cause, it does not necessarily fol
low that a creature cannot cooperate in creation as an instrumental cause or as elevated 
by the principal cause and acting in virtue of it. That is the question to be treated next.

It is easy to show that no creature can be an instrument of creation either naturally 
or as one made for this by nature, as for example, the semen of a living being is used 
for generation, or artificially, that is, what naturally assists the work of the artist. For it 
cannot be an instrument of creation, unless by something proper to itself it contributes 
in a dispositive way to the effect of the principal cause, that is, by inducing into the 
subject a previous disposition really distinct from the effect of the principal cause, or by 
determining the action in some way, as for example, the way the phantasm determines 
the intellect to produce a particular species. But a creature cannot naturally cooperate 
in creating either by inducing some previous disposition in the subject, since there is no
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such subject in creation; or by determining the action of the principal cause, since the 
natural way of acting of any creature has no proportion with creation out of nothing,15 
as is clear from the thesis just proved, and because it is impossible even to think that a 
creature can physically determine the will of God. And it cannot cooperate directly in a 
production out of nothing, because thus it would be acting as a principal cause, which 
has already been rejected as impossible.

95. But can a creature be an obediential instrument of creation; namely one that is 
assumed by God to create preternaturally or beyond its natural exigency and propor
tion? Some answer in the affirmative, as Peter Lombard, Suarez, Tanner, Arriaga, and 
now Hellin.16 St. Thomas responds negatively, not mentioning expressly the instrument 
as obediential, but excluding, as is clear, all instrumental cooperation (2 CG 20f.; De 
pot. q.3, a.4; I, q. 45, a. 5). Earlier however he had proposed both opinions as probable 
(In 2 d.l q.l a.3; In 4 d.5 q.l a.3 sol,3 ad 4f.).17 In addition to the Thomists many others 
hold the same thing, as Molina, Vazquez, Valencia and many more recent authors, as 
Palmieri, Pesch, Huarte, Lercher; Beraza leaves the matter in doubt.18

96. The solution depends to a great extent on the way of conceiving the nature of an 
instrument, about which there is no small dissent among the authors.19 If someone says 
that the instrument acts only by the power of the principal cause; or says that that power 
is not accepted by the principal cause, and then it cannot truly be called an instrument; 
or it is accepted, and then it is a created power, or proportioned by itself alone to the 
effect, so that the instrument acts as a principal cause, or it is lacking in that proportion: 
in the first case what was just said in the thesis holds true, and in the other case what 
will soon be said about an instrument acting through something proper to itself will 
hold true. But if the nature of an instrument is correctly understood, in every opinion it 
must be said to be the nature of an instrument that it cooperates in producing the effect 
by something proper to itself, lest otherwise, as a cause, there is no effect or it does not 
necessarily contribute to the principal cause.

Having granted that, Suarez says that a creature, which of itself lacks the power, 
even as assisting the principal cause partially, to produce the effect of creation, can be 
elevated extrinsically to be able to create; this would be similar to the way in which 
water is elevated to produce divine grace in Baptism, the words at Mass to effect tran- 
substantiation, fire to torment spirits, and so forth.

15. See Suarez, 20,3.2f.
16. Peter Lombard, 4 d.5 n.3; Suarez, 20,3; Tanner, In 1 d.6 q.l dub.2 n.8-11; Arriaga, d .l l  s.5; Hellin, n. 966- 

971; J. Urrdburu, S.J., Theodicea 2 (Vallisoleti 1900) p. 703, cites many other authors.
17. On the quasi evolution o f  the holy Doctor see A.R. Motte, O.P., Theodicee et theologie chez St. Thomas 

d ’Aquin: RevScPhTh 26 (1937) 13-15. On his teaching about instrumental power, see Stufler, Bemerkungen 
zur lehre des hi. Thomas iiber die virtus instrumentalis: ZkathTh 42 (1918) 719-762; id., Gott der erste 
Beweger aller Dinge: PhGrenzwiss 6,3.4 (1936) 57-67.

18. Molina, In I q.45 a.5 d.2; Vdzquez, In 1 d .l76; Valencia, In I d.3 q.2 punct.4 in fine; Palmieri, th.7 n.6; 
Pesch, 3 n.33; Lercher, n.492; Beraza, n. 173.

19. See Urr&buru, Ontologia (Vallisoleti 1891) p. 1119-1130.
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97. But this opinion seems to be rendered less probable for the reason just given, 
partially from Suarez himself, in order to exclude a natural instrument, since, if it is 
carefully considered, it also excludes an obediential instrument.

It is true that the sacraments (and therefore also the water of Baptism) produce 
grace, not necessarily physically, but more probably only morally; moreover that grace 
probably is not really created, but educed out of the potency of the soul. But if one says 
that the Eucharistic sacramental action itself physically produces the body of Christ, 
which is equivalent to creation, it will be difficult for him to hold that a creature as an 
instrument cannot create.

Likewise a creature can be used as an instrument to produce a miracle. However 
that is not creation, since it takes place in a subject and moreover it is not necessarily 
done physically by a creature, but only morally, which would hold true regarding a 
miracle in which perhaps something is created.

That any principle whatever cannot be elevated by God to do just anything is cer
tainly valid, unless it concerns things that do not involve a contradiction, otherwise 
even a stone could be elevated to have intelligence. But the elevation of material fire 
to torment spirits is not elevation to be able to create. Therefore one cannot deduce the 
power of creation from that.
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A R T I C L E  I I I

O n t h e  e x e m p l a r y  c a u s e  o f  t h e  w o r l d

Thesis 3. The idea of the world is in God the Creator, that is, the first 
exemplary cause of the world is God himself.

S.Th. I, q. 15, a. 1-3; q. 44, a. 3; De ver. q. 3, a. 1-3; Suarez, Disp. Metaph. D.25 s.l; Toledo, In I q. 15; Beraza, 
n. 174-208; Pinard, 2150-2163; E. Dubois, C.SS.R., De exemplarismo divino 1 (Rome 1899).

98. Connection. Any artist, operating wisely and freely, first of all con
ceives an idea of the work to be done, and then with that in mind he carries 
out the work. Therefore must some idea of his work, according to which he 
operates, be attributed to God, the one craftsman of the world who creates 
wisely and freely? But what can that be which is such that it is not repugnant 
to his perfection? That is the question.

Since of the four types of causes which are commonly mentioned (ef
ficient, final, formal, material) the exemplary is more probably reduced to 
the efficient cause,1 unless also at the same time, since it is the form in whose 
imitation something comes to be, it is referred to the formal cause,1 2 we want 
to complete the teaching about the cause of making the world with a consid
eration of the exemplary cause of the world.

99. Definition of terms. In God the Creator or in The One and Triune 
God, but according as he is one principle of creation, and therefore in his es
sential intellect.

Is, that is, the fact itself is assigned. But other determinations of this fact, 
which per se are not considered in this thesis, for example, whether that fact 
is necessary or contingent, will be made clear in what is said later.

The idea is the preconceived intentional form in imitation of which some
thing can be made.

It is called: a form, not intrinsic to the thing of which it is called the form, as for ex
ample, the soul is the form of man, but extrinsic, or as an exemplar in whose similitude 
something can be made.

Intentional or of the mind; therefore it differs from an external exemplar or from a 
seen object in whose imitation something can be made; although this is commonly said 
to be an exemplar, it is not really such, since per se it is not necessary, and since it is not 
imitable except mediately, that is, inasmuch as the mind by knowing it conceives an idea 
of imitating it.

1. Thus for example Suarez, d.25 a.2.
2. Thus Pesch, 3 n.45; Pinard, 2162. On this point see Urrdburu, op. cit., 1197.
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Preconceived, that is, existing before the work that can be made like it, 
and therefore it is really distinct from the latter.

In imitation o f which something can be made, that is, it is not necessarily 
really an exemplar, but it can be made into one.

100. World is understood, not in a confused way for the totality of things 
existing outside of God, but in a determined way for everything he made 
and for every part whether individual or even accidental parts not necessarily 
connected with any subject (for example, man’s knowledge).

101. Exemplary cause is a functioning practical idea in whose imitation 
something is made by an intellectual agent.

It is called: An idea  in opposition to an external exemplar which, as was said above, 
does not really have the nature of a cause.

P ractical actually, that is, not merely speculative or a principle ordered just to the 
knowledge of truth, but functioning in a  practical way, that is, really ordered to making 
the external work, and not merely virtually or merely ordainable to do the work (S.Th. I, q. 
14, a. 16; D e ver. q. 3, a. 3). But it is a true cause, whether inasmuch as it invites the agent 
to imitate it by producing a work, or inasmuch as it directs it in its operation all the way 
to the consummation of the work. Thus it acts as a merely directing principle of the work, 
but not as executing it.

In w hose imitation som ething is made, therefore of such a nature that the imitation 
takes place p e r  se  or by the intention o f  the artist, not merely p e r  accidens or by some 
chance outside o f  his intention, since in this hypothesis the idea, since it is exercising no 
causality on the work, would not be a true cause {De ver. q. 3, a. 1).

An intellectual agent or one operating by his intellect and freely, and therefore deter
mining the end for himself and because of it formally (not just materially like an animal) 
acting as such. This presupposes the idea of the work to be done, that is, the exemplary 
idea. Hence the works of irrational beings are not based on exemplary causes; neither are 
the works of rational beings, in the ordinary works of nature, but only in artistic works or 
ones in which the agent proposes to make something according to certain rules.

102. First (exemplary cause), since God independently of every other 
thing is the perfect exemplar of the whole world, which, even though every 
created exemplar might fail, is never lacking, and every created exemplar is 
based on him.

Is, that is, again the mere fact is asserted, without however understand
ing it in an anthropomorphic way, as if God, like a human artist, first forms 
his ideas over a period of time; then he reflects on them and finally executes 
the work, since with one and the same simple act he conceives the idea and
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completes the work.3
God himself, that is, something internal to God; in the thesis there is no 

further determination of many things that will be explained later.

103. N.B. Two tilings are asserted in the thesis: that for God creating there 
was an exemplary practical idea of the world, and that that idea is one way or 
another (if we prescind here from its application) God himself. But since the 
latter point is obvious, unless it is admitted that outside of God there is some
thing subsisting independently of God, and that God in operating depends on 
some thing outside of himself, and surely both of these ideas are absurd, we 
have only one thing to prove directly: that in God there is an exemplary cause 
of the world.

104. Adversaries. “Some think that from the teaching of the theologians, 
who say that God.. .is the idea of the world,” says Knoll, “pantheism neces
sarily follows. For, as they say, just as a house is not built except as an ex
ternal manifestation of an idea, which the craftsman first has in his mind, so 
also, if God is the idea of the world, then the world itself is only the exterior 
manifestation of God, or God himself externally manifested.”4

Plato if, as is at least probable, he placed the universal ideas as separated 
from God.5

105. Doctrine of the Church. Vatican Council I  (D 3002): “God...in 
order to manifest his perfection through the benefits which he bestows on 
creatures...by a completely free decision...created both orders of creatures 
in the same way out of nothing.”

This perfection, which is designated as the purpose of the world, is un
derstood by these words not only in general, but also concretely, since by the 
good things given to creatures that perfection is said to be manifested, that is, 
at the same time the purpose of creation and the means to achieve it are both 
designated in a concrete way. But a purpose so concretely intended certainly 
presupposes an exemplary idea.

106. Theological note. It is theologically certain from the quoted Vati
can definition that the exemplary cause is in God the Creator. That is the 
major premise, and the reason given is the minor premise, because the defi-

3. See Dondeyne, De Deo causaprima exemplari omnium rerum: CollatBrug 31 (1931) 49f.
4. See A. Knoll A Balsano, O.F.M.Cap., Institutiones theologiae theoreticae 1 (Augustae Turin 1965) § 116 

n.3.
5. See Pinard, 2150f.
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nition necessarily supposes an exemplary cause.6 Unless perhaps the thesis 
is better said to be a matter o f divine and Catholic faith from the ordinary 
Magisterium,7 which is implicit in the faith of the Church about creation done 
in the wisdom and freedom of God.

It is at least certain in theology that God himself is the exemplary idea; 
or rather, theologically certain, if the preceding assertion is accepted as de 
fide and the certain reason is added that God cannot be dependent on any 
non-divine idea.

107. Proof from Holy Scripture. The Bible does not explicitly state the 
thesis, but by saying that God created by his intellect in wisdom and pru
dence, and by other similar statements, it teaches implicitly that God was the 
idea of obtaining the end and the idea of arranging the means to that end, or 
the exemplary idea.

a) God created the world in wisdom and prudence.
Wis. 7:21:1 learned both what is secret and what is manifest, for wisdom, 

the fashioner o f all things, taught me. See also 7:22—8:19.
Ps. 104:24: O Lord, how manifold are thy works! In wisdom thou hast 

made them all. This same idea is given as the obvious meaning of the whole 
Psalm in which one by one the works of God the Creator are mentioned.8

Jer. 10:12: It is he who made the earth by his power, who established the 
world by his wisdom, and by his understanding stretched out the heavens.

Prov. 3:19f.: The Lord by wisdom founded the earth; by understanding 
he established the heavens; by his knowledge the deeps broke forth, and the 
clouds drop down the dew.

b) Hence God is introduced as preparing his work in wisdom, almost as 
an architect prepares the plans for the house that will be built. Prov. 8:22-30: 
The Lord created me, wisdom says, at the beginning o f his work, the first o f 
his acts o f old. Ages ago I  was set up, at the first, before the beginning o f the 
earth. When there were no depths I  was broughtforth.... When he established 
the heavens, I  was there, when he drew a circle on the face o f the deep, when 
he made firm the skies above... .1 was beside him, like a master workman.

c) God when he creates does what he wishes. Ps. 135:5f.: /  know that the 
Lord is great, and that our Lord is above all gods. Whatever the Lord pleases 
he does, in heaven and on earth, in the seas and all deeps.9

6. Others qualify the statement as theologically certain: see Dondeyne, 48; Otten (n.66), says it is “an opinion 
so certain that the opposite is very temerarious”

7. Thus also in a certain sense Huarte, n. 48.
8. Liber Psalmorum, p. 211: Quam multa sunt opera tua, Domine. Omnia aim sapientia fecisti.
9. Ibid. 283: Novi equidem hoc: magnus est Dominus, el Dominator noster prae omnibus diis. Quaecumque 

vult Dominus facit in caelo et in terra, in mari et in omnibus profundis aquarum.
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108. Proof from tradition. The Fathers clearly teach the same thing. A 
few of their testimonies are offered here, proving the fact that God possessed 
the ideas of everything he made.

St. Augustine: “For the principal ideas are certain forms...which were
themselves formed.. .which are contained in the divine intelligence.....And...
according to them.. .eveiything that can be born and die is said to be formed.” 

A shortly after that: “Who would dare to say that God established every
thing irrationally? But if this can be rightly said and believed, it remains that 
everything was established by reason, and man was not made in the same 
way as the horse was; for it is absurd to think that.”10 11

This follows soon after (R 1553): “Therefore each thing was created from 
its own reason. But where should we think those reasons are except in the 
mind of the Creator? For he did not look at anything outside of himself, so 
that according to it he might create what he created; for to think that way is 
sacrilegious...”

109. Origen: “For I think, just as a house or a ship is built or put together 
according to the measurements and forms conceived in the minds of those 
who are in charge of the construction, taking the principle for the house or 
ship from the measurements and ideas that are in the mind of the designer, in 
the same way everything was made according to the reasons of future things 
that were already previously manifested by God in his wisdom. For he makes 
all things with wisdom. ”u

St. Maximus: “Having reasons of all things in himself before the ages, 
from them God created everything that is perceived either mentally or visu
ally; he established at the right time both the universe and each individual 
thing. For reason preceded each particular thing according to which they 
were made. Therefore the reasons of all things, by which they were made out 
of nothing, were present in God. And by these reasons he knows all things 
before they are made. By Denis the Areopagite they are called predefinitions 
and divine wills.”12

Although the two last quotes do not explicitly say that the ideas are God 
himself, still it is sufficiently clear from them since they are located in God. 
Moreover those Fathers thought that Plato placed the ideas outside of God 
and therefore they attack him because of that.

10. De diversis quaest. 46,2: ML 40,30.
11. In loan, t.l n.22: MG 130,149.
12. See Euthymius, Panop. Dogm. 3: MG 130,149.
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110. Theological reasoning, a) Every agent acts for an end (for otherwise 
from his action one tiling rather than another would not follow) given to it 
either by nature or by a will, according as it acts either necessarily or freely. 
But acting freely, as God acts in creating the world, he cannot intend the 
end without his previous idea of the means needed to accomplish the work. 
Therefore God cannot freely create the world without a previous idea of the 
end and the means (S.Th. I, q. 15, a. 1).

b) A free cause, or one able to choose one among many things, which is what God 
is, is not determined to one thing by his nature, as is clear, nor by a command by the will 
alone, since the will is an essentially blind faculty, unless it is directed by the intellect, and 
therefore by means of an idea. Therefore God created the world by means of an idea (I, q. 
33, a. 3).

111. Objections. 1. If God is the idea of the world, then it is an external manifestation 
of that idea. But that seems to be pantheism. Therefore God is not the idea of the world.

I  distinguish the major. If God is the idea of the world, the world would be his mani
festation, as if God were to place outside of himself his idea taken as a likeness, or a work 
that is a limited imitation of himself, conceded; the same idea taken entitatively, denied.

A built house is an external manifestation of the internal idea of the architect, but it is 
not the idea itself nor the architect.

2. According to St. Thomas (D e ver. q. 3, a. 6) God has “in a certain sense indeter
minate ideas” of purely possible things, which however do not differ in the nature of pos
sibles from others (that eventually become real). But the exemplary idea, defined above, 
is wholly determined. Therefore God does not have determined ideas of possibles, and 
therefore not of those that become real.

I  distinguish the m ajor God has indeterminate ideas of purely possibles, inasmuch as 
he has not determ ined  their existence by a decree of his will, conceded: as if his ideas are 
confused and less perfect, denied.

“God.. .in order to produce things that are or will be or were,” says the holy Doctor, 
“is determ ined  by the proposal of the divine will, but not with regard to things that neither 
are nor were nor will be, and thus these things have in a certain sense indeterminate ideas.” 
Actually, since possibles pass into being by a decree of God, or inasmuch as they are de
termined to be by God, purely possibles, or those things that never will be, since they do 
not obtain that determination from God, are said to be indeterminate in the mind of God.13

112. Scholium. On the nature o f  the exemplary idea o f  the w orld  in God. It is estab
lished from what has been said that the exemplary cause of the world is in God. But in an 
absolutely simple being with infinite perfection, what is the essence of that idea? We say it 
is much more probable that it is the being itse lf o f  G od  according as it is known by G od as 
imitable a d  extra in different grades and ways o f  being.

13. See J. Bittremieux, Ideae divinae depossibilibus (De ver. q.3 a.6): EphThLov 3 (19260 57-62.
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But first of all please note the following. The idea is not, except fundamentally, the 
remote exemplar, or seen before the operation of the intellect, whether external or internal 
or at least logically distinct from the intellect knowing it; nor is its knowledge merely ma
terial, that is, not as an imitable object. But the direct formal knowledge of the object as 
imitable is form ally  the idea or the proxim ate exemplar. The reflex knowledge by which it 
is known grasps it as already constituted.14

113. The essence of the idea, as we have said, is totally directed towards formal knowl
edge. But since in it is distinguished also that which responds to the objective concept, that 
is, to the known essence or to the object itself according as it exists in the mind, some au
thors place the nature of the exemplary idea in the formal object,15 others in the objective,16 
and still others either in the formal or in the objective, according as the concern is about an 
idea either created or uncreated.17 However perhaps it is better to say with others that the 
idea is one and is an objective concept, as the material element, since the craftsman looks 
upon it as something to imitate and the knowledge of it, as the formal element, since only 
in this way does it become formally the essence of the idea that is proximately imitable. 18 
Nevertheless it is known in such a way that only one of the two elements is called to mind, 
since the one always connotes the other.

114. Given the above, the divine being itself or the essence of God, considered be
fore the operation of the divine intellect, is said to be the remote exemplar, since it is the 
idea of finite things only radically or fundamentally, but not proxim ately and distinctly 
as is proper to an exemplary idea. But the divine intellect, knowing that essence, sees it 
as being capable of participation ad extra in different degrees and ways of being, that is, 
sees its infinite imitabilities which, evidently are in God and are God himself. Therefore 
these imitabilities, which were radically already in the essence of God, are formally and 
distinctly quasi constituted by the operation of the divine intellect. But they are thought to 
project possible beings outside of themselves, inasmuch as those imitabilities can be quasi 
reduced to act by these or those things. But those possibles formally as such are something 
distinct from God, since those things (for example, a possible man or stone or tree) are 
brought into existence by creation, while God is able not to create them.

Therefore exemplary ideas are not the essence of God as seen before the operation of 
the intellect nor are they posssibles, since God cannot be dependent on them, since they 
are distinct from him, but they are imitabilities according as they are apprehended by the 
divine intellect as such. Therefore looking at that idea with reflex knowledge God carries 
out his work in imitation of it.

115. Therefore in God the idea of the world is subjectively one, since in reality it is 
only one exemplar of all things and his one absolutely simple knowledge. But objectively it

14. See Toledo, In 1 q. 15 a.2 not.3.
15. St. Bonaventure, In I d.35 q .l; Suarez, loc cit., s .l;  Valencia, In I d .l q. 18 punct.l.
16. Cajetan, In I q. 16 a.2; Arriaga, Disput. Phys. D.S s.9. Perhaps also S. Th. I, q. 15, a. 1; a. 2 ad 2.
17. Thus Vdzquez, In I d.72 c.2. On this point see Urr&buru (p. 1195-1197), who adheres to the second opinion.
18. Thus Beraza, n. 179; Pesch, n. 45.
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is multiplex, since the essence of God, as infinitely perfect, is equivalent to the forms of all 
things that are contained in it virtually, or as in his active power. And although the creatures 
are unequal, the ideas of God are not unequal—they are of unequal things.

That is not contrary to the simplicity of God, since those imitabilities are not actually 
in God, but only logically; they are diverse or just as they are distinguished by the divine 
intellect. A multitude made by the intellect is not contrary to God’s simplicity.19 Accord
ingly, God perceives those imitabilities not by many species, but by one simple act.

But how can God see infinite images distinct among themselves in one image in the 
essence of God, not containing other images determined by any limits? Almost like an in
tense light—thus perhaps a mysterious thing can to some extent be explained—is thought 
to recognize all the inferior grades of light or a large number all the smaller numbers less 
than itself; that is the way in which God perceives in himself the different forms and grades 
of imitability with reference to other inferior beings.

116. This opinion, that the exemplary idea in God the Creator is the essence of God 
as understood by God and also according to its imitability, is common among theologians, 
following St. Thomas (I, q. 15, a. 2; q. 44, a. 3; D e ver. q. 3, a. 2), St. Bonaventure,20 etc. 
Scotus21 and Palmieri22 speak somewhat differently.

117. Corollary 1. The exemplary idea o f  the world, but not the creation o f  this world, 
is necessary and eternal. The essence of God as imitable and the divine knowledge of his 
imitability is necessary and eternal. However the actual imitation of his idea depends on 
the free will of God. In other words, the exemplary idea as practical virtually, but not as 
practical actually, is necessary and eternal.

118. Corollary 2. Creatures in their natures participate in the divine life, for they are 
really distinct from his ideas and therefore they do not pertain to the essence of God. But 
since the ideas that they imitate are formally in God, since they are the knowledge of God 
of the divine essence as imitable by creatures and since the knowledge of God is the divine 
life, rightly creatures as known by God according to their natures are thought to participate 
in the life of God, and in fact they are called the divine life (S.Th. I, q. 18, a. 4).

119. Corollary 3. The ideas o f  all things exist in the Word o f  God. The Word of God, 
which proceeds by divine intellection, expresses, since it is perfect, the Father himself and 
everything the Father knows by knowing himself. Therefore he expresses the Father and 
every creature (De ver. q. 4, a. 4). Thus he represents to the Father, as his image, everything

19. See Toledo, loc. cit.
20. In 2 d .l a .l q.l ad 3; d.35f.; see Opera omnia 1,602, school. Also see J.M. Bissen, O .F .M L ’exemplarisme 

divin selon Saint Bonaventure (Paris 1929), and on this work see St. Simonis, O.F.M.: Ant 6 (1931) 100-102.
21. In 1 d.35. Durandus embraced substantially a similar view, In I d.36 q.3. The following understand that 

opinion differently: Toledo, loc. cit, a. 1; Cajetan, In 1 q. 15 n.8; Mendive, 3 n.20; Huarte, n. 51; and Mastrius 
otherwise, Disputationes theologicae 1 (Venice 1675) d.3 q.2; J. Kleutgen, S.J., Die Philosophic der Vorzeit 
22 (Innsbruck 1878) n. 582f.

22. Institutionesphilosophicae 3 (Rome 1878) Theol. th.25 p. 174; see th. 24 p. 171f;; id., De creatione th. 10.
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knowable, that is, the divine essence as the first intelligible thing and everything founded 
on it, that is, the images of all things; “hence...one who denies that there are ideas denies 
that there is a Son of God.”23

Indeed not only does God know both the Word and everything in it by one and the 
same act, but also by the one and the same act he speaks both the Word and all the ideas of 
things.24 Hence these ideas, as proceeding by the same knowledge as the Word, are not cre
ated or made, but they are generated.25 Therefore as was said above, in their ideas creatures 
participate in the divine life.

Therefore it is also apparent why creation, as a special title, is attributed to the Word, 
since it contains the ideas of all things.26

120. Corollary 4. Things are true to the extent they correspond to the divine ideas. 
For, a thing is said to be true by its relation to an intellect, or inasmuch as it corresponds to 
it. That correspondence is p e r  se  to an intellect which conceived it and on which it depends 
for its existence, but it is p er  accidens related to an intellect on which it depends only 
intentionally or as something known. In the first case the correspondence is an essential 
property and in the second case it is as it were accidental. Thus a work of art is said to be 
simply true, if it is made according to the thinking of the artist or according to the plan 
existing in the mind of the artist, which is an exemplary idea so that then its truth consists 
in the correspondence of the thing to the intellect. However if the thing depends only in
tentionally on the intellect, then the truth consists in the correspondence of the intellect to 
the thing (I, q. 16, a. 1 ;D e  ver. q. 1, a. 2 ,4f.).27

23. Thus St. Bonaventure, In I d.6 q.3.
24. See St. Anselm, Monologium c.33-35: ML 158, 187-189.
25. See St. Augustine, De Gen. ad litt. 2,8,16: ML 34,269; St. Anselm, loc. cit.
26. See Petavius, De Deo 1.4 c. i 1 n.8-10.
27. See Suarez, d.8 s.7.
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A R T I C L E  I V  

O n t h e  f r e e d o m  o f  G o d  i n  c r e a t i n g  t h e  w o r l d  

Thesis 4. The world was created by God freely.

S.Th. I, q. 19, a. 3; q. 25, a. 5f.; 2 CG 23-26f.; St.Bonavcnture, In I d.44 a.l q.1-3; In 2 d.2 q. 13; Suarez, 
Disp. metaph. 30,16; Beraza, n. 96-127.

121. Connection. Every efficient cause acts necessarily or freely, de
pending on its nature. Therefore once a cause has been recognized and is 
known as either necessary or free, there is no reason to question further 
about its way of acting. But since God, the efficient cause of the world, in 
his internal activities (the generation of the Son and the procession of the 
Holy Spirit) acts according to the necessity of his nature but always with
out any imperfection, also since (based on what will be said later) moved 
by the love of his goodness, which he loves necessarily but also wisely, he 
created the world, it is not known fully, since he is the efficient cause of 
the world, if there is any further determination—whether he also made the 
world necessarily.

The following question is closely connected with that: When did God 
create the world? For if perhaps he did make it necessarily, there is reason 
to suppose that he did it eternally. But if for other reasons it were estab
lished that the world is eternal, would that mean that God had created it 
necessarily? Therefore both questions are disputed so that God as the ef
ficient cause of the world might be better known. Now first of all we will 
consider the question of the free creation of the world.

122. Definition of terms. The world was created by God. This is under
stood here as it was in the first thesis.

Freely. Freedom is the rational faculty of being able to choose among 
different things.

Therefore it implies: a) Negatively, if there is freedom of spontaneity or 
from any compulsion, immunity from external necessity or any extrinsic 
power forcing one to act either physically by physical force, or morally by 
a law or by some other moral means; and if it is a freedom o f indifference 
or the ability to choose, then it implies immunity from any internal neces
sity, that is, the intrinsic determination of the power to do one thing. Free 
choice consists formally in this one thing, which however always supposes 
freedom of spontaneity as a prerequisite.

b) Positively, it implies the control of the will over its own acts: either
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placing or not placing them (v.gr., to study or not to study) if it is a freedom 
o f contradiction (or o f exercise), or placing acts specifically different (v.gr,, 
to study or to pray) if it is a freedom o f specification, or placing contrary 
diverse acts (v.gr., to love or to hate) if it is a freedom o f contrariety (S.Th. 
I, q. 82, a. 1; q. 83, a. 1-4). But this does not have to be considered here, 
unless there is a question of choosing between moral good and evil.

123. Since this thesis is about God, it is not a question of his freedom of 
spontaneity, either his physical freedom, since everything depends on God 
and before creation God alone existed, or his moral freedom, since God is 
the supreme being in authority and power and so everything depends on 
him for its activity and because before creation he alone existed; nor is it 
a question of the freedom of contrariety, since God cannot will anything 
but what is good1; but only about freedom of either contradiction or speci
fication, that is, inasmuch as God could create this world, or no world, or 
another world distinct from this one, either more perfect than this world or 
less perfect.

124. Adversaries, a) Some pagan philosophers say: God acts out of 
necessity (2 CG 23).

Pantheists and monists logically must deny the thesis.1 2
Abelard, whom some of his disciples followed in this,3 while explic

itly asserting the freedom of God, nevertheless seems to have identified a 
voluntary act with a free act, and he held that God could not do anything 
distinct from what he actually does.4

J. Wycliffe: everything happens with absolute necessity.5 “Luther ap
proves this,” says Bellarmine, and according to him Calvin taught “that 
God is not able to do anything except what he does.”6

Jansen, since he confuses a free act with a deliberate voluntary act (not 
precisely elected), thereby denies the freedom of God in creating. If indif
ference in acting is of the essence of freedom, now God is not free, who 
already with an unchangeable will wills that which he wills. Indeed it can
not be said that he was ever free, since from all eternity he was determined

1. On this point see Pohle-J. Gummersbach, S.J., Lehrbuch der Dogmatik, l'°(Paderbom 1952) 502f.
2. See Pinard, 2143. On Spinoza, see V. Delbos, Le Spinozisme (Paris 1916) 67 ff.
3. See Pinard, loc. cit.
4. Introd. ad theol. 3,5.7: ML 178, 1096-1098, 1109-1111. St. Bernard refutes him, Capit. haeres. 3: ML 

182,1050. But Abelard retracted that teaching after his condemnation at the Council o f  Sens (Apologia seu 
fidei defensio: ML 178,107); see E. Portalid, Abelard (Vie et Oeuvres d ) :  DTC l,37f.; on the condemnation: 
id., Abelard (Articles condamnes par Innocent II): loc. cit., 46.

5. SeeTh. Waldensis, Doctrinale fidei antiquitatum fidei Ecclesiae catholicae 1 (Venice 1571)1.1 c.lOf.
6. De grat. et lib. arbitrio 3,14. Calvin, Inst. Christ, fid. 1,16 § 3.
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to act or not to act.7
Likewise A. Rosmini: the love with which God loves himself in crea

tures implies moral necessity in him to create.8
G. Hermes, A. Gunther: since immunity from compulsion alone is of 

the nature of freedom, because of that God, creating independently of ev
ery thing, creates freely, even though he acts from internal necessity; it is 
something like saying that the love of oneself is free from compulsion, but 
not from that necessity.9

Leibniz: the wisdom of God, along with his goodness, had to choose 
the best of all possible worlds.10 11 Malebranche follows him more or less.11

125. Doctrine of the Church. The provincial Council o f Sens (D 726) 
condemned the error of Abelard: “That God can make or not make only 
those things, either in the way or at the time, which he actually makes and 
no other.”

The Council o f Constance (D 1177, see 1251) condemned the error of 
Wycliffe: “Everything happens with absolute necessity.”

The Council o f Florence (D 1333-1335):”Who (God) when he so 
willed...made all creatures.”

Pius IX (D 2826) on the teaching of Gunther: “And we are not ignorant 
of the fact that things are taught and proposed in the same books which are 
clearly opposed to the Catholic doctrine about the supreme freedom of God 
from any necessity involved in creation.

The provincial Council o f Cologne (1860 A.D.): “Just as it was in the 
power of God to create the world or not to create it, so it was also in his 
power to create this world or some other world. And whatever demon
strates that God was free in creating the world, teaches that he was also free 
to create this one or that one....Therefore in order to protect the Catholic 
faith of our people we proscribe every teaching that says that God was not 
able not to create the world, or that he was not able to create another world 
in place of this one, whether that necessity, no matter what name is given 
to it, is said to be derived from the knowledge or conscience of God, or 
from God’s love of himself, or from his goodness, or finally from the divine 
wisdom or sanctity or any other perfection.”12

7. See St. Deschamps, S.J., De haeresi ianseniana (Paris 1634) 3,2,18f.; see 1,2,1.
8. A. Michel, Rosmini-Serbati Antonio: DTC 13,2937f.
9. See Kleutgen, Theologie der Vorzeit l 2(Mtlnster 1867) n.336-38,290-294; L. Obran, Theologia Giintheriana 

et Concilium Tridentinum 1 (Rome 1942) 148-155; Vatican Council I, Acta: CL 7,86.
10. Causa Dei asserta per iustitiam eius... ed. P Schecker (Paris 1939) n.46f; Essai de Theodicee sur la bonte 

de Dieu.... p .l n.8-10; La monadologie, ed. Jacques Paris 1846) n. 53-55. See Pinard, 2147.
11. Fdnelon, Oeuvres 3 (Paris 1858), Refutation du systheme du P. Malebranche c.1-3.
12. CL 5,290.
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Leo XIII (D 3218) condemned this error of Rosmini: “The love with 
which God loves himself even in creatures, and which is the reason why he 
determines himself to create, constitutes a moral necessity that in the most 
perfect being always brings about the effect....”

126. Vatican Council I  (D 3002): “God...with absolute freedom of 
counsel.. .made at once out of nothing both orders of creatures, the spiritual 
and the corporeal....” These words, which from the acts of the Council are 
directed against modern errors, almost all of which flow from pantheism 
or other similar errors, with the positive formula “with absolute freedom of 
counsel” also include a negative element “under no necessity.”13

Against Gunther the Council also said (D 3025): “If anyone.. .says that 
God created not by an act of will free from all necessity, but with the same 
necessity by which he necessarily loves himself.. .let him be anathema.”

By both documents, it is clear, the absolute freedom of God in creating 
is established, and therefore also the freedom of specification since, if this 
were denied, then God could not be said to have created either with absolute 
freedom or with freedom from every necessity. Therefore the result is that it 
is either contained formally in the definition or it is logically deduced from it.

127. Pius XII reprehends some errors that have crept in among not 
a few Catholics and also this one: “It is claimed that the creation of the 
world is necessary, since it proceeds from the necessary liberality of the 
divine love; ...these errors are contrary to the declarations of the Vatican 
Council.”14 15

128. Theological note. Defined divine and Catholic faith (D 3002), 
also with regard to freedom of specification, unless this is said rather to be 
at least theologically certain ,xs according to what was said above (n. 126).

129. Proof from Holy Scripture. It proclaims the freedom of God 
in his activities ad extra absolutely and so emphatically that it is rightly 
thought to include the freedom of contradiction and specification with re
gard to creation.

a) God does in the world whatever he wishes. Ps. 115:3: Our God is 
in the heavens; he does whatever he pleases. In particular, the same thing 
is said about the world. Ps. 135:6: Whatever the Lord pleases he does, in

13. CL, 7,109-112. See also Primum schema de doctrina catholica c.13-15 annot. 28 n.2: 7,514-540.
14. Encyclical Humani Generis: AAS 42 (1950) 570f.
15. See Pohle-Gummersbach, 1,501.
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heaven and on earth, in the seas and all the deeps.16
These texts which directly concern the freedom of specification are 

thought to hold true a fortiori concerning God’s freedom of contradiction.
b) God freely conserves the world, therefore he also freely creates it. 2 

Mace. 8:18: Who (God) is able with a single nod to strike down... the whole 
world.

Wis. 11:26: How would anything have endured if thou hadst not willed 
it? Or how would anything not called forth by thee have been preserved?

c) St. Paul talking about predestination to faith, which depends on the 
will of God alone, proclaims a universal principle -that God does every
thing with deliberation and by his will and therefore with freedom. Eph. 
1:11: Who accomplishes all things according to the counsel o f his will 
(Kara xf|v (3ouAx|v too GsAxipaxoq aoxoo).17 18

d) In many particular things in the world God is introduced as choosing', this of 
course supposes his absolute freedom. Concerning the Jewish people, Ps. 33:12: ...the 
people whom he (the Lord) has chosen as his heritage.18 Concerning the faithful, Eph. 
1:4: HHjj

He chose us in him before the foundation o f the world, that we should be holy; 1 
Cor. 1:27-30: God chose what is foolish in the world to shame the wise, God chose what 
is weak in the world to shame the strong....Concerning the apostles, Mark 3:13: He 
called to him those he desired.

e) Everything is possible to God, which of course could not be said unless he were 
free to do them. Matt. 19:26: With God all things are possible. Wis. 12:18: Thou who 
art sovereign in strength dost judge with mildness, and with great forbearance dost thou 
govern us; for thou hast power to act whenever thou dost choose.

f) All things have been created by the will of God. Rev. 4:11: Thou didst create all 
things, and by thy will they existed and were created.19

130. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers, just as we said about 
Scripture, propose the absolute freedom of God without any limitations 
(especially in their writings against the Gnostics and Neo-Platonists).

a) God made everything freely and independently and as he wished. St. 
Irenaeus (R 196): “Nor was [God] influenced by anyone, but of His own 
free will created all things, since He is the only God...the only Creator.”

16. Liberpsalmorum, p. 241: Omnia quae voluitfecit (115:3); 283: Quaecumque vult Dominusfacit in caelo et 
in terra...{135:6). See Knabenbauer, Commentarius in Psalmos (Paris 1912) 405-457; J. Cales, S.J., Le livre 
des Psaumes (Paris 1936) 2,378-522.

17. See F.D. Ceulemans, Commentarius in epistolas S. Pauli 2 (Mechlin 1902) 7.
18. See Ps. 47:5: Eligit nobis hereditatem nostrum, floriam Iacob, quern diligit (Liber Psalm. 86); see Exod. 

19:5f.;Deut. 32:9.
19. See R. Eyzaguirre, Apocalypseos interpretatio litteralis... (Rome 1911) p. 58.
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“He made it freely and as he wished”20 (see R 205, 235).
b) God created the world when he wished and as he wished. St. Hip- 

polytus (R 391): “God...determined to create the world...And He was 
not...without reason....Wlien He willed, and as He willed, He manifested 
His word in the times determined by Him; by Him He made all things.... 
He made them as he pleased...” (see R 397).

c) God can do everything he wishes. Theodoret: For whatever he wish
es God does in the heavens and on earth....However he willed not what
ever he could do, but what he thought to be sufficient. For it would have 
been easy for him to produce ten or twenty thousand worlds, since it is 
very easy for him to will all things. For even for us it is very easy to will all 
things, but the ability to do it does not result from our will. But the God of 
the universe can do everything he wills, because the ability to do is joined 
to the divine will. But he did not create things with a limited power, since 
he made whatever he wished.”21

St. Ambrose: “Who would not laugh at their clever eloquence, when 
they do not deny that it is possible to get from one and the same human 
cause many things of the same kind, and then doubt whether the creator of 
all things can make many heavens... .For what is difficult for him for whom 
willing something is the same as doing it?”22

131. d) God made all things, whatever he willed. St. Augustine (R 
1491): “God was not forced to make everything he made, but he made 
whatever he willed. The cause of everything he made is his will...” (see R 
1751)

e) God generates the Word by his own nature without previous delib
eration, while, given his previous deliberation, he creates the world. St. 
Athanasius: “Therefore if the Son is different from all other things...it 
should not be said that he exists by an act of the will, lest he should come 
to be in the same way as those things that were made by him. For Paul by 
the will of God was made an apostle afterwards, since before he was not an 
apostle. Likewise our vocation, since at one time it did not exist, but now 
is a reality, is the result of the antecedent will of God; and.. .according to 
the proposal o f his will is now a fact. Moreover, what is said by Moses: Let 
there be light, and let the earth bring forth, and let us make man, I think are 
signs... of the will of the Creator. For those things that at one time did not 
exist, but later exist outside of God, the Creator decides to make. However

20. Adv. haer. 3,8,3: MG 7,868.
21. De curand. graec. affect. 4: MG 83,915.
22. Inhaexaem. 2,2,5: ML 14,147.
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since his nature from itself generates his Word, for that he uses no previous 
deliberation.”23

132. N.B. 1) If when the Fathers say that God is not envious and therefore created 
the world24 (and therefore necessarily, it seems, since there is no imperfection in God), 
they are not speaking strictly, since in other places, as we have seen, they teach the 
freedom of God the Creator and since otherwise he would have to create everything 
possible: but since it is the nature of an envious person to wish everything for himself, 
they say in a human way that God is not envious, so that they might express his incli
nation towards beneficence.25 With this obvious meaning St. Athanasius is understood 
correctly: “God by his nature...is the best and therefore kind and human. For the good 
God is not envious of anyone.. ..On the contrary, he wishes all things to be so that he can 
put his philanthropy into practice.”26

If St. Augustine in that way proves that God generated a Son equal to himself,27 
he supposes that the Father necessarily generates the Son and he does it according to 
the same nature; this of course is not valid for the production of the world (I, q. 25, 
a. 6 ad 2).

2) Likewise St. John Damascene says: “But the fact must not be ignored that we 
say that there is in God the willing of an act, but not choice in the proper sense.”28 But 
that would seem to deny in God all choice and therefore freedom. But it does not deny a 
choice which is a mere acceptance of one thing instead of another, but deliberation that 
includes consultation, since he immediately adds this: “For God does not consult; for 
to consult it is a characteristic of ignorance. For if counsel is a part of ignorance, choice 
will be also. Therefore God who...knows all things does not consult.”

133. Theological reasoning. 1) The freedom of contradiction. The 
most perfect will of God cannot be moved to act except by the nature of 
the good. But God, infinite in all perfections, has within himself all good 
fulfilling his will; creatures do not increase that goodness, since they do not 
possess any goodness that is not already present in God in an eminent way. 
Therefore there is no good that can force God to create anything (I, q. 19, 
a. 3; 1 CG81).29

23. Contra arianos 3,61: MG 26,451.
24. Thus St. Augustine, De Gen. ad litt. 4,16,27: ML 34,307: “But if  he were not able to do good things, there 

would be no power to act; but if  he were able and did not do it, it would be a case o f great envy.”
25. See :Palmieri, th.6 n.8.
26. Orat. cont. gent. N.41: MG 25,82f.
27. Cont. Maxim. 2,7: ML 42,762.
28. De fid. orthod. 2,22: MG 94,945.
29. Concerning this argument see A. Dondeyne, De libertate Dei in opere creationis: CollatBrug 31 (1951) 28- 

32. St. Thomas offers some other arguments for the freedom o f  God creating in De pot. q.3 a.5 (see also 2 
CG 23); in the process o f  attacking Ockham, Anton C. Pegis intends to explain the notion o f freedom o f  the 
holy Doctor, Necessity and Liberty. An Historical Note in St. Thomas Aquinas: NewSchol 13 (1941) 18-45.
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134. 2) The freedom of specification, a) Negatively: Since God in his 
activity cannot depend on other things, one reason forcing him to create 
this or that world would be its internal or external perfectibility. But an 
infinite being cannot be perfected in any way by any other thing. Therefore 
nothing forces God to create a definite world.

God would be held to create either no definite world or the most perfect of all pos
sible worlds, since in addition to obtaining the highest perfection, no suitable reason can 
be assigned that would force him to create it. But, given God’s omnipotence touching 
every finite being possible in itself and granted his indefinite imitability, no world could 
be considered in which one could not be able to be more perfect. Therefore God could 
not create the most perfect of all possible worlds. Therefore he is not bound to create 
any definite world.

If the reason for creating the best possible world for God was the fact that of two 
good ones he were required to choose the best one, God in creating would not enjoy 
freedom of exercise, since it would be better to create than not to create.

b) Positively: Whether by reason of his goodness or by reason of his 
wisdom God would act properly in choosing any world to create among the 
infinite possibilities, since in every instance he would admirably commu
nicate his goodness and manifest his perfection. Therefore in creating any 
world he would always act rightly, unless God is said to be bound to com
municate his goodness in the most perfect way possible. That possibility 
was just refuted because it would make God dependent on things outside 
of himself (I, q. 25, a. 5).

135. Objections. 1. The good is diffusive of itself. But God is the supreme good. 
Therefore he is diffusive of himself.

I  distinguish the major. The good is diffusive of itself inasmuch as it can be com
municated either purposefully or efficiently, conceded ; inasmuch as it is communicated 
necessarily, I  subdistinguish: sometimes, I  p a ss  over; always, denied.

Good can be said to be poured out either purposefully, or in the order of a final 
cause, inasmuch as it stimulates desire for itself and moves the appetite of some agent (I, 
q. 5, a.4 ad 2; 1, d.34 q.2 a. 1 ad 4; D e ver. q.21 a. 1 ad 4),30 or efficiently, that is, as an act
ing cause, inasmuch as it is inclined to communicate itself and intends to communicate 
itself to others as much as that is possible.31 Hence the greater the good, the more in
tensely and widely it communicates itself to others. But does it diffuse itself necessarily, 
at least as the supreme good? Yes, sometimes, namely, when the Father communicates

30. On the purposeful meaning o f  this axiom (or inasmuch as the good has the nature o f  an end) according to 
St. Thomas, see J. Peghaire, C.S.Sp., "Bonum est dijfusivum sui" dans le neoplatonisme et le thomisme: 
RevUnivOtt 1 (1932) 5-30; A.D. Sertillanges, O.P.,5. Thomas d'Aquin (Paris 1925) 1,243-246.

31. See St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.10 a.2 q .l ad 3.
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his goodness in the highest possible way to the Son and the Father and the Son to the 
Holy Spirit. But from that it does not follow that God must also necessarily pour himself 
out to creatures, since that is repugnant to his infinite perfection.

136. 2. God creates the world because of his love of himself. But love of himself is 
necessary for God. Therefore he also necessarily creates the world.

I  distinguish the major. God creates the world even though he does not need it, con
ceded', he creates it necessarily, I  subdistinguish', supposing a decree of creating and so 
from a hypothetical necessity, conceded', with absolute necessity, denied.

God, since he does not need creatures, does not make or love them with absolute 
necessity, so that he must produce them, but only with a hypothetical necessity or given 
the freely made decree of creating (I, q. 19, a. 3).

3. The divine decree of creating is necessary. Therefore God creates necessarily.
I  distinguish the antecedent. The divine decree of creating is necessary as a result of 

the command of the divine will, conceded', before that command, denied.
4. If God should wish freely to create the world, the divine will would be indifferent 

to create or not to create. But indifference is repugnant to the divine will. Therefore God 
does not create the world freely.

I  distinguish the major. If God should wish freely to create the world, the divine 
will would be indifferent to create or not to create, as acts directed to different objects, 
con ceded ; as a power directed to different acts, denied.

137. 5. If the divine act of willing the world were free, it would be possible for it not 
to be. But that would suppose change in God. Therefore that act is not free.

I  distinguish the m ajor If the divine act of willing the world were free, it would be 
possible for it not to be terminatively, conceded', entitatively, denied.

6. The divine decree to create the world places in God a perfection which he would 
lack, if he did not will to create the world. But that would imply some change in God. 
Therefore God cannot not will to create the world.

I  distinguish the m ajor God not willing to create the world would lack the decree 
of creating and therefore the perfection which he now has, if the decree of creating and 
the decree of not creating were diverse, conceded', otherwise, denied.

7. Strict deliberation is the nature of choice, which is repugnant in God. But if God 
created freely, he would choose among many possibilities. Therefore God does not cre
ate freely.

I  distinguish the m ajor The acceptance of one rather than another is the nature of 
choice, conceded', strict deliberation, I  subdistinguish', accidentally and only in crea
tures, conceded', essentially and so also in God, denied.

138. 8. The acceptance of one rather than another is not conceived without a new 
act. But that supposes some change, which is repugnant in God. Therefore in God there 
is no acceptance of one rather than another.

I  distinguish the m ajor The acceptance of one rather than another is not conceived
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without a new act in a creature, conceded ; in God, I  subdistinguish: without a new ter
mination of the act, conceded ; without a new entity of the act, denied.

9. Given the acceptance, a new relation to the world appears in God, and therefore 
something new as its foundation. Therefore given that acceptance, a change takes place 
in God.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Given that acceptance, a new relation to the world 
appears in God that is real, den ied ; a logical relation, I  subdistinguish: which implies 
that something from God takes place in the world, conceded ; that something new takes 
place in him, denied.

10. That termination of the divine act in the world cannot be extrinsic (lest God 
be said to act freely through something extrinsic to himself), but it is intrinsic. But it is 
changeable. Therefore it implies change in God.

I  distinguish the minor. That intrinsic termination in God is changeable extrinsi- 
cally, conceded ; intrinsically, denied.

139. In order to understand these points correctly, and in general on the way of 
understanding the freedom of God in acting ad extra, see above Treatise I, n. 192-195. 
Also on optimism, see ibid. n. 196-199.
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A R T I C L E  V 

O n  t h e  c r e a t i o n  o f  t h e  w o r l d  i n  t i m e  

Thesis 5. The world was created in time.

S.Th. I, q. 46, a. 1-3; 2 d.l q. 1 a.5; Depot. Q.3 a. 17; St. Bonaventure, In 1 d.44 a.l q.4; In 2 d.l p .l a.l q.2; 
Suarez, De op. sex diet: 1.2; Palmieri, th. 14.

140. Connection. If God created necessarily, the world would be 
created from eternity. But since, from what we have proved, God creates 
freely, this question remains: When did God create the world, from eternity 
or in time? If the former, the freedom of God is not lost because of that; 
if the latter, then his freedom is shown more beautifully. Therefore since 
this question about creation in time completes the previous thesis about the 
freedom of God in creating, here we will not handle that question.

However if creation from eternity were proved to be impossible that very 
fact would establish the truth of the creation of the world in time. But since 
that impossibility is not demonstrated, logically the question is asked whether 
God actually created the world in time, so that then the question can be asked 
about the possibility that the creation of the world from eternity is repugnant.

141. Definition of terms. The world was created. This is understood as 
it was in the previous thesis.

In time, is not the same as “in the middle of real time,” as if time already 
existed before the world, but it is the same as “not from eternity.”

Surely since real time is the m easure o f  motion according to before and after, and 
therefore does not differ really from the duration of successive being or what is moved, 
it is certain that it was created together with those successive things. Therefore the world 
was created not in time, but simultaneously with time (R 1747). But since, besides real 
tim e, there is also p o ss ib le  tim e consisting in the mere possibility of real being existing 
successively, and im aginary tim e or possible time conceived after the fashion of real 
time, nothing prevents us from saying that the world was made in one indivisible in
stant, which before is called imaginary time and afterwards it is real time; it could also 
be said that the world was made in the last instant of imaginary time by the actuation of 
possible time together with real time (St. Thomas, D e pot. q.3 a. 14 ad 6).1

Thus real time is opposed to eternity, not only to s tr ic t eternity or to the duration of 
a being that is the a ll a t once an d  perfec t possession  o f  interm inable life,1 2 and therefore 
lacking a beginning, end and every kind of succession; but also to eternity in a w ide

1. See Often, n. 56.
2. Boethius, De consolatione philosophiae 5,6: ML 63,858.
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sense or the duration of an existing being, either form al or proper to a being moving 
itself (i.e., a material being), or virtual or proper to a being that does not move itself 
and that does not exist totally simultaneously, that is, a finite spirit (for to it belongs a 
succession of acts), but which lacks either a beginning (eternal before now: aeternum a 
p a rte  ante) or an end (eternal after now: aeternum a p a rte  p o st) or both together (simply 
eternal in a w ide sense).

142. Therefore the thesis asserts negatively that the duration of the world is limited 
or that it is not eternal before now, and p ositive ly  that the world had a beginning of its 
time, inasmuch as in imaginary time an instant can be assigned in which nothing besides 
God existed, or also in real time the first instant before which nothing was created, so 
that now the age of the world is determined by a certain number of instances.

143. Adversaries. Pantheists and materialists of all periods must logi
cally deny the thesis.3

Many pagan philosophers, probably under the influence of Plato,4 
while others denied it,5 and Aristotle (I, q. 46, a. 1); it is commonly held to
day that his system necessarily concludes that the world is eternal.6 Among 
those philosophers their concern is about the eternal production or tem
poral production of the world as an ordered reality, although perhaps they 
may say that matter itself is eternal.

The ancient Platonists7; the Neo-Platonists.8
Some Arab Aristotelians, like Avicenna and especially Averroes who 

thinks that the whole world (matter, form, motion, time) known to man is 
eternal.9

Eckhart held (and then retracted) that God created the world from eter
nity just as he generated the Son from eternity.10 11

All those who say that creation was necessary logically must deny the 
thesis, for example, Gunther, seemingly.11

3. See Schalck, loc. cit., 1855-1872; Habert, loc. cit., 282-298.
4. Thus Taylor, Plato, 442ff.
5. Thus Baudry, op. cit., 77-88.96f.; A. Dies, 546.548.571. See M. Gierens, S.J., Controversia de aeternitate 

mundi: TextDoct, ser. phil. 6 (Rome 1933) 13-16.
6. Thus, as it seems, Baudry, 108-183. Boyer disagrees, 78. See Gierens, 16-26. On the mind o f  St. Thomas 

on that notion o f  Aristotle see F.M. Sladeczek, Die Auffassung des hi. Thomas in seiner Summa Theologica 
von der Lehre des Aristoteles iiber die Ewigkeit der Welt: PhilJahrb 35 (1922) 38-56. But from that opinion 
it does not necessarily follow that Aristotle denied creation: see Jolivet, loc. cit., 7-19.

7. See Baudry, 214-218.226.
8. See St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 10,31; 11,4,2; ML 41,311-319; Arnou, loc. cit., 2349f.
9. See Worms, Die Lehre von der Anfangslosigkeit der Welt bei den mittelalterlichen arabischen Philosophen 

(MUnster 1900); A Chollet, Averroisme: DTC l,2634f.; Gierens, 40-47; L.H. Kendzierski, The Doctrine of 
Eternal Matter and Form: ModSchol 3 (1954) 171-183.

10. See F. Vernet, Eckhart: DTC 4 ,2059f, 2062-2065.
11. See Obran, op. cit., 157-160.
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Many modern philosophers, following Kant, like Gentile.12

While dealing with this matter Sertillanges made an assertion that is difficult to rec
oncile with this thesis, namely, that he would not dare to condemn a scientist who claims 
that some particular phenomenon is explained by something previous to it without inter
ruption.13

144. Doctrine of the Church. The provincial Council ofRheims (D 391): 
“We believe.. .that God alone is eternal, and that no other things, whether re
lations or properties and other similar things.. .are said to be present in God 
that are eternal and that are not God.” Therefore it is supposed that nothing 
exists eternally beside God.

Lateran Council IV  (D 800): “Who (God)...from the beginning of time 
made at once (simul) out of nothing both orders of creatures, the spiritual and 
the corporeal....” With these words therefore the world is said either simply 
to have had a beginning or to have had a beginning with its time.

John XXII condemned as heretical these errors of Eckhart (D 951-953): 
“God created the world as soon as he existed.” “It can be granted that the 
world is from eternity.” “When God existed, and when he begot his Son, 
God co-eternal with himself.. .at the same time and at once {simul et semel) 
he also created the world.”

Council o f Florence (D 1333-1335): “Who (God) when he so willed... 
made all creatures.” With these words the thesis seems to be implicitly af
firmed, since, on the supposition of eternal creation, doubtless it would not 
be said “when he so willed.”

Vatican Council I  (D 3002) repeats the words of Lateran IV just quoted.
Pius X (D 3514): The literal historical meaning of the first three chapters 

of Genesis cannot be called in doubt that “treat of facts that touch on funda
mental points of the Christian faith. To give some examples.. .the creation of 
all things accomplished by God in the beginning of time.”

Pius XII in 1950 rebuked these views: “That the world had a beginning is 
denied, and it is claimed that the creation of the world is necessary.. .which 
certainly is opposed to the declaration of the Vatican Council [I].”14

145. However Sertillanges, against the common view of theologians, undeservedly 
doubts the definition of the phrase “from the beginning of time” in the Lateran and Vati
can Councils. For it is stated directly with the fact of creation and it as a very important

12. E. Kant, Kritik der Reinen Vernunft, ed. A. GOrland (Berline 1922) 306f.; G. Gentile, I problemi della 
Scolastica e ilpensiero italiano (Bari 1923) p. 86.

13. Sertillanges, L 'idee de creation, 19.
14. Encyclical, Humani Generis: AAS 42 (1950) 570f.
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definition about that, since the document wishes to refute the dualism of the Albigensians; 
in order to achieve that in a fundamental way the definition of the temporal beginning of 
the world contributes in a strong way. Hence most of the holy Fathers, as will be shown 
below, stress the temporal creation of the world in order to attack the idea of eternal matter.

Vatican 1 in referring to the definition of Lateran IV begins precisely with the words 
“the beginning of time,” and it does it after the words “with absolute freedom of counsel,” 
but not—which would be much more simple, if they did not intend to define that phrase— 
from the words “made out of nothing both orders of creatures”15 (see also D 3514).

146. Theological note. Defined divine and Catholic faith (D 800, 951- 
953, 3002).

147. Proof from Holy Scripture. It so emphatically either supposes or 
explicitly says that the world was made in time that its words cannot be taken 
with the obvious meaning of a mere priority of nature, but one of time.

a) The world was made in time. Gen. 1:1: In the beginning God created 
the heavens and the earth. The phrase “in the beginning” according to its bib
lical sense indicates either dignity or order or cause or time. But in the con
text it does not indicate dignity, as is clear, or order, as Hummelauer thought 
improbably, since that does violence to the obvious meaning, because heaven 
and earth are outside the order of things whose creation is described one by 
one from the first day16; nor does it indicate the cause, that is in the Word, ac
cording to all interpreters, and this is correct, since only by a forced reading 
can it be asserted that Moses is thinking here about the Word.17 Therefore it 
refers most certainly to time (see n. 28).

Moreover John 1:1: In the beginning was the Word is not opposed to our 
interpretation, but rather confirms it. For in this text by the indeterminate 
word “was” the eternity of the Word is shown, which is said to be existing 
before the beginning of the world, while the world is said to be made in the 
beginning of time,18 unless perhaps it is said that the beginning here is under
stood about the origin of eternity, conceived after the fashion of imaginary 
time.19

15. See De Blic, Aproposde I'eternite du monde: BullLittEccl 47 (1946) 163; Sertillanges, loc. cit. Concerning 
our assertion see his Commencement du monde: AmCl 65 (1955) 95; Michel, Creation eternelle?: AmCl 65 
(1955) 368-370.

16. In Gen. p. 85f. Excellent on this point is Murillo, El Genesis... p. 174f. Likewise Junker, loc. cit.
17. St. Ambrose, HexaSm. 1,2,5: ML 14,124; St. Basil, In hexaem. horn. 1 n.5f.: MG 29,14f.
18. See Lagrange, Evangile selon Saint Jean (Paris 1927) 2; Knabenbauer, Evangelium secundum Ioannem- 

(Paris 1925) 69f.
19. See Beraza, n. 141; Vost6, loc. cit., p. 34-36, takes “beginning” to be about eternity, which is determined in 

that sense by the verb “erat.”
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148. b) Wisdom is introduced as existing before the world. Prov. 8:22-29: 
The Lord created me at the beginning o f his w>ork, the first o f his acts o f old. 
Ages ago I  was set up, at the first, before the beginning of the earth. When 
there were no depths I  was brought forth.... See also Sir. 24:5f.

c) God is from eternity and before the world. Ps. 90:2: Before the moun
tains were brought forth, or ever thou hadst formed the earth and the world, 
from everlasting to everlasting thou art God.20

149. d) Christ is with the Father in glory and love before the world was 
made. John 17:5, 24: And now, Father, glorify thou me in thy own presence 
with the glory which I  had with thee before the world was made....Father, 
I  desire that they also, whom thou hast given me, may be with me where I  
am, to behold my glory which thou hast given me in thy love for me before 
the foundation o f the world

e) The choice of God is before the existence of the world. Eph. 1:4: 
He chose us in him (Christ) before the foundation of the world, that we 
should be holy....

150. Proof from tradition. Out thesis is evident in the Fathers who pro
mote it in many ways, so that many think that the idea of eternal creation is 
repugnant, as will be made clear from their way of speaking.

1) Against the Gnostics and pagans who say that matter is eternal, they 
say that only God is unbegotten, and that the other things are not co-eternal 
with God, but that they were made by him in time, so that for them these two 
points are almost the same: not to be eternal and to be created in time.

St. Theophilus of Antioch (R 178f.): “Plato and those of his school 
acknowledge indeed that God is uncreated... and Creator of all things; but 
then they maintain that matter as well as God is uncreated, and aver that it 
is coeval with God. But if God is uncreated and matter is uncreated, then 
God is no longer, according to the Platonists, the Creator of all things.... 
And from the beginning indeed they (the prophets) with unanimity taught 
that God created all things out of nothing. For nothing is coeval with God, 
but since he is sufficient for himself, and does not need anything, and is 
more ancient than the ages, he desired to make man to whom he made 
known....Therefore since God had his own Word...he generated him... 
bringing him forth before all things....”

St. Cyril of Alexandria (R 2135): “In the beginning, he says (Moses), God created the

20. Liber psalmorum p. 183: Priusquam monies gignerentur el nasceretur terra et orbis, et ab aeterno in 
aeternum tu es, Deus.
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heavens and the earth. Therefore he does not, as some do, permit us to understand that 
matter together with God is without a beginning, and eternal and uncreated...; but he puts 
it in place in time and at the beginning. He defines the creature as brought out of nothing 
by the will of God to be what it is.” See also Tatian (R 154) and St. Ambrose (R 1317).

Zachary of Mitylene (R 2288): “We confess likewise that God is the Maker.. .of the 
world.... Therefore since the world is co-eternal with God, according to your judgment 
(i.e., the Platonists), it cannot have an efficient cause outside of God. But we say that 
God is the Maker of the world.... Therefore the world is not co-eternal with God. For 
every effect is temporally after its efficient cause.”

151. 2) Against the Arians they establish that the Son is from eternity, 
since he is not a creature, for a creature begins to be in time. Thus in reply 
the Arians said that the Word, if he is eternal like the Father, is not his son, 
but must be said to be the brother of the Father.

St. Athanasius (R 760f.):”If there never was, when the Son was not, they 
say, but He is eternal, and coexists with the Father, you call him no more the 
Father’s Son, but brother....But, they say, the Father was always the Maker, 
and the power of making was not added to him later. Therefore because he is 
the Maker, were his works also eternal and is it allowed to say about them: 
They were not before they came to be? Let us not.. .keep silent, and let them 
hear that made things cannot be eternal, even though God was always able to 
make them. For they are out of nothing, and they were not before they came 
to be. But things that were not before they came to be—how can they exist 
together with God who always is? Hence the God of those things at the right 
time made all of them, when he saw that they could continue in being.... 
The Son however, since he is not a product, but belongs to the nature of the 
Father, therefore always exists....”

St. Cyril of Alexandria (R 2076): “If he made the world through him (the Son), 
certainly he was not created who exists before the world, since no creature exists before 
the world, but is created in time. But it belongs to the Son alone to exist with the Father 
from eternity.”

152.3) They assert absolutely that eternity is proper to God alone. Tertul- 
lian (R 325): “The rule is required by the nature of the One-only God, who 
is One-only in no other way than as the sole God; and in no other way sole, 
than as having nothing else [co-existent] with Him. So also He will be first, 
because all things are after Him; and all things are after Him, because all 
things are by Him; and all things are by Him, because they are of nothing....”

St. Hippolytus (R 391,397): “God, subsisting alone, and having nothing contempora-
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neous with Himself, determined to create the world.. ..Beside Him there was nothing....” 
“The one God, the first one and alone and the Creator of all things had nothing coeval to 
Himself—not infinite chaos, not immense water...; but he was one, alone for himself, 
who, when he desired, made all the things that are, which did not exist before....”

St. Irenaeus (R 206): “Let them learn that only God is without a begin
ning and without an end, truly and always the same, and in the same way 
possessing himself.. (see also R 207).

153. 4) They say that the thesis belongs to the faith. Origen (R 447): 
“This also is part of the church’s teaching that the world was made and took 
its beginning at a certain time... .But what existed before this world.. .has not 
become certainly known to many, for there is no clear statement regarding it 
in the teaching of the church.”21

St. Augustine (R 1564): “Therefore Catholic discipline commands to be 
believed that this Trinity is one God and that it.. .created all things that exist, 
so that every creature... was made by God out of nothing....Therefore it is 
not right to say or to believe that all creatures are consubstantial with God or 
that they are co-eternal with him.”22 See also St. Fulgentius (R 2264).

154. Theological reasoning. The fact of creation in time is established 
certainly by revelation alone.23 However theological reasoning, relying on 
the revealed knowledge of the divine attributes and creation of the world, 
makes these points:

a) The world is not necessarily created eternally, since it is contingent 
and therefore it does not have to exist always and since God creates with total 
freedom and therefore when he wishes (I, q. 46, a. 1). Therefore creation of 
the world in time is possible.

b) Creation in time is appropriate, because in that way it becomes more 
clearly apparent: that God is a person and independent of the world; that all 
things are from him (1 CG 13); that his power and freedom (I, q. 46 a. 1 ad 
6,9) and liberality in creating are only to communicate his goodness (2 CG 
35, 38).24

155. Natural reason alone, by the work of the physical sciences, and especially by the

21. Hence it is possible to understand some other texts o f  Origin, that may be obscure, in the right sense (v.gr., R 
454, but on this see Pohle-Gummersbach, 1,504). But G. Bardy sees it differently, Origene: DTC 11,1529.

22. For more on his teaching see De Blic, Les arguments de saint Augustin contre I'eternite du monde: MelScRel 
2 (1945) 33-44; J. Guitton, Le temps et I’eternite chez Plotin et saint Augustin (Paris 1931) p. 56f.; Gierens, 
36-38.

23. Pius XII, Le prove della esistenza di Dio alia luce della scienza naturale moderna: AAS 24 (1952) 41.
24. See Suarez, 1,2,2.
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law of entropy, demonstrates sufficiently well, although not yet definitively, creation in 
time. For, since the activities of the world will finally terminate in inactivity, they would 
already have attained that state, if the world were eternal; but if that were so, perfectly 
inert matter, especially since from the beginning certain powers were present in it (v.gr., 
gravity), would lack a purpose worthy of the providence of God existing from eternity.25

156. Objections. 1. The act of God creating is eternal. Therefore his effect is also 
eternal.

I  distinguish the antecedent. The act of God creating is eternal entitatively, conceded; 
in its end result, I subdistinguish: as from eternity signifying a terminus to be placed, con
ceded; a terminus posited from eternity, denied.

Since God from eternity desired to create the world, the act of his volition from eterni
ty connoted that the world would be created, but not necessarily that it would be eternally 
created. Given his activity, the effect does not follow except according to the requirements 
of the form, which is the principle of action. Therefore from the eternal action of God act
ing through his intellect and will according to his prescription, the effect does not follow 
unless God wills it (I, q. 46, a. 1 ad 9f.; and 2 CG 35).

Objector insists: In creation the becoming is from eternity. But that becoming is a 
fact. Therefore creation if from eternity.

I  distinguish the major. In creation becoming taken actively is from eternity, con
ceded; taken passively, denied.

157.2. God creates because of his goodness. But this reason is eternal. Therefore God 
creates from eternity.

I  distinguish the major. God creates because of his goodness, but freely, conceded; 
otherwise, denied.

3. God from eternity is the perfectly sufficient cause of the world. But given such a 
cause, the effect follows necessarily. Therefore God necessarily creates from eternity.

I  distinguish the minor. Given a perfectly sufficient cause, the effect follows necessar
ily according to the prescription of the will, conceded; otherwise, denied.

These things are said directly about the first cause, which acts freely ad extra, but 
necessarily only consequent to a command of the will.

I  distinguish the antecedent. No cause can be assigned by us why God creates in this 
and not in that real time, conceded; why God does not create from eternity, I  subdistin
guish: it cannot be assigned by us, conceded: by God himself, denied.

4. No reason can be assigned by us why God creates in this time and not in another, 
before and not afterwards. Therefore he must be thought to create from eternity.

God does not continue except in eternity, which is all at once and in which there is no 
before and after, unless only in an equivalent sense, inasmuch as an eternal being without

25. See Pius XII, 36f.; J. Donat, S.J., Cosmologia (Innsbruck 1936) n.449-451; G. Stein, S.J., L'Universo, 
donde?: CivCatt (1949 III) 255-264; G. Miczaika, Die Struktur des Weltalls\ Stimm 143 (1949) 304-309. R. 
Puigrefagut, S.J., explains at length opinions about the law o f entropy and he thinks it lacks a philosophi
cal dimension in order to prove the divine creation o f the world: La ciencia moderna y  elproblema de la 
creacion: Pena 37 (1954) 35-51, 169-187.
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any succession can co-exist with any successive being (D ep o t. q.3 a. 17 ad 20; I, q. 46, a. 
1 ad 6). But the world is not created in time that already exists, but in real time. Therefore 
it is foolish to ask with regard to God or the world when God created or whether it was 
before or after some point, since this words suggest real time (I, q. 46, a. 3 ad 3; D e pot. 
q.3 a. 14 ad 6).26

However real time can be conceived as coming after imaginary time, so that it is pos
sible up to a certain point to assign the moment of this time after which, but not before, 
the world was created, and indeed at such a moment because of the reason known by the 
creator.

158. 5. If God in duration exists before the world, he is prior and the world is poste
rior. Therefore before the non-eternal world there was time, which is repugnant.

I distinguish the antecedent. If God in duration exists before the world, he is prior 
and the world is posterior, or there is given a before and after formally in the world, but 
with respect to imaginary time only, I  pass over the antecedent, in God, I  subdistinguish: 
formally, denied; equivalently, conceded (I, q. 46, a. 1 ad 9; D e pot. q.3 a. 17 ad 20).

6. A non-eternal world would be in potency to existence. But matter is p o ten cy  to, 
which cannot exist without a form. Therefore the world is eternal.

/  distinguish the major. A non-eternal world would be in logical potency to existence, 
conceded; real potency, I  subdistinguish: active, conceded; passive, denied.

A  logical or objective potency is only a non-repugnance of some thing to existence, 
but of course this potency, as is clear, is not something really existing. A real and physical 
potency is either active (a principle of acting) or a capacity to do something, or it is passive 
(a passive principle) or the capacity of receiving a form.27

7. Motion supposes preceding motion. But creation is motion. Therefore it supposes 
preceding motion, and therefore it is eternal.

I  distinguish the major. Motion supposes a moving cause, conceded; precisely previ
ous motion, I  subdistinguish: improperly so-called, conceded; properly so-called, I  sub
distinguish: if it is by a second cause, conceded; if it is by the first cause, denied.28

159. Scholium 1. Is creation o f  the w orld  from  eternity repugnant? “In this famous 
dispute,” says Banez, “innumerable opinions of serious theologians are disseminated.” 29 
In the middle ages it was sharply debated and it still is. The fa c t of the temporal creation of 
the world is not without theological importance, since, from what was said above, it more 
clearly shows the dependence of the world on God and his freedom in creating it.30 But 
that being the case, the question about the possib ility  of eternal creation, and indeed for 
the same reason, is not, according to some respects, without some theological importance, 
especially since the holy Fathers speak about it and hand down to us certain opinions.

26. See St. Augustine, Confess. 11,13,15; 12,30,40: ML 32,815.825f.; Pinard, 2180f.
27. See Urraburu, Ontologia n. 207.
28. On the objection against creation in time see F. A. Stentrup, S. J., Das Dogma von der zeitlichen Weltschop- 

fung (Innsbruck 1870) 10-25, 234-240.
29. In I q.46 a.2.
30. See De Blic, Apropos de I’eternite du monde: BullLittEccl 47 (1946) 164f.
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Therefore this question will now be considered.
Therefore the question concerns the eternity of the world before, but not about that 

eternity which is, as divine, all at once, but that which is in successive duration, according 
to the nature of the existing being. Given that, could the world exist always? The word 
“always” is taken here absolutely or equivalent to eternal duration, therefore not relatively 
or as connoting the total succession of time. That is the sense in which St. Augustine says 
that the world always was, inasmuch as it does not exist except in time, but always in 
time.31 The question is not about the causal origin of the world by God, which has already 
been established, but about its temporal origin.

Therefore “to be created” and “to be created in time” without doubt are formally dis
tinguished, so that, with regard to the concept, denying that the world was created in time, 
does not necessarily deny that the world was created. But are they really distinguished, so 
that those two can be separated by creation from eternity? That is the question.

160. Nevertheless on this matter Scripture and the Church seem to have said nothing 
either explicitly or implicitly. But the Fathers thus unanimously or at least most of them 
attribute time to the notion of creation, so that they assert or suppose that the world could 
have been created only in time, as is clear also from their testimonies quoted in the thesis.32

Thus Zachary of Mitylene (R 2288) explicitly says that “the effect is after the efficient 
cause and also in time.” St. Athanasius (R 761) also says explicitly that the omnipotence 
of God was always about to make things, but that “eternal things could not have been 
made.” Tertullian says that it is proper to God to be without any beginning: “What other 
status is there for eternity than always to have been and always to be, since it has the 
prerogative of no beginning and no end? If this is proper to God, but if it is attributed to 
another, then it is not proper to God, but common with that to which it is attributed.... 
However it is necessary for God to be one, because what is the greatest is God. But he will 
not be the greatest, unless he is unique; but that cannot be unique to which something else 
is equal; but matter becomes equal to God when it is thought to be eternal.”33

161. St. Methodius: “Do we not say that (the world) was made either by someone or 
afterwards by God the Creator, since before it was not? It is evident that it was by God. 
For it is impossible that what is surrounded in the beginning of generation is co-etemal 
with the eternal (unlimited with the limited). It is impossible....Therefore how do you 
think that a creature co-etemal with the Creator.. .needs a Creator? For it is necessary that 
the co-eternal, since it does not have a beginning of its origin, be unbegotten and have the 
same power.”34

St. Augustine (R 1757) has both these and other words about the possibility of eternal 
creation: “I own that I do not know what ages passed before the human race was created, 
yet I have no doubt that no created thing is co-eternal with the Creator.”35 Perhaps he is

31. De civ. Dei 12,15: ML 41,363-365.
32. See Petavius, De Deo 1.3 c.6; Palmieri, the. 14 n.4; L. Janssens, De Deo Creatore p. 191-198.
33. Adver. Hermogenem 4: ML 2,201 (see also R 322).
34. Concerning Photius, Bibliotheca cod.235: MG 103,1144f.
35. See Janssens, 194-197.
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said with no solid reason to have admitted that possibility, from the fact, for example, that 
he spoke those words against the Neo-Platonists, who “do not... wish to have it (the world) 
in time, but the beginning of its creation, so that in a scarcely intelligible way it was always 
made.”36 For these words show rather a mentality opposed to admitting that possibility.

162. Wherefore from the words of the Fathers it would seem to be at least certain 
that the world could be created only in time.37 But by reason of the errors that the Fathers 
attacked, they can truly be said to have wanted only to teach directly the fact of creation 
in time against the error of eternal creation; also they wanted to exclude a dualism that 
was teaching matter as eternal and coeval with God, or to establish the divinity of the 
Son as eternal. In order to protect this truth they argued from the repugnance of eternal 
creation so that they could establish those truths as witnesses of the tradition. However 
they introduced this type of argument only as private teachers.38 Therefore our question 
still remains.

163. Although the question is raised regarding the creation of this world, it can also be 
raised per se in an absolute form: Is it repugnant for something to be created from eternity 
or not? Here are some responses to the question.

Many respond affirmatively, as St. Bonaventure,39 St. Albert the Great, Alexan
der of Hales, Richard of Mediavilla, Henry Gandave, Raymond Lull, Valencia, Toledo, 
Petavius,Palmieri, Pignataro, Huarte.40

Many respond negatively, as St. Thomas41 and commonly the Thomists (v.gr., Daf- 
fara, Boyer and very sharply Sertillanges),42 Suarez, Vazquez, Minges, Urraburu.43 Of

36. De civ. Dei 11,4,2: ML 41,319. However see Boyer, 80f.
37. See J.M. Scheeben, Handbuch der katholischen Dogmatik 2 Freiburg im Br. 1878) § 129 n.29.
38. The following understand the words o f  the Fathers in this sense: Beraza, n.133; Huarte, n.110; Pignataro, 

62f.; Pinard, 217f. See however Valencia, In 1 d.3 q.3 punct.2 at the end; Petavius, loc. cit., n .l; Palmieri, 
loc. cit.

39. In 2 d .l p .l a.l q.2 (see Gierens, 56-65): this is dealt with by A. Mondreganes, De impossibilitate aeternae 
mundi creationis admentem S. Bonaventurae: CollFranc 5 (1935) 529-570; he also explains the opinions o f  
theologians on this matter.

40. St. Albert the Great, In 2 d. 1 a. 10; Alexander o f Hales, Summa p .l q. 12 m.8; Richard o f Mediavilla, 2 d .l q.3 
a.4; Henry o f  Gandave, Quodl. 1. q.7; Raymond Lull: see J. Tusquets, Posiciode Ramon Lull en alproblema 
de I'eternitat delmon: Crit 1 (1925) 95-114; Valencia, loc. cit.; Toledo, In 8 Phys. c.,2 q.2; Petavius, loc .cit.; 
Palmieri, loc. cit., n. 5; id., Cosmologiath. 31; Pignataro, p. 62074; Huarte, n. 111-115.

41. I, q. 46, a. 2; In 2 d.l q .l a.5;2 CG 38; Depot. Q.3 a,13f.; Quodl. 3 a.31; opusc. De aeternitate mundi contra 
murmurantes: see Gierens, 66-73. On his teaching see Th. Esser, Die Lehre des heiligen Thomas iiber die 
Moglichkeit einer angfangslosen Schopfung (MUnster 1895); M. De Munnynck, O.P., Le commencement 
du Monde: DivThom (Fr) 4 (1926) 33-39; A. Collel, O.P., El problema de la possibilitat de la creacio ab 
aeterno: Crit 3 (1927) 419-437; L.B. Guillon, O.P., Thomas d ’Aquin: DTC 15,663-671.

42. Daffara, n. 92-94; Boyer, 88e-88g; Sertillanges, op. cit., 25-42, who had already for many years written 
about that subject, for example, L ’idee de Creation dans saint Thomas d'Aquin: RevScPhTh 1 (1907) 239- 
251.

43. Suarez, Disp. metaph. 20 s.5; De op. sex dier. 1 c.2 (see Gierens, 90-100); Vazquez, In 1 d.l 17 c.3-5 (see 
Gierens, 87-90); P. Minges, O.F.M., Compendium theologiae dogmaticae specia listRatisbon 1921) 1 n.268; 
Urraburu, Cosmologia (Vallisoleti 1982) n.82-84, who mentions many authors with their individual opin
ions. Scotus {In 2 d.l q.3) seems more to favor the opinion o f  St. Thomas, but he is not clear.
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these, following Durandus, many (Suarez, John of St. Thomas, Urraburu, etc. )44 distin
guishing between a thing having a fixed and permanent being, and a thing having suc
cessive being, hold that the creation of the former is impossible to be proved, but not the 
creation of the latter.

164. Here are the reasons for the first opinion: a) It is not possible to pass through 
an infinite number of successive moments. But in any instant of such duration infinite 
motions of creatures would have preceded. Therefore in any instant the process of mo
tion would be impossible and therefore, for example, we would not have arrived at this 
day. b) An actual infinity would be had; such a thing, if perhaps it is undeservedly denied 
regarding beings by nature successive, is absolutely valid regarding things having a fixed 
being. From this it follows that if man, who can be multiplied, were created from eternity, 
there would not be an infinite number of human souls.45 But an actually infinite number 
is repugnant.46

For the other opinion it means that the idea of the world as possible, and never as 
impossible, in God is eternal. Therefore the idea of an eternal world does not seem to be 
contradictory. However the omnipotence of God can do everything that is possible. And 
it has not been proved that God cannot make an actual infinite number of beings. But an 
eternal world would be posterior to God in nature, although not in duration; it would be 
truly contingent, inasmuch as it could be or not be. It would have eternal duration, but 
successive.

165. Scholium 2. Is anything created in the w orld after the initial creation? If human 
souls are excluded, which are created every day, an affirmative answer appears nowhere in 
the sources, but they rather speak on the hypothesis that nothing new is now really created, 
and the activity of God in the world is now the governing of it and conserving it.47 On this 
point let us listen to the Doctors:

St. Augustine says about Gen. 2:3: On the seventh day G od restedfrom  a ll his work): 
“It can also be understood that God rested from creating different creatures, because after 
that he did not create any new species: after that and up till now and in the future he takes 
care of the administration of those creatures which were created at that time.. ..”48

44. Durandus, in 2 d. 1 q.2f. (See Gierens, 80-86); John o f St. Thomas, Natur. Philos. Q.24 a. If.
45. See Palmieri, loc. cit.; L. Roy, S.J., Note philosophique sur Videe de commencement dans la creation: 

ScEccl 2 (1949) 220-225; Stentrup, Das Dogma... 26-55; R C. Landucci, Si pud dimostrare filosoficamente 
la temporaneita efinitezza dimensiva dell’universo materiale?: DivThom (Pi) 26 (1949) 340-344.

46. It seems that St. Thomas never had a sufficiently firm opinion on the possibility o f an actual infinite number: 
see Sertillanges, L ’idee de creation 35; Roy, 225; Landucci, loc. cit. In the controversy that this author stirred 
up, the following wrote against him that he had not sufficiently proved his thesis, H. DelTnnocenti, O.P., De 
infinito in quantitate: ibid., 27 (1950) 234-240; R. Masi, A proposito di un universo infinitamente esteso: 
ibid., 370-374; M. Crena, Sullafinitezza dimensiva dell’universo: ibid., 374-376; M. Signorelli, A. Tedeschi, 
Si pud dimostrare la finitezza dell’Universo?: ibid., 376f. 379f. In his favor and completing him, M. Vigano,
S.J., Ancora sullafinitezza dell’Universo: ibid., 28 (1951) 51-59. Finally, answering the difficulties raised 
against him, Landucci wrote, L ’infmitezza dimensiva e temporale delVUniverso e veramente assurda: ibid., 
60-79.

47. See Daffara, n. 95.
48. De Gen. adlitt. 4,12,22: ML 34,304.
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St. Bonaventure: There is “a twofold...perfection of the universe: the principal one 
is according to permanent being, while the other one is according to changing being. The 
first is found in the completed existence of principles, and in the completed number of 
species; these species participate in the nature of the genus according to the right and 
ordered intention of nature. But the second perfection consists in the production of those 
things that change through time, and consequently succeed each other....Therefore since 
according to the first perfection God produced the universe in being in six days, that is, 
regarding the complete number of species; therefore it is said that he rested from all his 
1work which he had done. But because he continuously works on the succession of things 
by propagation and the multiplication of individuals: therefore he is said to work up to the 
present timed9

166. St. Thomas: “God did act on the seventh day, not by creating new creatures, but 
by directing and moving his creatures.. ..Now God might have made many other creatures 
besides those which he made in the six days, and hence, by the fact that he ceased making 
them on the seventh day, he is said on that day to have consummated his work” (I, q. 73, 
a, 1 ad 2). “God indeed works until now by preserving and providing for the creatures he 
has made, but not by the making of new ones” (a. 2 ad 1; see q. 45, a. 8).

Suarez: “Thus God completed the universe in six days in such a way that on the 
seventh day he did not have to do anything to finish his work. I think this is true from the 
common opinion of the Fathers and from the agreement of the Church based on Scripture. 
For in it it is often said that God in six days made everything that is in the world, and on the 
seventh day he rested from his work.. ..Therefore he did not complete it (his work) by add
ing something to it, but by resting from all work. Finally, no work can be designated that 
God as the author of nature did on this day.. ..That newness of works (i.e., the Incarnation, 
its effects, other things to be done at the end of the world pertaining to the state of glory) 
is not opposed to the rest of the seventh day, which consists in the cessation alone from 
making new natural things which are not contained virtually in the causes of the universe 
and come into being through them.

N.B. Some contemporary unusual scientists (H. Bondi, F. Hoyle, P.A.M. Dirac, etc.) 
say that there is in the world a continual creation of matter out of nothing under the form 
of either hydrogen atoms or electrical energy. However this assertion supposes a perpetual 
series of miracles and lacks a foundation that can be proved experimentally.49 50

49. In 2 d. 15 q.3.
50. See Puigrefagut, loc. cit., 78-81; A. Maros dell’Oro, Ifisiciparlano di creazione: Soph 21 (1953) II 3-8; L. 

Cristiani, Terres habitees dans le del: AmCl 65 (1955) 70.
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C H A P T E R  I I

On the final cause of creation

Thesis 6. The ultimate end of God in creating the world is the com
munication and glorification of the divine goodness; the ultimate 
end of the work or world is the participation and glorification of 
the divine goodness.

S.Th. I, q. 44, a. 4; q. 45, a. 2; 3 CG 17f.; 2 d.l q.2 a.2; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d. p.2 n.2 q .l; L. Lessius, De 
perfectionibus moribusque divinis 1.14; Suarez, Disp. Metaph. 23,9; Lercher, 23n.459-469; J.M. Dalmau, S.J., 
La bondad divina y  la Gloria de Dios, fin de la creacidn. “Finis operis ” et “finis operands EstEcl 20 (1946) 
509-533; Z. Alszeghy, M. Flick, S.J., Gloria Dei: Greg 36 (1955) 361-390.

167. Connection. It has been proved that God is the efficient and the 
exemplary cause of the world. A further question concerns the end or 
purpose for which he created the world. This problem considered mor
ally is about the meaning of universal existence; taken metaphysically 
it concerns the relation between the Infinite and the finite. If the Infinite 
does not need anything, what is it seeking in creation? Catholic theol
ogy answers the question thus: in order that the dignity of God, given 
creation, may shine more clearly, and that the creature be shown to have 
a lofty destination.

In this matter a clear distinction must be made between the statements 
of the sources of revelation and theological speculation, which interprets 
them and strives to bring together in a harmonious way all of its parts. At 
the same time it is necessary to establish, without imputing any imperfec
tion to God, both why God created the world and what the ultimate pur
pose is. Therefore we will propose a synthesis of the matter which, at least 
according to its substance, St. Thomas,1 Suarez1 2 and others taught. Thus 
first of all we will treat the ultimate end of creation and then its proximate 
end.

168. Definition of terms. The end or purpose is the good because of 
which something is done.

Three elements necessarily pertain to the complete nature of the end; 
of them each one is also said to be an end, since they are all intended

1. See Stufler, Die Lehre des hi. Thomas von Aquin iiber den Endzweck des Schopfers und der Schopfung: 
ZkathTh 41 (1917) 657-700; Dalmau, loc. cit.; Ph. J. Donnelly, S.J., Saint Thomas and the Ultimate Purpose 
o f Creation: ThSt 2 (1941) 53-83; S. Schiffini, S.J., Disputationes metaphysicae specialist Augustae Taurin. 
1888) n. 529-534; H. Noldin-A.Smitt, S.J., De principiis27(Barcelona 1945) 13-15.

2. De gratia 8,1; Disp. Metaph. d.24; see also De fine hominis 1,6; Dalmau, loc. c/7.;Lercher, loc. cit.
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for themselves (S.Th. II-II, q. 11, a. 3 ad 3), although one is ordered to 
the another: a) The desired end (finis qui) or object intended: either to 
be obtained, or what is not now possessed; or to give away, that is, what 
the agent already has and intends to give it to others. The former of these 
flows from desire, while the latter is the result of love (St. Thomas, 2 d. 1 
q.2 a.l). b) The formal end (finis quo) is the actual obtaining of the desired 
end (finis qui). c) The end for whom (finis cui) is the subject for whom the 
desired end is intended. This is either because the whole utility of the end 
is ordered to it (thus in obtaining the end) or because it is ordered to him 
in praise that this may be attributed to the source of goodness (thus an end 
to be communicated).3

169. The desired end (finis qui): a) In the strict sense it is the true final 
cause, that is, it has a causal influence both on the act of the will and on 
the commanded acts and so in using the means; it also influences the ef
fect which therefore is really distinguished from it and depends on it. b) 
In a broad sense (ratio finalis), without having influence on the act of the 
will, it is the reason for the goodness of the volition and thus it has a causal 
influence on the effect.

In one and the same action the end is said to be: a) Proximate, or im
mediately intended and ordered to another; b) relatively ultimate, or to 
which others more proximate are ordered but itself is ordered to another,
c) Absolutely ultimate, or the principal one in any series and beyond it 
there is no other. It has the nature of a primary end or it is desired for itself 
and other ends are ordered to it inasmuch as they are intended for its sake. 
Therefore in any series it is unique. That is what will not be considered.

The end: a) o f the worker (finis operands) is the good which for the 
worker is the reason for his action; b) o f the work (finis operis), is the good 
for which the work of the agent is ordered, if it is extrinsic to him, or it is 
his own nature if it is intrinsic.4

If it has to do with the first cause doing something ad extra, then one 
must say that the ultimate end of both the agent and the work are identified 
(I, q. 44, a. 4; 3 CG 18,4; In 2 d.a q.2 a.l).

170. The purpose or end o f God creating. The desired end in the strict 
sense cannot be present in him, but there is a desired end in a broad sense 
or a noble reason for willing creation and which with regard to the world

3. On the mutual connection o f  these ends see Suarez, Disp. Melaph. 23,2,12.
4. On the notion o f  end or purpose see Urr&buru, Ontologia n. 416-419.
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is the final cause (I, q. 19, a. 5; 2 d.l q.2 a.2 ad 3).5 But this is necessarily 
some good, but not one external to God on which he depends, but internal, 
first of all and essentially intended by God and for which reason external 
goods are willed by him.

Here the ultimate end is being considered: a) The desired end, not as 
something to be obtained, which is repugnant to God, but as something 
to be communicated; b) The formal end, or the obtaining of the desired 
end to the extent that it is possible; c) The end for whom, or God, not as a 
subject for whom of any utility, but inasmuch as he alone is the reason for 
intending something and to whom therefore the desired end is as it were 
added means of the formal end.

171. The world is understood here as it actually exists, but naturally, 
since the order of grace is treated elsewhere (although to complete this 
matter some things will be said about it later).

172. The divine goodness is not merely an attribute of goodness inclin
ing God to the good, but it is the very ontological goodness of God as the 
object of divine love (I, q. 6, a. I).6 7

The communication, that is, goodness, not as something to be obtained, 
but inasmuch as it can be given to other beings through a likeness (I, q. 
19, a. 2) in perfections, both static and dynamic, and also cognitive and 
appetitive (2 d.l q.2 a.2fi; 1 CG 96,2).

The glorification, or what, when it is communicated, is manifested 
either objectively in every perfection of creatures {objective glory), or for
mally in the praise of rational creatures (formal glory).1

Since glory is clear knowledge with praise (II-II, q. 132, a. I)8 of some 
person, whose excellence is known and approved as valuable, the glory 
just described, whether objective or formal, is called the extrinsic glory of 
God. The intrinsic glory is: either objective (fundamental and thus mate
rial) or the perfection of God in himself, or it is formal or the conscious 
knowledge of God’s proper excellence. Here we are dealing directly with 
his extrinsic glory.

173. The purpose/end o f the work or the world: The ultimate or final

5. See St. Augustine, De Gen. coni. Manich. L.2,4: ML 34, 175; Suarez, 23,9,7; H. Lamiroy, De volunlate Dei 
rationabili: CollatBrug 24 (1924) 284-287.

6. See Stufler, 661 not. 3.
7. In treating the purpose o f  creation St. Thomas stresses very much the goodness o f  God as being communi

cated; but he also mentions the glory o f  God: see Dalmau, 524-526.
8. See St. Augustine, Coni. Maxim. A .2 ,13,2: ML 42,770; In Io. 105,3: ML, 35, 1905.
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end is considered and either the desired (qui) end or the formal (quo) end 
or the end for whom (cui).

The divine goodness or, as recently, the uncreated perfection of God.
Participation or inasmuch as it can be accepted by a likeness in per

fections, either static or dynamic.
The glory o f God, or according as, while it is being participated, it is 

manifested either objectively or formally.

174. Therefore the uncreated goodness as something to be commu
nicated and glorified is the desired object {finis qui) of God as Creator. 
But this can be obtained only by the communicated and glorified divine 
goodness. But the actual communication and extrinsic glorification is 
something created, therefore it is extrinsic to God and so it cannot be the 
desired end (finis qui) or something that God so desires that he is moved 
to create (De pot. q.3 a. 15 ad 14); rather, it is the formal cause (finis quo), 
or the quasi attainment of the finis qui, which therefore God truly intends.9 
By the communication and glorification of the divine goodness it quasi 
satisfies the will of God; he therefore is the end for whom (finis cui), but he 
is not the subject of any utility which only a creature can be (2 d. 1 q.2 a. 1).

Likewise the uncreated goodness as something to be participated in 
and glorified through some likeness is the ultimate final end of every crea
ture.10 11 This end is obtained by participating in and glorifying the goodness 
of God; this actual participation and glorification is the formal end (finis 
quo) or the quasi attainment of the final end (finis qui). God alone is the 
end for which (finis cui), but the creature alone is the subject of utility.

Therefore every creature necessarily or freely tends directly and al
ways to the supreme good by its likeness (De ver. q. 22 a. 2)11; it does this 
not only by an extrinsic decree of God, but by an innate love or from the 
nature of a being from another that has its complete good only in another 
(God). The result is that with that innate love it loves God more than itself 
(I, q. 60, a. 5; II-II, q. 26, a. 3).12

175. From this explanation, the end of the worker of creation and the end of the 
work do not differ really, but only according to different perspectives (v.gr., for the

9. See Suarez, De grat., loc. cit., n .llf .
10. 1 d.45 q.l a.2 ad 4; De ver. q.23 a.4; Depot, q.5 a.4; 3 CG 99,6. See R. Orlandis, S.J., writing about this mat

ter (regarding the Spiritual Exercises o f  St. Ignatius), Elfin del hombre segiin Santo Tomas: Manr 14 (1942) 
7-25; 15 (1943)34-53.

11. See E.A. Pace, Assimilari Deo: NewSchol 2 (1928) 342-356.
12. See Suarez, De caritate 1.5; Dalmau, 521f.
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former it is communication, for the latter participation),13 so that our thesis can simply 
be stated: the fin a l end o f  creation is the goodness o f  G od  to be com m unicated and to 
be glorified.

That being the case, the world appears as reduced to a certain unity of finality 
and by a brilliant circular course as proceeding from God and returning to him (1 d.14 
q.2 a.2). God, because of the love of his goodness, or because of his intrinsic glory, 
wishes to introduce other beings into that goodness and glory and so he diffuses the 
good that is a manifestation of his goodness. The things receiving it desire to approach 
that source by perfecting themselves and by increasing more and more the likeness in 
themselves to the supreme good. In this way they more perfectly show forth the good
ness of God and thus participate, to the extent it is possible, in the intrinsic objective 
glory of God.

Rational beings, however, go further since, while recognizing that goodness diffused 
by God in other things and also in themselves, they ascend higher by recognizing and lov
ing and praising the fountain itself. In this way they participate, as much as is possible, in 
the life by which God knows and loves himself and thus also in the intrinsic, formal glory 
of God itself. Thus creation can be said to consist in the fact that God gives himself to 
other beings outside of himself in order that he may draw all things to himself.

176. This explanation rests in the distinction of the end to be ob ta in ed  and the end 
to be diffused ; the uncreated goodness of God itself is said to be the d esired  o b jec t (finis 
qui), and the rest flow from that logically. But those who consider the end as merely 
something to be obtained, do not call the end (finem qui) the uncreated  goodness, but 
the extrinsic glory of God, which they say is the ultimate end of creation on the part of 
God and the world. Thus they say that God established this end in order to communi
cate his goodness, but not in the sense that the glory is a strictly extrinsic good for God, 
that is, by adding some perfection to him.14

This opinion, as they explain it, does not contain anything false, but it does offer an 
occasion for thinking that the extrinsic glory is some good coming to God from outside 
himself and so in some way, although extrinsically, perfecting him, since among men 
those extrinsic goods are not thought to be true goods, unless they are useful also intrin
sically. Therefore “it is better to say,” says Suarez, “that such good with respect to God 
is a certain noble good and befitting the majesty of God.”15 Therefore it is not a good in 
the strict sense.

13. Another text should not be thought to contradict this assertion, which we have seen is often stated by St. 
Thomas and which can be explained correctly: “God made creatures because o f  his goodness, considering 
the end o f the worker, and because o f its utility for the creatures, considering the end o f  the work” (2 d. 1 q.2 
a. 1). See Stufler, 698; Dalmau, 514. We do not think that the scholarly explanation proposed by Alszeghy- 
Flick, loc. cit., 363-371, differs substantially from ours, since ours considers especially the goodness ofG od  
to be communicated and as that from which all things logically flow, and therefore in actuality the notion of  
communication and the notion either o f manifestation or glorification agree.

14. Thus Lessius, loc. cit. On his teaching about the end o f  creation see U. Thiesen, S.J., O fim da criagdo nos 
escritos de Leonardo Lessio, S.J. (Porto Alegre 1950). Many have followed Lessius and some o f  them are 
mentioned by Stufler, 697, and also Thiesen, 78-88, while treating some other authors.

15. Degrat., loc. cit., n.13. See A. Vandenberghe, De fim  creationis: CollatBrug 36 (1936) 476-481.
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177. However since the substantial assertions of our explanation are 
admitted, as we think, by all Catholics, in order to justify our opinion 
concerning the way of speaking and organizing that synthesis let what we 
have already said suffice, so that in the proof of the thesis the assertions 
admitted by all may be given special consideration, namely: that God in 
one way or another is the end of the world, that is, that his goodness is 
the reason (propter quant) for creation; that he did not create the world in 
order to obtain or increase his own goodness, but rather in order to com
municate and glorify it by producing a likeness; that the world was made 
in order to glorify his goodness; that the end of both the worker and the 
work is the ultimate end.

178. Adversaries. They are wont to oppose the thesis because in God 
the Creator the end or purpose of his glory would be egotistical.

E. von Hartmann: In the hypothesis of theism, God created out of van
ity, desiring people to applaud him.16

Kant, Bayle: Man alone is the end of creation.17
Gunther: The primary end of creation is the creature’s happiness be

stowed on him by God out of pure love; thus both the holiness of God is 
saved and the glory of God is obtained, inasmuch as the primary end in its 
purity and holiness is necessarily acknowledged by the creature. There
fore in this opinion the glory of God rather than being the secondary end 
seems to be a consequence of the primary end.18 Otherwise, the condem
nation of his opinion -to be mentioned in the proof below—would not 
make sense.

Hermes: If God sought his glory as the ultimate end, he would be am
bitious; therefore the ultimate end of the world is the happiness of man. 
But on recognizing the reality of creation, man has a duty to glorify God. 
Therefore also in this opinion the glory of God, rather than being the sec
ondary end, seems to be a consequence of creation (unless perhaps it is 
called rather the means of the primary end).19 Otherwise also the condem
nation of his opinion would not make sense.

179. Doctrine of the Church. Vatican Council I  (D 3002): “This one 
and only true God by his goodness...not to intensify his happiness nor to 
acquire any perfection, but in order to manifest his perfection through the 
benefits which he bestows on creatures... created both orders of creatures

16. Phcinomenologie des sittlichen Bewusstseins (Berlin 1879) 781.
17. See Pinard, 2136.
18. See Kleutgen, loc. cit., l 2n.430-432; Orb^n, loc. cit., 161-176; Thiesen, 42-45. See CL 7,86.
19. See Kleutgen, n.427-429; Thiesen, 50-56; A. Tanquerey, Hermes: DTC 4,2297. See CL 7,450 n.3.
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in the same way out of nothing, the spiritual and the corporeal.. .and after
wards he formed the creature man....”

From the acts of the Council, here it is talking about the end o f the 
worker, and the words “in order to manifest his perfection through the 
benefits which he bestows on creatures” are equivalent to the formula “in 
order to manifest and communicate.”20 That being the case, the definition 
affirms: that God did not create in order to acquire happiness (and there
fore perfection); that the reason for God creating by his goodness is in 
order to manifest and communicate his perfection, so that the manifesta
tion takes place precisely through the communication. That manifestation 
is implicitly said not to be intended as something merely objective, but as 
formal, since the word “manifest” essentially signifies that (to manifest to 
someone and indeed in order to obtain the effects of recognition and admi
ration, etc.), and since de facto rational beings are also created. Therefore 
God must intend their formal glory of himself.

“If any one... denies that the world was made for the glory of God: let 
him be anathema” (D 3025).

From the acts of the Council, here it is talking about the end o f the 
work, and glory is understood, not merely objectively, but also formally, 
which moreover is essentially clear from the word itself “glory” as it is un
derstood among men. But it is not defined that that end is primary and ul
timate, although that point was held in the Council as absolutely certain.21

180. Theological note. Defined divine and catholic faith regarding 
what we said to be contained in the preceding documents explicitly or 
implicitly (D 3002, 3025).

It is theologically certain regarding this end as being ultimate. For it is 
established as a matter of faith that God is the end of creation. But God as 
the end cannot be subject to some other end; therefore God is the ultimate 
end.

181. Proof from Holy Scripture. From the teaching of Scripture it is 
sufficiently clear that the world was made for God as its end, not from the 
indigence but from the goodness of God, who willed to manifest his per
fection for his own glory, whether it is objective or also formal by rational 
creatures. If that is granted, then it is easy to see that God is the ultimate 
end who cannot be subject to any other end.

20. CL 7,86.110.
21. CL7,86.116f. See Primum schema de doctrina catholica c. 13 and annot.28 n.3: CL 7,514-540. On the teach

ing o f Vatican I on the end o f  creation se OrMn, 174-186’ Thiesen, 45-50, 67-70; Donnelly, The Vatican 
Council and the End of Creation: ThSt 4 (1943) 3-33.
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a) God is the end of the world. Rev. 22:13: I  am the Alpha and the 
Omega...the beginning and the end, says the Lord God... (see 1:8; 21:6). 
Rom. 11:36: Or who has given a gift to him that he might be repaid? For 
from him and through him and to him are all things. To him be glory for 
ever (see. Col. 1:16). Heb. 2:10: For it was fitting that he, for whom (Si’ 
ov) and by whom all things exist.... 1 Cor. 15:28: When all things are sub
jected to him, then the Son himself will also be subjected to him who put 
all things under him, that God may be everything to every one.

In particular concerning man. 1 Cor. 8:6: One God, the Father, from 
whom are all things and for whom we exist (siq aniov).22

b) But he did not create as if he were lacking something, for in general 
it is said that creatures are not useful to God. Job 22:3: Is it any pleasure 
to the Almighty i f  you are righteous, or is it gain to him i f  you make your 
ways blameless? Isa. 15:2:1 said to the Lord: You are my God, since you 
do not need my goods. Isa. 1:11:7 have had enough o f burnt offerings o f 
rams, says the Lord. Luke 17:10: When you have done all that is com
manded you, say, “We are unworthy servants.” Acts 17:25: God...being 
Lord o f heaven and earth, does not live in shrines made by man, nor is he 
served by human hands, as though he needed anything, since he himself 
gives to all men life and breath and everything.

182. c) He creates rather because he wishes to give. For he gives being 
to things and conserves them, not because he needs them but because he 
wills it—and he does it out of love for them. Acts. 17:25f. (as just quoted). 
Wis. 11:22-25: Because the whole world before thee is like a speck that 
tips the scales, and like a drop o f morning dew.... But thou art merciful to 
all, for thou canst do all things....For thou lovest all things that exist, and 
hast loathing for none o f the things which thou hast made.... How would 
anything have endured i f  thou hadst not willed it?

d) Actually creatures show the perfection of God. Ps. 18:1: The heav
ens are telling the glory o f God; and the firmament proclaims his handi
work. Ps. 89:5: Let the heavens praise thy wonders, O Lord.23 Ps. 104:24: 
O Lord, how manifold are thy works! In wisdom thou hast made them all;

22. F.M. Sagnard, O.P., A propos de 1 Cor. 8,6: EphThLov 26 (195) 54-58. The text o f  Prov. 16:4 (The Lord has 
made everything for himself), which is often quoted in this context, can easily, given the Masoretic punc
tuation, be so changed that it presents God clearly as the ultimate end o f  all things; but since that reading 
does not agree with the second part o f  the verse (even the iwicked for the day o f trouble), the text is more 
fittingly translated: God has made everythingfor its purpose (for the end that he wanted). See Knabenbauer, 
Commentarius in Proverbia (Paris 1910) 114f.; Kleutgen, n. 447-450.

23. Caeli mirabilia tua celebrant, Domine: Liber psalmorum (Rome 1945) 177.
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the earth is full o f thy creatures.24

183. e) Hence all things whether irrational or rational are commanded 
to praise God and bless him. Ps. 103:20-22: Bless the Lord, O you his 
angels....Bless the Lord, all his hosts....Bless the Lord all his works, in 
all places o f his dominion. Ps. 148: Praise the Lord from the heavens.... 
Praise him, all his angels....Praise him sun and moon.... Ps. 150: Praise 
the Lord in his sanctuary; praise him in his mighty firmament... (See Ps. 
104, 135, 149).24*

Dan. 3:35-68: Bless the Lord all works o f the Lord, sing praise to him 
and highly exalt him for ever ....Bless the Lord, you angels o f the Lord.... 
Bless the Lord, you heavens....Bless the Lord, all waters above the heav
en... Let the earth bless the Lord....Bless the Lord, mountains and hills.... 
Bless the Lord, you priests o f the Lord....Bless the Lord, you servants o f 
the Lord....

184. f) Things show forth the perfections of God in such a way that man 
can recognize them and because of that they must be moved to acknowl
edge and glorify him. Wis. 13:1-9: For all men who were ignorant o f God 
were foolish by nature; and they were unable from the good things that are 
seen to know him who exists, nor did they recognize the craftsman while 
paying heed to his work; but they supposed that either fire or wind...were 
the gods that rule the earth. I f  through delight in the beauty o f these things 
men assumed them to be gods, let them know how much better than these is 
their Lord, for the author o f beauty created them. And if  men were amazed 
at their power and working, let them perceive from them how much more 
powerful is he who formed them. For from the greatness and beauty o f cre
ated things comes a corresponding perception o f their Creator....

Sir. 17:8f.: He set his eye upon their hearts to show them the majesty 
o f his works. And they will praise his holy name, to proclaim the grandeur 
o f his works. Rom. 1:18-21: For the wrath o f God is revealed... against all 
ungodliness and wickedness o f men who by their wickedness suppress the 
truth. For what can be known about God is plain to them, because God 
has shown it to them. Ever since the creation o f the world his invisible na
ture, namely, his power and deity has been clearly perceived in the things 
that have been made. So they are without excuse; for although they knew 
God they did not honor him as God or give thanks to him....

24. Quam multa sunt opera tua, Domine! Omnia cum sapientia fecisti: ibid., 211.
24* Ps. 103:21: Benedicite Domino, omnes exercitus eius....Benedicite Domino, omnia opera eius, in omnibus 

locis potestatis eius. Ps. 148: Laudate Dominum in sanctuario eius; laudate eum in augusto firmamento 
eius: ibid., 238-311.
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185. g) God made man for his own glory. Deut. 26:18f.: The Lord has 
declared this day concerning you that you are a people for his own pos
session...that he will set you high above all nations that he has made, in 
praise and in fame and in honor. Isa. 43:7: Every one who is called by my 
name, whom I  created for my glory, whom I  formed and made.

h) Hence the one concern of man should be that he loves God and 
glorifies him. Deut. 10:12f.: And now, Israel, what does the Lord your 
God require o f you, but to fear the Lord your God, to walk in all his ways, 
to love him, to serve the Lord your God with all your heart and with all 
your soul, and to keep the commandments and statutes o f the Lord, which 
I  command you this day for your good? 1 Cor. 10:31: So whether you eat 
or drink, or whatever you do, do all to the glory o f God.

i) God claims glory for himself alone. Isa. 48:9-11: For my name’s 
sake I  defer my anger, for the sake o f my praise I  restrain it for you, that 
you may not be cut off....For my own sake, for my own sake, I  do it, for 
how should my name be profaned? My glory I  will not give to another.

186. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers likewise express those 
same views and presuppose that God made the world not because he need
ed anything, but in order to communicate his own goodness, so that crea
tures might show forth the perfections of God. Seeing them man praises 
God with the knowledge that God alone made them.

a) God made everything for the sake o f his own name. Didache (R 7): 
“You, almighty Lord, created everything for your name, and you gave food 
and drink to men for their enjoyment that they might give you thanks.... 
Above all we give you thanks because you are powerful; glory be to you 
forever.”

b) In particular, God, who lacks nothing, created man for Himself and 
so that his perfection might shine forth in his works. Athenagoras (R 168): 
“But God can neither have made man in vain...nor for His own use, for 
He is in want of nothing. But to a Being absolutely in need of nothing, no 
one of His works can contribute anything to His own use... .It is quite clear 
that although, according to the first and more general view of the subject, 
God made man for Himself, and in pursuance of the goodness and wisdom 
which are conspicuous throughout his creation, he made him....”

187. c) God did not create the world for his own convenience, but be
cause o f his goodness. St. Augustine (R 1751): “And by the word, ‘God 
saw that it was good’ (Gen. 1:10), it is sufficiently intimated that God 
made what was made not from any necessity, nor for the sake of supplying
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any want, but solely from His own goodness, that is, because it was good.” 
“It is sufficient for Christians to believe that the cause of the creation of all 
things ...was only the goodness of the Creator.”25

Pseudo-Dionysius (R 2282): “He who is the cause of all things, be
cause of the excellence of his goodness loves all things, makes all things, 
perfects all things and directs all things to himself. Divine love is the good 
of goods because he is good.”

The same thing is said especially about rational creatures. Origen (R 
462): God “when He in the beginning created those beings which He de
sired to create, that is, rational natures, had no other reason for creating 
them than on account of Himself, that is, His own goodness.”

188. d) God made things in order to communicate his goodness. St. 
John Damascene (R 2349): “Since, then, God, Who is good and more than 
good, did not find satisfaction in self-contemplation, but in His exceeding 
goodness wished certain things to come into existence which would enjoy 
His benefits and share in His goodness, He brought all things out of noth
ing ...both what is invisible and what is visible.”

St. Gregory Nazianzen (R1005): “But since this movement of self
contemplation alone could not satisfy Goodness, but Good must be poured 
out and go forth beyond itself to multiply the objects of Its beneficence, 
for this was essential to the highest Goodness, He first conceived the heav
enly and Angelic Powers.”

189. e) The world shows forth the perfection o f God. Tertullian (R 
275): “What we worship is the one God, Who out of nothing, simply for 
the glory of His majesty, fashioned this enormous universe with its whole 
supply of elements, bodies, and spirits, and did so simply by the Word 
wherewith he commanded it, the Reason whereby He ordered it, the Pow
er wherewith he was powerful. He produced it out of nothing as an orna
ment of his majesty....”

St. Gregory Nazianzen calls the world: “The great and admirable pro- 
claimer of his (God’s) majesty.”26

f) The world by its perfection invites us to glorify God; in fact it was 
made in order that the perfection o f God might be known. St. Gregory 
of Nyssa: “You (man) are a vase made by God... praise your maker; for 
you were made for no other reason except to be a suitable instrument to 
celebrate the glory of God. The whole universe, like a written book, sug-

25. Enchir. 9: M L40,235f.
26. Oral. 44,3: MG 36,609.
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gests to you matter for celebrating the glory of God. For to you, who are 
endowed with a mind capable of knowing the truth, by its very being it 
announces the hidden and invisible magnificence of God.”27

St. Theophilus of Antioch (R 171): “And all things God has made out 
of things that were not into things that are, in order that through His works 
His greatness may be known and understood.”

190. g) Thus man was made that there might be someone who ac
knowledges the maker o f all things, worships him and serves him forever. 
Lactantius (R 643): “We now indicate the whole reason with a brief de
scription. Therefore the world was made that we might be born; therefore 
we are bom to acknowledge the maker of the world and our God; therefore 
we acknowledge him to worship him; therefore we worship him that we 
might receive immortality as the reward for our labors..., therefore we re
ceive the reward of immortality in order that.. .we might perpetually serve 
the supreme Father and Lord and that we might be an eternal kingdom 
with God.”

h) Thus all things praise God, since man praises God because of them. 
St. Augustine: “The beauty of all things in a certain way is their voice as 
they acknowledge God. Heaven cries to the heavens: You made me, I did 
not make myself. The earth cries: You created me, I did not. How do those 
things cry out? When they are considered and this is discovered, they cry 
out because of your consideration, they cry out because of your voice.... 
When you see this and rejoice and recognize the craftsman and you reflect 
on his invisible qualities made known by those things that were made, 
there is acknowledgement of him on earth and in heaven.”28

i) In that glorification God does not seek his own advantage, but that 
o f the ones praising him. St. Jerome: “Not that God needs the praise of 
anyone, but because the praise of God benefits the praisers, and while 
through his individual works they recognize his majesty and his greatness, 
seized by amazement they burst forth in praise of him.”29

191. Theological reasoning. This reasoning, given both the reason
able way of acting of God and his infinite perfection which is absolutely 
independent, and given the fact also of the creation of rational beings, is 
concluded with these assertions:

a) God, as a rational agent, creates because of some ultimate end {In 2

27. On the words: Faciamus hominem orat. 2: MG 44,282.
28. In ps. 148 n.\5\ M L 37,1946.
29. InEph. 1.14: ML 26,488.
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d.l q.2 a .l; I, q. 44, a. 4). But the mover of the divine will can be only the 
goodness of God (I, q. 19, a. 1 ad 3; 1 CG 87; 1 d.45 q.l a.l ad 3), since 
otherwise in his activity he would depend on some finite thing. Therefore 
the end o f God working can be only the divine goodness (2 d.l q.2 a.l); 
but not in order to obtain or increase it, since otherwise God would not be 
sufficient in himself and therefore he would not have infinite perfection; 
but he acts in order to communicate, as much as is possible, that is, by a 
likeness, and since to communicate is really the same thing as to manifest, 
in order to manifest himself and thereby to be glorified either objectively 
or formally. The reason for this is that God must will that rational beings, 
to whom his goodness is manifested, glorify him as the greatest good (I, 
q. 19, a. 2; q. 44, a. 4).

b) Consequently the desired end (finis qui) of the world, since it con
cerns the first cause constituting something first with regard to a definite 
end, cannot be thought to be anything other than that because of which 
God creates the world, that is, the divine goodness to be participated in 
through a likeness and thus as manifesting him and consequently glorify
ing him either objectively or also formally by rational beings.

c) That end of creation is necessarily ultimate, since God as the end 
cannot be subject to another end.

192. Objections. 1. Whoever acts because of good as an end, needs that good. 
But God does not need any good. Therefore he does not create for an end.

I  distinguish the major. He lacks the good if he acts in order to obtain 
it, conceded; in order to communicate it, denied.

Hence it is also clear that God, working on his own behalf, is not moved by ego
ism. This happens among men either that a person covetously keeps things for himself 
that other people need, or he claims for himself what belongs to another. But God gives 
his goods to others, and he does not receive anything in return for the donation, while 
whenever we give something, we become richer in some way, and therefore we find it 
difficult to think that someone can give just in order to enrich another. That is exactly 
what God does who is “alone supremely generous” (I, q. 44, a. 4 ad 1; 3 CG 18).30

2. Divine volition, since it is identified with the divine being, cannot depend on 
an end. Therefore in creating he does not act for an end.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Divine volition cannot depend on an end as a final 
cause, conceded; as a final reason, I  subdistinguish: an end that is outside of God, 
conceded; an end that is within God, denied.

Divine volition depends only on the divine goodness, and indeed in an improper

30. See Van Hove, op. cit., p. 51; J. Loncke, Deus in creando nec egoismi nec ambitionis est arguendus: Col- 
latBrug 42 (1946) 460f.

30* I.R. Loinaz, S.J., Praelectiones e theologia naturali (Turin 1929) n. 560f., 1167-1184; Beraza, n. 221,3.
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sense or only inasmuch as this is the reason for which God wills something, since in 
God, who is absolutely simple and pure act, there is no place for one aspect to depend 
in a p ro p er  sense  on another.

193. 3. The nature of the divine goodness, if it should move God, moves him 
necessarily, since whatever is in God is necessary. Therefore if God creates because 
of his divine goodness, he creates necessarily.

I  distinguish  the antecedent. Goodness necessarily moves God to those things that 
are within God, conceded; to those things that are ad extra, denied.

God, since he is infinite, cannot create except to communicate his goodness, not 
in order to obtain it; therefore, although he may create the world because of that good, 
he does not create it necessarily.

4. If God acts to communicate his own goodness, also while cooperating in the 
evil deeds of the creature he must be said to be acting in order to communicate his 
goodness. But this is absurd. Therefore the first statement is absurd.

I  distinguish  the major. God acts to communicate his own goodness while coop
erating in the evil deeds of the creature inasmuch as these are physical entities, con
ceded; inasmuch as they are morally evil, I  subdistinguish; so that he merely permits 
them, conceded; inasmuch as he intends them, denied.

Since he wills to protect the freedom of the creature, God also cooperates in his 
evil deeds, but he neither determines nor intends them; he merely permits them, and 
indeed he does it in order to manifest his own goodness.30*

194. 5. An agent acting for himself or for his own glory is ambitious. But God, 
according to the thesis, acts that way. Therefore he is ambitious.

I  distinguish  the major. He is ambitious if he acts for his own glory improperly, 
conceded; if he acts properly, denied.

To seek one’s own glory in a reasonable way is not evil, but only if it is not sought 
because of the ultimate end or in a way that cannot be referred to the ultimate end, 
for example, for an insufficient motive, or excessively, with a love of vain glory (see 
II-II, 132, a. 1; D e m alo  q. 9, a. 3). But these reasons do not apply to God. Of course 
extrinsic glory is a relatively divine good, since it is appropriate for his perfection; 
it is also most worthy of God himself, who wills it as owed to himself according to 
the proper order; but not as if in some way he were perfected by that good, in such 
a way therefore that the external glory is only a sign of the divine perfection, which 
must necessarily be given, according to right order, presupposing the existence of the 
rational creature for whom it is useful (II-II, 132, a. 1 ad 1; see I-II, q. 114, a. 1 ad 2).31

For if God creates, he cannot not will his own objective glory. If he creates ratio
nal beings, he cannot not will that they acknowledge and love the supreme truth and 
the supreme goodness. Likewise right order demands that every creature be subject 
in every possible way of subjection to the Creator as the supreme good that is, both

31. See Dalmau, 530; L. Kerkhofs, Numquid in Creatore habeatur ambitio?: RevEcclLiege (1919-1920) 397- 
401. C. Coloniense (a. 1826): CL 5,291f.
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in knowledge and love and praise, and God cannot dispense any creature from that 
subjection.

Therefore, if God creates rational creatures, the glory of God is necessary and 
owed to him, and God cannot not will it. But he does not create the world for that pur
pose, except inasmuch as it redounds to the good of the creature. “It is therefore evi
dent that God seeks glory, not for His own sake but for ours” (Il-II, q. 132, a. 1 ad 1).

195. 6. If God creates for his own glory, he does not truly love creatures. But that 
is absurd (as contrary to the sources, reason, experience). Therefore God does not 
create for his own glory.

I  distinguish  the major. God does not love creatures by reason of their goodness 
taken absolutely or exclusively, conceded; relatively, or with respect to the divine 
goodness, inasmuch as they manifest it, denied.

God truly loves creatures, so that, in creating them, he truly wishes good for them 
and gives it, but he does it only because of his own goodness and therefore for their 
good only insofar as it depends on the divine goodness. If that were taken away, they 
would no longer be loved by God. Moreover, loving them in that hypothesis, in that 
love he would be dependent on a finite being. Hence the love of God term inates in the 
creature, but it is not determ ined  by it (I, q. 19, a. 1 ad 3; a. 2 ad 3).

Even when God seems to will some things because of other things, for example, 
to give us grace because of the merits of Christ, he wills things in an orderly manner, 
or he wills this to be because of this; but he does not will this because of this, that is, 
one created thing is not a reason for God to will something else, for example, his will 
to give us grace is not the reason for God to will the merits of Christ; rather, he wills 
both because of his goodness (I, q. 19, a. 5; 1 CG 87).

Ripalda stated that God can love creatures because of the divine goodness alone 
or because of it and at the same time because of the created good; but that was later 
rejected by the theologians.32

196. O bjector insists. But God loves the creature as the means to the d es ired  end  
or because of his goodness (I, q. 19, a. 2 ad 2). Therefore that love finally is reduced 
to love of himself and therefore it does not remain in the creature.

I  distinguish  the antecedent. Because of his goodness God loves the creature as 
the means in which (in quo) or as the fo rm a l en d  (finis quo), conceded; as the means 
through which (per quod), denied.

Acting because of an end to be obtained, and therefore from a desire of the end, 
he uses the means through which, that is, what de facto what he does not truly love but 
the end. But acting because of an end to be com m unicated, which therefore is quasi 
obtained by the donation of the end, he wills this donation, which consists precisely in 
the making of the creature, as its good. Therefore God wills the creature as the means 
in which (in quo), or rather that the desired end (finis qui) may as it were obtain the 
fo rm a l en d  (finem quo). Surely God does not create from a desire of glory (thus the

32. Ripalda, De caritate d.31 s.1-4. See Palmieri, th. 12 n.4.
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creature would be a means through which (per quod), since he does not will creatures 
because he wills glory. But he wills glory, because he wants his goodness to be glori
fied in creatures, however in such a way that, in the hypothesis of creation, he must 
prefer his own glory to the good of the creature.

Therefore, since the glorification of God formally and more immediately con
cerns God as its terminus, but utility concerns the creature, right reason demands that 
the glorification is prior to the utility in the intention of God the Creator. And so it is. 
For the formulas goodn ess to be com m unicated  (and its actual communication), and 
goodn ess to be g lorified  (and his actual glorification), although they are rea lly  one, 
since ob jec tive  glory is obtained by communication in general and fo rm a l glory is ob
tained by communication in particular regarding intellect and will, nevertheless they 
differ fo rm a lly , since the first connotes rather a good to be given to the creature, and 
the other that this good be referred to God.

The same thing is true, as is clear, concerning the end of the creature. Therefore 
while it tends towards God, it implicitly seeks the glory of God before its own advan
tage. Hence one who correctly seeks his own happiness and acts because of it, by that 
very fact actually wills the glory of God in the right order, although he would act more 
perfectly, if he intended it explicitly and directly to be obtained by him in all things. 
And so it is. For the rational being has as his ultimate end to obtain happiness after 
death perfectly and in this life imperfectly. This consists precisely in acts by which 
the glorification of God is obtained, from which therefore it does not differ really, but 
only formally. Therefore right order demands that the glorification of God should be 
preferred to the felicity of the creature and the latter is desired because of the former, 
or rather for the glorification of God.33

197. O bjec tor insists again. But, from what has been said, God does not love the 
creature because of itself. Therefore he does not love it with a love of benevolence. 
This is absurd.

I  distinguish  the consequence. God does not love the creature as a su b jec t to 
whom  (subiectum  cui) of utility, denied; not ultimately because of itself, I  subdistin 
guish: without excluding the love of benevolence, conceded; otherwise, denied.

While the love of concupiscence is directed to the beloved as a good of the lover, 
and therefore as an advantage for himself, whom it perfects, the p u re ly  human love of 
friendship (and therefore of benevolence) is directed to the beloved for his own sake. 
But the human love of charity, or that by which the lover does not intend his own 
advantage, but the good of the beloved, not precisely from the goodness of the latter 
as such, but from the highest goodness, or by reason of God loved because of himself, 
cannot not be a true love of benevolence. This love, as is clear from what has been 
said, is far superior to purely human friendship, and that not just en tita tively  (since it 
is a supernatural entity), but also fo rm a lly , or by reason of the motive. Therefore there

33. See Vatican Council I: CL 7 ,116f.; C. Coloniense: CL5,291f.;Lessius, 14,3 n.57; Dalmau, 529; J. Huby, S.J., 
Salut personnel et gloire de Dieu: Et 204 (1930) 513-528.

34* On creation as a certain mystery o f love see R. Guelluy, La portee religieuse du dogme de la creation: 
NouvRevTr 75 (1953) 803-814.
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is a supreme love of benevolence among men, as is clear, for the person, who is loved 
not because of himself but because of another, that is, because of God. By this love 
the lover himself is in a certain sense perfected.

Indeed, God completely freely, without himself gaining any perfection from it, 
truly wills the good of the creature and gives it to him and he does it for the motive 
of his supreme goodness, which contains in an eminent way every created good. Of 
course this love by far surpasses all human love of benevolence.34

God should not be said to seem more benevolent to the creature, if he is said 
rather to intend the creature’s good in creating him than his own glory. For first of all, 
since that glory of a true good for man or something perfecting him, this is thought to 
be more benevolent, if because of the love of another he rejects that. But God rejects 
nothing that is truly good for himself; therefore thus he would not necessarily show 
greater benevolence. On the contrary, since the glory of God is a good perfecting a 
man, if God rejected it, he would deprive him of a true good and thus he would be 
less benevolent to him. Likewise, a creature acting rationally does not reject some 
good unless because of something greater. Therefore likewise God, not having a good 
greater than himself, would not act rationally, if he placed his own good after that 
of the creature. Thus also he would abandon his own essential independence, which 
would be to destroy his self-existing being.34*

198. Corollary 1. On the extrinsic g lory  o f  G od  to be ob ta in ed  de fa c to  by creation. 
God (considered as Creator, not as provident) intends his own glory by reason of the 
beings he creates. Therefore he wills formal glory conditionally and, inasmuch as it de
pends on a free creature, also objective glory; but he wills his objective glory absolu tely, 
inasmuch as it does not depend on the creature. Therefore it must be obtained.

Moreover it has not been proved that God, content with the ob jec tive  manifesta
tion alone of his goodness, could not create a world without rational beings, even 
though the creation of them appears to be highly appropriate.35 But given such a cre
ation, those beings, as free, can absolutely refuse to give formal glory to God, not only 
in the next life (therefore without any of them being saved),36 but also in this life. Ac
tually, in this world not all rational beings have given or do give to God as much for
mal glory as they ought to give to him. But they still glorify him at least objectively, 
inasmuch as they always seek him with an innate desire as the supreme good—even 
in hell (D e ver. q.22 a.2 ad 3). They also glorify him inasmuch as the perfection of 
God shines forth in them, for example, longanimity in suffering along with goodness 
to others, mercy in forgiving, holiness in correcting, justice in punishing. Moreover, 
in no hypothesis does God lose any of his goodness.

34. See Palmieri, n. 5.
34* On creation as a certain mystery o f love see R. Guelluy, La portee religieuse du dogme de la creation: 

NouvRevTr 75 (1953) 803-814.
35. See Dalmau, 527f. Others, like Urrdburu (Cosmologia p. 339), think that a rational being is a necessary 

complement o f the world. Beraza (n. 240f.) denies it.
36. Huarte (n. 69) says that it would not be worthy o f  God, and therefore it would be simply impossible to have 

an order o f  creation in which all the free beings, acting freely, would be condemned to hell.
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But it would be an aspect of divine providence that, once rational beings have 
been created, at least some of them would offer formal glory to God, even in the next 
life (therefore given the previous salvation of at least some of them). De facto in this 
order it is more probable that God is fo rm a lly  glorified, at least, sometimes, by all 
rational creatures, but certainly by most in this life, and at least by many (since many 
will be saved) also in the next life.

199. Corollary 2. On the m oral perfection  o f  man com ing from  his f in a l end. If 
the final end of man is that he tends with all his acts to participate in God, and objec
tively and formally glorify him, it is clear that his moral perfection consists in the fact 
that he perfects himself morally and, without danger to that, also intellectually and 
physically, so that he can manifest God more fully. But he manifests him especially 
because with all his deliberate acts he loves God and serves him, so that the more 
diligently and seriously he does that he also increases in his moral perfection. More
over this can take place by all the acts of body and soul that are appropriate for man 
as a rational animal. Similarly, the more diligently a man strives to increase his moral 
perfection, by that the more directly and swiftly does he tend towards his ultimate end 
of glorifying God.

From that it also follows that there is an intimate connection between man’s moral 
perfection and apostolic zeal, which ultimately is nothing but zeal for promoting more 
widely the glory of God.

On the other hand, if a man does not dedicate himself to the glorification of God, 
not only does he deprive himself of spiritual perfection, but also he does not seek true 
and complete “humanism,” since he is not concerned about the primary end of his 
nature. In fact, he works against it, if he continues to act against his final end.

Likewise, since the true happiness of man depends on his moral perfection, a 
man will find it, both individual and social, in this life (imperfectly) and in the next 
life (perfectly) to the extent that he really strives for his ultimate end. If he fails to do 
that, even in this life he will be afflicted with mental suffering, so that he will not find 
happiness in creatures, but rather suffering and servitude, both individual and social.

200. Corollary 3. On striv in g  to obtain  the g lo ry  o f  God. From what has been said 
it is also clear that the rule “for the greater glory of God” (ad  m aiorem  D ei gloriam ) is 
not just a matter of free choice, but was placed by God in human nature, so that every 
man must follow it. Thus he cannot do anything more worthy of himself as a man than 
to seek the glory of God.

Indeed even in this point it is true that the good of God takes precedence in dig
nity over the good of the creature. Therefore it follows that it is more perfect (speak
ing theoretically) to glorify God because of the glorification itself than because of the 
moral perfection of the creature that results from it. That being the case, Lessius said 
very well: “Hence also a man cannot propose to himself a greater good in his activity 
than the glory of God; and he cannot perform his actions in any way better than by 
referring them to the glory of God, just as the blessed in heaven refer all their actions
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to that same glory.”37
But the more God is glorified formally by the creature by that amount he knows 

and praises him more perfectly. But after death that is present in formal glorification, 
since the creature knows and praises God more perfectly, but so that the glorification 
is intensively definitive, but extensively indefinite. Indeed that glorification is inten
sively greater according as the glorification on earth offered to God by the creature 
was greater, since the latter is a type of preparation for the former. Thus one and the 
same “ideal” of the glory of God can move the heart of man by either one or the other 
splendid aspect, inasmuch as he wishes to live accordingly: either to glorify God on 
earth as much as possible, or to diligently prepare himself now by his merits for the 
maximum glory to be given to God in eternity. These two aspects are identified in re
ality, but since they differ fo rm a lly  one from the other, perhaps one moves some more 
vehemently than it does others.38

If it is noted further that the end of man and his actual progress towards it is the 
greatest gift of God to men, it will also be evident that the formula “for the greater 
glory of God” indicates the cooperation of the creature with the libera lity  of God who 
is always offering himself to him.

201. Corollary 4. On human artistic  and  scientific p rogress w ith respec t to the 
ultim ate end. If by the word “progress” is affirmed both a greater knowledge of the 
perfections of the world and of everything existing in it, and a more intense use of the 
powers inhering in them, it is clear that any progress that makes the world more per
fect and more beautiful even in the smallest things has the result that the goodness of 
God is more widely and more intensely glorified, at least o b jec tive ly  (even if man for
mally denies glory to God),39 and at the same time it offers the rational creature an oc
casion for fo rm a lly  glorifying God. Therefore such progress should be fostered in all 
the arts and sciences, but it should always be connected with greater moral progress.

202. Scholium 1. On man as the proxim ate end o f  the m ateria l w orld. If God in 
creating willed to communicate his goodness to other things, by that very fact all of 
them tend towards God “that from him they might receive him in their own way” (3 
CG 18) and thus achieve the maximum perfection suitable to them. But since God 
cannot give his goodness to created things except by a certain likeness, they tend to 
accept it by a likeness and “because of this everything has been made in order to be 
like the divine goodness” (Comp, theol. 101) and they are inclined towards it as be
ing their ultimate end (3 CG 19). But since the infinite goodness of God cannot be 
imitated except in many different ways (Comp, theol. 102; 3 CG 45), God made the 
universe with a huge variety of beings (3 CG 97), so that therefore in the plan of God 
the good of the universe takes precedence in dignity over the good of individual crea-

37. Loc. cit., 14,3,57.
38. See A.de Guibert, S.J., Pour la gloire de Dieu: RevAscMyst 13 (1932) 3-16.
39. See G. Thiis, S.J., Teologla de las realidades terrenes, trad. J. Ferrandis, Escol., 1 (Buenos Aires 1948) p. 4 

c.2-5.
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tures (I, q. 22, a. 4; 3 CG 64,8).40
Hence things of the world do not exist independently one from another, but they 

are mutually connected in reference to their common end (3 CG 22). Therefore some 
are always able to use others and this brings the world more perfectly to its ultimate 
end. But that use, if the human will does not oppose it, is always ordered to the end 
and always can be ordered to it. Therefore some creatures, even higher ones, can 
rightly be said to have been made for the sake of others, even inferior ones, not as if 
the inferior ones necessarily must or can exercise dominion over the higher ones, but 
inasmuch as the inferior can in some way use the superior in their glorification of God, 
either objective or also formal.

Thus any man can say that all beings “that have an absolute participation in God” 
(S.Th., In 2 d.l q.2 a.3) and their own end independent from other creatures, such as 
angels or men, have been made for his sake, but only inasmuch as they can be useful 
to him in attaining his ultimate end. Therefore, for example, even the divine Trinity, a 
fortiori Christ, and other supernatural gifts such as the Sacraments, grace or in general 
all existing things can be said to be for man.

Peter Lombard puts it beautifully: “Therefore the total good of man was both 
what was made for him, and the end for which he was made. For a ll things... are ou rs , 
that is, higher and equal and inferior. Things higher than us are there for us to enjoy 
(as God, Trinity); things equal for companionship, such as the angels. Although they 
now in one way are superior to us, in the future they will be our equals. In a way they 
are ours, because they are there for our use, just like the things of the master are said 
to belong to his servants, not for their ownership but for their use. In some passages in 
Scripture the angels are said to serve us, since for our sake they are sent to minister to 
us....There are also things inferior to us which were made to serve us.”41

203. Therefore if all the created things in the universe are mutually connected 
in reference to their end, the less noble must be considered for the sake of the more 
noble, so that anything can rightly be said to be the proximate end of an inferior being 
at its service. But in all of those things there is one to which everything in the material 
world taken together are referred as to their proximate end, namely, man (I, q. 65, a. 
2).42

Therefore the w hole m ateria l w o rld  (also the heavenly bodies) is said to be the 
prox im a te  en d  o f  man, inasmuch as it was made to serve him, not precisely as if man 
were to exercise an absolute dominion over it, and as if there were an exclusion of 
possibly other rational beings in the universe, for whom these bodies are also destined.

However if the ultimate end of the material universe is the glory of God, either 
merely objective in irrational beings or also formal in man, it is evident that these are 
not subject to him as a proximate end, unless in order that man may more fittingly both

40. See Stufier, 672-674.
41. 2 d.l n.8f. See Pinard, 2172.
42. See 2 d. 1 q.2 a.3; 3 CG 22; 1, q. 96, a. 1; 3 CG 22; Beraza, n. 244-250; J. Loncke, Creatiirae materiales con- 

ditae sunt propter hominem: CollatBrug 43 (1947) 7-11; G. Philips, De fine secundario creationis: RevEc- 
clLiege 25 (1933-1934) 300-305; Pinard, 2171-2173.
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increase the objective glory of God in the use of those things and in the development 
and multiplication of them, and by perfecting his nature by his use of them and by 
propagating the human species. If he does that, he can increase the formal glory of 
God by developing the objective glory.

Wherefore the following point stands out: that the things which man de facto 
uses, and also the hidden things which perhaps will never be known by man but which 
de facto are part of the universe, can serve man in glorifying the majesty of God, even 
though he may never actually use them. If the knowledge, even a confused knowl
edge, of the varieties of things, even of those hidden on earth or functioning in the 
immense reach of space, helps man to proclaim the infinity of God, that suffices that 
all of those things can be said to have been made for man.

204. Our assertion taken in general, or that the world is for the sake of man and 
exists to help him to glorify God, is a matter of divine an d  catholic  fa ith . If it is un
derstood about individual things existing in the world, then it is certa in  in theology.

Holy Scripture says that the world is for man, and that he should ascend by it to 
the glorification of God.

Gen. 1:14-19: Let there be lights in the firmament to give light upon the earth to 
separate the day from the night; 26-29: Man is said to be lord of the animals, plants 
and the whole earth. See 9:1-3; Ps. 8:6-8

Deut. 4:19: The stars, and a ll the host o f  heaven... which the L ord  y o u r  G od  has 
a llo tted  to a ll the peop les  under the whole heaven.

Wis. 13:1-10: Vain are the men who have not recognized from creatures the Cre
ator and his perfection.

Rom. 1:18-23: They are without excuse, for although they knew God from the 
things that have been made, they did not honor him as God or give thanks to him.

205. The holy Fathers often say that the world was made for man, and that he is 
moved by it to praise God.

St. Clement of Alexandria: “For although the things in the heavens are not the 
works of men, they were made for man. Therefore no one should worship the sun, but 
let him seek the Maker of the sun. No one should place the world among the gods, but 
he should seek the Creator of the world.”43

St. John Chrysostom: “What I said above I now say again: namely, not only that 
God produced all things for our use, but also for a certain utility, so that by seeing the 
abundance and multitude of his creatures we should be amazed at the power of their 
Maker and know that all these things were produced by his wisdom and by his inef
fable philanthropy for the sake of the future man.”44

St. Prosper: “For the heavens and the earth and the sea and every creature that 
can be seen and known was arranged especially for this good purpose of the human 
race, so that the rational nature from the contemplation of so many species, from the

43. Cohort, ad gent. 4: MG 8,163.
44. In Gen. hom. 7,5: MG 53,66.
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experience of so many good things, from the perception of so many gifts might be led 
to the worship and love of their author....”45

206. Theological reasoning  comes to the same conclusion. The purpose of cre
ation is that the goodness of God should be glorified both objectively and formally. 
Formal glorification is primary, but concerning the fact and the grade of intensity it 
depends on the objective glory. But in the material world man is unique, immediately 
dependent on God and he can both know the objective glory and offer formal glory 
to God. Thus the world appears as a true musical instrument to proclaim the glory 
of God, but one that can resonate with the voice of man alone; and man appears as a 
priest offering to God a sacrifice of praise of the whole world.45*

Moreover, as experience shows, in the material world a man uses as he pleases 
its things for the benefit both of his body and his soul. He both knows and increases 
their perfections for the objective glory of God. He uses them in order to perfect 
himself more and more, and thus also to increase human perfection in each genera
tion. Actually it is only by their extrinsic cooperation that he acquires knowledge of 
the objective glory so that finally through them he may reach the stage of formally 
glorifying God.

The angels should not be said to be the proximate end of creation, because they 
are purely spiritual beings and therefore superior to man. For the material world is per 
se independent of purely spiritual creatures, as is clear from the nature of the matter 
and because, as we said above, man is present in the material world as immediately 
dependent on God. In fact, in that world he shines forth as a being surpassing in dig
nity all other things.

Likewise, St. Thomas says, “as St. Augustine says..., the angels do not know God 
from visible creatures. Hence visible creatures were not made in order to reveal God 
to the angels, but they were made for the rational creature who is man. Hence from 
this fact man is proved to be the end of creatures” (D e po t., q.3 a. 18 ad 5). For the 
angels have their knowledge in a way independent of the senses (which they do not 
have) and therefore also of material things (I, q. 55, a. 2).

207. Scholium 2. On the en d  o f  creation in the supernatural order. Since the 
sources speaking about the end of creation deal only with the e leva ted  order, what 
they say pertains precisely to that order; but since we are deliberately not considering 
the aspect of elevation, still now a few things must be said about this point in refer
ence to the end of creation. However they will indicate the truly divine excellence of 
the elevated end. These pertain directly to the rational creature who has been raised 
formally to the supernatural order, but because of his connection with them it also 
applies to irrational creatures.

From the love of his goodness seen according to what is most proper to it, God

45. De vocat. Gent. 2,4: ML 51,690.
45* M. Thiel, O.S.B., explains well that irrational creatures glorify God through man: Anteil der vernunftlosen 

Geschopfe an der Gottesverherrlichung des Menschen: DivThom (Fr) 30 (1952) 185-200.
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willed precisely because of these things to communicate it to others, which he actually 
does through sanctifying grace and the other gifts connected with it. With these man 
truly, although analogically, is made a partaker in the divine nature itself according to 
what is proper to it. Therefore he is made capable of knowing God in the way that God 
knows himself, that is, by intuitive vision, and of loving him with a love proportionate 
to that vision. Indeed because of those gifts God himself becomes substantially pres
ent to the soul of the just person. In this way therefore a truly amazing communication 
of the goodness of God is brought about. Therefore a fortiori God wills that his good
ness be manifested objectively and glorified formally, and he wills this to take place 
with acts of praise that by their own nature and perfection fittingly correspond to that 
sublime communication.

In this life man really manifests that by those gifts with his acts of knowledge and 
love. Just one of them glorifies God vastly more than all the acts that all other crea
tures who do not have those gifts can offer. Indeed that glorification on earth is only a 
preparation for the definitive glory that will take place after death, when the creature 
will be elevated to see God face to face, and to love him with a love proportionate to 
that vision. By that elevation the creature will glorify God in almost the same way in 
which God formally glorifies himself.

Therefore it could be said that the end of God creating the elevated rational creature 
is his goodness to be communicated and to be glorified almost in the same way as God 
glorifies it, but that the end of the rational being is that goodness as something to be par
ticipated in and, with due proportion, to be glorified, almost as God himself glorifies it.

208. But the irrational creature also, nor formally, but by a kind of derivation par
ticipates in that elevation, and so it is raised to the same sublime end that the rational 
creature has. For if the irrational was made for the rational, and also that the latter 
should use the former in order to attain its ultimate end, and if the irrational cooper
ates extrinsically in some way with man’s supernatural knowledge, it can rightly be 
said to be destined for man as supematurally elevated. Therefore because of its inti
mate connection with man it also is ordered, preserving a certain due proportion, to 
the same supernatural ultimate end. Therefore the law of harmony by which God ex
ecutes all of his works ad extra demands that the whole world be understood as being 
directed to one and the same supernatural end under the leadership of man the priest.

Hence St. Paul greatly stresses that all things have been given for the use of the 
faithful. 1 Cor. 3:21-23: F or a ll things are yours, w hether P au l o r  A po llos o r Cephas 
or the w o rld  or life or death  o r  the p resen t or the future, a ll are you rs; an d  yo u  are 
C h r is t’s; an d  C hrist is G o d ’s .46 Therefore everything cooperates with them for the 
good (supernatural of course). Rom. 8:28: In everyth ing G od  w orks fo r  g o o d  with  
those who love him, who are ca lled  according to his purpose.

Actually, according to St. Paul, the material world and redeemed man are inti
mately connected regarding their moral purpose, so that every creature, because of 
man’s sin in a certain way removed from its original ordination, eagerly awaits the

46. See Comely, Prior epistola ad Corinthios (Paris 1890) 97f.
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glorification of the sons of God and at the same time its own liberation from corruption 
and servitude (see Rom. 8:19-22).47

209. Scholium 3. On C hrist as the proxim ate end o f  all creation. This is understood 
in the sense that the glorification of the goodness of God is the ultimate end of creation, 
but that this is to be obtained through Christ, through whom the whole world offers 
glory to God.

If with the Scotists, and to some extent with Suarez, it is admitted that God primar
ily in creation intended the Incarnation of the Word, which would take place even if 
Adam did not sin, and if it was not determined only after his sin which was absolutely 
foreseen, as the Thomists say, then our assertion easily follows. But even setting aside 
that question, which we are not concerned with here,48 it is established as at least moral
ly certain. For it is generally admitted by theologians, even by the Thomists,49 inasmuch 
as de facto in this order of providence every creature is ordered proximately to Christ.

According to St. Paul (Col. 1:14-16), in the Son, our Redeemer, who is... the f ir s t
born o f  a ll creation... in him a ll things were created, in heaven and on earth, visib le  and  
in visib le ...,a ll things w ere crea ted  through him and fo r  him (sic; auxov). These state
ments, which, as is clear from the last words, refer also to the end of the universe, are 
difficult to understand unless they are about the Incarnate Word, on whom as from their 
center all creatures depend.50

Likewise if God is said (Eph. 1:10) to unite (recapitulate, dvaKScpaXaiojoaoGai) a ll 
things in him, things in heaven and things on earth, Christ seems to be said to be the 
principle of unity of all things and the universal bond of things; this surely supposes that 
all things are united together in him as their end.51

Moreover the following points confirm this: a) The image of Christ the Head of the 
Church as his Body (Eph. 1:23f.), since in a body all things depend on the head and are 
directed by it. b) The whole conception of Christian soteriology, because of which no 
one comes to the Father unless it is through Christ (John 14:6) and also unless, because 
of love of him, he keeps his commandments (v. 15); by doing this he procures for him
self the love of the Father and obtains the indwelling of the Trinity (v. 23).

With regard to the angels, it without doubt shows that they serve him in his office 
of Savior, because in the wilderness they come to him and minister to him (Matt. 4:11).

210. St. Maximus the Confessor says this: “That blessed end (Christ or the mys-

47. See Huby, Saint Paul, Epilre aux Romains7 (Rome 1940) 294-301. Likewise on the relation between the 
material world and Christianity see L. Malevez, S.J., Laphilosohie chretienne duprogres: NeuvRevTh 64 
(1937) 377-385.

48. See Solano, SThS 3 tr. 1 n.1-14; J. F. Bonnefoy, O.F.M., Raison de I'Incarnation et primaute du Christ: 
DivThom (Pi) 20 (1943) 103-120; R. Garrigou-Lagrange, O.P., De motivo Incarnationis. Examen recentium 
obiectionum contra doctrinam St. Thomae IIP q. 1 a. 3: ActPontAcRomSTh 10 (1945) 26-30.

49. See Salmanticenses, De Incarnatione d.2 dub. 1 n.26; H.M. Feret, O.P., A propos de la primaute du Christ: 
RevScPhTh (1938) 69-72.

50. See Huby, Saint Paul. Les ipitres de la captivitd3 (Paris 1935) 38-44.158; Bissen, Deprimatu Christi abso- 
luto, apud Coloss. 1,1326: Ant 11 (1936) 3-26; J.M. Bover, S.J., Teologla de San Pablo (Madrid 1946) 82.

51. See Huby, 156-159.
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tery of Christ) because of which all things were created....Considering this end, God 
produced the natures of things... because of which clearly, the things that were made 
received the reason for their existence. For because of Christ, or the mystery of Christ, 
all the ages and everything in those ages have received their beginning and their end in 
order to be in Christ.”52

Finally, St. Bruno: “Therefore Christ is the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the 
last, the beginning and the end; he is the first before all, the end after all; all things pro
ceed from him and all things return to him; in him is everything, outside of him there is 
nothing; whoever comes to him has no need to go anywhere else.”53

211. Theological reasoning, while it establishes man as supematurally elevated to 
be the proximate end of the universe, by that fact refers everything to him who is the 
principle of that elevation and to whom elevated men look as their head and exemplar 
to be the proximate end to whom the whole universe tends.

Moreover, since Christ has the primacy of excellence in the universe, the principle 
of natural reason is also valid here: “The less noble creatures exist for the nobler, as 
those creatures that are less noble than man exist for the sake of man” (I, q. 65, a. 2); 
“The less perfect is always for the sake of the more perfect’ (q. 105, a. 5).

212. Thus if Christ is seen as the proximate end of all creatures, a wonderful unity 
shines for the universe; on the part of the angels, all are ordered to Christ whom they 
serve in his supernatural work; on the part of man, Christ is for him the fountain of su
pernatural life, and through him, in a certain sense, for the material world in which man 
is the master. Thus the irrational things serve man who exercises his own supernatural 
life and through that life tends towards Christ as his head. Once united with him and 
joining his heart to the heart of Christ, his voice to the voice of Christ, he glorifies God. 
Thus not only angels and men, but the whole universe forms one mystical body with 
Christ, which with its Head glorifies God.

In this way God the Creator is shown as one who, because of his goodness, is com
municated “in the highest way”; “This is brought about chiefly by His so joining created 
nature to Himself that one Person is made up of the these three—the Word, a soul and 
flesh (III, q. 1, a. 1) and therefore he must be glorified in the highest way. Therefore also 
the creature is ordained to participate in that goodness in the highest way in Christ and 
to glorify it in the highest way through Christ.

213. Scholium 4. On the representation o f  God in all creatures through a like
ness.54 Nothing is said here explicitly about the special representation of the one and

52. Quaest. Ad Thalas. 60: ML 90,622.
53. Expos. InApoc. L .l c.l: ML 65,610. It would be helpful also to read what L. de Leon, O.S.A., wrote beauti

fully about our assertion: De los nombres de Cristo (Madrid 1944): “Pimpollo,” 413-415.
54. See Beraza, n.271-290; A. Rossi, C.M., Similitudo Dei in creaturis. Defensio docrinae S. Thomae et SS. Pa- 

trum contra recentiores quosdam earn fatso insimulantes: DivThom (Pi) 5 (1928) 417-448; J. Bittremieux, 
Similitudo creaturae cum Deo fundamentum cognoscibilitatis Dei: DivThom (Pi) 17 (1940) 310-323; J. 
Loncke, De vestigiis ac imaginibus Dei in creaturis: CollatBrug 43 (1947) 36f.
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three God in the rational creature through grace; we are concerned in general with the 
likeness of God in creatures. Simply stated, such likeness is the agreement of many 
things in the same form, but it also implies a difference and in this way it differs from 
equality. The likeness is natural, or initial or consummated supernatural likeness, ac
cording as it is founded either on nature or on grace or on glory. Here we are dealing 
with the natural order.

However agreement in some form can be: a) according to the same reason and ac
cording to the same way, for example, two white things. That is equality, b) According 
to the same reason and according to more or less, that is, not according to the same 
way, for example, two wise persons of whom one surpasses the other in wisdom, c) 
According to a different reason, for example, between an effect and an equivocal cause, 
or a cause that contains the effect only virtually and eminently. This is the only type of 
likeness that can be present between a cause that is outside of every genus and every 
specific difference in such wise that it cannot agree with its effect in any generic way.

This is an alog ica l likeness and it is the only one we are concerned with here (I, 
q. 4, a. 3 ad 1; q. 13, a. 5; D e p o t., q.7 a.7). Therefore it is very imperfect and it has 
aptly been called “dissimilar similitude.”55 But “although it is minimal, because it is 
truly and properly analogical” it is “a true and proper likeness.” Nevertheless it is that 
in such a way that it is not univocal (for the common reason essentially is simply dif
ferent in the cause and in the effect), nor is it equivocal (for that reason must be predi
cated about both God and the creature). From this it clearly follows that God must not 
be said to be like a creature, because “the creature has something of what God is,” for 
God “is not like a creature” (I, CG 29; I, q. 4, a. 3 ad 4), that is, because “the form is 
principally in the cause, and secondarily in the effect” (I, q. 42, a. 1 ad 3).56

214. Therefore our assertion, according as it stands without any further determi
nation, is th eo log ica lly  certa in , since it is a clear conclusion from the theses on God 
as the efficient, exemplary and final cause of the world.

Regarding the efficient cause, the ruling principle is that an effect is like its cause. 
“Whatever perfection exists in an effect must be found in the cause: either in the same 
formality, if it is a univocal agent...or in a more eminent degree, if it is an equivocal 
agent” (I, q. 4, a. 2; q. 105, a. 1 ad 1). Hence there is the common axiom: Every agent 
makes something similar to itself (see 1 CG 29).57 However “the divine being pro
duces the being of the creature according to an imperfect similitude” (1 d.8 q.l a.2). 
Therefore the world, since it comes from God as its efficient cause, is like him, inas
much as according to everything it has it is an existing being. Therefore it is related to 
the first cause, as the first being, and also to its power.

55. See C. Feckes, Die Harmonie des Seins (Paderborn 1937) p. 78.
56. See Rossi, 441-445.
57. See T.L. Penido, Le role de I ’analogie en thiologie dogmatique (Paris 1931) p. 132f.
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215. Regarding the exemplary cause, the world is a true being, inasmuch as it 
agrees with the divine ideas,58 which signifies a likeness to the exemplary idea in the 
divine intellect or in God. “Truth is found in created things...according as they imitate 
the divine intellect, which is their measure, just as art is the measure of all artificial 
things” (De ver. q.l a.8). “Everything that acts by intellect represents the species of 
its intellect in the thing that is made; for thus an agent working by its art makes some
thing like itself. God however makes a creature by acting through his intellect, and not 
by a necessity of nature....Therefore the species of the divine intellect is represented 
in the creature that is made by it” (2 CG 45,6).

Further, since the idea of God considered objectively is the divine essence, the 
beauty of the world, whether internal or external, represents the beauty of God. And 
since in God ontological and moral beauty are identified, the ontological beauty of 
the world must be said to point to the moral beauty of God, at least with a certain 
symbolic exigency.

216. Finally, regarding the final cause, the world is a good thing, inasmuch as it is 
a participation in the divine goodness and therefore through a certain similarity. God, 
acting for an end, “intends only to communicate His perfection, which is His good
ness,; while every creature intends to acquire its own perfection, which is the likeness 
of the divine perfection and goodness.. ..All things desire God as their end, when they 
desire some good thing....Because nothing is good and desirable except forasmuch 
as it participates in the likeness to God” (I, q. 44, a. 4 and ad 3). Consequently the 
world represents the supreme good and the love of his goodness by which he diffuses 
himself.

217. It is clear therefore from the above that the world and every creature in the 
world have a likeness to God, inasmuch as they represent God as being, true and good. 
However, since the nature of the likeness is different depending on the type of per
fection and intensity of the form according to which it is a likeness, the most perfect 
likeness of all is called and image, whose nature is agreement in a specific form or 
quasi specific or in a principal accident.59 Hence only a rational creature, which agrees 
with God, although analogically, in having a rational nature or in a form that is quasi 
specific (it is not called specific concerning God, who is outside of all genus and spe
cies) is called an image of God—and that is what man is.

218. A likeness however that does not reach the level of an image is called a trace 
or vestige, inasmuch as it manifests the causality of the cause and some of its non
specific perfection or one of its common accidents (I, q. 45, a. 7). Thus according to 
the common and certain teaching, every creature (unless something is said to be an 
image according to its whole simple nature) is a trace or vestige of God.

58. See Boyer, Cursusphilosophiae 2 (Paris 1936) p. 205f.
59. On the notion o f  similitude and image see Rossi, 420-428.
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219. But since God the Creator is one and three, is there present in the world also 
a likeness o f  the Trinity? Even if we knew nothing about the Trinity, we would easily 
admit that the world represents God as one and as the supreme being, true and good. 
Therefore although there is given in the world some likeness of the Trinity, this is 
not something that per se by natural reason leads to knowledge of that mystery. 
But since we know from faith the mystery itself and the way of proceeding of the 
Persons by intellect and will, we can find in the world some likeness of the Trinity, 
even though it is very remote.

St. Augustine says on this point: “Therefore all of these things which were made 
by divine artistry reveal in themselves both a certain unity and order. For whatever 
is one of these, is one thing...and it is formed according to some species...and it 
seeks or holds some kind of order....Therefore it is necessary that since we know 
the Creator through those things that were made, we also know the Trinity, whose 
trace appears in the creature as worthy of him. For in that Trinity is found the su
preme origin of all things and perfect beauty and blessed delight.”60

220. Now a creature from God as from its efficient cause is an existing being, 
which refers to power; as from an exemplary cause it is true, which refers to wis
dom; as from a final cause it is good, which refers to love. But according to the rule 
of appropriation, power pertains to the Father, who has being without a beginning, 
wisdom to the Son, who is substantial truth, and love to the Holy Spirit, who is 
goodness or substantial love.

In other words: from the world God is known as having intellect and will. But 
intellect and will are the principle of really distinct processions. Therefore the Trini
ty is represented in the world, inasmuch as from it those attributes of God are known 
which are the reason for the processions and therefore for the Persons.

Another point: in every creature there is an existing being, representing its 
cause or principle, and thus the Father or something pointing to a principle without 
a principle; there is a species determined by a form, and thus representing the Word, 
inasmuch as the form of a work comes from the conception of the artist; there is 
order to something else, and thus representing the Holy Spirit as divine love, inas
much as the order of the work to something comes from the will of the creator (I, 
q. 45, a. 7).61

221. With these observations about the likeness of God in the world, this could 
be added like another corollary: from that likeness both the existence of God can be 
known and, although imperfectly, also his various perfections, since they are known

60. De Trinit. 6,10,12: ML 42,932.
61. On another reason from the activity o f the creature and its passivity and the harmony o f  these see F. Taymans 

d’Eypemon, Le Mystereprimordial (Brussels 1946) c.9, especially p. 182. Loncke, 37. On the way in which 
creation helps to know the mystery o f  the Trinity see B. Montagnes, O.P., La parole de Dieu dans la cre
ation: RevTh 54 (1954) 213-241. On the change in the mind o f  St. Thomas on this point see J. Bovenmars, 
M.S.C., De Leer -van s. Thomas over et mago

creationis: Bijd 5 (1954) 139-161. See also Michel, La creation donne-t-elle une revelation du mystere de la 
Trinite?: AmCl 65 (1935) 269-272.
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from creatures through things proper to him; but not the mystery of the Trinity, even 
with regard to its existence or possibility (not even after its revelation and the man
ner of the processions), since that is known from creatures only by the appropria
tions (I, q. 32, a. I).62

62. See Bittremieus, 316-323; Rossi, 445-447; see also M. Kaszas, Vestigia Dei in creaturis seu viginti novem 
argumentapro exsistentia Dei (Budapest 1930); on this work, P.A. Wirtgen, S. V.D.,: DivThom (fr) 229-234.
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C H A P T E R  I I I

On the execution of divine providence

222. Presupposing here from the treatise On the One God that there is 
divine providence in the world or the action of divine wisdom ordering all 
things, even the smallest, and especially man, according to the eternal law 
towards ends established by God himself, so that it covers also the evil in 
creatures and moral evils, our question now concerns the execution or car
rying out of that providence, inasmuch as, given the creation of the world,1 
it includes conservation, cooperation and government.

A R T I C L E  I

On t h e  c o n s e r v a t i o n  o f  t h e  w o r l d

Thesis 7. The world is conserved positively, directly, immediately in its 
being by God.

S.Th. 1, q. 104, a. If; 3 CG 65; Depot, q.5 a.If.; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d. 1 a. 1 q.2; Suarez, Disput. metaph. 
d.21 a .l; Lessius, 1.10 a.3f.; Scheeben, op. cit., 2 § 130; Lercher, 23n. 493-502; Pinard, Conservation: DTC 
3,1187-1197.

223. Connection. God, as has been proved, created the world. But the 
idea of creation of itself only says that a thing begins to be, but not that it 
continues in being. Therefore from what source does the world have the 
ability that, after having received being, it then does not lose it? This is 
the question about the conservation of the world by God, which surely is 
of major importance, since by it the absolute dependence of the world on 
God is expressed, not only in its first coming into existence, but because at 
every moment it exists by his power, almost like light coming from a lamp 
or vital acts from the soul.1 2

224. Definition of terms. By “world” is meant everything that exists 
outside of God. Therefore it includes incorruptible beings that by their na
ture demand that they always remain in existence.

1. On the relation o f  creation to providence see Beraza, n. 1358-1361; Lessius, De perfectionibus... dtvinis 
11,2,4.

2. See Scheeben, n. 35.
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225. Conservation: a) Passive, or on the part of the thing conserved, 
is its permanence in being, depending on some cause, b) Active, or on the 
part of the subject conserving, is in general that on which the permanence 
in being of the thing depends in some way.

Active is: a) Negative (improper) or the omission of an action destroy
ing the being of a thing, for example, the non-destruction of a statue, b) 
Positive (proper) or an action influencing the permanence of a thing in 
being.

Positive is: a) Indirect or the removal of causes destructive of the being 
of the thing, b) Direct or a perpetual efficient influx keeping the thing in 
being.

Direct is: a) Mediate or the apposition of the cause directly conserving 
the thing, b) Immediate or the influx intrinsically received in maintaining 
the existence of a thing.

The question here is: not formally about passive conservation, although 
it is obviously implied, but about active conservation; not about the nega
tive form, since it is easily admitted that the world is at least conserved 
by God; and it is not about positive indirect conservation, which is easily 
evident and which pertains rather to government; but it is about direct and 
also immediate conservation. Finally, in the thesis the mediate form that 
may be admitted to be present on some level is neither affirmed nor denied.

226. In its being. Being is understood here simply, or according as it is 
opposed to nothing, so that conservation excludes annihilation; therefore it 
is not with reservations (secundum quid), or for this specific or accidental 
being , therefore according as it is opposed to some other being, so that 
conservation excludes corruption, and therefore it is indirect and concerned 
rather with government.

By God. God himself conserves the things in this world positively, di
rectly, immediately. But “by God alone” is not said in the thesis, in order 
to exclude in it the disputed question about mediate conservation, or about 
the cooperation of a creature in the conservation of other things, which 
perhaps might be admitted to some extent; something will be said about 
this later.

227. Adversaries. The Deists according to whom God ignores the 
world created by himself, without having further concern about it.3

Berlage (a Catholic) did not admit conservation except a negative form, 
and also indirect with regard to corruptible things. Perhaps Klee said some-

3. See G. Hagemann, Deismus undDeisten: KL 3,1472.
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thing similar, but his position is rather obscure.4
Those denying the immediate cooperation of God with the actions of 

creatures, as Durandus,5 logically must deny that their effects are con
served by God.6

According to Iglesias, it is not certain that it pertains to the nature of 
divine conservation that it necessarily affects all things immediately; he 
thinks that the mediate form sometime suffices (regarding corruptible 
beings).7

228. Doctrine of the Church. Vatican Council I  (D 3003): “By his 
providence God watches over and governs all the things that he made....”

The concern here is about providence in general, but not, at least di
rectly, about conservation8; from those words it seems to be evident that 
the technical word is not used, but instead a more vague formula, “watches 
over and governs.” But since it refers to the expression “he made,” it con
tains at least indirect conservation in one of the verbs or in both.

229. Theological note. By admitting indirect conservation as a matter 
of divine and catholic faith and, as it seems, even defined (D 3003), direct 
immediate conservation is at least certain in theology, unless more prob
ably it is also said to be divine and catholic faith, as many authors hold.9

230. Proof from Holy Scripture. Wis. ll:25f.: Thou hast loathing for 
none o f the things which thou hast made....How would anything have en
dured if thou hadst not willed it? Or how would anything not called forth 
by thee have been preserved? Here, as is clear, “called forth” is the same as 
“created.” According to the Greek text it would be translated more exactly: 
How would anything have endured if  though hadst not willed it? Or (how) 
would something that was not called forth by you be conserved? (7cdx; 8s 
Siepeveiv av xt, si \ir\ on f)9sA.rioaq; f| to pr| id,r|0£v utco oon 8tsxr|pf|0Ti<;).

With these words a twofold stage of things is assigned—one of produc
tion and the other of continuance. Therefore doubtless just as the first one

4. See Scheeben, n. 40; Knoll, op. cit., 2 (Augustae Taur. 1868) § 255 n .l.
5. In 2 d .l q.5.
6. See Suarez, 21,1,3.
7. E. Iglesias, S.J., De Deo in operatione naturae vel voluntatis operante (Mexico 1946) 

N. 124-204. On the importance of this work see Hellin, Santo Tomas y  la cooper acion 
immediata de Dios en las acciones de las creaturas: Pens 2 (46) 467-476.

8. CL 7,99f. 105.110.
9. Thus Pohle-Gummersbach, 1,510; Pesch, 3 n.66; Daffara, n. 162; Boyer, 12. For Beraza it seems to be 

defined faith, for Otten (n. 38) it is at least catholic doctrine, which cannot be denied without temerity; for 
Pinard (1194) it is most common and certain; for Lercher, positive direct conservation and per se immediate 
is theologically certain, but as universally immediate it is more probable (n. 493-501).
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simply deals with being itself, so also does the second. But that continu
ance is attributed to God who wills it efficaciously. Therefore the obvious 
meaning is that it is dealing with direct and immediate conservation.10 11

Wis. 1:7: The Spirit o f the Lord has filled the world, and that which 
holds all things together knoM>s what is said.

Here God is introduced as being present to all things, namely, as filling 
them with his presence and maintaining them in being lest they cease to 
exist.11

231. Acts 17:24-28: The God who made the world and everything in it, 
being Lord o f heaven and earth, does not...need anything, since he himself 
gives to all men life and breath and everything....In him we live and move 
and have our being.

After asserting the creation of all things, there is the further mention 
of God’s constant influx exercised on behalf of man and it concerns his in
nermost being, since he gives him now by his own action (5r5oi3(g) life and 
the breath of life—in fact everything. Therefore those things hold true also 
for his conservation. Hence there is added that man lives and moves and 
has his being in God (not in the pantheistic sense, obviously, of being one 
with God or a part of him or as a partaker of one and the same life). By this 
absolute formula it cannot not be indicated that man continuously receives 
everything from God so that his being itself is included.

Likewise here, after having asserted the creation of all things, they are 
said to have accepted from God, continuously and not just at the begin
ning, not only life and the principle of life and motion, but everything. This 
formula which is so absolute must refer to existence. Therefore with this 
formula a direct-immediate conservation is affirmed.12

232. Heb. 1:2: He has spoken to us by his Son....through whom also he 
created the world. He reflects the glory o f God..., upholding the universe 
((pepcDv xd Tzdvw.) by his word o f power.

Everything that he made he upholds. The obvious meaning here is that 
he sustains them, lest they fall back into nothing and disappear.13

Col. 1:15-17: He (the Son) is...the first-born o f all creation; for in him 
all things were created, in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible...:

10. See Comely,Commentarius in librum sapientiae (Paris 1910)425; Pirot, loc. cit., Alii:, Fischer, loc. cit., 34.
11. See Comely, 56-58.
12. See E. Jacquier, Les actes des apotres (Paris 1928) 532.534f.; Knabenbauer, Commentarius in Actus Apos- 

tolorum (Paris 1928) 304-306.
13. See Bonsirven, Saint Paul. Epitre aux Hebreux> (Paris 1943) 177-179; Prat, La theologie de saint Paul111 

(Paris 1924) 442.
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all things were created through him and for him... in him all things hold 
together.

Therefore in the Son who created all things, all things hold together 
(cn)V8axr|K£v); this cannot be understood except concerning direct and im
mediate action by which the Son sustains everything he made lest it perish 
and cease to be. It is not opposed to this interpretation that it probably re
fers to Christ whose function as incarnate is not that of conserving things. 
For creation is also attributed to him, and rightly so, since he is God.14

233. N.B. John 5:17 is also cited in this context: My Father is working still, and I  
am working. Christ says this when he is accused of working miracles on the Sabbath. 
Therefore he is referring to a continuous activity of God and therefore distinct from 
miracles. The obvious meaning here is that this activity is identified with the conserva
tion of things.15

234. Proof from tradition.16 1) The holy Fathers, often appealing, as 
Scheeben says,17 to the same texts cited by us, say that all things would re
turn to nothingness if they were not conserved by God. Hence after having 
established creation out of nothing they mention another influence of God 
in order to conserve them. And, as Lessius says, that conservation can be 
thought of in this way: a) As maintaining things in God as their foundation 
who hinders things from falling into nothing, b) As suspension (depen
dence), inasmuch as God holds things as it were suspended over the abyss 
of nothing, c) As service or as a constant gift conferring existence, d) As a 
connection with the whole thing lest it be dissolved into nothing.18

St. John Chrysostom. Something more wonderful than to create things 
is to maintain them lest they fall into nothing. “But upholding, he says, all 
things, that is, by his governing, he maintains things in existence. For it is 
not a lesser thing to maintain the world than to have created it. But if I may 
say something amazing, it is even more. For creation means to produce 
something out of nothing; but to prevent what was made from falling into 
nothing.. .this is great and amazing and a sign of great power... .”19

Origen. God holds together and maintains the world (R 485): “For how 
do we live and move and have our being, unless because by his power he 
holds together the universe and maintains the world....”

14. See Huby, 42; Prat, 348. Lercher however has a different view, n. 497.
15. See Pinard, 1187. Lercher has a different view, n. 497.
16. See Petavius, De Deo 1.8 c.2; Lessius, 21,3,21-23; Pinard, 1188-1192.
17. Op. cit., n. 38.
18. Loc. cit., n. 25.
19. In Hebr. Hom.2 n.3: MG 63,23; see R 1134.
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235. St. Irenaeus. Things continue because God wants them to be (R 
207): “For as the heaven...and the sun...and all their grandeur, although 
they had not previous existence, were called into being, and continue 
throughout a long course of time according to the will of God, so anyone 
who thinks thus...respecting all created things, will not by any means go 
far astray, inasmuch as all things that have been made had a beginning 
when they were formed, but endure as long as God wills that they should 
have existence and continuance.”

St. Augustine. Things created by God, if he does not act, perish (R 
2310). “There are those who think that only the world was made by God, 
and that the other things come from the world, as he planned and com
manded, but that God himself does nothing.... Let us believe or, if we can, 
let us understand that God works right up to the present moment with the 
result that, if the activity of God were removed from the things created by 
him, they would perish.”

St. Gregory the Great. All things created wouldfall into nothing if  God 
did not conserve them (R 2310): “It is one thing to be, another thing to be 
principally; one thing to be mutably, another thing to be immutably. For all 
these things are, but they are not principally, because they do not subsist 
in themselves, and unless they were held by the hand of the Creator, in no 
way would they be able to be....For all things were made out of nothing, 
and their essence would again fall into nothing, if the author of all things 
did not sustain them with the hand of his governing.”

236. 2) The Roman Catechism (1,2,21): “We are not, however, to un
derstand that God is in such wise the Creator and Maker of all things that 
His works, when once created and finished, could thereafter continue to 
exist unsupported by His omnipotence. For as all things derive their exis
tence from the Creator’s supreme power, wisdom and goodness, so unless 
preserved continually by His providence, and by the same power which 
produced them, they would instantly return into their nothingness. This 
the Scriptures declare when they say: How would anything have endured 
i f  thou hadst not willed it? Or how would anything not called forth by thee 
have been preserved? (Wis. 11:25).

237. Theological reasoning. The things of the world are beings from 
another, which therefore, as such, have an essential insufficiency in order 
to exist per se, and therefore they need an external cause to keep them in 
being. But that insufficiency in order to exist per se follows from having 
been created, while it is what it is, that is, always the same. Therefore it
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always needs a cause to conserve it in being.20
The minor is confirmed. Sufficiency of being is a divine perfection not 

communicable to creatures, for: a) That perfection (or to be from oneself) 
which is for God a quasi principle of his simple perfections and the quasi 
essence of an infinite being, cannot be communicated in a finite way (and 
therefore analogically) to a creature, so that nevertheless a true insufficien
cy of being would remain in it (I, q. 104, a. 1 ad 2). b) The creature would 
be at the same time and under the same respect both the cause and the effect 
of itself (I, q. 104, a. 2 ad 2).

238. Given the contingency of creation, the annihilation of the world 
is not intrinsically repugnant, and therefore it belongs to the omnipotence 
of God and to the absolute Lord of all things. But since that is a negative 
goal, it cannot be obtained except by the removal of the conserving influ
ence, and therefore not by a positive influence. But if things were outside of 
the conserving influence of God, they could not be deprived of it by God. 
Therefore God cannot not conserve the world (I, q. 104, a. 3).21

239. The world, as contingent, has an external cause of itself—God. As created, it 
is from God not only according to its becoming, but also according to its existence. But 
if it proceeds from God according to its existence, it cannot remain in being if the divine 
influence stops. Therefore the world needs this influence in order to remain in being.

The minor. Every effect depends on its cause inasmuch as the latter is its cause. 
Therefore, if this is its cause according to its becoming, the effect according to becom
ing ceases when the action of the cause ceases. But if it is the cause of the effect accord
ing to its existence, the effect according to existence ceases when the action of the cause 
ceases (I, q. 104, a. 1 ad 2; 3 CG 65 n.4).22

240. Objections. 1. A creature can give to its effect that it be, even with the cessa
tion of all influence from the cause. Therefore a fortiori God can do the same.

I  distinguish the antecedent. A creature can bring it about that his effect continues, 
with the cessation of all influence of the first cause, denied-, of the created cause, I  sub
distinguish: if this is not necessary to conserve it, conceded; otherwise, denied.

Of whatever cause there is some effect, in order to remain in being, it always needs 
the influence of God, although, according to what will be said later, perhaps no creature 
cooperates in conserving its effect. Moreover, if some effect from a creature is only ac
cording to its becoming, its continuance in being is independent of any influence from 
it. But if the effect were in some way from a creature according to its being, this could

20. St. Bonaventure, loc. cit.; Suarez, 21,1,16; n. 12: “Because it is always the same and what primarily belongs 
to it per se, always belongs to it.”

21. See Suarez, 21,1,6-12.
22. This reason is submitted to a careful analysis by Cajetan, In 1 q. 104 a. 1; Suarez, n. 14.
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not bring it about that it would remain in being without any influence of that cause. But 
every thing is an effect from God according to its being; hence a creature, even though 
it produces the substantial or accidental forms of things, cannot bring it about that these 
continue in being without any conserving influence .

2. A created thing has in itself everything necessary to exist. Therefore it does not 
need divine conservation.

I  distinguish the antecedent. A created thing has in itself everything necessary to 
exist while depending on God, conceded; otherwise, denied.

241.3. Every thing tends towards its own conservation. Therefore it has in itself its 
own conserving power.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Every thing tends towards its own conservation, as 
received from God, conceded; otherwise, denied.

Objector insists. No creature tends towards non being. Therefore it conserves itself.
I  distinguish the antecedent. No creature tends towards non being, while it is sus

tained by God, conceded; without that sustenance, I  subdistinguish: it does not tend to
wards non being positively and absolutely, or as it were seeking it, conceded; negatively 
and in a conditioned way, or if the conserving influence of God ceases, denied.

4. Some creatures, for example spirits, exist necessarily. Therefore at least these do 
not need conservation.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Some creatures exist necessarily and essentially, de
nied; necessarily and naturally, I  subdistinguish: with regard to the created cause, con
ceded; with regard to God, I  subdistinguish again: but in such a way that they continu
ally depend on him, conceded; otherwise, denied.

No thing exists necessarily and essentially like God, although after it already exists, 
it can demand by its nature continuance in being and in this sense necessarily exist; but 
it does not exist as if it could not be annihilated by God and therefore does not need 
constant divine conservation.

242. Scholium 1. Do creatures cooperate in the conservation o f the world? God 
alone, if he wishes, can conserve all things, since he alone created them out of nothing. 
But in reality, since creatures cooperate in the production of other things be eduction, do 
they also cooperate in the conservation at least of these things?

a) First of all, with regard to the conservation of a thing by itself, there were some 
who said that for the conservation of things a definite influence of God as required for 
creation is not necessary, but that a general cooperation is sufficient, such as is necessary 
for all the actions of creatures.23 That opinion is attributed to Henry Gandav.24 But that 
opinion is generally rejected by the authors, since it grants to the creature at least a par
tial sufficiency of existing by itself and therefore of producing itself to a certain point.25

b) According to all authors, one God conserves all things that subsist per se, since

23. See Lessius, 10,4,27.
24. Quodl. 1 q.6; 9 q.l; see Ruiz de Montoya, Deprovidentia d.5 a.5 n.2.
25. See Lessius, 10 c.4; De summo bono 3,4,30-36; Urrdburu, Theodicea 2 p. 725f.
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they were created by one God, and conservation, like creation, has to do with giving 
being to a creature; it also has to do with non subsisting things, which come into being 
and can come into being from God alone, for example, supernatural accidents.

c) Non subsistent things (v.gr., accidental forms and material substantial forms) 
whose second causes do not cease to act in them, are conserved also by those causes, for 
example, immanent acts, motion, light, heat, etc.

d) Non subsistent things that come to be through second causes, but in which these 
cease to act (as, for example, substantial material forms or also other accidental forms), 
are also conserved by general causes, for example, by the sun, etc., according to St. 
Thomas (I, q. 104, a. 2), St. Bonaventure, Ruiz de Montoya, Urraburu,26 but by God 
alone according to Suarez and others.27

It is surely difficult to prove that by direct conservation a creature influences being 
itself (here that is explicitly our concern). Therefore it is better with Valencia28 to make a 
distinction between being simply and being in a particular way (specific or accidental), 
so that the second causes are said to cooperate only to conserve it, inasmuch as they 
cooperate in the production of the dispositions of the matter for one or another form, 
but they do not directly conserve the being itself of the thing, that is, they conserve the 
things only indirectly, inasmuch as they impede, not annihilation, but corruption. These 
points are stated as more probable, based on the recently mentioned connection between 
creation and conservation, therefore in such a way that direct conservation pertains to 
the Creator alone (III, q. 13, a. 2).

These things are thought to be true only with regard to efficient causality, which is a 
conserving influence. For if God in creating is said to make material forms and therefore 
also to conserve them by depending on matter, therefore so that matter cooperates in 
conserving the form, that holds true only for material causality, not for efficient. Thus 
also a form can be said to cooperate, only with formal causality, in the conservation of 
matter. This also holds true concerning the influence of the rational soul on the body.29

243. Scholium 2. On the mind o f St. Thomas concerning divine universal conser
vation. Some authors30 think that St. Thomas does not teach divine universal immedi
ate conservation, since he states that God conserves some things by means of second 
causes. “It happens also that an effect depends on a creature as to its being. For when we 
have a series of causes depending on one another, it necessarily follows that, while the 
effect depends first and principally on the first cause, it also depends in a secondary way 
on all the middle causes. Therefore the first cause is the principal cause of the preserva
tion of the effect, which is to be referred to the middle causes in a secondary way; and 
all the more so, as the middle cause is higher and nearer to the first cause. For this reason 
even in things corporeal, the preservation and continuation of things is ascribed to the

26. St. Bonaventure, 1 d.9 q.4; 2 d.33 q.2; Ruiz de Montoya, d.5.7.9; Urrdburu, loc. cit.
27. Suarez, a.3 n.4-8; Urrdburu (p. 719) mentions many others. Otten agrees, n. 92. Beraza (n. 1368) does not 

answer the question, considering it to be merely philosophical.
28. I n i  t.l d.8 q.2 p.2.
29. See Pinard, 1195.
30. Lercher, n.493.501; Iglesias, loc. cit.
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higher causes: thus the Philosopher says...that the first, namely the diurnal, movement 
is the cause of the continuation of things generated; whereas the second movement, 
which is from the zodiac, is the cause of diversity owing to generation and corruption...; 
so we conclude that God keeps certain things in being, by means of certain causes” (I, 
q. 104, a. 2; Depot. q.5 a. 1).

However it is one thing for God simply to conserve some things through other 
things, and something else for God not to conserve them also immediately through his 
own power. But the words of the holy Doctor can be taken in this latter sense only by 
twisting them, since he is speaking there about conservation, both principal, or by God, 
and secondary, or by a creature. But if the creature alone could conserve something im
mediately, then the holy Doctor would have said simply that some things are conserved 
by second causes through a power received from God, or something like that. Hence he 
adds immediately (a.2 ad 1): “God created all things immediately, but in the creation 
itself He established an order among things, so that some depend on others, by which 
they are preserved in being, though he remains the principal cause of their preservation” 
(see also III, q. 13, a. 2).

Indeed the words of the holy Doctor can be so understood that creatures are said 
to cooperate in conserving, not the being itself, but the particular being, or in order to 
impede not the annihilation of things, but their corruption.31

244. Scholium 3. On the connection between the creating act and the conserving 
act. P. Bayle said that conservation is nothing but the creation of things newly posited 
by God at each moment.32 Henry Gandav, Gregory of Armenia, and Aureolus said that 
conservation is an action distinct from creation.33

But the contrary opinion is very common. According to this view conservation 
is a certain communication of existence or a continuation of the act of creation. Thus 
creation and conservation are one and the same act, not only entitatively (there is no 
dispute about this), but also in a terminal way. But it is not as if the creative act taken 
simply suffices for conservation, but also inasmuch as it continues itself in conservation. 
Therefore there is only a logical difference between the creative act and the conserving 
act. Therefore the aim or terminus of both is intrinsically the same, that is, the very be
ing of the thing, but in such a way that being after non being corresponds to creation, or 
the existence of the thing with a newness of being, or being in the first instant; but being 
after being corresponds to conservation, or the being itself given in creation continues 
to be, or being in the following instances (I, q.104, a. 1 ad 4; De pot. q.3 a.3 ad 6; q.5 
a.l ad 2).34

Therefore conservation is not like the reproduction of the same being, and much 
less like the production of a new being. But since the creative act as such gives only the 
beginning of being, conservation virtually is equivalent to continuing creation. How-

31. See Dondeyne, De conservalione rerum a Deo: CollatBrug 31 (1931) 116.
32. See Urrdburu, p. 729.
33. Henry G., Quodl. 1. q.9; Gregory A., In 2 d. 1 q.6; Aureolus, In 2 d. 1 q.4 a.2. See Capreolus, In 2 d. 1 q.2 a.2 

concl.3; Suarez, s.2.
34. See Suarez, loc. cit.; Urraburu, p. 729-735.
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ever this matter should not be thought of as if succession or time is ascribed to the action 
of God conserving, since rather in God conservation is the eternal creative action and 
therefore all at once. Therefore it comes about that things are while they are, so there is 
no succession present except on the part of the creature. “The preservation of things by 
God is a continuation of that action whereby He gives existence, which action is without 
either motion or time...” (I, q. 104, a. 1 ad 4).35

245. Scholium 4. Does God annihilate anything? Annihilation is opposed to cre
ation, and corruption to eduction. Therefore the former cannot be, like the latter, a posi
tive act whereby a thing is dissolved into its component parts, but it is a purely negative 
act which consists in the removal of the conserving influence, with the result that the 
thing falls back into nothing. Hence if it concerns some thing, which is created, and 
therefore is contingent, or that can be or not be and is or is not only as dependent on 
an external cause, annihilation is not a concept in itself contradictory. Therefore it is 
subject to the omnipotence of God, which necessarily extends itself to everything that 
is not essentially repugnant.

On the other hand, God was completely free in creating things. Therefore he can an
nihilate them. Indeed he is the only one who can do that, since the conservation of things 
comes from the will of God, which does not depend on anything outside of himself (I, 
q. 103, a. 3; Depot. q.5 a. 3).

However it is certain theological teaching, say Pohle-Gummersbach, that God will 
never reduce the world to nothingness in its present make-up and in its individual parts 
according to their substance.36 This holds true also for material substances (but not nec
essarily regarding their particular being [esse tale]).

Eccles. 3:14: I  know that whatever God does endures for ever.... Wis. 1:14: He 
created all things that they may exist. See Ps. 104:5. And of course the intention of 
prolonging existence is presumed per se in every work, whose existence depends on the 
will alone of the author, if there is no reason to limit it, but rather the final purpose of 
the glory of God remains firm {De pot. q.5 a.4; I, q. 104, a. 4). Moreover that assertion 
(regarding material things) is proved also from tradition in the treatise on Eschatology.

Eucharistic transubstantiation, in the proper sense, is not annihilation of the sub
stance of bread and wine, since that act does not tend towards annihilating, that is, it 
does not consist simply in the removal of the conserving influence, but essentially it 
tends only to introduce the sacramental existence of Christ, and therefore it is a posi
tively efficient action.37

35. See Scotus, 2 d.2 q. 1 n.4.17-25; Loncke, De vera relatione creationem inter et conservationem rerum: Col- 
latBrug 42 (1946) 408-413.

36. See Scheeben, n. 41-44.
37. Op. cit., 510; Urr&buru, p. 736-743.
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A R T I C L E  I I

Thesis 8. God cooperates physically and immediately with acting crea
tures.

S.Th. I, q. 105, a. 5; c CG 66f., 80; Depot. q.3 a.7; Suarez, loc. cit., 18 a. 1; 22 s. 1; De concursu...(regarding 
rational beings); Lessius, De perfect... div. U,3f.; V. Frins, Concours divin: DTC 3,781-796; L. Teixidor, S.J., Del 
concurso immediate de Dios en todas las acetones y  efectos de sus criaturas: EstEcl 7 (1928) 5-23, 146-160; 9 
(1930)321-350; 11 (1932) 190-227, 289-322.

246. Connection. God created all things and conserves them. But when 
they act, the question now concerns the relation of that action to God. 
Against the occasionalists it must be held that the total action is not to be 
ascribed to God alone. But is all of it to be ascribed to the creature, or part 
of it also to God, so that the creature depends on him not only as Creator 
and Conserver, but also as the Cooperator who affects that action when it 
actually takes place?

247. Definition of terms. The cooperation (concursus) of God with the 
act of the creature is: a) Moral, which God gives to the rational creature 
by means of his intellect and will, or by a command or persuasion or some 
other moral means by which he can determine the act of the second cause 
(creature), b) Physical, inasmuch as God by his physical power influences 
the act of the creature.

Physical is: a) Mediate, inasmuch as God gives to the creature, and con
serves, the power of acting or the active powers by which it can essentially 
truly act. To the extent that God without dependence on a higher power 
gives that power, that is, gives it from himself as its fountain and totally so, 
this cooperation can be said to be immediate with the immediacy o f power.
b) Immediate, inasmuch as God together with the created cause elicits the 
act and so produces the same effect. Inasmuch as between God acting and 
the action itself and consequently also the effect, no other middle agent is 
involved, that type of cooperation can be said to be also immediate with the 
immediacy o f the substance.

Immediate is: a) General (universal, ordinary, natural), if cooperation is 
given to a natural act. b) Special (particular, extraordinary, preternatural or 
supernatural), if it is given for a preternatural or a supernatural act.

248. Acting creatures are all created causes, eliciting any kind of ac
tion, whether good or evil, large or small.
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249. The question here is not about moral cooperation, since it is 
easily admitted, nor about mediated physical, since that also is easy to 
establish, but about immediate physical cooperation, which is required 
for every action, whatever it may be, whether general or special regard
ing the nature of the action.

Here however we are concerned only with the fact that God’s cooper
ation is required for every action, but we are interested primarily in natu
ral actions, since special cooperation will be handled in another treatise. 
Moreover, if cooperation is proved to be required for every action, then it 
is also required for all supernatural acts. However the necessity of special 
cooperation does not necessarily imply the necessity for natural acts.

250. N.B. a) Cooperation is immediate not in the production or conservation of 
the effect, but in the action itself, and only consequently does it apply to the effect. 
Therefore it is not dealing with the mere juxtaposition of two agents in reference to 
one common effect, so that God acts with the creature, but there is a harmony in the 
action itself, so that God acts at the same time both through the creature and with it. 
Therefore God cooperates not just with the action and the effect, but in the action and 
in the effect. But he acts in the creature itself as it is acting, since he influences it not 
by remaining outside of it, but by being intimately present in it.

b) A clear distinction should be made between the fact of cooperation and its 
philosophical explanation, for example, about the way in which one and the same 
action can come from two causes. Essentially we are treating only the fact of coopera
tion. However this matter is so conceived that the action, and consequently the effect, 
is not partly from God and partly from the creature, but it is totally from both (3 CG 
70). Thus both God and the creature are partial causes of the action (hence both act 
with partiality of the cause and totality of the action and the effect), since neither one, 
according to the way it acts, taken separately, is suitable for producing the effect. But 
just as the relation between a first cause and a second cause demands that they are not 
just coordinated causes, so the created cause is subordinated to the uncreated and thus 
the being of the action is attributed more to God than to the creature.1 Therefore those 
causes as agents are not of the same order.

They should not be thought to be causes under the same respect, since otherwise 
one would suffice. Therefore the first cause is considered as producing the effect ac
cording to its being, but the creature produces it according to its particular being or 
its specification.

A created cause is a true principal cause on its own level regarding the effect, 
which is de facto obtained, and therefore which it assimilates to itself. And it is not 
a mere instrument of God, unless it concerns an effect that is not connatural to the 
powers of the created cause. Hence, if the creature is not endowed with the powers 
necessary for acting, then ordinary cooperation does not suffice for an effect connatu-

1. See Scheeben, op. cit., § 131 n.46f.
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ral to it, and so a special cooperation is required. However ordinary cooperation is so 
necessary for the connatural effect of the creature that even when it is in the proximate 
primary moment to act (in actu primo proximo) it cannot act without it.

251. Divine cooperation is also necessary for sinful acts, not inasmuch as they 
are evil, but inasmuch as the being of the action and the effect is something physically 
good.

d) Cooperation as described by us and proposed in the thesis is simultaneous with 
the action of the creature. Whether this is sufficient, as the Molinists say, or whether 
there is also required, as the Banezians say, a previous act from God that is distinct 
from this cooperation, either really, according to some, or only logically, according 
to others,2 is not dealt with in our thesis. The reason is that enough is said about that 
question both in philosophy and in the treatise On Grace according as it has to do with 
natural or supernatural cooperation.

e) The sources are accustomed to establish explicitly the fact of cooperation, but 
not always its necessity except implicitly, inasmuch as the fact supposes the coopera
tion, since otherwise the creature alone would act, at least occasionally.

252. Adversaries. St. Augustine mentions certain ones “who think 
that the world was only made by God, but everything else happens by 
the world itself, as he ordained and ordered, but that God himself does 
nothing” (R 1694).

Further, they deny immediate cooperation, since the created cause has 
from God, by whom it is also conserved, everything it needs to operate by 
itself: Olivi,3 Durandus,4 Iglesias, Manya and, as it seems, Papagni and 
Sertillanges.5

2. See Stufler, Das Wirken Gottes in den Geschopfen nach dem hi. Thomas: ZkathTh 4 (1925) 209f. Indeed 
A. van Hove (De motione divina in ordine cum naturali turn supernaturali animandversiones: DivThom  
[Pi] 36 [1933] 256262) thinks that cooperation (Banezian) is not really distinguished from the creative and 
conservative influence. But in this way is not mediated cooperation really proposed? E. Neveut contradicts 
him: In articulum A. van Hove “De motione divina" animadversiones: ibid., 590-593.

3. See Stufler, Die Konkurslehre des Petrus Olivi: ZkathTh 54 (1930)406-424; see J. Kaup,Zur Konkurslehre des 
Petrus Olivi and des hi. Bonaventura: FrazStud 19 (1932) 315-326 (he opposes him with the contrary teaching 
o f  St. Bonaventure).

4. In 2 d.l q.5; d. 17 q .l. On Peter Paludano refuting him see M. Grabmann, Petri de Palude (+ 1342). Ouaes- 
tio: “Utrum Deus immediate agat in omni actione? ": ActPontAcRomSTh 6 (1940) 41-58.

5. Iglesias, op. cit., n.233-245; Id., De Deo creationisfinem exsequente (Mexico 1951) see v.g. p. 153; I.B. 
Manya, Pbter., De Deo cooperante (Barcelona 1946) c.6; T. Papagni, O.P., La mente de S. Tommaso intorno 
alia mozione divina nelle creature....(Benevento 1902) c.3f.; Sertillanges, Saint Thomas d ’Aquin (Paris 
1925) 1,255-268; Id., Les grandes theses de laphilosophie thomiste (Paris 1928) 138-143.
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253. Recently there has been a controversy about the mind of the old scholastics 
on this matter, as if, as some have thought with little probability, St. Thomas,6 John of 
Naples7 and others 8were ignorant of immediate cooperation.9

254. Theological note. At least morally certain.

Others however consider the matter differently. Beraza says: “Many serious theo
logians reject this teaching as temerarious, erroneous, less safe in faith, and even as 
heretical10 11....Therefore our thesis, although it is not an explicit dogma of faith, is still 
so certain that it cannot be denied without great temerity.” Otten agrees with him. For 
Parente it is: “at least theologically certain.” Pesch: “The thesis is not defide, because it 
has not been defined by a Council and it is not derived from the other sources with such 
certitude.” For Pohle-Gummersbach: “a common opinion.” For Scheeben, if it is not de 
fide, it is theologically certain so that the contrary must be held as temerarious and er
roneous. For Teixidor it is theologically and philosophically certain; for Vandenberghe, 
it is certain.11

With these words Stufler concludes his interpretation of the teaching of St. Thomas

6. Stufler strongly defends it, Divi Thomae Aquincttis doctrina De Deo Operante... (Innsbruck 1923); Id., Er- 
gebnis der Kontroverse iiber die thomistische Konkurslehre: ZkathTh 51 (1927) 329-369; Id., Gott, der erste 
Beweger alter Dinge. Em neuer Beitrag zum Verstandnis der Konkurslehre des hi. Thomas von Aquin: Ph- 
GrenzWiss 6 (Innsbruck 1936); likewise Iglesias, op. cit.; Lercher, 23n. 503, agrees and, as it seems, also Pesch, 
3 n.69. But that interpretation o f the holy Doctor, which was first put forward by Stufler, was opposed by many, 
v.gr., H. Lange, S.J.: ThRev 23 (1924) 348f. (but acknowledging serious reasons in favor o f  Stufler); F. Zigon, 
Divus Thomas arbiter controversiae de concursu divino (Goritiae 1923) 81-114; D ’Ales, L 'operation de Dieu 
dans la creature d ’apres un ouvrage recent: EphThLov 2 (1925) 543-556; J. Marxuach, S.J., Es contrari a la 
ment de Sant Thomas el concurs simultani de Deu amb les causes segondas? Crit 2 (1926) 152-159; see Id., 
Doctrina Sancti Thomae circa concursum Dei cum causis secundis: EstEcl 6 (1927) 208-213; but especially 
from the Thomists, R.M. Schultes, S.J., Die Lehre ds hi. Thomas iiber die Eimvirkung Gottesauf de Geschopfe: 
DivThom (FR) 2 (1924) 176-195, 277-307; Id., Die Eimvirkung der Stufler-Kontroverse: Ibid. 3 (1925) 360- 
369, 464-482; R. Martin, O.P. Pour St. Thomas et les Thomistes contre le R.P. Jean Stufler, S.J., dans le debat 
touchant I'influx de Dieu sur les causes secondes (Saint-Maximin 1926); see RevThom (1924-1927). Stufler 
often responded to his opponents: see ZkathTh (1923-1927); EphThLov 3 (1926) 201-210.

7. See Stufler, 1st Joannes von Neapel ein Zeuge fur diepraemotiophysica?: ZkathTh 46 (1922) 489-509; Id., 
Zur Kontroverse iiber die praemotio physica: Ibid., 47 (1923) 533-564. But differently Schultes, Joannes 
von Neapel, Thomas von Aquin und P. Stufler iiber die praemotio p/?y.s;ca;DivThom (Fr) 1 (1928) 123-145.

8. See Iglesias, De Deo in operatione naturae... . 59-99; Id., La Antigua escolastica y la teoria del concurso 
immediato: CienFe 7 (1945) 84-106; W. Scoligen, Das Problem der Willensfreiheit bei Heinrich von Gent 
undHervaeus Natalis (DUsseldorf 1927), on this work see F. Pelster, S.J.: Schol 3 (1928) 4 3 If.; Frins, 782.

9. Bellarmine, De gratia et libero arbitrio 1.4 c.4; Suarez, De gratia, prolog 5 c.4; Scheeben, op. cit., § 131 
n.52. See E. Portali6, Augustin (Saint): DTC 1,2382; Frins, 782. It is less pleasing to say with H. Rondet, 
S.J., (Gratia Christi [Paris 1948] 108 not.3) that this question is anachronistic, as if  neither St. Augustine nor 
the Pelagians exactly distinguished natural cooperation from supernatural; but perhaps that does hold true 
for St. Jerome (R 1403).

10. See Molina, In 1 q. 14 a. 13 d.5 (the opinion o f  Durandus is at least false and less safe, and to many it seems 
erroneous); Valencia, In I d.3 q.l punct. 1 (our thesis is certain from faith); Suarez, Disp. Metaph. 22,1,6; 
De cone. 1,4,1 (it is so certain that the contrary is erroneous in faith and which as such is rejected by all 
theologians).

11. Beraza, n. 1386; Otten, n. 97; Parente, 85; Pesch, 3 n.69; Pohle-Gummersbach, 447; Lercher, 3 n.503.509; 
Scheeben, n. 48; Teixidor, loc. cit., 11 (1932) 321f.; Vandenberghe, De motione divina: CollatBrug 37 
(1937) 131.
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on divine cooperation: “Hence it follows that Aquinas denies the necessity of immedi
ate special cooperation, which recent theologians declare is certain or even proximate to 
faith and they strenuously defend it against Durandus. But whether special and immedi
ate cooperation cannot be denied without error is a question which it is not opportune 
to examine more carefully here. It will suffice to make this one point, namely, that the 
arguments that are customarily presented by theologians from the Scriptures and from 
the writings of the Fathers for the necessity of immediate and special cooperation are 
not so convincing that by them alone they can produce solid certitude. But the argu
ment that is sought from the unanimous agreement of the theologians loses much of its 
strength because of the contrary teaching of St. Thomas.”12

255. The Church, although she has published no explicit documents 
for this thesis, nevertheless confers no little strength to it indirectly by 
her authority inasmuch as, aware of the morally common agreement of 
the theologians, she permits this doctrine to be preached to the people as 
Catholic. Also, it is clear from the words of the Roman Catechism that 
will be quoted below and from the book of The Spiritual Exercises of St. 
Ignatius: “Third Point. This is to consider how God works and labors for 
me in all creatures upon the face of the earth, that is, He conducts Himself 
as one who labors. Thus, in the heavens, the elements, the plants, the fruits, 
the cattle, etc., He gives being, conserves them, confers life and sensation, 
etc.”13 The last points do not necessarily refer to immediate cooperation, 
but that seems to be their obvious meaning.

256. Proof from Holy Scripture. Scripture presents God as working 
in the world, or it also ascribes to him the actions of either rational or ir
rational creatures. But that does not hold true, unless the contrary is proved 
in a particular case, regarding conservation alone, since God exercises it 
whether doing something or resting. Nor is it about mediate cooperation, 
which is generally supposed only with force. But we do not say that the 
thesis is proposed in Scripture so clearly, either explicitly or implicitly, that 
it could be said to be a matter of divine faith.

Isa. 26:12: O Lord, thou wilt ordain peace for us, thou hast wrought for 
us all our works.

Ps. 146:7f.: Sing to the Lord....He covers the heavens with clouds, he

12. Divi Thomae Aquinatis doctrina... n.282, where moreover at the same time Stufler seems not to propose the 
denial o f  cooperation as his own; see Id., Zur Kontroverse iiber die praemotio physical ZkathTh 47 (1923) 
563f. However some impute to him the contrary, as Parente, 84.

13. Contemplation to attain the love of God n. 230. See also I. de la Puente, S.J., Meditationes espirituales me- 
dit. 28, p. 3.
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prepares rain for the earth, he makes grass grow upon the hills.14
2 Macc. 7:22f.: She (the mother of the Maccabees) said to them: I  do 

not know how you came into being in my womb. It was not I  who gave you 
life and breath, nor I  who set in order the elements within each o f you. 
Therefore the Creator o f the world, who shaped the beginning o f man and 
devised the origin o f all things....

Job 8:10:8-10 is also cited here: Thy hands fashioned and made me....Remember 
that thou hast made me o f  clay; and wilt thou turn me to dust again? Didst thou not pour 
me out like milk and curdle me like cheese? Thou didst clothe me with skin and flesh, 
and knit me together with bones and sinews.

These statements would not be attributed to God so emphatically, if by them were 
expressed only the first production of man, so that Job was made proximately only by 
his parents. But perhaps by them is merely stated vividly that we have received every
thing from God.15

257. John 5:17: My Father is working still. With these words a certain 
ordinary activity is attributed to God, since it is stated in a general way, 
which is either conservation or cooperation. It is not mediate, unless vio
lence is done to the text, but immediate (which also a fortiori presupposes 
conservation). But since there the text is dealing with some particular ac
tion of Christ, it tends also directly to deal with the particular actions of 
the Father, as the context itself seems to demand, rather than with some 
general activity, such as conservation, and which would with difficulty be 
communicated to the hearers with the words “is working.”

Acts 17:24-28: The God who made the world and everything in it, be
ing Lord o f heaven and earth....he does not need anything, since he himself 
gives to all men life and breath and everything....For in him we live and 
move and have our being.

It is difficult to understand these words to be about conservation alone, 
and not rather about the continuing influence of God in all vital activity. 
Hence also, if conservation alone were meant by the last very emphatic 
words, we would not be said to be moved, but only to live and to be. There
fore the immediate influence of God on all human activity, internal and 
external, is thereby expressed.

1 Cor. 12:4-6: Now there are varieties o f gifts, but the same Spirit; 
....And there are varieties o f working, but it is the same God who inspires 
them all in every one.

14. Liberpsalmorum 307: “Cantate Domino. ..qui caelum operit nubibus, qui pluviam terrae parat; qui producit 
in montibus gramen, et herbam, ut serviat homini....”

15. See Pohle-Gummersbach, 1,512.
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This text concerns, as is clear, supernatural graces; but it is incorrect 
that a formula so absolute as “who inspires them all in every one,” which is 
stated as a general principle, should be understood as applying only to the 
supernatural order.

258. Proof from tradition. 1) The holy Fathers do not teach this thesis 
in explicit technical terms, but certainly they do it with words which, in 
their obvious meaning, cannot be understood about conservation alone or 
about mediate cooperation alone, especially if against the Manicheans they 
reject any acting independently of God, or if against the Pelagians they es
tablish with general formulas that a special help of God is required in order 
to act well. Moreover they also appeal to some of the texts of Scripture just 
quoted by us above.

Origen: God always works. “We see that God is always working, and 
that there is no Sabbath in which God does not work, in which he does not 
have his sun shine on the good and the bad and rains on the just and the 
unjust, in which he does not produce hay in the mountains, and plants for 
the use of men, in which he does not strike and heal, bring down to the un
derworld and raise up again, in which he does not kill and gives life.. ..”16

St. Theophilus of Antioch: God works, moves, vivifies all things. “He is 
called God, 8ia to xeGeiKevai that is, because he placed all things in their 
own stability, and 8ia to Geeiv, which is the same things as to run and to 
move and to work and to nourish and to provide and to govern and to vivify 
all things....”

St. John Chrysostom: God works perpetually in all things. “Therefore 
when you see the sun rising, the path of the moon, ponds, fountains, rivers, 
rain and the course of nature either in seeds or in our bodies or the bodies of 
animals, and everything else that makes up this universe, you are perceiv
ing the perpetual work of the Father.”17

259. St. Jerome: The help o f God is necessary for our every action. 
“Listen, I beseech you, listen to the profanation (of Pelagius). If, he says, I 
want to bend my finger, to move my hand, to sit, to stand, to walk, to run, 
to spit..., will the help of God always be necessary for me? Listen, you 
ingrate, you impious person, to what the Apostle says: Whether you eat or 
drink, or do anything else, do all in the name o f God” (R 1356).

Again against Pelagius: “Critobulos. If in everything we do, we need 
the help of God, therefore to sharpen a pen for writing, to correct a mistake

16. In Num. hom. 23 n.4: MG 12,750.
17. In lo. hom. 37 n.2: MG 59,214.
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with pumice, to shape letters with the hand, to be silent, to talk, to sit, to 
stand, to walk, to run, to eat, to fast, to weep, to laugh, and similar things, 
is it true that we would not be able to do these things unless God helps us? 
Atticus. According to my understanding it is clear that it is not possible” 
(R 1403).

N.B. This assertion of St. Jerome about cooperation is valid, no matter what the true 
mind of Pelagius is concerning this point (n. 253).

260. St. Augustine: God works great things and small in the world. 
“Therefore what the Lord says: My Father is working still, manifests a cer
tain continuation of his work by which he maintains and governs all crea
tures. For it could be understood otherwise if he had said: and he is working 
now, where it would not be necessary for us to accept the continuation of 
his work. However we are forced to understand it differently when he says: 
he is working still, namely, from the fact that after he made everything he 
is still working.”

“There are those who think only the world itself was made by God, 
and the other things came from the world, just as God ordained and com
manded, but that God had nothing to do with it. Against them there is the 
statement of the Lord: My Father is working still (R 1694). And lest anyone 
think that he does not do anything in this world: The Father remaining in 
me, he said, does his works; and as the Father raises the dead and gives 
them life, so also the Son gives life to whom he will.... Then because he 
does not only great and important things, but also earthly and little things, 
the Apostle speaks thus: You foolish man! What you sow does not come to 
life unless it dies. And what you sow is not the body which is to be, but a 
bare kernel, perhaps o f wheat or o f some other grain. But God gives it a 
body as he has chosen, and to each kind o f seed its own body. Thus there
fore we believe, or if we are able, we also understand that God is still work
ing, so that if his activity were withdrawn from the things he has made, 
they would cease to exist.”18

261.2) The Roman Catechism (1,2,22): “Not only does God protect and govern all 
things by His Providence, but He also by an internal power impels to motion and action 
whatever moves and acts, and this in such a manner that, although He excludes not, yet 
He precedes the agency of secondary causes. For His invisible influence extends to all 
things, and, as the Wise man says, reaches from end to end mightily, and ordereth all 
things sweetly. This is the reason why the Apostle says...: He is not far from every one

18. De gen. adlitt. 4,12,23; 5,20,40: ML 34,304.335.
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o f us: for in him we live, and move, and are. ”

262. Theological reasoning. 1) Every created being, as being essentially from an
other, depends for its being essentially and immediately on God; this holds for each 
moment of its existence and therefore also for the first instant of its being. Therefore it 
cannot begin to be without the action of God, since otherwise at any moment it would 
exist without God immediately conserving it, and since, once it has been made, more is 
not required for it to stay in being than was required for it to begin to be.

2) The perfection of the rule of God demands that the action of the creature, like any 
other created positive thing, immediately depends on God, who either directly supports 
it by his cooperation or, if it is denied, hinders it.

3) A creature, as a contingent being, cannot give being to itself and, a fortiori, to 
others, and, once it has been accepted, by itself alone it cannot conserve it. Therefore it 
cannot provide that being by its activity alone either for itself or for others.19

263. Objections. 1. A creature has sufficient powers to act. Therefore it does not 
need divine cooperation.

I  distinguish the antecedent. A creature has sufficient powers to act on all levels, 
denied; on the level of a secondary cause, I  subdistinguish: under the influence of God, 
conceded; otherwise, denied.

2. One action cannot depend immediately on two causes. Therefore the action of a 
creature cannot be also from God.

I  distinguish the antecedent. One action cannot be immediately from two created 
causes, conceded; from one created cause and from another uncreated one, I  subdistin
guish: under the same respect, conceded; under a different respect, denied.

One action cannot really be thought to be immediately from two created causes, at 
least if they are acting naturally. But nothing prevents the omnipotent God from placing 
an action, in a way that the creature cannot do, namely, as being. But it can be from the 
creature according to it specification, that is, that it is some particular being.

264. 3. If there were cooperation, then a creature would never be a principal cause. 
But de facto it often acts as a principal cause. Therefore there is no cooperation.

I  distinguish the major. If there were cooperation, then a creature would never be a 
principal cause with respect to the first cause, conceded; absolutely, denied.

A  principal cause is one which on its level is proportioned to the effect, which it 
assimilates to itself. But a creature is proportioned to its effect inasmuch as it makes it 
to be a particular being.

4. If God cooperated, then he alone, as infinite, would place the action. But the 
creature places actions. Therefore God does not cooperate.

I  distinguish the major. If God cooperated, then he alone, as infinite, would be able to 
place the action, I  pass over the major; de facto he alone would place the action, I  subdistin
guish: with totality of the action and the effect, conceded; with totality of the cause, denied.

19. See Frins, 784f.
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God alone could place all the acts of the creature that are not vital, but only these: 
therefore we pass over the major. But he willed that the creature should also act, but he 
was not able to give it, as a being from another, either the power of creating or conserv
ing itself, or the power of acting independently of God. Therefore God merely supplies 
for the insufficiency of the creature so that it can act on its own.20

265. Corollary. On the dependence o f the creature on God. The creature has been 
raised to such dignity that it has obtained the participation of God even in its acting. But 
at the same time it depends on him, not only for the duration of its being, but also in the 
exercise of its activity, so that whatever positive value is in it must be attributed to God 
himself as the immediate cooperator. Here is the source of humility for the creature, 
and also the reason for its happiness, because at every moment it depends on God so 
intimately and immediately and essentially.

“Hence it follows, “ says Lessius, “that just as no creature can come to be that does 
not depend on the influence of God for its existence, so also no one can come to be that 
does not depend on his influence for its activity. For in both cases it needs equally the 
influence of God because of its essential order and dependence on the one who is the 
being of all things, the energy of all things.”21

266. Scholium. On Banezianism and Molinism in the hypothesis o f  mediate coop
eration. Both of them, as we have said, require, according to our thesis, the immediate 
physical cooperation of God for any act of a creature. But while, according to the Bane- 
zians, a physical predetermination is necessary for any act of a creature, that is, a divine 
motion physically received in the creature that is prior in nature to his act, the Molinists 
think that the divine cooperation, given by nature together with the act, is sufficient. 
Therefore regarding a free cause, the former, in order to fully protect the absolute rule 
of God even concerning the free acts of a creature, holds that God always physically 
predetermines to its act the will about to act. The latter, however, in order to save com
pletely the freedom of the creature, says that the will determines itself to act, but with 
the help of the simultaneous divine cooperation, so that without it the will cannot even 
begin its own determination.

Therefore, according to what was said above, without intending to resolve here this 
age-old question, we now make this one point: if against our thesis immediate coopera
tion were denied, the concept of the Banezians and the Molinists on immediate coopera
tion as an action distinct from creation and conservation would fall apart. In fact, both 
the physical premotion of the former and the simultaneous cooperation of the latter 
would fall apart. Therefore the question debated between those schools for centuries 
would be utterly taken away. But the fundamental and essential principle of Molinism 
would not thereby be shown to be false, namely, that the will per se, without any physi
cal predetermination, determines itself to act.22

20. See Lercher, n. 508.
21. Op. cit., 11,3,14.
22. See Stufler, Divi Thomae Aquinatis... n .261-282; Id., Gott, der erste Beweger... p. 179-183.
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A R T I C L E  I I I

On t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  o f  t h e  w o r l d

267. Since providence is the type of things ordered to their end pre
existing in the divine mind (I, q. 22, a. 1), government is the execution of 
providence by directing things to their end, or to their proximate ends and 
through these to the ultimate end. Therefore it is the action by which God 
carries out the order of things known and determined from eternity. To that 
government pertains, besides creation, also the conservation of things and 
their movement to their end. Now just that movement will be considered.

a) It is a matter of defined divine and catholic faith from Vatican Coun
cil I that there is such government: “Furthermore, by his providence God 
watches over and governs all things that he made, reaching from end to end 
with might and disposing all things with gentleness (D 3003).

This is established on the basis of the same texts of Scripture and the 
Fathers by which elsewhere the existence of Providence is proved, since 
this is demonstrated especially from the government of things. Of course it 
is part of the wisdom and goodness of God that everything created by him 
is led to its end. That this actually happens is clear from the perfect order of 
the universe by which all things work together for their end. Some of them, 
who know this order, do it as moving themselves towards it, and others as 
directed to the same end by someone else (I, q. 103, a. 1).

b) The supreme ruler of the world is the one God. For it is necessary 
that the government look to the Creator himself, from whom the world has 
its existence and to whom it is ordained. Surely since the proximate end 
of government is the unity and peace of many, all things being equal, it is 
obtained much better by one ruler than by many, if that one has in himself 
whatever he needs in order to govern, as happens in our case (I, q. 103, a. 
3). However the wonderful unity, which shines forth in so many and such 
different things of the world, proves that there is one supreme ruler.

268. c) God himself alone however governs the world, inasmuch as he 
alone has the type of the order of all things, even the smallest, to their end, 
and inasmuch as it depends on him alone that that type is efficaciously ac
complished.

That real government of all things, even the smallest, is exercised by 
God immediately. For the divine government reaches as far as the divine 
causality which certainly touches all things in both their being and their ac
tivity. But he established that government hierarchically in such a way that
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he does not always carry it out alone, but he accomplishes it also through 
other agents (3 CG 78). In the natural order he alone governs the highest 
creatures subject to the one God, but in the order of grace he governs all, 
inasmuch as he alone confers on them supernatural graces.

On the other hand he always governs with the immediacy of his person, 
at the same time using the help of secondary causes. St. Augustine: “But 
just as heavier and lower bodies are ruled according to a certain order by 
the more subtle and powerful, so are all bodies ruled by the spirit of life; 
and the spirit of irrational life by the spirit of rational life; and the spirit of 
rational life that is a deserter and sinner, by a spirit of rational life that is 
holy and just; and he is ruled by God himself, and so all creatures by their 
Creator—from whom and through whom and in whom they were all cre
ated. For nothing happens visibly and perceptibly that is not either com
manded or permitted by the invisible and intelligible power of the supreme 
commander... in the vast and immense republic of all creatures.”1

God however does that not because of a lack of power, but in order to 
communicate the goodness of governing to others. “Government will be 
so much the better in the degree the things governed are brought to perfec
tion. ...Therefore God so governs things that He makes some of them to be 
causes of others in government; as a master, who not only imparts knowledge 
to his pupils, but gives also the faculty of teaching to others” (I, q. 103, a. 6).

269. d) Divine government is infallible, like Providence itself of which 
it is the execution. For just as God created freely, so he freely preordained 
all things to their end, not just irrational creatures, but also the free ones; 
but he did it in such a way that the latter are not deprived of their freedom.

“Every inclination of anything, whether natural or voluntary, is noth
ing but a kind of impression from the first mover; as the inclination of the 
arrow towards a fixed point is nothing but an impulse received from the ar
cher. Wherefore every agent, whether natural or free, attains to its divinely 
appointed end, as though of its own accord. For this reason God is said to 
order all things sweetly” (a. 8).

e) Hence further, since God is the universal cause disposing and gov
erning everything, nothing can happen outside the order of divine govern
ment, but it can happen outside the order of some particular cause. There
fore with regard to God nothing is accidental or fortuitous in the world, but 
such a thing can happen with regard to a secondary cause (a. 7).

Moreover since God disposes all things for what is good, nothing in the 
world it totally evil, since evil is always attached to the good, and therefore

1. De Trinit. 3,4,9: ML 42,873.
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it is not outside the order of the divine government, although it is outside 
the order of a particular good.

f) However the end of the supreme government cannot be anything but 
God himself. For although the intrinsic and proximate end of the world 
is the goodness existing in it, or the order of the universe, still the whole 
universe tends towards the participation and manifestation of the highest 
extrinsic good, namely, God himself. “A good extrinsic to the whole uni
verse is the end of the government of all things, as we have said; for each 
things tends to this end—that it participates in the good and becomes like 
it as much as possible” (a. 2).2

270. Scholium. On the rule o f God over creatures. God has a rule o f 
property over every creature, or the right of disposing of it as his own; he 
can conserve it, give it away or destroy it without injury to anyone. He can 
do that by right of creation, conservation, of being the ultimate end (of the 
redemption of man in the order of grace), inasmuch as every creature is 
from God, in God, for God. These titles presuppose the essential depen
dence of the creature on God, inasmuch as he cannot bring it about that a 
creature can exist if it is removed from his power. As long as the creature 
exists it cannot be separated, even for a moment, from the absolute power 
of God.

Therefore a creature is not master of himself. Wherefore, if it is free, 
it cannot act morally at any time, except according to the will of its Lord 
manifested by his laws. Therefore a fortiori the creature is not a lord of 
other things in reference to God, and so it can never dispose of things it 
possesses any way it wishes, but only according to the norms of the divine 
law.

Further, from the rule of property there arises in God a rule o f juris
diction, or of governing subjects, either by commanding or forbidding or 
punishing or rewarding them, etc. For one who can dispose of something 
a fortiori can rule and govern it, so that therefore God can never stop ex
ercising his rule. Therefore since God alone has that absolute power, all 
true jurisdiction operative among creatures can come only from God. Con
sequently, no one can exercise it unless he does it in accordance with the 
norms of the divine law.3

2. See Beraza, n. 1396-1401; Daffara, n. 138-159; Lamiroy, De divina giibernatione: CollatBrug 25 (1925) 
112-115; Vandenberghe, De direclione rerum infinem: Ibid. 37 (1937) 224-227.

3. See Lessius, op. cit., 110 c.1-3; Beraza, n. 1402.
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B O O K  I I

On angels

271. Up to this point we have considered the fact of creation of all 
things existing outside of God: its qualities whether of time or of freedom 
on the part of God, its cause whether final or exemplary, the conservation 
of all things, and finally divine cooperation with their actions. Now we will 
raise some particular questions about those creatures. But what concerns 
the theologian regarding inanimate and irrational things has been handled 
already in the preceding theses. But since man is above those things and 
angels are above man, we will now deal with the latter. As a result, because 
of their dignity we will consider the angels first, and then man.

Moreover angels are of concern to the theologian because their na
ture has a certain relationship with the human soul. The moral destiny of 
angels closely agrees with man’s destiny. Also, angels exercise a strong 
influence on man during his pilgrimage on earth.

Therefore what we have to investigate is the existence of angels, their 
nature and properties, their elevation to the supernatural order, the fall 
and damnation of many angels, and the relations to men of both the good 
and the bad angels.

C H A P T E R  I

On the creation of the angels

A R T I C L E  I 

On t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a n g e l s  

Thesis 9. Angels exist.

S.Th. I, q. 50, a. 1 ;2C G 46,91; St. B onaven tu re,/«2d .l p.2 a.3 q .l; Suarez, Deangelis 1.1 c .l;  Palmieri, 
th. 18; Geraza, n.363-373; A. Martinez, op. cit., p.31-49.

272. Connection. Therefore the first question about the angels con
cerns their existence. We will offer some idea of an angel that sufficiently 
distinguishes him from every other thing known to us, although it does 
not yet define his innermost nature. Then some other questions will be 
proposed that are connected with their existence.
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273. Definition of terms. That “they exist” is said in order to assert 
their existence only; here we ignore the way in which they obtain their 
existence, since it is sufficiently clear that they have been created by God.

“Angel” is a word coming from the Greek ayye.'koq, and it signifies his 
office, not his nature.1 It means the same thing as sent or messenger. Here 
it is taken: 1) Not metaphorically according as it designates the name of 
an office, such as a Precursor (Matt. 11:10) or Overseer (Rev. 2:1; 3:1), 
etc. 2) But properly, so that it is a name of a nature by which is indicated 
a rational substance, lower than God, higher than men in a way that must 
now be determined. 3) It also refers to both good and bad angels.

274. Since Scripture and tradition clearly present angels as rational substances 
lower than God but higher than man, and consequently since the Church, as is evident 
from her preaching, has always understood them in the same way, those sources, when 
they mention the angels simply or without any further determination, are thought to 
speak about them as being in the way we have described them. This is similar to the 
way in which people look upon the nature of man.

275. Adversaries. The Sadducees who “say that there is no resurrec
tion, nor angel, nor spirit” (Acts 23:8).

Materialists do not distinguish between body and spirit (S.Th. I, q. 
50, a. 1).

Anabaptists in the 16th century who said that angels are only mani
festations of divine power exercised in order to help man or to punish 
him .1 2

Many rationalist exegetes who say: some accepted the idea of angels 
from the Jewish captives living among the Babylonians; others say that 
the Jews at first were polytheists and then, when they became mono
theists, believed that angels are substances inferior to God and also his 
messengers. They also say that Christ and the Apostles accommodated 
themselves to that idea.3

To Origen is attributed the opinion that the nature of angels or sepa
rated spirits is the same as that of the human souls or spirits infused into 
bodies. Spiritists hold nearly the same thing.4

1. St. Gregory the Great, In Evang. 1.2 hom.34 n.8: ML 76,1250; At. Augustine (R 1484).
2. See St. Wiest (Demons. dogm. T.4 p. 646) in J. Katschtthaler, Theol. dogm. 1 (Regensburg 1877) p. 324 

not.7.
3. See A. Vacant, Ange: DB 1,577; Oswald, Angelologie p. 6.
4. Origen, Deprinc. 1,8,4; 2,8,3: MG 11,180,221-223. See Vacant, loc. cit. On the spiritists seeE . Ugarte de 

Ercilla, S.J., El espiritismo moderno (Barcelona 1916) 229f.; Vacant, loc. cit.
4*Pius XII, Encycl. Humani Generis: AAS 42 (1950) 570.
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276. Doctrine of the Church. Lateran Council IV  (D 800): God “from 
the very beginning of time has created both orders of creatures in the same 
way out of nothing, the spiritual or angelic world and the corporeal or vis
ible universe.” Therefore from these words, if the angels were created, it 
is defined implicitly that they exist. Moreover they are: lower than God, 
since they were created by him. They are higher than man, since they are 
spiritual and so lack a body. Consequently they are rational substances, 
which immediately follows from their higher level of being. This then is 
implicitly defined.

Vatican Council I  (D 3002) repeats the words of Lateran IV [D 3025]): 
"If anyone does not admit that the world and everything in it, both spiri
tual and material, have been produced... by God out of nothing: let him be 
anathema.” The word “spiritual” either signifies or at least includes angels, 
as is clear from the citation of D 3002.

Pius XII in rejecting the novelties of the new theology has this to say: 
“Some also question whether angels are personal beings, and whether mat
ter and spirit differ essentially.”4*

Other documents mentioning the creation of invisible beings with the visible, as the 
Nicene-Constantinople Creed (D 150) and the Tridentine profession of faith (D 1862) 
or, beside the invisible, spiritual creatures along with the corporeal, as Lyons II (D 
851) and Florence (D 1333), must be understood as speaking about angels, since those 
creatures are presented in the obvious sense as essentially independent of a body. Of 
course the human soul is not wholly independent of the body, and the Church does not 
recognize any other creatures as spiritual besides the angels.

277. Theological note. Defined divine and catholic faith (D 800, 3002).

278. Proof from Holy Scripture. Scripture not rarely and just in pass
ing, but very often from the third chapter of Genesis to the last chapter 
of the book of Revelation mentions angels and both their deeds and their 
excellence. “That there are angels and archangels,” says St. Gregory the 
Great, “almost every page of holy Scripture gives testimony.”5 We will 
select a few texts from the N.T. and the O.T. in which angels make an ap
pearance:

1) As rational substances, for: They announce to Mary the mystery 
of the Incarnation (Luke 1:2ff.). They proclaim the good news about the

5. St. Gregory the Great, loc. cit., n. 7: ML 76,1249.
5 On the amazing angelology o f  this book see R. Pautrel-M. Lefebvre, S. J., Trois texts de Tobie sur Raphael (Tob 

5,22; 3,16; 12,12-15): RechScRel 39 (1952) 115-124. These texts have great importance for the angelology 
o f  the O.T.
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birth of Christ to the shepherds (Luke 2:9ff). They minister to Christ in the 
wilderness (Matt. 4:11: Angles came and ministered to him). They always 
behold the face o f the Father in heaven (Matt. 18:10). They deceive Eve 
(Gen. 3: If.). They guard paradise (Gen. 3:24). They speak with Tobias and 
perform many good services for him (Tob. 5— 12).5*

2) Lower than God, for: They were created in the Word (Col. 1:16: In 
him all things were created..., visible and invisible, whether thrones or 
dominations...). The Son is constituted above the angels and it was said: 
Let all the angels o f God adore him; they are not (natural) sons of God, but 
ministers of God, and they do not sit at the right hand of God as the Son 
does (Heb. 1:14). They adore God (Ps. 97:7: Adore him, all his angels). 
They obey God (2 Sam. 24:16: The Lord said to the angel who was working 
destruction among the people, “It is enough; now stay your hand). The sin
ning angels are punished by God (Matt. 25:41: Depart from me... into the 
eternal fire prepared for the devil and his angels; 2 Pet. 2:4: For God did 
not spare the angels when they sinned, but cast them into hell...).

3) They are higher than man, for: In order to extol the excellence of 
Christ, he is compared with the angels, not with other creatures (Heb. 1:4- 
14). A certain prominence of man is expressed by comparison with the 
angels (Gal. 1:8: But even if... an angel from heaven should preach to you 
a gospel contrary to that which we have preached, let him be accursed; 2 
Sam. 24:16: The angel o f the Lord stretched forth his hand toward Jerusa
lem to destroy it...). The angels are said to be greater in might and power (2 
Pet. 2:11). They are called: thrones ...dominations ...principalities ...powers 
(Col. 1:16; Eph. 2:21).6

279. Proof from tradition. 1) The holy Fathers. They often speak 
about angels and in a way that is without doubt among Christians. There
fore we will select some of their texts in which angels appear as rational 
substances lower than God and higher than man.

The Shepherd o f Hermas (R 83): “The young men, the six who are 
building, who are they? ‘These are the holy angels of God, the first to be 
created, to whom He has committed His whole creation, to give increase, 
and to build, and to have complete control of creation....’ ‘Who are the oth-

6. See A. Lemonnyer, O.P., Angelologie chretienne: DBS 1,255-262; Vacant, 576-580; P. Heinisch, Theologie 
de alten Testaments (Bonn 1940) § 20 n. 1; W. G. Heidt, O.S.B., Angelology of the Old Testament. A Study in 
Biblical Theology (Washington 1949).

6*On the angelology o f  the holy Fathers many beautiful statements will be found in J. Danielou, S.J., Les anges et 
leur mission d'apres les Peres de / ’£ g /« e : (Chevetogne 1953); in particular on Origen see Id., Origene (Paris 
1948) 219-242, and St. Tavares, O.S.B., Doctrina ascetica Origenis sen quid docuerit de ratione animae 
humanae cum daemonibus: StAns 16 (Vatican City 1945).
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ers who are dragging along stones?’ ‘These also are God’s holy angels, but 
the former six are superior to them. With their help, then, the tower will be 
perfected and all together will rejoice...and give glory to God.’”

St. Augustine (R 1691): “The human mind...first of all experiences the 
things that have been made through the senses of his body and he gets some 
idea of them by means of his human infirmity. Then he seeks their causes, if 
in some way he can find them principally and unchangeably present in the 
Word of God....The Angelic mind however, inhering in the Word of God 
by its pure love, sees them in the Word of God as things to be made before 
they were actually made.”

St. John Damascene (R 2352): The angels “are secondary intelligent 
lights derived from the first light which is without beginning, for they have 
the power of illumination; they have no need of tongue or hearing, but 
without uttering words they communicate to each other their own thought 
and counsels. Through the Word, therefore, all the angels were created, and 
through the sanctification of the Holy Spirit were they brought to perfec
tion, sharing each in proportion to his worth and rank in brightness and 
grace.”6*

280. 2) The Liturgy, both in the west and in the east, often mentions 
angels. Thus in the Roman liturgy: a) There are the feasts of Saints Mi
chael, Raphael, Gabriel and the Guardian Angels, b) The Confiteor and the 
Preface of the Mass mention them, c) Many prayers mention them, as the 
Commendation of a soul: (“Depart...., Christian soul..., in the name of the 
angels...”), the Burial (“May the angels lead you into paradise”), Compline 
(“May your holy angels dwell in it [the dwelling]...”).7

281. Theological reasoning merely suggests that there are angels: 1) 
A priori and given their pure spirituality, since it is fitting that, in order to 
fill out harmoniously the perfection of the universe, there should be purely 
spiritual beings, and that being the case that their existence can in no way 
be proved to be repugnant.8

2) A posteriori: a) From the tradition, although corrupt, o f almost all

7. On the oriental liturgies see Janssens, De Deo Creatore et de angelis p.455f.; 1. de San Jose, O.C.D., La 
doctrina del angel custodio. En el dogma, en la teologla, en al arte yen  la espiritualidad: RevEspT 8 (1949) 
282-285; E. von Petersdorf, De daemonibus in liturgia memoratis: Ang 19 (1942) 324-339, Also see for 
example f. Carrol-H. Leclercq, O.S.B., Reliquiae Liturgicae vetustissimae (Paris 1913) s.2 p. 244 (the word 
“angels” etc.).

8. St. Augustine, De civit. Dei 11,16: ML 41,331; St. Thomas I, q. 50, a. 1; see P. Zammit, O.P., De exsistentia 
substantiarum intellectualium: Ang 10 (1933) 513-523.
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peoples,9 so that even gentile philosophers admitted such spirits, as Plato, 
Aristotle.10 11 12 13 b) From some astonishing facts: whether evil, which it does 
not seem possible to attribute to separated human souls, or good (although 
perhaps they should be attributed to God acting immediately).11 But in both 
cases it is necessary to exercise extreme caution.

282. Objections. 1. Moses while narrating the creation (Gen. 1) does not mention 
angels. Therefore they do not exist.

I distinguish the antecedent. Moses does not mention angels as if he were ignorant 
of them, denied; for some other reason, I pass.

In other contexts he often mentions them, as is clear, for example, from the texts 
cited below from Genesis and Exodus. Perhaps in that narration he intends to treat only 
the visible world, 12 unless it is claimed, as many do, that by the word “heaven” in that 
narration angels are also included (see n. 29). 13

2. The word “angel” in Scripture designates official service. Therefore one cannot 
argue correctly from it to the existence of angels.

1 distinguish the antecedent. That word in Scripture designates a service exercised 
by personal beings, I pass the antecedent; otherwise, denied.

Even among us the word “messenger” immediately connotes, not the nature but the 
service, but according as it is found in a person.

3. The statements of Scripture about angels can be understood as being about inter
nal inspirations from God. Therefore one argues incorrectly from them to the existence 
of angels.

I distinguish the antecedent. The statements of Scripture about angels can be taken 
as being about inspirations sometimes, perhaps; ordinarily, denied.

Opposed to that explanation are both the obvious meaning and the statements about 
the creation of angels, and also the many external actions of them that are narrated in 
Scripture, for example, in the book of Tobit.

283. Scholium. The teaching about angels among the Jews before the exile. Al
though after the exile angels in Scripture are presented more clearly, for example, re
garding the proper names of some, their relations to God and men, the distinction be
tween good and bad ones, still before the exile they are sufficiently mentioned and 
indeed as rational beings that are lower than God and superior to men. Here are a few 
examples:

9. See Ceuppens, Quaestiones selectee,,, p. 182f.; Vacant, 589ff.; Ae-Suys, S.J., De “angelis" apud veteres 
Aegyptios: VerDom 13 (1933) 347-351, 371-378.

10. Plato, Phaedo 107, ed. F. Didot (Paris 1880); Aristotle, Metaph. 5,8; 12,8. See Katschthaler, p. 329 not.l; 
Petavius, De angelis 1.1 c .l.

11. Suarez, 1.1,7f. See Daffara, loc. cit., n. 203.
12. St. John Chrysostom, In Gen. c.l hom.2 n.2f.: MG 53,29f.; Inps. 8 n.6: MG 55,115; Ceuppens, p. 6f.; Peta

vius, n .l.
13. F. Kaulen, Die biblische Schopfungsbericht (Freiburg 1902) p. 16; Kortleiner, op. cit., p.35; Heinisch, loc. 

cit.; Hummelauer, Commentarius in Genesim p. 88f., leaves the matter undecided. See Petavius, loc. cit.
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Gen. 3:24: At the east of the garden of Eden he placed the Cherubim, and a flaming 
sword (= with a flaming sword).. .to guard the way to the tree of life. 16:7ff.: The angel 
of the Lord speaks to Hagar and promises her the birth of Ishmael. 19: Iff.: Two angels 
came to Sodom, they speak to Lot and tell him that they were sent by the Lord in order 
to destroy that place.

Exod. 23:20ff.: Behold, 1 send an angel before you (Israel), to guard you on the 
way and to bring you to the place which I have prepared....Hearken to his voice...for 
my name is in him.

Isa. 6:2: Above him stood the Seraphim; each had six wings.... And one called to 
another and said: Holy...is the Lord of hosts.” 14

There is no basis for saying that these texts are not talking about angels, but about 
men specially sent by God, because that would not make any sense, for example, if it 
concerns the Cherubim in paradise since, besides the first parents, there were no other 
men present (Gen. 3:24) and because those angels clearly appear as superior to men.

Likewise, when (as in Gen. 16:13; 21:17) the angel of God is also called God, so 
that the text seems to be dealing with God himself, nevertheless in other contexts that 
is not the case, since the angels appear as distinct from God. Also those texts are more 
fittingly understood to be about real angels, but adorned with the name of God as the one 
sending them.14 15

284. Therefore it is not correct to say that the Jews learned the doctrine 
about angels from the gentiles. For: a) The difference between their teach
ing and the ideas of gentiles on this matter is vastly superior to the small 
similarity there is between them. The more complete teaching appearing 
after the exile must be attributed to the divine revelation proclaimed by 
the prophets. But the idea of the gentiles about spirits, demons and inferior 
gods must be considered rather as a vestige of the primitive revelation, 
although now considerably corrupted, b) While their idea of angels is full 
of myths, the teaching of Scripture about them, even after the exile, is very 
serious and sober-minded.16 c) This teaching does not differ substantially 
from the teaching about angels that was given before the exile.17

Why did God give a clearer instruction to the Jews about the angels after the exile 
rather than before? Perhaps because their temptation towards idolatry had completely 
disappeared.

14. See Ceuppens, loc. cit., 182; J. Souben, O.S.B., Ange: DAFC 2,124-128.
15. Vacant, 586; J. Touzard, Ange Yahweh: DBS 1,242-255; F. Stier, Gott und sein Engel im alten Testament 

(MUnster 1934).
16. Vacant, Ange: 1,111; Ange: DB 1,588-590. Moreover the teaching o f  the O.T. regarding angels should be 

distinguished from the doctrine o f  the Jews at the time o f  Christ, which they derived partly from sources 
other than the inspired books; on this see L. Hackspill, L 'angilologie juivre a I 'epoque neo-testamentaire: 
RevBibl 11 (1902) 527-550; Frey, L ’angelologie juivre au temps de Jesus-Christ: RevScPhTh 5 (1911) 75- 
110; Bonsirven, Le Judaisme palestinien au temps de Jesus-Christ 1 (Paris 1934) p.l c.4; Id.: DBS 4,1161- 
1166; Prat, La theologie de Saint Paul 11“ (Paris 1929) 493.

17. See W. Fracassini, Angelo: Elt 3,299.
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A R T I C L E  I I

F u r t h e r  q u e s t i o n s  o n  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a n g e l s

285. How many angels are there? It is uncertain, but certainly there are 
very many, so that they seem to surpass by far the number of men.

Scripture: Do you think that I cannot appeal to my Father, and he will at once send 
me more than twelve legions of angels? (Matt. 26:53). A thousand thousands served 
him, and ten thousand times ten thousand stood before him (Dan. 7:10). You have 
come...to innumerable angels in festal gathering (Heb. 12:22).

The holy Fathers, understanding that these texts and others about the number of 
angels that cannot be expressed in human language: a) Mention a “multitude” of angels 
(St. Clement of Rome, R 17), “the host of good angels” (St. Justin, R 113), “heavenly 
squadrons of angels and archangels... and armies greater than these... so many heavenly 
armies” (St. John Chrysostom, R 1141; see 1148). b) They teach that the ninety-nine 
faithful sheep are angels, while the one sheep is the human race: “For there are more 
angels (than men from Adam up to the present day).. ..They are those ninety-nine sheep, 
since only one is the human race. 1

286. Are the angels distinct among themselves? They certainly are 
in name. For if we omit the three proper names that are given in the Bible, 
namely, Michael (Dan. 10:13), Raphael (Tob. 12:15), Gabriel (Luke 1:19),1 2 3 
various names are manifestly given to angels indicating different classes, 
or in order to signify distinct parts of their multitude: Cherubim (Gen. 3:24 
etc.),19* Seraphim (Isa. 6:2f.), Thrones (Col. 1:16), Dominations, Virtues, 
Powers, Principalities (Eph. 1:21), Archangels (1 Thess. 4:15), Angels (1 
Pet. 3:22).

287. They are also different: 1) In nature, according to almost all the Scholastics, 
who say (v.gr., St. Thomas, St. Bonaventure) that the angels differ by arrangement 
through their natural gifts, but in perfection through the gifts of grace. However certain 
Fathers, like Didymus of Alexandria and St. Basil, say that all the angels are equal in 
nature, while St. Gregory Nazianzen (as it seems) puts the matter in doubt.3

1. St. Cyril o f  Jerusalem, Catech. 15 n.24; MG 33,904. On the comparisons o f  the Fathers on the number o f  
angels and men see Petavius 1.1 c.14. See also G. Bareille, Ange d'apres les Peres: DTC l,1205f. Petavius 
(n. 9-15) however adds at the end: “It is uncertain that there are more angels than men, and much more 
uncertain, by how much the former exceed the latter.”

2. On other proper names that are outside o f  the inspired books see Vacant: DB 1,577; H. Leclercq, Ange: 
DACL l,2086f.; Frey, 93f.; Bonsirven, Le Judaisme...loc. cit., p. 236.

l9’On them see P. Dhorme-L. H. Vincent, Les Cherubins: RevBibl 35 (1926) 328-358 {Le nom), 481-495 (Les 
cherubins bibliques).

3. S.Th. I, q. 108, a. 4; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.9 a.lf.; Didymus o f  Alexandria, De Spiritu Sancto n. 13: MG 
39,1046; St. Basil, Cont. Eunom. L.3 n.l: MG 29,656; St. Gregory Nazianzen, Oral. 40 n.5: MG 36,364.
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2) They also differ more probably in species, inasmuch as there are many species 
of angels and many individuals in each species, as Suarez holds (as it seems).4 For that 
seems to agree more with the distinction of angels which the statements of Scripture 
and the Fathers bring out. Thus the distinction of species in each one of which there are 
many individuals is more in accord with the same statements. But that there are as many 
species as there are angels is held by the Thomists. So they more commonly hold, in 
their interpretation of the holy

Doctor,5 that it is absolutely repugnant for there to be two angels of the same spe
cies, since they are spiritual and simple beings. Others think (Toledo, Palmieri)6 that all 
angels are in the same species.

288. They differ in order, since those different names undoubtedly indicate differ
ent levels of dignity, although it is not certain whether that diversity is located in the 
proper perfection of individual angels, on in their tasks:

Scripture: Michael is called one of the chief princes (Dan. 10:13). Raphael is one of 
the seven who assist before the Lord (Tob. 12:15). The title “archangel” (1 Thess. 4:16; 
Jude 9) indicates a prominence over the angels. Paul by saying (Col. 1:16): invisible, 
whether thrones or dominations or principalities or authorities supposes that there are 
different invisible beings.

The holy Fathers universally say the same thing: St. Cyril of Jerusalem (R 849): “We 
make mention of .. .angels, archangels, virtues, dominations, principalities, authorities, 
thrones, cherubim.. .and seraphim.” St. John Chrysostom (R 1148): “If.. .you stretch your 
mind to the armies of angels—archangels..., virtues, thrones, dominations, principali
ties, authorities, cherubim, seraphim....” St. Augustine (R 1805): “Thatthere are thrones, 
dominations, principalities, authorities in the heavenly dwellings I firmly believe, and I 
hold with undoubted faith that they differ in some way among themselves.”

St. Gregory the Great (R 2335): “We said that there are nine...orders of angels, be
cause we know, based on the testimony of holy Scripture, that there are angels, archangels, 
virtues, authorities, principalities, dominations, thrones, cherubim and seraphim....”7

Liturgy, for example, in the Preface: “The Angels acclaim your majesty, the Domi
nations adore you, and the Powers worship in awe,” or: “With the Angels and Archan
gels, with the Thrones and Dominations, and all the militant hosts of heaven.”

289. But how many orders are there? Although there is nothing absolutely certain 
about this, so that the Fathers propose different numbers for them or they speak about 
the matter in a doubting way,8 nevertheless generally they say that there are nine orders 
of angels.

4. Suarez, 1.1 c. 12.
5. S.Th. I, q. 50, a. 4; 2 CG 93. See Billuart, De angelis diss.2 a.5, according to whom “Thomists.. .more com

monly” understand St. Thomas in this way. J. Collins, The Thomistic Philosophy o f the Angels (Washington 
1947), explains the main philosophical ideas o f  the holy Doctor about angels (their existence, nature, knowl
edge, w ill,...).

6. Toledo, In 1 q.5 a.4; Palmieri, th. 26. On this point see Martinez, p. 74-77.
7. There are many testimonies in Petavius, 1.2 c. 1.
8. Beraza, n. 385f.
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The foundation of this is found in Scripture, since there is no reason for supposing 
that the many mentioned under those names are all applied to the same order. If you 
believe Petavius, “Dionysius was the first one distinctly and definitely to say that there 
are nine orders and grades of angels, and he confirmed that he had learned this from his 
teacher. He confessed however that he does not know whether there are others besides 
the nine already revealed to us.”9 But although the fixed number of orders is not rarely 
ascribed to Pseudo-Dionysius, because on account of his authority his opinion was fol
lowed by others, still before him others enumerated nine orders, like St. Ambrose10 II. 
and before him St. Cyril of Jerusalem (R 849). St. Gregory the Great independently, it 
seems, of Pseudo-Dionysius, said that from that time the number nine was accepted by 
all (R 2335).

290. With Pseudo-Dionysius" the orders of angels are suitably divided into three 
hierarchies. A hierarchy is sacred or, rather, the rule of the sacred in order to move the 
rational creature towards God; it is established by the ruler and set in order by him. But 
each angelic hierarchy is thought to be composed of three orders, namely, the highest, 
the middle and the lowest. Thus in the first hierarchy there are orders that are illuminat
ed and sent immediately by God alone; in the second there are those who are illuminated 
and sent by angels of the first hierarchy and they illuminate others; in the third are those 
who, illuminated and sent by the angels of the second hierarchy, work immediately with 
sensible things and especially in the service of men.

In the concrete however they are probably distributed in this way: in the first hier
archy are cherubim, seraphim, thrones; in the second, domination, virtues, authorities; 
in the third, principalities, archangels, angels. The first three orders and the last two are 
more or less fixed in all the authors, but the rest are distributed in different ways (S.Th.
I, q. 108, a. If.).

291. At least the first angels that existed were made by God out of 
nothing. That is a defined dogma of the Church in Lateran IV (D 800): 
God “created both orders of creatures in the same way out of nothing, the 
spiritual or angelic world,” and in Vatican I which repeated the words of 
Lateran IV (D 3002); it also taught (D 3025) “the world and everything in 
it, both spiritual and material, have been produced in their entire substance 
by God out of nothing.”

From Col. 1:16: In Christ all things were created, in heaven and on 
earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominations or principali
ties or authorities—all things were created through him and for him. This 
is clear for the reason that an angel, a contingent being, must be from an
other, and as spiritual and simple it must come into being immediately by

9. Petavius, 1.2 c .l n. 12; Ps.-Dionysius, Decael. hier. c.6: MG 3,200. But he may have learned this matter from
St. Ephrem: see J. Michl, Ephram und die neun Chore der Engel: ThQschr 118 (1937) 474-491.

10. St.Ambrose, Apolproph. David 5,20: ML 14,859.
II. Ps.-Dionysius, loc. cit.
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creation, since it cannot be educed out of matter.
Although in the quoted documents it is supposed that some things were 

created out of nothing immediately by God, that is, not out of some subject 
previously created out of nothing; it is supposed that others were created 
mediately, however since in them a series of things is included, some spiri
tual and some corporeal, from the obvious sense it is necessary to think that 
at least the first being in each of those series (and especially in the spiritual) 
was created immediately out of nothing.

292. Were the individual angels created immediately by God? St.
Gregory of Nyssa, although he denies the distinction of sex in the angels, 
claims that there is a certain way in them, unknown to us, by which one 
angel proceeds from another.12 But angels, as being simple and spiritual, 
since they cannot be educed out of matter, for example, by generation (D 
1007), can come into existence only by creation. But that some are not 
created by others is clear because no creature, at least as a principle cause, 
can create. But even if that were not true, there is no reason to suppose that 
some angels de facto were created by others.

293. When were the angels created? Lateran IV (D 800) defined as a dogma of faith 
that the angels were not created from eternity. It said: God “from the very beginning of 
time has created both orders of creatures...the angelic world and the corporeal...and 
then the creature man....” It is at least certain from those same words that the angels 
were created before man. Contrary to some, like Gennadius,13 it seems certain that the 
angels were not created after matter.

The holy Greek Fathers quite commonly thought that they were created before mat
ter, such as Saints Basil, Gregory Nazianzen and also some Latin Fathers such as Saints 
Jerome and Ambrose.14 They speak about the creation of the angels as being made not 
just before the second creation of matter, as Palmieri thinks, but before the first, as is 
clear from their words.15 But it is at least more probable that the angels were created at 
the same time as matter (with moral simultaneity). That was the opinion of Saints Au
gustine, Epiphanius, Gregory the Great,16 etc., and most of the Scholastics, especially 
after Lateran IV.17

12. St. Gregory ofN yssa , De horn. opif. 17: MG 44,189. On this rare opinion see Bareille, 1195.
13. Gennadius, De eccl. dogmat. 10: ML 42,1215. See St.Augustine, De civ. Dei. 11,99: ML 41,324; DeGen. ad 

litt. 2,8,16: ML 34,269.
14. St. Basil, In hexaem. Hom.l n.5: MG 29,13; St. Gregory Nazianzen, Oral. 38 n.9f.: MG 36,320f.; St. Je

rom e,/«  Tit. 1.2f.: ML 26,594; St.Ambrose, Hexaem. 1,519: ML 14,131. See Bareille, 1193f.; Vacant, 580.
15. Palmieri, th.25. See Beraza, n.380.
16. St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 11,33: ML 41,343; St. Epiphanius, Adv. haer. 2,65,5: MG 42,20; St. Gregory the 

Great, Mor. 32,12,16f.: ML 76,644f. See Vacant, 581; Martinez, p. 422-424.
17. P. Lombard, 2 d.2 n.2-5; S.Th. I, q. 61, a. 3; Suarez, 1 c.3. See Vacant, 583; Id., Angelologie dans les Con- 

ciles: DTC l,1169f.
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For the rest, the arguments for this position are not fully convincing. Sir. 18:1: He 
created everything at once (simul; koivi)), where “at once” is the same as “together 
with” and “in like manner.”18 Gen. 1:1: He created the heavens and the earth, where 
however the word “heavens,” which could include also the angels, signifies perhaps 
only the visible world (n. 29). Lateran IV (D 800): “From the very beginning of time 
he created both orders of creatures,” where however, since the Council did not intend 
to define against the Albigensians anything but the fact of creation in time, “from the 
beginning of time” is the same as “together with” and “in like manner.” And the word 
“afterwards” (deinde) is not opposed to the words “from the beginning,” but rather to 
the words “from the beginning of time,” to indicate that man was created afterwards.19 
Angels, as part of the universe, were created suitable together with the whole universe.

But the Lateran words “from the very beginning of time” at least indicate that the 
angels were not created a long time before matter.20

294. Where were the angels created? The answer to that question is hidden from us.21

18. See Knabenbauer, Comment, in Ecclesiasticum (Paris 1902) p. 204f.; Petavius, De opfc io  sexdierum 1.1 c.5 
n.4.

19. See Vacant: DTC l,1269f.
20. See Vacant, 1170: DB 1,582.
21. Suarez, 1.1 c.4.
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C H A P T E R  I I

On the nature of angels

A R T I C L E  I 

On t h e  s p i r i t u a l i t y  o f  a n g e l s  

Thesis 10. Angels are pure spirits.

S.Th. I, q. 50, a. If.; 2 CG 49f.; I d. 10 q .l a. 4; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.8 p .l a.l q .l; Suarez, 1.1 c.5-7; 
Beraza, n.414-463; Boyer, 432-441; Palmieri, th. 19-21; Daffara, n.205-215; Martinez, p. 50-72.

295. Connection. Since we have already established the existence of 
angels and in some sense their nature, inasmuch as we have proved that 
they are rational substances lower than God and superior to men, now we 
progress further to study more carefully their nature in its relation to cor
poreal beings.

296. Definition of terms. Angels are rational substances inferior to 
God and superior to man.

297. Spirit, although it is taken in a broad sense for a slight and subtle 
thing and one that is less visible, like the air (S.Th. 1 d. 10 q.l a.4)1; in the 
strict sense it is a substance which is not corporeal matter, nor does it de
pend in its being or activity, at least in its highest operations, on a body, 
even a subtle one, intrinsically, that is, as a subject keeping it in existence 
or as a co-principle directly influencing it.

298. Spirit: a) A non-pure spirit does not exclude a natural ordination 
to a body as a subject of information, and consequently also it does not 
exclude extrinsic dependence on a body, or as a condition of its being or 
operation.

b) A pure spirit excludes natural ordination to a body as a subject of 
information, and consequently also even extrinsic dependence on a body 
for its activity. However it does not exclude the possibility of assuming a 
body in an accidental union, or spiritual matter, if by chance there is such 
a thing, as some of the ancient thinkers said; this point will be considered 
below.

1. On the evolution o f  the word “spirit” in ancient science (natural philosophy, medicine, psychology) see F.
Rusche, Pneuma, Seele und Geist: ThGl 21 (1931) 606-624.
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299. Spiritual, as distinct from a spirit, or a spiritual substance, is said to be that 
which naturally pertains only to a spirit.

A body, from which a spirit is distinguished, is a substance by its very nature having 
mass or which requires quantity immediately inhering in itself; it can be either solid, 
or fluid, or airy or something else of material composition. Corporeal is that which 
pertains to that substance naturally either by identity or by intrinsic dependence on it. 
Matter is taken here as a body: and material as corporeal.

300. We suppose as per se evident: a) That created pure spirits are pos
sible; this follows also from the possibility of a spirit that, without depend
ing intrinsically on a body, informs it. b) That angels, as superior to man 
who is composed with spirit, are not really corporeal, and they do not have 
a crass body, like the body we have. We are dealing therefore with the ex
clusion of even the most subtle body.

The thesis per se prescinds from the substantial simplicity of a spirit.

301. Adversaries. Certain Fathers ascribe some kind o f body to an
gels, although very subtle. St. Fulgentius: “Simply for two reasons say that 
they (angels) are a substance, that is, out of an incorporeal spirit.. .and out 
of a body through which at times they appear to men... .Therefore they say 
that they have an ethereal body, like fire, but that the bad angels.. .have an 
airy body.”2 St. John Cassian (R 2050).

St.Augustine, who at times (R 1522, 1774) seems to attribute bodies 
to angels, at other times doubts it: “Who makes the angels spirits, that is, 
those who by nature are spirits, makes his angels to be.. ..But it is ambigu
ous whether consequently he added to them bodies, as his servants like a 
burning fire, or whether his servants should glow with a type of spiritual 
charity.” “If... any one asserts that the demons do not have bodies, on this 
point he should not be burdened with a difficult inquiry or attacked with a 
contentious argument.”3

302. Among the theologians St. Bernard had his doubts: “The Fathers 
seem to have had different views on this matter, and it is not clear to me 
whether I should teach one or the other; I admit that I do not know.” Peter 
Lombard.4

Cajetan attributed some kind of body to devils: “I believe that the dev-

2. St. Fulgentius, De Tr. 9: ML 65,505. See Vacant, Ange: DB 1,577; G. Bareille, Ange d ’apres les Peres: DTC
1,1197; H. Klee, Histoire des dogmes, trans. P.H.M. 1 (Paris 1948) p. 343f.

3. St.Augustine, De civ. Dei 15,23,1; 21,10,1: ML 41,468.724. See also Enarr. lnps. 85 n.17: ML 37,1094; De
Gen. adlitt. 12,35,68: ML 34,484; Serm. 12,9: M L 38,104;D e Trin. 3,5: M L42,874. Undeservedly therefore
Petavius (1.1 c.2 n.9-11) and Bareille (1197) think that he simply attributed a body to angels.

4. St. Bernard, In cant. serm. 5 n.7: ML 183,801; see De consid. 5,4,7: ML 182,791 f.; P. Lombard, 2 d.8 n.1-3.
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ils are airy spirits.... But by the naming of “airy” I do not understand the el
ement of air, but rather a subtle body unknown by our senses. It is a simple 
and incorruptible body, born to be moved locally by the soul to all different 
places without any repugnance coming from the nature of the body.”5

Leibniz, Kant and other heterodox philosophers, thinking that a spirit 
camiot be active without a body, attribute bodies to angels.6

303. The Scholastics before Cajetan quite commonly seem to have held the pure 
spirituality of angels, since St. Bonaventure says about it: “At one time the great doc
tors had doubts about it...; hence both Augustine and Bernard speak about it with some 
doubts. But it is now held with sufficient certitude and Richard affirms that angels are 
naturally incorporeal....”7 But after Cajetan that opinion became very common, for 
“now there is no theologian of any authority in the field of dogma who does not teach 
that the angels are pure spirits.”8

304. Doctrine of the Church. Lateran IV  (D 800): God “created both 
orders of creatures in the same way out of nothing, the spiritual or angelic 
world and the corporeal or visible universe. And afterwards he formed the 
creature man, who in a way belongs to both orders, as he is composed of 
spirit and body.” See Vatican /  which repeats those words (D 3002).

It must be denied that with these words it is defined that angels are pure 
spirits, since the Council intended simply to define against the Manicheans 
and Albigensians that all things were created by God.9

But the Council is thought to suppose that angels do not have solid bod
ies, since it opposes spiritual creatures to corporeal ones; also it is not sup
posing some kind of subtle body,10 since without doubt it thinks that angels 
are at least as spiritual as the human spirit. It must not be thought that they 
ascribed to the human spirit some kind of more subtle body, in opposition 
to the solid body to which the soul is united in man.

5. Cajetan, In Eph. 2,1. Elsewhere (in 1 q.50) he thinks correctly about the spirituality o f angels.
6. See Perrone, De Deo Creatore n.18; Katschthaler, 1.1 p.2 s.2 c .l n.102.
7. St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.8 p. 1 a. 1 q. 1. See Vacant, Ange dans VEglise latine: DTC 1,1227.1230f. 123If.
8. Pesch, 3 n. 369. De Lubac says that since the 13th century theologians have not held for the bodies o f  angels, 

Surnaturel 214-216.
9. Valencia ( / « I d.4 q.2punct.l): “For that was not meant to be defined, but only said in passing, that what was 

explicitly to be defined might be asserted, namely, at the beginning o f  time all things were created by God”; 
Vacant, Ange: DB 1,579; Angelologie dans les Conciles: DTC l,1268f. See Hefele-Leclercq, Hisloire des 
Conciles t.5 (Paris 1913) § 645 p,1323f.

10. See Perrone, n. 19 note: Vacant, 1268f. But those authors perhaps say too much, thinking that from the Coun
cil it was certainly excluded, although not as a matter o f  faith, that the angels have some kind o f  a body; for 
there a spirit could simply be opposed to a solid body; hence St. Thomas (De malo q. 16 a .l)  (writing after 
that Council) said: “whether devils have bodies naturally united to themselves, or do not have them, does not 
make much difference regarding the doctrine o f  the Christian faith.”

10’ Pius XII, Encycl. Humani Generis: AAS 42 (1950) 570.
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By reason of the context Pius XII seems to touch on this question when 
he points out a novelty of the new theology: “The question is also raised 
by some about whether angels are personal beings and whether there is an 
essential difference between matter and spirit.”10*

305. Theological note. The thesis taken: a) On the lack of a solid body: 
it seems that it should be divine and catholic faith, since without doubt the 
Church in this way interprets Scripture in other texts and in these words: A 
spirit has not flesh and bones as you see that I  have (Luke 24:39).

b) On the lack of a subtle body: it is certain in theology. Present day 
theologians generally agree on this qualification.11

306. Proof from Holy Scripture. Without explicitly stating the mat
ter, Scripture implicitly assumes it. 1. Positively: A spirit has not flesh 
and bones as you see that I  have (Luke 24:39). For we are not contend
ing against flesh and blood, but against the principalities and powers..., 
against the spiritual hosts o f wickedness...{Eph. 6:1 If.). But these words, 
although they are treating directly with a body such as ours, are thought to 
exclude from angels any kind of body, since there is no reason opposed to 
it.

Angels whether good or bad are simply called spirits’. Angels—are 
they not all ministering spirits... (Heb. 1:14). The spirits are subject to you 
(Luke 10:20). Then he brings seven other spirits more evil than himself 
{ibid., 11:26). Grace to you...from him who is...andfrom the seven spirits 
who are before his throne (Rev. 1:4).

But: a) The word “spirit” simply used elsewhere signifies a pure spirit, 
as in John 4:24: God is spirit, b) Spirit cannot simply be said to be a being 
composed of spirit and body in the proper sense, just as a man cannot be 
said to be simply a soul, c) If the spirit of man as such is mentioned, it is 
understood to be without any body.

307. 2. Negatively: If the angels had a body, they would be composed 
like a man with a body and another part informing the body such as a soul.

11. This thesis is: for Suarez (1,6,6) almost certain “because o f  the common consent o f  the Church, with a defini
tion quite clear and based on Scripture and the Fathers”; for Valencia (loc. cit.) so clear that the contrary is 
very temerarious and can even be thought to be erroneous; for Mendive (De Deo Creatore, n. 15) “morally 
certain because o f  the common agreement o f  the Scholastics”; for Perrone (loc. cit.) and for Katschthaler 
(n. 100) “certain”; for Pesch (n. 361) “so commonly received that it can be said to be theologically certain”; 
for Beraza (n. 424) “openly proposed as so certain in diocesan catechisms...that really it cannot be denied 
without great temerity”; for Huarte (n. 675) “it should be held as completely certain”; for Boyer (p. 434) 
theologically certain “because o f  the agreement o f  the theologians”; for Daffara (n. 211) “a common opinion 
today...among theologians and the Church wholly agrees with them.”
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But Scripture never mentions a body of an angel or a soul or any composi
tion o f these into one, as it does mention in the case of man: Do not fear 
those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul; rather fear him who can 
destroy both soul and body in hell... (Matt. 10:28). The body apart from the 
spirit is dead... James 2:26).

The human soul, although it is a spirit, is never called simply a spirit, 
but always with an addition indicating that it is a part of a composite being 
or that its nature is to inform a body: It is the Spirit itself bearing witness 
with our spirit... {Rom. 8:16). The spirit o f man which is in him (1 Cor. 
2:11).* 12

308. Proof from tradition. It is not surprising that the Fathers did not 
concern themselves directly in determining the pure spirituality of angels, 
since it was not explicitly denied by the heretics, nor per se was the knowl
edge about this of any special use to Christians.

On the other hand, although they had a clear idea of a pure spirit, since 
they knew that God is such a spirit, nevertheless at the time they lacked the 
precise terminology to express these matters, so that, for example, Tertul- 
lian says (R 355): “Everything that is, is a body of its own type; nothing is 
incorporeal except what does not exist,” or so that for them often a body is 
that which God is not (R 2303). Moreover certain statements of Scripture 
or sensible apparitions of angels narrated in it were able to cause doubt 
about this in some of them.

Hence it is not possible in this matter to make a good patristic argument 
that is really convincing, since there is no unanimity among the Fathers. 
But this is certain—that as time went by the matter was proposed more 
clearly by them, so that after the 5th century the pure spirituality of angels 
was for the most part admitted. Moreover, many of the Fathers presented 
the matter quite clearly, and others who speak obscurely can be understood 
easily as presupposing it.

309. 1) The following propose the matter clearly enough, inasmuch as 
they simply say that angels do not have a body. Lactantius (R 646): “We 
say that the power of God is so great that it even comprehends incorporeal 
things and he deals with them as he wishes. For the angels fear God be
cause they can be punished by him in an ineffable way....”12*

Eusebius Caesar (R 667): “God...[willed]...some incorporeal intelli-

12. See also Vacant: DB 1,579; I d Ange d ’apres la Sainte Ecriture: DTC 1,1190.
12' His teaching about the existence, nature and functions o f  angels is explained by E. Schneweis, O.F.M.Cap., 

Angels and Demons according to Lactantius (Washington 1944).
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gences and divine powers, angels and archangels, immaterial and abso
lutely pure spirits

St. Gregory of Nyssa (R 1026): “All rational creatures are divided into 
incorporeal and corporeal. The incorporeal are angelic.”

St. John Chrysostom (R 1152): “Was it not complete madness to say 
that those angels were so corrupted that...their incorporeal nature was 
joined together with bodies?....For it is not possible for such an incorporeal 
nature ever to experience concupiscence.” See also R 1197.

Theodoret (R 2156): “Although we confess that the nature of angels 
is to be without a body, still we say that their substance is circumscribed.”

St. Gregory the Great (R 2307): “An angel.. .is only a spirit, but man is 
both spirit and flesh.” “...The devil and his angels, though they are incor
poreal, are tortured by a corporeal fire” (R 2320).

310. 2) They say that the angels are corporeal, i f  they are compared 
with God, and therefore it should not be thought that they deny their pure 
spirituality, but they say only that they are limited beings, according to 
what was just quoted from Theodoret. St. Gregory the Great (R 2309): 
“Their (angels).. .knowledge in comparison with ours is vastly greater, but 
in comparison with the divine knowledge it is very small, just as their spir
its in comparison with our bodies are spirits, but in comparison with the 
greatest and unlimited spirit they are bodies.”

St. John Damascene (R 2351): “An angel ...is an understanding sub
stance..., without a body....But it is said to be incorporeal and immaterial 
in reference to us; for whatever is compared to God.. .is found to be heavy 
and material. For only the divine nature is truly an immaterial nature and 
incorporeal....”

St.Ambrose : “But we think that nothing is immune and foreign to 
material composition except only the substance of the venerable Trinity, 
which truly is pure and simple.”13

Amobius: “All things whatever that are invisible and incorporeal, 
to God alone...are visible and corporeal....Whatever has measure, is a 
body—open not to human but to divine eyes; but God alone is immense 
and incorporeal....”14

311.3) They say that the angels are fire, ether or something similar, but 
so that that fire or ether is intelligent, and therefore they are thought to use

13. St. Ambrose, De Abraham 2,8,58: ML 14,482. See, if  you please, M. Pastore, Gli angeli in S. Ambrogio 
(Rome 1949).

14. Arnobius, Confl. De Deo Trino et Uno 2,5: ML 53,276. See Beraza, n. 453.
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those words metaphorically or for some kind o f immaterial fire or ether. 
St. Gregory Nazianzen (R 1005): God “first conceived the Heavenly and 
Angelic powers....And so the secondary Splendors came into being, as the 
Ministers of the Primary Splendor; whether we are to conceive of them as 
intelligent Spirits, or as Fire of an immaterial and incorruptible kind, or as 
some other nature approaching this as near as may be.”

St. Basil (R 950): “Just as a branding iron cannot be conceived without 
fire, since one is the subject matter and the other the fire, likewise in the 
heavenly powers consider their substance as an airy spirit or immaterial 
fire....”

St. John Damascene (R 2350): “He is Himself...the Creator of the an
gels: for He brought them out of nothing into being and created them after 
His own image, an incorporeal race, a sort of spirit or immaterial fire....”

312. Theological reasoning. Reason favors the thesis because, since in 
creatures some are purely corporeal and others are composed of body and 
spirit, it is necessary in order to fill out the ladder of created beings that 
there be other beings purely spiritual (S.Th. I, q. 50, a. 1).

313. Objections. 1. On the testimony of Scripture angels appear in a sensible form 
(Dan. 10:5ff.); they speak to each other with a sounding voice (Zach. 1:11; 3:4); they 
eat (Gen. 10:3; 18:9); they are sent with a trumpet and a loud voice (Matt. 24:31); they 
wrestle with men (Gen. 32:24). Therefore they have a body.

I  distinguish the consequence. A body assumed in an accidental way, conceded; in 
a proper way, denied.

From those facts it does not follow that angels have a body, for: God himself can 
appear in a bodily form. It would follow rather that they have a heavy body like ours. As 
they please they appear and disappear (Tob. 5:5; 12:21). They eat apparently: I  merely 
appeared to you and did not eat or drink (12:19).

Therefore those bodies, which from the obvious meaning of Scripture and by the 
Fathers were understood to be real and not just imaginary,15 were assumed by them 
through some kind of union that was not substantial but purely extrinsic. In this way 
an angel becomes intimately present to a body with reference to local motion, to mak
ing sounds or to perform other actions, while at the same time in those bodies there is 
no real human life or action, except only apparently. Therefore if Raphael says (Tob. 
12:19): I  merely appeared to you and did not eat or drink, but you were seeing a vision, 
that is understood mystically about the beatific vision.

314. 2. Demons are restrained by the sound of a cithara (1 Sam. 16:23), they flee 
from the smoke of a burning liver (Tob. 6:7, 17). But these suppose a body. Therefore.

15. St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 15,23,1: ML 41,468; S.Th. 1, Q. 51, a. 2f.; Suarez, 1.4 c.33-37.
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I  distinguish the minor. If they happen naturally, I  pass; otherwise, denied.
Surely these things are explained not front their natural power, but from the preter

natural power of God because of which those things affect the demons either morally, 
inasmuch as at their presence God acts against the demons (as holy water is now used 
in exorcisms), or physically, inasmuch as God can, as in hell by fire, act against them.

3. Demons are apprehended by other angels and are bound (Tob. 8:3). Therefore 
they have a body.

I  distinguish the consequence. If that happened by the natural power of a bodily 
agent, conceded; if it happens by the power either physical or moral of a superior angel, 
or by the power of God himself, denied.

If those words were taken as they sound, it would follow that demons have a heavy 
body like ours. Nothing prevents angels from moving demons from one place to another 
or to detain them in one place, in a way either physical or moral unknown to us, either 
by their own power or at least by the power of God.

Also the fact that demons are tortured by fire (Matt. 25:41; 2 Pet. 2:4) is explained 
in this way: that God preternaturally elevates fire so that it can bum spirits.

315. 4. It is said in Gen. 6: If.: When men began to multiply ...the sons o f  God saw 
that the daughters o f men were fair; and they took to wife such o f them as they chose.... 
The sons o f God came in to the daughters o f men, and they bore children to them. These 
were the mighty men that were o f old. From these words it is clear that angels were mar
ried to women. But that requires a body. Therefore.

I  deny the major. “The sons of God” does not refer to angels, as is clear: 1) From the 
nature o f  the case, for: There it concerns marriages in a human way, which is unheard of 
with regard to angels. They would have to have a diversity of sexes (Matt. 22:30). The 
punishment of women is being recorded, not that of angels. The good angels, as already 
beatified, had not sinned; but the bad angels in Scripture are not called “sons of God.” 
The angels would have to have a heavy body like ours. Even if the fact were admitted, 
it could possibly be explained by bodies assumed accidentally. But something so un
usual, if it is not fully proved, would seem as a mythical narration to bring dishonor to 
Scripture.

From the inanity o f the contrary reasons. Indeed: a) In the Septuagint version one 
reads “angels of God.” But this is in just a few codices and not important ones, while 
the better codices and the Hebrew text have “sons of God.” b) In Scripture the angels 
are called that, for example in Job 1:6; 2:1; Ps. 29:1 etc. But never in the Pentateuch, but 
rather men who are specially bound to God, as in Exod. 4:22, Deut. 14:1. And the oppo
site places are in a poetic context, from which their meaning is clearly apparent, c) The 
opposition between the sons of God and the daughters of men shows that the former are 
not men. But that opposition can be simply moral because of a special dignity, as saying 
(Jer. 32:20): who hast shown signs...in Israel and among all mankind, does not deny 
that the Israelites are men. d) Some Fathers are for that interpretation, such as Clement
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of Alexandria, Saints Justin, Irenaeus, Ambrose, etc.16 But there is hardly one of them 
who is a recognized authority in explaining the literal sense of Scripture, e) They are 
said to be bom from giants. But they were men, that is, famous men or heroes.

316. 2) Therefore the" sons o f  God” are Sethites or men from the family o f Seth. 
Thus Saints John Chrysostom, Cyril of Alexandria, Augustine,17 but not all Catholic in
terpreters.18 To be sure Moses in the prior chapters speaks only about the sons of Adam 
who came through Seth. Moreover they could be called “sons of God,” not because they 
were outstanding in piety, since then men in general were very bad, but by reason o f  the 
family. For to Seth (who was given to Adam to replace Abel) a son was bom whom he 
named Enosh; and he began to call on the name o f  the Lord (Gen. 4:25ff.). The “daugh
ters of men” are women from the family of Cain.

317. Objector insists: In Jude 6f. it is said: Angels that did not keep their own posi
tion... have been kept by him in eternal chains...just as Sodom...and the surrounding 
cities ...which likewise (from the Greek text) acted immorally and indulged in unnatural 
lust, serve as an example by undergoing a punishment o f eternal fire. In this text the 
angels are compared with Sodom, etc. with regard to sin. But the sin of Sodom, etc. was 
one of fornication. Therefore.

I  distinguish the major. A comparison is made regarding the punishment of sin, 
conceded; regarding the species of sin, denied.

The sin was: of the angels, because they did not keep to their place; and of the sur
rounding cities because they acted immorally and indulged in unnatural lust. Moreover, 
even if the Greek reading were true, with the word “likewise” they are fittingly joined 
together with the words “serve as an example.”

318. Recently a theory was proposed by Closen which, considering that pericope 
(Gen. 6:Iff.) as an allusion to the sin that generally all men committed with women 
(Gen. 6:12: allflesh had corrupted their way) claims that the sons o f God are the men o f  
the human race, inasmuch as they were created by God in the “image of God,” but that 
the daughter o f  men is woman inasmuch as she is a weak and carnal being of this earth. 
But men, having forgotten her nobility, considered her exclusively as a carnal being or 
as an instrument of pleasure. Recently also Bauer has said that “the sons of God are all

16. Clement o f  Alex., Paed. 3,2: MG 8,575; St. Justin, Apol. 2,5: MG 6,452; St. Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 4,36,4: MG 
7,1093; St. Ambrose, De virgin. l,8,52f.: ML 16,202f. On many others see Bareille, 1195f.; Beraza, n. 437. 
O f recent authors Chaine, loc. cit., 101-106, thinks that the sons o f  God are angels, as if the ancients thought 
o f  the angelic nature differently than we do; J. Heuschen thinks that the opinion expressed by the sacred 
author was not exclusive: De “zonen Gods” in Genesis 5,1-4: RevEcclLiege 39 (1952) 9-95.

17. St. John Chrysostom, In Gen. c.5-6 hom.22: MG 53,187-189; Cyril o f  Alex., Glaph. In Gen. 1.2 n.2: MG 
69,53-56; St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 15 c.21f: ML 41,467-469.

18. Hummelauer, p. 211-219; M. Hetzenauer, O.C., Commentarius in librum Genesis (Vienna 1910) p. 127-133; 
G. Hoberg, Die Genesis Freiburg Br. 1908) p. 75-78; Murillo, El Gensis p. 349-354; Ceuppens, op. cit., p. 
242-265; A. Bea, S.J., De Pentateucha’ (Rome 1933) p. 169; Ch. Robert, Les Fils de Dieu et les Filles de 
I ’homme: RevBibl 4 (1895) 340-371, 525-552; Renid, 132-142. According to Heinisch, Problemi... c.5, the 
sons o f  men are mainly Sethites, but not excluding Cainites, and the daughters o f  men are mainly young 
Cainite women, but not excluding Sethites.
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men, the daughters of men are all women.”19 In the future this new theory will have to 
be mentioned in this context. However it does not remove probability from the previous 
opinion, and it has not fully pleased all the critics.20

Another opinion exceedingly favored, that the sons of God are the antediluvian 
chieftains, or sons of the powerful, but the daughters of men are the ordinary daughters 
of the people, is proposed by Junker.20*

19. G.E. Closen, S.J., Die Siinde der „Sohne Gottes“ (Gen. 6,1-4) (Rome 1937); I.B. Bauer, Videntesfilii Dei 
filias hominum(Gen. 6,2): VerDom 31 (1953) 95-100.

20. See Th. Vargha, O.F.M.: Ant 13 (1938) 409f.; Ceuppens: Ang 15 (1938) 143; J. Coppens: EphThLov 15 
(1938) 706f.; C.H.: NouvRevTh 55 (1938) 485f.; R. de V., Bulletin: RevBibl 47 (1938) 291.

20* H. Junker, Genesis (Bonn 1953) 29. Previously he adhered to the more common opinion: Zur Erkldrungvon 
Gen. 6,1-4: Bibl 16 (1935) 205-212; while before he had held the opinion that the sons o f  God are angels, 
as if  the sacred author is proposing a certain popular tradition, but which he did not adopt as his own: Die 
biblische Urgeschichte in ihrer Bedeutung als Grundlage der alttestamentlichen Offenbarung (Bonn 1932) 
31-36, and he was refuted by G.M. Perrella, C.M., I “figli di Dio" et lefiglie dell'uomo (Gen. 6:24): Di- 
vThom (Pi) 36 (1933)435-450. On this point see Clamer, Gen&se: PirClam 1 (Paris 1953) 175-177; Junker, 
loc. cit., 28f. In the source document the talk was about angels, or rather about demons giving birth to giants, 
but adding to it the sacred author speaks about the sons o f  Seth and the daughters o f  Cain, according to J. 
Fiscer: Deutung und literarische Art von Gen. 6,1-4: Alttestamentliche Studien F. NOtscher...gewidmet... 
(Bonn 1950) 74-85.
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A R T I C L E  I I

S o m e  a s s e r t i o n s  a b o u t  t h e  s p i r i t u a l i t y  o f  a n g e l s

319. Angels are essentially simple. St. Bonaventure and other older 
theologians from the Franciscan school denied it,21 distinguishing in the 
purely spiritual substance of an angel two elements—one determinable or 
as the matter (but without parts), the other determining or as the form.

But this theory: already rejected a long time ago by everybody, mul
tiplying beings without any necessity, falls into huge difficulties, since it 
does not explain how the whole angel is an act of understanding, and why 
the same composition does not enter into the formal element of the angel.

However since even in an angel there is composition—metaphysical 
or physical on various levels, such as potency and act (S.Th. I, q. 50, a. 2 
ad 3), genus and difference (ibid., ad 1), nature and person (3, q. 4, a. 1 ad
3), substance and accident either natural (1, q. 54, a. 1-5) or supernatural, 
nothing prevents us from making in an angel a distinction in a broad sense 
between matter and form.22

320. Angels are by nature incorruptible. For corruption is nothing 
but separation of matter and form in a being composed of them, which does 
not apply to an angel (I, q. 50, a. 5). Therefore since some Fathers say along 
with St. Ambrose: “An angel is not naturally immortal, for his immortality 
depends on the will of the Creator,” they mean, as is clear to one reading 
it in the context, that God alone is immortal by his essence, since he alone 
necessarily exists, but angels by participation, and in that sense by the 
grace of God, since they exist only by the will of God.23

321. An angel is in some intrinsic place (divisible or indivisible). For
intrinsic place is that by which something is said to be in place (ubicari), or 
to be here and not there; indeed, “whatever is, cannot be nowhere.”24 For if 
God were to create a body intimately present to an angel, the angel would 
be where the body would be and nevertheless it would be where it was

21. St. Bonaventure, in 2 d.3 p .l a.l q.If.; see edit. Quaracchi t.2 p.92-94 and M. Robert, O.F.M., Hylemor- 
phisme el devenir chez saint Bonaventure (Montreal 1936); Alexander Hales, Summa p.2 q.20 m.2 § 1. See 
H. van Rooy, O.F.M., De middeleeuwen over material en forma bij de engelen: StudCath 5 (1928-1929) 
108-127; E. Leineidam, Das Problem der hylemorphen Zusammensetzung der geistigen Substanzen im 13. 
Jahrhundert, behandelt bis Thomas vonAquin (Liebenthal 1930), which is completed by O. Lottin, La com
position hylemorphique des substances spirituelles: RevNeoscolPh 33 (1932) 21-41.

22. See St.Augustine, De Gen. adlitt. L.l,2f.: ML 34,247.
23. St. Ambrose, Defid. 3,3,19: ML 16,593. See Beraza, n.461-463; Pignataro, p. 83f.
24. St. Augustine, De immort. animae 1.1: ML 32,1021.
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before; therefore the angel already before that had his own “whereness” 
(ubicationem).

322. An angel can occupy extended space or can be in an extrinsic place, which is 
that by which a corporeal thing is said to be contained. Surely the testimonies of Scrip
ture (previously quoted) and of the Fathers obviously suppose that angels sometimes 
appear and act on a body or on some extended space.25 Likewise a spirit, since it is 
independent of matter and does not have parts like a body, can be in the same space in 
which there is something else. However an angel can be somewhere in absolute space 
(which signifies merely the possible existence of real or corporeal space), since local 
presence in space (ubicatio) or that proper to bodies is not in accordance with his nature, 
since it is identified with the sensible world. What is proper to him is a spiritual presence 
in space, that is, one that is per se independent of the existence of the sensible world.

323. An angel is not everyw here.26 For a transcendental presence in space (ubi- 
cario) or the immensity of God does not belong to an angel. For Scripture saying that 
angels are in heaven or on earth or that they go to some definite place or to be sent from 
one place to another (Luke 1:19; 2:19; Matt. 4:5, 12;Rev. 12:8; 20:1; Dan. 14:35; Zach. 
2:4) must be understood in the proper sense , that is, about a true change of place. There
fore it presupposes that the angels are not everywhere. The Fathers assume the same 
thing when they say that the angels are in heaven or in hell or in the air.27 Theological 
reasoning  teaches that God alone is immense, since any other substance is finite and 
therefore not capable of extending itself to all things.

However the presence of an angel in extrinsic place, which is had, as is clear, not 
by quantitative contact: Is not circm scriptive, or that by which a thing is in one place 
without being in another place, and thus it is totally in the total place, so that all of its 
parts correspond to all part of the place, since an angel, as a pure spirit, does not have 
physical parts. It is not repletive, or that by which the total thing is in total place, and to
tal in each of its parts, but in such a way that it is not limited to any definite place, but it 
is present everywhere; for that belongs to the one divine nature, since it is unlimited. But 
it is definitive, or that by which a thing is so present in one place that it is not in another, 
and the whole thing is in the total place and totally in all parts of the place. For that 
presence does not demand commensuration, nor extension, nor quantitative contact, but 
only an absence of distance (indistantia) between the thing and the place. But since an 
extrinsic place can have different dimensions, an angel is present in all of its parts, not 
by his parts (which he does not have), but by his whole substance.

324. An angel cannot be and  a c t a t the sam e tim e in different adequate p laces. An 
adequate  place is that which an angel occupies or can occupy, and which varies for the 
different perfections of the angel, while an inadequate place is one that is greater than

25. On the Fathers see Petavius, 1.1 c. 13.
26. See Suarez, 1.4 c .l,
27. See Beraza, n. 555.
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the angel can occupy. But an angel can naturally be and act at the same time in diverse 
inadequate places separate from each other, whose totality does not exceed adequate 
place, without operating in the middle, but not without being in the middle.

325. Many angels can naturally be at the same time in the same place. From Mark 
5:1-13 many spirits at the same time were in one man, and it is not reasonable to think 
that each one occupied a different part of his body. Angels lack quantity which is the one 
cause hindering compenetration.

326. How is an angel formally constituted in place? 1) According to St. Thomas, by 
the application of power, but which the following understand thus: a) Banez and others, 
that the proximate power to act is sufficient, even if the act does not take place; b) Gonet 
and others, that activity is required; c) Cajetan, that it suffices for incomplete presence, 
and activity is required for completion28 29; d) Toledo, that the operative power alone is 
sufficient.25 But to these opinions it can be objected that the presence of an angel in place 
must be presupposed in order for him to act or to be able to act.

2) According to St. Bonaventure and others he is in place by his substance alone. 
3) According to Suarez, by the presence alone of his substance not separated from the 
body in which he is said to be. This opinion—surely more probable—does not differ 
from the preceding one, except inasmuch as it places the intrinsic where o f the thing in 
a way somewhat distinct from the substance of the thing, by which the angel is said to 
be formally here and not there. If this is granted, then he can be said to be in an extrinsic 
place by the presence alone of substance not separated from it.30

28. S.Th. I, Q. 52, a. If.; In I d.37 q.3 a.If.; D. Bdftez, In I q.52 a.If.; like him, Sylvius, In 1 q.52 a .If.; Gonet, 
De angelis d.4 a. 1; Cajetan, In I q.52 a .l § 18-23. See Billuart, dis.2 a .l.

29. Toledo,//? I q.52 a.l concl.5.
30. St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.2 p.2 a.2 q .l; Scotus, In 2 d.2 q.5; Suarez, 1.4 c.4-8. See also Palmieri, th. 22n.5f.; 

Vdzquez, In I d. 188 c.6f. On the Suarezian concept o f  intrinsic ubication see helpfully Hellln, La ubicacion 
del Doctor Eximio: EstEcl 5 (1926) 390-450; Id., Sob re la ubicacion en Suarez y  sobre su sistema metafisico: 
RevEspT 7 (1947) 275-282.
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C H A P T E R  I I I

On the properties of angels

327. After the study of the existence and spiritual nature of angels, now 
we will undertake a careful consideration of their properties of understand
ing, willing and acting. Therefore we will reflect on each of these in the 
order indicated.

A R T I C L E  I 

SOME ASSERTIONS ON THE ANGELIC INTELLECT

S.Th. I, q. 54-58; Suarez, 1.2; Beraza, n. 464-494, 520-546; Daffara, n. 241-275; Muncunill, n. 295-312; 
van Hove, De modo etperfectione cognitionis angelorum: CollectMechl 13 (1939) 626-631; Michel, Science des 
anges: DTC 14,1621-1628; Martinez, p. 188-197,218-229,246-255,270-281, 308-318.

328. Connection. Now that we are about to treat angelic knowledge, 
which is something quite obscure and subject to the disputes of theolo
gians, a few things must be said about its perfection and instrument, means, 
mode and extent of its object.

329. In perfection of knowledge angels are superior to men. For
angels, as superior to men, without doubt surpass them at least in the fac
ulty of intellect and therefore in the perfection of its acts. Consider 2 Sam. 
14:20: My lord (David) has wisdom like the wisdom of the angel o f God 
to know all things that are on the earth. Matt. 24:36: But o f that day (the 
final judgment) and hour no one knows, not even the angels o f heaven... 
but the Father only. St. John Damascene (R 2352): The angels are “second
ary intelligent lights derived from that first light.” St. Gregory the Great 
(R 2303): “ ...Their knowledge extends incomparably farther than ours.... 
Therefore their knowledge in comparison with ours is much vaster, but in 
comparison with the divine knowledge it is very small; just as their spirits 
in comparison with our bodies are spirits....” Angels know independently 
of matter, while men depend on sensation in order to know something.

330. The intellectual power of an angel. Angelic intellection is not the being itself 
of the angel, since that cannot be except in God, but rather it is distinguished from the
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existence as act from potency.1 And the angelic intellect is not identified really with his 
essence, since in an angel understanding and being are not the same thing.1 2 An angel 
does not have an agent intellect (although Scotus held the contrary) since the purpose 
of the agent intellect is to abstract the species from the phantasm and this is not present 
in angels.3

331. The medium o f angelic knowledge. An angel, in the more or less common 
opinion (some disagree) of theologians, knows h im self through his own essence , since 
it is (like everything present in him, such as properties, accidents, etc.) per se knowable 
and in the highest degree present to the angelic intellect. That however is not true with 
regard to our soul, since it cannot know except by turning to the phantasm, which does 
not represent anything except material things.4 A ll other things (not united intrinsically 
to his essence) the angel knows by spec ies ,5 since he is not of himself determined to 
know all things, as is held commonly, with Palmieri disagreeing. He thinks, lest in that 
way idealism would seem to be introduced into the angel, rather that the angelic intellect 
is determined by God at his creation to know its own object actually.6

However an angel has those species more probab ly  not from  his own essence  (as 
Cajetan, Banez and others thought),7 since they, as limited, do not contain, even virtu
ally, the species of all things knowable by the angel for eternity; nor are they taken from  
the ob jects (as Scotus thought regarding individual things),8 since doubtless the mode of 
understanding of an angel takes a medium place between the divine mode, or through 
the divine essence, and our mode, or by species derived from the objects; but they are  
im m ediately infused by G od  (as St. Thomas, Suarez and many others think), and that 
happened a t his creation, since the angelic mind was disposed to accept them from the 
first moment.9

These species, as is held against Scotus,10 11 are universal, not just in an abstract sense 
like human universal species, or representing many objects under one common idea, but 
in a  perfec tive  sense  or representing many objects under an individual idea of each one. 
For since angelic cognition surpasses ours in perfection, it is necessary that it take place 
by species that are more perfect and more powerful than human ones. And of course 
they are m ore universal according as the angels are more noble.11

1 S.Th., I, q. 54, a. If.; Toledo, In I q.54 a. 1 f.; Suarez, 1.2 c .l.
2 S.Th., ibid. a. 3; Suarez, ibid. n.2.
3 Scotus, In 2 d.3 q.l 1.
4 S.Th. 1, q. 56, a. If.; 2 CG 98; St. Bonaventure, in 2 p.2 a.2 q.l; Suarez, c.4; H.D. Simonin, Le connaissance 

de I’angepar lui-meme: Ang 9 (1932) 43-62.
5 S.Th. I, q. 55, a. 1; 2 CG 98; Suarez, c.4f.; Vaalencia, In 1 d.4 q.6 punct.lf.; Simonin, La connaissance 

angelique de I’etre cree: Ang 9 (1932) 387-421.
6 Palmieri, th. 23 n.2.
7 Cajetan, In 1,2 q.50 a.6; q. 51 a.l at the end; Bdiiez, In I q.55 a.2.
8 Scotus, In 2 d.3 q.l 1 n .l l .  According to Toledo {In 1 q.55 a .l) he receives them from contingent objects 

occurring in time; but he has infused species o f  those things that are perpetual and created with them (such 
as the heavens, elements, and other similar things).

9 St. Th. I, q. 55, a. 2; III, q. 9, a. 3; Suarez, c,14f.
10 Scotus, In 2 d.3 q. 10.
11 S.Th. I, q. 55, a. 3; Suarez, c,14f.
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332. The angelic mode of knowing. An angel is always knowing something ac
tually. For since a living substance has from its very nature some actual operation, it 
is necessary that an angel exercise that act that is proper to him, namely, intellection. 
Indeed he always knows himself necessarily, as always being present to his own intel
lect, but he does not know everything in act at once that he can know, for since he is the 
master of his own acts, he can, like us, consider one thing or another.12

Can an angel know discursively, or by a causal succession of acts? According to St. 
Thomas, No. According to Scotus he certainly can, even those things that are evidently 
deduced from first principles that are per se known. According to Suarez, not natural 
objects evidently known, because an angel, since he knows the first principles more 
profoundly than we do, knows immediately in them all their conclusions; but certainly 
he knows discursively objects known by him only by conjecture (such as secrets of the 
heart, the mysteries of grace, etc.), since they can be inferred from other things known.13

An angel knows by composing and dividing, inasmuch as he apprehends the subject 
and the predicate separately and by comparing them with each other affirms or denies 
them. This does not apply to those things he knows evidently, but certainly does (as 
Suarez and others commonly against the Thomists think) to those things he knows con- 
jecturally, as is clear from the nature of the case.14

An angel can be mistaken, not in things evidently known, just as our senses cannot 
be mistaken regarding their proper object, but only in those things known conjecturally, 
like our intellect concerning things it knows discursively.15

333. The material object of angelic knowledge. What an angel can know natu
rally, certainly and essentially is very extensive. For if it is absolutely certain that the 
angelic intellect has perfections in a much more perfect way than our intellect does and 
that it lacks the imperfections common to human thinking, very probably it can be as
serted that an angel knows: a) Himself; other angels; men; material things individually; 
but God only in an abstractive way. b) All natural causes and their effects; also many 
possible causes and effects, but not all. c) Unless they are subject to some other law, 
also present facts, and. provided they leave some trace, past and future things as such; 
but not, as it seems, necessary future things, if many causes and a great amount of time 
come together to produce them.

12 S.Th. I, q. 58, a. If,; 2 CG 97, 101; De ver. q.8 a.6 ad 7; Suarez, c. 35f.
13 S.Th. 1, q. 58, a. 2f.; Scotus, In 2 d .l q.5; Suarez, c.33.
14 S.Th. I, q. 58, a. 4; Suarez, c.32.
15 Suarez, c.39. See S.Th. I, q. 58, a. 5.
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A R T I C L E  I I

On t h e  k n o w l e d g e  o f  s e c r e t s  o f  h e a r t s

Thesis 11. Angels cannot know the secrets of hearts naturally and 
certainly.

S.Th. I, q. 57, a. 4; Suarez, 1.2 c.21-25; Palmieri, th. 23; Beraza, n .506f, 513-517; Huarte, n.685-688; Daf- 
fara, n.264-268.

334. Connection. In the preceding thesis we indicated positively the 
object of angelic knowledge. Now we will point out some limitations on 
that knowledge, that is, we will determine how far it does not reach, name
ly, to the secrets of hearts, to future free acts, to the mysteries of grace. 
Therefore first of all we will treat secrets of the heart.

335. Definition of terms. The secrets o f hearts with which we are con
cerned here are not just any internal acts of a rational being, but only free 
acts, and all those acts that connote some free act and that are not mani
fested by any external signs.

They are called secrets of hearts, because the heart is commonly understood as the 
quasi fountain of the whole moral life (Matt. 5:8; 15:18f.; Rom. 1:21).

They are free acts of the will; acts of the intellect or of the lower faculties com
manded by the will, but according as they are commanded or free; acts of the intellect 
either previous to an act of the will or following it that connote that free act of the will.

To those secrets: 1) Acts exteriorly manifested do not pertain; commanded acts of 
the lower faculties but as physical realities produced by the change in an organ; nec
essary acts by which another angel knows and loves himself, b) It is not completely 
certain that necessary acts of the will pertain here; acts of the intellect either not com
manded, or physical acts if they are commanded, c) Perhaps those free acts do not per
tain which the creature positively wills that the angels know (but which they know only 
pretematurally, such as internal prayers directed to them).

336. Angels cannot know. These words assert the physical impossibility 
of knowledge, whether it is from some intrinsic cause or from a defect of 
the powers of nature, or whether it is from some extrinsic cause because 
God in his providence denies cooperation and so prevents that knowledge.

Naturally, that is, by the powers alone of nature, since supernatural 
knowledge by divine revelation is doubtless possible.

Certainly, that is, not merely conjecturally, since in that way the knowl
edge would be, at least often, possible.
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337. Adversaries. The thesis as proposed by us does not have any adver
saries, since even the Scotists admit it, although they do say that the impo
tence of the angels is extrinsic to them.1

338. Theological note. Regarding acts freely elicited by the will it is at 
least certain in theology; unless perhaps it is said rather to be of divine and 
Catholic faith from Scripture and Tradition,1 2 even though the texts of Scrip
ture are directly about man. Regarding the acts of the other faculties com
manded by the will, it seems that the same thing must be said. Regarding 
acts of the intellect merely connoting some free act of the will it is certain in 
theology.

339. Proof from Holy Scripture. 1) Positively, from formulas without 
doubt referring to all acts that presuppose the free influence of the will or 
connote that: a) The knowledge of hearts is said to be proper to God. Jer. 
17:9f.: The heart is deceitful above all things, and corrupt; who can under
stand it? I  the Lord search the mind and try the heart. 1 Chron. 28:9: The 
Lord searches all hearts, and understands every plan and thought. Ps. 44:21: 
For he knows the secrets o f the heart.

b) This knowledge is attributed to God by a figure of speech. Ps. 7:9: 
Thou who triest the minds and hearts, though righteous God. Heb. 4:12: The 
word o f God... discerning the thoughts and intentions o f the heart.

c) This knowledge is attributed to Christ. John 1: 47-51: Jesus saw Na
thanael: Behold, an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile! Nathanael said to 
him: How do you know me? Jesus answered....: Before Philip called you, 
when you were under the fig tree, I saw you. Nathanael answered him, Rabbi 
you are the Son of God.... Jesus answered him: because I said to you, I saw 
you under the fig tree, do you believe? You shall see greater things than
these.....John 2:24: Jesus did not trust himself to them, because he knew all
men and needed no one to bear witness of man; for he himself knew what 
was in man.

2) Negatively. That knowledge as something natural to them is never at
tributed explicitly or implicitly to good or bad angels.

340. Proof from tradition. 1) Demons do not know secrets o f hearts. St. 
Jerome (R 1391): “...The devil in his innermost being does not know what 
a man is thinking, unless he understands it from exterior actions... Cassian

1. Scotus, In 4 d.45 q.4; In 2 d.9 q.2 n.27; Frassen, Scotus academicus t.2 (Rome 1900) d.2 q.3. However see 
(regarding good angels) Mastrius, In 2 d.2 q.8f.

2. Mastrius (loc. cit.) denies it and holds as probable (at least regarding the good angels).the contrary opinion. 
But perhaps he is not dealing with our state o f  the question about the knowledge o f  free secrets.
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(R 2051): “The unclean spirits can grasp the qualities of our thoughts, but 
by deducing them externally from our sensible motions, that is, either from 
our dispositions or from our words and acts to which they see us especially 
inclined. However they absolutely cannot perceive the thoughts that have not 
yet been expressed from the depths of the soul.”

2) God alone knows the secrets o f hearts. St. Basil: “By what spirit or by 
what intention we act.. .only he knows who understands all of our acts... ,”3

341. Theological reasoning. A rational creature, since he is ordered to 
God alone as his final end, and tends to him by his own free acts, is thought 
to have perfect control over his own acts, so that in them he depends on God 
alone. But he would not have that perfect control, if he were not able to hide 
his acts as he wished. Otherwise he would be deprived of his freedom, at 
least to a great degree.

342. This reason is merely moral, proving that it is not necessary that the secrets of 
the heart be made known to angels. But what is the physical reason by which de facto 
that ignorance is obtained? It is difficult to give some reason that is really convincing. 1) 
According to the Scotists, it is the denial of cooperation from divine providence. But such 
a natural faculty that is always impeded by God from using its own act is absurd.4 2) Ac
cording to Cajetan, etc., it is the absence of the innate species that are sufficient for that 
matter. But all do not admit this theory about infused species.5 3) According to Palmieri, 
etc., it is the nature of vital acts which, as such, are not known except to the creature elicit
ing them and to God as the one comprehending everything true and also cooperating with 
those acts.6 But if an angel knows intuitively the human soul, why can he not also see its 
acts?

343. Objections. 1. The devil enters into a man’s heart. Therefore he can know his 
secrets.

I distinguish the antecedent. The devil enters into a man’s heart by infestation, con
ceded; by knowledge of the secrets of the heart, I subdistinguish: If they are made known, 
conceded; otherwise, I subdistinguish again: conjecturally, conceded; certainly, denied.

2) The devil often in possessed persons makes known their secrets. Therefore he 
knows the secrets of hearts.

I distinguish the antecedent. If they are made known and manifested by external ef
fects, conceded; otherwise, I subdistinguish: he knows them as probable, conceded; as 
certain, I subdistinguish again: by a special divine permission, I pass on that; merely natu
rally, denied.

3. St. Basil, Inps. 32 n.8: MG 29,344.
4. Scotus, loc. cit.,; Frassen, loc. cit.
5. Cajetan, In 1 q.57 a.4 § 6f.
6. Palmieri, loc. cit., n.4. See Beraza, n.517.
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A R T I C L E  I I I

O n t h e  k n o w l e d g e  o f  f u t u r e  f r e e  a c t s

Thesis 12. Angels cannot know future free acts naturally and cer
tainly.

S.Th. I, q. 57, a. 3; Suarez, c.9-11; Beraza, n. 502-505, 509-512; Palmieri, th. 23 n.5; Otten, n. 354-368.

344. Connection. Since we have proved in the previous thesis that an
gels cannot know the secrets of hearts, the next question is whether they 
can know future free acts.

345. Definition of terms. A future act is one that is not now, but will be.
A future free act is taken here for one that depends on a creature, not

necessarily acting, but freely acting whether immediately by itself or by 
putting another natural cause into act.

However by that formula are indicated, not the present acts of a cre
ated will determining to do something in the future, nor internal acts about 
things to do later, since all of those acts pertain to the secrets of the heart; 
but external acts according as they depend on the free determination of a 
creature.

They cannot know, that is, physically, either mediately in the cause it
self or immediately in the acts themselves.

Naturally, certainly are understood as they were in the last thesis.

346. Doctrine of the Church. Vatican Council I  (D 3009): “ ...God 
has thus willed that the external proofs of his revelation, namely divine 
acts and especially miracles and prophecies, should be added to the in
ternal aids given by the Holy Spirit. Since these proofs so excellently dis
play God’s omnipotence and limitless knowledge, they constitute the surest 
signs of divine revelation....”

347. Theological note. Divine and catholic faith from Scripture and 
the Tradition interpreting Scripture in this way.

348. Proof from Holy Scripture. It establishes the knowledge of 
future acts: a) As an argument for divinity. Isa. 41:23: Tell us what is to 
come hereafter, that we may know that you are gods. 46:9f...: /  am God
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and there is no other; I  am God, and there is none like me, declaring the 
end from the beginning and from ancient times things not yet done.

b) As a sign of the divine mission of Christ. John 14:29: And now I  
have told you before it takes place, so that when it does take place, you 
may believe.

c) As what shows the divine origin of the Gospel. Rom. 1:2:.. .Set 
apart for the gospel o f God, which he promised beforehand through his 
prophets in the holy scriptures, the gospel concerning his Son....

349. Proof from tradition. 1) Certain knowledge of future events is 
proper to God alone. St. Justin (R 116): “ .. .This is the work of God, to tell 
of a thing before it happens, and as it was foretold so to show it happen
ing.” St. Augustine (R 1740): “For one who is not prescient of all future 
things is not God. Wherefore our wills have just so much power as God 
willed and foreknew....”

2) God is said to foreknow future events. St. Cyril of Jerusalem (R 815): 
God “has knowledge of future events and is more powerful than all things; 
he knows and does all things as he wills.” Theodoret (R 2162): “God at a 
great distance foresaw those things that were in the future... .the God of the 
universe sees everything from afar as God....”

350. Theological reasoning. Angels cannot know a future free act in 
the decrees o f God, since these cannot be known naturally; nor can it be 
known in the will itself since it is in itself indifferent to either of the two 
possibilities. Also it cannot be known in itself since, as future, it is nothing 
either in act or in a definite potency. Therefore it is not knowable except 
in the expression by which it is produced in act, in such a way therefore 
that as future it cannot be known except by an infinitely perfect intellect to 
whom all eternity is present simultaneously.

351. Objection. Demons often predicted future free acts. Therefore they know 
them.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Demons predict future free acts based on conjectural 
knowledge, conceded; based on certain knowledge, I  subdistinguish: obtained in a 
purely natural way, denied; in some other way, for example, because of some divine 
revelation made to men, Ipass on that.

For the objection to be truly valid, two things must be proved which certainly are 
not proved: 1) That the prediction was firm, not just apparently, but based on certain 
knowledge, b) If it was from certain knowledge, that this was obtained in a purely 
natural way.
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352. Corollary 1. Angels cannot know naturally things that are intrinsically and 
simply supernatural, such as the Beatific Vision, sanctifying grace and everything else 
intrinsically connected with them. They cannot know them according to their being, 
since this surpasses the powers of any created nature either existing or possible. Nor 
can they know them, as least certainly, regarding their possibility, since those things 
do not have any necessary connection with nature.

Our assertion seems to be certain against Scotus and others who say that supernat
ural realities can be known by the angels: if they do not exist, regarding the possibility 
in an abstractive way1; but if they already exist, regarding their existence intuitively.1 2

353. Corollary 2. Angels cannot know naturally the supernatural mysteries o f  
God. These are either totally intrinsic to God, as the Trinity, or they are his works 
ad extra, as the Incarnation. The assertion is valid also with reference to the certain 
possibility of a concrete mystery before the revelation of it is known, and after it is 
known with reference to its essence. Also since (1 Cor. 2:11): No one comprehends the 
thoughts o f  God except the Spirit o f God, the mysteries of God: if they have a begin
ning, before they exist they depend on the free will alone of God and this cannot be 
known naturally; if they already exist they are simply supernatural and therefore they 
surpass any powers of the creature.

354. Angels naturally can perhaps know before they are revealed that some su
pernatural mysteries of grace are possible in general; but they cannot know what that 
supematurality is precisely according to its substance, nor can they know that some 
concrete mystery is possible or will exist in the future.3

The blessed angels know supernaturally in the Word the mysteries of God, and they 
know them on different levels of perception depending on their different levels of glory. 
Likewise God reveals other things unknown to them depending on their office. Thus the 
higher angels illuminate the lower ones about the mysteries (S.Th., I, q. 57, a. 5).

1. For knowledge o f  the possibility o f  the vision o f  God see Scotus, In 4 d.49 q.8 (see however Frassen, loc. 
cit.)\ Vdzquez, In 1,2 d.20 c.2 (but see In 2 d.214 c.1-3).

2. Scotus, In 4 d. 10 q.8 concl.2 (see however Frassen, loc. cit.). See Suarez, loc. cit., c.29 n.7.
3. See V&zquez, In 1 d.214 c.1-3.
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A R T I C L E  I V

On t h e  a n g e l i c  w i l l , c o n s i d e r e d  n a t u r a l l y

S.Th. I, q. 59f.; Suarez, 1.3; Beraza, n. 520-526; Muncunill, n335-342; Daffara, n.276-284.

355. Angels have free will. That is an implicitly defined matter o f faith 
in Lateran Council IV (D 800): “The devil and the other demons were cre
ated by God good according to their nature, but they made themselves evil 
by their own doing.” Scripture says the same thing when it teaches that they 
sinned (2 Pet. 2:4; Jude 6), and the Fathers also, for example, St. Justin (R 
142): “He created angels and men free for the observation of justice.” Ta- 
tian (R 156): “The Logos too, before the creation of men, was the framer of 
angels. And each of these two orders of creatures was made free to act as it 
pleased.” Theological reasoning shows, not only the fact of free will, but that 
it is more perfect than the human as we said regarding the angelic intellect.

356. Because of the great perfection of that freedom, the decision of an angel takes 
place, not after a long deliberation, but instantaneously. But is that free choice, once 
made with full deliberation, also immutable? This question is posed here in general 
about every free choice of an angel, although it is contrary to the more common opin
ion. Thomists think that at angel can make a mistake (defectibilis) only with regard to 
supernatural things, but not with regard to the natural end.1

1. Thus, for example, Bafiez, Salmanticenses, Gonet, Gotti, Billuart, etc.; on these and on the contrary and more 
common opinion see H. de Lubac,S.J., Surnaturel. Etudes historiques (Aubier 1946) p. 261-321. These authors 
currently follow St. Thomas on the impeccability o f angels against the natural law: A. Gardell, O.R, Election:
DTC 4,2254; Ch.V. Heris, O.P., L ’amour naturel de Dieu: MelThom (1923) 304; J.H. Nicholas, O.R, La grace 
et lepeche: RevThom 45(1939)70-79; M.R. Gagnebet, O.R, L 'amour naturel de Dieu et ses contemporains: 
RevThom 49 (1949) 73-86; Martinez, op. cit., 694-698; R Russelot, S.J., L 'intellectualisme de saint Thomas2 
(Paris 1924) p. 218 (see p. 72); Id., Quaestiones de conscientia (Brussels 1937) p. 54c; Rondet, op. cit., p. 205 
and note 6;C. Courtes, O.P., La peccabilite de Tange chez saint Thomas: RevThom 53 (12953) 133-163, saying 
that the Angelic Doctor was always consistent in this teaching; Michel, Possibilite dupeche desAnges: AmCl 65 
(1955) 188. But de Lubac understands him in the contrary sense (inasmuch as the holy Doctor affirms peccabil
ity as belonging to the angelic nature, not in this or that hypothesis, but considered essentially and because o f his 
natural imperfection): op. cit., 231-260 (see also Id., Esprit et liberte: BullLitEccl 40 [1939] 189-207); De Blic, 
Saint Thomas et I’intellectualisme moral apropos de la peccabilite de Tange: MdlScRel 1 (1944)241-280 (see 
Id., Peccabilite du pur esprit et surnaturel: Ibid., 3 [1946] 162; Id., Quelques vieux texts sur la notion d'ordre 
surnaturel: Ibid., 359-362) -he thinks that there is one series o f  texts o f tire holy Doctor in which the impeccabil
ity o f  the angel is taught, and another in which the natural peccability o f any pure creature is asserted. Philippe de 
la Trinite, O.C.D., (Du peche de Satan et de la destinee de I 'esprit d  'apr'es S. Thomas d  'Aquin: EtCarm [1948] p. 
33-85) thinks that the devil de facto sinned by rejecting the supernatural order, but that he was fundamentally ca
pable o f  sinning by rejecting God as his ultimate natural end (against the Thomists), without involving the Angelic 
Doctor in any contradiction (against De Blic). Maritain holds almost the same thing, Neuf leqons sur les notions 
premiers de la philosophic morale (Paris 1951) 129-134 (but an angel in the order o f charity could not de facto 
sin in the natural order without first sinning in the supernatural order); and Ch. Joumet, L 'univers de creation ou 
Tunivers anterieur a TEglise: RevThom 53 (1953) 467f. (but the angel de facto sinned in the supernatural order 
and so he violated the natural law o f being obedient to legitimate authority). Also see Suarez, loc. cit., 1.3 c.7.
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The Thomists affirm the immobility of the angelic will—some a physical im
mobility and also in every choice or in the choice alone of the good that the angel 
presents to himself as the ultimate end, according to different opinions; others affirm 
a moral immobility or changing with great difficulty.2 The reason is that, since the an
gel, because of his perfect apprehension of the object, forms an irrevocable practical 
judgment, he is thought also to will it irrevocably.

Durandus, Scotus, Suarez and others deny that immobility.3 This is more probable 
(although a certain moral firmness o f adhesion is not denied to an angel), since his 
knowledge is not thought after the choice to necessarily draw his will to the object, 
which it did not draw before the choice. Nor is the act of choice so eternal that the will 
cannot change it. For the created will is not essentially immutable.

357. Moreover the free will of an angel, although on a higher level of being, 
should be thought of as much like the human will, so that its adequate object is being 
under the aspect of goodness; it is also free with the freedom of contradiction (to act 
or not to act), either of contrariety (for this act or for its contrary), or of specification 
(for this act or that act). However it is more probable that an angel cannot obtain a 
state of total cessation of acts.4

358. Since there is no repugnance on the part of immateriality, an angel is capable 
of: a) Hope, desperation, audacity, fear (James 12:19); also anger (Rev. 12:12), but 
only inasmuch as this is desire of retribution for an injury received, b) Joy (Luke 15:7, 
10), desire (1 Pet. 1:12), love of the good; hate, flight and sadness because of some 
evil, c) Natural and spontaneous love by which he loves himself and God under the 
generic aspect of the good; free choice by which he loves himself and other objects 
(see S.Th. I, q. 60).

2. S.Th. I, q. 64, a. 2; 4 CG 95. See Billuart, diss.6 a. 1.
3. Durandus, In 2 d.7 q.2; Scotus, In 2 d.7 q .l; Suarez, 1.3 c.10. For Toledo (In 1 q.64 a.2) this is the “com

mon opinion.” See S. Bonaventurae opera 2 (Quaracchi) Schol. p. 177.
4. Suarez, 1.3 c.3.
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A R T I C L E  V

O n t h e  e x e c u t i v e  p o w e r  o f  a n g e l s

359. An angel can move himself from place to place. For they are 
said to be sent, to go away, to walk, to run (Job 1:7; Zach. 2:4; Exod. 14:19; 
Matt. 28:2; Luke 1:26-28, 38). They are somewhere, but they are not every
where nor do they necessarily stay in one determined place. Therefore they 
can move themselves (I, q. 53, a. 1,3).

Can an angel move himselfwithout passing through a medium ? Yes they can, according 
to those who explain that the presence of an angel in place happens by the application of their 
power.1 They cannot, according to others, since that would be equivalent to the replication of 
an angel simultaneously in many places; that however seems to presuppose infinite power.1 2

The movement of an angel is very fast, according to all. But it is disputed whether 
a limit should be assigned to that velocity, as Vazquez thought, or not, as is held more 
commonly with St. Thomas and Suarez.3

360. An angel can move other spirits. That holds true unless the one being moved is 
stronger and resists. From Tob. 8:3, Raphael seized a demon and bound him in the desert 
of Upper Egypt. From Luke 16:22: The poor man died and was carried by the angels to 
Abraham’s bosom. That this power is natural is denied by Vazquez and affirmed by Suarez.4

361. An angel can move bodies. From Dan. 14:35, the prophet Habakkuk was 
transported by an angel to Babylon. From Acts 8:30, Philip was seized by an angel and 
was found in Azotus. From John 5:4, an angel moved the water of the pool. An angel, as 
vastly superior in power to men, can without doubt affect bodies. Therefore he can also 
do what is easy—move them locally.

But the manner o f  that movement is difficult to understand. It is not done by a contact 
of quantity, as is clear, but by some contact of power.5

This power, which doubtless is different depending on the different perfection of the 
angel, is limited.6 But its extent is unknown to us.

362. An angel can produce extraordinary physical effects. For since he can 
move bodies locally, applying active principles to passive things, he can also introduce 
substantial changes in bodies, but in such a way that he only disposes the nature which 
then exercises its own proper power.

1. S.Th. I, q. 53, a. 2; Quodl. L .l a.5; In 1 d.37 q.4 a.2.
2. See Suarez, 1.4 c. 18f.; Palmieri, th.22 n.7
3. Vazquez, In 2 d. 194 c.3; S.Th. 1, Q. 53, a. 2 ad 1; Suarez, 1.4 c.24.
4. Vazquez, In I d .194 c.3 n .l l;  Suarez, 1.4c.28.
5. See Suarez, 1.4 c.30f.
6. See Suarez, 1.4 c.32.
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Hence he can: a) in vegetative life, support or hinder nutrition, illnesses, generation; but 
he cannot raise the dead or do something that nature cannot produce by its own power; b) in 
sensitive life, support or hinder movements of the flesh, pleasure, pain, anger, memory and he 
can affect the external and internal senses in various ways; c) in rational life, increase mental 
power, and indirectly move either the intellect, by the stirring up of species or the impression 
of phantasms or presenting some object, or by inciting the will to choose something freely.7

363. An angel can assume bodies. St. Augustine: “Scripture testifies that angels 
have appeared.. .to men in bodies of such a nature that they could not only be seen, but 
also touched.'’8 See Gen. 18:2ffi; Luke 1:26ff.; Acts 12:7ff.; the whole book ofTobit.

However even though the bodies assumed by an angel are truly organic, as Tertul- 
lian thought, and not rather airy or subtle in some other way (but truly real) as is held 
more commonly,9 an angel does not use them in a hypostatic way as a true substantial 
or accidental fo rm , but only as some kind of mover. Hence it does not anim ate it, and 
therefore it does not effect, as the vital principle, their vital functions, even though it 
produces them by imitation in such a way that the bodies really seem to be living.

364. An angel can perform miracles. But he cannot perform one with regard to 
i ts e lf  and sim ply as such, or produce a sensible effect which has a cause hidden from 
a ll creatures essentially, that is, not by reason of some impediment (I, q. 110, a. 4); but 
he can with regard to us and in a lim ited w ay, or produce a sensible effect which has 
a cause hidden from all men essentially, that is, by reason of the limitation of human 
nature itself (St. Thomas, 3 CG 103). For since he surpasses us greatly in knowledge 
and power, he can, by applying his active power to various things, do many things that 
with regard  to us are either beyond nature, like the cure of a blind man (Tob. 11:15); or 
con trary to nature, like lifting a man up from the earth (Dan. 14:36), or above  nature, 
like the speaking of a serpent (Gen. 3: Iff.).

365. This holds for a miracle considered physically. But taken m orally  as an in
strument of God to reveal the divine mind or to obtain some effect desired by God, a 
miracle cannot be worked by an angel except by a command or approval of God. But it 
can never be worked by a demon in order to deceive men. For one must hold firmly that 
“demons cannot do anything according to the powers of their nature... except what he 
permits, whose hidden judgments are many, but none of them are unjust.”10 11

366. The executive p o w e r  o f  angels is not really d istinct from  their in tellect and  
will. This is held as more probable with St. Thomas, while Suarez disagrees."

7. See Wirceburgenses, De angelis n.47-50.
8. St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 15,23,1: ML 41,468.
9. Tertullian, Cont. Marc. L.3 c.9: ML 2,333. See St. Augustine, Enchir. C.59: ML 40,260. Suarez, 1.4 c.34f.; 

Beraza, n. 375.
10. St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 18,18,2: ML 41,574.
11. S.Th. I, q. 54, a. 5; q. 79, a. 1 ad 3; De malo q, 16 a. 1 ad 14; Suarez, 1.4 c.29.
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A R T I C L E  VI

On t h e  m u t u a l  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  o f  a n g e l s

367. Angels speak to each other. Some angels manifest the concepts 
of their mind to other angels. This is at least certain in theology. Scrip
ture: 1 Cor. 13:1 mentions the tongues of men and o f angels. From Jude 9, 
Michael while disputing with the devil about the body of Moses said: The 
Lord rebuke you. Isa. 6:3: The Seraphim called to one another ...Holy.... ”

Tradition: St. John Chrysostom (R 1197): “Here he says the tongue.. .of 
angels...but he wants to say this: Although I speak the way the angels are 
wont to speak among themselves....He called it their tongue...he wanted 
to indicate their mutual conversation in a way that is known to us.” St. John 
Damascene (R 2352): Angels “without uttering words they communicated 
to each other their own thoughts and counsels.” Theological reasoning: 
They are in society, which, as being governed, supposes their free mutual 
manifestation of counsels, thoughts, precepts, etc.

They can speak naturally also with God, to whom they open up their thoughts al
ready known by him; but not with us, because purely spiritual speech in this life is not 
suited to our soul, and their speech by sensible signs is preternatural.

368. But the manner in which an angel manifests some concepts, while concealing 
others, so that only the one to whom the speech is directed perceives it—this point is 
quite obscure. Hence it is explained (we omit some other ways) by Scotus and others 
by the production of the knowledge of the concept in the one addressed; by Suarez and 
others by the impression of the species in the one addressed; by St. Bonaventure and 
others by the free communication of the intelligible species to the one addressed; by St. 
Thomas and many others-—which seems to be more p robab le—by a free ordination of 
the concept to the one addressed, in such a way that God by his concurrence determines 
the intellect of the latter to actually know.1

369. There is angelic enlightenment. All scholastics agree on this point (based, 
as it seems, on Scripture and Tradition), following the view of Pseudo-Dionysius, who 
in passing speaks about the angelic enlightenm ent, which he also calls purgation and 
perfection.

However that enlightenment is a manifestation of an unknown truth, which a supe- *

L Scotus, In 2 d.9 q.2 n.l5,27f.; Suarez, 12 c.26-28; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.10 a.3 q .l; S.Th. I, 1.107, a. If. 
See Beraza, n. 527-536. According to St. Thomas, “in the speech o f  an angel distance o f  place is not an 
impediment” (ibid., a.4) “and thus an angel perceives the speech o f  another angel in the same way whether 
he is near or far away” (De ver. q.9 a.6). But not according to Suarez (1.2 c.28 n .l3f.), but he does not want 
to decide (holding both as probable) whether no distance or propinquity affects the speech at least in some 
way.
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rior angel communicates to an inferior one, by way of being a teacher, with reference 
to God, since it is very fitting to divine providence that in a society of superiors and 
inferiors the superiors direct and teach the inferiors. Hence enlightenment is a special 
kind of speech, which supposes in some angels superiority with regard to wisdom and 
it happens by way of a manifestation. Of course this is not just about speech as such.

It can be about many things connected with grace, or about what the superior, but 
not the inferior, sees in God. But probably it is not about things purely natural (or about 
things known at least in some supernatural way), since these are already known by the 
inferior, at least by a knowledge infused preternaturally by God.2

2. Ps.-Dionysius, De cael. hier., v.g., c.4 § 3-4; c.7 § 3: MO 3,180f.210; S.Th. I, q. 106; 107, a. If; De ver. Q.9 
a.1-5; Suarez, loc. cit., c.l 1-15; Beraza, loc. cit., 537-546. „There can be no enlightenment properly speak
ing among the demons"...because enlightenment is in order “to God who enlightens every intellect ...and  
one (demon) does not order another to God, but rather to lead away from the divine order” (I, q. 109, a. 3). 
However “many things concerning divine mysteries are made known by the holy angels to the bad angels, 
whenever the divine justice requires the demons to do anything for the punishment o f  the evil; or for the trial
o f  the good......This revelation... is not an enlightenment on the part o f  the demons, for these do not direct it
to G od ...” (ibid., a. 4 ad 1).
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C H A P T E R  I V

On the moral condition of angels

370. Having considered what pertains to the nature of angels, the next 
step is to explain what concerns their moral condition, that is, to what final 
end they are ordained and how they are disposed towards it. We will also 
consider how they conducted themselves in order to obtain that end or per
haps rejected it and what happened to them as a result of their actions.

But in order for that to take place more suitably, it is necessary to see in 
angelic duration three moments at least logically distinct from each other: 
creation, probation, retribution. However they do not depend on continuous 
time, which is what time is in the proper sense, since angels, as spiritual and 
therefore not subject to the change of a material thing, do not depend on 
space and time; but they do depend on discrete time, that is, time that has 
succession only of immanent acts discrete from each other (I, q. 62, a.5 ad 2). 
Therefore their duration does not necessarily correspond to ours, since one 
act of an angel can coexist with many of our moments, or since in angels the 
complex or combination of many acts of the intellect and the will connected 
with each other can be taken as one act and so as corresponding to one of our 
moments.1

A R T I C L E  I

O n  t h e  e l e v a t i o n  o f  a n g e l s  t o  s a n c t i f y i n g  g r a c e

Thesis 13. Angels were endowed with sanctifying grace in the 
beginning.

S.Th. I, q. 62, a. 3, 6; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.4 q .l; Suarez, 1.5 c.3s7; Beraza, n. 580-613; Otten, n. 380-387; 
Boyer, th. 21; Martinez, p. 443-461.

371. Connection. It is a matter of Catholic faith that the angels, and in 
fact all of them, were destined at least extrinsically right at the beginning to 
a supernatural end; this will be clarified below in what we have to say about 
their final destiny. But were they elevated to that end also intrinsically, that

1. The intrinsic duration o f  an angel, or what belongs to him really and independently o f  a coexisting material 
thing, does not include in itself before and after, or the measurement by really different moments o f  flowing 
time, but only his extrinsic duration, or what for him is dependent on the duration o f  a material thing and 
through his relation to this, includes that measurement.
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is, did all of them receive sanctifying grace? That is the main question that 
will now be treated. It will be necessary to handle other less important points 
in the scholiums.

372. Definition of terms. Angels, that is, all existing angels both good 
and bad.

Sanctifying grace, that is, a permanent gift that confers participation in 
the divine nature and adoptive sonship with the right to be an heir of God. To 
it are connected both the virtues2 and gifts of the Holy Spirit, and the right 
to actual graces by which it can be preserved and increased. But the super- 
naturality of his grace, which is assumed here, will be proved to be like the 
supematurality of the grace of Adam; this will be explained below.

They were endowed with grace. Thus the fact of the infusion of grace 
is asserted, and the thesis prescinds from the moment in which it happened.

In the beginning, that is, before the retribution of glory or the attainment 
of punishment.

That is not proved here directly, but it is presupposed as certainly estab
lished, whether regarding the evil angels, since if they were in beatitude they 
would have been impeccable, or consequently regarding the good angels, 
since without any justification for it some angels (i.e., the sinners) would be 
said to have been created in the beginning before being tested, and the others 
in their final state. De facto all the angels are thought, from the sources taken 
in their obvious meaning, to have been able at one time to commit sin.

373. Adversaries. Of those admitting the existence of angels, no one 
denies the thesis about the good angels. But regarding the bad angels some of 
the older theologians denied it, as Hugo Victorinus, P. Lombard, Alexander 
of Hales, St. Bonaventure3—contrary to doctrine now generally accepted.4

The Baianists denied, not the elevation of the angels to the order of grace, 
but that it was for them supernatural (D 1901, 1903, 1904, 1909; see 1905, 
1921,1923f.).5

374. Theological note. The thesis because of the agreement o f theolo
gians is, concerning the good angels, certain in theology, concerning the bad

2. See Muncunill, n. 379.
3. Hugo Victorinus, Summa Sent. 2 c.2f.: ML 176,81-83; P. Lombard, 2 d.3; Alex, o f  Hales, Univ. theol. summa 

p.2 c .l m.2; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.4 a.l q.2. See Vazquez, In I d.227 c .l n.2; Petavius, 1 c.16;S. Bonaven- 
turae opera 4 (Quaracchi 1889) Schol. P. 135.

4. S.Th. I, q. 62, a. 3; Suarez, loc. cit., 1.5 c.3.
5. See X. le Bachelet, S.J., Baius: DTC 2,74, 76-78.
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angels, at least morally certain.6

375. Proof from Holy Scripture. What it teaches about the bad angels, a 
fortiori it is assumed to teach the same regarding the good angels.

John 8:44: He (the devil) was a murderer from the beginning, and has 
nothing to do with the truth, a) Truth in St. John usually indicates a good 
given to us by Christ, or supernatural holiness (grace). 1:14: Full o f grace 
and truth, 2 John 3:4: Grace, mercy and peace will be with us, from God the 
Father and from Jesus Christ...in truth and love. I  rejoiced greatly to find 
some o f your children following the truth, just as we have been commanded 
by the Father. See 3 John 3.

b) He has nothing to do with the truth, that is, he is not firm in the truth, 
but he has fallen away from the truth in which he was.7

376. Moreover the statement “he has nothing to do with the truth,” even if it is un
derstood with some interpreters to be about veracity,8 according to what follows: because 
there is no truth in him: when he lies, he speaks according to his own nature, fo r  he is 
a  liar..., are rightly understood, at least mediately, about his fall from the state of grace 
because it assumes that the devil at one time was part of the veracity that the Gospel is 
concerned with, or which necessarily includes the state of innocence and the virtues and 
therefore the state of grace.

377. Jude 6: And the angels that did not keep their own position but left 
their proper dwelling have been kept by him in eternal chains. Since the 
natural gifts of the sinning angels remain integral, the words “position” and 
“dwelling” indicate primarily some original supernatural excellence, that is 
grace and the other virtues, as the interpreters say,9 since any other supernatu
ral excellence is assigned here with difficulty. For with those very emphatic 
words their excellence is fully in accord with Scripture, especially when it 
speaks about the gifts of grace.

378. Ezek. 28:12ff.: You were the signet o f perfection, full o f wisdom 
and perfect in beauty. You were in Eden, the garden o f God; every precious 
stone was your covering.... With an anointed guardian cherub I  placed you; 
you were on the holy mountain if  God.... You were blameless in your ways

6. Regarding bad angels it is for Lercher (23n. 695), “more common and more probable”; for Boyer (p. 453) 
“it is taught at least more commonly.” Frassen, De angelis d.3 q.2 concl. 1: “This is common among theolo
gians.”

7. See Knabenbauer, Evang. secundum loan. (Paris 1898) p. 297; F. Zoell, S.J., Novi Tesstamenti lexicon grae- 
cum1 (Paris 1931) the word tcmipi, II B.

8. Maldonado, Comment, in Evang. (Mussiponti 1596) In Io. 8:44 p. 819f.
9. A. Lapide, Comment, in epist. S. Iud. (Paris 1858) p. 660.
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from the day you were created, till iniquity was found in you....I cast you as a 
profane thing from the mountain o f God, and the guardian cherub drove you 
out from the midst o f the stones o f fire. Your heart was proud because o f your 
beauty; you corrupted your wisdom for the sake o f your splendor. I  cast you 
to the ground....You profaned your sanctuaries.... You have come to a dread
ful end and shall be no more forever.

These words, which some understand (Tertullian, St. Augustine, St. Cyr
il of Alexandria, etc.) only about the devil,10 11 others (Theodoret)11 about the 
devil and the king of Tyre, others (Saints Ambrose, Jerome, etc.) about the 
king of Tyre in whom the devil is being described,12 the prophet would not 
have uttered “unless he knew from elsewhere that one of the higher angels... 
had simied and had been cast down from his supreme beauty to supreme mis
ery; he would not have called the king of Tyre a cherub; he would not have 
described him as established in glory and beauty in Eden...,nor would he 
have called one who was thrown from his throne a cherub.”13 Therefore with 
these words the sin and ruin of the prince of the rebellious angels is taught 
directly and per se, or—and this is more probable—the text deals directly 
with the king of Tyre, but so that the sin and ruin of Lucifer is supposed.

However those ornaments of which the evil angel is thought to be de
prived, are rightly thought to be the gifts of sanctifying grace: a) From the 
magnificent words with which the devil is described, b) From the fact that by 
his sin he loses them, since however by sin the gifts of nature are not lost, but 
only the gifts of grace.

379. See also Isa. 42:12ff. How you are fallen from heaven, O Day Star, son o f  
Dawn!....Here either directly, if it is treating directly of the devil, or indirectly, if, as is 
more probable, he is treating directly with the king of Babylon,14 the sin and ruin of the 
devil is being described, or at least presupposed. For because of his sin he has been de
prived of his supernatural gifts of grace, almost as we said in the previous text.15

380. Proof from tradition. 1) The holy Fathers, speaking in the same 
way about angelic holiness as they do about ours, or as it is infused by the 
Holy Spirit, are thought also to ascribe sanctifying grace to the angels.

St. Basil (R 960): The angels receive their holiness from the Holy Spir
it. “Nothing... acquires holiness except by the presence of the Holy Spirit.

10. Tertullian, Adv. Marc. 2,10: ML 2,297; St. Augustine, De Gen. ad litt. 11,25,32: ML 34,442; St. Cyril o f  
Alex., In Jo. 1.6: MG 73,893.

11. Theodoret, In Ezek. 2 8 ,If.: MG 81,1089.
12. St. Ambrose, Deparad. 2,9: ML 14,278; St. Jerome, In Ezek. L.9 c.28: ML 25,269-274.
13. Knabenbauer, Comment, in Ezek. prophetam (Paris 1890) 290f.
14. Knabenbauer, Comment, in Isa. prophetam (Paris 1922) p. 357-359.
15. See G. Girotti, II libro di Isaia (Turin 1942) p. 302f.
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Therefore what the angels are, they have from the Word, artisan and creator 
of the universe; but the Holy Spirit communicates holiness to them.”

St. Augustine: They received the Holy Spirit. “It must be confessed.. .that 
it pertains not to holy men alone, but also that it can be said about the angels 
that the love of God has been poured into them by the Holy Spirit who has 
been given to them.”16

St. John Damascene (R 2352): The angels receive the sanctification o f 
grace from the Holy Spirit. “All the angels... through the sanctification by 
the Holy Spirit were brought to perfection, sharing each in proportion to his 
worth and rank in brightness and grace.” The angels “have their sanctity from 
somewhere else beside their nature, namely from the Holy Spirit” (R 2353).

381. 2) The Roman Catechism (1,2,17): “He created out of nothing the 
spiritual world and angels innumerable.. .and these he enriched and adorned 
with the admirable gifts of his grace and power. That the devil and the oth
er rebel angels were gifted from the beginning of their creation with grace, 
clearly follows from the words of Holy Scripture.”

382. Theological reasoning. 1) If all men have been elevated in Adam 
to sanctifying grace, a fortiori all angels also are assumed to have been 
elevated to it.

2) If the angels, and in fact all of them, were elevated to the Beatific Vi
sion, it is reasonable to assume that they were adorned with sanctifying grace 
as the means proportionate to such an end.

383. Objection. From John 8:44 the devil was a murderer from  the beginning, and 
from 1 John 3:8 he has sinned from the beginning. Therefore he did not have sanctifying 
grace.

I  distinguish the antecedent. The devil sinned from the beginning, that is, from the 
first moment of his creation, denied; otherwise, I  p ass on that.

There is no impediment to his probation having been so brief that the devil can be said 
to have sinned from the beginning, just as if a youth is already so caught up in sin that he 
is said to sin and err from his birth or from his mother’s womb (Ps. 58:3).

384. Corollary. The angels received the infused virtues and the theological and m oral 
virtues along with sanctifying grace, since the virtues are connected naturally with grace, 
and assist them to act in a supernatural way.

But through their faith they knew in the beginning, as is certain, all the supernatural 
mysteries of faith that pertain to God as he is one, for example, that he is Savior, Redeemer,

16. St. Augustine, De civ Dei 12,9,2: ML 41,157.
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and the supernatural remunerator; the mystery of the Trinity, as is commonly held17; and more 
probably also the mystery of the Incarnation, but not regarding everything connected with it.18

385. Scholium 1. The angels received sanctifying grace a t the very moment o f  their 
creation. This is very probably contrary to Alexander of Hales, St. Bonaventure,19 etc., 
who said that the angels were created in a natural state and then they received grace after 
a suitable preparation.

Indeed St. Augustine says (R 1755): “ ...At the same time he created their (the an
gels’) nature and conferred grace on them.” St. Basil (R 960): “For the angels were not 
created as infants, then gradually perfected by growth so they became worthy to receive 
the Spirit; rather, in their first constitution and together with a quasi mixture of their sub
stance sanctity was infused into them.” St. Thomas (I, q. 62, a. 3) holds the same thing 
and other authors like Suarez, Frassen20 and others commonly follow him. The reasons 
adduced in this matter for man are valid all the more (see n. 714).

386. Scholium 2. Angels disposed themselves by actual grace fo r  sanctifying grace. 
1) This was denied by Molina and others who said that angels accepted grace as part of 
their nature without any previous disposition.21 It was affirmed as more probable not only 
by Peter Lombard and the older authors mentioned recently. But many theologians22 with 
St. Thomas teach that the angels in the first moment of their creation by their own free 
act disposed themselves for sanctifying grace (I, q. 62, a. 2), and that the superior angels 
received more grace because of their better disposition for it (I, q. 62, a. 6; D-II, q. 24, a. 
3 ad 3).

Moreover it is in accordance with a free creature that grace be infused into him based 
on a previous disposition, since through that grace a true friendship is begun between God 
and man, the essence of which is always the mutual consent of both parties.

387. Scholium 3. The angels received both actual and sanctifying grace according to 
their different natural perfections. This is commonly held23 contrary to some theologians, 
such as Arriaga,24 without however saying that the natural perfection is by any means a 
reason that demands grace25 and a fortiori a different distribution of it. Also St. Basil said 
(R 950): “The Powers of heaven... have their sanctification from the Spirit according to 
the proportion by which they surpass one another.” St. John Damascene (R 2352): “All the

17. See Suarez, 1.5 c.6 n.2-4.
18. S.Th. I, q. 67, a. 5; Suarez, n.6-34; Vazquez, In 1 d.215 c .If.; B. d’Azy, O.S.B., Les anges devant le mystere 

de I'Incarnation: BullLittEccl 1948) 87-106, 129-147 (an ample study o f this matter).
19. Alexander o f  Hales, p.2 q. 19 m.2; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.4 a. 1 q.2. See Vazquez, loc. cit.; Petavius, loc. cit.; 

St. Bonaventurae opera, loc. cit.
20. Suarez, 1.5 c.4; Frassen, loc. cit., concl.2: “This is now more common among theologians.”
21. Molina, In 1 q.62 a.3 ad 1; D. Soto, De natura et gratia, 1.1 c.5.
22. See Suarez, 1.5 c.8. Boyer (p. 456) thinks that the movement o f  actual grace is not required for preparation, 

because this is effected by habitual grace itself (S.Th. I-II, q. 113, a.7).
23. S.Th. I, q. 62, a. 6. See Suarez, d.5 c.10.
24. Arriaga, De angelis d.20 s.4.
25. Valencia, In I d.4 q. 13 p.3.
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angels.. .through the sanctification of the Holy Spirit were brought to perfection, sharing 
each in proportion to his worth and rank in brightness and grace.”

Since God created the angels with a diversity of natural perfection and also destined 
them to the order of grace and glory, it was fitting that they should be destined to a differ
ent level of grace according to their diverse level of perfection.

388. Scholium 4. The good  angels obtained eternal life. The angels persevering in 
grace are called also “sons of God” (Job 1:6), army of the Lord (Josh. 5:14), army of 
heaven (1 Kings 22:19), holy (Mark 8:38). However that eternal life is in the Beatific Vi
sion, which is given to men who die in the state of grace, since in the sources the beatitude 
of angels is described in the same way as the beatitude of men. Our thesis is a matter of 
Catholic fa ith  from Scripture and Tradition.

It is established for example: a) From the devotion shown to them in the Church. The 
Roman Catechism  (3,2,8-10, treating the cult of angels) says: “They are to be invoked, there
fore, because they perpetually see God....” b) From Matt. 18:10: Their angels always behold  
the fa c e  o fm y Father who is in heaven (Rev. 1:4; 5:11; 7:11). From Matt. 22:30 (Luke 20:36) 
beatified men w ill be like the angels o f  G od in heaven. In Luke 9:26 they are said to be holy, 
c) From the holy Fathers, for example, St. Augustine (R 1971): “Then I will know just as I 
am known... .Those who have found this are said to be in the possession of beatitude... .But 
who are those blessed ones who already are in that possession.. .this is a difficult question. 
But the holy angels who are there—there is no question about them....”

389. Nature and the properties of its beatitude (eternity, impeccability, equality, im
mutability) are not being considered here, since according to the sources these are not 
thought to differ essentially from the beatitude of men, which will be handled in the trea
tise On the Last Things.

390. Scholium 5. The angels m erited their beatitude. This is certain in theology. 
St. Augustine said (R 1950): “Some angels...by their free choice...were made refugees 
from God... .However others by their free choice stood firm in the truth and they merited 
to know for certain that they would never be separated from it.” “The holy angels, while 
others fell by free will, themselves by the same free will stood, and deserved to receive the 
due reward of this continuance—namely such a fullness of blessing that by it they might 
have the fullest certainty of always abiding in it...” (R 1955). St. Gregory the Great (R 
2325): “ ...When the others fell, the holy angels stood firm in their beatitude and they re
ceived this gift—that in the future they could in no wise fall....” Indeed for what purpose 
were they able to be created, unless it were to merit beatitude just like men?26

Scholium 6. When d id  the angels receive their beatitude?  In the first instant after 
the first act of charity elicited by them, according to St. Thomas (I, q. 62, a. 5; q. 63, a. 
5 ad 4) and many authors agree with him about this.27

26. See Muncunill, n. 383-386.
27. See Suarez, 1.6 c.2f.
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A R T I C L E  I I  

O n  t h e  f a l l  o f  m a n y  a n g e l s  

Thesis 14. Many angels sinned gravely.

S.Th. 1, q. 63, a. 3-8; De malo q. 16 a. 2-6; Suarez, 1.7; Beraza, n. 614-644; Muncunill, n. 402-420; Boyer, 
th. 23; Martinez, p. 504-535.

392. Connection. Our statements made so far about the moral condi
tion of the angels apply to all of them. But since later some appear as evil 
and some as good, now we must consider their resulting destiny. Therefore 
first of all we will consider the fate of the evil ones, and especially the way 
in which they were made evil, or about their sin.

393. Definition of terms. Many angels. This indefinite formula is used, 
since there is no evidence about the number of sinning angels, although it 
is thought to be very large.

They sinned. Thus the bare fact is asserted that those angels violated 
some precept of God, although we do not know for certain the nature of 
their sin.

Gravely. This point is not proved directly in the thesis, although it is 
easily deduced from the tenor of the sources and from what will be said 
below about the damnation of those angels.

394. Adversaries. Those who deny the existence of demons, for ex
ample, materialists, rationalists, etc.1

395. Doctrine of the Church. The Council o f Braga (prov.) (D 635): 
“If anyone says that the devil was not first a good angel made by God..., 
but that he is himself the beginning and substance of evil, as Manes and 
Priscillian have said: let him be anathema.”

Innocent III (D 797): “We believe that the devil was made evil not by 
his condition, but by his choice.”

Lateran Council IV (D 800): “For the devil and the other demons were 
created by God good according to their nature, but they made themselves 
evil by their own doing.”

396. Theological note. Defined divine and catholic faith (D 800).

1. See Knoll, Institutiones theologiae theoreticae 2 § 174 note 2; Beraza, n. 654.
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397. Proof from Holy Scripture. In the texts of the preceding thesis the 
sin of the angels is mentioned: a) Singly (about the devil) in Exod. 28:12ff.; 
Isa. 14:12ff; John 8:4; b) In the plural (about sinning angels) in Jude 6.

The sin of the angels is stated explicitly. 2 Pet. 2:4: God did not spare the 
angels when they sinned. 1 John 3:8: The devil has sinnedfrom the beginning.

Implicitly many angels are said to have sinned; they are presented as 
evil, but God could not have made them morally evil. They are called: 
unclean spirits (Luke 8:29), spiritual hosts o f wickedness (Eph. 6:2), mur
derer from the beginning...liar (John 8:44), the Devil and Satan, the de
ceiver o f the whole world..., and his angels were thrown down to the earth 
in the battle with Michael and his angels (Rev. 12:7ff); moreover although 
it is dealing there, as it seems, with the battle of the triumphant Christ in 
heaven with his army of angels against Satan, without doubt it is referring 
to a battle begun at the beginning by the fallen angels.2

398. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers very often mention the sin 
of the angels.

St. Augustine (R 1950): “Some angels, whose leader is the devil, were 
made refugees from God by their own free choice.”

St. Gregory the Great (R 2307): “He made two...creatures, namely the 
angelic and the human, but pride seized both of them and separated them from 
their original state of rectitude.... The Creator had to reject the apostate angel.”

St. Fulgentius (R 2266): “Part.. .of the angels.. .departed from their Cre
ator. . .by a completely voluntary aversion.”

St. Leo the Great in this way summarizes the traditional doctrine (R 
2180): “The true faith, which is catholic, confesses the good nature of all 
creatures, both spiritual and corporeal..., because God...made nothing that 
is not good. Hence even the devil would be good, if he had persevered in 
what he was made to be. But because he did not make good use of his natural 
excellence, he did not remain in the truth.. .he revolted against the supreme 
good, to which he should have adhered.”

399. Theological reasoning. There are morally evil angels. But they could 
not have been created that way by God. Therefore they themselves sinned.

400. Objection. It was unseemly for the wisdom of God that he made so many angels 
whom he foresaw would not obtain their ultimate end. Therefore they did not sin.

I  distinguish the antecedent. He foresaw that they would not obtain their ultimate end, 
which had to be obtained conditionally, or beatitude, conceded; their ultimate end, which

2. See E.B. Alio, O.P, Saint Jean. L ’Apocalypse (Paris 1921) p. 162f.
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had to be obtained absolutely or the necessary manifestation of the divine goodness, de
nied (I, q. 63, a. 7 ad 2).

Objector insists. At least it is unseemly for the goodness of God, who did not give 
them efficacious graces. Therefore they did not sin.

I distinguish the antecedent. It is unseemly that God did not give to them graces that 
are at least truly sufficient, conceded; precisely efficacious graces, denied.

401. Corollary. The sinning angels were not created in supernatural beatitude (as 
Vives and few other said),3 since by nature it is impeccable.

Nor were they created in natural beatitude. This seems to be more probable  contrary 
to the Thomists,4 since inamissability and a resulting impeccability pertains to the nature 
of any beatitude, and since otherwise one would have to say that the demons are naturally 
blessed, as some have said, according to Billuart.5 However a serious personal sin turns 
one away from God as his supernatural end and as his natural end.

Nor should it be said with the same Thomists that the angels are impeccable against 
the natural law (see n. 356). For, if that were true, they would be impeccable also against 
the supernatural law, for the natural law commands obedience toward every law of God 
imposed on a creature.6 St. Thomas himself says (I, q. 62, a. 1): “Only in the divine will 
can there be no sin; whereas there can be sin in the will of every creature; considering the 
condition of its nature.” Therefore if he says (I, 62, 1): “As regards this first beatitude, 
which the angel could procure by his natural power, he was created already blessed,” he 
is treating without doubt about a certain imperfect and incomplete natural beatitude, as if 
in his mind the angels naturally had the knowledge of God to the highest degree possible 
for natural beatitude; but still it was not perfect beatitude, since in that case they would 
have been impeccable.

402. However the evil angels d id  not sin in the f ir s t  m om ent o f  their creation, as 
some of the older theologians said, badly interpreting the words: the devil has sinned  

from  the beginning (1 John 3:8). Actually that opinion is rejected by the theologians as 
very temerarious.7 In fact according to St. Thomas (1,63, 5) an angel in the first moment 
of his creation w as not able  to sin.8

3. L. Vives, De civ. Dei 1.11 c.9. See Suarez, 1.5 c.2; Toledo, In 1 q.62 a. 1. The holy Fathers who seem to say the 
same thing (St. Augustine, R 1950; St. Gregory the Great, R 2325) are properly understood to be speaking 
about radical beatitude, or about sanctifying grace, since in the same context they suppose that those angels 
were able to sin.

4. Billuart, diss. 4 a. 1; Hugon, De angelis q.6 a.2 n. 1; Daffara, n. 288.
5. Billuart, loc. cit.
6. This opinion o f  the Thomists and in particular their attempted escape o f  claiming that an angel can violate 

the natural law indirectly or mediately is refuted by J.B. Manya, De ratione peccatipoenam aeternam indu- 
centis (Dertosae 1947) 104-108.

7. S.Th. I, q. 63, a. 5; St. Bonaventure, in 2 d.4 a.l q .l; see d.3 a.l q.2; Suarez (1.7 c. 19 n.6): “That opinion 
is very temerarious, because it is contrary to the overwhelming view o f  the Fathers and theologians, and 
consequently against the statements o f  Scripture, according as they are commonly understood by saints and 
theologians.”

8. S.Th. (Ibid.): “That operation that begins with the existence comes o f the agent from which it drew its na
ture. .. .But the agent which brought the angels into existence, namely, God, cannot be the cause o f sin.”
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403. Scholium 1. The number o f  sinning angels w as very large. It is called “an 
innumerable...multitude” (St. John Damascene), an army (St. Justin), innumerable 
(Eusebius).9

But it is sm aller than the number o f  persevering angels. Many understand Rev. 12:4 
to be about the angels: His ta il sw ep t down a  third o f  the stars o f  heaven (even though, 
as it seems, “the stars of heaven” there are men).10 11 Many Fathers say the same thing, 
for example, St. Augustine: “Since by far a larger number of the good angels in heaven 
preserved the order of their nature.”" It seems to be more suitable that most of them did 
not perish. Also sin is contrary to the natural inclination (I, q. 63, a. 9).

404. Scholium 2. The sin o f  the angels was very serious. This is clear: a) From their 
excellence. St. Augustine (R 2013):”For a rational nature is so superior that its fall is 
that much worse, and the more incredible his sin is the more damnable it is. Therefore an 
angel falls irreparably....” b) From the absence of the weakness of the flesh. St. Gregory 
the Great (R 2307): “For an angel is spirit only, while man is both spirit and flesh. There
fore the merciful Creator in order to redeem him had to bring him back to himself for in 
committing his fault he had to act out of infirmity; he had a greater reason to reject the 
apostate angel, since he did not act from weakness of the flesh.” c) From the absence 
of a real external temptation (which holds true at least for Lucifer, since the others are 
thought to have been influenced by him). St. John Damascene: “One who sins through 
the persuasion of another is thought to be worthy of more forgiveness. For there is no
room for excuse for one who sins by his own consent__Therefore the devil who sinned
by his own free choice remains outside of all repentance.”12

405. Scholium 3. The sin o f  the devil w as p r id e  in the stric t sense, or because o f  the 
inordinate love o f  his own excellence. That is the most common opinion of the Fathers 
and doctors,13 against a few very early Fathers (like Origen, Clement of Alexandria, 
Tertullian), who thought it was a sin of carnal pleasure with the daughters of men (Gen. 
6:2fF.), or it was (at least according to many) out of envy because they saw that man was 
created in the image of God and so elevated to such a high dignity.14

Those teaching this were: a) Im plicitly those (like Scotus) who locate that sin in an 
inordinate love o f  s e l f 15 since that inordination consists in the fact that an angel prefers 
himself to God, which is pride exactly; and those (like St. Cyprian, Lactantius, etc.),16

9. St. John Damascene, De fide orthod. 2,4: MG 94,876; St. Justin, Apol. 1,28: MG 6,372; Eusebius Caesar., 
Depraep. Evang. 7,16: MG 21,556. It is commonly held that the sinning angels were from all the orders o f  
angels (S.Th. I, q. 63, a. 9; Suarez, 1.7 c. 17). See F. Mangenot, T. Ortolan, Demon d'apres les scholastiques 
et les theologiens posterieurs: DTC 4,401.

10. Alio, p. 160.
11. St. Augustine, loc. cit.
12. St. John Damascene, Dial. coni. Manich. N.33: MG 94,1540.
13. S.Th. I, q. 63, a. 2; Suarez, 1.7 c.9, where he cites many authors (c. 7-10). See Mangenot, 4,384-400. More 

recently Manya, op. cit., 109-114, who deals extensively with this whole matter.
14. See Mangenot, 4,339-375; Danielou, Les anges... 63-66.
15. Scotus, In 2 d.6 q.2.
16. St. Cyprian, De zelo et livore n.4: ML 4,640f.; Lactantius, Div. Inst. 2,9: ML 6,291f.
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who locate that sin in envy, since, says St. Augustine (R 1708), “pride is the cause of 
envy.” b) Explicitly others commonly, like St. Athanasius (R 793): “Pride cast him (Sa
tan) down headlong from there (from heaven).”

Scripture says the same thing. Sir. 10:13: F or the beginning o f  pride  is sin. See Tob. 
4:13. Luke 10:18:1 saw  Satan fa ll  like lightning from  heaven, which Christ said against 
vain glory.

Theological reasoning teaches the same thing, according to which the sin of the 
angels had to be an inordinate love of self, and indeed because of their desire for some 
undeserved good; pride consists precisely in this. And this is easily followed by envy, 
disobedience, desperation, etc.

However it is very uncertain what excellence the sinning devil desired inordinately, 
that is, according to different opinions—whether it was a hypostatic union (Suarez),or 
primacy over all creatures (Molina)17; or finally (since we omit some other opinions), 
what is h eld  m ore com m only with St. Thomas, namely, to be like God, but not accord
ing to an equality of nature, since the devil knew that was impossible, but a likeness 
and indeed according to that in which he is not made to be assimilated to God, namely, 
“because...he sought to have final beatitude of his own power, whereas this is proper 
to God alone....It follows from this furthermore that he sought to have dominion over 
others; wherein he also perversely wished to be like unto God” (I, q. 63, a. 3).

406. On the sin o f  the devil in the Christian order. Since, having foreseen the In
carnation and Redemption, the angels were ordained for the service of Christ and of all 
men with regard to their salvation in Christ, the sin of the devil implies the rejection of 
that divine command and rebellion against the divine plan of saving all in Christ. The 
result is that his sin is directed against God and against Christ and all men as destined 
through him for Christian salvation. Hence also the war of the devil is directed against 
men and against the whole order to be accomplished by God for men in the Mystical 
Body of Christ.17*

407. In this matter special attention is given to the sin of Satan.18 But, since the 
other sinning angels followed him, they are rightly thought to have committed the 
same specific sin.

408. Scholium 4. No tim e fo r  repentance w as given  to the sinning angels. 
Punishment therefore followed soon after the sin which, like death for man, was the 
end of the time of probation for the bad angels. That is the rather com m on  opinion; 
contrary to it is the weak opinion of a few theologians (Scotus, Salmeron) that the

17. Suarez, 1.7 c.13; Molina, In 1 q.63 a.3 memb.5 concl.5.
17* See H. Hirschman, S.J., Der Teufel in unseren Versuchungen: GeistLeb 27 (1954) 16-20.
18. Regarding the moment o f  that sin, St. Thomas says (I, q. 62, a. 6): “the opinion.. .that is more probable and 

more in agreement with the mind o f  the saints is that the devil sinned immediately after the first moment o f  
his creation. And it is necessary to say this, if  one says that in the first moment o f  his creation he exercised 
an act o f  free choice and was created with grace.” Concerning this difficult question see Suarez, 1.7 c.21.
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grace of repentance was given to them.19
Scripture seems to say the same thing. 2 Pet. 2:4: G od d id  not spare the angels when 

they sinned  (also Jude 6; Luke 10:18); moreover, from such a great multitude not one is 
mentioned who repented. St. Augustine (R 1843): “Since... we knew that the Creator of 
all good things did not confer any grace of repentance on the evil angels.” St. Fulgentius 
(2265): “Concerning the angels...he disposed and decreed this—that if one of them 
should lose the goodness of his will, he would never restore it by a divine gift.”

409. The w ill o f  G od  w as the reason fo r  not g iv in g  the angels tim e to repent, since 
he willed to show justice towards them, but his mercy towards men. But why did he will 
that? Perhaps from the nature of the angelic will which adheres unchangeably to his 
own deliberate decisions and therefore is not capable of repentance and the following 
forgiveness (according to the Thomists); or simply from a decision of God denying time 
and grace of repentance because of a fully deliberate very grave sin, committed without 
any previous temptation either internal or external; or also that men may discern the 
gravity of the danger.20

410. Scholium 5. Therefore the angels were able to sin. And of course they were 
immune not only from error, passion, bad habits, but also from ignorance.21 According 
to some, no ignorance is absolutely necessary for the will to be able to sin, while accord
ing to others there cannot be sin without some kind of ignorance, or at least as Suarez 
thinks, it does not seem to be necessary, but usually sin does not happen without it. 
Hence Scotus, Valencia and others say that the angels sinned simply through their own 
free choice without any ignorance at all. St. Thomas, Suarez, Billuart and many others 
say that they sinned with some ignorance, not positive or with a positive erroneous act, 
but with negative ignorance, that is, with a defect of sufficient deliberation.22

Holding this last opinion, Manya seeks the sufficient cause of that lack of delibera
tion; he places it in a certain indeliberate desire for his own excellence, “which sponta
neously, that is, without an objective command of the angelic mind, operates on the an
gelic will by attracting it.” For otherwise the possibility of that sin cannot be explained, 
since the angelic intuition exhausts the total natural knowability of the object. On the 
other hand an angel is not hindered by passion, nor does the free will, without any previ
ous judgment, look upon that lack of deliberation as good.23 This opinion seems to be 
opposed to the angelic perfection, but there is no complete certainty about its falsity.

19. Scotus, In 2 d.6 q.2 ad 4; A. Salmerdn, S.J., Disp. In epist. canon. (Matriti 1602) In 2 Petr 2 d.3 dub.3.
20. See Petavius, 1.3 c.3 n.18; Katschthaler, p.2 s.2 c .l n. 121 note; Ortolan, Demon d ’apres les scolastiques: 

DTC 4,402.
21. “This difficulty is most serious and hardly solvable,” says Billuart, diss.5 a .l.
22. Scotus, In 2 d.6 q .l ad 3; Valencia, In 2 d.4 q. 14 p.2; S.Th. I, q. 63, a. 1 ad 4; Suarez, 1.7 c.4-7; Billuart, loc. 

cit. See also Michel, Possibility dupeche...: AmCl 65 (1955) 189.
23. Op. cit., 100-124.
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A R T I C L E  I I I  

On t h e  d a m n a t i o n  o f  t h e  s i n n i n g  a n g e l s  

Thesis 15. The sinning angels were condemned for eternity.

S.Tli. I, q. 64; Suarez, 1.8 c.1-17; Beraza, n. 645-677; Muncunill, n. 421-435; Martinez, p. 504-543.

411. Connection. Since it has been established that many angels sinned 
gravely, the question occurs, what happened to them? This thesis answers 
that question.

412. Definition of terms. Sinning angels—understood as in the previ
ous thesis.

They were condemned for eternity. With these words the damnation to 
hell is understood, which will be considered later as imposed on men who 
die in the state of mortal sin, and as including the pain of damnation and 
the pain of sense, since the sources speak in the same way about the hell of 
angels and the hell of man (D 801; Matt. 25:41).

Therefore the nature of that damnation is not considered here, since ac
cording to the sources it does not differ essentially from the damnation of 
men, which will be treated later.

413. Adversaries. Beside those denying the existence of demons {ma
terialists, rationalists), the Origenists said that the demons at some time 
will be restored to the state of eternal beatitude.1 The mind of Origen him
self, who probably favored them (although hypothetically), is doubtful.1 2

414. Doctrine of the Church. Pope Vigilius (D 411): “If anyone says or 
holds that the punishment of devils.. .is temporary and will not cease.. .or that 
they will be completely restored to their original state: let him be anathema.”3

Lateran Council IV  (D 801): “All these (reprobate men and the elect) 
will rise..., so that they may receive according to their works, whether 
good or bad; the wicked, a perpetual punishment with the devil; the good, 
eternal glory with Christ.”

415. Theological note. Defined divine and catholic faith (D 801).

1. See Tixeront, op. cit., 29(Paris) p. 333-336; G. Fritz, Origenisme: DTC 11,1565-1588.
2. Tixeront, op. cit., I11 p. 327; Mangenot: DTC 4,350; Bardy, Origene: DTC ll,1550f.
3. See D 403 (see Sacrae Theologiae Summa, t.4 tr.4 n. 162).
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416. Proof from Holy Scripture. Matt. 25:41: Depart from me, you 
cursed, into the eternal fire prepared for the devil and his angels. 2 Pet. 2:4: 
For God did not spare the angels when they sinned, but cast them into hell 
and committed them to pits o f nether gloom. Jude 6: And the angels that did 
not keep their own position but left their proper dwelling have been kept by 
him in eternal chains in the nether gloom. Rev. 20:9: The devil... was thrown 
into the lake o f fire and brimstone where the beast and the false prophet were, 
and they will be tormented day and night for ever and ever.

416. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers often mention the sin of 
the angels and their eternal damnation.

St. Athanasius (R 793): “Thus...he spoke (the devil): I  will ascend and 
I  will place my throne outside the region o f God and I  will be like the Most 
High. And because of this word he was cast down and his inheritance was 
eternal fire.”

St. Fulgentius (R 2366): “A part...of the angels that departed from 
God...by a voluntary aversion, by a judgment of celestial equity found the 
beginning of their damnation in that aversion of will, so that it would not 
be different for that part to begin already to be punished, than it was for that 
which abandoned love of the beatific goodness. So God commanded it to 
remain in eternal punishment in the eternal fire prepared for it.”

St. Ambrose: “You, Manes, think you were created by the devil; there
fore hurry off to his place, where his fire Is not extinguished and the punish
ment never ceases.”4

418. Scholium 1. On the evil angels. They are often mentioned not only in the N.T. 
but also in the O.T.5 They are called demons (Matt. 9:34), diabolic angels (Matt. 25:41, 
unclean spirits (Luke 8:29), evil spirits (Acts 19:12), the world rulers of this darkness, 
the spiritual hosts of wickedness (Eph. 6:12).

They are said to have a prince, as the Jews themselves thought (Matt. 9:34) with the 
approval of Christ (Matt. 25:41). He is called the devil {ibid.),6 Beelzebub, the prince of 
demons (Matt. 12:24), Satan (Luke 11:18), the ruler of this world (John 12:31), Belial (2

4. De/rafe 2,13,19: ML 16,584.
5. See H. Kaufel, Die Damonen im Alten Testament (Augsburg 1930); A. Lefevre, S.J., Ange ou bete? La 

puissance du mal dans I'Ancien Testament: EtCarm (1948) 13-27. F. Zeman says that the prophets o f  the
O.T. among whom “indications regarding this argument.. .are rare and incomplete” inform us about demons 
very sparingly: Indoles “daemonum" in scriptisprophetarum et aestimatio cultus “daemonibus”praestiti 
in luce daemonologiae Orientis Antiqui: VerDom 27 (1949) 270-277, 321-335; 28 (1950) 18-28, 89-97. On 
confused ideas about the devil among primitive peoples see J. Henninger, S.V. D L’adversaire du Dieu bon 
chez les primitifs: EtCarm (1948) 107-121; also on the devil in Manichean dualism see H.Ch. Puech, Le 
prince des tenebres en son royaume: EtCarm(1948) 136-174. See also J. Guillet, Des puissances sataniques 
a Satan: VieSpir (1 9 5 0 II) 296-306.

6. On the use o f  the word “devil” (diabolus) in Scripture see F. Vigouroux, Diable: BD 2,1400.
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Cor. 6:15),7 He is called Lucifer from Isa. 14:12 (about the king of the Babylonians).8 9
The devil is said often by the Fathers and the theologians to have been the m ost 

excellent of all the angels,0 or at least of the more perfect ones, unless he is said to be 
the first in the lowest order of all the angels.10 11 His leadership over the others is probably 
based on his natural perfection and because he led them into sin by his example and 
perhaps by persuasion.11 He asserted himself to such an extent, it seems, that they obey 
him in the fight against God. Their intention was to injure God in men (God allowing 
it for a greater good), so that they are subject to Satan in his fight either willingly or by 
compulsion (as punishment for sin).

419. Scholium 2. The evil angels right now suffer the pa in s o f  hell. That is a matter 
of catholic fa ith  from Scripture and the Tradition of the Church regarding the punish
ment of damnation, and it is true regarding the pain of sense. However some of the 
early Fathers12 and Cajetan13 postpone to the final judgment the punishment of fire for 
the demons.

But that the essential punishments have already been inflicted is sufficiently in
dicated. 2 Pet. 2:4: G od d id  not spare the angels when they sinned. Luke 10:18:1 saw  
Satan fa l l  like lightning from  heaven. Theological reasoning suggests the same thing, 
namely, if the human soul immediately after death suffers the punishment of hell, and 
does so without intermission, the same holds true a fortiori for the evil angels, since they 
sinned more gravely than men (I, q. 64, a.4 ad 3).

Besides we confess that the torment of the demons after the general judgment will 
be increased accidentally  (Matt. 8:29). For they will be publicly condemned and de
prived of their freedom to roam about outside of hell, with the purpose of injuring men,

7. One demon is called “Abaddon” or Destroyer (Rev. 9:11), another “Asmodeus,” another perhaps “Azazel” 
(Lev. 16:10), but there is no certainty about this, as is pointed out, for example by F. Zeman, loc. cit., 27 
(1949) 275-277. On demons in Christian art see O. Erich, Die Darstellung des Teufels in der christlichen 
Kunst (Berlin 1931). And on him in ancient monuments see H. Leclercq, Demon: DB 2,1366-1368. For a 
summary' o f  the biblical doctrine about demons see Mangenot, Demon d'apres la Bible et la theologie juive: 
DB 4,321-409. Much information about the devil is given by L. Cristiani, Actualite de Satan (Paris 1954); U. 
Urrutia, S.J., El Diablo, su naturalez, supoderysu intervencion en el mundo2 (Mexico 1950); it is helpful to 
read H.I. Marrou, Un ange dechu, un angepourtant...: EtCarm (1948) 28-43, who says that few today really 
believe in the existence o f  the devil (28). Flowever the idea o f  the devil does not come from ancient dualism: 
see A. Michel, L ’idee de “Diable" est-elle une transposition chretienne de Vantique dualism?: AmCl 65 
(1955)43-48.

8. See Petavius, 1.3 c.3 n.1-9.
9. St. Gregory the Great, In evang. 1.2 horn.34 n.7: ML 76,1250; S.Th. I, q. 63, a. 7; Suarez, 1.7 c. 16 n.10 (the 

most excellent o f  all at least in a negative way “because no one o f  the holy angels in more perfect than he in 
natural gifts”); Petavius, 1.3 c.3 n.7.

10. St. John Damascene, De fide orthod. 2,4: MG 94,873-876.
11. See Suarez, 1.7 c.16-18; Petavius, n. 10.
12. See Mangenot: DTC 4,339-376; Petavius, 1.3 c.4 n.11-18.
13. Cajetan, In 1 q.64 a.4; In 2 Petr 2,4. Petavius {loc. cit., n.22) does not see why the opinion “must be rejected 

and condemned” which says that the demons now suffer some torments (beside the privation o f  the Beatific 
Vision), “but that they will suffer much more severe torments after the final judgment and then, for example, 
all o f  them or at least those who now freely move about through the air will be punished by fire.”
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hindering divine worship, etc.14 Perhaps the texts of the Fathers, objected to by Petavius, 
say no more than this (see n. 419), as was pointed out by Hurter.15

420. The in tellect of demons because of sin is deprived o f  a ll supernatural light, but 
not natural light, since their natural abilities remain integral (I, q. 64, a. 1).

Their w ill because of sin is perfectly obstinate in evil. Hence based on a teaching 
that is a t least certain, the devil cannot do salu tary  repentance, since he is deprived of 
all grace; nor can he have even natural repentance, according to the common teaching. 
Likewise in every act he acts in a morally evil way. For since he is irrevocably turned 
away from God and turned towards an evil end, he cannot (even though he may do 
something good in itself) do anything except for that end.16 That is commonly held as 
true against some older theologians who think that demons, as free regarding acting, 
are not determined to act in an evil manner; as free regarding a specific act, they can 
therefore perform some acts wholly good.17

However the cause o f  this obstinacy, which is determined with difficulty, is, accord
ing to St. Thomas, the immobility of the angelic will regarding the object freely chosen. 
Because of that, according to him, an angel in inflexible after a choice has been made. 
According to Suarez, it is the miserable condition of the damned with the weakness of a 
created will left to itself without any help of grace.18 Others give other reasons for this.

N.B. These and other points will be covered more extensively when we consider the 
punishment of men in the treatise On the Last Things.

421. Although the p la c e  ofpunishm ent of the demons is hell, as is sufficiently clear 
from the sources quoted above, nevertheless either many or all can without doubt move 
about outside of hell always or with some limitations until the end of the world (I, q. 64, 
a.4). Eph. 2:2: The prin ce  o f  the p o w e r  o f  the air; 6:12: The w orld  rulers o f  this presen t 
darkness. Luke 8:31: They begged  him (Jesus) not to com m and them to depart into the 
abyss. Leo XIII: “O Prince of the heavenly host, by the power of God, thrust down to 
hell Satan and all the evil spirits who roam through the world seeking the ruin of souls.”

422. Scholium 3. On the tim e o f  tria l o f  the angels. All the angels at one time were 
in it, which is a point that follows logically from what is said about the moral condition 
of angels. But the duration  of that test, embracing the period between their creation and 
their final retribution, although it is uncertain, according to the sources is rightly thought 
to have been very  short.

14. Bellarmine, 1.1 c.6; Beraza, n. 657; Maldonado, op. cit., In Mt 8,29 col.214: “The opinion must be held that 
the Church has already recognized, namely, that even now the demons are tormented and wherever they 
go...they take their punishments along with them; but that they are punished less now because they have the 
power to roam about the world and to harm men.”

15. Hurter, 3 n. 642; Scheeben, op. cit., 2 § 194 n. 193.
16. S.Th. In 2 d.2 q.l a.2; De malo q. 16 a.6; I, q. 64, a.2 ad 5; Suarez, 1.8 c.8.
17. Scotus, In 2 d.7 (“however it is probable that according to this power they do not take action because o f  

vehement malice”); Durandus, In 2 d.7 q.2.
18. S.Th. I, q. 64, a. 2; De malo q. 16 a.5; In 2 d.7 q .l a.2; Suarez, 1.8 c.lOs.
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Setting aside other ways of thinking about this, three moments can be distin
guished: a) In the first (creation), all the angels were created, not only with supernatural 
habits, but also with acts of faith, hope and charity, by which they turned themselves to 
God and by which they merited the first grace fittingly (de congruo) and the first glory 
condignly (de condigno), even though that glory was not given to them immediately, 
b) In the second (probation), some sinned and thus merited eternal damnation; others 
persevered in the love of God by a new act of charity by which they merited condignly 
an increase of grace and glory, c) In the third (retribution), the former were damned and 
the latter received glory.19

Nor does St. Thomas, saying (I, q. 62, a. 5) that an angel immediately after his first 
act of charity, by which he merited beatitude, was made blessed, seem to think differ
ently (for it can be understood about a perfectly free merit), when he soon (I, q.63, a. 
5ad 4) says that there was for all the angels an instant after the reception of grace and 
before the final retribution, when he says: “And thus the first act was common to all; but 
in the second act they are distinct. And therefore in the first instant all were good, but in 
the second the good were distinct from the evil.20

19. See Suarez, 1.6 c.3; 1.8 c.2f.; Beraza, n. 587-593.
20. He is understood in this way by others, like Gonet, De angelis d. 12 a.4 § 2. Billuart (diss.4 a.7), after explain

ing the two different interpretations, remains undecided.
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C H A P T E R  V

On the good angels in their external relations

A S I N G L E  A R T I C L E  

On t h e  g u a r d i a n  a n g e l s  

Thesis 16. Angels are guardians of men as their ordinary mission.

S.Th. I, q. 113; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d l l  a.If.; Suarez, 1.6 c. 16-19; Palmieri, De ordine supernaturali 
th.33-34; Beraza, n. 681-741; Daffara, n. 319-343; Pesch, Die heiligen SchutzengeP (Freiburg in Br. 1925); R.V. 
O Connor, S.J., The Holy Angels (New York 1923); L.J. Kerkhofs, De angelorum custodier. RevEcclLiege 10 
(1928) 282-288; Van Hove, De angelis custodibus: CollMechl 9 (1935) 58-62; J. Ventura, C.P., Our Guardian 
Angels: EcclRev 94 (1936) 27-32; Dom Paul, O.S.B., Les anges guardiens: VieSpir 75 (1946) 332-348; I. de 
San Jos6, loc. cit., 8 (1949) 265-287, 438-473; 9 (1950) 451-466; 11 (1952) 67-78; 12 (1953) 24-51, 150-185, 
307-335.

423. Connection. Since up to this point we have dealt with the angels 
as they are in themselves or in their nature and in their moral condition, 
now they will be considered in their external relations. First of all we will 
treat the good angels and then the evil ones.

The duties of the good angels are: a) To God, that they adore him (Ps. 
97:7), praise and bless him (Dan. 3:64; ps. 103.20), show him obedience 
(Rev. 7:1 If.), b) To Jesus Christ, that they adore him not only as God, but 
also as man (Phil. 2:10; Heb. 1:6), and serve him (Matt. 4:11).1 c) To the 
angels, that the higher ones enlighten the lower ones ((Rev. 7:2). d) But 
what is their relation to menl Now it is necessary to give an answer to this 
question. It is certain that angels have often been sent by God to minister 
to me or that they act on their behalf with the approval and authority of 
God (I, q. 112, a. I).1 2 But are they also sent to guard and protect men? 
That is the question that now has to be answered.

424. Definition of terms. Angels is taken here in an indefinite sense, 
that is, any from among the good angels, either all or some, either lower or 
higher.

They are, that is, not just that they can be on occasion, but they are such 
habitually.

1. See P.B. D ’Azy, O.S.B., Le Christ et ses Anges dans I'oeuvre de Saint Thomas (Toulouse 1943); see Id. (on 
the same thing): BullLittEccI 44 (1943) 93-117, 121-136; Danielou, Les anges... 37-61; G. Kittel, 'Ayyekog. 
TheolWOrt I 83f.

2. See Palmieri, th. 32 n .l; th.33 n.2; Beraza, n. 687.
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425. Mission. “He is said to be sent who in any way proceeds from an
other so as to begin to be where he was not, or to be in another way, where he 
already was” (I, q. 112, a. 1).

This idea, agreeing in some way with either a divine or a creaturely 
mission, applied to mission of an angel from God (the only thing we are 
concerned with here) implies: a) A procession from God, not by an imma
nent origin, and not just by creation, but by an impulse that is not physical, 
but moral or because of a command o f God. b) A change o f place, either 
formal, inasmuch as the angel begins to be where he was not, or at least 
virtual or by permanent presence in some place where it is possible for him 
not to be. c) Some action, which is the purpose of the mission intended by 
God (I, q. 43, a. I).3

An ordinary mission is had from a habitual deputation of an angel by 
divine providence to perform some service for men and it is to be done invis
ibly. An extraordinary mission takes place through the deputation of an angel 
by God to perform some special task in the world, either visibly or invisibly, 
for example, to free Peter from prison (Acts 12:7f.), to announce the Incarna
tion (Luke 1:26ff.), etc.

426. Guardians, that is, by fulfilling some good spiritual tasks, or even 
material ones with reference, obviously, to the salvation of men.

Men are understood: a) first of all in general and taken as a group, with
out asserting about individuals or about most of them; b) then in particular 
and singly so that no one is excluded from angelic protection, either of the 
faithful or of unbelievers. Therefore the thesis will be proved by considering 
each of the possibilities just mentioned.

N.B. The sent angels are in no way deprived of the Beatific Vision while on their 
mission, for: In heaven their angels always behold the face o f my Father who is in heaven 
(Matt. 18:10).4

427. Adversaries. Rationalist exegetes who think that this teaching, ac
cording to some, was borrowed by the Jews from pagan myths, or, according 
to others, that is was derived from some primeval polytheism.5

428. Those Fathers (v.gr., Saints Basil, Cyril of Alex.) who say that a guardian angel 
is given only to the baptized, but without explicitly denying that they are given to the

3. See Suarez, 1.6 c.9 n. 14-21; Palmieri, th.32 n .l.
4. St. Gregory the Great, Mor. 2,3,3: ML 75,557.
5. See Vacant, Ange: DB l,577f.
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unbaptized,6 should not be said to reject them for the latter, but at most to speak about 
a special kind of protection for the faithful, or perhaps at times to express some doubt 
about the matter.

429. Doctrine of the Church. The institution of the feast of the holy 
angels (October 2) in general supposes as certain that men taken as a whole 
group enjoy angelic guardianship.

This is also expressed in the Breviary on that day, when it says, for exam
ple (Hymn at Vespers): “We sing with joy to the guardian angels, whom the 
heavenly Father sends as companions of our weak nature...” and (Prayer): 
“O God.. .who has given your angels care over us....”

On that day also the protection of individual men is presupposed in the Bre
viary, since a sermon of St. Bernard is read containing this and some other points: 
“Walk carefully, since the angels are with you, as they have been commanded, 
to protect you in all your ways. In every lodging, in every place show reverence 
to your angel... .Do you doubt the presence of the one you cannot see?...”

Moreover the Church says that all men, at least the faithful, have a guard
ian angel and she confers an indulgence on this prayer: “Angel of God, my 
guardian dear, to whom his love commits me here, ever this day be at my 
side.. and also this: “Saint Michael, the Archangel, defend us in battle, be 
our protection against the wickedness and snares of the devil.”7

The daily preaching o f the Church supposes this protection and also that 
of each individual, at least of all the faithful.

First part
A n g e l s  a r e  t h e  g u a r d i a n s  o f  m e n  t a k e n  i n  a n  i n d e f i n i t e  w a y .

430. Theological note. Divine and catholic faith.8

431. Proof from Holy Scripture. Ps. 91:1 Iff.: For he (God) will give 
his angels charge o f you to guard you in all your ways. On their hands they 
will bear you up.... These words should be understood also about every man 
or at least all the faithful, as is clear from the whole context (about hoping in 
God).9

Heb. 1:14: Are they not all (angels) ministering spirits sent forth to

6. St. Basil, In ps. 48 n.9: MG 29,453; St. Cyril o f  Alex., De ador. In spir. et writ. L.4: MG 68,313; St. John 
Chrysostom, In Mt hom.59 n.4: MG 58,579.

7. R Beringer-A. Steinen, S.J., Les indulgences. Leur nature et leur usage, trans. By P.H. Mazoyer (Paris 1925) 
n. 467f.

8. Suarez, 1.6 c.17 n.6; Perrone, De Deo Creatore n. 44.
9. Knabenbauer, Comment, in psalm. (Paris 1912) p. 337-339; Bellarmine, Psalm, explanatio, at Ps. 91. The devil 

ineptly applies these words to Christ (Matt. 4:6), since Christ does not need angelic protection (I, q. 113, a. 4 ad 1).
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serve, for the sake o f those who are to obtain salvation? These words are 
less suitably taken for those sharing actively in the inheritance, or only 
about the predestined. They should be thought to pertain to everyone des
tined for salvation or for all men.10 11 But even though they may be under
stood as pertaining only to the predestined, our thesis still stands according 
to the way we have proposed it, namely, for all men taken indefinitely.

432. Matt. 18:10: See that you do not despise one o f these little ones; 
for I  tell you that in heaven their angels always behold the face o f my Fa
ther ...says Christ while placing a child in the midst of his disciples.

These words by which Jewish children are said to have guardian an
gels, since the words “their angels” cannot signify anything else, are valid 
a fortiori for the children of the faithful,11 since the privileges of the Jews, 
which could be passed on, de facto are thought to have been transmitted 
to the Church. And there is no reason not to extend these words also to all 
unbelievers. However the angel of a child does not leave him when he be
comes an adolescent, when he has great need of his help.

Acts 12:12ff.: The conviction of the first Christians that each person, at 
least each member of the faithful, has a guardian angel, is shown by those 
who answered the maid Rhoda, when she said that Peter had been freed 
from prison: It is his angel.

433. Proof from tradition. 1) The holy Fathers emphatically teach 
this. Origen (R 448): Angels serve God in the salvation of men. “This is 
also a part of the teaching of the Church, that there are certain angels of 
God... which are His servants in accomplishing the salvation of men.”

St. Hilary (R 895): “Let us remember that there are many spiritual powers 
who are called angels.. ..The nature of God does not need.. .their intercession, 
but our infirmity does. For they have been sent for us who are inheriting salva
tion.”

St. John Chrysostom (R 1217): “This is the office of angels, to minister 
to God for our salvation. So that it is an angelical work, to do all for the 
salvation of the brethren.”

St. John Damascene (R 2354): Angels “are the guardians of the divi
sions of the earth.. .and they bring us help.”

St. Augustine: “The angels.. .look out for us pilgrims; they have mercy 
on us and help us at the command of the Lord, so that we may eventually

10. Palmieri, th. 33 n.4,2.
11. St. John Chrysostom, loc. cit.
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reach the common fatherland.”12
2) The Roman Catechism (4,9,4f.): “By God’s providence Angels have 

been entrusted with the office of guarding the human race and of accom
panying every human being... Just as parents, whose children are about to 
travel a dangerous road...appoint guardians for them...so also our heav
enly Father has placed over each of us an Angel under whose protection 
and vigilance we may be enable to escape the snares secretly prepared by 
our enemy...and under his guiding hand keep the right road....The his
torical part of Sacred Scripture is full of such examples (Tobias, Peter), all 
of which go to show the extent of the benefits bestowed by God on man 
though the ministry and intervention of angels..., not only on particular 
and private occasions, but also appoints to take care of us from our very 
births. He furthermore appoints them to watch over the salvation of each 
one of the human race.”

With these words angelic guardianship is attributed to individual men with
out any restrictions. Therefore it is given to men, not only as a whole group, but 
to each one individually, and to both the faithful and to unbelievers.

434. Theological reasoning, a) Since men in this state of life are very 
stupid and threatened by many dangers on the way, it is fitting that they 
should be protected by angels just as young brothers are protected by the 
older (I, q. 113, a. 4).

b) It is reasonable that the angels, since they are destined for the same 
fatherland as men, should guide these pilgrims on the way home.

c) Just as angels ministered to Christ (Mark 1:13) and strengthened him 
in the garden (Luke 22:43), so it is fitting that they should also assist those 
redeemed by Christ.

d) If demons attack men, it is reasonable to think that the good angels 
protect them.

e) Since God so instituted the order of the world that lower things are 
governed by the higher, for example, that irrational beings should be sub
ject to the rational, it is advantageous that men should be helped by angels 
(I, q. 22, a. 3; 3 CG 78c; see I, q. 113, a. 2).

435. The idea of the gentiles that spirits of some kind help men shows some traces 
of the revealed doctrine.13 And the holy Fathers do not appeal to that idea of the gentiles 
except as a type of corroboration of the revealed doctrine.14

12. St. Augustine, Inps. 62,6: ML 36,751.
13. Seneca, Epist. 110; Tibullus, 1.2 el.2. On others see Petavius, 1.2 c.7 n.1-3.
14. See Hurter, 2 n.423. According to him, what the Platonists after Christ wrote clearly about angelic guardian

ship was borrowed by them from Christians.
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Second Part
A n g e l s  a r e  g u a r d i a n s  o f  e a c h  f a i t h f u l  C h r i s t i a n . . .

436. Theological note. At least certain in theology.

Suarez: “The assertion (whether angelic guardianship is provided for each human 
being) is catholic. For although it is not defined expressly in Scripture or by the Church, it 
has been received by such agreement of the universal Church, and it has such a solid foun
dation in Scripture according as it is understood by the Fathers, that it cannot be denied 
without great temerity and perhaps error.”15

437. Proof from Holy Scripture. Matt. 18:10 and Acts 12:12ff., as quot
ed above (n. 432).

438. Proof from tradition. Origen (R 475): “Two angels stand by each 
person, one for holiness and the other for wickedness. If there are good 
thoughts in our heart...., there is no doubt but that a good angel is speaking 
to us....”

St. Basil (R 940): “Of them (angels) some have been sent to the gentiles, 
but the others are companions assigned to each one of the faithful.”

St. Gregory of Nyssa (R 1022): “The word is...that an angel has been 
sent by him (God) to help the life of each one; but on the other hand that there 
is a corrupter of nature...an evil demon that poisons the life of man. Man 
stands in the middle between these two and both of these companions have 
a different end in view..., the good angel offering good thoughts of virtue.”

St. Jerome (R 1387): “There is a great dignity of souls, since each one has 
from birth an angel delegated to protect him.”

Theodoret (R 2156): “Christ said “that every man has the protection of 
his own angel.”

Third Part
A n g e l s  a r e  g u a r d i a n s  o f  e a c h  u n b e l i e v e r .

439. Theological note. Common and true.
The words of Suarez quoted above (n. 436) apply in general to each person.

440. Proof from Holy Scripture. There is no reason to restrict to the faith
ful alone the words quoted above in Matt. 18:10.

15. Suarez, 1.6 c. 17 n.8.
15* On the teaching about guardian angels o f  the older Fathers, in which Origen had a large part, see also Dan- 

ielou, Lesanges... 92-94; Id., Origene... 235-239.
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441. Proof from tradition. The texts quoted above from Origen, Theo- 
doret, Saints Gregory of Nyssa and Jerome are general and so do not exclude 
unbelievers.15*

442. Theological reasoning. All men, since they are destined for the same 
glory, subject to the providence of God (I, q. 113, a. 2, 5), redeemed by Christ, 
exposed to the same dangers, need angelic protection.16

443. Scholium 1. Each person has his own guardian angel, or he has the protection 
of his own guardian angel.17 That is a common opinion. The texts of Matt. 18:10 and Acts 
12:12ff., recently quoted, seem to indicate that as the obvious meaning. The same thing 
must be said about the citations from the Fathers given above, especially that of Theodoret. 
The sense of the faithful is the same. And perhaps one angel could not guard many men far 
distant from each other. It is also more in accord with the munificence of God.

However, does one angel guard many persons at least successively, so that, when one 
dies, he is assigned to guard another? “It is.. .probable, but uncertain.”18

444. A guardian angel is also assigned to nations. That is very probable. Dan. 10:12fF.: I  
(the angel) have come because o f your words. The prince o f the kingdom o f Persia withstood 
me twenty-one days; but Michael, one o f the chiefprinces, came to help me.... And when I  
am through with him, lo, the prince o f Greece will come....There is none who contends by 
my side against these except Michael, your prince.

Since “Michael, one of the chief princes,” is called “prince,” this word which is also 
used for the prince of the Persians and the prince of the Greeks is rightly thought to signify 
an angel. But since Michael is called “your prince” and “the great prince who has charge of 
your people” (12:1), he clearly appears among the Jewish people as performing the office of 
a protecting angel divinely appointed for them. Therefore one can conclude that the prince 
of the Persians and the prince of the Greeks are likewise protecting angels of the nations 
committed to them.19

Origen (R 475): “That there are two angels for each man is what I think, and different 
ones for each province, so that there are both good and bad.” St. Basil (R 940, as above). 
St. John Damascene (R 2354): Angels “preside over nations and regions.” Theodoret (R 
2161).20

16. See Palmieri, th. 23 n.4,3.
17. St. Bernard (De consid. 5,4,8: ML 18,792): “We think angels are mentioned.. .and we believe that an angel is 

given to each man.” S.Th. (I, q. 113, a. 2 ad 1): “Thus to one man one guardian is due; and sometimes several 
are appointed to guard one.” Muncunill, n. 388; Huarte, n. 702. According to Beraza (n. 706), “it is more prob
able and more common,” or “verisimilar,” as Suarez says (loc. cit., n. 10) against P. Lombard (Sent. 2 d .ll  
c.3f.), who thinks that many men are guarded at the same time by one angel or each person by his own angel.

18. Suarez, loc. cit., n. 11.
19. Knabenbauer, Comment, in Dan. Prophetam (Paris 1891) 10,13 p .281; J. Linder, S.J., Comment. In librum 

Daniel (Paris 1939) p. 434-437; Heinisch, op. cit., § n. 4.
20. See Bareille, Angelologie d'apres les Peres: DTC 1,1215; Danielou, Les a«ge.s\..24-36, 78-80; Origene... 

223-229.
20* See Danielou, Les anges... 13, 76-79.
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445. The Catholic Church has a guardian angel. It is right to think this, and in fact a 
fortiori, if nations and Israel have one. Indeed, if the privileges of Israel, which could be 
passed on, were passed on to the Church, that angel is believed to be Saint Michael, since he 
was the guardian of Israel (Dan. 10:12-21; 12:1 ).20*

446. Particular churches also have guardian angels. This is very probable. St. Hilary 
(R 895): “Let us remember that there are many spiritual powers, to which the name of angel 
is given, or presiding over the churches....” St. Ambrose: “The Lord ordained not only that 
the bishop should care for his flock, but he also appointed angels for it.” St. Gregory Nazian- 
zen: “And I do not doubt that others preside over the other churches and are protectors, as 
John teaches me in the book of Revelation.”21

Moreover the angels are rightly thought to advise the Church and to assist in its growth, 
to be present at Christian assemblies and acts of worship, such as the conferring of the sacra
ments and especially at the sacrifice of the Mass. In fact the Christian liturgy is thought to be 
the visible execution and participation in the angelic liturgy with which it is joined together 
and continued in heaven (Preface, Gloria, Sanctus).22

447. Likewise it is probable that guardian angels assist public persons as such (kings, 
presidents and others endowed with a special dignity), especially the Roman Pontiff, so that 
they have one angel as a private person and another one in their official capacity.

Suarez:”It is probable, although angels are assigned to each private person, that never
theless special angels are also assigned to kings and other prelates and princes in order to 
protect and assist them....Hence it seems probable to me, and is commonly believed, that 
these public persons have two guardian angels... .This holds in a special way for the Blessed 
Virgin, that she had two guardian angels—one as a private person, and the other as the 
Mother of God and as long as she exercised the office of mother.”23

It is commonly held that Christ did not have his own guardian angel, but many angels 
did minister to him (n. 423).24

448. Scholium 2. On the duration o f angelic guardianship. It: a) Begins at the moment 
o f  birth, according to some (I, q. 113, a. 5),25 since before that the infant is thought to be part 
of the mother and so to be protected by her angel; but according to others it begins at the 
moment of conception.26 The holy Fathers said that the protection was special from the mo-

21. St. Ambrose, In Lc. L.2 n.50: ML 15,1571; St. Gregory Naz., Or. 42 n.9: MG 36,469. See Danielou, Les 
Anges...79-81; Origene... 40f.

22. St. Ambrose, loc. cit., 1.1 n.28: ML 15,1545; St. John Chrysostom, De incomp. Dei natura hom.3 n.7: MG 
48,726; Origen, In Lc. Hom.23: MG 13,1863. It is beneficial to read about the society o f  angels and men 
in the sacrifice o f  the Mass, H. DUllmann, Engel und Menschen bei der Messfeier: DivTom (Fr) 27 (1949) 
281-292, 381-411; likewise F. Oppenheim, O.S.B., L ’intervento degli angeli nel culto: EphLitur 98 (1944) 
88-96; Danielou, Les Anges... 71-97; E. Peterson, Le livre des anges (Pris 1954).

23. Suarez, 1.6 c. 17 n.24. See Danielou, Les Anges... 97.
24. S.Th. I, q. 113, a. 4 ad 1; Suarez, n. 21.
25. St. Thomas understands St. Jerome in this way. In M t\3  c. 18 v.10: ML 26,135.
26. Tertullian, De anima c.37: ML 2,713; St. Thomas (in his youth), In 2 d .l l  q .l a.3 ad 3; Suarez, n. 18.
26* Danielou, Les anges... 94-97; Origene,,, 237-239.
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ment of Baptism.26' 2) Ends with death, according to many.27 3) Is never totally interrupted, 
as is commonly held, so that a man (even the Anti-Christ) is not definitively deprived of it 
before death. But nothing prevents an angel from deserting his client for a time, inasmuch 
as he does not protect him from some evils and even sins as a type of punishment. Thus, at 
times God is said to abandon sinners (Rom. 1:28) when he denies them special protection 
and permits their new sins.28

449. Scholium 3. On the ejfects o f angelic guardianship. They are, as is perfectly obvi
ous, ordered to the spiritual salvation of men: a) Some are bodily, inasmuch as men are either 
protected from bodily dangers, or are snatched away from bodily harm, or they are helped in 
their temporal affairs. Almost all of these are found in Tob. 5ff.28*

b) Some are spiritual, inasmuch as the angels either defend us against the demons (Tob. 
8:3), and pray for us and offer our prayers to God (namely by making them more efficacious 
by adding to them their own prayers) (Rev. 8:3; Tob. 12:12), or by moving the phantasm or 
the sensitive appetite (but not by directly producing the impressed species or the intellectual 
light in man, since they cannot do that) they stir up in us good thoughts and so through these 
they urge us to do what is good (Acts 8:26; 10:3ff.).29 Also sometimes they inflict medicinal 
punishments on us (for our correction) (2 Sam. 24:16), or when we are close to death they 
protect us against the demons, or after death they escort to heaven the souls that do not need 
cleansing, or also after their purgation, during which they also visit and console them, and 
perhaps they enlighten them on the duration of the punishment, on the glory of heaven and 
other things.30

Since all of these offices are in the plan of the providence of God, who directs all things 
to their proper end by secondary causes, it is not necessary that they be presented to us in an 
extraordinary way.31

450. Scholium 4. Angels in some way direct irrational creatures. The Fathers and theo
logians hold this position quite commonly.32 But these points should be noted: a) Without 
doubt angels can use sensible things to either protect or punish men, and indeed in such a 
way that their ministry concerning the government of the universe seems to be restricted to

27. S.Th. I, q. 113, a. 4 ad 3; Suarez, n .l l .
28. S.Th. I, q. 113, a. 4 ad 3; Suarez, 1.6 c.17 n .l5s.21.
28* See Pautrel-Lefebre, toe. cit.
29. Suarez, c. 16. See S.Th. I, q. 111. In this way therefore the “inspirations” in men from angels can be explained.
30. Suarez, c.19; Palmieri, th.22 n.6. On the holy Fathers concerning the effects o f  angelic guardianship see 

Bareille, loc. cit.: DTC 1,1216-1219; Danielou, Les anges... 97-152; Origene... 237-239.
31. Since in the sources there are no cases o f  angelic possession, such as happens with diabolic possession, theo

logians do not mention it. However recently J. Bataini, S.C. I., La possession angelique est-elle admissible?: 
DivThom (Pi) 51 (1948) 290-303, defended it, taken to be like the diabolic, or by which almost the whole 
freedom is taken from the possessed person, to be possible even according to the ordained power o f  God; 
while A. Perego, S.J., La possessione angelica: Ibid., 53 (1950) 46-55, denies it, because it does not seem 
possible for God to have a sufficient reason for permitting such a violation o f  human freedom. In response 
Bataini argued again in support o f  his thesis: A propos de la possession Angelique: DivThom (Pi) 53 (1950) 
56-63.

32. St. Augustine, De Gen. adlitt. 8,24,45: ML 34,390; S.Th. I, q. 110, a. 1; Suarez, 1.6 c.17 n.25-28; Palmieri, 
th.33 n .l; Beraza, n. 702-704. In particular about the holy Fathers see Bareille, loc. cit., 1214f.; Danielou, 
Origene... 222f.
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the protection of men. b) The physical order, since it is based on necessary physical laws, is 
per se independent of the angelic ministry, c) It is not repugnant that each species of irratio
nal things, and a fortiori each single individual of them, is under angelic protection. But this 
fact cannot be strictly proved.

451. Scholium 5. Which angels are sent to minister to men or in general to care for the 
physical world? All, according to Saints Athanasius, Ambrose, Gregory of Nyssa,33 etc.; all, 
but as Scotus, Molina and others say expressly, so that the higher angels are sent for more 
noble tasks34; others say the ministering angels, but not the assisting ones who never leave 
heaven, according to Pseudo-Dionysius, St. Bonaventure, St. Thomas and others; this opin
ion is based on the division of the angels into ministering and assisting.35

452. Scholium 6. On reverence for the angels. Reverence is attributed to the angels, but 
not adoration (latriaj, which is due to God alone,36 but of diilia, or the same as what can and 
should be given to human saints now reigning with Christ. In the first five centuries cult of 
the angels was in no way reprobated, as Turmel said.37 This is sufficiently clear also from the 
texts cited above, so that, if at times they seem to reject the cult of the angels, they should be 
understood to be talking about the cult of latria.38

453. Moreover that reverence or cult: 1) Is approved by God through his angels, who 
are seen to approve of it (Num. 22:31; Josh. 5:15; Judg. 13:20; 1 Kings 18:7; 2 Kings 2:15). 
2) Always flourished in the Church,39 although perhaps at the beginning or at the time of the 
heresy about minor gods and of the persecutions, it was of less importance than the cult of 
the martyrs. 3) Is legitimate on the part of God, since honor shown to angels redounds to the 
honor of God, as wonderful in his saints and as extraordinarily blessing the whole Church 
with his angels. It is legitimate on the part of the angels, since they vastly surpass us in natu
ral and supernatural perfection, and because of the grace and glory with which they enjoy 
God; and on our part, in order that we might be grateful to them and through them obtain 
many graces, and love them as our coheirs. 4) Demands reverence from us, both negative, 
by which we avoid displeasing them, and positive, by our acts directed to them—devotion, 
by which we are grateful to them, love them and honor them; and trust shown to them, since 
they are faithful, prudent and powerful in their protection of us.40

33. St.Athanasius, Or. 3 cont. Arian. n.12: MG 26,348; St. Ambrose, De Spiritu Sancto 1.1 c.lOf.: ML 16,731 f. 
Likewise Palmieri, th.32 n.3f.; Petavius, 1.2 c.6.

34. Scotus, In 2 d. 10; Molina, In I q. 112. It seems that Suarez should be listed with these (1.6 c. 10), since he also 
thinks that the highest angels can descend to the earth.

35. Pseudo-Dionysius, De cael. hier. C.7-9,13: MG 3,205-272, 300-320; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d. 10 a. 1 q.2; 
S.Th. I, q. 112, a. 2-4; q. 113, a. 3.

36. St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 10,1,2: ML 41,277f.
37. J. Turmel, Angelologie: RevHistLittRel 3 (1898) 550.
38. See Bareille, 1219-1222; Beraza, n. 727-736.
39. See Palmieri, loc. cit., th.33 n.2; 1. de San Jose, loc. cit., 282-287; H. Leclercq, Anges: DACL, 1,2144-2150.
40. St. Bernard, In Ps “Qui habitat" serm. 12 n.4-7: ML 183,232-234; Beraza, n. 737-741; L. Kerkhofs, De cultu 

angelis exhibendo: RevEcclLiege 19 (1928) 353-337; G. Meunier, O.S.B., Sous la garde des Anges (Paris 
1929), where there are examples o f  the communication o f  saints with tire angels.
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C H A P T E R  V I

On the bad angels in their external relations

A R T I C L E  I 

On d i a b o l i c  t e m p t a t i o n  

Thesis 17. Demons harass men with temptations.

S.Th. I, q. 114; De malo q.3 a.3-5; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.8 n.2; Suarez, 1.8 c.l8f.; Beraza, n. 743-759; 
Daffara, n. 343-348; Lercher, 23n.703ff.; Often, th. 31; R. Brouillard, Tentation: DTC 15,123f.; A. Kessemakers, 
De Daemon: OnsGel 30 (1948) 435-453.

454. Connection. Having already explained the relation of the good 
angels to us, now we will treat the relation of demons to us. Actually it 
is nothing but hatred and envy, since that is the nature of their relation 
to God and to the good angels—indeed they also have hatred for one an
other. Therefore motivated by hatred and envy, since they far surpass us in 
knowledge and power, they are dedicated to attacking us as much as God 
permits them to do. However they do not have any strict rights against us, 
to whom redemption has been offered, that they have acquired because of 
our sins.1

Hence, just as the good angels protect us with regard to the body and 
the soul, so also the demons harass us in both, or they conspire in vari
ous ways for our destruction, that is, by temptation, obsession and magic. 
Therefore we will consider this triple harassment of demons step by step.

On the presupposition of its possibility, first of all we will deal with the 
fact of temptation.

455. Definition of terms. Demons are taken here in an indefinite sense, 
without saying that all of them tempt men, or at least always the same ones.

Temptation in general is a testing of someone in order to learn some
thing about him; further, it can be ordered for his good or for his harm. It 
can be for a moral good from God or from man, or for a moral evil from 
man or from the devil. Here it is taken as his testing of man whom he is 
trying to lead into sin (I, q. 114, a. 2).

1. See Palmieri, De ordine supernaturali th. 34 n .l; J. Riviere, Le Dogme de la Redemption (Louvian 1930) 
95-240; Id., Le Dogme de la Redemption chez Saint Augustin3 (Paris 1933) 101-126. See Michel, L ’idee du 
“Diable"..A6-4&.
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It can come from the demon in an internal and im perceptible way, or by a direct 
action on the sense faculty or in the imagination, either in an external or internal way, 
but in a percep tib le  way, that is, by apparitions, locutions, hallucinations, etc. Here we 
are considering only the im perceptible demonic influence, which primarily and per se 
seems to be indicated by the sources, since the sensible kind, as we know from experi
ence, is very extraordinary.

The flesh and the world are said to tempt man instrum entally or m ateria lly  inas
much as what a man is can be known from the way in which he conducts himself with 
regard to them (I, q. 114, a. 2).

456. Men are understood here in an indefinite way, but in such a way 
that, according to the sources, per se all living human beings are included, 
unless perhaps some are excluded because of a special privilege.

Harass or attack. This word indicates the various conspiracies of the 
demons. But it does not assert that every temptation comes precisely from 
the devil, or that all men are tempted with the same frequency, the same 
gravity, about the same things.

457. Adversaries. Beside all those who deny the existence of demons, 
many recent Protestants.2

458. Doctrine of the Church. Later an Council IV  (D 800): “As for 
man (Adam), his sin was at the prompting of the devil.”

Council o f Trent (D 1541): The just “should be in dread about the battle 
they must wage with the flesh, the world, and the devil.” “For even if our 
adversary seeks occasions throughout the whole of life and goes about that 
he may devour our souls in any way he is able, there is no time at which he 
is more vehemently intent on using all the forces of his cunning to destroy 
us completely..., than when he sees the end of life approaching us” (D 
1694). “The sick man strengthened (by the Anointing of the Sick)..., more 
easily resists the temptations of the devil who lies in wait for his heel” (D 
1696).

459. The liturgy: The prayer at the end o f the Latin Mass beseeches: 
“Cast into hell Satan and all the evil spirits who roam through the world 
seeking the ruin of souls.” The Litany o f the Saints: “From the attacks of the 
devil, deliver us....” In the Commendation o f the Soul the Church prays, for 
example, that in the dying person may be renewed “whatever...has been 
violated by diabolic deception.”

2. Perrone, loc. cit., n. 79.
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460. Theological note. Divine and Catholic faith.

461. Proof from Holy Scripture. Scripture relates that the devil tempt
ed Eve (Gen. 3:1-5), Job (Job If.), Christ (Matt. 4:Iff.), Ananias (Acts 5:3), 
Paul (2 Cor. 12:7), sought the Apostles that he might sift them like wheat 
(Luke 22:31).

It introduces the devil in a graphic way as a tempter (Matt. 4:3: And the 
tempter came (to tempt Christ). 1 Thess. 3:5: For fear that somehow the 
tempter had tempted you.

It urges us to pray lest we fall into temptation. Matt. 6:13: And lead us 
not into temptation. Luke 22:44: Pray lest you enter into temptation.

It exhorts us in general to resist the temptations of the devil. 1 Pet. 5:8: 
...Be watchful. Your adversary the devil prowls around like a roaring lion, 
seeking some one to devour. Jas. 4:7: Resist the devil and he will flee from 
you. Eph. 6:11, 16: Put on the whole armor o f God, that you may be able to 
stand against the wiles o f the devil.... Above all taking the shield o f faith, with 
which you can quench all the flaming darts o f the evil one. See 1 Cor. 7:5; 
Rom. 16:20.

462. Proof from tradition. St. Irenaeus (R 258): “The devil.. .can lead 
astray and draw the mind of man to transgress the precepts of God....”

Origen (R 446): “This also is clearly defined in the teaching of the 
Church..., that it (every rational soul) has a struggle to maintain with the 
devil and his angels..., because they strive to burden it with sins....”

St. Jerome (R 1391): “The devil does not know what a man thinks in the 
depths of his mind, unless he deduces it from exterior signs, and when he 
sees a person enjoy something, he uses that to make diverse suggestions.”

Theodoret (R 2161): “By these examples.. .we are taught that each one 
of us has been placed in the care of an angel, in order that he might guard... 
and free us from the attacks of a depraved demon.”

463. Theological reasoning. Reason alone cannot know a priori that 
diabolic temptations will happen, or a posteriori, that they are precisely 
from the devil. But aware of the existence of the devil and his power of 
temptation and his hatred for God and Christ and his envy of us as destined 
by the will of God for salvation in the Mystical Body of Christ (n. 406), 
reason easily deduces a priori that it is very probable that we are de facto 
tempted by the devil.

464. Objections. 1. Demons cannot act on the human will on which sin formally
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depends. Therefore they cannot tempt.
I  distinguish the antecedent. Demons cannot act of the human will directly, con

ceded; indirectly, denied.
Demons cannot influence man’s intellect and will directly, or by producing in them 

an act or a species (cognitive or volitional) or anything similar; only God can do that, 
and therefore he alone can know the secrets of the heart. But they can influence the 
intellect, and through it, also the will indirectly, that is, by disposing it to know by the 
production of a phantasm, which he can easily do, or by proposing to the external senses 
some object, either by stirring up (by some motion, v.gr., of the nerves) the sense appe
tite so that immediately the imagination goes to work, or in other similar ways.

465. 2. Temptation of the devil is repugnant to the goodness of God. Therefore it 
cannot happen.

7 distinguish the antecedent. It is repugnant that temptation of the devil is fostered 
or approved by God, conceded; that it is permitted by God, denied.

The power of tempting is natural to the devil, but its exercise, as is clear, depends 
on God. Even though he cannot foster or approve that exercise, still he can permit it be
cause of our sins.3 But he does not permit it, except to obtain much good, for example, 
with reference to God, that both the goodness of God coming to the aid of man might be 
shown and also his power of conquering the devil and his justice in punishing sin and 
his mercy in thus rebuking man and teaching him, etc. It has a good effect in reference 
to us because, aware of our own infirmity, we become more humble, and knowing the 
malice of the devil, we flee from his snares and run to God, and by this exercise in battle 
we are strengthened in virtue.

Temptation, from which, as we have said, no adult is immune, is the da ily  w ork  of 
the devil. It can be said to be providen tia l, inasmuch as God permits it for the good of 
the Church, for the love of God is manifested by the trial of temptation. Christ himself 
was tempted; also the Apostles; perhaps on occasion the Blessed Virgin herself, al
though the sources are silent on this point. It is always in the hand of man, with the help 
of God, freely to overcome temptation.3*

3. It is not just that man is exposed to a fight with the devil. Therefore there is no 
such thing as diabolic temptation.

I  distinguish the antecedent. It is not just that man is exposed to a fight with the 
devil without adequate help from God, conceded; otherwise, denied.

A tempted man always has from God either direct help sufficient to overcome the 
temptation, or indirect help, that is, he can pray for that direct help. Therefore the will, 
even when strongly tempted, is never forced to consent, for (1 Cor. 10:13): G od is fa ith 
ful, and  he w ill not let yo u  be tem pted  beyond yo u r strength, but with the tem ptation w ill 
also p rov ide  the w ay  o f  escape, that yo u  m ay be ab le  to endure it.

466.4. Jas. 1:14ff.: Each person  is tem pted  when he is lured an d  en ticed  by his own

3. Temptation can be a punishment o f  sin and as such intended by God per accidens (I, q. 114, a. 1 ad 1). 
3* See Cristiani, op. cit., 147-154, who has much to say about diabolic temptation.
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concupiscence... According to this, temptation is from concupiscence. Therefore it is 
not from the devil.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Temptation is from concupiscence also, conceded; 
only, denied.

It is clear from 4:7: R esist the dev il and  he w ill f le e  from  yow-that the temptations 
of the devil are not denied with explicit words. In the context they simply want to deny 
that God tempts anyone, since he says above (1:13): Let no one say  when he is tempted, 
“la m  tem pted by G o d ”; fo r  G od  cannot be tem pted with ev il and  he h im self tem pts no 
one. Furthermore, someone can be said to be tempted by concupiscence either taken by 
itself or as aroused by the devil.

But whether the dev il is involved in every  tem ptation  (either by starting it or by 
promoting one already there) is uncertain, “because it is not a question about power, 
but about the fact," says Suarez while strongly favoring the affirmative opinion. Given 
his knowledge of man and of sensible phenomena, his malice cannot avoid promoting 
a temptation that has perhaps come from some other source, to the extent that he is 
permitted to do it. From the words of the N.T. and the holy Fathers it would seem that 
this point must be affirmed.4 However St. Thomas thinks (I, q. 114, a. 3; I-II, q. 80, a. 4) 
that not every temptation is from the devil, since they can come easily either from con
cupiscence alone or from the world (Gen. 8:21; Jas. 1:14; Matt. 18:7-9; Trent D 1541).5

However it is really difficult to know whether a temptation is from the devil or only 
from the flesh and the world. Here is the rule of St. Bernard: the world suggests vain 
things, the flesh soft things, the devil bitter things. Probably temptations that are aroused 
without any previous natural cause, and at least many of them that are more troublesome 
to us come from the devil.6

467. 5. In 1 Cor. 10:12f. we read: N o tem ptation has overtaken you  that is not com 
mon to man. According to this there are only human temptations. Therefore there are no 
diabolic temptations.

I  distinguish  the antecedent. There are only human temptations, that is, propor
tioned to human powers, conceded; that is precisely in whatever way only from man, 
not from the devil, denied.

In the context the faithful are said to have suffered up until now temptations that are 
not beyond human powers, and that they should believe that in the future they will not 
be tempted beyond their powers to resist.7

6. Since the demons were conquered by Christ, now they cannot harm man. There
fore there is no temptation of the devil.

I  distinguish  the antecedent. The demons cannot harm man beyond the permission

4. Suarez, 1.8 c.19 n.20. See Scheeben, loc. cit., § 205 n.5. J. de Tonquedec, S.J., Quelques aspects de faction 
de Satan en ce monde: EtCarm (1948) 495-497, who leaves the question undecided.

5. See Origen, Deprinc. 3,2,1-3: MG 11,305-307. However the devil can be said to be the cause o f  all sins in 
an occasional way (1 John 3:8), inasmuch as by temptation he brought the first sin into the world, which was 
followed by the rebellion o f  human concupiscence (1, q. 114, a.3 ad 3; I-II, q. 80, a. 4).

6. See Brouillard, lo.cit., 124.
7. See Comely, Prior epistula ad Corinthios (Paris 1890) p. 285f.
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of Christ, conceded; in any way, denied.
For given the perfect control of Christ over the demons, nevertheless they are still 

permitted by him to tempt us, or to harass us in other ways, as will be explained.

468. Scholium 1. Temptations can be diverse. That diversity can be from their: a) 
object about which they are concerned; b) vehemence, depending, either on the force 
with which the demon acts, or also on the disposition of the subject who is perhaps more 
prone to one vice than to another (I, q. 114, a. 2 ad 2)8; c) duration; d) more or less clar
ity with which they are present as temptations. Hence according to the different ways in 
which the circumstances are present, a temptation is called serious or weak.

469. Scholium 2. Inferior dem ons are sen t by the su perior ones to tem pt men. This 
is very probable, given that there seems to be some kind of hierarchical order between 
them according to their different grades of natural perfection, and under Satan as their 
leader, either because of his natural eminence or by a free election by which he was 
made by them their leader against God and man. But this took place in such a way that 
their agreement is based only on their hatred of God and their envy of men.9

Also it is probable, according to the opinion of many theologians,10 11 while others 
disagree,11 that a specia l demon is assigned to each human being. Origen (R 475): “Two 
angels are assigned to each person, one for justice, the other for iniquity.” St. Gregory 
of Nyssa (R 1022): “The discussion is, based on faith from the ancient tradition.. .that an 
angel by him (God) was assigned to help each person, but also that a corrupter of nature 
through a depraved demon was also contrived...; that a man is in the middle between 
these two, both of whom have different ends in view....” Suarez: “There is no...prob
able reason remaining because of which one could believe that Lucifer does not depute 
individual evil spirits to attack each individual man.” “It is more or less commonly held 
that each man has two angels—a good one and a bad one.”12

Corollary. Since social sins (hatred of others, unjust wars, persecutions of the in
nocent, societies founded for an immoral purpose, and other social phenomena that 
usually involve many sins) are committed by private persons, all of whom are subject 
to diabolic temptation, perhaps all of them or at least most of them can be thought to be 
caused by the inducement of the devil.13

8. See. St. Ignatius, Spiritual Exercises n. 327.
9. See P. Lombard, 2 d.6 n.4.
10. See, for example, Scheeben, loc. cit. .
11. See Knoll, loc. cit., § 179 no.2. S. Weber, O.F.M.Conv., thinks, after a study o f  the sources, that “it is much 

more probable...that it cannot reasonably be sustained” (De singulorum hominum daemone impugnatore 
[Rome 1938] p. 83; but see on this work, H. Weisweiler, S.J.: Schol 15 [1940] 297). On the older holy 
Fathers see Danielou, Les anges... 107-110; and especially on Origen, who also assigned to each person a 
good angel and a bad angel and for whom, following Pseudo-Barnabas and Pastor Hermes, the doctrine is 
essential about attributing both angels to individual men: Id., Origene, 227f., 236f.

12. Suarez, 1.8 c.21 n.30-34. Moreover he explains at length how the services o f  men are used in order to tempt 
other men (ibid., c. 21). See St. Ignatius Loyola, loc. cit., n. 140f. (Meditation on the Two Standards).

13. See DeTonquedec, loc. cit., 497f., 501; Cristiani, 157-168.
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A R T I C L E  II  

On d i a b o l i c  o b s e s s i o n  

Thesis 18. Demons harass men by obsession.

Beraza, n. 760-787; Daffara, n. 349-354; Palmieri, th. 34; Boyer, th. 25; Lercher, 2 ’ n. 7031T.; T. Ortolan, 
Demoniaques: DTC 4.409-414; G.J. Waffelaert, Possession diabolique: DAFC 4, 53-81; L. Roure, Possession 
diabolique: DTC 12,2635-2647; A. Rodewyk, S.J., Die Beurteilung der Besessenheit. Ein geschichtlicher Ober- 
blick: ZkathTh 72 (1950) 460-480.

470. Connection. Diabolic harassment of men by temptation has already 
been established. Now we will treat another form of harassment by means 
of physical evils. Since demons can move very quickly from one place to 
another, by working actively on subjects sometimes they inflict physical evils 
on men (Job. 2:7f.; Tob. 3:8; Matt. 12:12; 17:14ff). They can do this because 
God, either to test the virtue of men or to make known their virtue or to pun
ish their sins, simply permits or even commands it, since it is not repugnant 
that God should use a demon as an instrument to inflict physical evils on 
men.1 Now then, assuming this, we will treat next a peculiar type of harass
ment through physical evils, namely, what is called “obsession.”

471. Definition of terms. Demons are understood here in an indefinite 
way, that is, without saying that all, or at least always the same ones, harass 
men.

Obsession , while we ignore other ways of defining it,1 2 is taken here as 
the influence of a demon on a man, in some sensible way vexing him, for 
example, with apparitions, visions, hallucinations, loud noises, disturbances 
of the senses and limbs, striking, the addition of unusual strength, impeding 
other actions, force to do other things.

It can be from one or many demons (Luke 8:30); continuous or inter
rupted (Luke 13:11; 1 Sam. 16:23). But for the different ways in which it 
afflicts a man it is called:

a) Circuminsession, if the demon vexes a man extrinsically, for example, 
through strange noises, the movement or shaking of objects, blows or strikes 
against him, etc.

1. See Suarez, 1.8 c.20. Since a demon can act on a physical nature, it can happen that certain calamities (v.gr., 
infirmities) sometimes come from him, although here and now it is perhaps not certain about that intervention; 
hence, although one must not suppose that the influence o f  the devil is everywhere, and therefore natural rem
edies (v.gr., against infirmities) must be used, there is not obstacle to sometimes prudently, with the approval o f  
the Church, applying other supernatural means (against the devil): see De Tonquedec, loc. cit., 499-504.

2. See v.g. Lesetre, Demoniaques: DB 2,1377; Waffelaert, 56; Roure, 2645f. (and on other theologians: 2640- 
2643); Beraza, n. 760.
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b) Obsession in the strict sense, if the demon occupies intrinsically the 
body of a man and vexes him, but without taking away his freedom of acting, 
at least completely.

c) Possession, if the demon both occupies the body of a man intrinsically, 
and exercises such control either directly on the body, using it as his own, or 
indirectly through the body on the soul, so that no or almost no freedom of 
action is permitted to the man.

472. In a possession the demon cannot take possession of the soul against its will (be
cause it belongs to God alone),3 by exercising direct control over the intellect and the will. 
But by a despotic control of the body (v.gr., of the sensible phantasm) it can vehemently 
disturb the intellect and thus either stop or render more difficult the action of the will.4 
Moreover, as is per se evident, the demon is not joined to the man as an intrinsic essential 
or accidental form, but only as the mover to the thing moved.

In Scripture, which uses our terms, the obsessed are “two demoniacs” (Matt. 8:28), 
a “lunatic” (Matt. 17:15), “a man with an unclean spirit” (Mark 1:23), “possessed by an 
unclean spirit” (Mark 7:25), “having the spirit of an unclean demon” (Luke 4:33),’’those 
who were troubled with unclean spirits” (Luke 6:18). Moreover demoniacs, a word not 
used in the N.T. and not, as it seems, by the early Fathers,5 are said to be possessed by the 
devil (energumeni, or inactive), perhaps “inasmuch as, as Smit says, they are moved by a 
separate principle hidden within them.” 6

473. Men are taken in an indefinite way and also for those who existed 
at the time of Christ and those who came afterwards, but without a further 
determination of frequency and of times.

Harass or attack. This is understood also indefinitely: a) Regarding ex
tension, inasmuch as the fact of obsession is asserted (so that obsession in 
the strict sense and possession especially are being considered, since circum- 
insession is more easily thought to be possibly given), to have taken place at 
least sometimes, and also then to be able to be given, but without intending 
here historically to assert and prove that that fact is always and even now 
actually produced, b) Regarding intensity, inasmuch as the fact of obsession 
is asserted, for example, as it is described in the Gospel, but without therefore 
intending to determine that it is given precisely with regard to these or those 
individuals.7

3. Gennadi us, De eccles. dogmat. 50: ML 42,1221; S.Th. I, q. I l l ;  q. 114 ,a. l - 3 ; /« 2 d .8  q.l a.5.
4. See Lesetre, 1377f.; Ortolan, 413; Roure, 2644-2646.
5. Roure, 2636.
6. J. Smit, De daemoniacis in historia evangelica (Rome 1913) p. 56.
7. In Scripture there seem to be different grades o f  obsession, for example in Mark 7:24-30 (Matt. 15:21-28); 

Luke 9:37-42; Matt. 9:32-33; Matt. 12:22; Luke 8:26-39 (Mark 5:1-20; Matt. 8:28-34); Acts 16:16-18. In the 
N.T a quasi moral possession is also mentioned (Mark 16:9; Luke 22:3; John 13:27).
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474. Adversaries. Beside those denying the existence of the devil 
and many recent Protestants,8 some Catholics deny the thesis, like Jahn 
recently,9 who think that the demoniacs of Scripture are simply some sick 
people.

475. Doctrine of the Church. Many provincial councils passed laws 
about holy things concerning the possessed, as: Eliberitanum (a. 305-306?) 
canon 29: “A possessed person who is tormented by a wandering spirit, his 
name must not be recited at the altar at the offertory, nor is he permitted to 
be a minister in the Church.” Carthage IV  (a. 398) canon 92: “The daily 
bread may be given to the possessed who are present in the house of God, 
at the proper time by the exorcists.”10 11

From the earliest times in the Church there were and still are laws (CIC 
1151-1153) and prayers for exorcizing the obsessed (Roman Ritual tit.9, 
c.l “On exorcizing the obsessed from a demon”; c. 2 “The rite of exorciz
ing the obsessed from a demon”; c. 3 “Exorcism against Satan and apostate 
angels”).11

From the beginning there has been in the Church the Order o f Exorcist. 
The Council o f Trent (D 1765): “From the very beginning of the Church, 
the names of the following grades and the ministries proper to each one, 
namely: subdeacon, acolyte, exorcist....” His office is to expel demons 
from those obsessed, as is often indicated in the rite of his ordination, for 
example in the formula: “Receive...the power of imposing hands on the 
obsessed, whether they are baptized or catechumens.”12

476. Theological note. At least certain in theology.13

A ll. Proof from Holy Scripture. Christ is said to expel demons, and 
the word used is “cast out” (sK(3aAAeiv), which is not used in the Gospels 
for illnesses. Mark 1:34: And he cast out many demons; and he would not 
permit the demons to speak, because they knew him. See Luke 11:14f.

8. See Perrone, loc. cit., n. 70; Knoll, t.l § 180. See Ortolan, 410f.
9. J. Jahn, Archaelogia biblica in epitomen redacto (Venice 1814) § 194f.
10. Hefele-Leclercq, Histoire des Conciles 1 (Paris 1907) p. 237-717; 2 (Paris 1908) p. 120f., 442f. See also 

Beraza, n. 767.
11. See J. Forget, Exorcisme: DTC 5,1762-1780.
12. See J. Forget, Exorcisme: loc. cit., 1780-1786.
13. It is a matter o f  Catholic faith from Scripture and the ordinary magisterium for Boyer, p. 476; for Lercher, p. 

703. For Otten (p. 418) at the time o f  Christ and the Apostles “it seems to be a matter o f  divine faith” from 
Scripture.”

13* In this place (Mark 5:1-16) the signs o f  despotic, diabolic possession o f  the human body appear with special 
clarity according to F.M. Catherinet, Les demoniaques dans VEvangile: EtCarm (1948) 319.
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Demoniacs, although they are mentioned along with the sick, since ob
session is a physical evil, nevertheless they are clearly distinguished from 
the sick who are included in a general formula. Matt. 4:24: They brought 
him all the sick, those afflicted with various diseases and pains, and de
moniacs. Mark 1:34: And he healed many who were sick with various dis
eases, and cast out many demons.

Christ rebukes the demons, interrogates them and commands them; 
they respond, obey, go out from a person and continue to live. Mark 1:23- 
26: And there was...a man with an unclean spirit; and he cried out, “What 
have you to do with us, Jesus o f Nazareth? Have you come to destroy us? 
I  know who you are, the Holy One o f God. ” But Jesus rebuked him saying, 
“Be silent, and come out o f him!” And the unclean spirit, convulsing him 
and crying with a loud voice, came out o f him. Mark 5:6-13: And when 
he saw Jesus from afar, he ran and worshipped him; and crying out with 
a loud voice, he said, “What have you to do with me, Jesus, Son o f the 
Most High God? ” ....For he had said to him, “Come out o f the man, you 
unclean spirit! ” And Jesus asked him, “What is your name? ” He replied, 
“My name is Legion; for we are many. ” ...Now a great herd o f swine was 

feeding there on the hillside; and they begged him, “Send us to the swine, 
let us enter them. ” So he gave them leave. And the unclean spirits came 
out, and entered he swine.13* Mark 9:24f.: you dumb and deaf spirit, I  com
mand you, come out o f him....

Christ gives the power of casting out demons as something different 
from curing the sick. Matt. 10:1: And he called to him his twelve disciples 
and gave them authority over unclean spirits, to cast them out, and to heal 
every disease and every infirmity. And the effect follows: Luke 10:17: Lord, 
even the demons are subject to us in your name. Mark 16:17: These signs 
will accompany those who believe: in my name they will cast out demons; 
they will speak in new tongues. ..

479. These words in their obvious meaning cannot not be understood 
about true demoniacs. Moreover nowhere is there evidence that it was cus
tomary to refer to demoniacs as having some kind of illness. Nor can it be 
said that Christ just accommodated himself in his speech to the error of the 
Jews, for: a) Thus he would confirm them in their error; b) Even in private 
he speaks with his disciples about the obsessed and so he would have led 
them into error. Indeed he says to them in their joy (Luke 10:17-20): Even 
the demons are subject to us in your name! And he said.. .Nevertheless do 
not rejoice in this, that the spirits are subject to you. c) Thus he would act 
against his own veracity. He proves precisely that the kingdom of God has
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arrived because he casts out demons in the spirit of God (Matt. 12:28).14

480. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers testify that there are de
moniacs; that in the Church there is power to cast them out; that they are 
de facto cast out, and in such a way that it happens often, publicly, or in the 
presence of pagans who actually see it; that it is done in the name of Christ.

St. Justin: “The demons themselves shudder at the power of his 
(Christ’s) name. And today through the name of Jesus Christ.. .they submit 
when adjured....” “It is something for you now easy to see from the things 
that are done before the eyes of all, if you wish. For through his name.. .the 
Son of God.. .any adjured demon.. .submits.”15

Lactantius: “(The demons) fear the worshippers of God, for when 
adjured in his name they depart from bodies: at their words..., they not 
only confess that they are demons, but they also give their names... .Often 
with very loud shrieking they proclaim that they are whipped and are on 
fire and immediately they leave....” On the reasons for the conversion of 
many he says: “This is not a frivolous reason that the unclean spirits of 
demons... enter into the bodies of many. After they have been cast out, all 
of those who have been cured.. .accept the religion whose power they have 
experienced.”16

St. Irenaeus: “For some firmly and truly drive out demons, so that of
ten those who have been cleansed of wicked spirits believe and are in the 
Church.”17

481. Minucius Felix: “These...unclean spirits...disturb life, unsettle 
all, while creeping secretly into bodies; as subtle spirits they fake diseases, 
terrify minds, distort limbs....They make secret attacks, but in public you 
see them run away....Most of you know all these things that the demons 
themselves confess about themselves. As often as they are attacked by the 
power of our words and prayers they depart from bodies....On their own 
testimony believe that they are demons when they truly confess that about 
themselves.”18

Origen: “Celsus...says, the power Christians seem to have (of casting 
out demons) they have from the demons...I think by incantations.... In 
saying this he clearly calumniates us. For they are not seen to have power

14. See Lesetre, loc. cit., 1374-1370; Smit, op. cit.; G. Philips, De daemoniacis in Evangelio: RevEcclLiege: 
31 (1939-1940) 358-363; L. de Grandmaison, S.J., Jesucristo. Supersona, su mensaje, suspruebas, trad. J. 
Sendra (Barcelona 1932) p. 687; Catherinet, loc. cit., 315-327.

15. St. Justin, Dial, cum Trypho n. 30-85: MG 6,540. 676.
16. Lactantius, Div. Inst. L.2 c.16; 1.5 c.23: ML 6,334f., 629.
17. St. Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 2,32,4: MG 7,829.
18. Minucius F., Octav. C.27: ML 3,323-326.
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from such incantations, but by pronouncing the name of Jesus and reciting 
the Gospels. For these have often driven demons from men.. ..”19

St. Jerome: “This unclean spirit who has forced you (Vigilant) to write 
these things, has often been tormented by this common dust (of martyrs?), 
and he is still tormented today; he who deceives you with his wounds is 
recognized by others. If perhaps according to the custom of the gentiles 
and the godless, like Porphyri and Eunomius, you do not know that it is a 
deception of the demons and do not truly call them demons, but that they 
only simulate their torments.”20

St. Cyprian: “O if you want to hear them (the demons)...when they 
are adjured by us...and when they are tormented by our words and are 
ejected from the bodies of the obsessed; when... crying out with a human 
voice and feeling...the scourges of divine power, they confess the coming 
judgment.”21

482. Theological reasoning. Reason alone cannot know a priori that 
there are obsessions, or a posteriori by itself alone, at least for certain, that 
they come precisely from the devil. But once it knows the existence and the 
power and the envy of the devil against us, it can easily conclude a priori 
that it is very probable that he harasses men with obsession, inasmuch as 
God permits it. Indeed reason can also know it a posteriori, since witnesses 
worthy of belief say that certain men experience things that are above hu
man nature, according to what we already know about that nature; that they 
speak languages that they did not learn, that they know the secret thoughts 
of others, etc. Reason recognizes in this with moral certitude the influence 
of the devil. The result is that these phenomena, done in order to harm a 
person, in ridiculous circumstances, with mocking of holy things or also 
with blasphemies, cannot be ascribed to God or to good spirits.

483. Objections. 1. The gospel texts can be taken to be about demoniacs who are 
afflicted with some special sickness. Therefore from them one does not rightly argue to 
obsession of the devil.

/  distinguish the antecedent. The gospel text can be taken to be about demoniacs 
who are afflicted with some special sickness, by twisting the meaning of the words, 
conceded; in the obvious sense, denied.

The distinction comes from statements in the proof from Scripture. Moreover, 
Flavius Josephus, a Jew, says:”I saw... from among my people a certain Eleazar in the 
presence of Vespasian and his sons and tribunes and other soldiers freeing from the

19. Origen, Cont. Celsum 1.6: MG 11,665.
20. St. Jerome, Cont. Vigilant. N.10: ML 23,348.
21. St. Cyprian, AdDemetr. N.15: ML 4,555.
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power of demons those obsessed by them....” 22 Therefore the demoniacs among the 
Jews were not just peculiar diseases.

2. Demoniacs mentioned in the Gospels seem to have been infirm, with signs of 
hysteria, insanity and epilepsy, etc. (Luke 9:39-43). Therefore one does not argue cor
rectly from the Gospels to obsession of the devil.

I  distinguish the major. These signs are always apparent, denied; sometimes, I  sub- 
distingusih: so that obsession is not excluded, conceded; otherwise, denied.

Obsession is not proved from those signs alone. But nothing prevents an obsessed 
person from manifesting signs similar to those given by epileptics, etc.; or that sometimes 
obsession is joined together with another illness, and perhaps not caused by the devil 
himself. Indeed, “they are unable to effect anything save by means of the natural forces... 
they take into account the aptitude of bodies for the intended result” (I, q. 115, a. 5 ad l).23

O bjector insists. Those demoniacs are said to have been healed  by Christ (Matt. 
12:22; 15:28; Luke 9:43; Acts 10:38). Therefore they seem to be ordinary sick people.

I  distinguish the antecedent. The demoniacs are said to be healed inasmuch as ob
session was considered a certain infirmity of a higher order, conceded; as a natural infir
mity, denied. This distinction is clear from the texts quoted in the proof from Scripture.

484. 3. Paul while listing various charisms (1 Cor. 12:14) says nothing about the 
grace of casting out demons. Therefore he thinks that demoniacs are just sick people.

I  d istinguish  the antecedent. Paul says nothing about the grace of casting out de
mons explicitly, conceded; implicitly, denied.

“Working miracles” is mentioned by him in which that grace is thought to be in
cluded. Moreover, his silence proves nothing, unless it is shown that he had to speak 
about that grace. Thus St. John, since he wished to provide some things omitted by the 
other Evangelists, especially in order to prove the divinity of Christ, does not mention 
demoniacs, but that does not mean that he thought that they are just sick people.

4. But it is astonishing that there were so many demoniacs during the time of Christ. 
Therefore it is best to think that they were not really demoniacs.

I  distinguish the antecedent. It is astonishing that there were so many demoniacs 
during the time of Christ, unless there were a reason for permitting that frequency at that 
time, conceded; otherwise, denied.

The reason was that Christ should conquer the devil, break up his works, destroy 
his kingdom, etc. It was necessary that the victory of Christ should be visible by the ex
pulsion of demons, and that the demons themselves, although unwillingly, should bear 
witness to the coming of Christ.24

5. Before his death Christ said (John 12:31: N ow  shall the ru ler o f  this w o rld  be cast 
out. From these words, by the death of Christ the devil is cast out of the world. There
fore at least after that there are no more demoniacs.

I  distinguish the anctecedent. The devil has been cast out of the world by the death

22. Flavius Josephus, Antiqu. lud. L.8 c.2 n.5, ed. A. F. Didot, 27 (paris 1868) p. 287.
23. See J. Vinchon, Les aspects du diable a trovers les divers etats de possession: EtCarm 464-471; Catherinet, loc. 

cit., 322-327. Therefore it is most difficult to determine whether it is a real possession: see Rodewyk, 462.
24. See Waffelaert, 64f.; De Grandmaison, p. 694.
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of Christ inasmuch as through the Christian religion the kingdom of the devil gradu
ally has been removed, conceded; inasmuch as the harassment of the devil has been 
excluded after his death, denied.

Christ casts out the devil, that is, from souls by faith and grace, from public life by 
the destruction of idolatry, and also in such wise that he gives men the strength of easily 
resisting any diabolic attack against their spiritual life.25

485. Scholium 1. Signs o f  obsession. Although the propensity of denying all forms 
of obsession must be rejected, nevertheless, since the effects of hysteria, hypnotism, 
natural telepathy, etc. are sometimes quite amazing, too much credulity must be avoid
ed. Therefore the exorcist is admonished by the Church (Rit. Rom. 11,1,3): “that he 
should not easily believe that someone is obsessed by a demon, but he should take into 
account the signs by which an obsessed person is distinguished from those who suffer 
from mental illness or some disease.”

Hence, he should not think it is an obsession, except in cases where the natural 
causes are shown to be insufficient to explain it. The Church very prudently advises 
the exorcist thus (ibid.): “The signs of an obsessing demon are these: to speak a foreign 
language never studied or to understand someone speaking it; to know things hidden 
and far away; to possess strength beyond one’s age or natural condition; and other simi
lar signs. When there are many of them, they are a stronger indication of obsession.26 
Moreover a possible natural explanation does not necessarily and always exclude the 
preternatural influence of a demon.

486. Scholium 2. The purposes o f  G od  in perm ittin g  obsession. Although it is com
monly held that this happens more often in pagan regions or in wicked men,27 neverthe
less, since obsession per se is not a sin or a punishment for sin, and since blasphemies 
and everything an obsessed person says, when agitated by a devil, must not be imputed 
to him as a sin, nothing prevents it from being permitted by God in Christian regions 
or in members of the faithful,28 even pious ones. The reason for this can be for moral 
purification, testing one’s virtue, confirmation of the existence and malice of demons, 
manifestation of the power of the sacraments or even of the power of the Church.29

25. See Knabenbauer, Evangelium sec. loan. p. 388.
26. See Waffelaert, 57-63; De Tonquedec, Accion diabolica o enfermedad? Trad. Razon y Fe (Madrid 1948); 

Roure, Diable, sorciers etpossedes: Et 189 (1926) 214-224; F.M. Maquart, L 'exorciste devant les manifesta
tions diaboliques: EtCarm (1948) 328-348.

27. See Waffelaert, 64, 75-78; De Grandmaison, p. 697f. See R Verdier, Le Diable dans les missions (Paris 
1896); L. Kilger, O.S.B., Le diable et la conversion despatens: EtCarm (1948) 122-129. And the possessed 
in the Gospels hardly seem to differ from those seen by the missionaries: see Vinchon, loc. cit.

28. Tertullian, De spect. 26: ML 1,657; Waffelaert, 78-81; Ortolan, 412. See P. Sutter, Le Diable. Sesparoles, 
son action dans lespossides d ’lllfurt (Alsace) d'apres des documents historiques*(Arras 1934); G. De San- 
toyo, Hay todavia endemoniados?: RevEcl (1925) 57-62; Cristiani, op. cit., 127-145.

29. St. Bonavenure, In 2 d.8 p.2 q .l; Wirceburgenses, De angelis n. 93.
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On m a g i c

Thesis 19. Magic exists.

Beraza, n. 788-862; Boyer, til. 25; Palinieri, til. 35; L. Gardette, Magie: DTC 9,1510-1550; H. Lesetre, Ma- 
gie: DB 4,562-569; P. Sejoumd, Superstition: 14,2788-2816; R. van Den Elst, Occultisme: DAFC 3,1115-1143.

487. Connection. In addition to temptation and obsession, there is an
other type of diabolic harassment, namely, association of men with the devil, 
or magic (sorceiy). Certain phenomena of hypnotism and spiritism can be 
related to this. Although these matters are treated in Moral Theology, a few 
observations will be made about it here.

488. Definition of terms. Magic, or the ability to obtain amazing and 
unusual sensible effects.

Here it is considered: a) Not as white or natural, by which the magi
cian does amazing things by natural powers known to him and generally 
unknown to others, or artificial, by which the magician does amazing things 
by powers sufficiently known to others but done with singular dexterity, b) 
But black or diabolic, by which the magician does those things, after hav
ing made a pact with the devil, either explicit, that is, by verbal or imaginary 
conversation with him, or implicit, that is, by the use of means (expecting the 
effect) which (not naturally or by a decree of God, but) only by the working 
of the devil produce the effect.

This can be: a) An evil deed, or using something to harm another, b) Vain observance, 
by trying to obtain some abnormal effect beyond the powers of nature {fortune telling  or 
trying to obtain some knowledge; observance o f  health or to overcome sickness; obser
vance o f  events or to control actions based on advance knowledge in order to profit finan
cially). c) Divination, inasmuch as it is used in order to know future and hidden things 
(an oracle, if it is by the response of an idol; augury, if it is by reading the entrails of an 
animal; necromancy, if by the invocation of the dead; chiromancy, if by reading palms; 
astrology, if by the stars of heaven; dreams, if by what is seen in dreams, etc.).

489. Exists. The possibility is easily admitted—not only of the invoca
tion of the devil on the part of a man because of curiosity or because of some 
other passion with the intention of obtaining something from the devil, but 
also the real intervention of the devil. For there is nothing to prevent the 
devil, if God permits it and if he is invoked by man, from producing amazing
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sensible effects that are impossible for a man to do.
Further, here we assert that there is de facto: 1) Not precisely a magical 

art or the faculty, derived as it were from some law, of obtaining amazing 
effects certainly and always; for according to the theologians' it seems that 
that cannot be admitted, both for other reasons and because God would not 
permit the devil to act that way as often as he is invoked by a magician. 2) 
But some facts produced by the work of the devil.

490. In this matter too much credulity is to be so avoided that in doubt about the 
naturalness or supernaturalness of a fact, the presumption should be towards the former, 
and the intervention of the devil should not be assumed unless it is clearly proven. For 
naturally astonishing things can happen either from a change in the nervous system or 
from an error of illusion.

But since on the other hand magical facts should not be rejected a priori as false, if 
some fact that is historically certain cannot be explained naturally or as coming from hu
man artifice, it may be logically referred, depending on its nature or the circumstances, 
either to God or to good angels or to demons. But it must always be done with great 
caution, lest one easily fall into error.

Moreover, one who engages in magical arts seriously thinking that they cannot occur 
without the help of demons sins gravely. But one should not immediately be accused of 
magic who foretells future events based on some natural signs or uses natural means to pro
duce amazing and hidden things. For amazing and unusual things can take place through the 
use of the hidden powers of nature. Also, because of the hidden connection of some natural 
causes, certainly or probably certain future happenings can be deduced from current events.1 2

491. Adversaries. Beside the rationalists, not a few Protestant liberals3; 
some Catholics, like Kliipfel, who consider magical facts as “fictions or the 
imaginations of a delirious fancy.”4

But some Protestants, not only admit the reality of magic, but also say that after the 
Reformation it was frequently practiced.5

492. Doctrine of the Church. If suffices here to mention the abundant 
ecclesiastical legislation against magic in the course of the centuries.6

493. Theological note. At least morally certain. According to Beraza, 
“it seems to be so certain that it cannot be called into doubt without some

1. Hurter, 2 n.436; Tanquerey, 2 (Paris 1931) 2 n. 819; Knoll, loc. cit., § 186.
2. See Perrone, De virt. relig. (Ratisbon 1866) n. 394.
3. See Perrone, De Deo Creatore p. 79.
4. E. Kltlppel, O.S.A., Instil, theol. dogm. (Vienna 1789) 1.1 § 77 not.4.
5. See Gardette, 1525.
6. See Gardette, 1522-1525.
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note of temerity.”7

494. Proof from Holy Scripture. It narrates some facts that seem to be 
magical and it contains assertions that suppose, as it seems, that there is such 
a thing as black magic. Exod. 7:10-12: So Moses and Aaron went to Pharaoh 
and did as the Lord commanded; Aaron cast down his rod before Pharaoh and 
his servants, and it became a serpent. The Pharaoh summoned the wise men 
and the sorcerers; and they also, the magicians o f Egypt, did the same by their 
secret arts. For every man cast down his rod, and they became serpents. But 
Aaron’s rod swallowed up their rods. See also Exod. 7:22, where after narrat
ing some portents, Moses says: But the magicians o f Egypt did the same by 
their secret arts.8

495. Acts 13:8ff.: Elymas the magician heard this from Paul: You son o f 
the devil...full o f all deceit and villainy....

Acts 16:16: As we were going... we were met by a slave girl who had a 
spirit o f divination and brought her owners much gain by soothsaying.... 
But Paul was annoyed and turned and said to the spirit, “I  charge you in 
the name ofJesus Christ to come out o f her. ” And it came out that very hour.

Matt. 24:24: Christ says: False christs andfalse prophets will arise and 
show great signs and wonders....

496. Severe prohibitions of magic seem to suppose that it is not always 
the imaginations of a delirious fancy. Lev. 19:31: Do not turn to mediums 
or wizards: do not seek them out, to be defiled by them. 20:27: A man or a 
woman who is a medium or a wizard shall be put to death.

Deut. 18:1 Off.: There shall not be found among you any one who burns his 
son or his daughter as an offering, any one who practices divination, a sooth
sayer, or an augur, or a sorcerer, or a charmer, or a medium, or a wizard, or a 
necromancer. For whoever does these things is an abomination to the Lord.9

497. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers say that demons have pro
moted magical arts, that they have done many amazing and unusual things, that 
they have given oracles...; and that magic stops when the sign of the cross is 
made and the name of Christ is invoked.

7. Beraza, n. 793; Lercher, 23n. 703: “Theologically certain”; Boyer, 476: “It is taught by almost all theolo
gians.”

8. See however Gardette, 1519f.
9. See Lesetre, loc. cit., 565f. On the passage in 1 Sam. 28:6-25, which is usually cited in this matter, the ques

tion is doubtful (Hummelauer, Comment, in lib. Samuelis [Paris 1886] p. 248-253; Lesetre, Evocation des 
morts: DB 2,2129-2131).
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St. Augustine: “We add...both of the human and the magical, that is, 
through men of demonic arts and many miracles of the demons by them
selves....They (the demons) make a few disciples out of them (men) and 
teachers of many...,hence the magical arts and their masters truly exist
ed.... Therefore many of those things have been done. The more remark
able they appeal' to us, the more cautious we must be to avoid them.”10 11

Tertullian: “If even magicians bring about apparitions...; if they drive 
boys to speak in oracles, if they fake many miracles with circular decep
tions, if, having the helping power of invited angels and demons they cause 
various dreams..., how much more does that power...strive with all its 
power to achieve its goal which he offers to a foreign affair?”11

498. Minucius Felix: “...Magicians...not only know demons, but also 
whatever miracles they perform, they do with the help of demons. With their 
help and power they produce deceptions, either to see things that do not exist 
or not to see things that are.”12

Origen: “Therefore who in these things, if he considers them carefully, 
says that this foreknowledge which has been predicted regarding the direction 
of cows (by priests and soothsayers) is accidental or produced by some skill 
and that was not directed by some activity of demons...? Therefore there is 
such activity of demons in the service of foreknowledge which is gathered 
from those who have freed themselves from the power of demons.”13

Theodoret: Demons “that they might strengthen their seized tyranny (over 
men), have boasted that they can also.. .predict the future..., and in this way 
especially to deceive men. Wherefore.. .they have invented illusions of divina
tion, of things which they prophesy from grain, from a heart or from the dead. 
But these oracles came from wicked demons....The silence with which they 
are now oppressed is sufficient to support our argument. For after our Sav
ior appeared in the flesh, those who harassed men with these deceptions fled 
away.”14

499. Theological reasoning. Human reason, when it knows, both the intel
lectual and effective power of the devil and his hatred for God and his envy of 
men, and the curiosity by which a man is often attracted to what is forbidden, 
can easily see (in addition to its possibility) also the probability of magic. It 
does not see any repugnance in the fact that God permits it, since he can bring

10. St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 21,6,1: ML 41,717.
11. Tertullian, Apolog. C.23: ML 3,322.
12. Minucius Felix, Octav. C.26: ML 3,322.
13. Origen, In Num. horn. 16 n.7: MG 12,697.
14. Theodoret, Graec. affect, curat. Serm.10: MG 83,1060. See St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 10,9: M L41,286f.
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many good things out of it.

500. Scholium. Here we will say a few things about magnetism, hypnotism and 
spiritism.

Magnetism is the practice of obtaining amazing effects by exercising influence on 
another person: a) either quasi magnetic, as was first proposed by Mesmer its inventor, 
or through a certain kind of subtle fluid inhering in every animal body,15 b) or mental, 
as has been seriously proposed, or by suggestions.16 But since phenomena of this kind 
seem to be the same as are obtained by hypnotism, which is its successor,17 we are not 
going to say anything directly about it.

501. Hypnotism, is the practice of inducing in another person, by suggestion, a 
trance-like state similar to sleep, in which the patient, controlled by the suggestion of 
the hypnotizer, acts at his direction.

Hypnotism as such uses only purely natural powers by which it obtains effects that 
are also purely natural, and therefore it is not infected with magic. However, because, 
in addition to other bad side effects, it can include magic in the mind of those practicing 
it, who perhaps act superstitiously in their quest for preternatural effects by using an 
improper means, or by falling into some form of spiritism, it should be used only with 
the necessary cautions and for very serious reasons (D 2823-2824).18

502. Spiritism is the superstitious practice of communicating with the souls of the 
dead according to the desire of men.19

This praxis, already known to pagans, as is clear from their writings and from the 
works of the holy Fathers, was widely disseminated in the 18th century, especially 
among Masons, and it became very strong after 1848, after which this matter became 
more common in America and Europe. For example, when, having heard some rumors 
of an unknown cause in the city of Hydesville, New York, from the Fox family, a Meth
odist and later the mother of a family, while asking a spirit to respond to her with distinct 
gestures, apparently did get a response. Then her daughters, Margaret and Catherine, 
began to perform the function of a medium between the spirits and the persons com
municating with them; their intention was to receive an answer to all their questions.

15. F.A. Mesmer, Sendschreiben an einen auswartigen Artz itber die Magnetkur (Vienna 1775).
16. Thus A. Bertrand, Traite du somnambulisme (Paris 1823) and especially then J. Braid, Neurypnology (Lon

don 1843).
17. R. van der Elst, Hypnotisme: DTC 7,358-360; Noldin-Schmitt, De praeceptis Dei et Ecclesiae (Barcelona 

1945) n. 168: Magnetism „inasmuch as it is a medical art, was replaced by hypnotism..., and inasmuch as it 
is a new superstition, now it is called spiritism.” See Beraza, n. 812-833; Otten, n. 570-571.

18. See the response o f  the Holy Office (AAS 32 [1889-1890] p. 189; Coll. S.C. de Prop. Fide 2,1907 n.2061); 
Van der Elst, 357-365; Beraza, n. 834-846; Otten, n. 572f.

19. Communication with souls o f  the dead (in heaven, hell or purgatory) which is said to have taken place in 
an extraordinary way in God’s providence (perhaps because o f  the sincere prayers o f  someone) does not 
pertain, as is clear, to spiritism. Occultism, in mysterious ways seeking occult knowledge (about God, na
ture, man, the future), is essentially different from spiritism, but it can easily turn into that (Van der Elstt, 
Occultisme: DAFC 3,1115-1143).
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503. What should we think about these phenomena? Some (Lepicier, Guther- 
let, Council of Baltimore II) think that at least some of them must be ascribed to 
the devil.20 Others (Ugarte de Ercilla, Gemelli, Mainage, Zacchi, Heuze, Charles, 
Palmes, Gearon, Spesz, Frank, Roure, Heredia, Santilli) hold that they are natural 
events, or at least that the preternaturality of none of them has been proved with 
certainty.21

Since difficult to know for certain, either that the facts are objectively true, or, 
if they are, that they exceed the powers of nature, diabolic intervention should not 
be readily admitted, unless perhaps in a particular case this is clearly proved with 
arguments. For God is not thought to permit that spirits can be summoned to appear 
at the will of man, unless perchance by way of exception. But if when it is certainly 
preternatural influence, this will certainly be diabolic: a) since God and the good 
angels and the souls of the dead living in purgatory or heaven, should not be thought 
to do those phenomena in order to satisfy the curiosity of men; also they cannot 
lie, contradict themselves, speak frivolously or impiously, as happens frequently 
in the apparitions of such spirits; b) since the souls of the dead in hell, as seems to 
be certain, do not wander about outside of hell once their relation to the living has 
been broken by death.

504. Moreover spiritism, omitting the fact that in practice it is a certain reli
gious system that denies the fundamentals of the Christian religion, is always and 
by its very nature illicit, since it uses natural means to obtain preternatural effects 
and functions in a superstitious way. Hence the Church absolutely forbids even 
merely passive assistance at seances of spiritism, as is clear, for example, from the 
response given by the Holy Office and approved by Benedict XV (1917): “Whether 
it is permitted through a medium, as they are called, or without a medium ...,to be

20. Lepicier, Le monde invisible. Le Spiritisme en face de la theologie catholique (Paris 1931); C. Guthberlet, 
Parapsychologie: PhilJahrb 31 (1921) 197-224; The Council o f Baltimore II (Acta et decreta n. 36): “It 
seems to have been well investigated that many things, which in the circles o f  Spiritism are said to manifest 
amazing phenomena, are either total frauds or produced by the fraudulent collusion o f  their perpetrators 
among themselves, or by persons who use means that must be attributed to the imagination and credulity o f  
the spectators, or finally it must be attributed to manual dexterity, which is a talent found among magicians. 
However it seems that it can hardly be doubted that at least some o f  those facts must be sought in a satanic 
intervention, since they can hardly be explained in any other way. And it should not seem surprising, if  in 
these last days..., that ancient enemy o f  the human race tries again to introduce for man’s ruin the art o f  
ancient magic, but now under new forms more in conformity with the present condition o f  the world.” H. 
Thurston, S.J., {La Chiesa e lo spiritisme3 [Milan 1949] p.2ff.) concerning extraordinary facts, but not deny
ing the possibility o f  other explanations, even diabolic, admits also in certain cases the intervention o f  other 
spirits, perhaps even human. On the opinion o f  many authors see A. Gatterrer, Aus der Welt des neueren 
Okkultismus. Eine Literaturschau: ZkathTh 51 (1927) 970-980.

21. A. Gemelli, O.F.M., Spiritisme e Spiritisti (Milan 1920); Th. Mainage, La religion spirite (Paris 1921); 
A. Zacchi, O.P., Lo Spiritsmo e la sopravivenza dell'anima (Rome 1922); P. Heuze, Les morts vivent-ils? 
Enquete sur I'etat present des sciences psychiqie (Paris 1926); P. Charles, S.J., A propos de spiritisme: 
NouvRevTh 48 (1921) 113-123; P.J. Gearon, O.C.C., Le Spiritisme: sa faillite (Paris 1932); F. Palmes,
S.J., Metapsiquica y  Espiritismo2 (Madrid 1950) c.46; A. Spesz, Occultismo e Miracolo. Un problema delle 
relazionifra scienza e fede, trad. C. Testore, S.J. (Turin-Rome 1933); K. Frank, S.J., Natnrphilosophie und 
Okkultismus. Ein Uberblick: Schol 13 (1938) 247-254; Roure, Spiritisme: DTC 14,1519f.; C.M. Heredia, 
S.J., Losfraudes espiritismas (Barcelona 1948); R. Santilli, O.P., Spiritismo2(Alzani 1952).
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present at any kind of locutions or spirtistic manifestations, even those offering 
signs of sincerity and piety, either by interrogating souls or spirits, or by listening 
to responses or just watching, even with the tacit or expressed protestation that one 
does not want to have anything to do with evil spirits....” “Negative to all parts.”22

22. AAS 9 (1917) 268. See Thurston, op. cit. See Beraza, n. 847-862; Otten, n. 574-587; Roure, 2507-2544. 
This author wrote many things about spiritism: Le merveilleux spirite.—Le spiritisme d ’aujord’hui et de 
hier.—Aupays de Voccultisme par dela le catholicisme.—La legende des grands inities (Paris 1929); Spir
itisme: DAFC 4,1977-1991: L ’occultisme et lafrancmagonnerie: Et 203 (1930) 556-577; Lesetre, loc. cit., 
2128-2131.
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B O O K  I I I

On the nature of man

505. After speaking about angels, the next question has to do with man. 
Since all visible created things have reference to man as their moral head 
and proximate end, and since in them he is the bond of spiritual and cor
poral things, as the image of God and outstanding as the visible king and 
priest of the world,1 it will suffice for the theologian to consider him theo
logically, praising the excellence of his origin and nature and moral dignity, 
especially since many things concerning him are closely connected with 
certain Christian truths.

Concerning man, therefore, those questions are especially disputed 
theologically that concern his origin and nature and primeval moral condi
tion and fall.

C H A P T E R  I

On the origin of the human body

A R T I C L E  I

O n  t h e  c r e a t i o n  o f  t h e  f i r s t  p a r e n t s  a s  t o  t h e  b o d y

Thesis 20. The first parents were created as to the body immediately 
by God.

S.Th. I, a. 9 If.; St. Bonaventure,/«.2 d. 17 a.2; d.18 a.l q .lf.; Suarez, De opere sexdierum 1.3 c. 1-3; Beraza, 
n. 918-985; Boyer, th. 7; Daffara, th. 27; M. Flick, S.J., L 'origine del corpo delprima uomo alia luce dellafiloso- 
fia Cristiana et della teologia: Greg 29 (1948) 392-416; Bea, II problema antropologica in Gen. 1-2. II trans- 
formismo (Rome 1950); Card. E. Ruffini, La teoria della evolutione secondo la scienze e la fede (Rome 1948).

506. Connection. As to the nature of man, it is necessary to proceed 
gradually concerning his body and soul and the union of both. But concern
ing the body, one question about the origin of the body whether of the first 
parents or of the rest of men has special theological importance. Therefore 
we will have to treat that right now.

The bodies of individual men come from their parents: but what about 
the bodies of Adam and Eve who did not have parents? Do they come from

1. See St. John Chrysostom, In Gen. c .l horn.8 n.2: MG 53,71.
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some inorganic element, or organic, or were they created immediately by 
God? This question pertains all the more to theology because in Genesis 
(l:26f.; 2:7, 21f.) God is introduced with special concern and solemnity 
creating man, who as king and priest is set over all things. He became an 
adopted son of God and was called to be an ancestor of Christ; in general 
terms these sources treat the origin of the human body.

507. Natural science (biology, paleontology) also has something to contribute to the 
solution of this problem. But if it should solve the problem in such a way that the human 
body is certainly the fruit of evolution, theology without any further discussion would 
agree to that.2 But that solution by no means has been found to be certain; it is only a 
hypothesis whose level of probability cannot be determined even by “scientists” who 
give different opinions about it.3 There are not lacking among them those who either 
deny it,4 or propose it only as merely somewhat probable.5 Others think that it is very 
obscure,6 or at least not more probable than the contrary hypothesis,7 and at least that it

2. Moderate transformism concerning plants and animals and understood as God directing evolution is not 
thought to be in any way opposed to dogma. See R. de Sinety, Transformisme: DAFC 4,1793f.; Daffara, n. 
3680380; A. Dondeyne, De evolutionismo sub respect theologico: CollatBrug 32 (1932) 234-238; Knaben- 
bauer,, Glaube und Descendenztheorie: Stimm 13 (1877) 72-81; Ruffini, 78.

3. V. Anderez, S.J., La opinion transformista en crisis?: RazFe 136 (1947) 207-228; Id., Importancia antropo- 
genesica de los ultimos descubrimientospaleantropologicos; MiscCom 5 (1946) 197-229; P. Descoqs, S.J, 
Autour de la crise transformiste (Paaris 1944).

4. O. Kuhn, Die Deszendenztheorie3(Munich 1951); Id., Consideraciones criticas sobre elproblema de la evo- 
lucidn: Arb 19 (1951) 373-387; M. Vemet (protesting), Devolution dumonde vivant (Paris 1950); J. Pujiula,
S.J., Mas sobre la evolucion aplicada al hombre: RazFe 133 (1946) 562-569; A. Roldan, S.J., Evolucion 
(Barcelona 1950) ; H. Terrier, Le transformisme et le pensee catholique (Paris 1950); R. Bertrand-Serret, 
La superstition transformiste (Paris 1952) with whom not a few scientists agreed: see AmCl 64 (1954) 416; 
Th. Steinbuechel, Die Abstammung des Menschen. Theorie und Theologie (Frankfurt 1951) 77. See Bea, p. 
24-26; P. Leonardi, Carlo Darwin (Brescia, s.a.) p. 95; E. Amann, Transformisme: DTC 15,1367.

5. J. Marcozzi, S.J., Poligenesi ed evoluzione nelle origeni dell'uomo.Gxtg 29 (1948) 390: “However the 
evolution o f  the human body, in the present state o f  research, presents a certain grade o f  probability.... The 
origin o f  the human body by evolution does not appear to be wholly improbable.” Id., L ’uomo nello spazio 
e nel tempo (Milan 1953) where he prudently seems to refrain from passing judgment on evolutionism.

6. Anderez, Importancia antropogenesica... loc. cit., 228f.; N. Lahovary, Les origines humaines et la diminu
tion du volume du cerveau chez I’homme: Anthr 41-44 (1946-49) 81-118.

7. G. Bosio, S.J., Evoluzionisti e fssisti:  CivCatt (1949),4) 584596.
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is not a definitively proved fact. They think it is a scientific hypothesis,8 which contains 
more doubtful and unknown elements than it does certain and known ones (v.gr., about 
the precise meaning of the word “evolution,” about the totally unknown natural process 
by which one thing produces something of another nature, about the way in which one 
species is experimentally derived from another, about the grade of evolution by which a 
hominid becomes a man, etc.). The result is that the science of the origin of man can be 
thought to be still in its infancy and perhaps the present-day image of human evolution 
will be changed in the future into something totally different.8*

Since we are not dealing here with experimental facts, “science,” in order to prove 
with certainty that the first men came into existence by evolution, must overcome not 
only the serious difficulties involved in transformism,9 but also demonstrate with cer
tainty that man could not exist except through evolution.10 11

That being the case, it is the task of the theologian, setting aside the “scientific” 
empirical study of the matter, to investigate sincerely, prudently and moderately what 
theology has to say about it, without however intending to refute the truly probable 
conclusions of scientists.11

508. Definition of terms. First parents, or Adam and Eve, whose ori
gin is especially in view, since it is clear from what will be proved below 
that all other men came from them by generation.

Were created, that is, by an eductive action, since, as is clear enough, it 
is supposed that the first parents as to the body were not made immediately 
out of nothing, but from some already existing matter, inorganic or organic.

8. E. Palafox, Sobre la situation actual del problema de la evolution biologica: Arb 19 (1951) 206f.; B. 
Melendez, Evolutiony Paleontologia: Ibid., 278-280; M. Alessandri, L'Evolutionismo: EuntDoc 1 (1951) 
238-244; S. Zedda, O Problema do Evoluzionismo: Brot 54 (1952) 69-80; P. Overhage, S.J., Evolution als 
hypothese: Stimm 149 (1951) 200-210, who recommends caution in these matters, since the hypotheses 
about the origin o f man are continually changing (210); he has the same recommendation concerning the 
fraud o f  the Piltdown Man. About that see: Anderez, Transcendencia antropologica de la averiguacion del 
fraude de Piltdown: RazFe 150 (1954) 463-478; E. Bone, S.J., La solution de I ’enigme de Piltdown: Nou- 
vRevTh 87 (1955) 163-183; A. Veloso, S.J., Ofossil de Piltdown: Brot 58 (1954) 412-426; Card. E. Ruffini, 
Erroresy falsificacionessobre el origen delhombre: Eddl II (1954) 369f.; Cristiani,L ’homme de Piltdown: 
AmCl 64(1954) 2 0 If.

8* See E. Guvenot, L ’origine des especes (Paris 1951) 5; Pius XII, Allocution to those present at "The First 
International Symposium of Genetic Medicine ”: AAS 15 (1953) 599f., where the purely hypothetical con
dition o f  human evolution is effectively stated. See also J. Rostand, Ce qu je  crois (Paris 1953) 11.13.41; 
Leonardi, L ’evoluzione dei viventi (Brescia 1950) 219-221; C. Guareschi, Iproblemi della specie (Florence 
1950) 56.112.

9. Bosio, loc. cit.; Anddez, Etapas cientifico-historicas de la demostracion del transformismo: MiscCom 8 
(1947) 406f.; Rolddn, p. 99-216; Bea, p. 7-25.

10. See J. Rabeneck, S.J., El origen del primer hombre: EstEccl 25 (1951) 21-31; G. Rambaldi, S.J., Decreti 
della Chiesasu I'evoluzione (Chieri 1953) 16f.

11. Bea (p. 26), says about Catholic exegetes: “They.. .should not think that they are called to defend or to pro
mote the theory o f  evolution. The exegete will do well to restrict himself, when the concern is about a purely 
scientific question, to a middle position, not accepting as proved the evolutionary origin o f  the human body 
and not excluding it a priori. Also he should await tranquilly the results o f  the research conducted by strict 
scientific methods o f  the experts who are outstanding for their undoubted technical competence and proved 
Catholic world view.”
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As to the body. The origin of the body alone of the first parents is be
ing considered, since the origin of their soul is clearly stated in Scripture 
and elsewhere below will be proved explicitly. But the body is understood 
here as a human body, or as suited and proximately disposed to receive a 
rational soul, and therefore requiring it.

Immediately by God. God is said thus to have acted not merely as he 
generally does as the first cause immediately concurring with a second 
cause that, as the principal cause, by its own natural power produces the 
body of the first parents. Rather, by a special action God is the principal ef
ficient cause, so that it is excluded that a brute beast, as the principal cause, 
by natural generation or by some other way, should form the human body 
by its own merely natural evolution.

This immediacy of the principal cause by itself alone would not ex
clude a special transformism, inasmuch as under some special influence 
of God on the brute, it would evolve itself into a human body, producing 
it as an instrumental cause. But it would exclude a natural cause alone, 
inasmuch as the brute under God’s general concurrence would evolve itself 
into that body as its principal cause.

But here God is also said to have acted immediately, in the sense that he 
did not use, as an instrumental cause, a brute animal out of which by some 
kind of evolution he made the human body, but he made the body of Adam 
directly from inorganic matter, and the body of Eve directly from the body 
of Adam (from his rib or some other part). Therefore this immediacy of 
inorganic matter excludes also special transformism. Therefore God would 
be the only efficient cause of the human body.

This immediacy of the matter implies, as is clear, that immediacy of the 
principal cause, but not the contrary, since the body of Adam could have 
proceeded from a brute by a special intervening action of God. Therefore 
both points must be proved so that any type of transformism is excluded, 
and not just the natural type.

509. Moreover the direct production of the human body from inorganic matter 
would be a miracle, or beyond the order of the world. But a special action by which that 
body would be educed from a brute would also be a miracle, if, for example, that brute 
were suddenly transformed; but it would not be called strictly miraculous (although it 
would be beyond the powers of the nature receiving it), since it would not be even a 
momentary suspension of the course of nature. If the human body were to come from a 
brute by some evolutionary power conferred on it from the beginning of nature which, 
directed by the extraordinary providence of God, that is, operating beyond his ordinary 
laws, it would strive gradually to produce that body.

Our thesis does not determine that the formation of the human body by its evolution
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from a brute is completely impossible, since that would be difficult to prove, but we say 
that de facto it was not produced in that way.

Likewise our thesis neither affirms nor denies some instrumental cooperation of the 
angels in the formation of the body of Adam, in whom God infused a soul (I, q. 91, a.2 
ad 1), although that would be asserted without a good reason, since in the sources God 
alone is introduced as the maker of the human body.12

However the creation of man must not be conceived as if God infused a soul into 
a body already formed and organized into parts; but rather as an instantaneous action 
by which God all at once or at the same time organized the body, created the soul and 
infused it into the body, although the body is conceived by nature to have been formed 
before the infusion (I, q. 90, a. 4; q. 91, a. 4 ad 3).13

510. Adversaries. Transformists or many naturalists (biologists, 
paleontologists),14 who (we will omit the differences between them) hold 
with regard to living created beings that all of them come ultimately from 
one or just a few organisms by evolution, not excluding man.

Attributing the origin of man to evolution are: 1) Some totally, or re
garding both the body and the soul {rigid transformism). Thus Darwin, 
Huxley, Haeckel, and many other non-Catholic “scientists.”15

2) Some partially, or only regarding the body {mitigated transformism, 
theistic-finalistic). Thus quite a few Catholics who defend it as more or less 
probable, such as Mivart, Leroy, Zahm, and, just to mention a few recent 
ones, Bergouniux-Glory, Colombo, Elliot, Kaelin, Marcozzi, Melendez, 
Messenger, Leonardi, Teilhard de Chardin, Sertillanges, De Saint-Seine,

12. Suarez, 3,1,6.
13. Suarez, 3,1,7.
14. See Marcozzi, 363: “It is not exaggeration to say that at the present time almost all paleontologists and an

thropologists are evolutionists”; Bosio, 484; P. de Saint-Seine, Un colloque international de Paleontologie: 
RevOuSc 118 (1949) 598-610; P. Teilhard de Chardin, S.J., Un Colloque scientifique sur I ’Evolution: Et 253 
(1947) 257-269 (but there were very few present, not from every nation, not all “specialist” paleontologists); 
Bea, (p. 25f.) however comments: “Up till now we are far from that certainty that some publications claim in 
a popular way and for the sake o f  propaganda. Rather, taking count not only o f  one nation, but o f  the whole 
world we are not able to say that all scientists are in agreement with regard to the evolution o f  man.”

15. C. Darwin, The Descent o f Man (London 1871); T.E. Huxley, Evidence as to Man's 
Place in Nature (London 1864); E. Haeckel, Naturliche Schapfungsgeschichte (Berlin 
1 8 6 8 );  C. Vogt, Vorlesungen tiber den Menschen, seine Stellung in der Schopfung und in der Geschichte 
der Erde (Giessen 1864).
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Denis, Carles,16 etc.
If any of these state simply the fact of transformism without mention 

of the special action of God, they should not therefore be thought to 
exclude it.

511. Doctrine of the Church. Provincial Council o f Cologne (a. 1860): 
“The first parents were created immediately by God. Therefore we declare 
to be clearly opposed to the Holy Scriptures and the faith the opinion of 
those who do not hesitate to assert that by a spontaneous change of an 
imperfect nature it developed continually into something more perfect and 
ultimately became man, if you consider just his body.”17

With this decree natural mitigated transformism is condemned, but not 
necessarily the special kind.

The Biblical Commission (D 3514): “In particular may one question 
the literal historical sense when these same chapters (the first three chapters 
of Genesis) treat of facts that touch on fundamental points of the Christian 
religion? To give some examples, among others..., the special creation 
of man, the formation of the first woman from the first man, the unity 
of the human race...? Response: The literal historical sense may not be 
questioned.”

From this document which, as is per se evident, cannot be definitive 
but does require obedience of the intellect (D 3503), Eve was formed im
mediately by God. Adam however was created by a special action, not only 
regarding his soul, as is per se evident, but also regarding his body: for it is 
regarding this especially that makes him a man, and the same thing holds 
for the woman, since Catholics do not doubt about the special production 
of the soul, and since otherwise it would be called “the special creation of

16. St. G. Mivart, On the Genesis o f  Species (London 1864); Id., Lessons from Nature (London 1876); M.D. 
Leroy, O.P., L 'evolution restreinte des especes organiques (Paris 1886); I.A. Zahm, C.S.C., Evolution and 
Dogma (Chicago 1896); F.M. Bergounioux-A. Glory, Les premiers hommes4 (Paris 1952) part 2; C. Co
lombo, Transformismo antropologicoe teologia: ScuoCatt 77 (1949) 17-43; F. Elliot, S.J. L ’evolutionisme: 
science ou conception du monde? A propos d ’un livre recent: NouvRevTh 77 (1949) 518-522; J. Kaelin, 
Evolutionstheorie und katholische Weltanschauung: DivThom (Fr) 27 (1949) 5-16; Id., El problema de 
la evolucion en el campo de la Antropologia: Arb 19 (1951) 323-346; Marcozzi, loc. cit.; Id., Evoluzione 
or creazione? Le origine d e ll’uomo (Milan 1948), and agreeing with him B. Melenrez wrote, Evolution o 
creacion? Origenes del hombre: RazFe 141 (1950) 520-524; E.C. Messenger, Evolution and theology. The 
problem o f M an’s Origin (London 1931); P.M. Perier, Le Transformisme. L ’origine de I 'homme et la dogme 
(Paris 1938); Leonardi, L ’evoluzione biologica e Vorigine dell’uomo2 (Brescia 1950); I d L ’evoluzione dei 
viventi... 165-221,249-332, and on his finalistic theory see Melendez, La “teleogenesis. ” Nueva teoria evo- 
lutionistica finalista del Professor Leonardi: RazFe 145 (1952) 34-46; Teilhard de Chardin, La question de 
1‘homme fossile (Paris 1948); Sertillanges, op. cit.,p. 131-160; P. De Saint-Seine, Les theories de revolution: 
RevQuestSc 121 (1950) 321-344; P. Denis, O.P., \Les origines du monde et de I ’humanite (Liege 1950); J. 
Carles, Le Transformisme (Paris 1951).

17. De doctrina catholica tit. 4 c.14: CL 5,292.
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the soul.” For although the special nature of creation is mentioned because 
of the infusion of the soul, this implies a certain previous and simultaneous 
physical change in the body which is necessary from the obvious philo
sophical sense and so that the creation of man may be correctly related;/or 
the creation o f the soul because of the exigency of the matter is common 
to every man. Therefore also in this way natural transformism is excluded, 
but not necessarily the special kind.18

512. Pius XII: “God made man and endowed him with the crown of 
his image and likeness... One man could proceed only from another man, 
who calls him his father or progenitor; and the helper given to the first man 
by God comes from himself and is flesh from his flesh..., having her name 
from man, because she was formed from him. On the scale of living things 
man, endowed with a rational soul, has been placed by God as the head of 
the animal kingdom. Extensive investigation whether biological or paleon
tological or morphological regarding the origin of man until now has found 
nothing positively clear and certain. Therefore it will be up to the future 
to respond to this question, if eventually science enlightened by faith and 
guided by revelation will be able to establish secure and definitive conclu
sions on such an important matter.”19

513. Therefore Eve was made from man. But man, made by God in 
his own image, outstanding as king among animals and this because of his 
rational soul, cannot call any brute animal his father and progenitor.

From this we conclude that man even according to his body is not from 
a brute animal at least not by any natural generation (or without the special 
influence of God). Since it is very obvious that Adam is not from another 
man, the formula of the document must be thought to indicate something 
more. A boy is said to be the son of his parents because they gave the ulti
mate disposition to the matter of his body which requires the creation and 
infusion of a soul. But if some brute animal by the power of natural evolu
tion should reach the point that it requires a similar creation and infusion

18. Bea, p. 44f.; Janssens (Secretary o f  the Biblical Commission, who signed that response), De hominis na- 
tura p. 672-676; Messenger, p. 229-231; G. Van derbroek and L. Renwart, S.J., L ’encyclique “Humanae 
Generis "et les sciences naturelles: NouvRevTh 345-347; Ceuppens, Quaestiones selectee ex epistulis S. 
Pauli (Turin 1951) 54f. It is not correct to assert that all types o f  transformism are absolutely excluded by 
that decree, as we find in P. Cruveilhier, Genese (Decision de la Commission Biblique sur le caractere his- 
torique des trois premiers chapitres de la): DBS 3,603. We think that another interpretation o f  the document 
cannot be admitted (see J. Echaeri, S.J., loc. cit., Evolucion y  poligenismo a la luz de la Escritura, segiin el 
Magisterio eclesidstico: XII Semana Biblica Espanola [Madrid 1952] 127-129.

19. Pius XII, Sociis. Pont. Acad. Scientiarum AAS (1941) 506.
19* See Rambaldi, 29-34,
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of a soul, it does not appear that there is a real difference between the bond 
of father and son and the bond man and brute from whom he proceeded. 
Indeed, if that evolution was accomplished in the bosom of a generating 
brute animal, why could the man not call him his father?19* Therefore at 
least the hypothesis of a natural evolution by such a natural generation (or 
without the special intervention of God) must be said to be excluded by the 
papal formula.

However some other way (outside of that generation) by which a man 
naturally (or without the special action of God) would proceed from a 
brute animal, a fortiori must be said to be excluded, as is clear. But whether 
with regard to his body he is in some way from a brute (but not without the 
special intervention of God), is an open question, which has not yet been 
clearly and certainly explained by the investigations of natural science, and 
which will have to be solved with certainty perhaps in the future with the 
help of faith and guided by revelation.20

514. Pius XII: The nature of the “positive” sciences is held in very 
high regard by the Catholic religion, “in fact it is worthy of praise when it 
is dealing with facts that are really demonstrated. But it must be accepted 
with caution where it is rather a question of ‘hypotheses,’ although in some 
way based on human science, and which touch on doctrine contained in 
Holy Scripture or in ‘tradition.’ But if such conjectural opinions are di
rectly or indirectly contrary to the doctrine revealed by God, then claims of 
this kind can in no way be admitted.”

“For these reasons the Teaching Authority of the Church does not for
bid that, in conformity with the present state of human sciences and sacred 
theology, research and discussions, on the part of men experienced in both 
fields, take place with regard to the doctrine of evolution, in so far as it 
inquires into the origin of the human body as coming from pre-existent and 
living matter—for the Catholic faith obliges us to hold that souls are imme
diately created by God. However this must be done in such a way that the 
reasons for both opinions, that is, those favorable and those unfavorable to 
evolution, be weighed and judged with the necessary seriousness, modera
tion and measure, and provided that all are prepared to submit to the judg
ment of the Church, to whom Christ has given the mission of interpreting 
authentically the Sacred Scriptures and of defending the dogmas of faith. 
[Here the preceding document is cited.] Some however rashly transgress

20. See Bea, Neuere Probleme undArbeiten zur biblischen Urgeschichte.Bibl 25 (1944) 76-78; Id., IIproblema 
antropologico... p. 30f., 35-37, 54f.; Boyer, Le corps du premier homme et revolution (Du point de vue 
philosophique): ActPontAcRomSTh 10 (1948) 235f.
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this liberty of discussion, when they act as if the origin of the human body 
from pre-existing and living matter were already completely certain and 
proved the facts which have been discovered up to now and by reasoning 
on those facts, and as if there were nothing is the sources of divine revela
tion which demands the greatest moderation and caution in this question.”21 

With these words therefore it is supposed or asserted that evolution
ism, and indeed only regarding the human body, is not a fact that has really 
been demonstrated, but a “hypothesis,” and one that touches on doctrine 
contained in Scripture and tradition. It is assumed that the hypothesis is 
not certainly directly or indirectly opposed to revelation, since otherwise 
it would have to be totally rejected; it is assumed that it can, since the 
Church does not forbid it, be freely discussed in the present-day context of 
theology and natural science (this does not include everyone), but only by 
experts in both camps, and also with gravity and moderation in advancing 
reasons for or against transformism, provided that all are ready to submit 
to the judgment of the Church. Therefore it is temerarious to assert that 
transformism is certain and demonstrated, without paying any regard for 
the sources of revelation.

Therefore the hypothesis of evolutionism with regard to the human 
body is a question that pertains to theology and to “science,” but it is not 
yet certainly solved and therefore it is now freely disputed by experts under 
the judgment of the Church.22

It should be noted regarding the hypothetical mode of evolutionism 
that it has to do with the origin of the body “from already existing and 
living matter,” and it is not said to be from a “brute,” without doubt lest it 
be assumed that man could, in the case of evolution come from a brute by 
generation, as it would be obvious to suppose, even though there would be 
lacking a proportionate reason for it. But that formula “from.. .living mat
ter” in its obvious meaning expresses evolution by a power already resid
ing in matter, and therefore by the special influence of God.23

21. Pius XII, Encycl. “Humani Generis”: AAS 42 (1950) 575f.
22. See Flick, L ’Enciclica “Humani Generis": CivCatt (1950,3) 587f.; Boyer, Les legons de LEncyclica “Hu

mani Generis": Greg 31 (1950) 532f.; F. Taymans, S.J., L ’Encyclique “Humani Generis” et la Theolo- 
gie: NouvRevTh 73 (1951) 161; F. Asensio, S.J., La Enciclica “Humani Generis"y la Escritura: Greg 31 
(1950) 547-549; Bea, Die Enzyklika “Humani Generis. " Ihre Grundgedanken und ihre Bedeutung: Schol 
26 (1951) 5 If.; SagUes, La Enciclica “Humani Generis." Avances teologcos: EstEcl 25 (1951) 170-174; 
J.t. Johnson, The Encyclical „Humani Generis" and the Origin of Man: DubRev (1952) 12-29; R. Aubert, 
S.J., L ’encyclique “Humani Generis": nouvRev 12 (1950) 307 cites the words o f  P. Smulders: “It is the first 
time that a document coming from the supreme Magisterium o f the Church officially ratifies the thesis that 
has gradually become classical in theology, that is, that evolutionism can be, within certain limits, perfectly 
compatible with Christian faith.”

23. See Boyer, loc. cit.
23* Allocutio de ratione “sport” et educationisphysicae quoadreligionem etregulam morum...: AAS 44 (1952) 

870.
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Moreover that permission of freedom in disputing about the fact of 
transformism must not be thought to exclude its manner o f taking place 
through the special action of God.

515. Pius XII, having mentioned some of the characteristics of the human body, 
goes on to say; “Religious thought... accepts all of this, but it goes much further: while 
taking care to return to his first origin, it attributes to the body a certain holy character, 
about which the natural sciences...have absolutely no idea whatever. The King of the 
universe, for the worthy crown of the universe, formed, in one way or another, from 
the dust of the earth the marvelous work of the human body and he breathed into his 
face the breath of life which made the body become the dwelling and instrument of the 
soul....”23’

The note of holiness, which by these words is attributed to the origin of 
the human body cannot, as is clear, come from the general concurrence of 
God with the natural evolution of a brute animal (such as is now given in 
ordinary generation), but from a special action of God by which he made 
the body of Adam in one way or another.

516. The following speak according to the Scriptures and therefore they must be un
derstood just like them: Pelagius I (D 443): “They (the first parents) were not bom from 
other parents, but one was created from the earth, the other from the rib of the man.” 
Vatican Council I which prepared this definition: “This is what holy Mother Church 
believes and preaches. God made man... from the mud of the earth and breathed into 
his formed body the breath of life— But first of all he blessed the man and Eve his wife, 
formed by God from his rib, saying....”24

The fact that Leroy was forced to retract his opinion and Zahm was ordered by the 
Holy Office to remove his book from the booksellers25 does not necessarily indicate 
that transformism, properly understood and in the light of the sources of revelation, is 
directly or indirectly opposed to these sources. For it can be explained as coming from 
a desire of avoiding confusion among Christians, especially since the theory of trans
formism has not been established by facts. Another reason is lest what was being said 
by non-Catholics against religion should be spread abroad by Catholics to the detriment 
of the Church, or lest those authors be reprehended, which might seem to give approval 
to the natural transformism of the human body.26

517. Theological note. The thesis, if the many words of the sources 
are taken in their obvious meaning, must be said to be a matter o f faith

24. Schema constit. de doctr. cathol. c. 15: CL 7,516.
25. See Messenger, p. 232-39; L. Pirot, Adam et la Bible: DBS 1,93f.; Evohizione e domma: CivCatt ser.17 v.5 

(1899) 48f.; ser.16 v.4 (1898) 362f.
26. See Flick, 413-416; Echarri, loc. cit., 124f.
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(de fide).27 But since the words do not necessarily exclude all forms of 
transformism, in this way the thesis, taking into consideration the nature of 
revelation and the reasons of the “scientists,” must be understood in a more 
cautious way:

a) So it is at least certain in theology as excluding all transformism 
with regard to Eve’s body, b) With regard to Adam’s body it is certain in 
theology as establishing the special action of God, or as excluding at least 
natural transformism,27* and probable as excluding all transformism.

There is no theological reason positively in favor of transformism. In 
fact, the theological sources taken as a whole, according to their obvious 
meaning, are thought to exclude that hypothesis completely. Nevertheless, 
it cannot be proved as absolutely certain, as long as there is at least some 
probability of transformism, so that the greater it is, by that amount the 
probability of that interpretation of the sources is diminished. But the level 
of the scientific probability of transformism is so uncertain that not even 
the “scientists” themselves who hold the theory agree on the level of cer
tainty.28 Therefore the exclusion of all transformism is said by us to be 
probable, unless by a clearer confirmation of evolution, which may happen 
in the future, the theological arguments are proved to be inefficacious.

Moreover this exclusion is held at least more commonly by theolo
gians, for example, Card. Ruffini, Temus, Boyer, Daffara, Baisi,29 but not 
as if absolutely and certainly every type of transformism is opposed to the 
theological sources.

518. Proof from Holy Scripture. A. On the body o f Adam. Scripture 
often mentioning the formation of the body of Adam, either thus is always 
speaking figuratively so that nothing but the fact of the production of man 
is indicated along with the special creation of the soul is indicated, or taken 
in its obvious meaning it relates that formation as a special action of God,

27. They are speaking about natural transformism (which should be noted in their citations) when they say that 
the thesis is de fide, Perrone, De Deo Creatore n230; Lahousse, n. 75 at the end; Mazzella, n. 5 12f.

27* See C. Brivio, L ’origine del corpo umano second la dottrina del principali teologi post-tridentini (Milan 
1950). He concludes that it is the unanimous consensus o f  theology in asserting the special action o f  God for 
the origin o f  the human body (p. 54f.).

28. See Anddrdz, La opinion transformista en crisis?: RazFe 137(1947) 226; Bosio, IIpresente stato delprob- 
lema de ll’evoluzione: CivCatt (1949, 3) 484: “In the midst o f  the same evolutionists the answer...assumes 
all the levels from possibility to probability to absolute certainty.”

29. Card. Ruffini, op. cit.; J. Temus, S.J., Die Abstammungslehre heute (Regensburg 1948); Boyer, loc. cit.; Daf
fara, n. 505; C. Baisi, Institutiones Theologiae Scholasticae 2 (Milan 1949) p. 371. On some great ancieent 
theolgians see G.R. Doran, De corporis Adami origine doctrina Alexandri Halensis, Sancti Alberti Magni, 
Sancti Bonavnturae, Sancti Thomae (Mundelein 1936); Id., Saint Thomas and the Evolution of Man: ThSt 1 
(1940) 382-395; T. Livingstone, S.J., The Scholastics and Evolution: EcclRev 73 (1925) 472-481; Pirot, 93; 
Brivio, loc. cit., but according to him there is not among those theologians a true and proper “consensus o f  
theologians” about the matter in which the special action o f  God is exercised (p. 55).
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and indeed also as exercised, as it seems, directly on inorganic matter. The 
first point, that is, that only the fact of the production of man is narrated in 
a figurative way, is not proved from Scripture and Tradition. Therefore it 
must be the other alternative. Moreover it seems that this can be shown to 
be more probable from the following quotes:

1) Gen. l:26f. Then God said: Let us make man in our own image, af
ter our likeness; and let them have dominion over the fish o f the sea.... So 
God created man in his own image, in the image o f God he created him; 
male and female he created them. With these words, which are also about 
the creation o f the body, since with them the whole man is mentioned and 
also sexual difference, taken in their obvious meaning they indicate: a) A 
special action, as is clear from the solemn description in the first person of 
God, and also in the plural of majesty, and in fact without the mention of 
any other secondary cause. In contrast, the creation of the plants and ani
mals is ascribed to God simply in the third person and with the indication 
of secondary causes (v. Ilf.): Let the earth put forth vegetation... (see also 
v. 20.24). b) Not from evolution, since no other matter out o f which occurs 
there except the earth.

519. 2) Gen. 2:4ff: The Lord made...the earth and the heavens. And 
every herb o f the field..., and there was no man to till the ground... Then 
the Lord God formed man o f dust from the ground (i.e., clay from the earth, 
see Gen. 26:15; Isa. 34:7,9; Job 5:6; concerning man, 33:6),30 and breathed 
into his nostrils the breath o f life; and man became a living soul (i.e., a hu
man individual, a person).31

With these words, which are also about the formation o f the body, since 
a double action is clearly implied, and since the soul is infused into his face 
or his nostrils, it says that man also as to his body was made by God: a) By 
a special action, for God himself is introduced as shaping the body and he 
alone and also with an action parallel to the creation of the soul, which of 
course was by way of a special action, b) Not from evolution, as it seems, 
since the beginning point is inorganic matter, and since the desired end is 
“a living individual,” who does not come from another living being.32

520. Given the thesis, other texts are easily understood. Gen. 3:19: In the sweat o f

30. See Ceuppens, Quaestiones selectee ex historia primaeva1 p. 98; Bea, 11 problema antropologico... p. 42 
not. 1.

31. F. Zorell, Lexik. hebr et aram. V.T. (Rome 1940) the word “nephes.” See Vacari, La Sacra Biblia 1 (Rome 
1943 p. 67.

32. See Hetzenauer, p. 49; W.H. MacClellam, S.J., Genesis 2,2 and Evolution o f the Human Body: EcclRev 72 
(1025) 1-10; J. Renid, S.M., Les origins del'humanity d ’apres la Bible, Mythe ouhistoire? (Paris 1950) 85f., 
90f.
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your face you shall eat bread till you return to the ground, for out o f it you were taken. 
Tob. 8:8: You made Adam out o f  the dust o f the earth. Sir. 17:1: God created man from 
the earth; 33:10: And Adam was created o f the dust. Wis. 7:1: All men are descended 
from the first-formed child o f  earth. 1 Cor. 15:45-47: The first man Adam became a liv
ing soul....The first man was from the earth....

521. As will be explained next, Eve was made immediately by God. 
Therefore in like manner it seems that the same thing must be said about 
Adam, especially since man surpasses woman in dignity. For this reason 
Paul explains that woman is from man (1 Cor. 11:7f.).

522. B. On the body o f Eve. Gen. 2:2 If.: And while he slept (Adam) he 
took one o f his ribs and closed up its place with flesh; and the rib which the 
Lord God had taken from the man he made into a woman.

According to this, Eve is made (as to her body) by God: a) By a special 
action (of whatever nature it might be), as is clear, b) Not by evolution, 
from the obvious meaning of the text, and because otherwise it could not be 
said (v. 23): This at last is bone o f my bones andflesh o f my flesh.32

Agreeing with that are: 1 Cor. 11:7f.: Man...is the image and glory o f 
God; but woman is the glory o f man. For man was not made from woman, 
but woman from man. 1 Tim. 2:13: For Adam was formed first, then Eve. 
See Eph. 5:22-33.

TV.B. But the word “sela” is not necessarily taken strictly for the rib, since it may be 
understood in many ways,33 34 and because, even though referring to the rib, from Scripture 
(Gen. 2:23; 1 Cor. 11:8) it could refer not to the literal meaning of rib, but it could also 
signify some part of Adam’s body. Hence according to the response of the Biblical Com
mission one must hold from Genesis “the formation of the first woman from the first man” 
(D 3514), as if a certain liberty for a further determination were permitted.35

523. The probative strength o f  the reasons from Gen. l:26f. and 2:4ff. It is thought 
to be certainly sufficient (at least in the second place) concerning the special action of

33. See T. Ayuso, Poligenismoy evolucionismo a la luz de la Bibliay de la Tradicion: Arb 19 (1951) 361-365; 
A. Clamer, La Genese: PirClam 1 (Paris 1953) 128; Heinisch, Problemi...59-64; J.T. Johnson, The Bible 
and the Early History of Mankind2 (London 1947) c.4; J. Renie, Les origines de I'humanite d ’apres la Bible. 
Mythe ou histoire? (Paris 1950) c.2; Renie, 47-50; Junker, 16f.; Clamer, 128.

34. See K. Frtlhstorfer, Weltschopfung undParodies (Linz 1927) p. 49-53; Ceuppens, p. 122-174; Bea, 50-52.
35. E. Mangenot, Eve: DTC 5,1645; Cruveilitter, loc. cit., 603; Ceuppens, p. 174;A. Colungaa, O.P., Contenido 

dogmatic del Genesis 2,18-24: CiencTom 77 (1950) 289-309. Further, why did God make woman from 
man? (Bea, De Pentateucho1 [Rome 1933] n. 110): “ l.°That man would be the principle o f  the whole human 
race and thus the unity o f  the origin and species would be apparent. See Acts 17:26. 2.° That he might show  
by what a close bond man and woman are joined together. See Gen. 2:23ff.; Eph. 5:28-29. 3.°That he might 
commend the dignity and authority o f  the man: Eph. 5:22-23; John 19:34. 4.° That he might prefigure the 
union o f  Christ and the Church: ibid. 5:23-32; John 19:34.”
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God in the formation of the human body from matter whether inorganic or organic. But 
it does not necessarily exclude evolution, since those words can be taken absolutely 
about th efact of the formation of the body from inorganic matter, but not about the man
ner of its formation, either immediately or by evolution; thus even the words “and man 
became a living soul” can, regarding the word “living,” in the context be a continuation 
of the preceding anthropomorphism (about the “formation” of the body and the “breath
ing” of the soul), indicating simply that the body by the infusion of the soul was made 
“a human individual,” without therefore primarily intending to say that it is “living.” 
And surely we also are said to be made from the earth, but we do not proceed from it 
immediately, but only mediately (Ps. 103:14; Eccl. 12:7; Job. 10:9; 33:6).

Moreover, a fortiori the same thing holds for the proving strength of the other texts 
of Scripture quoted above. Hence modem exegetes think that Has fact of transformism 
absolutely can be reconciled with Scripture {loc. cit.).36

However, given that hypothesis, difficulties hard to solve present themselves, for 
example (beside others like the obvious and natural meaning of Scripture): a) In Genesis 
Adam is introduced only as an adult, that is, as capable of generating (l;27f.), of culti
vating and watching over the garden (2:15), of obeying (2:17), of matrimony (2:23f.), 
of sinning (3:6-19). These cannot be understood in any other sense (in order to protect 
transformism) so that the literal historical substance of those texts can truly be doubted 
(D 3514). Hence the Fathers and the exegetes propose Adam only as an adult.37 Indeed 
the supposition of man proceeding from a brute animal as an adult would be so gratu
itous and difficult to conceive that even the transformists rather place the transition of 
a brute into a man in the embryonic state.38 b) If Eve without evolution came into exis
tence by a special intervention of God, in a like manner why cannot one hold that Adam 
came into existence from the earth without evolution?

However in spite of all of this, Scripture does not seem necessarily to exclude the 
transformism of Adam, but it certainly makes it most difficult to explain.39

524. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers, without directly refuting 
transformism, since they were ignorant of it, nevertheless speak in such 
a way that it cannot be reconciled with their words taken in their obvious

36. Ceuppens, p. 169-171; Hummelauer, op. cit., 128f. (but he adds: “By no means can you reconcile that 
opinion with what is narrated later about the creation o f  the woman”) and Hetzenauer, loc. cit., agrees with 
him; Pirot, loc. cit.; Chaine, p. 46; A. van den Oudenrijn, O.P., De Zonde in Tuin. Een exegetischa studie 
over Genesis 2-4b-3-24 (Roermond-Maaseik 1943) p. 39f. (but explicitly defending immediate creation 
from the earth, p. 38-40); J.M. Gonzalez Ruiz, Contenido dogmatico de la narracion de Genesis 2,7 sobre 
laformacion del hombre: EstBibl 9 (1950) 399-439; Clamer, 129f.; Heinisch, Problemi... 58; Id., Teologia 
del Vecchio Testamento (Turin-Rome (1950) 147, he says about the transformism o f  man: “On the contrary 
there is hesitation among many scientists and it is the object o f  reflection”; Rambaldi, 46-57, 62f.; Johnson, 
loc. cit., c.4; Renie, loc. cit. (Paris 1950) c.2f.; M. Garcia Cordero, Evolucionismo, Poligenismoy Exegesis 
biblica: CiencTom 78 (1951) 465-475, 477-479; E. Galbiati-A. Piazza, Pagine difficili della Bibbia. Antico 
Testamento (Genoa 1954) 110-116.

37. St. Augustine, De Gen. ad lift. 6,18,29: ML 34,351; De pecc. mer. et remiss. 1,37: ML 44,149. See Bea, 11 
problema antropologico... 45-47; Lagrange, loc. cit., 462.

38. See Bea, 22f.
39. See Bea, 50, 53-55.
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meaning, as is readily admitted by all.40
1) I f  man was made from dust, a fortiori can he be resuscitated. From this 

it is shown that man was made by a special action, since resurrection is also 
of such a nature, and he was not made by evolution. St. Irenaeus (R 250): 
“God took dust from the earth and formed man. And indeed it is much more 
difficult... from non-existing bones...and the other qualities that constitute 
a man, to make it into a man, than to take what was already made, and then 
returned to the earth, and to restore it or make it whole again....”

Aphraates (R 687): “In the beginning God creating man out of dust 
formed him and raised him up... How much easier it is for him now by a 
command to raise him up from the earth!”

2) God alone made man, without the intervention o f other secondary 
causes, even o f angels (and a fortiori other created causes, such as brute 
animals would be). St. Irenaeus (R 235): “Therefore the angels did not 
make us nor did they form us...; nor anyone else, except the Word of the 
Lord... For God did not need any of these....”

St. Basil: “All things were created with a command, but not man. For 
it was not said: Let there be man as Let there be a firmament, but you see 
something more in man than in the light... The creation of man is superior 
to everything else. For it says that God took dust of the earth and formed 
man. He deigned to form man with his own hand. An angel did not serve 
by forming him; the ground did not produce man spontaneously. He did not 
command his assisting powers to make this or that, but with his own hand 
he completed the work after taking dust from the earth.”

St. Ambrose: “.. .Let us make... man in our image... Who says this? Is 
it not God who made you?... To whom does he speak?...Not angels because 
they are servants; but servants cannot have partnership in the work with the 
Lord and the works with their author; but he said to his Son.. ,.”41

525. 3) The formation o f the human body is a marvelous work o f God. 
Tertullian (R 361): “Such a great thing was done when that matter was 
formed. As often as it is honored, so often it is experienced from the hand

40. Ceuppens, p. 171: “With the exception o f  St. Augustine, whose testimony is very much disputed, the Holy Fathers 
admit the immediate formation by God o f the body o f  the first man; God directly by himself formed the body o f  
Adam from the dust o f  the earth. The modem theory o f  evolution or transformism was unknown to them; they did 
not doubt about the stability and immutability o f  species; therefore it is not surprising that not even a trace o f the 
theory o f  evolution can be found in the works o f the Holy Fathers.” Pirot, 92f.; Livingstone, The Fathers and Evo
lution: EcclRev 73 (19250 373-385; Card. Ruffini, p. 159-165. Particularly concerning Eve see T.J. Motherway, 
S.J., The Creation of Eve in Catholic Tradition: ThSt 1 (1940) 97-116; S. Tromp, S.J., De Mystico Iesu-Christi 
Corpore deque nostra in eo cum Christo coniunctione: TestDoc Ser. Theol. 26 n.2 (Rome 1943) p. 82-85: see Pius 
XII Encycl. “Mystici Corporis Christi": AAS 35 (1943) 205; L. Mdchineau (Consultor o f  the Biblical Commis
sion), L ’historicite des trois premiers chapitres de la Genese (Rome 1910) p. 106f.

41. St. Basil, De horn, struct., ro.2 n.l: MG 30,40; St. Ambrose, Hexaem. 6,7,40: ML 14,257.
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of God, while it is touched, while it is formed. Consider that God is totally 
occupied with him..., with hand, with sense... and especially with the af
fection with which he shaped his features... Since that is the way things 
are, you have both glorious dust from the hand of God and more glorious 
flesh from the breath of God.”

St. Augustine (R 1696): “But how did God make him (Adam) from the 
dust of the earth?... He did what the omnipotent and wise God was able to 
do and what was agreeable for him to do....”

St. John Chrysostom: . .Do I accept that he formed man from the dust of
the earth? Yes, he said, and not simply, nor did he speak casually to the earth, 
but to the dust; as if one might say, the lightest and most common thing on 
earth. It seems to you great and admirable what was said; but if you think about 
who the artisan is..., you will be amazed and adore the power of the Creator.”42

526. 4) Adam was made from the earth and Eve from the rib o f the man. 
St. Ambrose (R 1278): “It is not pointless that the woman was made not 
from the same earth out of which Adam was formed, but from the rib of 
Adam himself.”

St. Augustine implicitly supposes the same thing (R 1543): “Although 
the visible woman.. .was made from the body of the first man.. .by God, she 
was not made such without a good reason... For was there a lack of dust 
out of which the woman could be formed... ?” “But how did God make him 
(Adam) out of the dust of the earth?” (R 1696).

Theodoret (R 2147): “Also for this reason he did not form the woman 
out of other matter, but he took from the man the matter of the one he was 
about to fashion, lest she, thinking she had a nature different from that of 
the man, might present herself to the man as contumacious.”

527. These testimonies, clear concerning the body of Eve, concerning 
the body of Adam: a) Express without doubt the special action of God (es
pecially, for example, with allusion to the resurrection, with the exclusion 
of angels, with the affirmation of the attributes of God and of the excellence 
of his work), b) Do not necessarily deny all forms of transformism, since 
the Fathers were ignorant of this, it must be assumed that they are explain
ing the matter according to Scripture, i.e., the fact of the production of the 
body from inorganic matter, but not perhaps the manner of its production 
either immediately or by evolution. For it is not certain that they wished to 
hand on as something absolutely pertaining to faith that the formation of 
man was immediately from the dust of the earth; otherwise we would have

42. St. John Chrysostom, In Gen. c.2 hom.12 n.4: MG 53,102.
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to agree with them entirely.43

528. Theological reasoning. 1) Is against natural transformism, at least inasmuch 
as some special action of God must be determined, which per se neither affirms nor 
denies the fact of evolution. Of course natural science can certify the facts of human 
evolution obtained by experience; but the determination of the forces surpassing that 
experience here and now that produced those facts pertains either to philosophy or also 
and perhaps only to theology. But a natural intervention of God, and a fortiori if it is 
special, regarding the origin of the first man, surpasses that experience. Therefore, even 
with the admission of the fact of human evolution as certain, there is still place for the 
determination of philosophical and also theological powers.43*

a) All men come from Adam and Eve. But if, given the truth of trans
formism, all men, as is logical, descended from brute animals, why did all 
those beside Adam and Eve perish?

b) The first woman was formed by God immediately from the man. 
But, according to transformism, she had to come, as a human being, from 
the evolution of brute animals. But if she is not from evolution, by the same 
logic it can be supposed that the man is not from evolution, but immedi
ately from God.44

c) The man whom Gen. 2-3 presents from the beginning as physically, 
psychologically and intellectually perfect is not easily closely connected 
with a man initially weak and imperfect, such as natural transformism pre
supposes.45

2) Is against even special transformism, inasmuch as human evolution 
even as explained by the special action of God is rejected. From tradition 
we know that man was an adult from the beginning of his existence. But 
transformism denies that point, if the body of a brute was changed into 
a human body in the embryonic state; nor does it explain without great 
miracles gratuitously asserted how that infant grew to be an adult. If the 
transformist says that the body of an adult brute was changed into a human 
body, he offers no solid proof of such a miracle. Therefore even special 
transformism cannot be admitted without further proof.

529. Philosophical reason can neither exclude nor confirm special transformism as 
a fact, but at most explain it in a consistent way. But it can attack natural transformism 
because it gratuitously supposes, contrary to the principle of causality, that a particular

43. See Flick, 408f.; Bea, Itproblema antrpologico... p. 32f. But there is still lacking, as this author points out, 
a serious investigation o f  the mind o f  the Fathers on this.

43* See Rambaldi, 16f., 37-39.
44. See Bea, p. 3 If., 53-55.
45. Closen, De incarnatione imaginis Dei: VerDom 20 (1940) 109-112;J. Gross, S.J., Transformisme et theolo- 

gie: RevScRel 2 (1940) 192-196; Boyer, p. 194. See Amann, 1391-1394; Perier, p. 303-321.
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nature (with the ordinary concurrence of God) can produce an effect more perfect than 
itself, that is, either that the body of a brute already perfect naturally so developed itself 
that it demanded the infusion of a soul, or that the brute himself generated a man.40

Theistic evolutionists do not deny the above. They say that God endowed the first cre
ated organisms with certain powers which, given the necessary circumstances, would in
troduce new and higher species.46* Indeed they seem to say that a particular cause produces 
a new higher species under the influence of universal causes, which however work under 
some special influence of God.47 For if that is denied, one must maintain the philosophi
cal reason recently given as one that applies to any created cause, at least a material one.

530. Transformism considered scientifically. It labors under the greatest difficulties, 
which render it very uncertain, at least with regard to man:

1) In general (concerning transformism). It is not proved directly by any fact, but only 
indirectly by inferences. Certain living things continue to be today such as they were thou
sands of years ago. Some organisms different among themselves seem to have appeared 
suddenly and at the same time. There are inversions or apparitions of organisms that do not 
correspond to the principles of evolution. Totally lacking are those forms which are truly 
proved to be intermediate or transitional from one class to another, from one species to 
another. Acquired characteristics are not proved to be transmitted by heredity; but sudden 
changes (in the embryonic period) by which new features, under certain circumstances, 
are acquired, concern nothing but a few small characteristics (by which differences in the 
same species are explained, but not new species). The transformation of instincts, which 
are different for the different species of living things, is difficult to prove.

531. In particular concerning man. There has not yet been found an animal from 
which with sufficient probability it could be said that man is descended from. Man is an

46. See Boyer, Le corps dupremier homme el revolution 237-246; Flick, 398-400; A Gazzana, L ’ultima dispo- 
sizione all'anima dell’umana generazione: DivThom (Pi) 24 (1947) 255-265; M.M. Labourdette, O.P., Le 
peche originel el tes origines de I ’homme (Paris 1953) 126-149; N. Luyten, O.P., Philosophical Implications of 
Evolution: NewSchol 25(1952) 290-311. But in strong disagreement, as least verbally is Echarri, La evolucion 
en el primer origen natural del hombre: Pens 5 (1949) 403-434; see Id., El hombre en sus primeros origenes. 
Evolutionizmo antropologico. Ni exageracion ni cortedad: RazFe 139 (1949) 219-248 (prescinding however 
from the fact o f  evolution or its mode); J. Carles, Unite et vie. Esquisse d'une Biophilosophie (Paris 1946).

46* Marcozzi, Evoluzione o creazione?3(Milan 1948) 217; Sertillanges, op. cit., 159f.; Rente, 82-84.
47. Perhaps in that way appealing to universal causes, we have the following: L.E. Otis, O.P., La doctrine de 

revolution (Montreal 1950) 2 p. 26-169, however his explanation, which is valid for the possibility> but not 
for the fact, is rejected both philosophically as less suitable for man (although possible) and theologically by 
M.D. Philippe, O.P., La doctrine de revolution: RevThom 52 (1952) 189-195; see also Labourdette, 149f.

47* See Bosio, Evoluzionisti... 586-593; Id., IIpresente stato... 485-492; Bea, p. 7-25; Ternus, loc.cit., p. 19-92; 
Lahovary, Les origines humaines... 81-118; Id., Du nuveau sur la probleme des origins humaines: Anthr 45 
(1950) 183-194; Rolddn, p. 150-216; W. Koppers, Der Urmensch undsein Weltbild (Vienna 1949); Anderes, 
Etapas... 406f.; Id., Es derivable el hombre apartir de los monos fosiles?: MiscCom 17(1952) 195-223; Id., 
Indicios antropologicos en el hombre comparado con animates infraprimaticos: Pens 9 (1953) 436-453; R. 
Baja, Aspects actuels du probleme de revolution: RevThom 52 (1952) 196-208; J. Pommel, L'origine de 
I homme (Paris 1950); Overhage, die Frage nach den unmittelbaren Vorfahren der Jetztmenschheit: Schol 
28 (1953) 186-201; Marcozzi, Transformazione progressiva e regressiva nella famiglia umana: ScuoCatt 
79 (1951) 121-150,201-222; Id., L'uomo... 404-413,451-453; Leonardi, L'evoluzione... 219-221; Cristiani, 
Image nouvelle de revolution?: AmCI 64 (1954) 294-296.
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animal lacking the aptitude of defending himself and of leading an independent life; other 
animals soon after they are bom can take care of themselves. Therefore it would have to 
be thought that he is fi'om some animal at least more inept that he, unless contrary to the 
principles of transformism it is gratuitously asserted (provided there is no appeal to a spe
cial intervention of God) that man in the embryonic period, by a previous interruption of 
the normal process of development, is suddenly endowed with a totally new form of life.

Some fossils considered (but not certainly proved about all of them) to be human 
(Sinanthropos, Pithecanthropos [erectus] Javaensis, Africanthropos, Australopithecus 
Afficanus, Paleanthropos Heidelbergensis, Neanderthal Man) seem to manifest forms 
rather that are pithecoid, and therefore the older man is morphologically the more simi
lar he is to an animal than to an actual man. But other fossils (v.g., those found in East 
Africa at Kanam and Kanjera, in France at Denise and Fontechevade, in England at Gal
ley Hill, London, Bury St.-Edmuns) which seem to be homo sapiens, are older than Ne
anderthal man, but contemporary with Pithecanthropos, and perhaps homo Kanamensis 
with Sinanthropos. Therefore since at the end of the lower Pleistocene era pithecoid 
fossils coexist with homo sapiens, so that the latter is a contemporary of the former or 
perhaps precedes him, the tree of “anthropoids-Sinanthropos-Pithecanthropos-Neander- 
thal” vacillates tremendously or rather seems to be purely theoretical.

Hence the further question is who precedes whom—pithecoids homo sapiens or 
vice versa, and therefore are we dealing with evolution or rather with devolution, that 
is, regression or degeneration? For there are not lacking scientists who think that the 
pithecoid forms of primitive man are rather the effects of degeneration under the harsh 
circumstances of life.47*

532. Objections. 1. With transformism the excellence of man is expressed, since 
it leads to him as the goal of all sensible life. Therefore transformism is suitably to be 
admitted.

I  distinguish the antecedent. With transformism the excellence of man is expressed, 
but in such a way that it is expressed better on the supposition of the immediate creation 
of man, conceded; otherwise, denied.

Immediate creation expresses better the distance of man from brute animals; like
wise his origin is more noble on the supposition of the more perfect and more intimate 
action of God, or with the concurrence of inorganic matter alone.48 Moreover it could be 
transmitted better, since granted the immediate creation, the fact of transformism does 
not follow per se and necessarily.

2. God accomplishes through secondary causes what can be done by them. But the 
body of man can come into existence through the evolution of a brute animal. Therefore 
man is from God through the evolution of a brute animal.

I  distinguish the major. God accomplishes through secondary causes what can be 
done by them naturally, I  pass on the major; otherwise, I  subdistinguish: sometimes 
(v.g., in the case of miracles), conceded; ordinarily, denied.

In this question, as to its possibility, we deny that some brute animal could, as

48. Ayuso, 362.
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the principal cause, make the body of a man, since the proximate disposition for the 
infusion of the soul cannot be produced naturally except by generation, and also by a 
cause of equal perfection {Depot., q.6 a.3). But if it were said that natural evolution is 
possible, we still deny, from what has been proved, that the body of man actually was 
produced in that way. But that his body is not from preternatural evolution is, from what 
we have said, probable.

3. The narration in Genesis about the creation of man is figurative. Therefore is 
should not be understood as relating the immediate formation of man.

I  distinguish the antecedent. The narration in Genesis about the creation of man is 
figurative as to some things, conceded; as to everything, I  subdistinguish: concerning the 
special action of God in the production of the human body, denied; concerning his pro
duction from inorganic matter, I  distinguish again: probably, conceded; certainly, denied.

The explanation of these points is clear from what was said in the proof.

533. The reasons for transformism (or the scientific objections against our thesis), 
which we leave to the philosophers to consider more in detail, are more or less these 
(beside the paleontological ones mentioned above):

1) Superior organisms in the embryonic process successively take on the adult forms 
of the principal species of animals, or they run through the same steps of evolution of 
their own species, according to Haeckel’s law: biogenesis recapitulates philogenesis.

But this assertion seems to be so gratuitous that it has been abandoned by almost 
all evolutionists.

2) There is a great similarity between man and the higher animals (especially those 
closer to him physically), so that a certain gradation of perfection in the organisms 
shines forth from the protozoa up to man.

But that is not necessarily an argument for evolution. For if man is an animal, as 
such then he must be similar to other animals, at least to some of them, especially if he 
is in the same circumstances of life. Atomic and subatomic identity and the identity of 
the way of acting of chemical bodies is also not an argument that these things proceed by 
evolution from some kind of primordial element. The gradation of perfection manifests 
variety in the works of God, but not necessarily evolution.

3) There are some rudimentary organs in the higher species of animals or organs 
lacking a function; they are not present in lower types, but they are truly useful. This 
seems to favor evolution.

However, in addition to what perhaps we do not know about their function (just as 
our ancestors were ignorant of them), those organs apparently must be attributed to the 
ontogenic phenomena of embryonic life.49

534. Corollary. On prudence in this question. It is not the role of a priest as such 
to defend transformism or to promote it or even to speak about it to the people without 
a truly urgent reason. If by chance the question does come up, he should explain it with

49. See Bosio, 11 presente stato...485-492; Rolddn, p. 99-150; Bea, p. 12-21; Temus, p. 45-92; V. Marcozzi, S.J., 
La vita e I'uomo (Milan 1946) p. 1 c.8; Id., Poligenesi edevolnzione...loc. c i t Vernet, op. cit.
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great moderation and present clearly the huge difficulties involved in transformism, for 
based on them not a few scientists reject it. For he should know that the people can with 
difficulty grasp the necessary theological distinctions in this most difficult matter, so 
that they can easily think, not without danger to the faith, that something taught to them 
previously as given in Holy Scripture (the formation from the dust of the earth) has been 
found to be false. In fact they could be led into error by easily taking as certain the idea of 
transformism explained to them by a priest, which however is only a mere hypothesis im
mersed in many difficulties so that perhaps in the near future it will be found to be false.50

535. Scholium. On St. Augustine and transformism. The holy Doctor taught that 
God made everything at the same time,51 but some things perfect at the beginning (an
gels, the firmament and the stars, the earth, the sea, the soul of man, etc.),52 but other 
things (plants, animals, the human body)53 only in a beginning way, or causally, poten
tially, invisibly, as it were in “seminal reasons” (rationes seminales) (which—difficult 
to conceive and define—would not be precisely seeds, but virtualities or powers)54 from 
which various things at the opportune time would proceed,55 with God all the time con
trolling and directing those causes.56 Hence the holy Doctor, according to some, taught 
a qualified transformism, at least more or less implicitly.57

However readily conceded that those “reasons” are not merely passive, but truly 
active and evolved into plants and animals, St. Augustine, in order to restrict the ques
tion just to the body of Adam: a) Nowhere teaches that that evolution involves the trans
formation of species (which is the essence of evolutionism), but rather he supposes the 
contrary.58 b) Nowhere does he say that the body of the man was from a brute animal,

50. See Card. Ruffini, Responsabilite dei paleantropologi cattolici: L’Osservatore Romano n.130 (1950) If.; 
Bea, 2 6 f , 56f.

51. St. Augustine, De Gen. adlitt. 4,25,56; 5,23,45; 7,28,41f.: ML 44,320.338,370-372.
52. De Gen. ad litt. lib. imperf. c.3; De Gen ad litt. 6,1,2; 7 c23f.: ML 34,222-224,339.368.
53. De Gen. ad litt. 5,4,9-11; 5,7,20; 6,5,8; 6,6,10; 6,9,16: ML 34,324f. 328.342f.-345f.
54. Ibid., 6 ,6 ,10f,; 9,17,32: ML 34,343. 406.
55. Ibid., 4,33,52; 6,10,17: ML 34,318. 346.
56. Ibid., 5,4,11; 5,20,41: ML 34,325. 336.
57. H. de Dorlodot, Le danvinisme aupoint de vue de I’ortodoxie catholique (Brussels 1921) p. 10-108; Messen

ger, p. 60-178; Perier, p. 43-47; Zahm ap. Pirot, 92; as it seems, J. Larni, L 'idee d ’evolution chez saint Augustin: 
RevScPhTh 2 (1908) 506-521; L. Pera, O.S.A., La creazione e virtuale secondo S. Agostino (Florence 1929); 
Sertillanges, p. 129f.

58. Card. Ruffini, p. 201-230. 237; H. Woods, S.J., Augustine andEvolugtion. A study in the Saint’s “De Genesi ad 
litteram" and “De Trinitate” (New York, 1924); see 5. Agostino e I’evoluzione: CivCatt (1925,3) 149-160; P. 
Schepens, S.J., Num S. Augustinuspatrocinetur evolutionismo: Greg 6 ((1925) 216-230; E. Hilffer, Augustinus 
en 1,2353c; Pirot, 992f.;Amann, 1387f.;De Blic, La creation chez S. Augustin: Melanges F. Cavallera (Toulouse 
19480 184-189; Marcozzi, L’uomo... 43If.; Echarri, Evolucidnypoligenismo... 118. See St. Augustine, loc. cit., 
9,17,32: ML 34,324f. The following strongly emphasize the merely active meaning o f the seminal reasons, but 
without the transformation o f  species: M.J. McKeough, O. Praem., M.A., The Meanng of the rationes seminales 
in St. Augustine (Washington 1926), relying on E, Thamiry, De rationibus seminalibus et immanentia (Insulis 
1905); R. de Sinety, Saint Augustine et la transformisme (Paris 1930); Boyer, La theorie augustinienne des rai
sons seminales: MiscAgost 2 (Rome 1931) 795-819; A Fem&neez, O.S.A., La evolucidn cosmogonicoy biologica 
segun San Agustin: RelCul 15 (1931) 215-237; R. Capdet, Les raisons causales d'apres saint Augustin: BullLit- 
tEccl 50 (1949) 208-228 (but he does not mention explicitly the question the change o f  species); FJ. Thonnard, 
A.A., Razones seminales y  formas sustanciales: Sa 6 (1951) 262-274; Id., Les raisons sbminales selon saint 
Augustin: Acts ofthe Xlth International Congress o f  Philosophy, v. XII (Amsterdam 1953) 137-145.
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but that the body of Adam was from the dust of the earth and the body of Eve from 
the side of Adam.59 c) Moreover he teaches a miraculous intervention of God certainly 
concerning the body of Eve,60 and more probably also regarding the body of Adam.61

536. A fortiori St. Gregory o f Nyssa is undeservedly quoted by some as a trans- 
formist to a certain extent.62 He teaches that “everything was made with power in God’s 
first move to create, as with a certain power of the seed sent forth for the creation of 
the world; but individual things did not actually exist,” or the occasions and causes and 
powers of all things were made by God, and at the first motion of his will singular things 
existed—heaven, upper air, stars..., animals, plants...,” but “in a certain order” so that 
“one thing from the whole universe of things first existed and appeared, then... another 
second thing, then, as ingenious nature required, a third and fourth thing”; man however 
obtained his perfection by passing through vegetative, sensitive and rational stages.63

But nowhere does the holy Doctor mention the transformation of species64; rather, 
he says that God made man, and in fact with a special previous deliberation, as some
thing entirely new, after having already made the plants and the animals.65

59. St. Augustine, Ibid, 6,5,8; 6,6,11; 7,24,35: ML 34,342f. 368.
60. Ibid, c. 15-18: ML 34,403-408.
61. Ibid., 7,24,35. (where certainly the special intervention o f  God concerning the infusion o f  the soul into the 

body is mentioned); see 9,17,32: ML 34,368.406. See P. Galtier, S.J., Saint augustin e t l ’origine del'homme: 
Greg 11 (1931) 28-31; Portalid, 2354; Pirot, 993; Boyer, De Deo Creante p. 181-183; Id., Le corps dupre
mier homme... loc. cit., 246-248. It is denied by Fernandez, 232f. On what some older scholastics thought 
about the rationes seminales see St. Bonaventure, Opera omnia 2 Quaracchi 1885: Schol p. 199f., 438.443f.

62. Dorlodot, p. 90-99; Messenger, p. 131-144,202-204; Pdrier, p. 143f.
63. St. Gregory o f  Nyssa, In Hexaem.: MG 44,71.77; De horn. opif. c.29: MG 44,233-240.
64. See Card. Ruffini, p. 231-237; Amann, 1386f.; J. Gross, Leprobleme des origines dans la Thelogie recente: 

RevScRel 13 (1933) 56.60; D.L. Rebecchi, L'antropologia naturale di San Gregrio Nisseno: DivThom(Pi) 
20 (1943) 309-322.

65. St. Gregory o f  Nyssa, De horn. opif. c.2f.; see c.29: MG 44,132-135, 233-240.
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A R T I C L E  I I  

O n t h e  o r i g i n  o f  t h e  h u m a n  r a c e  

Thesis 21. The whole human race proceeds from Adam and Eve.

Palmieri, De creatione th. 30; Beraza, n. 865-917; Lercher, 23n.553-561; Daffara, th. 28; H. Lennerz, S.J., 
Quid theologo censendum de polygenismo?: Greg 29 (1948) 417-434; R. Garrigou-Lagrange, O.P., Le monoge- 
nismo n 'est-il nullement revele, pas meme implicitement?: DoctComm 2 (1948) 191-202.

537. Connection. It is established that Adam and Eve as to their body 
came immediately from God. But what must be said about the origin of 
other men also with regard to their body? In a proximate way they come 
from their parents through generation. But if we trace back their origin to 
the very beginning there is a starting point, that is, there were their first 
parents. Now we ask who those first parents were.

538. Definition of terms. The whole human race, that is, all the human 
beings that have existed from the time of the creation of Adam (or at least 
from the moment of his sin) down to us, and also on this earth.

Therefore we are disregarding (without either affirming or denying) the question 
about other men who may have existed before Adam (or at least were extinct before his 
sin)1 or also those on other planets,1 2 since this does not concern Christian dogma which 
mentions explicitly only men on this earth who come after Adam.

Proceeds, or takes his origin as to his body (the origin of the soul will 
be treated below).

From Adam and Eve, that is, from the first and unique pair, therefore so 
that strict monogenism is established, or the doctrine asserting the unity of 
all men, not only specific, but also o f origin, or inasmuch as they are from 
one pair, and polygenism is excluded, or the doctrine that denies at least the 
unity o f origin.

Given the unity o f  species of all men existing from Adam to us, inasmuch as the

1. See Fabre d’Envieu. Les origines de la terre etdel'homme (Paris 18730; Diercky, S.J., L 'homme singe et les 
precurseurs d ’Adam enface de la theologie: RevOnSc 36 (1894) 86-90; A.B.,/1 propos des “Preadamites 
RevApol 57 (1933) 622-626.

2. F. Albert, A propos des planetes et de leurs habitants: RevApol 45 (1947) 202f. Rcently they dealt with 
this controversy and said that theology has no definite position on ths question: D. Grasso, S.J., La teologia 
e la pluralita dei mondi abitati: CivCatt (1952 IV) 255-265; J. Salaverri, S.J., La possibilidad de seres 
humanos extraterrestres ante el dogma catdlico: RazFe 148 (1953) 23-43; A. Michel, Si d ’autres mondes 
ex is ta ien t? AmCl 64 (1954) 664f.; Labourdette, op. cit., 166f. Today J. Bujanda, S.J., takes the position 
that there are men on other planets: El origen del hombreyla teologia catolica (Madrid 1953) 328-330.
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same complex of essential qualities can be predicated about all of them, the unity o f  
origin still does not necessarily follow, as if they all have the same nature handed on 
by a unique pair. But given the unity of origin of all men, their unity of species neces
sarily follows, unless natural transformism between philosophically different species is 
erroneously admitted as possible.

539. Adversaries, a) Preadamitism holds in general that there were 
men before Adam. But here are meant, not those preadamites who, as Fab- 
re d’Envieu holds without any serious supporting reason, and thinks that 
those men were already extinct before the creation of Adam (see n. 537); 
but those who taught that men born before Adam existed together with 
Adam, so that postadamitic men stem partly from Adam and Eve and partly 
from those men who existed before Adam.

Thus Isaac de la Peyrere, a Calvinist, who after his conversion to the 
faith firmly rejected his opinion. For previously he had held that the man 
mentioned in Gen. 1:26f. (Let us make man in our image...male andfemale 
he created them) was the father of the Gentiles, but that Adam, or the man 
mentioned in Gen. 2:7 (Godformed man from man o f dust from the ground, 
and breathed into his nostrils the breath o f life), was different from the first 
man and that he was the father of the Hebrews. However he said that it 
happened in such a way that original sin by imputation of the sin of Adam 
is present in all men.3

b) Polygenism: a) In a strict sense: holds that morphological, physi
ological and psychological diversity of living and extinct men cannot be 
explained except by their origin from diverse stems (Klaatsch, Arldt, G. 
Sergi, G. Sera), b) In a broad sense (or specific monogenism): holds that 
men came from one human stem, but existed in different places on earth, 
according as circumstances permitted (hologenism, v.gr., D. Rosa, G. 
Montandon, G. Colosi). Also some older authors are commonly cited in 
favor of both theories.4

Today almost all scientists, including non-Catholics, hold that men are from one

3. Isaac de la Payrere, Prae-Adamitae sine exercitatio super versibus 12, 13 and 14 capitis 5 Epistolae D. Pauli 
ad Romanos (s/1, 1655); Id., Systema theologicum ex Prae-Adamitarum hypothesi, part. 1 (s .l ,  1755). On 
his conversion and retraction: Isaaci Peyrerii Epistola ad Philotimum. There he gives the reasons why he 
adjured the sect o f  Calvin, which he had previously embraced; and also the book about Pre-Adamites that 
he had published (Rom 1657), to which he added “Deprecatio Isaaci Peyrere... Ad Papam Alexandrum 
Septimum... " See Amann, Praeadamites: DTC 12,2793-2800; Id., Prieur (Philippe le): DTC 13,244; J. 
Carreyre, Le Peyrere Isaac de: DTC 8 ,8615f.); Beraza, n. 873-896. Others (beside Prieur) wrote against De 
la Peyrere and also F.A. Zacarias, S.J., Dissertatio qua Praeadamitarum systema confutatur: ThesaurTheol 
2 (Venice 1762) p. 360-383; B. Mariani, II Poligenismo e S. Paolo: Rom 5:12-14: EuntDoc 1 (1951) 124- 
145.

4. See M arcozzi,L ’uomo... 396-402; Andbrez, Formassomaticasde lahumanidadactual: diversidad, unidad, 
origen: RazFe 146 (1952) 453-467.
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stem and indeed that they come from the same place on earth, unless science can pro
vide positive evidence against it.5 That they arq from one pair science by itself alone 
can positively prove, according to some6; others however deny it7; but so far no solid 
evidence can be brought against it.8

Before the encyclical Humani Generisi (which will soon be considered) some Cath
olics either approved polygenism (understood in the sense of the thesis) (Mancini), or 
they were not totally opposed to it (Boussonie, as it seems), or they had doubts about its 
theological certitude in the present state of science (Bataini, Prete, Guitton), at least as 
from a scientific point of view they did not hold that it is definitely excluded (Dubarle, 
Card. Lidnard, Rondet, Gaudel, Amann).9

However they quote the hypothesis of Boussonie (certainly as opposed to it) as to 
whether original sin can be considered as a fact which was not the effect of one pair, but 
rather of multitude of men all of whose descendants contracted the sin, so that on the 
other hand Paul, while speaking about the influence of the work of Adam and Christ on 
us, teaches its universal effect rather than the common origin of men.10

540. Documents of the Church. They show that the mind of the Church 
has always been that all men descended from Adam In fact it is expressed 
in words that are difficult not to take in their proper meaning.

Pelagius I (D 443): “For I confess that all men from Adam to the con
summation of the world, who were bom and died with Adam and his wife 
and who were not born of any other parents.. .will rise from the dead.” 

Pius II (D 1363) condemned this error, although his condemnation does 
not mention monogenism explicitly: “that God also created another world

5. Marcozzi, 345: “At the present time almost all scientists are monogenists”; 361: “The supposition, gener
ally admitted, that humanity, like every other species, had one “cradle,” one center o f  origin and o f  diffu
sion, from the scientific point o f  view, at the present time has no positive argument opposed to it”; F.M. 
Bergounioux-A. Glory, Lespremiers hommes (Toulouse 1944) p. 7 If.; Leonardi, L'evoluzione biologica e 
I ’origine dell’uomo (Brescia 1945) p. 134-139; A. Raignier, Les origines de I’humanite. Fails et Problemes: 
RevOuSc 118 (1947) 178; J.C. Carles, L'unite de I’espece humaine: ArchPhil 17 (1948) 84-100.

6. Carles, 96; Leonardi (as it seems), 135: “On the other hand at the present time polygenism is in retreat and 
at least with regard to present-day humanity almost all the authors, to the best o f  my knowledge, tend to 
admit the single origin and the specific unity; therefore they are fully in agreement with Catholic theology.” 
See M. Schulien, L ’unita del genere umano alia luce delle ultime risultanze antropologiche, linguistiche et 
ethnologiche (Milan 1943) p. 55.

7. Marcozzi, 402; Bergounioux, p. 72; G. Picard, S.J., La science experimental est-elle favorable aupolygeni- 
sme? ScEccl 4 (1951) 88.

8.. See J. Guibert, Homme: DAFC 2,492-501; Leonardi, L’evoluzione... 205.
9.. A. Mancini, Monogenismo et Poligenismo: informazioni: PalCl 28 (1949) 904-908: see J. Bataini, Mo- 

nogenisme etpolygenisme. Une explication hybride: DivThom (Pi) 53 (1950)363-369; B. Prete, Aproposito 
del poligenismo: Sap 1 ((1948) 420fi; J. Guitton, La pensee moderne et le catholicisme (Aix 1936) p. 39; 
A.M. Dubarle, Les Sages d ’Israel (Paris 1946) p. 21f.; Id., Sciences de la vie et Dogme chretien: Vielnt 15 
(1947) 624; Car. A. Lienard, Le chretien devant lesprogres de la science: Et 255 (1947) 299f.; Rondet, Les 
origines humaines et la theologie. Problemes pour la reflexion chretienne: CitNouv 1 (1943) 973-987; A. 
Gaudel, Peche originel: DTC 12,590fi; Amann, Transformisme: DTC 13,1390f; Id., Preadamites: DTC 
12,2799f.

10. See Boussonie, 2356.
10* See K. Rahner, S.J., Theologisches zum Monogenismus: ZkathTh 76 (1954) 10-15, 201-204.
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beside this one, and in its time many other men and women existed, and that 
therefore Adam was not the first man.”

541. The Council o f Trent (D 1511): “If anyone does not profess that the 
first man Adam.. .lost.. .holiness...: let him be anathema.” “If anyone asserts 
that Adam’s sin was injurious only to Adam and not to his descendants... 
that he lost the holiness...which he had received from God, and not for us 
also.. .or that after his defilement.. .he transmitted to the whole human race 
only death...but not sin itself...: let him be anathema” (D 1512; Council o f 
Orange, D 372).

"If anyone says that this sin of Adam, which is one by origin, and which 
is communicated to all men by propagation not by imitation, and which is in 
all men and proper to each.. .is taken away.. .through a remedy other than... 
:let him be anathema” (D 1513)

“If anyone denies that newly bom infants...do not contract from Adam 
any original sin that must be expiated in the bath of regeneration... :let him 
be anathema. Therefore they are baptized for the remission of sin in a very 
true sense, that they may be cleansed by regeneration of what they have con
tracted by generation” (D 1514; see the Council o f Carthage XVI, D 223).

Therefore from these documents it is clear that Adam, the first man, 
having sinned, transmitted sin to his progeny, i.e., to us, or to the whole 
human race or to each person (as death, and the exception of the Virgin 
Mary proves the same thing). Also it happened in such a way that all 
contract it from Adam by generation and not by imitation. Therefore at 
least it clearly supposes that the whole human race comes by generation 
from Adam and therefore it is at least proximate to faith. This, although 
the tridentine Fathers did not know about polygenism and, as is clear, did 
not intend explicitly to teach monogenism, it is valid also for monogenism, 
since they expound the doctrine that de facto includes it.

Is the thesis defined as de fide? Explicitly not, as is clear. Implicitly? At 
first sight and based on a strict literal exegesis of the text, it would seem to be 
established that only these points are defined: that sin has been transmitted 
to all of us not by imitation; and therefore perhaps it has not been defined 
either that Adam was one individual or that original sin was precisely one or 
that it was transmitted by generation (certainly not by imitation).10*

But the Pelagians, whom the Council especially opposed, denied original 
sin as defended by St. Augustine, that is, committed by Adam and transmit
ted to all by generation. Also among the errors that the Council was consider
ing were these: “that we.. .contracted no stain of sin from our generation;...
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that there is not one original sin, but many” (Errors If. 13).11 Likewise the 
Council says that sin was also propagated both negatively, or “not by imita
tion,” and positively, or “by propagation” (D 1513); this word, which is in 
itself indeterminate, in the mind of the Council refers to generation (D 1514).

Given the above, the anatomical operation is with difficulty justified 
by which the purely negative propagation of sin or as “not by imitation,” 
as one element clearly defined, is separated from others such as Adam be
ing one individual and the oneness of original sin and its transmission by 
generation as elements that are not defined. Therefore we think that in the 
mind of the Fathers of the Council those elements cannot rightly be sepa
rated, and therefore that they defined original sin according to the way they 
thought about it, that is, as one sin in its origin (in one Adam) transmitted 
to all descendants not by imitation but by propagation or generation. Thus 
one of the proper qualities of original sin as it now exists is its transmis
sion by generation. Therefore all those elements in the notion of original 
sin would seem per so to be taught by the Council, and therefore also our 
thesis, included in them, would seem to be defined implicitly.

These points are confirmed by the words that come after them (D 1521): “since all 
men had lost their innocence in the sin of Adam” where they say: “Truly men would not 
have been bom without justice except that they were born children of Adam’s seed. For 
it is because of their descent from him that in their conception they contract injustice 
as their own. So likewise they would never have been justified except through rebirth 
in Christ” (D 1523). And that justification is described as “a passing from the state in 
which man is bom a son of the first Adam, to the state of grace... through the second 
Adam, Jesus Christ...” (D 1524).

With these words it is not only said that all contracted original sin because they 
have been generated mediately or immediately from Adam, but one Adam is clearly 
placed in opposition to one Christ, therefore as one man, not as a group of men, and as 
one man he committed a sin, which therefore is not a common sin of many, but transmit
ted to others by propagation, not by imitation.11*

542. Leo XIII: “We record what is known to all, and cannot be doubted 
by any, that God, on the sixth day of creation, having made man from the 
slime of the earth.. .gave him a companion .. .God thus, in his far-reaching 
foresight, decreed that this husband and wife, should be the natural 
beginning of the human race and preserved by an unfailing fruitfulness 
throughout all futurity of time.”11 12

11. Council o f  Trent 5 ,212f.
11 * See Flick, IIpoligenismo e il dogma delpeccato originate: Greg 28 (1947) 557-563; Lennerz, 432f.
12. Leo XIII, Encyclical “Arcanum divinae sapientiae": AAS 12 (1879-1880) 386.
12* Pius XII, Encyclical, “Summi Pontificatus AAS 31 (1939) 4 2 6 f...
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543. The Biblical Commission (D 3514). Concerning facts that touch 
the fundamentals of the Christian religion, about which the Genesis nar
rative must be understood as literally historical, are the following: “The 
special creation of man; the formation of the first woman from the first 
man; the unity of the human race.” But this unity, since it is mentioned after 
the creation of the first man and the first woman, cannot be understood as 
merely specific, which is per se evident and about which directly it is not a 
dogmatic question, but a unity of origin.

544. Pius XII: “Moreover they narrate (the Scriptures) that all others 
take their origin from the marriage of the first man and woman. They say... 
that they were distinct in various tribes and nations, and spread out through 
different parts of the world— And the Apostle of the Gentiles, as the 
preacher of truth, according to which men are gathered together fraternally 
into one large family, proclaimed this to the Greeks: He (God) made.. .from
one man every race of men to dwell on the whole face of the earth__”12*
Therefore according to Scripture, all men are from Adam and Eve.

The same serious Pontiff, after he explained the relative freedom that 
theologians and scientists have to investigate the theory of transformism, 
adds the following about polygenism: “When, however, there is question 
of another conjectural opinion, namely polygenism, the children of the 
Church by no means enjoy such liberty. For the faithful cannot embrace 
that opinion which maintains either that after Adam there existed on this 
earth true men who did not take their origin through natural generation 
from him as from the first parent of all or that Adam represents a certain 
number of first parents. Now it is in no way apparent how such an opinion 
can be reconciled with that which the sources of revealed truth and the 
documents of the Teaching Authority of the Church propose with regard to 
original sin, which proceeds from a sin actually committed by an individual 
Adam and which through generation is passed on to all and is in everyone 
as his own.”13

From these words, a Christian cannot hold that there were men on earth 
after Adam (whether there were others extinct before him is not decided) 
who did not descend from him by natural generation, or that Adam should be 
taken in a collective way, or as a multitude of first parents. The reason is that 
it is in no way apparent that the teaching of the sources of the theologians 
can be reconciled with those assertions about sin as a truly historical fact, as 
committed by one Adam and also as a man who is a physical individual, as 
transmitted by generation to each and every man (distinct from Adam).

13. Encyclical, “Humani Generis": AAS 42 (1950) 576.
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With these words those prohibited assertions are not expressly qualified; but equiv
alently they are said to be excluded by the sources, either implicitly or at least arguably, 
and therefore that the statements contrary to them are either implicitly defined or at 
least theologically certain. The following words are not opposed to this: “it is in no way 
apparent” as if they do not deny that a reconciliation can eventually be worked out, as 
some have thought.14 For this interpretation is excluded: a) by the strong word “in no 
way” (nequaquam) joined to the word “apparent” (appareat); b) by the previous abso
lute assertion and without the limitation of persons or time or grades of certitude that no 
member of the faithful can hold polygenism; c) Since otherwise it would be supposed to 
be possible that one individual Adam is equivalent to many, or that by generation from 
Adam sin is in many who are not from Adam; d) since implicitly from the context this 
opinion is reckoned with those that are opposed to the teaching revealed by God directly 
or indirectly.15

However if in some way there were a possible opinion for polygenism, which would 
hold that all men after Adam are by generation from him as an individual person, that is, 
not collectively, and which can be reconciled with Catholic doctrine on original sin— 
such an opinion is neither rejected nor approved by the words of the Pontiff. Therefore 
he decides nothing directly on the scientific question, nor does he forbid Catholic sci
entists to pursue their investigations, provided that they do not say that all men are not 
physically from Adam and as an individual person.16

N.B. 1) Vatican I can be added which prepared this canon for definition: “If anyone 
denies that the whole human race took its origin from one first parent, Adam, let him be 
anathema.”17 This is sufficient indication that the theologians of the time held this thesis 
as de fide and therefore as defide definable.

2) Although the quoted documents of the Church mention Adam as the father of 
all men, but not Eve as their mother, no one doubts that those documents support her 
motherhood (as the obvious meaning of Gen. 2-3).

545. Theological note. The thesis is at least proximate to faith. 
Although there is no proof that the thesis was ever explicitly defined 

by the solemn Magisterium, some theologians hold it explicitly or equiva
lently more common as de fide or simply (Pesch, Card. Ruffini), or divine

14. Thus, v.gr., J.M . Alonso, C.M.F., La Enciclica “Humani Generis: IlustrCler 44 (1951) 16; Rahner, loc.cit., 
7; J. Havet, IL’encylcique “Humani Generis" et lepolygenisme: RevDiocNam 6 (1951) 114-127; Id., Note 
complementaire sur I 'encyclique “Humani Generis " et le polygenisme: Ibid., 219-224; Echarri, Evolution y  
poligenismo... 139-141.

15. Bea, Die Enzyklica “Humani Generis. " Ihre Grundgedanken und ihre Bedeutung: Schol 26 (1951) 52-54; 
F. Taymann, S.J., L’Encyclique „Humani Generis“ et la Theologie: NouvRevTh 73 (1951) 18; Boyer, Les 
legons... 533; Asensio, loc. Cit., 551; Sagues, loc. Cit., 174-178; Labourdette, 162.

16. See Bea, loc. cit., 54.
17. Op. cit., can. 2,4 (CL 7,566). See also c.2 to which also this annotation is added (3): “The third dogma that 

is established is the unity o f  the human race, about which there is no difficulty” (CL 7,555). In the revised 
schema the same teaching in this matter that was in the first one substantially remains (c. 15 and annotation 
36: CL 7 ,5 15f. 544f). On the importance o f  this testimony see Labourdette, 156f.
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faith (Lahousse, Minges), or also Catholic faith (Janssens, Van Noort, Be- 
raza, Hugon) or also as at least implicitly defined (Boyer, Lercher, Pohle- 
Gierens, Muncunill, Daffara, Lemierz, Huarte, Bozzola).18

Lennerz says: “Theologians up till now consider...the question of 
monogenism...to be a doctrine contained in revelation,” or “that it is 
had from revelation....” “Holy Scripture clearly and explicitly teaches 
monogenism.... In the explicit teaching of the Church monogenism is the 
foundation of the doctrine on original sin and Redemption.”

But others hold the thesis as proximate to faith (Tanquerey, Garrigou- 
Lagrange, Cuervo) or theologically safe (Rahner) or certain (Ott).19

546. Proof from Holy Scripture. “The unity of the human race” is one 
of the facts that must be held to be included in the first chapters of Genesis 
(D 3514). Therefore at least from tradition it must be said that it is taught 
by the words of Genesis. But is it certain also for us from those words alone 
taken as they are or without the aid of tradition? It seems to us to be at least 
more probable.20

Before the creation of Adam and Eve there was no one on the earth. All 
the living are from Eve. Gen 2:5: There was no man to till the ground. V. 7: 
Then the Lord Godformed man, said figuratively (xov dvGpcoTtov, haadam). 
But since he was alone, God said (v. 18): It is not good that the man should 
be alone; I  will make him a helper fit for him. V. 2 If.: And because for the 
man there was not found a helper fit for him. God caused a deep sleep to 
fall upon the man... and he took one o f his ribs... and the rib which the Lord 
God had taken from the man he made into a woman. 3:20: The man called 
his wife’s name Eve, because she was the mother o f the living.

Wis. 10:1 agrees with the above: Wisdom protected the first-formed 
father of the world (Koapou, or the human race),20* when he alone had been 
created, she delivered him.... ”

18. Pesch, 3 n.153; Flick, 563; Card. Rugginie, p. 123; Lahousse, n. 68; Minges, op. cit., 1 n. 358; Janssens, p. 
754; Van Noort, n. 179; Beraza, n. 897; Hugon, De homine q.2 a .l n.10; Boyer, De Deo Creante.. 198 ( “as 
it seems”); Lercher, n. 553; Pohle-Gierens, 1 p. 475f.; Muncunill, n. 525 (“at least”); Daffara, n. 522 (“at 
least”); Lennerz, loc. cit., 432; Huarte, n. 156; Bozzola, n. 427.

19. Lennerz, 425-427. 434; Tanquerey, 2 n. 834; Garrigou-Lagrange, 202; M. Cuervo, O.P., Evolucionismo, 
Monogenismo y  Pecado Original: Salm 1 (1954) 275 (but adding later that the matter is de fide or proximate 
to faith); Rahner, 4 -7 .204 , for whom theologically certain is that about whose revelation there is no absolute 
certainty, but demanding internal assent, unless the Church permits the contrary to be held (4 note 4); L. 
Ott, Fundamentals o f Catholic Dogma (St. Louis 1962s) 110. Labourdette says that Trent did not consider 
defining this matter, but that it is included in the formulas o f  the definition (155f. 165. 204). Now the thesis 
is said to be de fide by Pohle-Gummersbach, loc. cit., 541.

20. Rahner denies it, 188-192; Clamer affirms it, loc. cit., 143; Heinisch, Problemi... 64f.; Junker, loc. cit., 20; 
Mariani, IIpoligenismo e la Bibbia: EuntDoc 6 1953) 188-230; Rambaldi, 78-81; Renie, op. cit.

20* Comely, Comment, in libr. Sap. 371-373, see 245; Zorel, Novi Testamenti lexicon graecum2col. 730 n. 5°.
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But Adam (and also Eve) in those texts is understood in a singular 
sense (and therefore his sin) not in a collective way, as is clear: a) From the 
whole context, which admits the other meaning only by forcing the inter
pretation, since Adam and Eve are introduced as individuals (Gen. 2, Wis. 
10:1-3). b) From what is added later (Gen. 2:25): And the man and his wife 
were both naked, ” and then in the whole narration of Eve being tempted, 
sinning, leading Adam into sin when he agrees with her, etc. (Gen. 3). c) 
From Gen. 4:1 f. and 5:1-32 and 10:1 -32, Where Adam and Eve (Gen. 3:20) 
are said to have generated Cain. Abel, Seth; the age of Adam is fixed; by 
the naming of the descendants of Adam it is supposed that all men came 
from him. d) From Rom. 5:12-21, where Adam on introducing sin into 
the world is described singularly like Moses (v. 14), as parallel to the one 
Christ (v. 15, 17, 19, 21), as contrasted with all men (v. 12, 15, 17-19, 21). 
See 1 Cor. 15:22, 45-50). e) From the allusion present in Matt. 19:4-6.

Those words of Genesis about monogenism should not be said to be 
perhaps a popular description that does not correspond to our idea of his
tory.21 For those words, unless they are denied to contain anything histori
cally true, must be understood at least to teach monogenism.

For the sacred author, wishing to establish that all men, no matter how 
diverse, are of one and the same nature, end, spiritual destiny, and that they, 
since some proceed from others, take their origin from the one God; thus it 
can be thought legitimately that he wanted to describe the process by which 
all men are from one pair, which one way or another was created by God. 
Otherwise the problem of the origin of man, which doubtless he intended 
to solve, would remain for his readers unresolved in its obscurity.

Ceuppens and Hauret deny that the thesis is proved from Gen 1:26-28: {Let us 
make man.... So God created man... male and female he created them.... Be fruitful and 
multiply andfill the earth); Vaccari (it seems) and Heinisch say that it can, and Lennerz 
is undecided.22 However, although those words taken by themselves alone are vague 
(male and female are not necessarily about two individuals), in an absolute way they 
contain the thesis, since they are parallels of the place about Adam and Eve (Gen. 2:7, 
18-22), as is clear from a comparison of both contexts; from Matt. 19:4-6; from Gen. 
4:1 and 5:1-5.

547. Acts 17:24-26: The God who made the world and everything in 
it..., does not live in shrines made by man... since he himself gives to all

21. Pius XII, Encyclical “Humani Generais": loc. cit., 576f.; Bea, L ’Enciclica “Humani Generis" e gli stadi 
biblici: CivCatt (1950),4) 427-430.

22. Ceuppens, Le poligenisme et la Bible: Ang 24 (1947) 20-32; Id., Quaestiones selectae...p. 38; C. Hauret, 
Origines de I'Universe et de V Homme3 {Paris 1952) 162; Vaccari, La sacra Bibbia 1 (Rome 1945) p. 65; 
Lennerz, 429.
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men life... and everything. And he made from one (e  ̂evo<;) every (nav, or 
each and every) nation (eOvoq, or people) o f men (dv0pd)7toov, or men) to 
live on all (ejrf navxoq) the face (7ipoad)7ron face) o f the earth.23

These words, which must be thought to be approved by the sacred au
thor and which are undeservedly thought not to be said by Paula as an 
Apostle and therefore as inspired, confirm what is certainly mentioned 
there from Gen. 2-3 about the origin of men. Therefore since God made all 
things (and therefore men) and gives life to all (and therefore to men), from 
one of them (therefore different from God, and also not from many) he 
made all men. But that one man, not named here, is without doubt Adam (1 
Cor. 15:45-50). Hence the Apostle proves precisely the uniqueness of God.

“Therefore this seems to be the meaning of this text,” says Lennerz. “But lest I err 
in this explanation, I consulted many commentaries, both Catholic and non-Catholic, 
and all, without any exception, explain this text in the same way (or about monogen- 
ism). With these words of the Apostle all find expressed the origin of the whole human 
race from one first-parent, and many state explicitly that these sayings are precisely 
against the opinions of the Gentiles, especially against the Athenians. Not only did I not 
find anyone who explained the text otherwise, but also not one who indicated that he 
knows others who explained the text in another way.”24

548. Proof from tradition. Since the holy Fathers teach the same thing 
clearly and unanimously,25 a few of their testimonies will be offered here.

St. Augustine (R 1813): Adam and Eve are the parents o f the Jews and 
o f all nations. “In the very beginning Adam and Eve were the parents of all 
nations, not just of the Jews....”

Theodoret (2147): In order that it might be clear that all men are o f  
the same nature, God commanded that all be propagated from two, so he 
formed the woman from the man. “Lest anyone think that the natures of 
men are different, he commanded that innumerable nations be propagated 
from that one couple. Also for this reason he formed the woman not from 
other matter, but he took from the man the matter out of which he made the

23. Zorell, op. cit., 1013 n .l 1014 n.3a.359 n.1.380 n . l .1152 n.2b.
24. Lennerz, 248; Renid, Actes des Apdtres: PirClam 11-1 (Paris 1951) 245f.; C.S. Dessain, The Acts o f the 

Apostles: A Catholic Commentary on Holy Scripture (London 1953) 1038. Moreover he thinks that, from 
the text alone o f  Rom. R: 12-21, that it is not proved that original sin was transmitted to the children o f  Adam 
alone, or by generation alone, and that therefore all men are from Adam; however, the following have a dif
ferent opinion: Ceuppens, Lepoligenisme... loc. cit., 29-31; Id., Rilievi ad una nota salpoligenismo: Sap 2 
(1949) 108f.; apparently also, Bea, 31f.; Mariani, 145; Garcta Cordero, loc. cit., 476; Renie, 106-108.

25. See Lennerz, 300.
25* Rahner (200-215) insists on an indirect proof, which he thinks is the strongest o f  all; he says that it is based 

on the fact that monogenism is the necessary presupposition o f  the doctrine both o f Redemption and original 
sin. See Ciappi, 133f.
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woman. He did this lest she, thinking she had a nature different from her 
husband, should behave in a stubborn way towards him.”

St. Ambrose (R 1278): “Eve was made from Adam, that we might know 
that there is in them one origin o f the human race. “And it is not indiffer
ent that the woman was not formed from the same earth from which Adam 
was made, but rather from the rib of the same Adam, in order that we might 
know that there is one nature of the body in the man and the woman, one 
origin of the human race. Therefore at the beginning not two were made— 
a man and a woman, nor two men, nor two women, but first the man and 
then the woman from him. For wishing to constitute one nature of man and 
beginning with the one principle of this creature, God took away the pos
sibility of many different natures.”

St. Ephrem (R 723): “God took the rib from Adam and made the wom
an in order that there might be one head for the world.”

549. Theological reasoning. The reason commonly given by theologians 
consists in this—that the unity of origin is the quasi foundation of the dogma 
of original sin as it is given to us in the sources, or as the sin committed by 
one Adam and transmitted to each and every human person existing after 
him, with the result that all his progeny contract that sin and only those, 
since it is propagated precisely by generation from Adam.

Therefore polygenism, as proposed today, cannot be reconciled with 
the idea of original sin, which is taught by the Church, although perhaps it 
can be reconciled with some other idea of his sin.25*

550. Objections. 1. Gen. 4:13 f.: Cain said to the Lord...: whoever finds me will slay 
me. 4:17: Cain knew his wife, and she conceived and bore Enoch; and he built a city... 
From this, at the time of Cain there were already other men on the earth. But monogen- 
ism conflicts with this fact. Therefore monogenism is not true.

I  distinguish the major. At the time of Cain there were other men on the earth who 
were descendants of Adam, conceded; otherwise, denied.

Adam is said to have generated sons and daughters (Gen. 5:4). Therefore if the 
computations of the years of Adam and the patriarchs (Gen. 5:3-32: Adam lived... 130 
years...and he became the father... o f  Seth... Thus all the days that Adam lived were 
nine hundred and thirty years....) are taken, not exactly literally (especially since they 
differ in the Hebrew text and in the Samaritan version and in the LXX), but certainly 
as expressing generally longevity,26 objections could easily be placed after the large 
multiplication of men. But if they are taken symbolically,27 without however, as may 
not be totally improbable, indicating any special longevity, the objections signify sim-

26. J. Brucker, Genese: DAFC 2,290f.; Bea, De Pentateucho2p. 131.
27. Heinisch, Problemi... c. 4.
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ply Cain’s fear of his brothers and relations. Also the city would not be like our large 
developed cites,28 but a place chosen by Cain’s family which is composed of huts and 
hovels. Nor is it necessary to invoke anachronisms perhaps implied by some change in 
the order of tradition, as Chaine seems to desire.29

2. Given monogenism, the sons of Adam married their sisters. But that is contrary 
to the natural law. Therefore monogenism is not true.

I  distinguish the minor. Marriage with a sister is repugnant to the primary precepts 
of the natural law, denied; to the secondary precepts, I  subdistinguish:

in such a way that the repugnance in those circumstances could be removed by 
God, conceded; otherwise, denied.

Precepts of the natural law: The primary precepts prescribe things that are neces
sary to attain the primary end intended by God in some area, and they prohibit what is 
opposed to it; the secondary precepts prescribe things that are necessary to attain the 
secondary ends in some area, and they prohibit what make the primary and secondary 
ends difficult or are less agreeable with them, or eliminate the secondary ends. But mar
riage between brothers and sisters does not impede necessarily the primary end (and 
moreover God could prevent it from happening), nor does it eliminate necessarily the 
secondary ends, at least if God prevents it.

551. 3. Original sin would likewise remain, if it were the collective act of many 
first parents, from whom it is transmitted to their children. Therefore monogenism is 
not necessary to explain it.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Original sin, as a collective act of many first-parents, 
would exist in another order of providence, I  pass on the antecedent; in this order, de
nied.

Certainly in this order original sin is “in origin one” in Adam; it is transmitted from 
Adam by generation alone, and also to each and every man existing after Adam.

Moreover, the unanimity of many men in committing sin is gratuitously supposed 
(especially since all were endowed with the gift of integrity), even if they were thought 
to be located in some small region, where they all know each other. But in order to be 
favorable to any hypothesis of polygenism, they would have to be thought to live either 
in different regions or in a large area sparsely settled where they do not know each other 
and those who sinned did so before they generated children. But if that were not the 
case, or if some of their first parents did not sin, the universality of original sin would 
easily collapse.30

4. Original sin would remain, if the sin of one Adam were imputed by God to all 
men existing with him or after him, even it perhaps not from him.31 Therefore monogen
ism is not necessary to explain it.

I  distinguish the antecedent. If the sin of Adam were imputed to all, even if perhaps 
not all stem from him, original sin would be present in another order of providence, /

28. Hetzenauer, op. cit., p. 105-107.
29. Chaine, p. 77f. 80. On the longevity o f  the patriarchs see Rente, 123-132; Heinisch, Problemi....
30. See Lennerz, 419-424; Cuervo, 283-298; Rambaldi, 74-78; Labourdette, 159-162; Rente, 112-119.
31. F. Freiherr von Huene (paleontologist), Werk Gottes in Natur (Marburg 1937); Mancini, 365-367.
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pass on the antecedent; in this order, denied.
For in this order the sin of Adam is not imputed, from what we have proved, except 

to the sons of Adam. That being the case, it should not be objected either that Christ is 
the new Adam only juridically (i.e., not by the bond of the descent of men from him) 
or that the communion of saints on earth is not produced by physical bonds. Moreover 
this is not completely true, since the humanity of Christ is consanguineous with Adam 
and us and the communion of saints on earth is composed only by the sons of Adam.32 
But in another order of providence (and even in this order in relation to men whom one 
may suppose to have existed and to have become extinct before Adam, and to whom 
one wishes without positive reason to attribute original sin) original sin could be in them 
by imputation from Adam (even without the origin of all from Adam),33 as we think, 
provided however that the transmission is explained by the divine institution of Adam as 
the juridical head of all and as the one who administers their common good of original 
justice regarding its preservation or loss.34

552. Scholium. 1. On the unity o f  the human species from a scientific point o f  view. 
There are no important reasons against this unity. Indeed the differences there are be
tween races—of color (skin, hair, eyes), of morphology (stature, shape of head, cranial 
capacity), while we omit the religious, psychic and linguistic differences—all of these 
are not qualitative, as if they were exclusively proper to one race as such, but they are 
quantitative, that is, with regard to frequency and degree. They are (with differences in 
frequency and degree) in all races; in all of them there are many individuals that hardly 
differ from many individuals of other races. Greater differences than exist between men 
of different races are found in many plants and animals that we know are from one stem, 
for example, among dogs and horses.

The formation of different races is easily explained by the surrounding circum
stances, or the complex of the conditions of life (region, weather, work, nutrition, etc.), 
by frequent changes, for example, among ancestors or other reasons, by sexual inter
mingling. If before our very eyes plants, animals and men undergo amazing modifica
tions, a fortiori without doubt we can think that such modifications were produced, if 
they are supposed, as it seems, to have begun from the earliest times.

553. Scientific reasons seem to confirm monogenism.. Indeed the similarities be
tween the different races vastly surpass the differences, namely, morphologically (struc
ture, the number and distribution of organs, etc.), physiologically (the functions of the 
organs with reference either to the life of the individual or to the preservation of the 
species, the level of heat, the moderate rate of pulse, the duration of life, the laws of gen
eration and gestation and birth, inclinations, instincts, especially the fecundity between 
different races and sexual attraction to individuals of any of these races; psychologically

32. K. Adam, Der erste Mensch im Licht der Bibel und der Naturwissenschaft: ThQuschr 123 (1942) 15-18.
33. Verrielle, op. cit., p. 235.
34. One who holds the explanation o f  the transmission o f  original sin by Adam as the merely natural head (Bil

lot, De personali... p. 143-146), perhaps as necessary for any notion o f  original sin, cannot adhere to this 
hypothesis; Bataini, Monogdnisme et poligdnisme... 366.
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(articulated language, the idea of good and evil, religious worship, the ability to under
stand and freely will, the capacity to progress on all levels, study of the arts, dominion 
over the animals, etc.).

Hence the unity of species and origin from one stem not only is not opposed to 
science, but rather it alone explains the innumerable phenomena that are present in the 
comparison of the different races among themselves.35

The diversity o f  languages does not necessarily prove polygenism, since it can be 
produced not only pretematurally, but also naturally, as is clear from daily experience 
(through trade between nations, through the study of languages, through political influ
ence, through derivations of some from others, etc.). However it does not necessarily 
prove monogenism either, unless it is established for certain that all languages can be 
traced back to one common original language (and that is very probable), and moreover 
that the unity was not a natural or preternatural effect (outside of monogenism).36 37

554. However if there seem to be real scientific difficulties with monogenism, ei
ther they are not objectively valid or they are solved in some other way (outside of poly
genism), for example, if there are thought to have been men who became extinct before 
Adam; if the dispersion of human fossils is explained by the early emigration of some 
of the descendants of Adam.j7 Moreover Lennerz says: “If what was explained before 
is true, then we can say with certitude: the sciences will never prove polygenism. The 
reason is that truth can never contradict truth.”

Since God could produce man by polygenism or by monogenism, he chose the lat
ter in place of the former, and he has revealed it to us, even with the lack of any other 
witness or document. Hence, even if at some time the fact of evolution regarding man 
will be proved certainly, and its laws per se lead to polygenism or hologenism, and that 
in fact all species below man came into existence in this way, de facto it would still not 
yet be proved to be valid for man, since God could freely determine for him some other 
way beyond the common law.38

555. Scholium 2. On the antiquity o f the human race. This question is not com
pletely foreign to theology, since on it depends the computation of the time elapsed 
before the coming of Christ (without a priori excluding that the length of time could 
have been very great, since the mysteries of God are inscrutable, for example, that now 
after many centuries many peoples still do not know about the Redemption). But since

35. Guibert, loc. cit.; Carles, 84-100; M. Schulien, op. cit.; L. Bauer, Abstammung: LTK l,50f.; Picard, 68-78; 
Marcozzi, 346-362; Id., L’uomo... 397-402.

36. A. Trombetti, L’unita d’origine del linguaggio (Bologna 1905), who also then wrote more about the origin 
o f  languages from one common stem (see C.T., Trombettio, Alfredo: Cit 34,402f.). See on almost the same 
opinion P.E. Santangelo, L’origine del linguaggio (Milan 1949), which is treated by O. Assirelli, L’origine 
du language: Sc 85 (1950) 320-323; Bauer, 51; A. Drexel, Die Frage nach der Einheit des Menschenge- 
schlechtes im Lichte der Sprachforschung (Innsbruck 1925). See however J. Perzl, S.J., Die Einheit des 
Menschengeschlechtes im Lichte der neuerten sprachwissenschaftlichen Forschung: ZkathTh 60 (1936) 
120-123.

37. Bataini, loc. cit., 369 not.27.
38. Lennerz, 434; Labourdette, 163-165; Picard, 78-89.
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there are lacking theological reasons to solve this question with certainty, it is more 
commonly thought to be a free question, and left to the natural sciences, provided that 
the antiquity of man is not lightly pushed too far into the past.39

From biblical computations (Gen. 5 and 11:10-32) there are about 4117 years for 
the age of man from Adam to Christ in the massoretic text, for the Samaritan 4418, 
and for the LXX about 5613. But the genealogies of the patriarchs indicated by those 
numbers are not complete (see Gen. 1; Matt. 1; Luke 3; 2 Kings 8:24f; 11:2; 14:21; 2 
Chron. 26:1) and the listings of the different texts do not completely agree, and so they 
are very difficult.40 Therefore the matter cannot be resolved, so that, while the Roman 
Martyrology proposes 5199 years, the holy Fathers give various figures, for example, 
St. Augustine less than 6000.41 There is one today who assigns the number 5500 to 
Adam, like Schneider.42

556. However historic, prehistoric, linguistic and especially scientific studies de
mand many more years. Hence to man the following assign: Termier at least 35,000 
(perhaps 50,000) years; Koppel at first (1929) at least 40,000, then (in 1935) at least, it 
seems, 100,000 and later (in 1937) it seems that he does not want to determine the mat
ter; Breuil says at least 550,000 to 600,000.43

Since this question must be solved from human remains (v.gr., tools) or from human 
bodies, which are often found in different geological strata, the matter would become 
more clear if the geologists were able to determine the duration of the Pleistocene period 
(at least in the middle of which or perhaps earlier man existed). There is a difference of 
opinion on this matter—some say man is 150,000 to 200,000 year old; others say more 
than that and some say 1,000,000 years.44

In such a difficult matter some authors assign many millenniums to man, without

39. Ruffini, op. cit, 192-196; Id., Chronologia V. EtN . Testamenti (R om el924) p. 38089; Bea, op. cit., n. 128- 
131; Id., Praehistoria et Exegesis libri Genesis: VerDom 17 (1937) 362-366; Boyer, 205-207; Heinisch, 
Problemi... 119-131. See however J.M. Schneider, Theologisches und Geologisches zur Lehre tiber das Alter 
der Menschheit: DivThom(Fr) 5 (1927) 313-326.

40. See St. Jerome, Epist. 62: ML 22,676.
41. St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 1.18 c.40: ML 41,600; Suarez (De lncarn. d.6 a.l n .l says: “On the number o f  

years from the creation o f  the world to Christ there are almost as many opinions as there are authors. For 
since from Holy Scripture we do not have a certain number and human histories, on which this computa
tion in great part depends, are in much disagreement with each other, nothing firm and undoubted can be 
affirmed. Therefore some claim more than 5000 years, others 4200, others 4100, others 4000. Some add 
twenty or thirty years, while others detract that amount.” And later one (n. 22) he says: “From all o f  this it is 
legitimate to assume that the Incarnation took place about 4000 years after the creation o f  the world....”

42. Schneider, 300.
43. P. Termier, L ’anciennete de I’homme: DocCath 14 (1925) 780f.; R. KOppel, S.J., Das Alter der Menschheit: 

Stimm 116 (1929) 32; Id., Das Alter der Neuentdeckten Schddel von Nazareth: Bibl 16 (1935) 72; Id., De 
antiquissimis hominibus: VerDom 17 (1937) 262267; H. Breuil, La conquete de la notion de la tres haute 
antiguite de I’homme: Anthr 37-40 (1942-1945) 686f.

44. See Raignier, loc. cit., 151-160; De Saint-Seine, Decouverte de la vie (Paris 1947) p. 143; Bone, L ’homme, 
Gen'ese et cheminement: NouvRevTh 69 (1947) 361. 366-388; KOppel, Ultimae investigationes de aetate 
generis humani: Bibl 15 (1934) 432-435; H. Obermaier, El hombre fosil (Madrid 1925) c.4 p. 397-401. In 
general on the difficult determination o f  the quaternary duration (in which man appears) and on the different 
opinions on it see G. Delphine, La duree des temps quaternaires et I'age des hommesprehistoriques. Les 
methodes de calcul. Les resultats: MelScRel 9 (1952) 171-190; Marcozzi, L ’uomo... 276-283.
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wishing to determine the matter any further, while others (Wagner) think that the dura
tion of prehistoric time must be greatly reduced.45 In such great diversity of opinions 
among scientists it would be imprudent to propose one or the other computation as more 
probable, “but he would not be less imprudent,” says Koppel, “who would either neglect 
or make light of the serious work accomplished in recent decades by men of great au
thority. Catholic science, which has never disagreed with natural truths certainly estab
lished, enlightened by the light of revelation and guided safely by the infallible Church 
also offers its own solution to these questions.”46

Moreover up till now relatively few scientific studies have been made on this matter 
and most of them only in Europe.

45. See S. Dezani, L ’alba dell'umanita (Turin 1945) p. 62; Marcozzi, L 'uomo... 282f.; E. Weinert, Wie alt is der 
Mensch?: Sc 48 (1954) 192-196; R. Mouterde, Lespremiers hommes: AmCl 64 (1954) 33-41; A.S. Wagner, 
Die Stammtafel des Menschengeschlechtes2 (Saarbrticken 1947).

46. KOppel, loc. cit., 427,
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C H A P T E R  I I

O n  t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  h u m a n  s o u l

557. Having established the origin of the human body, we must now 
consider man’s soul, concerning which arise the following questions: on its 
existence, or whether in man there are many souls or one individual; on its 
nature and properties, or whether it is a substance that is spiritual, simple, 
immortal, rational, that is, with intellect and free will; on its union with the 
body and the effects of this, or whether it is its form and, if it is, whether 
there results one nature, one person, one substance. Finally, about its ori
gin, that is, whether it is generated or created.

From these questions it seems to us that some things must be omitted, 
either because their solution is easy theologically or philosophically, or 
because they are sufficiently included or supposed in the treatment of other 
questions. Thus, that the human soul exists, that it is a substance and in fact 
rational and endowed with free will, is clear both theologically (from the 
way of speaking of the sources about the soul either as standing by itself or 
as contrasted with the body, and about their union in one substantial being 
or man, and about his moral nature) and philosophically (more or less from 
the same reasons from a natural point of view).

Therefore we will speak about the oneness and individuality of the hu
man soul, about its spirituality and simplicity, immortality, its union as 
form with the body in one nature and person and substance, about its origin.

A R T I C L E  I 

On t h e  o n e n e s s  o f  t h e  s o u l  

Thesis 22. In man there is one rational soul.

S.Th. I, q. 76, a. 2f; 2 CG 58.73.75;Suarez, De anima 1.1 c.3-6; Palmieri, De creatione th.29; Lercher, 2.°n. 
569-573; Beraza, n. 1080-1108; Dondeyne, S. Scripturae de natura hominis doctrina: CollatBrug 31 (1931) 226-231.

558. Connection. In the first place therefore there is the question about 
the unity of the human soul. But this supposes another previous question 
about the composition of man out of soul and body, since that is clearly es
tablished whether from the documents of the Church, of Scripture, of the 
Holy Fathers, or from reason, as will be clear from the arguments presented 
in this thesis. Thus it must be said to be explicitly de fide or at least implicitly 
defined.
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559. Definition of terms. Man, from the metaphysical point of view is 
a rational animal; now considered physically he is a being composed of a 
body, or a certain substance demanding an inhering quantity and endowed 
with various sense qualities, and composed of another substance joined to 
the body as its subject, namely, the soul.

Soul is the first principle of life in a living body and it is different from 
the matter.

One, or undivided in itself, not triple or as one only or in essence, that 
is, for the threefold life of man—vegetative, sensitive, intellectual, but just 
one soul which is the source of the threefold life in a way not to be deter
mined now.

Rational, or an intellectual substance.

560. Adversaries. In general here are mentioned: Materialists who 
deny the supposition of the thesis or that there is in man anything superior 
to the physical body and distinct from it. Monists claim that the soul is 
something like an absolute being.1 Manicheans say that in man there are 
two rational souls—one good and the other evil and belonging to the flesh.1 2 
Averroists maintain that there is only one intellectual soul common to all 
men and another sensible, individual soul that is proper to each person.3

561. In particular, especially to be considered here are: Plato, who ver
bally ascribes to man one soul which has three parts—one rational, another 
irascible and a third concupiscible, but in reality there are three souls, since 
he assigns to those parts different places in the body (I, q. 76, a. 3).4

Apollinaris says that there is no rational soul in the humanity of Christ 
and that the Word takes the place of the soul. Also he attributes to man, in 
addition to the body and mind or rational soul, another soul or sensitive 
principle by which the body lives and senses.5 * * *

Gunther (whom Baltzer, Knoodt and others followed) wishing verbally 
to defend dichotomy, really held trichotomy, or that there is in man a body

1. Habert, loc. cit., 282-334; Katschthaler, 1.1 s.2 n.207 not.3.
2. See St. Augustine, De duabus anim. cont. Manich. c .l n.l: ML 42,93f.; Retract. C.12 n.16: M L32,105f.; G. 

Bardy, Manicheisme: DTC 9,1877.
3. See A. Chollet, Averroisme: DTC 1,2629.2635. Can Aristotle be understood in almost the same way? See F. 

Nuyens, L ‘evolution de la psychologie d ’Aristote 1 (Louvain 1948), who is o f  this opinion, while G. Soleri 
disagrees: Sa 2 (19490 321f.

4. See S. Souilhe, S.J., De Platonis doctrina circa animam: TexDocum, ser. Philos. (Rome 1938) p. 20-41. See
S.Th. I, q. 76, a. 3.

5. See Tixeront, op. cit., 29p. 96f.; Theodoret, Haer. fab. com. 14 n.8: MG 83,425; St. Gregory o f  Nyssa, Antir-
rhet. cont. Apoll. N .8, 46: MG 45,1137f. 1233. Origen seems to have held trichotomy, at least sometimes
(following Plato): see Amou, loc. cit., 2366; G. Burke, S.J., Des Origenes Lehre vom Urstanddes Menschen:
ZcathTh 72 (1950) 18.
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and two souls, when he says that man is composed of a spirit as the prin
ciple of thinking and of a body endowed with a sensitive life derived from 
that spirit. Therefore while the spirit is really distinguished from the body, 
the principle of sensing and vegetating is not distinguished from the body 
as one thing from another, but as a power by which the body lives and 
senses. But a true trichotomy follows from this, since, having removed the 
principle of thinking as distinct from the sense principle, the sensitive and 
vegetative life cannot, as is clear, be from the body which lacks a sensitive 
and vegetative soul.6

562. Doctrine of the Church. The Church teaches the oneness of the 
soul: a) Implicitly, when she says constantly and simply that man is com
posed of body and a rational soul, or says simply that the body of man is 
animated by a rational soul. For thus she opposes the one soul, which is 
rational, to the body, which certainly of itself, or without the soul, is sup
posed without doubt to be something inert and dead. Nor does she ever 
mention some element distinct from the rational soul, by which the body of 
man might be said in some sense to be vivified or animated, b) Explicitly, 
since she asserts that there is only one soul in man.

Christ is said to be a perfect man, since he is composed simply o f a 
body and a rational soul. The Athanasian Creed says: (D 76): “ ...Jesus 
Christ.. .He is perfect God; and he is perfect man, with a rational soul and 
human flesh.” The Council o f Chalcedon (D 301-303): “...our Lord Jesus 
Christ... we declare...truly God and truly man, composed of body and a 
rational soul...” Likewise Constantinople III (D 554-555), Alexander III 
(D 750), Lateran IV  (D 801), Vienne D 900-901), Toledo XI (D 534).

In Christ the rational soul is said to animate the body Constantinople 
II (D 424-425): “If anyone...does not profess that the union of the divine 
Word with flesh animated by a rational, intellectual soul took place by com
position...: let him be anathema....” Likewise The Council o f the Lateran 
(D 502): “If anyone does not profess that...the divine Word...descended 
from heaven, became incarnate...and will come again with the glory he 
has from the Father and with the body assumed by him and animated as a 
rational being....”

Man is said to be composed simply o f a body and a rational soul.

6. See P. Godet, Gunther Antoine: DTC 6,1993; Katschthaler, 1.1 p. 412f.; H. Bruck, Baltzer, Joh.Bapt.: KL 
1,1908; Kleutgen, Die Philosophie... n.818-824; F.J. Clemens, Die speculative TheologieA. Gunthers und 
die katholische Kirchenlehre 1 (Cologne 1853); Id., Die Abweichungen der Giintherschen Speculation von 
der katholischen Kirchenlehre 1 (Cologne 1853) against (Baltzer); Id., Offene Darlegung des Widerspruchs 
der Giintherschen Speculation mit der katholischen Kirchenlehre 1 (Cologne 1853) (against Knoodt); Or- 
ban, op. cit., p. 39-74.
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Athanasiam Creed (D 76): “As a rational soul and flesh are one man, so 
God and man are one Christ....” Later an IV {D 800) . Who (God).. .cre
ated both orders of creatures in the same way out of nothing, the spiritual 
or angelic world and the corporeal or visible universe. And afterwards he 
formed the creature man, who in a way belongs to both orders, as he is 
composed of spirit and body.” Vatican I  {D 3002) repeats the same words. 
Toledo XV  (D 567).

563. The oneness o f the soul is affirmed. 1) Constantinople IV  (D 657- 
658): “The Old and the New Testament both teach that man has one ratio
nal, intellectual soul...; there are some men...who have come to such a 
state of godlessness that they boldly teach that man has two souls... these 
men make irrational attempts to confirm their heresy... This council loudly 
declares anathema both those who originate and those who propagate this 
godlessness and all who hold similar opinions. If anyone presumes to go 
against this great and holy council: let him be anathema....”

With these words it is defined: a) Certainly, that in man there is only 
one rational soul, b) At least more probably that there is in man no other 
soul, at least a sensitive one distinct from the rational, since they assert 
simply that he does not have “two souls.” The words “rational, intellectual” 
0“OyiKT|v T£ Kai voepav) are adjectives in apposition (i.e., which is ratio
nal...), as is clear from the fact that below they are not added, when they 
are mentioned saying that “he has two souls” (8no \|A)x&<; s^eiv) without a 
determination of their nature.7

But historically it is not certain which dualism is being condemned here. It could be 
Manichean (if that is correct, the definition would apply to one rational soul), but that 
is less probable, since it does not seem to have been active at the time, nor to have been 
condemned by the Church except under the general thesis about the twofold principle— 
one good and one evil. It could also be Apollinaristic which seems to have been current 
at that time. For Photius, against whom this Council was directed, even though one must 
not necessarily think, for example with Hefele-Leclercq,8 that he taught trichotomy, 
was at times accused of holding it, so that perhaps on that occasion the definition was 
directed against him.9

7. M.M. Jugie, Constantinople (IVConcile de): DTC 3,1300. But see Boyer (159): “Here it is a question only 
about the unity o f  the rational soul.” And also, in spite o f the condemnation, not a few afterwards still held 
some form o f  dualism: see. Michel, Forme du corps humain: DTC 6,559-564.

8. Hefele-Leclercq, Histoire des Conciles 4 (Paris 1911) p. 420.526.
9. See J. HergenrOther, Photius, Patriarch von Konstantinopel 3 (Regensburg 1869) p. 444.446; J. Jugie, A.A., 

Theologia dogmatica christianorum orientalium 2 (Paris 1933) p. 582; L. Petit, Ames: DTC l,1007f.; Palm- 
ieri, n.5; Msi 16 co l.166 404; 6,157-406; Clemens, Die speculative Theologie... 51f.; Id., Die Abweichun- 
gen... 1 p. 12-16,33-41; Id., Offene Darlegung... 1 p,10. See Orbdn, p. 59-62.
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564. 2) Pius IX (D 2826 note 3): “The opinion that places in man one 
principle of life: that is, the rational soul, from which the body also receives 
its motion and all its life and sense powers, is most common in the Church 
and by most of the most faithful teachers is seen to be closely joined to the 
dogma of the Church, so that it is the legitimate and only true interpretation 
of this point and therefore cannot be denied without falling into an error in 
faith.”

Even though with these words vegetative life proceeding from the ra
tional soul is not expressly mentioned, along with the sense powers, never
theless without doubt it is contained in the general formula “motion and all 
its life and sense powers,” since the life of the body distinct from motion 
and sensation can only be vegetative life.10 11 Although that is proposed only 
as an opinion most common in the Church and by most o f the faithful teach
ers is seen to be theologically certain, it is easily apparent from the context 
that the Pontiff approves of it.11

3) The Council o f  Cologne (provincial): “ .. .There cannot be a doubt, from the mind 
of the councils, that all the activities of our life are performed by the rational soul cre
ated by God... Therefore one must avoid the opinion of those who, straying away from 
true doctrine, beside the rational soul in man imagine some other principle of corporeal 
life, which they call the sensitive or somatic soul, whether they distinguish this psychic 
or vegetative principle of corporeal life also from the body, or affirm that it is one and 
the same substance with it.12

565. Theological note. It is defined divine and catholic faith (D 657- 
658;) that in man there is only one rational soul.

It is also defined, as we think more probable,13 that there is no sensi
tive soul in him distinct from the rational soul. That is at least (proximate 
to faith and) theologically certain, since it is immediately deduced either 
from the definition formally implicit about the composition of man of flesh 
(which of course as distinct from the rational soul no one thinks is living) 
and a rational soul animating it (D 301-303, 424-425, 502, 750, 801), or 
from the definition that the soul as intellective is the form of the body (D 
902) since, as such, it does not give it precisely intellectuality.

For almost the same reason, it is certain in theology, and indeed also 
proximate to faith that there is in man no vegetative soul distinct from the 
rational soul.14

10. See Palmieri, p. 272; Mazzella, n. 613 note.
11. See Pesch, 3 n. 117; Michel, 564. See however Boyer, p. 160.
12. Council of Cologne, Decreta p .l t.4 c. 14: CL 5,293.
13. Thus also Beraza, n.1090; Lercher, n.569; Daffara, n.432. However see Huarte, n. 234.
14. Thus also Lercher, loc. cit. For Daffara (loc. cit.) it is de fide.
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The reasoning just given, which will not be developed further here, will become 
clearer below when it will be proved that man has one nature and a soul that is the form 
of his body.

566. Proof from Holy Scripture. The Bible also, without ever express
ly proposing a philosophy of man as a composite, often presents him as 
being composed of one body and one rational soul. It does it in such a way 
that his life, sense and motion, or everything present in man, in addition to 
what is present in every simple body, is thought to be attributed to that one 
rational soul. But if man had another soul, by which he is vivified in the 
vegetative order, it would at some time have been mentioned. Here are a 
few examples:

Gen. 2:7: Then the Lord God formed man o f dust from the ground, and 
breathed into his nostrils the breath o f life; and man became a living be
ing. Without asserting or denying with those words that an inorganic body 
is indicated (therefore excluding transformism) that becomes living (see 
n. 519), for the mind of the sacred author it will be easy to admit that man 
is a being composed of a body (of itself not living, since it is described as 
having been made from inorganic matter) and from the breath of life or the 
soul.

Eccles. 12:7: The dust returns to the earth as it was, and the spirit re
turns to God who gave it.

Ezekiel (37:1-14) sees in the resurrection the dry bones, not yet living, 
because there was no spirit in them (v. 8), to be vivified by the return of the 
soul; and the spirit came into them, and they lived (v. 10).

Hence the Hebrew word “nephesh” is used indifferently either as the principle of 
animal life (Prov.l2:10; Job 12:10) or as the principle of rational life (Job 19:2; Prov. 
19:2; Ps. 85:4).15

567. Matt. 10:28: Do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the 
soul; here the concern is with the soul subject to the power of God alone, 
or with the rational soul.

Luke 8:49-55: Since the daughter of Jairus was dead, Jesus took her by 
the hand and said: Child arise. And her spirit returned, and she got up at 
once.

Acts 20:9f.: ...Eutychus...was taken up dead...Paul...said: Do not be 
alarmed, for his life is in him.

James 2:26: For as the body apart from the spirit is dead....

15. See Vacant, Ame: DB 1,454.
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568. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers, although not a few of 
them embraced the philosophy of Plato (with the necessary reservations),16 
nevertheless after the rise of Apollinarism17 they taught dichotomy explic
itly regarding the exclusion of a sensitive soul distinct from the rational. In 
general they taught at least implicitly, regarding the exclusion of a vegeta
tive soul distinct from the rational, inasmuch as they establish the rational 
soul as the unique principle of corporeal life, and inasmuch as they con
stantly introduce man as a composite being made up of one body and one 
soul.

a) Before Apollinarism. Athenagoras (R 170): Man consisting o f a soul 
and a body becomes one animal composed o f both parts. “The whole na
ture of men in general is composed of an immortal soul and a body which 
was fitted to it in the creation...; it unavoidably follows, since one living
being is formed from the two, experiencing whatever the soul experiences 
and whatever the body experiences....”

St. Irenaeus: The rational soul gives to the body life and growth. “For 
the body is not stronger than the soul, which indeed is moved and vivified 
and increased and developed by it, but the soul possesses and takes its be
ginning with the body... But it does not lose its knowledge.”18

Tertullian (R 352): The separated soul will be punished or recreated 
because o f its evil or good thoughts in which it did not need the flesh; but 
it does work through the flesh. “It is most fitting that the soul, although it 
did not wait for the flesh, to be punished because it acted without the coop
eration of the flesh. Thus also because of holy and benevolent thoughts, in 
which it did not need the flesh, it will be recreated without the flesh. What 
then, if also in carnal things that is prior which he thinks..., disposes..., 
sets in motion? And if at times the soul is unwilling, nevertheless the body 
forces it to act through the body.”

Clement of Alexandria: Man is from a body and a rational soul. De
servedly Moses says that the body is formed from the earth..., but that the 
soul endowed with reason was breathed into his nostrils from above....”19

569. b) After the appearance of Apollinarism. St. Gregory of Nyssa (R 
1021): In man there is one soul which is the source o f rational, sensitive 
and vegetative life. “Although...it has been declared that there is a three
fold distinction in the power of life, so that the life that is nourished is of

16. Arnou, loc. cit., 2258-2392, see 2388-2390 (conclusion).
17. Apollinaris seems, not in the beginning, but later (before 374) to have defended trichotomy (see Tixeront, 

loc. cill, 97).
18. St. Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 2,33,4: MG 7,933.
19. Clement o f  Alexandria, Strom. 5,14: MG 9,139.
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one kind...; another kind is nourished and also has feeling...; and finally 
another makes use of reason and is perfect and diffused through all the 
faculties...; but no one thinks that there are three souls involved in human 
activity..., so that we should think that the nature of man is composed of 
many souls. For...the perfect soul is really something unique—it is intel
ligent, immaterial and mixed in with the senses of man’s dense nature.

The rational soul gives the senses the power o f living. “The soul is... a 
living essence, intellectual, along with the bodily organs of sensing and 
those things that fall under the senses, per se supplying the power of per
ception...” (R 1056).

St. Augustine (R 1563): The soul and spirit in man are one. “There are 
three things of which man consists,—namely, spirit, soul and body—which 
again are spoken of as two, because frequently the soul is named along 
with the spirit; for a certain rational position of the same, of which beasts 
are devoid, is called spirit: the principal part in us is the spirit.”

St. Cyril of Alexandria (R 2062): Man is a body animated by a rational 
soul. “For what else is the nature of humanity but flesh animated by an 
intelligent soul...?”

Man consists o f two things—a soul and a body. “Do we not say that 
man is one..., although...he is not a simple being, but rather composed of 
two elements, namely, a soul and a body? (R 2135).

St. John Damascene (R 2357): The rational soul gives total life to the 
body. “The soul is.. .rational and intelligent..., using a body endowed with 
organs, to which it gives life, growth, feeling and the power of generating; 
it has a mind not separated from itself (for the mind is the most subtle of 
its parts...)....”

Gennadius (R 2225): In man there is only one soul which is rational 
and gives life to the flesh. “We do not say that there are two souls in man... 
one animal by which the body is animated..., and the other spiritual that 
provides reason; but we say that one and the same soul is in man, which 
both vivifies the body with its presence, and disposes of itself by its own 
reason..., so that.. .it chooses by its own thought what it desires.”20

570. Theological reasoning. In the theological sources man continu
ally appears as composed simply of soul and body, and in such a way that 
he dies from the separation of the two. But this supposes that the whole life 
of man comes from the soul. Therefore man has only one soul.

571. Natural reason confirms the same thing. In our consciousness we experience

20. On the mind o f  the holy Fathers see J. Bainvel, Ame: DTC 1,977-1066; Orb&n, 51-54.
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that there is one and the same subject sensing and thinking, so that we also say: I think, 
I hear, I walk. Therefore in us the principle of intellection and the principle of sensing is 
one and the same subject. Also, the principle of sensation in us is the same as the subject 
of vegetation: a) because of the union that appears between the sensitive life and the 
vegetative life; b) either because the end of nutrition is the part of the organism capable 
of sensing or the disposition for that, and the end of generation is a sensing animal. The 
result is that neither can be produced by a principle that does not have sensation, lest the 
effect be more perfect than the cause. Therefore in man there is only one principle of a 
threefold life or only one soul.

572. Objections. Since Holy Scripture continually supposes that man is composed 
of two parts, one body and one soul, one must not think that it wishes to say something 
else, if in a few places it seems to affirm trichotomy; rather, these ways of speaking, 
borrowed from the Greek philosophers, should be taken either as metaphors or as indi
cating, not two different souls, but two real aspects of the same soul, or as distinguishing 
the supernatural order from the natural. Therefore these points should be kept in mind 
especially with regard to St. Paul, who uses the word “spirit” with several meanings.21

a) The soul, very simple in itself, can be called spirit or soul, according as it is consid
ered as intellective (and so operating as a spirit, with intrinsic independence of matter) or 
sensitive (and so as animating the body) or also according to its higher and lower affections.

b) The spirit can be called the principle of supernatural life in man, but the soul 
as the principle of natural life, therefore so that, according to this or a similar idea, 
spirit connotes something supernatural coming from the infusion of the Holy Spirit, 
while the soul connotes the natural life. Hence the resuscitated body is called spiritual 
(7rvsupaTiKov), but the animal body (\j/uxlKbv) is said to be mortal (1 Cor. 15:44-46). 
Likewise supernatural grace is said to be spiritual (Rom. 1.11), while in a worse sense 
in the last time “there will be scoffers, following their own ungodly passions” and they 
are said to be animal (Jude 19).

573.1. Dan. 3:64: Bless the Lord, spirits and souls o f  the righteous. Here spirit and soul 
are attributed to the righteous. Therefore trichotomy is being taught.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Spirit and soul are attributed to the righteous as different 
principles of one and the same substance, conceded; as different substances, denied.

Of course the prophet, while fervently exhorting the individual things of the world ex
plicitly mentioned to praise God, desires also that man praise God with all of his powers 
whether rational (with his intellect and will, i.e., with his spirit) or sensitive (with his sense 
powers, i.e., with his soul), almost as he is commanded to love him with all your heart, with 
all your soul, with all your mind, and with all your strength (Mark 12:30).22

2. Luke 1:46f.: M y soul magnifies the Lord, and my spirit rejoices in G od my Savior. 
In man a distinction is made between the soul and the spirit. Therefore trichotomy is being 
taught.

21. Alio, Premiere epitre aux Corinthiens (Paris 1934) p. 91-94; Prat, op. cit., 2,489-492.
22. Linder, S. J., op. cit., p. 209f.
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I  distinguish the antecedent. In man a distinction is made between the soul and the 
spirit verbally, conceded; in reality, denied. As is clear from the context both words 
refer to the rational soul.23 This is the use of poetic parallelism.

3. 1 Cor. 2:14: The unspiritual man does not receive the gifts o f  the Spirit o f  G od.... 
The sp iritua l man ju d g es  a ll things, but is h im self to be ju d g e d  by no one. Here also a 
distinction is made between the soul and the spirit. Therefore trichotomy is supposed.

I distinguish  the antecedent. The soul is distinguished from the spirit regarding 
the vivification and enlightenment of the Holy Spirit, conceded; regarding natural 
activities, denied.

The spiritual man is the one who perceives and judges things in the light of the 
vivification of the Holy Spirit; but the unspiritual man is the one who judges them ac
cording to their natural type.24

Moreover, if the soul differed from the spirit, the unspiritual man, or the one who 
does not perceive the things of the spirit, would actually lack a spirit.

574. 4. 1 Thess. 5:23: M ay the G od  o fp e a c e  h im self sanctify yo u  wholly; and  m ay  
y o u r  sp ir it an d  sou l and  body be kept sound and blam eless a t the com ing o f  our L ord  
Jesus Christ.

I  distinguish the antecedent. The spirit is distinguished from the soul logically, or 
according to some aspect, conceded; as one thing from another thing, or simply, denied.

Almost as was said above (n. 573,1), Paul desires that the whole man be holy, that is, 
according to his body and according to his soul, whether as the intellective principle (or 
spirit) or as the vital principle (or soul).25

Moreover Paul uses often the word “spirit” (7rvsi3pa) as equivalent to “soul” 
(W ftl) (Phil 1:27; Eph. 6:6; Col. 3:23), especially when he opposes it to the word 
“body” (acbpa) (1 Cor. 5:3f.; 7:34; Rom. 8:10) or to the word “flesh” (aap£) (Col. 
2:5); on the other hand, he uses the word “soul” as equivalent to the word “spirit” 
(Rom. 2:9; 13:1; 16:4; 1 Thess. 2:8).26

575. Almost the same thing should be said about Heb. 4:12: For the w ord  o f  G od  is 
living and  active, sharper than any tw o-edged sword, p iercing to the division o f  soul and  
spirit. This is an emphatic formula in order to express the power of knowing hearts, which 
is in the word of God.

And more or less in this way St. Justin is understood who would seem to favor tri
chotomy: “For the body is the home of the soul, and the soul is the home of the spirit. 
These three in those who will have had a sincere hope and undoubted faith in God will 
be saved.” Also, shortly before he had said; “For what is man except a rational animal

23. Lagrange, Evangile selon Saint Luc (Paris 1927) p. 45f.
24. Alio, p. 48f.; Prat, p. 490.
25. Prat, p. 62f. 490; J.M. Vost6,0.P., Commentarius in epistolas ad Thessalonicenses (Rome 1917) p. 167-169; 

A.M. Festugiere, O.P., La trichomie de 1 Thess. et la philosophie grecque: RechSeRel 20 (1930) 385-415; 
Alio, p. 102-104.

26. See Alio, p. 92. 104.
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composed of soul and body.”27

576. 5. Operations specifically diverse (intellection, sensation, nutrition) suppose in 
man specifically diverse principles. Therefore in man there are several souls.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Operations specifically diverse suppose proximate 
specifically diverse principles, conceded; remote, I  subdistinguish: virtually diverse, 
conceded; really diverse, denied.

Nothing prevents a simple being from having the power for specifically diverse 
operations, but which it carries out through diverse faculties. “Thus the intellectual soul 
contains virtually whatever belongs to the sensitive soul of brute animals, and to the 
nutritive soul of plants” (I, q. 76, a. 3).

6. But there are in man also operations mutually opposed. Therefore there are di
verse souls.

I  distinguish the antecedent. In man there are operations mutually opposed acciden
tally, conceded; essentially, denied.

Thus, although the sensitive operations are of the same nature, some are opposed 
to reason and others are not; some without their intrinsic change are opposed to others 
logically, others are not. Therefore that opposition is not essential or from a principle 
of nature, but it is accidental or by reason of the circumstances and objects. And it is 
not unsuitable that “one same thing existing according to different powers or parts be 
moved to opposite things; and therefore although the substance of the human soul has 
both sensitive and intellective powers, still according to its different parts and powers it 
can be moved to opposite things...” (Quodl. 2 q.5 a.5,2).28

Sometimes operations of the same rational life are mutually opposed (I, q. 79, a. 9), 
without however there being in man several rational souls.

7. In the same soul there cannot be contrary movements. But in man there are con
trary movements. Therefore in man there are several souls.

I  distinguish the major. In the same soul there cannot be efficacious contrary move
ments, conceded; inefficacious, denied.

The soul can be moved by different powers to contrary objects, for example, to a 
good object and to a pleasurable object contrary to the good one, but not to both effica
ciously at the same time.29

577. Scholium 1. On the individuality o f  the human soul. The soul is individual in 
each man, or numerically distinct from the rational soul of any other man in opposition 
to a common soul, such as the one defended by the Averroists (see n. 558).

It is a m atter o f  defined divine and  Catholic fa ith  in the Fifth Lateran Council (D 
1440-1441) which condemned “all those who claim that the intellectual soul...is...a 
single soul for all men. We condemn those who raise doubts about this matter. For the

27. St. Justin, De resun. N. 10.8: MG 6,1589.1585. Although it is not established for certain that this treatise was 
written by St. Justin (see B. Altaner, Patrologie2 [Freiburg im Br. 1950)] p. 92), nevertheless it is from his time 
and almost o f  the same spirit, so that we are justified in using it to explain the objection: see Bainvel, 978-980.

28. See Beraza, n. 1106.
29. See Mazzella, n. 243.
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soul is not only truly, of its own nature, and essentially the form of the body.. .but also... 
corresponding to the number of bodies into which it is infused, is capable of being mul
tiplied in individuals, is actually multiplied, and must be multiplied....”30

Moreover the theological sources clearly and always suppose this point in reference 
to the Christian life (v.gr., regarding instruction about matters of faith, and for a fruitful 
reception of the sacraments), in reference to the moral life and to the sanction of rewards 
and punishments.

Natural reason itself (based on experience) gives testimony to the complete intel
lectual and moral independence of men in reference to one another (I, q. 76, a. If.; 2 
CG 73.).

578. Scholium 2. On the spiritua lity  o f  the human soul. The human soul is sp ir i
tual: it is not a body and it is not in trinsically dependent in its being and operation on 
the body as the subject of inherence (as an accident inheres in it) or for its sustentation 
(as is the case with the soul of brute animals and plants). However it does not exclude 
extrinsic dependence (which is excluded in the case of a pure spirit such as God or an 
angel) on the body as the subject that it informs.

Against the materialists31 it is firmly defined in Lateran V as divine an d  catholic  
fa ith  (from Scripture and the ordinary Magisterium) (D 800): “Who (God).. .has created 
both orders of creatures, spiritual and corporeal... afterwards he formed the creature 
man, who in a way belongs to both orders, as he is composed of spirit and body.” Vati
can I repeated the same thing (D 3002).32 Unless perhaps the spirituality of their soul is 
said to be handed down only in passing and indirectly,33 since it is clearly expressed that 
man, in addition to his body, also has a soul (although the question is not decided as to 
whether angels have some kind of body).34

Scripture teaches this while mentioning the soul as distinct from the body in origin 
and destination (Eccles. 12:7; 2 Cor. 5:6-8; see 1 Cor. 13:12), in being (subsistent: Matt. 
10:28), in operation (Rom. 1:20; 1 Cor. 2:11), in inclination (Gal. 5:17), in excellence 
(Rom. 8:16; 1 Cor. 2:11).35

The holy Fathers clearly teach the same thing (v.gr., St. Irenaeus, R 252; St. Greg
ory of Nyssa, R 1021; St. Augustine, R 1438), in addition to some older authors who 
speak obscurely about this matter (perhaps because they lacked a clear notion of spirit), 
like Tertullian (R 346f., 349).36

Theological reasoning  deduces this from the order of grace, which (the vision of

30. See F. Vemet, Letran (V Concile Oecumenique du): DTC 8,2681-2683. M. de Unamuno does not admit that 
the soul is spiritual, nor even a substance, but a permanent self-consciousness in motion: see Q. Perez, S.J., 
Elpensamiento religioso de Unamuno f  rente a la Iglesia (Santander 1947) 58-60.

31. SeeB eraza,n . 1115-1118; Habert, loc. cit.
32. See Daffara, n. 386.
33. Beraza, n. 1121; Huarte, n. 227; Lercher, n. 584.
34. See Boyer, p. 141f. Moreover, although the sources speak less about the spirituality o f  the soul than about 

its immortality (which is very important for men), nevertheless, where natural immortality is taught the 
spirituality o f  the soul is taught implicitly.

35. Dondeyne, loc. cit., 269-272; Vacant, 456f.
36. See Beraza, 1127-1129; E. Peillaube, zlwe, 8 (La Spirituality): DTC 1,1021-1028.
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God, sanctifying grace, infused virtues, gifts of the Holy Spirit, meritorious acts, etc.) 
presupposes the spirituality of the soul.

Natural reason deduces this from the natural immortality of the soul, since if the 
soul by its own nature demands life after the death of the man, it is intrinsically inde
pendent of the body in its being and consequently, since in that state it must be able to 
act suitably, in its operations; from freedom, which lacks an organic faculty; from its 
knowledge both of immaterial things, and of material things by the abstraction of uni
versal qualities, and of relations (I, q. 75, a. If.).37 Moreover, as was established against 
A. Bonnetty (D 2812): “The reasoning process can prove with certitude the existence 
of God.”

579. Corollary. The human soul is: a) Certainly integrally simple or, lacking parts 
not essentially distinct, since these cannot be thought of except in a being that has quan
tity, or a body, or at least intrinsically dependent on a body, b) Certainly, as also can 
be said against St. Bonaventure and some of the older theologians of the Franciscan 
school,38 it is essentially simple, or not consisting of form and any kind of spiritual mat
ter, since beings must not be multiplied without necessity; since otherwise it does not 
appear why the whole soul is an act of understanding and the principle of willing, and 
why likewise that formal element is not composed.

37. See Pellaube, 1028-1041; Dondeyne, Spiritualitas ratione demonstrate: CollatBrug 31 (1931) 366-372. 
For J.M. Rodriguez, O.R, El mas antiguo y discutido argumento para probar la incorporeidad del alma hu- 
mana (Las Caldas de Besaya-Santander 1952), the main argument is that the human intellect, since it knows 
all bodies, is itself incorporeal.

38. St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.3 p.l a.l q.If.; see edit. Quaracchi t.2 p. 92-94 (where other authors are cited); 
Robert, op. cit.; Alexander o f  Hales, Summa p.2 q.20; see E. Leineidam, Das Problem der hylemorphen 
Zusammensetzung der geistigen Substanzen im 13.Jahrhundert,behandelt bis Thomas von Aquin (Lieben- 
thal 1930); this is completed by A. Lottin, La composition hylemorphique des substances spirituelles: 
RevN6oscholPh 33 (1932) 21-41.
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A R T I C L E  I I  

O n t h e  i m m o r t a l i t y  o f  t h e  s o u l  

Thesis 23. The human soul is immortal.

S.Th. I, q. 75, a. 6; 2 CG 79-82; St. Bonavcnture, In 2 d. 19 a.l q .l; Suarez, De anima 1.1 c.10; Beraza, n. 
1130-1140; Muncunill, n. 546-555; DalTara, th. 23; Boyer, th.5; Lercher, 23n. 585-589.

580. Connection. Since we have already proved the existence of the 
human soul and that it is one, and its individuality and spirituality and 
simplicity, the question we will now have to treat is the soul’s immortality.

581. Definition of terms. The human soul, or the one soul that is in 
man.

A living being that enjoys immortality is called immortal, or one having 
the inability of losing its life: 1) It is either essential, or proper to a being 
whose essence it is to exist and for whom therefore death is metaphysically 
repugnant, such as the one God.

2) Or it is natural, or proper to a being that has its existence from an
other, but concerning whose natural exigency there is perpetual existence 
and for whom therefore death is physically repugnant, but not absolutely 
or also in comparison with the omnipotence of God. Therefore this type 
of immortality can be considered as a right {de iure) or according to the 
natural exigency of the being, and also as a fact {de facto), or according to 
its factual situation.

3) Or gratuitous, or proper to a being that has its existence from an
other, but for whom, beside its exigencies, by a gratuitous gift o f God it is 
given so that it will be perpetual (therefore immortality always de facto, 
never de iure). The result is that immortality is either necessarily such that 
it cannot be lost, as is present in the bodies of the blessed in heaven, or it 
cannot be lost conditionally, such as was the case with the bodies of the 
first parents.

Immortality, as belonging only to a living being and one that cannot die, differs 
from incorruptibility, which is opposed to corruption, and which therefore, not only 
belongs to a living immortal being, but also to every simple being, that is, those lacking 
parts.

582. Is, that is, the soul is immortal both actually (de facto), or inas
much as it will never be touched by death, and justly (de iure), inasmuch as
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from the exigency of its nature it cannot lose its life.
Since the immortality of the soul de facto is clearly proved from every

thing the sources say concerning the destiny of all souls as eternal (as is 
clear from the treatise On the Last Things), here it will be considered only 
to confirm that the soul is justly {de iure) immortal.

583. Adversaries. 1. Many deny the fact of immortality, for example:
All materialists, as is per se evident, both ancient and contemporary.1
The Sadducees denied, along with the resurrection of the body and the

existence of spirits, the immortality of the soul (Acts 23:8).2
Certain Arabs in the 3rd century said that the soul perishes with the 

body and must be resuscitated with the body.3
Thnetopsychists in the 7th century said that human souls perish just like 

the souls of brute animals.4 Arnobius, concerning the wicked,5 the Socinians 
concerning non-Christians.6 Many Seventh Day Adventists (they do not all 
belong to the same sect) concerning the wicked.7 Faithful Germans.8 Rigid 
Existentialists.9 Averroists regarding the sensitive soul proper to each person, 
but not concerning their intellective soul which is quasi impersonal.10

584. 2. Immortality de iure is denied by, for example, Arnobius, as it 
seems.11 Many Adventists.12 Certain neo-Aristotelians like Pomponazzi,13

1. Habert, loc. cit., 282ff.; Katschthaler, 1.1 a.2 n.207 not.3.
2. See J. Felten, Neulestamentliche Zeitgeschichte oder Judentum und Christentum zur Zeit Christi und der 

Apostel-'31 (Regensburg 1925) p. 417f.
3. See Eusebius, Hist, eccl 1.6 c.37: MG 94, 757; St. Augustine, De haeres. N.83: ML 42,46.
4. See St. John Damascene, De haer. 1.1 n.90: MG 94,757.
5. Arnobius, Adv. Nat. c.61: ML 5,908.
6. See Christiani, Socinianisme: DTC 14,2322.
7. See. A. Tanquerey, Adventistes: DTC 1,513f.
8. See L Faulhaber, Unsterblichkeit. Das Fortleben nach dem Tode in christlicher und in deutschglaubiger 

Auffassung: Stimm 131 (1936)218-231.
9. See R. Verardo, O.R, IIproblema dell’immortalitd: Sap 2 (1949) 294. 300-302; M.F. Sciacca, La filosofia 

hoy, trans. C.M. Rossi (Barcelona 1947) p. 193-209; C. Mazzantini, Martino Heidegger. Linee fundamentali 
della suafilosofia: RivFilNeosc 25 (19370 14-30.

10. See A. Cholet, Averroisme: DTC l,2635f. On Averroes see B.H. Zedler, Averroes and Immortality: New  
Schol 28 (1954) 436-453. That Aristotle holds for the immortality o f  the soul (as the scholastics commonly 
think as more probable) has not always been admitted by all. See Suarez, 1.1 c. 11; Rondet, Nature et surna- 
turel dans la theologie de Saint Thomas d ’Aquin: RechScRel 33 (1946) 73 note 3. According to G. Soleri, 
L ’immortalita de ll’anima in Aristotele (Rome 1952,), he clearly admits the eternity o f  the human intellect 
(without this being the Averroistic agent intellect illuminating all minds); everything else, including the pas
sive intellect, is mortal.

11. Arnobius, Adv. nation. 2,32-36: ML 5,860-865. See Tixeront, op. cit., 1 p. 406 (on this point); Altaner, op. 
cit., p. 153; Bainvel, 999.

12. Tanquerey, loc. cit., 513.
13. M. de Andrea, O.R, II rationalismo de P. Pomponazzi: Sap 3 (1950) 48-59; E. Weil, Die Philosophi des 

Pietro Pomponazzi: ArchGeschPhil 41 (1932) 127-172. See H. Heidingsfelder, Zum Unsterblichkeit in der 
Renaissance (Petrus Pomponatius + 1525): GeistM itt2 (1935) 1265-1268.
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with whom M. de Unamuno agrees.14

Logically denying individual im m ortality, even de facto , are all those philosophers 
who reduce the soul either to a flux of phenomena (Phenom enists) or to the modalities 
of one absolute being (Pantheists).15

But those who are thought to deny its philosophical demonstrability do not deny 
immortality de  iure, like Cajetan,'6 Scotus,17 and not necessarily the P ositivists  (think
ing that such duration is indemonstrable, since it suipasses our experience),18 and many 
contemporary Protestants, who say “all demonstration has been shown by Kant to be 
impossible.”'9

585. Doctrine of the Church. All the creeds and documents mention
ing the eternal life of the just and the eternal hell of the wicked (covered 
in the treatise On the Last Things) establish thereby at least the fact of the 
immortality of the soul.

Leo XIII condemned error 23 of Rosmini (D 3223): “In its natural state 
the soul of the dead exists as if it did not exist: since it cannot exercise any 
reflection over itself, or have any consciousness of itself, its condition can 
be said to be similar to a state of perpetual darkness and an eternal sleep.”

This condemnation clearly supposes that the soul in the natural order 
continues to live, and does so perpetually, since Rosmini supposes its per
petuity.20

586. Lateran V (D 1440-1441): “Recently the sower of cockle...has 
dared to oversow the Lord’s field and to give increase to some dangerous 
errors....These errors concern the nature of the rational soul especially— 
for instance, that the soul is mortal... Some audacious philosophers have 
held that this was the truth, at least according to philosophy. Therefore, we 
desire to use suitable remedies against this error. And with the approval of 
this sacred council, We condemn.. .all those who claim that the intellectual

14. See Perez, 60-64. He may also deny immortality de facto or call it into doubt.
15. See P. Siwek, S.J., Psychologia melaphysica (Rome 1932) p. 362; J.G. Moran, S.J., Psychologia 2 (Mexico 

1949) n. 672.
16. E. Verga, L 'immortalitd dell’anima netpensiero di Giovanni Dans Scoto: RivFilNeosc (Supp.: 11 cardinale 

Tommaso di Vio Gaetano) 27 (1939) 21-46, according to whom Cajetan at first (a. 1503-1507) did not deny 
that the immortality o f  the soul could be proved by reason, but he did later (a. 1532-1534).

17. S. Vanni Rovighi, L'immortalitd dell’anima nelpensiero di Giovannit Duns Scoto: RivFilNeosc 23 (1931) 
78-104. Others have written about the mind o f  Scotus, for example: H. Klug, Die Lehre des set. loh.Duns 
Scotus iiber die Seele: PhilJahrb 37 (1924) 60-68; J.S. Japowiez, Probatio immortalitatis animae in doctrina 
Ven. J. Duns Scotus (Krakow 1939); F. Luger, Die Unsterblichkeitsfrage bei Johannes Duns Scotus (Vienna 
1933); Z. van de Woeslyne, O.F.M., Cursusphilosophicus 22 (Mechlin 1933) p. 592-595.

18. Siwek, loc. cit.; Mor&n, loc. cit.
19. See J. FrObes, S.J., Psychologia speculativa 2 (Freiburg im Br. 1927) p. 282.
20. See Michel, Rosmini-Serbati, Antonio: DTC 13,2940,
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soul is mortal... We condemn those who raise doubts about this matter. For 
the soul is not only truly, of its own nature, and essentially the form of the 
human body.. .but also it is immortal....”

With these words immortality is defined: a) At least de facto, as is clear, 
b) Indeed also de iure: since doubtless the error mentioned at the begin
ning of the decree is directly condemned, namely, about “the nature of 
the rational soul especially—for instance, that the soul is mortal, or that 
there is only one soul for all men...at least according to philosophy...”; 
since likewise both immortality and oneness (which of course is natural) 
are referred to the nature of the soul; since the soul is said to be immortal 
as it is the form of the body, and the form is of its own nature21; since the 
philosophers are ordered to teach this immortality; but their task is not to 
establish it as a preternatural fact, but to treat the nature of the soul, so that 
as philosophers they may be able to show the fact of immortality only from 
immortality o f right.22

Theological note. Defined divine and catholic faith with regard to im
mortality both de facto and, as it seems, de iure (D 1440-1441), unless on 
the latter point the thesis is said to be proximate to faith.

587. Proof from Holy Scripture. 1. In general all the texts both of the 
N.T. and the O.T.—which will not be cited here23-establishing or suppos
ing that after the death of a man the soul of the just enters eternal life, but 
the soul of the wicked enters eternal hell, teach immortality implicitly, a) 
De facto, as is per se evident, b) De iure, for it clearly seems to be repug
nant: to the goodness of God that a soul, by its nature mortal, should be 
made immortal in order to be punished; to the justice of God that, if the 
soul is by its nature mortal, its punishment is not concluded when its end 
has been naturally achieved (even if it is granted that the gift of immortality

21. However with these words the Council does not intend to prove the immortality o f  the soul from the fact 
that it is the form o f  the body: see A. Deneffe, S.J., “Die geradezu lacherliche Torheit der pdpstlichen The- 
ologie”: Schol 5 (1930) 380-387; Id., Die Absicht des Lateran Konzils: Schol 7 (1933) 359-379.

22. See Msi 32,842f.; Vemet, loc. cit., 2681-2683. Others preceded in developing our interpretation: Palmieri, 
th.32; n.3; Huarte, n. 215; Boyer, p. 131 f.; Deneffe (loc. cit.), as it seems. But the following authors think 
that de facto immortality is directly defined here, and that natural immortality is only indirectly affirmed in 
the introduction: Beraza (n. 1139), for whom the thesis concerning the last point “does not seem to contain 
doctrine that must be held by faith, but catholic doctrine that is completely certain”; and Lercher (n. 588), 
for whom the thesis is “proximate to faith.”

23. In general on the books o f  the O.T. on this matter see Vaccari, De immortalitate animae in veteri Testamento: 
VerDom 1 (1921) 258-263,304-309; J. Touzard, Le developpement de la doctrine de I'immortalite. Apropos 
d ’un livre recent: RevBibl 7 (1898) 207-241; A. Durand, S.J., Les retributions de la vie future dans I ’Ancien 
Testament: Et 83 (1900) 22-48; F. Schmid, Der Unsterblichkeits und Auferstehungsglaube in der Bibel 
(Brixen 1902); Lagrange, Le Judaisme avant Jesus-Christ (Paris 1931) p. 343-353; Perella, La dottrina 
dell’Oltretomba nel Vecchio Testamento: DivThom(Pi) 37 (1935) 196-204.
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had been granted before the decree of reprobation), since in this way his 
punishment is changed substantially.

It is true that man, mortal by nature according to his body, is damned, and 
as such for eternity. But in this way the punishment of man is not changed 
except accidentally, since it is not greater than the punishment of the soul 
alone, except only extensively. For what is said about beatitude, that is, that it 
is increased in the resurrection only accidentally, or by extension to the body, 
applies also to damnation. Since that is so, given the natural immortality of 
the soul, there is nothing contrary to the justice of God, if the whole sinning 
man is punished eternally.

588.2. Many testimonies both in the N.T and in the O.T show that the soul 
does not perish along with the body. Hence it follows that it does not de facto 
die, especially since Scripture never mentions the death of the soul. Therefore 
also natural immortality follows, since nowhere is the permanence of the soul 
after man’s death said to come from the house of God, and therefore it is as
sumed to flow from the natural condition of the soul:

Luke 16:22-31: When Lazarus dies he is carried to the bosom of Abraham; 
when the rich man dies he is earned to hell. Luke 23:43: Today you will be with 
me in Paradise. Phil. 1:23: lam  hard pressed between the two. My desire is to 
depart cmd to be with Christ.

Matt. 10:28: Do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul; 
rather fear him who can destroy both soul and body in hell. Therefore the soul 
is immortal de facto, since, when the body has been killed, it continues to live; it 
lives de iure, since it can be killed only by God, and since God is said to destroy 
it in hell and therefore for eternity.

Eccles. 12:7: And the dust returns to the earth as it was, and the spirit re
turns to God who gave it. Therefore the soul is immortal de facto, since after 
death it continues to live; de iure, since the permanence of the soul is sought in 
its origin and therefore in its nature, so that the death of the body comes from 
that.

Wis. 2:23: For God created man for incorruption, and made him in the im
age o f his own eternity... From these words, man is immortal (at least according 
to his soul, although also the immortality of his body is explicitly mentioned 
there), and indeed as it seems, because he is the image of God. Indeed that is 
what he is, and surely because of his rational soul on the natural level. Therefore 
the soul is naturally immortal.24

24. On the doctrine o f  immortality in this book see H. Backers, C.SS.R., Der Unsterblichkeitsglciube im Buck 
der Weisheit. Ihr Ursprung und ihre Bedeutung (MUnster 1938) p. 9-25; Lagrange, Le livre de la sagesse. La 
doctrine desfins derniers: RevBibl 4 (1907) 93-97.
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589. Proof from tradition. The Fathers teach immortality de facto, as is per 
se evident, since the whole Christian religion is imbued with this idea; de iure, 
as is clear from the following:

Athenagoras: Man at the resurrection, whose soul already from the begin
ning was immortal, receives as a gift the same thing for his body “But men from 
the veiy beginning have an immutable permanence with regard to the soul, but 
with regard to the body they acquire incorruption as a gift.”25

Novatian: The body dies, but the soul is so outside the laws o f death that it 
cannot be killed. “For what does it mean if the divinity in Christ does not die, but 
the substance of his flesh alone is extinguished, when also in other men... the 
flesh alone suffers the assault of destruction.. .but outside the laws of death... 
the soul is seen to be incorrupt?... If.. .the soul of every man enjoys this excel
lence of immortality, so that it cannot be destroyed, much more does the excel
lence of the Word of God enjoy this same power so that it cannot be killed.”26

St. Augustine: By a natural instinct we all desire immortality. “For all men 
by a natural instinct would not wish to be immortal and blessed, unless we were 
able to attain it.”27

590. Tertullian (R 349): Therefore the soul is said to be immortal that 
it may be said to be rational, etc., and therefore o f its very nature. “We de
termine that the soul was bom immortal from the breath of God..., simple 
in substance... free in choosing..., rational....” St. John Damascene (R 
2357): “The soul is a living, simple and incorporeal substance..., invisible, 
immortal, rational, and intelligent....”

Constitution o f the Apostles: The soul is immortal, since it is rational 
and free. We confess that our soul is incorporeal and immortal..., that it is 
rational and endowed with the power of freedom.”28

St. Ambrose: The soul, since it is life, cannot die. “How can his sub
stance die, since certainly it is the soul that confers life?... Therefore the 
soul is life. For how can it be subject to death since it is contrary?...”29

591. Theological reasoning. The soul of a damned person is de facto

25. Athenagoras, De resurr. mort. n. 16: MG 6,1006.
26. Novatian, De Trin. C.25: ML 3,963.
27. St. Augustine, Cont. Iul. 4,1,19: ML 44,747. He also wrote a treatise On the immortality of the soul (ML 

32,1021-1034). On his thinking according to which he seeks immortality from the adherence o f  the soul to 
immortal Truth as his own objective end is treated by J. Barbosa, Santo Agostinho e a lmortalidade da Alma. 
Originalidade da suaprova: RevFilPort 11 (1955) 154-165.

28. Constit. Apost. 1 .6 c .ll:M G  1,937.
29. St. Ambrose, De bono mortis c.9 n.42: ML 14,559. On the holy Fathers see Bainvel, 977-1005; Beraza, n. 

1141; Suarez, c.10 n .llf .;  W. GOtzmann, Die Unsterblichkeitsbeweise in der Vaterzeit und Scholastik bis 
zum Ende des dreizehnten Jahrhunderts (Karlsruhe 1927).
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immortal. But it is repugnant to the goodness and justice of God that a soul 
naturally mortal should be made immortal in order to be punished (n. 587). 
Therefore the human soul is naturally immortal.

592. Natural reason establishes the same thing, a) On the one hand the soul cannot be 
corrupted either essentially (per  se), that is, by the dissolution of its parts, since it is simple, 
or accidentally (per accidens), that is, as a material form by the removal of the subject that 
it infonns, since it is spiritual or intrinsically independent of matter in its way of existing; 
on the other hand it is apt, as intrinsically independent of matter in thinking and in willing, 
to act and therefore it can exist without a body. Therefore the soul is naturally immortal.

b) Man naturally desires, with an innate and express appetite, to live forever. There
fore, since a desire of nature cannot be in vain, it pertains to the nature of man, at least 
concerning his soul, that he exist forever (I, q. 75, a. 6; 2 CG 55, 79-81).30

c) A right moral order involves a perfect sanction (or universal and absolutely ef
ficacious) for the merits and demerits of men. But this would be lacking, if the soul were 
of itself mortal (for in the natural order God would not be thought to preserve it miracu
lously, at least if it had to be punished). Therefore the soul is naturally immortal.31

d) The thesis is strongly confirmed by the universal consensus both of ancient and 
modern peoples/2 of philosophers, and even non-scholastic, both ancient and modern.33

30. Dondeyne, Immortalitas animae e natorali desideriofelicitates demonstrator: ColIatBrug 32 (1932) 35-39. Many 
have written about the mind o f  St. Thomas regarding the philosophical demonstration o f  immortality, for example: 
J. Lemaire: CollMechl 1 (1927) 35-49; F. Locatelli, Alcune note sull dimostrazione deH'immortalitd dell’anima 
in S. Tommaso: RivFilNeosc 53 (1941) 413-428; L. Raeber, O.S.B., Die Bestimmung des Menschen. Derphilo- 
sophische Beweis seiner Unsterblichkeit im System von Thomas von Aquin und Othmar Spann. Ein Vergleich: 
DivThom (Fr) 22 (1944) 51-84; A. Cocco, IIproblema delTimmortalitd delTanima nella Summa Theologiae di 
S. Tommaso d ’Aquino: RivFilNeosc 38 (1946) 298ff; J.C. Linehan, The Rational Nature o f Man with Particular 
Reference to the Effects of Immortality on Intelligence acccording to St. Thomas (Washington 1937).

31. See Suarez, 1.1 c.10 n.16-35; G. Heidingsfelder, Die Unsterblichkeit der Seele (Munich 1930); Lessius (De 
providentia numinis etanimi immortalitate [Paris 1880] p. 430-450) proposes twenty natural reasons (beside 
other theological ones, p. 459-464). Many have written about the mind o f the scholastics in this matter, for 
example: B. Bendfeld, Grundlegung und Geweisfiihrung der Unsterblichkeitslehre in der beginnenden Hoch- 
scholastik (Emsdetten 1940); M. Kreuthe, Die Unsterblichkeitslehre in der Scholastik von Alcuin bis Thomas 
von Aquin: PhilJahrb 31 (1918) 341-381; Id., Die Unsterblichkeitslehre in der Zeit nach Thomas von Aquin: 
PhilJahrb 40 (1927) 40-56. A. Bremond, S.J., Le syllogisme de I’immortalite: RevPhLouv 40 (1948) 161-176, 
tries to weaken the ontological (and teleological) argument o f  St. Thomas, in order to seek a new one from 
the knowledge with love o f  the eternal Good, as if thinking and loving God is the source o f immortality; A. 
Cocco refutes him and supports the arguments o f  the Angelic Doctor, Attorno al silogismo dell’immortalitd: 
RivFilNeosc 45 (1953) 106-142; S. Vanni Rovighi, lmmortalita dell 'anima nei maestri francescani del sec. XII 
(Milan 1935); Id., L ’immortalita dell’anima nei maestri francescani del sec. XIII (Milan 1936),

32. See Knabenbauer, Das Zeugnis des Menschengeschlechtes fur die Unsterblichkeit der Seele (Freiburg im Br. 1878): 
Supplement to the „Stimm. aus M. Laach“ t.6; Lagrange, Etudes sur les religions semitiques. Les morts: RevBibl 
11 (1902) 212-239; J.T. Addison (protesting). La vie apres la mort dans les croyances de I ’humanite (Paris 1936). 
On the classical authors see Soleri, L ’immortalita dell’anima nelmondo classico: ScuoCatt 80 (1952) 108-126.

33. See Suarez, n. 13-15; GOtzmann, loc. cit. (at the beginning); Souilhd, loc. cit., p. 46-80; Amou, loc. cit., 2268; 
M.D. Roland-Goselin, O.P., Les idie et lespreuves de I’immortalite dans le "Phaedon ": RevScPhTh 3 (1909) 
84-88; A. Inauen, S.J., Epikurs Zeugnis fur das Dasein Gottes und die Unsterblichkeit der Seele: ZcathTh 40 
(1916) 188-191; E. Ciapardini, L'immortalita dell’anima in Cicerone: RivFilNeosc 13 (1921) 245-263; L. 
Foucher, La notion d  ’immortalite de I 'ame dans laphilosophiefrancaise du XIX‘ siecle: RevScPhTh 21 (1932) 
25-33; G. Melzi, L ’immortalita dell’anima nellafilosofia di Henri Bergson: RivFilNeosc 42 (1950) 238-255; 
Verardo, loc. cit., 292-300; see 287-292; Siwek, loc. cit., p. 263f.; Morin, loc. cit., n. 672.
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593. Objections. 1. It is said in Eccles. 3:18-21:1 sa id  in my heart with regard to 
the sons o f  men that G od  is testing them to show them that they are but beasts. F or the 
fa te  o f  the sons o f  men and the fa te  o f  beasts is the same: as one die, so d ies the other. 
They a ll have the sam e breath, and man has no advantage over the beasts; f o r  a ll is 
vanity. A ll g o  to one p lace; a ll are from  the dust, and a ll turn to dust again. Who knows 
whether the sp irit o f  man goes upw ard and the spirit o f  the beast goes down to the earth ?

From these words it is possible that spirits of dying beasts and men have the same 
fate. Therefore the immortality of the human spirit is at least doubtful.

I  distinguish the antecedent. It is possible that the spirits of beasts and men have the 
same fate, if the spirit of man is not taken for the human soul, I  p a ss  on that; otherwise, 
denied.

Here it is not said that the human soul dies like the soul of a brute animal, for: a) It 
is su pposed  that it must be judged by God, which would be meaningless if the soul died 
with the body (3:17): G od  w ill ju d g e  the righteous and the w icked  (see also 5:7; 11:9; 
12:13f.). However such judgment is not had in this life, b) The soul in the death of a man 
is said to return to God (12:7), to go to the underworld (9:10).

594. Many interpretations have been proposed for this very difficult text; some of 
them will be mentioned here. However we will not consider some of them, which, since 
the sacred author cannot propose any error, cannot be approved, since they claim that he 
had doubts about the immorality of the soul. Hence Ecclesiastes, recalling what is com
mon to men and brute animals as to the body, comes to the soul and he does not doubt 
about its immortality:

a) According to some, he explains the matter only as it appears externally, as if the 
fate of man and beast is equal, so that “spirit” there does not indicate the vital principle, 
but the breath. Thus man and brute die in the same way, and the spirit or breath of both 
likewise perishes.34 This opinion seems to us to be more probable.

b) According to others, since at the time when the book was written, a new opinion 
began to be circulated among the Jews, that the souls of the dead ascend on high, while 
they commonly held that they descend to some place in the underworld, the sacred 
author, aware of this new opinion, says that he does not know whether the soul of man 
goes upward or downward.35

c) According to others there is a doubt, once having admitted immortality, whether 
the human soul goes to God and the soul of a beast to the earth (as the Jews commonly 
held) or rather both go to God or both to the earth.36

d) According to others, granted that the spirit of man returns to God (12:7), there is

34. Hetzenauer, Theologia biblica 1 Freiburg im Br. 1908) p. 536f.; G. Gietman, S.J., Commentarius in Ecclesi- 
asten (Paris 1890) p. 182-186; R. Cornely-A. Merk, S.J., Introductions in S. Scripturae libros Compendium 
2 (Paris 1934) p. 497f.; Dondeyne, S. Scripturae de natura hominis doctrina: CollatBrug 32 (1932) 10-15.

35. A. Condamin, S.J., Etudes sur I'Ecclesiaste: RevBibl 8 (1899) 493-502; 9 (1900) 369-374; A Parenti, S.J., De 
animae humanae immortalitate in Eccl. 3,21: Greg 2 (1921); Vaccari, Ecclesiaste: Elt 3,994; Perrella, loc. cit., 
198 note.

36. E. Podechard, L 'Ecclesiaste (Paris 1912) p. 187-189, 312-319.
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a doubt about whether the soul of a beast returns to God and not to the earth.37
e) According to others, the author is speaking with admiration in more or less this 

sense: few consider (or perhaps also—which comes to almost the same thing—few 
know for certain) that the spirit of the sons of men ascends on high, but the spirit of 
beasts goes down to the earth.38

f) According to others, the author says that he at one time doubted about this matter.39

595. 2. St. Justin says that souls live as long as God wishes, and that everything that 
has been made will perish. Therefore he denies the immortality of the soul.

I  distinguish the antecedent. St. Justin denies the essential immortality of the soul, 
conceded; another form that depends on God, denied.

Actually he says (R 132): “They are not, then, immortal? No; since the world has 
appeared to us to be begotten. But I do not say, indeed, that all souls die; for that would 
truly be a piece of good fortune to the evil. What then? The souls of the pious remain in 
a better place, while those of the unjust and the wicked are in a worse, waiting for the 
time of judgment....” See also R. 133.

O bjector insists: St. Justin himself says that the souls of the wicked will not obtain 
immortality. Therefore he denies it at least for the wicked.

I  distinguish the antecedent. St. Justin denies supernatural and blessed immortality 
for the souls of the wicked, conceded; another type, denied.

Since eternal life is supernatural and must be obtained by the grace of God, the 
immortality of the just, as blessed, is given to them gratuitously, and it is not given to 
the damned. Hence their status is equivalent to eternal death. The quoted text can be un
derstood in this sense, since Justin himself says: “But we say that only those obtain im
mortality who come close to God by their holiness and virtue of life; but those who live 
wickedly and do not change—we believe that they are punished with an eternal fire.”40 

Other Fathers writing about this should be interpreted in the same way, like St. 
Irenaeus:”For life does not come from us nor from our nature, but it is given according 
to the grace of God. And therefore the one who has preserved the gift of life and given 
thanks to the one who bestowed it on him will receive length of days forever... The 
ungrateful... will justly not receive from God length of days forever.”41

596. 3. Amobius teaches that the souls of the wicked are totally consumed after a

37. L. di Fonzo, O.F.M.Conv., “Quis novit si spiritus filiorum Adam ascendat sursum...? ” Ecc. 3,21: VerDom 
19 (1939) 257-268,289-299; 20 (1940) 166-176.

38. Thus perhaps more or less those who think that the sentence is not necessarily interrogative, for example: St. 
Jerome, In Eccl.: ML 23,1041f.; Comely, Historica et critica introductio in V.T. libros sacros (Paris 1925) p. 
179f.; Motatis, Vigouroux, ap. Vacant, loc. cit., 471; A. Lapide, In Ecclesiastem (Paris 1860) p. 156f.

39. Durand, loc. cit. 43-46. L. Hugo, it seems, agrees with him: Die Unsterblichkeitslehre im Buche Koblet: 
ZkathTh 37 (1913) 400-414. See S.Th., De anima a.14 ad 1. Others say something different, for example: H. 
Simon-I. Prado, C.SS.R., Praelectiones biblicae 2 (Turin 1937) p. 203; E. Philippe, Ecdesiaste (Le livre de 
I ’): DB 2,1535; L. Bigot, Ecclesiaste (Livre de I'): DTC 4,2018.

40. St. Justin, Apol. 1 n.21: MG 6,361. See Bardy, 2267f.; J. Riviere, S. Justin et les apologistes du 11“ siecle 
(Paris 1907) p. 204.

41. St. Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 2,34,3: MG 7,836; see 1.4 c.28 n.2: MG 7,1061 f. Almost the same things can be said 
about Tatian (R 157); see Tixeront, loc. cit., p. 259.
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very long punishment.42
He wrote this when he was still a catechumen and did not have perfect knowledge 

of Catholic doctrine.43
4. Tatian seems to teach that the souls of the wicked (or of those ignorant of the 

truth) die with the body and then resurrect with the body to be punished forever (R 157): 
“ ...If, indeed, it (the soul) knows not the truth, it dies, and is dissolved with the body; 
but it rises again at last at the end of the world with the body, receiving death by punish
ment in immortality...

Tatian seems to be considering not true death, but some kind of state of sleep. In 
fact, a little later, while giving the reason why the souls of the dead cannot work any 
deceptions, he assumes the existence of souls to whom deceptions are attributed; these 
are certainly the souls of the wicked. “It is most difficult to think that the immortal soul, 
which is impeded by the members of its body, becomes more sagacious when it has left 
the body.”44

597. Scholium. On the immortality o f the soul in the books o f  the O. T. written be
fore the exile. The rationalists have denied that immortality is taught in these books.45 
But it would be surprising that such a truth, which was held among all oriental peoples, 
for example, the Chaldeans and Egyptians, was not known by the Hebrew people who 
were the most religious of all.46 And all admit that the Jews knew this truth.47 This will 
be evident from the following:

a) For the Jews death is: to go to the fathers (Gen. 15:15: about Abraham); to be 
gathered to their people (Gen. 25:8: about Abraham; 49:29: about Jacob); to be added to 
their people (Gen. 25:27: about Ishmael; 35:29: about Isaac; 49:32: about Jacob; Deut. 
32:50: about Aaron); to be joined to their peoples (Deut. 32:50: about Moses); to go to 
their people (Num. 20:24: about Aaron); to go to their people (Num. 27:13: about Moses 
and Aaron). But these texts do not necessarily indicate a common grave, which often 
either could not be such or de facto was not such, for example: for Abraham buried near 
Ephron in Palestine (Gen. 25:9f.), while his grandparents lie “in Ur of the Chaldeans” 
(11:28) and his parents in Haran (11:32); for Ishmael, the son of Abraham, who died in 
the eastern region (25:17f.); for Moses, the site of whose grave in the valley of the land 
of Moab was unknown (Deut. 34:6); for Aaron who died in Mount Hor (32:50). There
fore they indicate that the living come together with the living after death.

b) In particular, Jacob wishes to descend into Sheol to be with Joseph, his son (Gen. 
37:35) whom he thinks has been devoured by a wild beast (37:33), while he wishes to 
be buried in Ephron with his fathers (49:29-31).

42. Arnobius, Adv. nat. 1.11 c.14,36: ML 5,831.834.864.
43. See Altaner, § 36; St. Jerome, Eusebii Pamphilii chronicon: ML 27,497.
44. Tatian, Adv. graec. n. 16: 6,840. See regarding the mind o f  those Fathers, Bainvel, loc. cit.; Palmieri, loc. 

cit., th.32 n.7f.; Beraza, loc. cit., n. 1136-1138. Lessius {loc. cit., p. 465-473) proposes various objections and 
solves them on the basis o f  natural reason.

45. Vacant, 465.
46. Vacant, 466.
47. Lagrange: RevBibl 16(1907)422-433.
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c) They are thought to go to “Sheol,” or the place below of the dead,48 of the souls 
of the dead (Gen. 42:38; 44:29.31; Ps. 6:6; Isa. 5:14), whether of the good (Gen. 37:35; 
Ps. 48:15f.) or of the evil (Ps. 48:15; Num. 16:30.33; Isa. 14:9.11.15).

d) The Jews were forbidden to interrogate the dead (Deut. 18:11). But Saul inter
rogated Samuel (1 Sam. 28:8-19). See also Isa. 8:19.

e) Hence the patriarchs looked upon this life as a pilgrimage (Gen. 47:9) which is 
leading to a stable end. See Ps. 39:12

f) Hence both Christ (Matt. 22:23—see 8:11—according to Exod. 3:6) and Paul 
(Heb. 11:13-16; see 13:14) suppose that the patriarchs had faith in eternal life.49

598. The expressions “to kill the soul,” “to destroy the soul,” and similar ones, 
which are not used for moral death (like Matt. 10:28) but for physical (Gen. 37:22; Deut. 
22:26; Jer. 40:15; Sir. 21:3; Ezek. 13:19; 17:7, etc.), are not opposed to our conclusion, 
since in those texts “soul” is taken for “life” as in many other places (Gen. 19:17; Judg. 
12:3; 1 Sam. 19:5; Ps. 119:109; Job 36:14, etc.), or for life in the abstract, or for the 
living in concrete, or often for the person and taking the place of the personal pronoun.

And the passages in which it would seem to be said that man after death no longer 
exists (Ps. j 9:13; Job 7:21; 14:10) concern earthly life which lasts only a short time, but 
is a pilgrimage (Gen. 47:9; Ps. 39:12; Eccles. 7:1).50

Therefore it is clear that Jews knew the fact that the dead continue to live. But 
it must be admitted that further determinations of the manner of that future life were 
handed on only gradually with the further progress of revelation.51 Hence “Sheol” was 
described among the Jews as a land dark and covered with the mist of death, a land of 
misery where everlasting horror dwells (Job 10:2If.), as swallowing (Prov. 1:12) and 
insatiable (30:16; Isa. 5:14f.), as cruel (Song 8:6). However the good are not thought to 
be without any joy (Sir. 11:27f.)52 and a fortiori without any activity, but it is not merito
rious (Sir. 9:10; Ps. 6:6; 114:17; Isa. 38:19.53

48. Vacant, Enfer: DB 2,1792-1794; W. Gesenius-F. Buhl, Hebraisches und aramaisches Handworterbuch... 
iiber das Alte Testament (Leipzig 1915) 197.

49. Vaccari, loc. cit., 259f.; Heinisch, Theologie des Alien Tesament § 24 n.6; § 41 f.; Beraza, n. 1143-1146; 
Vacant, 462-472.

50. Vaccari, 260f.
51. Vaccari, 261-263, 304-309; Vacant, loc. cit.; Comely, loc. cit., p. 180.
52. See A. Lapide, In Ecclesiasticum 11,28 Paris 1859) 358. See also Pesch, 2 n. 287.
53. Knabenbauer, Commentarius in lsaiam Prophetam 22 (Paris 1923) 62f. On the mind o f  the Jews in this matter 

see A.G.: AmCl 64 (1954) 457f.
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C H A P T E R  I I I

On the union of soul and body

A R T I C L E  I 

On t h e  u n i o n  i n  o n e  n a t u r e  

Thesis 24. In man soul and body are united in one nature.

S.Th. I, q. 76, a. 1.3; Suarez, De ammo 1.1 c.12; Beraza, n. 1150-1178; Lercher, 23n. 574-576; Palmieri, 
th. 19.

599. Connection. It is evident from our proofs that man is composed of 
body and soul. But what is the result of that union—a mere extrinsic joining 
together of two substances, or some new substantial being, distinct from 
the soul and from the body and a pure summation of both? But if a new 
substantial being is produced, a further question is, what is the nature of 
the union between both elements? If that union is proved to be as in matter 
and form, it is readily clear that a new substantial being has been produced 
from them. However for the sake of clarity the latter point will be exam
ined first of all and briefly, so that in the following thesis the discussion can 
be about the nature of that union.

600. Definition of terms. In man, that is, in the composite resulting 
from the union of a body and one rational soul.

Soul, or the first principle, different from the body, of the vegetative 
and sensitive and rational life in man.

The body is the material part of man (whether it is the first matter [ma
teria prima] without any substantial form or is taken as a complete sub
stance or at least as first matter with a form of corporeality, but here we 
have not yet dealt with this question).

Are united, that is, they become one being or undivided in themselves 
(and divided from any other thing) and indeed per se, or in their essential 
being (as will be clear from the notion of nature); but this takes place in 
such a way that the union is, as is evident, a union of composition or proper 
to beings actually composed but remain divisible into their parts; it is not a 
union of simplicity and proper to simple beings and therefore indivisible.1

1. See Urraburu, Ontologia p. 219f., 238-243.
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601. Nature is the first productive principle {principium quo) (or funda
mental and remote) of acting and being acted upon.

Therefore it is distinguished from the suppositum, or the objective principle (prin- 
cipium quod), and from the power or faculty, or the proximate productive principle 
(principium quo proximum) of action and passion.

It is a substantial being-, a) Simple or complex, produced either from incomplete 
substances united in one complete substance or (if it can happen, but we are not dealing 
with that yet) from complete beings in the type of substance or incomplete in the type 
of nature in order to act in this way and in no other, b) One as a principle, and therefore 
from which there proceeds one action, not therefore merely as directed to one common 
effect (2 CG 57). c) As a type o f  substance specifically diverse from other beings, at least 
inasmuch as it is the first principle of action and passion.2

Therefore, according to this, one nature is formed from a body and a soul, that is, 
one substantial being, constituted in the species of living things and also human; it is 
the first principle of acting in such a way that both elements are required, for example, 
for sensing and also for understanding through species abstracted from sensible things.3 
This technical notion of human nature, of course not expressed in the same words in the 
sources of revelation, easily is in harmony with their notion of human nature. It is as if 
this were just an intimate and harmonious complex of body and soul, from which the 
rational living being and source of actions exists, namely, man. Those actions proceed 
not from the body alone nor from the soul alone, but from the one man.4

602. Adversaries. 1. Psycho-physical parallelism: In man the psycho
logical and physical realities are two parallel series of acts without any 
mutual influence between them, unless within the same series, but thus de
veloping themselves harmoniously, so that a certain psychological process 
always corresponds to a certain organic process, and vice versa.

It is: a) Dualistic, if the two series are equally real, but independent (few 
defend this view), b) Monistic-realistic, if both series are a way in which 
one and the same reality manifests itself (Fechner, Jodi, etc.), c) Monistic- 
materialistic, if really there is only one physical series, whose other appear
ance is an epiphenomenon (Titchener, Bleuler, etc.), d) Monistic-idealistic,

2. Essence is that by which any thing is what it is, or that first principle by which any being is constituted in 
being. The essence, inasmuch as it is also the principle o f  acting, is called nature. That notion o f  essence, 
and therefore also o f  nature, is found in every being, even in accidental being, as is evident. But abso
lutely and primarily it applies to substances and afterwards to accidents. Hence essence is called simply 
substance, inasmuch as it is that by which any thing consists and subsists in itself. Hence nature, taken at 
the same time as essence-substance, is a substantial being constituted specifically in a detennined way o f  
being; as such it is the first principle o f  action and passion. See S.Th., De ente et essentia c. 1; edit. M.D. 
Roland-Gosselin, O.P., (Kain 1926); Urrdburu, loc. cit., p. 52-54.

3. These notions are readily admitted even by atomists (they will be treated later), but only if  substantial 
being is taken in the way explained. See S. Tongiorgi, S.J., Institutionesphilosophicae 3 (Paris 1880?) n. 
183,5; Palmieri, p. 277.

4. See P. Galtier, S.J. (De Incarnatione ac Redemptione [Paris 1947] n.83): “Nature...is called the complex o f  
powers, qualities and organs by which someone can act or be located in a certain species.”
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if really there is only one physical series, whose other appearance is an 
epiphenomenon (Schopenhauer, Erbinghaus, Wundt, etc.).5

2) Interactionism. a) Plato: the soul is an assisting form, using the body 
like a mover to the thing moved.6 b) Perhaps similarly Descartes (speaking 
neither clearly nor consistently) thinks that the soul is united to the body 
accidentally, ruling it by the work of vital spirits.7

Some physical influence between body and soul is not opposed to Catholic doc
trine, for example, if this is understood about mutual causality between the body as 
the material cause and the soul as the formal cause. The scholastics approve of this, as 
between physiological and psychological phenomena and therefore between body and 
soul (De vet: q.26 a. 10). But he surely is opposed to that doctrine who places the union 
of soul and body merely in the mutual efficient causality of the two principles.

603. 3) Occasionalism: since body and soul are two substances without 
any mutual influence, God (the only one acting through all causes) on the 
occasion of ideas performs all bodily motions in agreement with them, 
and vice versa. Thus Malebranche8; perhaps also Descartes, a disciple of 
Malebranche.9

4) Pre-established harmony: bodily motions and motions of the soul 
are causally independent of each other, while a perfect harmony reigns 
between both series, since God made the soul and the body so that the 
thoughts of the soul correspond to the motions of the body, and vice versa, 
and since he foresees their mutual harmony. Thus Leibniz.10

604. 5) Gunther and the Guntherians (Baltzer, Knoodt, etc.): man is 
composed of spirit and a sense-animated body, but the soul does not ani
mate and join itself to the body; therefore they are two essentially diverse 
principles of life (also endowed with both a spiritual and sense conscious
ness) that is essentially diverse. The two however are really and substan
tially united, while they are mingled together, and in an organic-dynamic 
way, inasmuch as by their own powers they act mutually and join together

5. See Morin, op. cit., n.699f.; Siwek, op. cit., p. 409-412; FrObes, op. cit., 308-311.
6. Plato, I Alcib. 129f.; Tim. 42f.; Phaedr. C.30. See St.Th., De anima a.l; 2 CG 57; Souilhe, loc. cit., p. 16- 

19; Amou, loc. cit., 2667.
7. See Chollet, Descartes: DTC 4,549-553; Siwek, Problema valoris in Philosophia S. Thomae et Cartesii: 

Greg 18 (1937) 529f.
8. See J. Wehrle, Malebranche, Nicolas: DTC 9,1786.
9. See Chollet, 552f.; Michel, Forme du corps humain: DTC 6,567; A. Alvarez de Linera, Las relaciones 

entre el alm ay el cuerpo en Descartesy Santo Tomas: RevFil 6 (1947) 115-122.
10. J.W. Leibniz, Essaissur la bonti de Dieu... part. 1 n.59-66; Id., La Monadologie n.62-81: edit. M.A. Jac

ques (Paris 1846) p. 144-148,473-476. See Michel, 568.
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their consciousness.11 Therefore, as is clear, after the union they remain as 
two complete natures.

6) Rosmini: the soul is united to the body as sensitive, inasmuch as by 
sense it perceives it, and as intellective, inasmuch as it knows that sensitive 
perception or that fundamental sense (as it is called by Rosmini).11 12 There
fore, as is clear, the soul is united to the body intentionally.

605. Doctrine of the Church. Chalcedon (D 301-303): “We all with 
one accord teach the profession of faith in the one identical Son, our Lord 
Jesus Christ. We declare that he is perfect both in his divinity and in his 
humanity, truly God and truly man composed of body and rational soul; 
that he is consubstantial with the Father in his divinity, consubstantial with 
us in his humanity..., he was begotten...of Mary the Virgin...in his hu
manity...one selfsame Christ, only begotten Son...acknowledged in two 
natures without any commingling.. .the distinction between the two natures 
is in no way removed by their union but rather that the specific character 
of each nature is preserved....”13 Lateran 7L(D 800-801):”We firmly be
lieve. ..: who (God) .. .has created both orders of creatures in the same way 
out of nothing, the spiritual or angelic world... and afterwards he formed 
the creature man, who in a way belongs to both orders, as he is composed 
of spirit and body... Finally the only-begotten Son of God, Jesus Christ, 
whose incarnation is the common work of the whole Trinity...made true 
man, composed of a rational soul and a human body, one person in two 
natures” (See Vatican I, D 3002).

“According to his divinity, he is immortal and impassible, yet accord
ing to his humanity he became passible and mortal. He also suffered and 
died.. .he rose from the dead.. .but he descended with his soul, and he rose 
in the flesh and ascended.. .he shall come.. .to judge... (D 801).

Council o f Vienne (D 900-901): “...We confess the only-begotten Son 
of God.. .having united to himself parts of our nature at the same time, from 
which.. .existing as true God he became a true man, namely, he assumed a 
passible human body and an intellectual or rational soul...to the unity of 
his hypostasis or person. And in this assumed nature...he was nailed to a 
cross and he willed to die on it....”

Athanasian Creed (D 75-76): “ ...Our Lord Jesus Christ...is God and

11. See Katschthaler, 1.2 p. 412; Kleutgen, loc. cit., n. 791-793, 818-824; Kuffer, Gunther, Antoine: KL 
5,1330-1332; Obr&n, op. cit., 39-74.

12. See M. Liberatore, S.J., Del composito umano (Rome 1862) n. 323-336; Michel, Rosmini-Serbati, Anto
nio: DTC 13,2323f.

13. As is clear, in this document nature is taken as something prescinding from the person in which it subsists: 
see J. Jugie, Eutyches et Eutychianisme: DTC 5,1596.
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man... perfect God and perfect man, composed of a rational soul and a hu
man body; equal to the Father as to his divinity, less than the Father as to 
his humanity. Although he is God and man..., he is one Christ..., because 
the humanity has been assumed into God; entirely one, not by a confusion 
of substance but by the unity of personhood. For, as a rational soul and a 
body are a single human person, so God and man are one Christ. He suf
fered. . .went down to the underworld.. .rose again.. .ascended....”

Therefore by these documents directly: a) It is established that Christ is a true man, 
and he is such inasmuch as he is constituted out of a rational soul and a body, or perfect 
in humanity or (equivalently, although implicitly), in his human nature, b) Certain ac
tions and passions are attributed to Christ according to his humanity; but they are of 
such a nature that they cannot come from the soul alone or from the body alone. There
fore human nature is proposed, either explicitly or at least implicitly, as an undivided 
substantial being in itself (almost like, with due proportion, the divine nature), which 
is the principle o f  acting and being acted upon.—Moreover human nature must be un
derstood to signify in Christian tradition, and especially in the age of Scholasticism, at 
least what we have explained.

Pius IX (D 2212 [34th ed.]): “And it is not allowed ever to forget that 
the whole man must be educated in the Christian way, as he is, namely, in 
one nature which is a unity of spirit and body.”

606. Theological note. (At least implicitly) defined divine and catholic 
faith (D 301-303, 801, 900-901).

607. Proof from Holy Scripture. 1. Indirectly. To one and the same 
principle are attributed alike; a) Soul and body, and also united together in
timately. Job. 14:22: He feels only the pain in his own body, and he mourns 
only for himself Eccles. 2:3; Isa. 10:18. b) The actions of the soul and the 
body, which cannot come from the body alone. Gen. 18:2: He lifted up his 
eyes and looked, and behold, three men stood in front o f him. When he saw 
them, he ran to meet them... and bowed himself down to the earth. Gen. 
19:If.; 27:7; 2 Sam. 1:2; 1 Kings 21:7; 2 Chron. 25:14; Esth. 3:2; Matt. 
8:2; 9:1-8, 20-23.

2. Directly. From the description of the creation of man. Gen. 2:7: The 
Lord God formed man o f dust from the ground, and breathed into his nos
trils the breath o f life; and man became a living being. Therefore man 
exists of body and soul, or he is a rational and living being even as to his 
body, and therefore one first principle of vital actions whether spiritual or 
corporeal (Gen. 2:15: he works; v. 16f.: he eats; v. 23: he speaks; v. 4:1 f.: he
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generates; v. 3f.: he offers gifts to God.. .).14 But nature is the first principle 
of acting. Therefore one nature is made of soul and body. 1 Cor. 15:44-48.

Death is presented as the separation of the soul from the body, which 
becomes inert in the vital order. Eccles. 12:7: The dust returns to the earth 
as it was, and the spirit returns to God who gave it. Matt. 27:50; Jas. 2:26.

Resurrection is had when the body of the dead lives again after receiv
ing its spirit. Ezek. 37:1-14: There were dry bones, not living, because 
there was not breath in them (v. 8), but the breath came into them, and they 
lived (v. 10). Luke 8:48-55; Acts 20:9f.

608. Proof from tradition. Here almost the same points can be made 
that were mentioned in the previous thesis. Still a few points of the tradi
tional doctrine will be given:

Athenagoras (R 170): Man composed o f soul and body becomes from 
both o f them one animal experiencing what the soul and the body experi
ence, and doing those things contained in the judgment of the senses or of 
reason. “The whole nature of men in general is composed of an immortal 
soul and a body...; it unavoidably follows, since one living-being is formed 
from the two, experiencing whatever the soul experiences and whatever the 
body experiences....”

Nemesius: Plato destroyed the unity o f man. “He does not wish to com
pose the animal man from soul and body, but he says that man is a soul that 
uses the body and is as it were clothed with a body... For how can he be 
one when the soul is clothed with a body? For the tunic is not one with what 
is clothed with a tunic.”15

St. Ambrose: Human nature is body and soul. “Therefore man, as he 
appears to another man, is composed of a rational soul and a body; if you 
take away one part, you remove the whole nature of man.”16

St. Augustine: Man is a rational animal (of body and soul). “God... 
who made man a rational animal out of soul and body.” “Therefore he 
(man) is an animal capable of reason. But to express the matter better and 
quicker—he is a rational animal.” “Man is...a mortal rational animal...

14. This assertion is independent o f  the question about the organic or inorganic origin o f  Adam’s body, since 
as man he appears as living from the breath o f  life. See Ceuppens, op. cit., 179f.

15. Nemesius, De natura hom. c.3: MG 40,593.
16. St. Ambrose, De incarn. Dom. c.2 n .ll:  ML 16,821.
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Mail is a rational substance composed of soul and body.”17

609. St. Cyril of Alexandria: The Word dwelt in the flesh, not as he dwells 
in the saints, but rather as the soul in the body (with this way of speaking, 
the union of the Word with the flesh is declared against the Nestorians to be 
substantial and physical, not accidental and moral). “Although it has been 
revealed in the Scriptures that the Word dwells in us and the fullness of di
vinity dwells corporeally in Christ, nevertheless he did not dwell in Christ 
as he is said to dwell in the saints. For he dwelt in him according to nature 
in a united fashion, and he was not changed into flesh by such inhabitation. 
It is similar to saying that man has a soul united to his own body.”18

Facundus: The Word and humanity do not become one nature like the 
soul and the body. “For the soul of man could be composed in one nature 
with his flesh; but with regard to the absolutely simple divinity of Christ, 
not without a great blasphemy is it said that he could be composed into one 
nature with his assumed humanity.”19

Rusticus (against the Monophysites): The Word does not suffer, as the 
soul does with the body. “The soul suffers along with the body, but God the 
Word suffers in no way whatsoever.”20

610. Theological reasoning. According to the sources, man proceeds 
from soul and body so intimately connected that he is one principle of ac
tions. Those actions cannot be performed by the soul alone or by the body 
alone. Therefore man proceeds from soul and body as one nature.

Natural reason reaches the same conclusion. Vegetative and sensitive activities,

17. St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 5,11: ML 41,153 (see 9,13,3: Ibid. 267; see 21,10,1; Ibid., 725; De ordine 
2,11,31: ML 32,1009); Serm. 43 c.2: ML 38,255; D e Trin. 15,7,11: ML 42,1065. From these and other 
texts it is clear that the holy Doctor thought correctly about the union o f body and soul in one nature, and 
he must not be taken to be speaking in some degree in a Platonic way, even though at times in the begin
ning (a. 388) he used some formulas that were almost Platonic, for example, he said: “Man is a rational 
animal using a mortal and earthly body” (De mor. Eccl. cath. 27,52: ML 32,1332; see De quant, anim. 
13,22: ML 32,1048). See L. Cilleruelo, agust., Laformacion del cuerpo segun SanAgustin: CiudL 162 
(1950) 445-473; H. A. Parisiis, O.M.C., De unione animae cum corpore in doctrina S. Agustini: ActHeb- 
dAugThom (Turin-Rome 1931) 271 -311; M. Del Rio, El compuesto humano segun San Agustin: RelCult 
9 (1930) 13-37; E. Portal ie, Augustin (saint): DTC l,2358f.; E. Gilson, Introduction a I’etude de Saint Au
gustin (Paris 1929) 54-60; M.F. Sciacca, O composto humano na Filosofia de Santo Agostinho: RevFilPort 

1 (1955) 125-141.
18. St. Cyril o f  Alexandria, Epist 17 (ad Nest.): MG 77,111; Epist. ad monach. Aegypti: MG 77,21. On the 

custom among the holy Doctors o f  explaining against Nestorius the hypostatic union in Christ through the 
union o f  the soul and the body in man, see Jugie, Nestorius et la controverse nestorienne (Paris 1912) 163- 
167.

19. Facundus, Pro defens, trium.cap. 1.1 c.6: ML 67,556.
20. Rusticus, Disp. cont. aceph. : ML 67,1191. On the Fathers see Beraza, n. 1156-1160; Clemens, Die Abwei- 

chungen der Guntherschen Spekulation... 1,12-57.
20* On this intimate union o f  soul and body, from which proceeds one nature, etc. see G. Trapp, S.J., Humanae 

animae competit uniri corpori (S.Th. I q. 51 a. 1 c). Uberlegungen zu einer Philosophie des menschlichen 
Ausdrucks: Schol 27 (1952) 382-399.
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which are essentially vital and immanent, cannot be: a) from the soul alone, since other
wise it would receive in itself alone the effect of nutrition or assimilation, and also sen
sation, but these things, as is clear from experience, for example of pain, are material; b) 
from the body alone, since the vital and immanent activity (therefore to be received in 
the principle from which it proceeds) by its very nature demands a principle higher than 
the body alone which is of itself inert. Consequently (since there is no other explana
tion) vegetative and sensitive actions come from an organ informed by the soul. But if 
that is the case, from body and soul there is one productive principle {principium quo) of 
action and passion, that is, one nature. Therefore from body and soul there comes about 
one nature (2 CG 57; De anima a. 19).20*

611. Scholium 1. Soul and body are united in one person. Person, or a rational 
suppositum, is ‘‘an individual substance of a rational nature” (Boethius),21 or according 
to another common definition a person is a “single rational substance totally in itself.”22 
Therefore the unity of person is established, or personal unity, proceeding (connaturally, 
or without a miracle soon to be mentioned) from two natures of which neither is a per
son. Therefore it is not hypostatic, or arising from two natures of which one is a person 
which assumes the other to itself as its own, such as in the case of the one Christ.

All those who deny the previous thesis also deny this thesis in reality, if not ver
bally, for example, Gunther. According to him, the one person of a man proceeds from 
one self-consciousness by which the spirit embraces itself and its body.23 Rosmini is 
also opposed, for according to him a person is the soul inasmuch as it obtains self- 
consciousness from its internal acts.24

612. But the statement is divine and catholic faith, and in fact it is implicitly defined 
(D 301-303, 801) either because it is taught that the body and soul of man are one nature 
(which, if it is subsisting in itself, by that very fact is a person) or because, when it is 
said that in Christ there are two natures but one (divine) person, thereby it is supposed 
that humanity by itself (or unless it is assumed by a higher person) is a person (see v.gr., 
Constantinople II, D 424-425).

Athanasian Creed (D 75-76): “ ...Although he is God and man [two natures], he 
is nevertheless one Christ [one person], not two...entirely one, not by a confusion of 
substance but by the unity of personhood. For, as a rational soul and a body are a single 
human person, so God and man [two natures] are one Christ [one person].”

Scripture by saying (Gen. 2:7, as we omit other texts) “and man became [from body 
and soul] a living being” or a living rational being, by that very fact presents him as a 
person.

Tradition supposes the same thing, as is evident from the texts recently cited, to 
which the following can be added: Pseudo-Athanasius, according to whom “man...

21. A.M.S. Boethius, De persona etduabus naturis c.3: ML 64,1343. See on this definition, T. de Regnon,
S.J., Etudes... sur la Sainte Trinite 1 (Paris 1892) 227-232.

22. See Urraburu, loc. cit., p. 833-846; Michel, Hypostase: LTC 405-429.
23. See Katschthaler, loc. cit.; Michel, 431f.; Kupper, loc.cit., 1332; Kleutgen, loc. cit., n. 818.
24. See Liberatore, loc. cit., n.5.8; Michel, 432.
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is one person and one animal composed of spirit and flesh; like him it must be un
derstood that Christ is one person and not two.”25 St. Vincent of Lerins, according to 
whom “in man flesh is one thing and soul is something else, but one and the same man 
is soul and flesh.”26

And surely, from Scripture and tradition, one and the same man is said to be born, 
to eat...to understand, to believe..., or he is presented as one subject to whom at the 
same time are attributed intrinsically everything that belongs to a man by reason of 
both soul and body. But that supposes one person or that the body and soul are intrin
sically constitutive parts of the human person. For, since the pronoun “1” expresses 
the person, one could not say “I sleep” or “I think,” if the sleeping body or the think
ing soul were something extrinsic to the person who is said to sleep or to think, just as 
it cannot be said that “I am burning” if only the clothing is burning.27

613. The soul alone is not a person, even though it is a rational substance subsist
ing in itself outside of the body, since it is an incomplete nature and of itself ordered 
to constitute with another incomplete nature one fundamental principle of acting in the 
human species (I, q. 75, a. 4 ad 2).28

The body however rightly is called the instrument o f  the soul, not separated but 
joined, and indeed substantially, with the principle cause—the soul. Thus therefore ev
erything belonging to the body is said to be the man. This is not the case concerning 
everything about an instrument that is separated and only accidentally joined to the 
substance, for example, a man will not say “I fall,” if his pen falls to the ground (III, q. 
2, a. 6 ad 4).

614. Scholium 2. Soul and body are united in one substance. A substance is a being 
standing by itself, or in other words, one to whom it belongs to exist in itself, but not 
in another as in a subject of inhesion. It is said to be: a) Complete, if it is in itself or if 
it is thought to be fully integral as a substance; therefore of itself it is not ordered to the 
constitution of another substance, b) Incomplete, if in itself it is part of a substance, and 
therefore of itself ordered to the constitution of another.29

Our assertion, which is common among the scholastics, is stated mainly on the oc
casion of the opinion of Palmieri, as a young man, that both the soul and the body are 
complete in the notion of substance, but not in the notion of nature, and therefore that 
they are united, not in one substance, but only in one nature (but this is sufficient that 
they may be said to be united substantially).30 In general the atomists really hold the

25. Pseudo-Athanasius, De Incarn. Dei Verbi n.2: MG 28,92.
26. St. Vincent o f  Lerins, Common. C.13: ML 50,655.
27. See Beraza, n. 1164.
28. See Beraza, n. 1167.
29. See Urr&buru, loc. cit., p. 792-806.
30. Palmieri, Institutionesphilosophicae 2 (Rome 1875): Anthropologia th. 12.34, p. 410-415; 1 (1874): Onto- 

logia th. 15; Id., De Deo Creante et Elevante (Rome 1878) 243f.
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same opinion, such as Tongiorgi, Ramtere, Bottalla.31

615. But Palmieri, as an older man, retracted his opinion:
“There are those who think...that the body and soul are substances—complete in 

the notion of substance..., but incomplete substances in the notion of nature; then we 
say that nature is the sufficient principle of activity. Of course it is obvious that for in
dividual sensations neither element is sufficient of itself, but both are required... There
fore from both substances there is one complete nature, and it is called a substantial 
union, because from two substances there results one new subsisting nature. When from 
several substances one new nature exists, the union cannot be said to be accidental. 
Again those substances are united...in the activity or principle of action in order that 
there might be one principle of acting. But the other element, that is, the soul, since it is 
per se living and makes the body to live, is said to be the form of the body..

‘Nevertheless this way of explaining the union of soul and body by no means sat
isfies the philosophers, and it in no way touches the substantial union which is taught 
by the faith. Although formerly we approved of this opinion, now we do not hesitate to 
affirm that it is wholly insufficient. Really the unity of this composite substance, which 
is man, is not explained. For man senses, not the soul, not the body...; further, in the 
hypothesis of a twofold substance in the notion of a complete substance, this sensation 
would have no place....”

“It is necessary, certainly, that the soul is the form of the body in this way, that it 
intrinsically and essentially constitutes the body, and therefore it is united immediately 
and essentially to the matter which is called “prime” and which is only potentially a sub
stance. Therefore the rational soul is also the form of corporeality, that is, intrinsically it 
constitutes the body, giving to the prime matter... the being of a body.”32

616. For, since the first principle of acting is nothing but the very being of the thing, 
or the substance, where there is one nature there is only one substance. Therefore if, as 
Palmieri says, there is one nature in man, then there is only one substance (2 CG 57).33

Activity follows being. Therefore where there is one power, one action, one effect, 
there can be only one being.

Moreover the sources of revelation predicate of man activities and properties both 
of the soul and of the body, as about one and the same reality closed within itself and 
undivided. But that would be at least equivocal, if soul and body remained in man as 
complete substances.34

31. Tongiorgi, loc. cit., n. 180-183; H. Ramiere, S.J., L 'accord de laphilosophie de saint Thomas et de la science 
moderne (Paris 1877) p. 26f.; P. Bottalla, S.J., La composition des corps d ’apres les deuxprincipaux systemes qui 
divisent les ecoles catholiques (Poitiers 1878); Id., La lettre de Mgr. Czacki et la thomisme (Paris-Poitiers 1878).

32. Palmieri, De creaione (Prati 1910) th. 29 p. 277f.
33. On the argument against the atomists, see J.B. Wimmer, S.J., De anima intellectiva utforma corporis: 

ZkathTh43 (1919) 581-616.
34. See Beraza, n. 1171-1178.
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A R T I C L E  I I

On t h e  s o u l  a s  t h e  f o r m  o f  t h e  b o d y

Thesis 25. In man the soul is the form of the body truly, per se and 
essentially.

S.Th. I, q. 76, a. 1; 2 CG 2 ,56 ; De anima a. 9; Suarez, 1.1 c. If.; Beraza, n. 1179-1225; Boyer, th.6; Daffara, 
th.24; Huarte. n. 244-255.

617. Connection. If from what we have proved we know that the hu
man soul is spiritual and immortal, and if for other reasons it is united to 
the body of a living man, which is material and mortal, there is a problem 
about the union between the soul and the body, namely, how the soul is 
related to the body. Further, from what we have said, it is certain that the 
soul and the body are united in one nature, person and substance. There
fore what is the relation of the soul to the body, by which the wonderful 
unity of both is obtained? Is the soul the form of the body? How?

This question is not purely philosophical, since on its answer depends the 
correct idea both of the nature of man and consequently of the Incarnation of the 
Word. But since in it there are also other dogmatic points, and therefore truths 
that must be held by all—some of which are disputed among Catholics, avoid
ing these disputes we will define the thesis strictly according to the requirements 
of Catholic dogma. Therefore we will restrict ourselves to those ideas and state 
of the question which are in agreement with the thinking of all Catholics.

618. Definition of terms. In man, that is, in the composite being that 
arises from the union of the body and one rational soul.

Soul, or the first principle of life in man different from the body, and 
therefore rational (or the first productive principle of intellection), is tak
en here as something that is rational, or rational according to the totality 
of its essence, but not as rational, or according to its rational power, as it 
would communicate it to the informed body.1

Body is the material part of man, as explained in the previous thesis (n. 600).

619. Form is a perfection that as act is joined with another being as 
its subject or a potency that can be determined in order to constitute a 
specifically new being (at least as a nature). Therefore it perfects or deter-

1. S.Th., De anima a.9 ad 11: “It must be said that although the soul is the form o f  the body according to the es
sence o f  an intellectual soul, it is not however according to its intellectual operation.” See I, q. 76, a. 1; 2 CG 
68; De anima a. 10.
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mines or actuates inasmuch as it brings it about that what was in potency 
is now actual, for example, actually a substance.

Hence the rational soul is the form of the body, to the extent that as 
act (or perfection) it is united to the body which it determines in order to 
constitute man or the reality of human nature.

Therefore in this general notion form is considered: a) Not strictly, or ac
cording as the soul is an incomplete substance, which as such is joined together 
with the body to constitute a new complete substance. Thereby all non-peripa
tetic catholic systems are excluded, b) A fortiori not more strictly, or accord
ing as the soul is joined together with the body as pure prime matter (that is, 
lacking any form whatsoever). Thereby is excluded the system holding that the 
soul is joined to a body already having a corporeal form, c) But generic ally and 
simply as it is an act perfecting the body in the line of essence, or making it be 
the body of human nature (therefore living and rational).2

N.B. The soul can be called a substantial form: a) Inasmuch as it is a substance,
b) Inasmuch as from its union with the body one nature results or inasmuch as in 
this sense it constitutes a substance, that is, puts the body into the species of a living 
substance.3 c) But not if the soul is taken as an incomplete substance, unless thereby 
catholic non-peripatetic systems are excluded.

The soul can be called the form either of the body it informs or of the man it con
stitutes; but since it constitutes him precisely inasmuch as by the communication of 
its being it determines the body to be human, if it is said to be the form of the body, 
by that fact it is also said to be the form of a man.

620. Truly, or not metaphorically, but properly, or inasmuch as the 
soul is the physical form and really distinct from the subject it informs 
and perfecting it in its physical reality.4 *

Per se, that is, not mediately or by another, for example, by another

2. Many things could be said about the notion o f form and its divisions into uncreated (inasmuch as form o f  itself 
says perfection or act which, as is evident, in God is his very essence), and created whether accidental (an ac
cident) or substantial, which is separated or assisting (v.gr., an angel), or informing whether subsistent (v.gr., the 
human soul) or non-subsistent (v.gr., an animal soul). But here we are not going into these and other points, since 
they could easily cause some confusion, while we wish deliberately in this thesis to separate completely the dog
matic elements from the systematic. See Urraburu, Cosmologia p. 589-602; Michel, Forme: DTC 6,541-546.

3. All Catholics admit this substantial union o f  the soul, even the atomists, v.g., Tongiorgi, op. cit., 3 n.183; 
Palmieri, Institutionsphilosophicae 1: Ontologia th.25 p. 467; 2 (1875): Anthropologia th .ll  p.77. 380f.; 
De Deo Creante et Elevante (Rome 1878) th.26 p.224f.

4. Thus some things are called form analogically: for example, that which is identified really with the mat
ter (v.gr., perhaps the words o f  conjugal consent) or what does not physically perfect the matter (v.gr., the
Baptism formula) or in general the form o f  the sacraments in which matter and form are distinguished only 
on the basis o f  a certain proportion to corporeal things (Billot, De sacramentis I6 [Rome 1924] th. 1 p. 29f.). 
Likewise charity is called analogically the form o f  the virtues (1I-II, q. 23, a.8). Also form is mentioned im
properly whether metaphysical or the essence abstracted from the concrete, or logical, that is, a metaphysical 
being identified with its subject. See Michel, loc. cit., 543.
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form, such as the sensitive part of the soul (distinct from the rational), but 
by the substance itself of the rational animal.

Essentially, that is, by the substance itself of the soul as rational, or 
not merely by some power or by an operation or by some form distinct 
from the substance.

As is clear from their explanation, the terms “truly, per se, essentially” taken all 
together signify one thing: that the soul by its own rational substance is the form (in 
the proper sense of the word) of the body. However, if the sources formally assert 
what those terms taken in that sense express, and they do not in any way indicate that 
the soul is such a form by a miracle or as it were by some exception, then they are 
rightly thought to suppose that the soul is such a form by its own nature, so that “per 
se” says also “not accidentally” (v.gr., that the soul is not infused into the body merely 
to be punished), and “essentially” also signifies “not accidentally.”5

621. Adversaries. In general all those mentioned in the previous the
sis must logically deny this thesis. In particular for Rosmini, since the 
soul is united to the body intentionally or inasmuch as the latter perceives 
(n. 604); the form of the body is that perception, and therefore the soul 
is not the form of the body, but rather the cause producing it (D 3224).6

622. In particular Peter J. Olivi (1248-1289): Man is one substance, 
composed of a body (with a form of corporeality) and a unique soul that 
is rational. It is composed, as from essential parts, out of spiritual matter 
and from a threefold formal element determining that matter: namely, an 
intellective part, a sensitive part, a vegetative part distinct among them
selves (at least) formally from the nature of the case and united in one 
soul by that spiritual matter.

The rational soul is the form of the body, but not by the intellective 
part (this word, as is clear, is inadequately distinguished according to 
Olivi from the word “rational” applied to the whole soul), but by the sen
sitive and vegetative part. But since the intellective part is substantially, 
that is, by the spiritual matter, united to the other parts which are substan
tially united to the body, it is correctly said to be united to the body sub
stantially, although not formally (or as its form), and it is correctly called 
in the explained sense, or as it is united to the other parts, the form o f man.

These ideas were invented lest, if the intellective part is said to be the form of the

5. P. Aureolus explains that the incorporeal and immortal soul is the form o f the body only by a miracle from God. 
See A. Baldissera, La decisione del Concilio di Vienne (1311) “substantia animae rationalis seu intellectivae vere 
acper se humani corporis forma" nell’interpretazione di un contemporaneo: RevFilNeosc 34 (1942) 212-232.

6. Liberatore, op. cit.; Michel: DTC 13,2923f.2940; Id., loc. cit., 6,432.
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body, man’s immortality or freedom or intellectuality might seem to be destroyed, and 
on the other hand, lest the body, as it receives living and sensitive being, would seem to 
accept immortal, free and intellectual being.7

Therefore this theory, it seems, so explains in reference to the body either a substantial 
infonnation from the part of the rational soul or a substantial union from the part of the soul 
as intellective, that by one and the same assertion it corrupts both the genuine information 
from the part of the rational soul and its true union as intellective with the body; namely, 
inasmuch as it says that the rational soul does not inform the body by its intellectual part, it 
makes that soul as rational in some way independent of the body, so that the union of the ra
tional soul and the body in one nature either is destroyed in reality or at least placed in ques
tion. If that were the case, the unity and perhaps even (by the easy removal of the intellectual 
part under the Word) the integrity of Christ’s human nature is placed in danger.

623. Therefore this is proper to the teaching o f  Olivi: Not a plurality of substantial 
forms (v.gr., of corporeality), which many, even of his adversaries, taught at that time 
and afterwards.8 Not the composition of the soul out of spiritual matter and a form, 
which many, such as St. Bonaventure, held.9 Indeed, not the composition of its form out 
of three parts naturally distinct, which others, like Kilwardby, O.P., the archbishop of 
Canterbury, professed.10 11 But that the rational soul is the form of the body, not however 
by its rational part." Likewise the distinction of terms, that the whole soul is called 
rational, but not intellective except with regard to only one of its parts, and that the 
rational soul is said to be united to the body substantially, but not formally.

Therefore Olivi did not hold: Dualism of souls, as Palmieri thought,12 although perhaps 
that follows logically from his theory.13 Nor that the rational soul simply is not the substantial

7. B. Jansen, S.J., Fr. Petrus Iohannes Olivi, O.F.M. Quaestiones in secundum librum sententiarum (Quaracchi 
1924) p. 51-59; see q. 16.50.54. It is surprising that Olivi, who as a spiritual leader had so many followers, 
in this opinion remained so alone that onlly one o f  his disciples is known: see E. Longpre, O.F.M., Pietro 
de Trabibus un discipolo di Pier Giovanni Olivi: StudFranc 8 (1922) 267-290; Jansen, Petrus de Trabibus. 
Seine speculative Eigenart oder sein Verhdltnis zu Olivi: Baeumker-Festschrift (Munster W. 1923) 243-254.

8. Card. F. Ehrle, S.J., Der Augustinismus und Aristotelismus in der Scholastik gegen Ende des 13. Jahrhun- 
derts: ArchLitKirchMA 5 (1889) 603-635; P. Tedeschini, Dissertatio historica de sententia Scholasticorum 
circa essentiam corpoream (Rome 1878); P. De Martigne, O.F.M.Cap., La scholastique et les traditions 
franciscaines (Paris 1888) 175-198; Jansen, Die Definition des Konzils von Vienne: substantia animae ra- 
tionalis...: ZkathTh 32 (1908) 300-306; R. Zavalloni, O.F.M., Richard de Mediavilla et la controverse hu- 
main sur la pluralite des formes (Louvain 1951), and La metaphysique du compose humain dans la pensee 
scolastique pretomiste: RevPhLouv 48 (1950) 5-36, likewise also R. Masi, Una celebre controversia di S. 
Thommaso: EuntDoc 2 (1952) 241-247, and Vanni Rovighi, La controversia sulla pluralita delle forme nel 
secolo XIII: RivfilNeosc 44 (1952) 246-253.

9. St. Bonaventure, In 4 d.3 p. 1 q. 1: see opera 2: Schol. p. 92-94.
10. See Ehrle, op. cit., 5,624-635; Card. Th.M. Zigliara, O .P, De mente Concilii Viennensis in definiendo dog- 

mate unionis animae humanae cum corpore deque unitate formae substantialis in homine (Rome 1878) p. 
97; Chart. Univ. Paris 1,559.

11. See M. Debievre, La definition du Concile de Vienne sur Fame, 6 mai 1312: RechScRel 3 (1912) 336-341/
12. Palmieri, Instil. Philos. 2: Anthropologia th.14 p. 394-396; ld„ De Deo Creante (1878) 772-776; F. Des- 

jacques, Bulletin theologique: Et 46 (1889) 477f. Against him, see Zigliara, op. cit.,p. 96ff.; Jansen, loc. cit., 
477-481.

13. See Vitalis du Four, De rerumprincipio q.9 a.2 n. 16-24; q. 11 a.2 n.6f. (see John Duns Scotus... Opera omnia 
4, Paris 1891).
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form of the body, as Zigliara indicated,14 and indeed that the soul as intellective is not united 
substantially to the body, but only as the mover to the thing moved,15 as at least at first Jansen 
thought.16 But he explained both of them, as was said recently, in an erroneous way.

The distinction between those three p a rts  o f  the soul seem s certain ly to have been  
p ro p o sed  by O livi as rea l,17 and  not ju s t  as fo rm a l from  the nature o f  the case  (a Scotis- 
tic distinction).18 But that distinction does not change the essence of his teaching, as is 
clear from our explanation, since in every case the reality is, according to him, that the 
intellective part of the soul does not inform the body per se and immediately, but only 
mediately through something else.

624. Doctrine of the Church. 1. Really, although not verbally, the coun
cils teach information, inasmuch as they say that the soul animates the body. 
Ephesus (D 250-251): We say...that the Word by uniting to himself in his 
own person a body animated by a rational soul.. .has become man.”

Constantinople I I (D 424-425): “If anyone.. .does not profess that the union 
of the divine Word with flesh animated by a rational soul... let him be anathema.”

Lateran Council (a. 649) (D 502): “If anyone does not profess...the 
Word...became incarnate...will come again...with the body assumed by 
him and animated as a rational being...: let such a one be condemned.”

These are especially valid since those councils suppose, as is evident, 
that one nature or one man arises from soul and body (v.gr., D 422f., 428- 
431,502,504-511).

625. 2. Council o f Vienne (D 900-901): “... We confess.. .that the Son of 
God..., having united to himself parts of our nature, from which he, exist
ing in himself as true God would become a true man, that is, he assumed a 
human passible body and an intellective or rational soul informing that body 
per se and essentially.”

“Further, we reject as erroneous and contrary to the truth of the Catholic 
faith any doctrine or opinion which rashly asserts that the substance of the 
rational and intellective soul is not truly and of itself (per se) the form of the 
human body, or which calls this into doubt... We define that from now on 
whoever presumes to assert, defend, or obstinately hold that the rational and

14. Zigliara, p. 120; Id., Summaphilosophica 2 14 (Paris 1905): Psychologia 1.2 c .l a.l n.9. Against him, see 
Ehrle, 2 (1886) 396; Debievre, 324-336. See also Michel, loc. cit., 6,548.

15. See Olivi, In 2 q.51, edit. Jansen, 2 p. 121f.
16. Jansen, Quonam spectet definitio Concilii Viennes de anima...: Greg 1 (1920) 83; see edit. Opera Olivi, 2 

p.9; see however t.3,603 note. See against him also E. Muller, O.F.M., Das Konzil von Vienne 1311-1312. 
Seine Quellen undseine Geschichte (MUnster 1934) 367-381.

17. Jansen, DieSeelenlehre Olivisundihre Verurteilungaufdem Vienner Konzil: FranzStud21 (1924)297-314: 
see Id.: Schol 10 (19350 241; Debievre, 335 not. 3. But, as this author points out (ibid., 334 note), according 
to Olivi, the parts are not distinguished from the essence, but in the essence.

18. See B. Echeverrla, O.F.M., Elproblema del alma en la Edad Media (Buenos Aires 1941); Muller, 371-374.
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intellective soul is not of itself and essentially, the form of the human body, 
is to be censured as a heretic” (D 902). Lateran Council V (D 1440-1441) 
adopted the same doctrine.

Here are the three formulas: “An intellective or rational soul informing 
that body per se and essentially.” “The substance of the rational and intel
lective soul is truly and of itself (per se) the form of the human body.” “The 
rational and intellective soul is of itself (per se) and essentially the form of 
the human body.”

In these formulas: “Form” is understood at least in the minimal sense in 
which it was admitted at the tune by all theologians and had to be accepted by 
all future theologians, that is, at least as perfecting the body in the human spe
cies or to constitute one nature. The rational soul is said to be the form, not just 
of man, but of the (human) body. The words “rational” and “intellective” are 
identified regarding the soul. Therefore there is no place (at least with regard 
to information) for the distinction that Olivi makes. The word “truly” in the 
same formula is used once and omitted once; therefore it is emphatic and does 
not add a special meaning not contained sufficiently in the other words. Where 
the word “essentially” is omitted, it is replaced with the words “substance of a 
rational soul ; therefore “essentially” is the same as “by its own essence.”

Therefore by the Council at least this is taught: that the rational soul by 
its own rational or intellective essence, or by the substance of a rational soul 
is the form of the body. Therefore our thesis is taught at least within the limits 
defined by us; and although it prescinds from the force of the phrase “per se,” 
which in its obvious sense must be understood as “not by another,” so that is 
confirms the meaning of the word “essentially.”

However these points are valid, even if the words of the Council are 
considered absolutely in themselves, or if they exclude the author whose 
teaching is thought to be directly touched by it, since no one is explicitly 
mentioned by the Council. But if the Council directly condemned the teach
ing of Olivi, as seems to be the case19 contrary to some,20 then a fortiori it is

19. Ehrle, Zur Vorgeschichte des Concils von Vienne: Ibid. 2 (1886) 353-416; Petrus lohannes Olivi, sein Leben 
undseine Schriften: Ibid. 3 (1887) 443-451; Du Plessis d’Argentrd, Collectio iudiciorum de novis erroribus 
1 (Paris 1755) p. 228 col.2; Jansen, Die Seelenlehre Olivis 241-244; Id., Ein neues gewichtiges Zeugnis 
uberdie Verurteilung Olivis: Schol 10 (1935) 406-408; J. Koch, Die Verurteilung Olivis aufdem Konzil von 
Vienne undihre Vorgeschichte: Schol 5 (1930) 489-522; Id., Das Gutachten desAegidius Romanus uber die 
Lehren des Petrus loannis Olivi. Eine neue Quelle zum Konzil von Vienne (1311-1312): ScSacr (Cologne 
1935) 142-168; L. Amor6s, O.F.M., Series condemnationum et processuum contra doctrinam et sequaces 
Petri loannis Olivi (e cod. Vat. Ottob. La. 1816): ArchFrancHist 24 (1931) 495-512.

20. Hefele-Leclercq, op. cit., 6 (Paris 1915) p. 670; L. Jarraux, O.F.M., Pierre-Jean Olivi, sa vie, sa doctrine: Et- 
Franc 45 (1933) 527-529; Echeverria, loc. cit. Muller says that it is at least not certain about the condemnation, 
381-384 and, it seems, J. Leclercq, Vienne (Concile de)\ DTC 15,2975f. But why was Olivi not named? It is 
not certain. But neither Lateran V (D 738) nor Trent nor Vatican I named anyone; also see Hefele-Leclercq, loc. 
cit., 668-670; Ehrle, 3,448f. Certainly Olivi personally was not condemned as a heretic.
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thought to teach that the rational intellective soul is the form of the body, that 
is, not merely through another, for example, through the sensitive part, but 
immediately by its own rational substance even as intellective, so that the 
expressions “per se” and “essentially” signify one and the same thing, which 
the word “truly” corroborates.

626. Therefore, since the reasons to the contrary are lacking both from 
the text itself and from the history, it must be held that the Council did not 
wish to condemn: dualism of souls, as Palmieri claimed,21 although it can 
rightly be said that it did damn dualism virtually and indirectly, and it logi
cally follows necessarily from the teaching of Olivi.22 It also condemned the 
division of the soul into three parts, unless perhaps also virtually and indi
rectly, if it logically leads to the denial of defined doctrine.23 But not a fortiori 
the plurality of substantial forms.24

For other reasons the Council did not wish to define: as is clear also from 
the last assertion, the Thomistic theory about the union of the soul and the 
body, as Mandonnet thought.25 Nor the scholastic theory about the soul as 
the substantial form, as Zigliara claimed,26 so that thus other non-scholastic 
systems of Catholics about the union of soul and body are excluded.27 Nor 
simply that the rational soul is the substantial form of the body and there
fore substantially united to the body (this is also sufficiently established from 
other definitions about the union of the soul and the body in one nature: D 
76, 301-303, 800). But the Council wished to establish this one point: the 
substantial information takes place through the very substance of the soul 
even as intellective, so that the force of the definition is placed directly in the 
words “a substance.. .per se and essentially.”28

However by that very fact it says—and it is proper to this Council—that 
the relation of the soul to the body is that of a form in order to inform a sub-

2 1 . Palmieri, Animadversiones in recens opus de mente Concilii Viennensis (Rome 1878); Id., Anthrop. th. 14 p. 
397-399; Id., De Deo Creante (1878) p. 770-772.

22. See Jansen, Die Definition des Konzils von Vienne: substantia... .ZkathTh 32 (1908) 484-486; Michel, loc. 
cit.: DTC 6,558; Palmieri, De Deo Creante 771f.; Desjacques, 477f.

23. See Ehrel, 2,635; Card. D.J. Mercier, Psychologie 2" (Paris 1923) p. 307f.; Jansen, Quonam spectet defini
tio n  Greg 1 (1920) 85.

24. See Ehrle, 2,369; 3,421 f.; 5,635; Martigne, op. cit, 175-198; Zigliara, De mente Concilii Viennensis... p. 96f. 
137.140; Portalie. Augustinisme: DTC l,2505f.; B. Baudoux, O.F.M., De forma corporeitatis scotistica: Ant 
13 (1938) 445-458 (see above note 8).

25. P. Mandonnet, O.P., Frers Precheurs (La Theologie dansl’ordre des): DTC 6,896. Perhaps he says the same 
thing as Zigliara, but he does not speak exactly.

26. Zigliara, loc. cit., p. 90.96.150; Id., Psychologia, 2 1.2 c .l a.l n.9.
27. This will be established especially from the words o f Pius IX which will be quoted below. Also see Palmieri, 

loc. cit., 770.776; Jansen, loc. cit., 486; however he (Quonam spectet definition... : Greg 1 [1920] p. 87) 
falsely understands Zigliara on Thomistic hylemorphism.

28. See Beraza, n. 1223; Boyer, 156f.
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ject. But it does not take the word “form” in the certain sense of any philo
sophical system, but in a way that is understood and admitted by all, or in 
order to indicate an act coming substantially to the body that will constitute 
one human nature. Thus, taken in this way, or as pertaining to a philosophy 
common to all men, it can justly be said to be consecrated by the Council at 
least with regal'd to the human soul.29

Given that information of the soul per se and essentially, the substantial 
union of the rational soul even as intellective with the body is sufficiently 
affirmed; that is what the condemned theory called in question. But further 
thereby all systems, even future ones that do not agree with that definition, 
are considered to be condemned implicitly or virtually. The result is that Lat- 
eran Council V appeals to it against the Averroistic opinion about one ratio
nal soul for all men (D 1440-1441) and Pius IX against the Giintherian idea 
about the union of the soul and the body. In fact the Council says on this 
matter, “In order that the truth of the pure faith may be known to all, and the 
path to error barred, we define...” (D 902).30

627. 3. Pius IX (D 2828): “We know that in those same books (A. Gun
ther) Catholic opinion and doctrine about man is attacked; for man is com
posed of soul and body in such a way that the rational soul is per se the true 
and immediate form of the body.”

With these words nothing new is added to the definition of Vienne, but 
only: the word “intellective” is omitted (the meaning is very clear, especially 
since for Gunther the rational soul itself is intellective); for the word “es
sentially” the word “immediate” is used (i.e., not through the mediation of 
another). In this way therefore we have an authentic declaration of the defini
tion of Vienne, and it is given in accordance with the meaning we proposed 
above.31

628. However since from these words of the Pontiff and from others (of praise for Dr. 
Travaglini because “he followed the principles of the Angelic Doctor on the union of the 
intellective soul with the human body, and on the substantial form and prime matter”),32 
some contended that one Thomistic doctrine on the soul as the form of the body must be 
held by all. But at the direction of Pius IX the following was written: “They have seriously 
misused the letter written by his Holiness...to Dr. Travaglini, in which his work is com-

29. See L. de Grandmaison, SJ., L ’elasticite desformulesdefoi. Sescausesetses limites: Et 76 (1898) 488-490; 
Debievre, 325f. 342. 344; Michel, loc. c/7.,550.557f. Therefore as L. de Grandmaison points out (488), after 
the Council many things still remain to be disputed.

30. See Palmieri, loc. cit., 771f.; Desjacques, loc. cit., 478; De Grandmaison, 488.
31. Also the Gtlntherians questioned this meaning o f  the definition o f  Vienne in a way that their system would 

not be damaged; but in vain, as is clear from the words o f  Pius IX. See Hefele-Leclercq, loc.cit., 670-672; 
Michel, loc. cit., 562f.; Orbdn, op. cit., p. 63-68.

32. Pius IX, Dilectofilio Alphonso Travaglini Doctori medico-chirurgo: AAS 8 (1874) 496f. See L’Accademia 
filosofico-medica di S. Tommaso d ’Aquino: CivCatt (1874,4) 148-163.
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mended; all those err who from it claim that his Holiness wished by that commendation 
to disapprove of certain philosophical systems opposed to it... In order to disapprove of 
those other systems of Catholic scholars, in no way can one properly interpret the letters 
sent by the Supreme Pontiff to His Eminence the Cardinal of Cologne or to His Excel
lency the Bishop of Breslau (D 2833) or other decrees and definitions of the Church. 
For those documents pertain only to teaching the substantial unity of human nature...; 
since those controversies.. .concern merely philosophical teachings, about which Catholic 
schools follow and can follow different opinions: because the supreme authority of the 
Church has never passed judgment for one side that would exclude some other opinion.”33

Therefore those letters and the decrees and definitions of the Church (concerning this 
matter): teach nothing else but the substantial unity of human nature; negatively, they can
not be adduced in order to reject non-Thomistic systems of Catholic scholars. Therefore 
from this it is also certain that the Council of Vienne did not establish a scholastic system, 
and a fortiori a Thomistic one, as we said above.

629. The Council o f Cologne (prov.): “Man is so composed of body and 
soul that the rational soul is per se the true and immediate form of the body... 
Therefore since according to the decrees of the Councils the rational soul 
is truly and per se the form of the body, and since the important doctors of 
those times say that the form is the principle by which the body lives, we 
feel, move and understand, just as the earlier Fathers had said that the human 
body is animated by a rational soul: from the mind of the Councils there can 
be no doubt that all those operations of our life are performed by the rational 
soul created by God, and that it is per se the true and immediate form of the 
body.”34

630. Theological note. Defined divine and Catholic faith (D 902).

631. Proof from Holy Scripture. Almost as in the previous thesis, from 
those things Scripture teaches about the creation of man (Gen. 2:7), death 
(Eccles. 12:7), resurrection (Ezek. 37:1-14; Luke 8:49-55; Acts 20:9fi), from 
which the body of man: a) by the infusion of the substance of the soul, which 
is unique (therefore rational as seen from its effect), man is constituted in the 
species of a living being, and indeed human, or with the soul as one first prin
ciple of vital human actions; b) at the departure of the same soul he changes 
into the species of a dead being. But that which gives to the body as a deter
minable subject its determination to be a certain species of being is called and 
is its form. Therefore the soul is the form of the body.

33. W. Zacki, Litterae iussu Sanctissimi Patris Pii Papae IXdata ad D. Eduarum Hauttour... Rectorem Univer- 
sitatis Catholicae Insulensis (5 June 1877); AAS 10 (1877) 258f.

34. Council o f Cologne (a. 1860), Decreta concilii... tit. c.14: CL 5,292f.
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632. Proof from tradition. The Fathers, although they do not say explic
itly that the soul is the form of the human body, are thought to assert it im
plicitly and according to the reality, when they say that the soul so intimately 
occupies the body that it gives it life, or that it constitutes it as the principle 
of a new and vital action. That is quite well established by their words quoted 
above (n. 568f.).

St. Irenaeus: The soul gives the body life and growth. “For the body is not 
stronger than the soul; it is moved and vivified and increased and organized 
by it, since the soul possesses and initiates the body....”35

St. Gregory ofNyssa (R 1021): In man the one rational soul joined to the 
body by the senses gives it its whole life (of which it is capable): “Although 
in the previous oration it was said that there is a threefold distinction in the 
faculty of a living thing, so that one type of life is nourished...another is 
nourished and feels.. .and finally another has reason and is perfect by perme
ating all the other faculties so that it exists in them..., no one however on that 
account thinks that there are three souls in a human being..., that we should 
think that human nature is composed of many souls. For the true and perfect 
soul is really something unique—intelligent, immaterial, but mixed in with 
the senses of his crass nature.”

The rational soul gives to the structured body the ability to live and to 
perceive sensible things. “The soul is the essence...intellectual, of living 
with the corporeal instruments of the senses, and those things that fall under 
the senses, supplying the ability of perceiving by itself...” (R 1056).

633. St. Augustine: The soul animates and vivifies the whole body; it pre
serves its due proportion in growing, in generating. “The soul was made to 
animate the flesh, and to use its senses like messengers.” “Through the whole 
body that it animates, it is extended not by a local diffusion but by a certain 
vital activity....” “It (the soul).. .gives life to this earthly and mortal body by 
its presence, it gathers it together into one and holds it in one...it preserves 
its symmetry and way of being..., even in growing and in generating... ”36

St. Cyril of Alexandria (R 2062): Man is flesh animated by a rational 
soul so he can suffer. “But since the divine Scripture says that he suffered in 
the flesh, it is sufficient not to say how he did it in his human nature... For 
what else is the nature of humanity but flesh animated by an intelligent soul, 
in which we confess that the Lord suffered in the flesh?”

Gennadius (R 2225): The soul gives the body the fullness o f life (of which

35. St. Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 2,33,4: MG 7,833.
36. St. Augustine, De Gen. ad litt. 7,8,11: ML 34,360; Epist. 166,2,4: ML 33,722; De quant. An. 33,70: ML 32,1074. 

Also on the right (therefore not Platonic) concept o f the holy Doctor on the union o f soul and body, see Cilleruelo, 
loc. cit.; A. Parisiis, loc. cit.; Del Rio, loc. cit.; Portal id, Augustin (Saint): DTC 1,2358; Gilson, loc. cit.
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it is capable): “The soul is...an incorporeal substance..., rational and intel
ligent..., using organs in a structured body, to which it gives life, growth, 
sensation and generating power, and it does not have another mind separated 
from itself...”

634. Theological reasoning. According to the sources, from the infusion 
of one rational soul into the body there arises a living human being and in
deed as one principle of acting and being acted upon. But that which gives to 
the body that it be living and human and of one nature with the soul must be 
said to be its form. Therefore the rational soul is the form of the human body.

635. N atural reason deduces the same thing. The unique soul (therefore rational, 
from its effect) by the infusion of its own substance (since by something either merely 
external or accidental that effect could not be obtained) into the body constitutes it in the 
species of something living, and surely human, that is, it constitutes one nature with it. But 
that which by the infusion of itself places the body in a certain species of being is called 
and is its form. Therefore the soul is the form of the body by its own substance.37

636. Objections. 1. If the soul as intellective were the form of the body, it would lose 
its immortality, spirituality, freedom, etc. But it does not lose them. Therefore the soul is 
not the form of the body.

I  distinguish the major. The soul would lose immortality, etc., if it were the form of 
the body in such a way that it would become formally a body, conceded; otherwise, I  sub
distinguish: if it depended in its being on the body, conceded; otherwise, denied.

The informing soul remains independent of the body in its being and therefore it re
tains all the properties proper to itself. But although the whole soul is in the body, it is not 
immersed in it totally to such an extent that it communicates to it total perfection (v.gr., in
tellective), but only those it is capable of accepting (v.gr., sensitive, vegetative, bodiliness, 
which of course it contains only virtually). The result is that it informs the body only to 
the extent that it has place for a material form (whose inclinations it possesses virtually).38 
This surely is not repugnant.

O bjector insists. But if the soul were the form of the body, the latter would be immor
tal, spiritual, etc. But it is not such. Therefore the soul is not the form of the body.

/  distinguish the major. The body would become immortal, etc., if the soul were its 
form according to its total power, conceded; otherwise, denied.39

637. Scholium 1. On the oneness o f  the substantial fo rm  in man. In this matter, about

37. See Wimmer, loc. cit., 581-586.
38. S.Th. I, q. 76, a. 1; De spin creat. a.3: Suarez, Disp. Met. D.15 a. 10 n.7-27. See Michel, 570.
39. Olivi, and these objections are his, with a false concept o f  information thought that the form and the matter 

are mixed together in such a way that almost one reality o f  both takes place, as if  there were an ontological 
change o f  one into the other. See Olivi, In 2 q.51; Jansen, Quonam spectet definitio...: Greg 1 (1920) 86.
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which at one time there was a hot debate,40 we have the following opinions among Catho
lic authors. All of them, it is clear, accept the definition of Vienne, and therefore that the 
soul is the substantial fonn of the body:

1) Thomistic: the soul is the one substantial form of the body; therefore from the soul 
it is a living being, a body, a being. This happens in such a way that the prime matter, as 
pure passive potency, subjects itself to the soul and is actuated by every perfection the soul 
can communicate to it and that it is able to receive; and in such a way that that the soul, 
as the form, by the intimate communication of itself, determines the prime matter (not by 
efficient causality, but by the fact that as its act it takes possession of it) to the perfections 
of the body, etc., but not to those (such as intellectuality) for which matter is incapable.

Hence substance and nature (in the soul), although they differ logically inasmuch as 
the former says that it stands per se and is the ultimate subject of accidents and modifica
tions, while the latter is the first principle of acting, really they are identified, since the soul 
and the prime matter are incomplete beings, not merely in the idea of nature, but also in 
the idea of substance.

St. Thomas41 follows that opinion (but he is not its author)42 and also the Thomistic 
school.4-' Suarez44 and most of the Jesuit authors also embrace that opinion,45 inasmuch as, 
with certain qualifications, they hold for the oneness of the substantial form.

The opinion has these reasons mainly in its favor: a) Philosophical, because, certainly 
and according to all, man is one being simply and not with qualifications, that is, he is 
one substantial composite, and not merely an accidental unity; in him therefore there is 
only one substantial being (which, it is clear, proceeds from the substantial form). But 
where there is simply one being there must be only one substantial form, for otherwise 
there would be two substantial beings. Therefore the soul is the only substantial form of 
the body, b) Theological: this view is said to be deduced logically from the definition of 
Vienne. Thus it is well understood that in the resurrection the same body is raised.46 More
over it proposes these reasons as difficulties for the following opinion.

40. See Ehrle, loc. cit., 5,603-635; A.C. Pegis, St. Thomas and the Problem of the Soul in the Thirteenth Century 
(Toronto 1934); Zavalloni, op. cit., etc. (see note 8).

41. S.Th. 1, q. 76, a. 4-6; De spirit creat. a.3; De anima a.9; Quodl. 11 q.5. See Zigliara, loc. cit., p.l c.6-10; F.C. 
Copleston, De unitate formae substantialis: DivThom(Pi) 11 (1934) 582-593; J. Loncke, De unione corpus 
inter se et animam humanam iuxta S. Thomam: CollatBrug 43 (1947) 414-419.

42. See O. Lottin, Lapluralite desformssubstantielles avant saint Thomas d ’Aquin: RevNeoscol 34 (1932) 449-467.
43. See Michel, loc. cit., 570. Alvarez de Linera points out that man cannot in that opinion rightly be said to be 

composed o f  soul and body, but o f  soul and prime matter, Los componentes del hombre a la luz de la muerte 
y  de la resurreccion: RevFil 11 (1952) 601-630.

44. Suarez, loc. cit., d. 13 s .3 ;d .l5  s.10. But his opinion differs from the Thomistic both in other points and in the 
fact that for Suarez, definitely perfecting the opinion o f  Scotus (S. Belmond, O.F.M., L ’essenza e I 'esistenza 
secondo Duns Scoto: RivFilNeosc 2 [1910] p. 281-289) the essence is distinguished only logically from 
the existence (disp. 31) and therefore it does not receive it from the form (disp. 13 s.4 n,13fi), while for the 
Thomists it is really distinguished (already generally after Baftez), although there is a strong dispute about 
the mind o f  the Angelic Doctor, who did not treat the matter explicitly (A.R. Martinez del Campo, S.J., 
Doctrina Sancti Thomae de Actu et Potentia et Concursu (M exico 1944) n. 54-74.

45. See Mazzella, n. 620.
46. Pignataro, th.33 p. 202; Michel, loc. cit., 581; T. Pegues, O.P., Commentaire litteral de la Somme theologique 4 

(Toulouse 1909)296,312-317.
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638. 2) Scotistic, or what Scotus especially developed,47 even though also before him 
others had held it, perhaps at least in some way remotely based on St. Augustine, and 
which the Franciscan school generally accepts. It thinks that the soul is the substantial 
form of the body, inasmuch as it gives it living being; but it also thinks that there is another 
form in man (corporeality) from which it is a substance and organized body, so that, inde
pendently of the soul, it is a substantial composite made up of prime matter and that form. 
However this body is not yet complete, inasmuch as it is in potency to the soul as the ulti
mate substantial form, to which also the form of corporeality is subordinated, so that con
sequently from the incomplete body and the soul there results one complete substance.48

This opinion which, from what we said above, was in no way condemned by the 
Council of Vienne, but which rather, according to many, is more in agreement with the 
definitions of the Church,49 has in it favor both other and these (theological) reasons: That 
it excludes a new form for a corpse, and that therefore the dead body of Christ is the same 
as what had lived, nor also is Christ said to have shed something (the form of a corpse), 
which he has once assumed. That in the Eucharistic consecration it is well understood that 
by the power of the words only the body is placed, but the soul is present by concomi
tance. That the Fathers take the body as a complete thing. That, for example, the Athana- 
sian Creed favors it (“a rational soul and flesh are one man,” D 76). This view offers these 
reasons as difficulties to the Thomistic opinion.

The philosophical argument recently given for the Thomistic position has great valid
ity against this opinion.

639. 3) The atomistic opinion agrees with the Scotists in the view that the body does 
not have its complete being from the soul; therefore together with them it attacks the 
Thomistic opinion.50 But it also differs from them inasmuch as it thinks that inanimate 
things are not strictly composed of matter and form, but only of atoms (about whose 
nature and mutual union they offer different explanations) without any substantial form 
really distinct from them.51

Likewise, this opinion explains the causality of the body and the soul, not, like the 
scholastics, because the soul makes the body, as a determinable subject, formally liv
ing by intimately pervading it with its substance, but in such a way that, for example, 
according to Tongiorgi, it associates and mixes its own power with the power of the 
body.52 According to Palmieri, the soul and the body are not united only dynamically

47. Scotus, In 4 d .l l  q.3 a.2 n.22-58.
48. Baudoux, 445-453; Michel, loc. cit., 574f. See the authors cited above (notes 8,24). Olivi stands out for having 

defended this theory keenly and at length: see P.G. Ricci, P. Olivi e lapluralita delle forme sostanziali: Stud- 
Franc 33 (1936) 225-239; Jansen, edit. oper. Olivi 2 p.9. But G. Thery, O.P., contends that it is not Augustinian, 
L'augustinisme medieval et I 'unite de laforme subs tan tie lie: ActHebdAugThom (Turin-Rome 1931) 140-200.

49. See Ehrle, Die Scholastik und ihre Aufgaben in unserer Zeit2(Freiburg im Br. 1933) 58.
50. See Michel, 575-578.
51. See Tongiorgi, Institutiones philosophicae 3 n.183; Palmieri (as a young man), Cosmologia th.19-23; see 

Id., Anthropologia th.llf.', Id., Ontologia th. 15; Id., De Deo Creante (1878) 243; Ramiere, op. cit.; Bottalla, 
La composition des corps...: Id., La lettre de Mgr. Czachi. See also A. Mitterer, Das Ringen der alien Stoff- 
Form Metaphysik mil der heutigen Stoff-Physik (Innsbruck 1935).

52. Tongiorgi, Psychol. N. 167-169.
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by a certain joining together of powers, but by a unity of nature as incomplete parts by 
an intimate bringing together of both into one whole nutritive and sensing. Therefore 
the soul comes to the body both formally, inasmuch as it determines the species of 
the whole being or with it constitutes such a whole, and also efficiently, inasmuch as 
it modifies it intrinsically by giving it a certain way of existing, or inasmuch as it ef
ficiently produces in it a certain permanent and vital motion, that is, a certain way really 
indistinct from the body itself, which thereby makes it a living being.53

The philosophical argument recently given for the Thomistic position also has great 
validity against this opinion.

Likewise if these authors embrace atomism for scientific reasons, why, being con
tent with these assertions about the manner of union of soul and body, do they not offer 
any scientific reasons for them? In particular, cannot the union introduced by Tongiorgi 
be said to be merely dynamic and accidental?54 And it is difficult to conceive what that 
mode might be, the one proposed by Palmieri, which is really distinct from the soul, 
from which as an efficient cause it comes about that the body is rendered living. But we 
must also point out that this author later retracted his opinion on this point.55

These authors, like Olivi, present certain metaphysical objections to the scholastics, 
especially the Thomists.56

640. Scholium 2. On the dwelling place o f  the soul. If the soul according to its sub
stance is the form of the body (without limitation) it must be in the whole body. If it is 
spiritual and therefore simple, and indivisible, it must be wholly in each part; therefore 
not by quantitative extension, which it lacks, nor merely virtually by its influence, since 
then formal union would be lacking, but it must be definitvely or totally in the whole 
body and totally in each part.57 But other opinions that place the soul either outside the 
body or not in all of its parts, for example, in the pineal gland (Descartes),58 etc., cannot 
be reconciled with the doctrine of the Church.59

But is the soul in the blood? This is a difficult question. If the matter is affirmed, 
how is the substantial union of the blood with the body to be explained? If it is denied, 
how is the hypostatic union in blood to be explained? Some really affirm it, like Cajetan 
and Valencia, while others deny it, like Suarez.60

53. Palmieri, Ontologia th.25 p. 462-469.
54. See Boyer, loc. cit., 168 not.47; Huarte, n. 262; Wilmmer, loc. cit., 587-616; 44 (1920) 1-42.
55. Palmieri, De creatione (Prati 1910) 277f.
56. Palmieri, De Deo Crecmte (1878) 243f. See Beraza, n.1200-1202; Huarte, n. 268f.; Michel, loc. cit., 575.
57. S.Th. I, q. 76, a. 8;2C G  72; De spir. creat. a.4. See also St. Augustine, De immortalitate animae 16,25: ML 32,1034.
58. Chollet, loc. cit., 552. On other opinions o f  this kind, see Michel, 58 If.
59. See Michel, 582-584.
60. Cajetan, In 1 q. 119 a. 1 n.9; Valencia, in 1 d.6 q.2 p.3 at the end; Suarez, De anima 1.2 c.5. See Michel, 584; 

J. Pohle, Seele: KL 11,51-53.
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C H A P T E R  I V

On the origin of the human soul

A R T I C L E  I

On t h e  f a c t  o f  t h e  c r e a t i o n  o f  t h e  s o u l

Thesis 26. The human soul is created immediately out of nothing by
God alone.

S.Th. I, q. 90,118; 2 CG 83-89; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d. 18 a.2 q.2f.; S.R. Bellarmine, De amissione gratiae 
et statu peccati 1.4 c . l l ;  Beraza, n. 986-1048; W. Reany, The Creation of the Human Soul...{New York 1932), R. 
Lacroix, L'origine de I’ame humaine: RevUnivOtt 14 (1944) 61-97, 175-202, 209-249.

641. Connection. After having considered the existence and properties 
of the soul and its union with the body, two further questions remain: where 
does the soul come from, and when does it begin to exist? The first question 
which we must now handle, taken ontologically precedes, as is evident, all 
other questions about the soul. But looked at logically, or according to the 
reasoning process, it comes after other questions, since reason only after gain
ing knowledge of the existence and nature of the soul is led to search for its 
origin. Therefore we also choose to investigate this matter in the last place.

It is certain that the body of man, like all other things, is out of nothing, but 
only mediately: thus, if we make an exception for the bodies of the first par
ents, it is produced by men. But what must be said about the human soul? It 
is clear that it comes at least mediately out of nothing: but immediately where 
does it come from? That is our question.

642. Definition of terms. The human soul—either of the first parents or 
of all men descending from them.

If there were pre-Adamites, the thesis would hold true for them philo
sophically, but not necessarily theologically, since the sources are not thought 
to speak about them.

Is created, or produced out of nothing of itself or any subject.
Immediately out o f nothing. With these words production out of nothing 

is expressed, not a remote production or from some other thing made out of 
nothing, but proximate or not from any previously given positive thing from 
which it is made.

By God alone, therefore not merely as a concurring first cause, but as the 
principal cause, and indeed as the unique cause. With these words is excluded,
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not all cooperation of a creature, or even dispositive cooperation of the matter, 
but strictly creative cooperation is excluded, or that by which any creature, 
granted the ordinary concursus of God, exercises a true creating influence, 
either as the principal cause, or one having the power proportionate to the ef
fect, or as the instrumental cause, or one acting in virtue of the principal cause.

But what is understood here only about the fact, or omitting the question about pos
sibility, is supposed in the thesis without further proof, since the sources introduce one God 
as the one creating souls, without any mention of even another remote cause, and since for 
other reasons the cooperation, for example, of the parents, is sufficiently explained without 
creative influence. This moreover, since it is so amazing, must be proved seriously.

Therefore creationism is established or the doctrine holding that souls are created im
mediately by God.

643. Adversaries. In pantheism of all kinds since pantheists obviously 
deny the thesis, for example, since they say that things are modes of one di
vine substance1; emanatism must be cited explicitly, or the opinion holding 
that souls emanate in one way or another from the substance of God, as the 
Stoics, Manicheans and Priscillianists thought.1 2 3 In some sense also J. Eckhart 
(D 911)?

644. Traducianism (or generationism) holds that the soul comes from the 
parents by generation. There are two opinions about this:

a) According to the material opinion, the soul is produced by the bodily 
semen as a body. Quoted in favor of this are (probably) both the Luciferians4 
and Tertullian.5 Materialists who do not distinguish the soul from the body as 
one thing from another thing should be added here.6

b) According to the spiritual opinion, the soul comes in a mysterious way 
from the soul of the parents, like fire from fire, light from light. Thus Apol- 
linaris7; recently Luther is cited as being in favor of this view.8 After Pela-

1. On this there is more in F.A. Schalck, Pantheisme: DTC 11,1855-1874.
2. St. Jerome, Epist. 126,1: ML 22,1085; Michel, Traducianisme: DTC 15,1351f.
3. See however F. Vernet, Eckart, Jean: DTC 4,2065-2073.
4. See St. Augustine, De haer. 81: ML 42,45; E. Amann, Lucifer de Cagliardi: DTC 9,1039f.
5. See Tixeront, 1,407; Michel, 1354; St. Augustine, Epist. 190,4,14: ML 33,861.
6. See O. Habert, Malerialisme el Monisme: DTC 10,282-334.
7. See Nemesius, De anima, serm. 1: MG 45,205 (in the works o f  St. Gregory ofN yssa); St. Jerome, loc. cit.
8. See H. Klee, Manuel de I'histoire des dogmes chretiens 1 (Paris 1848) 408.
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gianism up until the 7th century many Fathers,9 and perhaps some writers up 
to the time of Peter Lombard, having doubts about the matter tended in this 
direction.10 11 Among them the most important was St. Augustine, whom many 
followed as their leader."

Then Noris and Berti held that opinion as probable, without however pre
ferring it, but they also said the contrary opinion was more probable (at least 
Berti).12 Ubaghs held that traducianism is more probable. H. Klee did not 
want to decide the question.13 Hurter cites also by name some from among 
many Protestants who embraced this idea, and some Catholics who either 
propose the same thing or, like Hermes, are favorable to it.14

Rosmini said that the soul is generated by the parents as sensitive, but 
then, when the idea of being appears to him, it becomes rational (D 3220f.).14* 
Some ancient philosophers held almost the same thing (I, q. 118, a. 2 ad 2).

645. Frohschammer thought that the soul is created by the parents “in 
virtue of the secondary power of creating, which is immanent in human na
ture and was conferred by God at the beginning of all things... Therefore 
generation is an act of creation out of nothing, by a secondary power given to 
humanity by God.15

9. St. Gregory the Great (Epist. 1.1, 52: ML 77,989f.): “ Your charity may know that regarding the origin o f  the 
soul among the holy Fathers there was no small effort to find the answer; but whether the soul came from 
Adam or it was given certainly to each person remained uncertain and they confessed that this question is 
insoluble in this life. For it is a serious question and it cannot be comprehended by man, because i f  the soul 
with the flesh is born from the substance o f  Adam, why does it not also die with the flesh? But if  it is not bom  
with the flesh, why in the flesh which came from Adam is it still held in the power o f  sins? But i f  the latter 
point is uncertain, the former is not uncertain, for unless a man is reborn with the grace o f  holy baptism, 
every soul is held fast by the chains o f  sin.” Likewise St. Isidore (De eccles. offic. 2,24,3: ML 83,818) says 
this about the opinions held by Christian teachers: “That the origin o f  the soul is uncertain.”

10. P. Lombard (2 d. 18 n.8): “Just as the body o f  the woman was taken from the body o f  the man, so some 
thought that her soul was propagated from the soul o f  the man: and that all souls, beside the first one, were 
produced like the body. However others thought that all souls were created at the same time in the beginning. 
But the Catholic Church does not teach that souls were made all at once and then distributed; but in bodies 
made fruitful and formed by coitus it is infused and while being infused is created.”

11. St. Augustine, loc. cit., p. 15: ML 33,861. On the history o f  traducianism and its change to creationism, 
see Michel, 1352-1358; briefly, Pohle-Gierens, 1,492-494; Kleutgen, Gber den Ursprung der menschlichen 
Seele: ZkathTh 7 (1883) 197-229 (he deals directly with creationism). On the mind o f  St. Gregory o fN yssa  
(.De opif. horn. 29: MG 44,235) there is a dispute; but more probably he leans towards creationism: Michel, 
1353; D.L. Rebecchi, L'antropologia naturale, di San Gregorio Nisseno: Divthom(Pi) 20 (1943) 325-330.

12. H. de Noris, Vindiciae augustinianae 4,3: ML 47,700fi; J.L. Berti, O.E.S.A., De theologicis disciplinis 2 
(Pedeponti 1749) 1.12 c.4 n.9-16.

13. G.C. Ubaghs, Anthropologiaephilosophicae elementa (Louvian 1848) n. 428; H. Klee, Katholische Dogma- 
tik i (Mainz 1835) p. 234; see Id., Speziale Dogmatik l 3 (Munich 1844) p .l 1.1 a.3 § 7.

14. Hurter, 2 n. 280.
14* See A. Luciani, L 'origine dell 'anima umana secondo Antonio Rosmini. Esposizione e critica (Belluno 1950).
15. I. Frohschammer, Ober den Ursprung der menschlichen Seele. Rechtfertigung des Generationismus (Mu

nich 1854). See Janssens, De hominis natura, 597f.
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646. Doctrine of the Church. 1. Against emanatism. Leo IX (D 685): “I 
believe.. .that the soul is not a part of God, but created out of nothing....” 

With these words emanatism is condemned. Since it is opposed directly 
to this view, the formula “out of nothing” does not necessarily also include 
immediate creation; but since it is treating about the origin of the soul and no 
objective matter is indicated, it can rightly be understood to be about imme
diate creation. This is especially so since already at that time the theologians 
generally condemned all traducianism.

There is no objection to this in the fact that later Hugh of St. Victor proposed creation
ism as more probable, and Alexander of Hales as probable,16 since these authors (especially 
the former) perhaps did not understand those qualifications in their present technical sense, 
and since perhaps they did not know about the pontifical document. For shortly after them 
St. Thomas held that the doctrine of traducianism had already been condemned by the 
Church {Depot. q.3 a.9; In Rom. c.14 1,3).

Vatican I  (D 3024): “If anyone says that finite beings, the corporeal as well 
as the spiritual, or at least the spiritual ones, have emanated from the divine 
substance; or that the divine essence becomes all things by self-manifestation 
or self-evolution; or lastly that God is the universal or indefinite being which, 
by self-determination, constitutes the universality of beings, differentiated in 
genera, species and individuals: let him be anathema.” See the Council o f To
ledo (prov.) (D 190, 201); The Council o f Braga II (D 455).

With these words all forms of emanatism and pantheism are condemned.

647. 2. Against Traducianism. Anastasius II (D 360-361): “...[Some her
etics say\ that just as the parents pass on bodies to the human race made from 
their own material elements, so also they contribute the spirit of a vital soul... 
Therefore how against the divine decree with a too carnal understanding do 
they think that the soul made in the image of God is diffused by the mixing 
together of men..., since from him, who did this in the beginning, that action 
even today does not cease just as he said: My Father is working still, and I  am 
working... ? ... If therefore.. .he works visibly in this work in the passage of 
time even up till now: therefore they are pleased with sane teaching, because 
he produces the souls, who gives life to the dead and calls into existence the 
things that do not exist. Thus... I wish those to be refuted who are said to 
have fallen into a new heresy. They say that the souls in the human race are 
handed on from the parents, just as the body is produced from material ele
ments. These should know that according to the apostolic preaching they are

16. Hugh o f St. Victor, De sacramentis christianiaefidei 1,7,30: ML 176,300; Alex, o f  Hales, Summa theologica 
p.2 q.60 membr.3 a.3.
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already dead....”17
This document (498 A.D.), perhaps doubtfully authentic, clearly con

demns material traducianism, and implies some special influence of God in 
the production of the soul. But does it exclude creative, and therefore here 
also spiritual traducianism? It seems that it must be denied. Surely it is deal
ing with a local opinion (but who they were is not stated), while traducianism 
was widely held (of course only as doubtful) since the time of St. Augustine 
and it persisted up until the time of St. Gregory, without ever having been 
condemned.18

Benedict XII mentions it as the error of some Armenians (D 1007): “A 
teacher among the Armenians called Mechitriz.. .again introduced the teach
ing that the human soul of a son is propagated from the soul of the father, as 
the body is from the body....”

With these words, having rejected spiritual traducianism, creationism is 
not explicitly affirmed, but it is assumed. And it is also clear from the response 
given to this question by a Council of the Armenian Bishops: “This error, that 
the soul of man is propagated from the soul of his father, like a body from a 
body... was always excommunicated in the church of the Armenians. It is to 
be cursed, because just as the said church always believed, so it believes the 
same thing, since souls are created newly by God, and at the time of animation 
the creation of the soul takes place and it is placed in the body.”19

648. 3. Creationism. Later an V (D 1440-1441): “The sower of cockle..., 
has dared to sow and make grow in the Lord’s field some pernicious errors... 
concerning in particular the nature of the rational soul: namely, that it is mor
tal and one and the same in all human beings.. .,we condemn.. .all those who 
assert that the intellectual soul is mortal or that it is one and the same in all 
human persons..., according to the number of bodies in which it is infused, it 
can be, has been and will be multiplied....”

With these words the Church teaches directly that individual souls are in 
individual men; but at the same time it is affirmed that they are so multiplied 
that they are infused, which surely more fittingly agrees with creationism.

Alexander VII (D 2015, 2017): “The piety of Christ’s faithful towards... 
the Virgin Mary is ancient; they think that her soul by a special grace of God 
in the first moment of her creation and infusion into her body.. .was preserved 
free from the stain of original sin....” With these words it is also indirectly 
supposed that the soul of Mary was created and infused. Moreover no one

17. Cav 645f.
18. See Galtier, S.J., Saint Augustin et 1‘origine de I ’homme: Greg 11 (1930) 17f.
19. Msi 25,1193; see 1186.
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thinks that there was any other source of her soul.
Vatican Council /had prepared this for definition: “Adam...is said to be 

the father of the world...,because all those who inhabit the earth are from him; 
they descend from him by a natural generation, being bom flesh from flesh; a 
soul newly created by God is infused into each individual.”20

Council o f the Cologne Province (1860 A.D.): “There cannot be any doubt 
from the mind of the Councils that all the activities of our life are brought to 
perfection by the rational soul created by God.”21

Pius XII, treating “the origin of the human body” with reference to trans- 
formism, says: “For the Catholic faith obliges us to hold that souls are imme
diately created by God.”22

In these documents the Church treats: a) about creation, in the present 
(“are created”); b) about immediate creation in opposition to the formation of 
the body from living matter or non living, therefore about production out of 
nothing; c) about the creation o f souls, in the plural number, while the body is 
expressed in the single number and also in general, therefore it is dealing with 
souls in general, and not just those of the first parents; d) about the Catholic 
faith obliging us to hold it. However all these points are made just in passing.

649. These words of St. Leo I should take precedence over everything else said about 
creationism: They (Priscilliamsts) are said to assert that the souls that are infused into hu
man bodies were without a body and sinned in their heavenly dwelling place and because of 
this.. .by lofty powers.. .were confined to bodies... This fable of impiety they covered over 
with many errors; but the Catholic faith cuts all those errors off from the body of her unity, 
while preaching constantly and truthfully that the souls of men, before they were infused 
into their bodies, did not exist, and that they are not infused by anyone but God, the artisan, 
who is the creator both of souls and bodies.23

Is creationism taught directly by these words? Certainly, from the obvious meaning. 
But what we said about the document of Anastasius II also apples here; likewise God is 
said to be the creator both of souls and o f bodies which of course are created mediately. 
Therefore perhaps there is a direct rejection both of emanatism, since God creates both 
souls and bodies, and the theory of pre-existence, as is very apparent, and the infusion of 
souls by lofty powers.24

650.4. Against Rosmini. Leo XIII condemned his teaching on this matter 
(D 3220): “It is not repugnant that the human soul is multiplied by generation,

20. Schema reformatum constitutionis dogmaticae de doctrina catholica c.2 n.3: CL 7,655.
21. Decreta Concilii a Sancta Sede recognita p. 1 tit.4 c. 14: CL 5,293.
22. Encyclical “Humani Generis": AAS 42 (1950) 575.
23. Epist. ad Turribium 15 c. 10: ML 54,684f. On its authenticity, which K. KUnstle (Antipriscilliana, Freiburg 

1905) denied, see O. Bardenhewer, Geschichte der altkirchlichen Literatur 4 (Freiburg im Br. 1924) 621; t.3, 
415f.; J.A. de Aldama, S.J., El Simbolo Toledano 1 (Rome 1934) 54-56.

24. See Boyer, 125f.
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so that one can think that it proceeds from an imperfect state, namely from 
the sensitive level, to a perfect state, namely the intellectual level.” “When 
the soul becomes visible by the sensitive principle, by this influence alone, by 
this union with itself, only sensing this first, but now, at the same time, under
standing, it is raised to a more noble state, it changes its nature, and becomes 
understanding, subsisting and immortal” (D 3221).

Against Frohschammer. His work was added to the Index of Forbidden 
Books in 1857.

Against Ubaghs. He was ordered by Pius IX (in 1866) to expunge the idea 
of traducianism from his works.25

651. Theological note. The thesis is: a) Against emanatism, defined divine 
and catholic faith (D 3024). b) Against material traducianism, of catholic faith 
from the ordinary magisterium. It is justly said to be heretical by the theolo
gians (St. Thomas, Beraza, Huarte).26 c) Against spiritual traducianism and for 
creationism, it is also of catholic faith from the ordinary magisterium.27 That 
seems to have been made more clear by the words of Pius XII quoted above. 
This qualification is certainly valid at least for the souls of the first parents.

However by others regarding the latter (on the soul of the posterity of Adam) it is 
said to be “proximate to faith” (fideiproximo”) (Lercher, Beraza), “at least...absolutely 
certain Catholic doctrine” (Otten), “at least theologically certain” (Pignataro), or the con
trary opinion is said to be “now either heretical or certainly erroneous or very temerarious” 
(Valencia).28

652. Proof from Holy Scripture. 1. The soul o f Adam. Gen. 2:7: The 
Lord Godformed man o f dust from the ground, and breathed into his nostrils 
the breath o f life.

While the production of the plants and animals is described as a unique 
action o f God (Gen. 1), the production of man is proposed as perfected by a 
double action, and while the body of man is said to be formed of dust from 
the ground, the “breath of life” or the rational soul, that is, that by which man

25. See Janssens, 602.
26. S.Th. I, q. 118, a. 2, who must be thought to speak correctly, since the matter was already decided by the 

Church (see n. 646); Beraza, n. 998; Huarte, n. 185.
27. Thus also by Boyer, 140 (“it is taught by the ordinary magisterium o f the Church, and is at least theologically 

certain, from the consensus o f  theologians”); Michel, Rosmini-Serbati, Antonio: DTC 13,2939; Dafifara, p. 
221; Huarte prefers this, n. 185: “At least theologically certain... or also de fide, because this truth is con
tained, as revealed, in the magisterium o f  the Church, even though there is no document explicitly defining 
it as revealed.”

28. Lercher, 23 n. 562; Beraza, 1003; Otten, n. 150; Pignataro, 245; Valencia, Commentariorum t.l (Venice 
1608) 1 disp.6 q.8 punct.2. On the theological value o f  the thesis see as a help Vatican I, Adnotationes in 

primum schema const, de doctr. cath. n.27: CL 7,545-547.
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immediately appears as a living being and as a rational being, is said to come 
by an immediate inspiration o f God. This however, since it cannot be taken in 
the sense of emanation, as it is repugnant here both in itself and in the whole 
of Scripture, must be understood only as creation out of nothing.

Likewise God alone, and in no way the earth, is introduced as making 
“the breath of life” of man, while the earth is introduced as concurring in 
making the life of plants and animals. Gen. 1:11-24: Let the earth put forth 
vegetation... Let the earth bring forth living creatures.

Although in that text God is said to have formed “man,” it is clear from this phrase that 
he is referring only to that pail of man that is opposed to the soul, for the man is described 
as a living being only after he has received the breath of life.

The breath there is not taken to include supernatural gifts, since that is opposed to: a) 
The clear context of the passage; b) The words: The firs t man Adam  became a living being; 
the last Adam  became a life-giving spirit. But it is not the spiritual which is f ir s t but the 
physical, and  then the spiritual (1 Cor. 15:45-46), since here it is supposed that man by that 
breath has been made into a living soul, that is, to have accepted animal life or one opposed 
to the spiritual life endowed with gratuitous gifts.29

2. The soul o f Eve must be said to be created immediately by God, al
though Scripture does not explicitly say that, and especially since Adam says: 
This at last is bone o f my bones (Gen. 2:23); but he does not say what he 
would have said, if it were true: soul o f my soul.30

3. The soul o f all men. Eccles. 12:7: And the dust returns to the earth as it 
was, and the spirit returns to God who gave it. These words are a clear allu
sion to Gen. 2:7, and also the one God is presented by them as the maker of 
the soul; this therefore must be understood not in a sense of emanation, as is 
clear, but about creation alone. But here he is speaking not only about the soul 
of the first parents, but about the soul of man in general.

Hence St. Jerome: “From this they are sufficiently ridiculed who think that souls are 
planted with bodies and are not from God, but are generated by the parents of the bodies. 
For since the flesh returns to the earth and the spirit returns to the God who gave it, it is 
manifest that God and not man is the father of souls.”31

653. Proof from tradition. 1. Against emanatism which, clearly, is in 
no way admitted by the Fathers. St. Augustine (R 1700): “But now about the 
soul.. .1 admit nothing except that it is from God in such a way that it is not the

29. See Comely, Prior epistola ad Corinthios (Paris 1890) 498f.
30. See Ceuppens, Quaestiones selectiae de historiaprimaeva 99.122.196; Pirot, Adam et la Bible: DBS 1,191;

Hummelauer, op. cit., 127,146.
31. InEccl 12,7: ML 23,1112.
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substance of God, and it is incorporeal, that is, it is not a body, but a spirit, not 
bom from the substance of God, nor proceeding from the substance of God, 
but made by God...

2. Against material traducianism, which also, clearly, was rejected by the 
Fathers. St. Augustine: “Those who say that souls are propagated from one 
soul, which God gave to the first man, and so they say that they are drawn out 
of their parents, if they follow the opinion of Tertullian, actually contend that 
they are not spirits, but bodies, and that they take their origin from bodily se
men: what can be said that is more perverse than that?”32

Theodoret: “The Church.. .placing its faith.. .in the divine Scriptures, says 
that the soul is created together with the body; it does not have the cause of its 
creation from the matter of the semen, but by the will of its originator it comes 
into existence after the formation of the body.”33

654. 3. Against spiritual traducianism. Before Pelagianism perhaps none 
of the Latins held traducianism except Tertullian, and perhaps none of the 
Easterners except Apollinaris. But after Pelagianism, with St. Augustine lead
ing the way, many Latins proposed it (the spiritual kind), since otherwise it 
seemed to them that they could not properly explain the propagation of origi
nal sin; also, up to that time the immediate creation of the soul had not been 
decided explicitly by the Church. But none of them, at least those of some im
portance, expressly affirmed that idea, which was proposed by them as merely 
hypothetical.

In fact though they were of such a mind that if the propagation in creation
ism could be suitably held, they would willingly accept it, as is clear from the 
words of St. Augustine (R 1441): “...It is necessary to investigate...why, if 
souls are created new for every individual at his birth, those who die in in
fancy without the sacrament of Christ are doomed to perdition: for that they 
are doomed to this if they so depart from the body is testified both by Holy 
Scripture and by the Holy Church. Wherefore, as to that opinion of yours con
cerning the creation of new souls, if it does not contradict this firmly grounded 
article of faith, let it be mine also; but if it does, let it be no longer yours.”34

Hence even after Pelagianism generally the Easterners, and not a few Lat
ins, taught that not only the soul of Adam was created, as St. Augustine held 
with all the others R 1879), but also the souls of other men.

32. Epist. 190,4,14: ML 33,861.
33. Haer. fab. comp. 5,9: MG 83,481.
34. On the mind o f  Augustine, see Portalid, Augustin (Saint): DTC 1,2359-2361; Sciacca, L 'origine dell'anima 

secondo Sant’Agostino: GiorMet 9 (1954) 542-550; A. Guzzo, Agostino et Pelago: Ibid. 516-522 (see 
not. 11). On the mind o f the ancient holy Fathers on the origin o f  the soul, see H. Karpp, Probleme altchrist- 
licher Anthropologie. Biblische Anthropologie und philosophische Psychologie bei den Kirchenvtitern des 
dritten Jahrhunderts (Gtltersloh 1950).
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655. Lactantius: “Souls are not produced either from both (parents) or 
from one of them. For a body can be born from a body...; a soul cannot be 
bom from a soul because nothing can come ...from such a tenuous thing. 
Therefore the reason for the production of souls is subject to God and to God 
alone.”35

Constitution o f the Apostles (R 1232): “He constituted man, who was not, 
into a real man from diverse things, and he gave him a soul out of nothing... 
He who forms man in the womb out of a small seed, also creates the soul out 
of what does not exist and places it in him... and he will summon him and all 
men to life (by the resurrection)....”

Theodoret (R 2146): God “out of the already-created matter shaped the 
bodies of animals, and from things that are not he created the souls, not indeed 
of all the animals, but only of men.”

St. Jerome (R 1385): “...And the whole human race...what are we to 
think was the origin of their souls? Did they come by propagation, like bmte 
beasts? So that, as a body springs from body, so soul from soul? Or is God 
daily making souls—He, with whom to will is to do, and who never ceases to 
be a Creator?”

Prudentius: “However the error must be avoided, lest by the generation of 
the flesh it is believed that the fountain of souls by means of blood is trans
ferred into one’s progeny. Souls do not give birth to other souls.”36

St. Hilary (R 875): “But just as by himself (the Son of God) assumed for 
himself a body from the virgin, so he assumed for himself a soul from himself. 
This of course is never supplied by man in giving birth to offspring. For if the 
Virgin did not have the pregnancy of the flesh from God, the soul of the body 
is even more necessary and she would not have that either unless it came from 
God.”

Gennadius (R 2224): “... We say.. .that the body is conceived only by the 
copulation of the spouses... when the body is already formed (the soul) is cre
ated and infused in order that a man may live in the womb composed of soul 
and body.”

656. Theological reasoning. The human soul is presented by the sources: 
a) as a being essentially distinct from God, and therefore it is not from emana
tion, since otherwise it would be essentially divine; b) as a spiritual substance, 
and therefore it is from creation, since a spiritual being cannot be generated.

Natural reason says and confirms this. The human soul: 1) Is not from God by emana-

35. De opificio Dei 19: ML 7,73.
36. Apoth. V.915-918: ML 59,994.
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tion, since that would suppose in God division or at least some change, which is repugnant 
to pure act.

2) It is not from the parents by traducianism: a) Not material traducianism, since the 
act of generation, as organic and therefore material, is not sufficient to produce a spiri
tual being; and since thus a spiritual being, which is intrinsically independent of matter 
in its being, would be produced from matter, which is per se repugnant, b) Not spiritual 
traducianism (excluding creation), since thus the soul of the son either would be the soul 
of the parents, which cannot be, or it would be a part of the soul of the parents, and thus a 
simple being would be divided, or it would be educed from the matter and thus it would 
intrinsically depend on matter, c) Or as if  the soul were generated as sensitive and after the 
appearance of the idea of being it becomes rational, since it is repugnant that a purely sensi
tive soul should grasp being; and since it cannot be understood how a sensitive soul could 
become rational, especially by that unknown genus of cause; and since this transformation 
of a sensitive soul into an intellectual one (unless it is assumed to be created) destroys the 
simplicity of the rational soul.

3) Therefore the soul comes by creation, given the exclusion of other modes of produc
tion, and because the soul, as independent from matter in its being, must come into being 
independent of it, since becoming is the way to being and therefore the production of a 
thing is in accordance with its mode of being.

But this creation is not by angels or by the parents, since no creature, at least naturally 
(even as an instrumental cause) can create; and since de facto there is no reason for admit
ting such a wonderful work of creation by creatures, especially since the cooperation of 
parents in generation is sufficiently explained by their disposing the matter; therefore this 
creation is from God and from God alone.

657. Objections. 1. Gen. 12:5: And Abram took Sarai his wife, and Lot... and the 
persons that they had gotten in Haran... 46:26f.: All the persons belonging to Jacob who 
came into Egypt, who were his own offspring..., sixty six persons. And the sons ofJoseph, 
who were born to him in Egypt, were two; all the persons o f the house o f Jacob, that came 
into Egypt, were seventy. Heb. 7:10: And Levi...was still in the loins o f his ancestor when 
Melchizedek met him.

According to these texts, the soul comes from the parents. Therefore it is not created 
immediately by God.

/  deny the supposition. The soul in these texts is taken, as is per se evident, for man.
2. Gen. 2:1 f.: Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host o f them. 

And on the seventh day God finished his work which he had done, and he rested on the 
seventh day from all his work which he had done.

From these words, God does not create any more after the primeval creation. Therefore 
not souls either.

I  distinguish the antecedent. After the primeval creation God does not create new na
tures, conceded; inasmuch as he does not conserve what he has created by multiplying 
them, denied.
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However the creation of new souls pertains to the preservation of human nature.37
3. Parents generate a man. Therefore also the soul.
I  distinguish the antecedent. Parents generate a man inasmuch as they are the cause 

finally determining the union of the soul with the body, conceded; as if they make whatever 
there is in man, denied.

Since the infusion of the soul follows the disposition of the matter in generation nec
essarily from the law of God in order that a man might come into being, the action of the 
parents is thought to tend towards the production of the whole suppositum, so that they are 
rightly said properly to generate a man.

Hence, since the end of generation is the composite, but not the matter or the form, it 
is not of the nature of generation that the generator produce the whole effect, that is, the 
matter, as is per se evident, or even the form, if it is spiritual, just as killing a man is not 
thought to kill the soul.

658. 4. The production of the soul presupposes matter. Therefore the soul is not 
created.

I  distinguish the antecedent. The production of the soul presupposes the matter into 
which the soul is infused, or it presupposes the subject of information, conceded; the mat
ter out o f  which the soul is educed, or the subject of maintenance, denied.

5. Often children are like their parents in disposition of soul. Therefore their soul 
proceeds from the soul of the parents.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Children are like their parents in disposition of soul, be
cause the latter often depend on the disposition of the body, conceded; otherwise, denied.

6. God in creating souls would cooperate in acts of adultery and fornication. But that 
cannot be held. Therefore he does not create the soul.

I  distinguish the major. He cooperates with acts of adultery as physical acts, con
ceded; as moral acts, denied.

This difficulty is essentially the same as the objection made to the concursus of God 
with the sins of man.38

7. The proposed arguments do not exclude the eduction of the soul from a spiritual 
subject. Therefore they do not absolutely conclude that it is immediately created.

I  distinguish the major. The proposed arguments do not exclude the education of the 
soul from a spiritual subject, explicitly, conceded; implicitly from the nature of the case, 
denied.

For, that subject out of which the soul would be educed would be substantially cor
rupted or divided in some other way, which cannot happen. Hence even these authors 
who, like St. Bonaventure, placed in the soul some kind of spiritual matter, said that 
souls are immediately created by God. Also, according to St. Augustine, who by the way 
denied that there is such matter of the soul, the soul of Adam, even on the supposition of 
such matter, was made out of nothing.39

37. St. Augustine, Epist. 166,4,12: ML 33,726.
38. St. Augustine, loc. cit., n.15: ML 33,727; St. Jerome, Apol. adv. libr. Rufini 3,28; 23,478.
39. St. Bonaventure, In 2 e. 18 a.8; St. Augustine, De Gen. adlitt. 7,27,39: ML 34,369.
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A R T I C L E  I I  

O n t h e  m o m e n t  o f  t h e  c r e a t i o n  o f  t h e  s o u l  

Thesis 27. The human soul is created when it is infused into the body.

S.Th. 1, q. 90, a. 4; q.l 18, a. 3; 2 CG 83; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d. 18 a.2 q.2; Beraza, n. 1023-1034.

659. Connection. The human soul, from our proof, is created immedi
ately; but soon there is a question about when that happens. This question 
exists with respect either to the moment of its infusion into the body or to 
its formation. Therefore now with respect to the first question, it comes to 
this: whether the soul is created before its infusion into the body, or is it in 
the veiy moment of the infusion. What should we say about this?

660. Definition of terms. The human soul, namely, of our first parents 
and of all their children.

Is created, or begins to exist (through creation).
When it is infused into the body, that is, it does not begin to exist before 

its infusion. But since it is not infused into the body unless the body isprox- 
imately disposed, the soul does not exist before that disposition is obtained. 
Therefore in one at least morally same moment of time it is both created 
and infused; indeed according to the general concept of theologians, it is 
one and the same physically indivisible moment.

661. Adversaries. Those who hold metempsychosis, or the system 
holding the transmigration of souls, so that the soul of this dead person is 
infused into a newly conceived body (see this Summa IV, tr. VI, n. 5). Con
cerning this opinion, the same truths are valid that are made regarding the 
particular judgment and the retribution of souls that immediately follows it 
{ibid., thesis 2). Metempsychosis is opposed to all of this.

Those who hold pre-existence, or the system which says that souls exist 
before their infusion into the body.

This system is: a) Rigid, if it says that souls were already created with 
the angels, and then, because they sinned, were infused into bodies as a 
punishment. Thus the followers of Plato; Origen, as is generally held,1 but 
it is better to say that he proposed the matter as doubtful and hypotheti-

1. See G. Bardy, Origene: DTC 1,153 If.; Arnou, loc. cit., 2267-2308; Altaner, op. cit., § 40 p. 171; Tixeront, 
op. cit., l" p . 3 lOf.
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cally2; Priscillianists3; Marius Vicorinus Afer.4
b) Mitigated, if it says that souls, created at the beginning of the 

world, then existing without sin were united with bodies by the will of 
God or by their own will. Thus formerly Nemesius,5 and, according to St. 
Jerome, certain ecclesiastics.6 St. Augustine himself, while not holding it 
but discussing the question, said that it was more probable concerning the 
soul of Adam.7 Leibniz held that souls at the beginning of the world were 
created and were included in something like organized little bodies; but 
more probably he considered them only as sensitive and lacking reason. 
Then in generation they are endowed with reason by the special action of 
God or in some other way.8

662. Doctrine of the Church. St. Leo I: “They (Priscillianists) are said 
to assert that the souls that are infused into human bodies were without a 
body and sinned in their heavenly dwelling place and because of this... by 
lofty powers...were confined to bodies...This fable of impiety they cov
ered over with many errors; but the Catholic faith cuts all those errors off 
from the body of her unity...” (see n. 649).

Vigilius (D 403)): “If anyone says or thinks that the souls of men pre
exist. .., and had turned to something inferior..., and were sent down into 
bodies for punishment: let him be anathema.” (See this Summa IV, VI n. 
162).

The Council o f Braga II (prov.) (D 456): “If anyone says that human 
souls had previously sinned in their heavenly home and because of this 
they were cast down into human bodies on earth, as Priscillian said: let him 
be anathema”

Lateran Council V (D 1440-141); “ ...We condemn...all those who 
claim that the intellectual soul.. .is.. .a single soul for all men..., correspond
ing to the number of bodies into which it is infused, it is capable of being 
multiplied in individuals, is actually multiplied, and must be multiplied.”

With these words, by which it is directly taught against certain phi
losophers, who had taken up the errors of Averroes that the intellective 
soul is not just one for all men but is single in each individual person, it is

2. De princ. 1,7,4; 2,8,3f.: MG ll,1 7 3 f., 222-224. See Bainvel, Ame: DTC 1,996; Michel, Traducianisme: 
DTC 15,1352.

3. See Tixeront, 2,256.
4. See H. de Leusse, S.J., Le probleme de la preexistence des ames chez Marius Victorinus Afer: RechScRel 29 

(1939) 197-239.
5. De natura hom. c.2: MG 40,572f.
6. Epist. 126,1: ML 22,1085f.; see Epist. 37: ML 30,266.
7. De Gen. ad litt. 7,24: ML 34,368; see Retract. 2,24,1: ML 32,640.
8. Essai de theologie sur la bonte de Dieu, la liberte de I 'homme et I 'origine du mal (Paris 1846) p. 1 n .991.
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asserted that the soul must be multiplied in the bodies into which it is in
fused. Surely this supposes that the soul did not exist for each man before 
its infusion into the body.

663. Theological note. The thesis against the theory of pre-existence: 
a) Concerning the rigid form, unless with others it is generally9 said to be 
defined divine and catholic faith (D 403, 1440-1441), it is o f divine and 
catholic faith, b) Against the mitigated form, it is at least proximate to 
faith, but it is called more suitably (implicitly) o f defined faith (D 1440- 
1441).10 Against Leibniz it is at least certain in theology.

664. Proof from Holy Scripture. 1. In general against all forms of pre
existence. Gen. 2:7: The Lord God formed man o f dust from the ground, 
and breathed into his nostrils the breath o f life; and man became a living 
being. With these words God is introduced clearly as then for the first time 
creating the soul; therefore he is not infusing a soul being summoned from 
somewhere else. Since there is no contrary reason, the same action must be 
thought to hold true for all souls.

Also all the reasons are indirectly solid by which the soul is proved to 
be the substantial form of the human body. For the soul must be thought in 
ordinary providence (which per se must be assumed, unless there is a clear 
reason for something extraordinary) to be created according to its nature, 
and therefore as informing the body.

2. In particular against the rigid form of pre-existence, that is, the type 
that attributes sin to a soul that has not yet been infused in the body. Gen. 
1:31: And God saw everything that he had made, and behold, it was very 
good. These words are said after narrating the creation of other things and 
of the first parents (v. 26f.)

Gen. 1:28: And God blessed them and said to them: Be fruitful and 
multiply (see Deut. 1:11). But if the soul is infused into the body in order to 
be punished, the multiplication of men would be rather a curse.

Rom. 5:12: Therefore as sin came into the world through one man and 
death through sin, and so death spread to all men because all men sinned. 
Therefore all contract sin through one man; therefore not single men by 
their own souls.

Rom. 9:11: Though they were not yet born and had done nothing ei
ther good or bad...but because o f his call she was told...: Jacob I  loved, 
but Esau I  hated. The reason why St. Paul says that they had not yet

9. Beraza, n. 1024; Huarte, n. 186; Lercher, 23n. 563. From the letter o f  St. Leo the Great; Boyer, 145.
10. Beraza, loc. cit.; Huarte, loc. cit.; Lercher, loc. cit.
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sinned is because they had not yet been bora; this surely is true for every 
man; therefore beforehand their souls had not sinned.

665. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers unanimously, and with 
few words, reject the theory of pre-existence, not only regarding a denial as 
to the presence of sin in pre-existing souls, but also regarding pre-existence 
itself. Moreover those who were favorable towards traducianism, by that 
very fact are proved to have rejected the theory of pre-existence.

St. Gregory Nazianzen (R 1004): An absurd opinion and far from the 
faith o f the Church. “I also fear lest the thought creep into some, as if the 
soul existed in some other place and then was attached to this body, and 
according as it conducted itself there, some of them accept prophecy, and 
others, who lived wickedly, are condemned...This is too absurd to even 
imagine and it is far from the faith of the Church.”

St. Jerome calls this opinion heretical. Having been accused by Ru- 
finus of embracing the doctrine of Origen, he gives this response: “Does 
anyone dare after this judgment to accuse us of the heresy of Origen?”

This opinion is a stupid belief. “In God’s treasury are there souls cre
ated long ago, as some ecclesiastics stupidly believe?”11

St. John Damascene: Origen was crazy in this matter. “Further, body 
and soul were created at the same time, but not, as Origen insanely thought, 
the soul first and the body afterwards.”11 12

St. Gregory of Nyssa, a fierce attacker of this opinion (R 1058): There 
was one beginning o f body and soul. “The question was, whether souls 
existed before bodies, when and how they come to be... For if it is granted 
that the soul lives in some condition before being joined to the body, then it 
is necessary for us to think that the absurd opinions are valid of those who 
say that souls are made to inhabit bodies because of some sin... It remains 
therefore to think that there is one and the same beginning of the soul and 
the body.”

“The whole reason lacks both beginning and end of those who try to 
prove that souls before being in the flesh live, associate with each other, 
and then having fallen into sin are bound to a body... But since man is one 
and the same and is composed of soul and body, we say that only one prin
ciple of existence is to be attributed to him, lest one part be prior to himself 
and the other part newer and later.”13

11. Apoladv. lib. Rufini 1,22: ML 23,416; and loc. cit.
12. Defide orthod. 2,14: MG 94,922.
13. De opif. hom. 29: MG 44,324. On his mind, see Rebecchi, loc. cit., 322-325; E. Stephanou, La coexistence 

initiate du corps et de I ’ame d ’apres saint G re go ire de Nysse et saint Maxime I ’Homologete: EchOr 21 
(1932) 304-315.
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St. Cyril of Alexandria: A very absurd opinion and contrary to the dog
mas o f the Church. “Those who utter foolishness of this kind against the 
dogmas of the Church and vain fables for the ears of the simple—let them 
correctly hear this: Woe to those who prophesy from their heart and do not at 
all see.. “But that it is most absurd to think that the soul existed before the 
body, and because of previous sins is confined to an earthly body, to the best 
of our ability we will try to prove with the following arguments” (R 2105).

Then for his thesis he offers twenty-four arguments. They attack espe
cially and directly sin in a pre-existing life and indirectly also the very idea 
of pre-existence, as is clear, for example, from this: “Opportunely therefore 
and justly it is required of us that we do not sin in this flesh, since this is the 
only time of existing that we have, because we come into this world and 
before that we did not exist.. ..”14

666. Theological reasoning. 1. In general against the theory o f pre
existence. The soul is naturally the form of the body. Therefore per se it is 
essentially ordered to the body. Therefore without union with the body it 
would be in a less perfect state. But it cannot be established without solid 
reasons that God in the beginning created the soul in a state that is less suit
able for it. Therefore the soul should not be thought to have been created 
before its union with the body.

Natural reason agrees with this. The soul naturally needs the senses in 
order to know. Therefore without the body it cannot know naturally. But it 
cannot be asserted without solid reasons that it was created without a body. 
Therefore we should think that the soul was not created before its union 
with the body.

A pre-existing soul would either desire or not desire union with the 
body. If the first, why is it hindered from such union? If the other, that 
union would be forced, and therefore it would not be thought to be imposed 
except as a punishment; therefore because of some preceding sin. There
fore the soul does not pre-exist the body.

A pre-existing soul would have to be united to a body either by another 
will or by its own will. If the first, it would be in a violent state. If the other, 
by what law, not gratuitously supposed, does the will of the generator agree 
with its will and knowledge?

A pre-existing soul, from a moral point of view, would ether do noth
ing, or it would act badly or well. If it did nothing, why does it exist? If 
badly, then Origenism would be true. If well, then it had before the union 
some merit which it will lose by its union with the body. But it is some-

14. In Io. 1.1 c.9: MG 73,134f.
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thing unheard in the Church that a soul did something good or bad before 
its union with the body.

St.Augustine: “Do not believe, do not say, do not teach that the soul lost 
some merit by union with the flesh, as if there were some good merit before 
the flesh, if you want to be a Catholic. For the Apostle says that those not 
yet bom did nothing good or evil. Whence therefore could the soul have 
some good merit before the flesh, when it did nothing good? Or perhaps 
you will dare to say that it lived well before being in the flesh—something 
that you cannot show to have been the case?... These teachings, by which 
the soul is thought to have had before the flesh...good merits, in case you 
do not know, the Catholic Church already condemned recently in the case 
of the Priscillianists...It is not Catholic to believe that the soul truly had 
either good or bad merits before being in the flesh.”15

667. 2. In particular against Origenism. Death would not be punish
ment for sin, but release from a prison.

A soul infused into the body as a punishment would have to remem
ber its sin in order to do penance for it. But that is contrary to experience. 
Therefore the soul did not sin before its union with the body.

668. O bjections. 1. Some men surpass others in gifts from God. But that is not 
aptly explained without a diversity of merits in a state of pre-existence. Therefore there 
is pre-existence.

I  deny the minor. This diversity of gifts is aptly explained from the free will of God 
alone.

2. Men on earth who never sinned suffer, and some much more than others. That 
presupposes previous demerits. Therefore souls pre-existed.

I  deny the minor The suffering of the innocent does not suppose anything but origi
nal sin or also that God offers the suffering to them as occasions to grow in virtue.

3. The soul after death remains separated from the body. Therefore also before its 
union with the body it could be in the same way.

I  distinguish the consequence. The soul could exist before the union with the body, 
absolutely, conceded; connatural ly, denied.

Of course the soul, as the form of the body, must be thought per se, or unless some
thing to the contrary prevents it, to be placed in its destination, and therefore its pre-exis
tence is not proved. But the reason for separation after death is given: for that separation 
is the result of death as punishment for sin. Even without sin it would come at some time 
naturally (if there were no preternatural gift), since death would be natural. The desire for 
union already before death, to the extent that it is possible, has been fulfilled. Moreover 
the soul already separated is either punished or is helped preternatural ly by its reward.

15. De anima et eius origine 1.3 c.7 n.9f.: ML 4 4 ,5 15f.
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A R T I C L E  I I I

O n  t h e  m o m e n t  o f  i n f u s i o n  o f  t h e  s o u l  i n  t h e  b o d y

669. Definition of terms. From what has been said, the soul is created 
when it is infused into the body. But it is infused, clearly, when the body 
is proximately disposed for it. But when does that happen? The body as 
human (at least in destination), or more or less proximately disposed for 
a rational soul, begins to exist from the moment of passive conception, or 
the fecundation of the feminine ovum by the masculine sperm. This could 
happen absolutely after many hours from the moment of active conception, 
or the act of insemination.

The question therefore is whether the infusion of the rational soul is in 
accordance with the moment of passive conception (immediate animation), 
or whether, after a more or less long space of time, it follows it {mediate 
animation). This question is of great moral and juridical important, for ex
ample, with reference to the baptism of aborted fetuses.

670. 1. Mediate animation. Many older authors up to recent centuries 
require for the infusion of the soul in the fetus a certain ontogenetic devel
opment of it, but they do not agree on how long that period should be.

Hence, according to St. Thomas (I, q. 118, a. 2), they said: a) Some, 
that the soul is not infused in the body before its birth. Later this was con
demned by Innocent XI (D 2135). b) Others, attributing three souls to man, 
that there is in him at first a nutritive soul, then a sensitive one and finally 
a rational soul. But that destroys the oneness of the soul in man. c) Others 
(in part almost like Rosmini, D 3220), that at first there is present in man 
a nutritive soul, which then in virtue of the semen becomes sensitive, and 
later by an extrinsic enlightenment by God it is finally turned into a ratio
nal soul. But this opinion, if, as it is proposed, is taken seriously, is absurd 
because it destroys the simplicity of the rational soul.

Therefore having rejected these opinions, which cannot be accepted by 
a Catholic, the following held some form of mediate animation, although 
they did not explain it in the same way:

a) Of the older authors: some, like Scotus, placed many mutations 
in the fetus, to which new organic forms correspond (but not lower souls), 
until the form of corporeality as proximately dispositive for the rational 
soul is introduced. At the same time, but later in nature, the ultimate or
ganic partial form is infused, and therefore into a fetus that is already fully
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organized.1
However the majority, and more generally until the recent centuries, 

like St. Thomas, said that first comes the nutritive soul, by which the fetus 
is perfected so that it can accept a sensitive soul, until it, with the arrival of 
the sensitive soul and at the same time the corruption of the nutritive soul, 
is proximately disposed for the rational soul which finally, at the corrup
tion of the sensitive soul, is infused. At one time this opinion was the most 
commonly held.1 2

b) Of recent authors there are Liberatore, Pignataro, Mercier,3 and 
now Lanza, Boyer, Hering, Hudeczek, while Daffara leaves the matter 
undecided.4

671. 2. Immediate animation. The Fathers who embraced traducianism 
held this view at least implicitly. But it was held explicitly, if perhaps not 
by all the Fathers in general, at least by Tertullian, St. Gregory of Nyssa, 
St. Maximus and (at least probably) St. Augustine.5 Today in general the 
authors defend this position.

This opinion, which can be said to be much more probable, and even 
morally certain, can be confirmed by many arguments.

From the conception o f Christ. The Word assumed a soul and a body 
in the first instant of his conception.6 But there is no solid reason for say
ing that this was an exception, because “Christ’s body on account of the 
infinite power of the agent, was perfectly disposed instantaneously...” (Ill, 
q. 33, a. 2 ad 3). For, if that is the way it is, his birth would also be antici
pated (unless miracles are gratuitously said to be multiplied), and still the

1. See Baudoux, loc. cit., 459-466.
2. Suarez, De anima 2,8; A. Chollet, Animation: DTC 1,1308-1310; Zavalloni, La metaphysique... 10-12, add

ing that St. Albert the Great was the first to mention the creation o f  the soul joined together with the making 
o f  the body that did not pre-exist as an embryo animated by itself or by the influx o f  the mother.

3. Liberatore, op. cit., n. 289fi; Pignataro, 254-256; Mercier, op. cit., n.278; Chollet, 1310, mentions a few oth
ers.

4. A. Lanza, La questione del momento in cui I’anima rationale e infusa nel corpo (Rome 1939): see BollFil 
(1938)211.335-337; (1939) 36-97; Boyer, 151 f.; H.M. Hering, O.P. De tempore animationisfoetus humani: 
Ang 28 (1951) 18-29; M.M. Hudeczek, De tempore animationis foetus humani secundum embryologiam 
hodiernam: Ang 29 (1952) 162-181; Daffara, n. 499.

5. Tertullian, De anima 27: ML 2,694fi; St. Gregory o f  Nyssa, De opif. horn. 29: MG 44,234-239: see Rebec- 
chi, 324f.; St. Maximus, Ambiguorum liber: MG 91,1335-1342: see Stephanou, loc. cit. On St. Augustine 
see A.C. Vega, Defendid San Agustin la “animacidn mediata ” del cuerpo humano?: RelCult 15 (1931) 345- 
358.

6. See A. Breitung, S.J., De conceptione Christi Domini inquisitio physiologica-theologica: Greg 3 (1924) 
391-423,351-368.

6* On the history o f  the question about the baptism o f  unformed aborted fetuses which was proposed for the first 
time in 1658 and is closely connected with the question about the moment o f  infusion o f  the rational soul, see 
the ample and erudite treatment by C. Pujol, S.J., Elproblema del bautismo de losfetos abortivos informes: 
RevEspDerCan (1946) 697-720; (1947) 53-75.
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Church commemorates it with a feast day precisely nine months after the 
Annunciation.

From the Immaculate Conception o f Mary. Pius IX (D 2803-2804): 
“ ...We define that the doctrine which holds that the most Blessed Virgin 
Mary was, from the first moment of her conception...preserved immune 
from all stain of original sin, is revealed by God....” But sin is in the soul. 
Therefore.

But if it is said that this text can be taken, not necessarily about the con
ception o f the flesh, but about the conception o f a man, that is, about a com
pleted conception or the animation, nevertheless the Church understood the 
matter in such a way that she declared that the feast should be celebrated 
nine months before the nativity of the Virgin Mary.

From the baptism o f fetuses.6* The Church prescribes: “Care must be 
taken that all aborted fetuses, whenever they are bom, if they are certainly 
living, should be baptized absolutely; if they are doubtfully alive, then con
ditionally” (CIC 747; 1983 Code, 871). Baptism can be conferred only con
ditionally, if there is a prudent doubt about its validity. But it is doubtful, 
if it is not certain that the fetus is a man. However the Church prescribes 
absolute baptism of the fetus “whenever it is bom” and she gives this one 
condition: if it is certainly living; but not this: if it is certainly animated 
with a rational soul.

At the foot of this canon this decree of the Holy Office (1713 A.D.) 
is cited as its source: “On the Baptism of an aborted fetus: If it offers a 
rational foundation for doubting whether the fetus is animated with a ratio
nal soul, then it can and must be baptized conditionally; but if it does not 
offer a rational foundation, it can in no way be baptized.”7 Therefore it is 
admitted that there can be a doubt about the presence of a rational soul in 
the fetus, either founded (that would be, v.gr., if the fetus is living and has 
a human form) or unfounded (as would be the case, v.gr., if the fetus lacks 
any signs of life).

But the quoted canon omits mention of the rational soul, and it does not 
speak about a doubt, but about certitude (regarding the presence of life), 
and it prescribes that it be baptized absolutely. Therefore one must think 
that it assumes the presence of a rational soul in every living fetus.

Therefore, without saying that immediate animation is decided by the 
canon to be doctrinally certain (and de facto even now it is not admitted 
by all), still our interpretation should be preferred and is actually morally 
certain in practice. It seems that the other interpretation can in no way be 
admitted.

7. See Card. P. Gasparri, Codicis Iuris Canonici Forties 4 Rome 1926) n. 111.
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Hence it is clear that the interpretation (which Vermeersch proposes) by 
which the words “if they are certainly living” are equivalent to the words 
“if they are certainly living with a rational soul,”8 can in no way be admit
ted. Especially since experimentally the presence of a rational soul in a 
fetus can never be known, although its life is perceived without difficulty.

From philosophy. Today it is scientifically certain that the embryo is 
living from the very beginning of passive conception. That being the case, 
beings should not be multiplied without necessity. But there is no need to 
postulate a succession of souls in a fetus, since the rational soul in man is 
the nutritive and sensitive and rational principle.

From the beginning the embryo is human, at least inasmuch as teleo
logically it develops ontogenetically into a human body. Therefore it sup
poses a substantial form specifically distinct from the form of any other liv
ing thing. But the unique specifically human form about whose existence 
there is certainty is the rational soul. Therefore this must be thought to be 
present in the embryo from the very beginning, as long as it is not proved 
that this is clearly repugnant.9

8. A. Vermeersch-J. Creusen, S.J., Epitome iuris canonici 25 (Mechlin 1934) n. 31. The meaning o f  the canon 
is handled beautifully by Pujol,/oc. cit. (1947) 803-818.

9. On this whole matter, see Chollet, 1,1305-1320; Beraza, n. 1035-1048; Card. Ruffini, op. cit., 181-187; W. 
Stockums, Historisch-Kritisches iiber die Frage: "Wann ensteht die geistige Seele? PhilJahrb 37 (1924) 
225-252; M. D ’Halluin, Animation et desanimation (Paris 1944).
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A P P E N D I X

On m a n  a s  t h e  i m a g e  o f  g o d

672. Definition of terms. An effect by its nature in some way refers 
back to its cause. Therefore all creatures likewise refer back to God, their 
Creator, as was said above (n. 213-221). But since this representation is 
more or less perfect depending on the degree of the representation, can 
it sometimes be what is rightly called an image o f God? However since, 
according to the human way of speaking, not just any representation suf
fices to be the essence of an image, for example, a human footprint, but it 
is necessary that it be in some sense according to the proper form of the 
thing represented, it is clear that the idea of an image of God is lacking in 
irrational creatures. But is it present in man? The answer to this depends on 
the concept of image that is generally accepted among men.

An image is a similitude of another expressed according to the species 
or individual. Therefore it is: a similitude; derived from an archetype, or 
made in imitation of it, which therefore is called the “exemplar” (I, q. 93, a.
1); according to the species or individual, or, in other words, in the specific 
nature or quasi-specific nature or in an accident proper to the species (not 
common), for example, in a figure (I, q. 35, a. 1).

An image is perfect, if it attains equality, or if it reflects the totality of 
that of which it is an image, according to that in which it is an image, and 
at the same time it exists by right of the production, or of the action this is 
formally assimilating.

Therefore with respect to God, the Son alone is the perfect image of the Father, in 
whom there is nothing either formally or virtually that the Word does not assimilate in 
equality, and also that he has accepted from the Father by generation (or an action that 
by its very nature assimilates). The result is that, while both requirements remain, the 
Son is said metaphorically to be the image o f the Father (Col. 1:15; Heb. 1:3; S.Th. I, 
q. 35, a. 2), but not to the image (I, q. 93, a. 1 ad 2). However with the lack of the other 
requisite, or an assimilating procession, the Holy Spirit as equivalent to the Father and 
to the Son according to divinity, he is not called the image of God as the Son is.

From this it is clear that man, since both requisites are absent in him, cannot be a 
perfect image of God. Moreover, since God is not in any species and does not have any 
accidents, man cannot be the image of God in a specific nature or in any accident.

But man can be like God in a quasi-specific nature, or in that quality 
that we think is the ultimate difference in being and that also suffices to 
fulfill the idea of an image: namely, in intellectuality (i.e., in a rational or
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intellective-volitive nature), since there is no other characteristic but that 
by which a distinct and perfect concept of God can be formed. Hence man, 
inasmuch as he is like God in intellectuality, is rightly said to be his image 
(I, q. 43, a. 7; q. 93, a. 6).

However man is thought to be the image of God: a) A natural image, 
or in those things that belong to his nature as such. That is the only thing 
we are considering here. But since nothing is more proper to God than 
intellectuality, any other image of God that might be found in man can be 
supported only in reference to his intellectuality.

b) A supernatural image, or in some perfection gratuitously added to 
human nature that surpasses it in a constitutive, consecutive or exigent way. 
It is formally, but as it were in a beginning way, in the justified Christian by 
grace, but in a perfectly fulfilled way it is in the blessed in heaven by glory. 
But it supposes the natural image, to which it is added as its perfection in 
an accidental way, although it is of a higher order. We are not dealing with 
that point just now (see this Summa III, tr. Ill, n. 201-207).

Moreover both forms, even though they do not consist in acts of the intellectual life, 
which are by nature transitory, while an image is something permanent, nevertheless by 
them are revealed and made bright and perfected.

Further, if man as rational is said to be the image of God, it is necessary that this 
quality be found in all the properties naturally following from this intellectual nature, 
for example, in freedom, spirituality, immortality, mastery over irrational things and, 
while maintaining due proportion according to what has been said, in all of his rational 
acts.10 11 For man possesses all of these because and inasmuch as he has a rational nature.

Indeed, the idea of the image of God, if it is carefully considered, contributes great
ly to the enhancement of human dignity. And therefore at the same time it reveals both 
the love of God for man, whom he gratuitously raises to that level, and his duty to lead 
the type of life that the image of God demands. Hence it is not surprising that Christian 
tradition was very pleased with this idea of the image of God (even though perhaps it 
did not always distinguish sufficiently between the natural and supernatural image), as 
is clear from the words of the Fathers commonly mentioning it,11 even though the theo-

10. This is mentioned deliberately so that the way o f  speaking o f  the Fathers might be understood: see Hum- 
melauer, 109.

11. See v.g. A  Strucker, Die Gottebenbildlichkeit des Menschen in der christlichen Literatur der ersten zwei 
Jahrhunderte. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Exegese von Genesis 1,26 (Mtlnster 1913); A. Mayer, O.S.B., 
Das Bild Gottes im Menschen nach Klemens von Alexandrien (Rome 1942); E. Peterson, L 'imagine di Dio in 
S. Ireneo: ScuoCatt 69 (1941) 46-54; Rebecchi, loc. cit., 189-195; J.T. Muckle, The Doctrine o f St. Gregory 
ofNyssa on Man as the Image o f  God: MedStud 7 (1945); R. Leys, S.J., L 'mage de Dieu chez saint Gregoire 
de Nysse (Brussels 1951) p.2 c .l;  H. Merki, 'Opolcoou; ©etb. Von der platonischen Angleichung an Gott zur 
Gottahnlichkeit bei Gregor von Nyssa (Freiburg Zw. 1952); H.C. Graff, L ’image et la structure de lam e  
d'apr'es les Peres Grecs: VieSpir (1952) 331-339; H. du Maunoir, S.J., Dogme et spiritualite chez Saint 
Cyrille d ’Alixandrie (Paris 1944) 8 If.; R. Bernard, L'image de Dieu d'apres saint Athanase (Aubier 1952); 
seeJ.H. Schoemann, Eikon in den Schriften des hi. Athanasius: Schol 16 (1941) 335-350.
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logians, like Saints Thomas12 and Bonaventure,13 used it very carefully.14

673. Therefore man is the image of God. Gen. 1:26-28: Then God 
said: let vs make man in our image, after our likeness; and let them have 
dominion over the fish o f the sea, and over the birds o f the air... So God 
created man in his own image, in the image o f God he created him; male 
and female he created them. And God blessed them... and said,... fill the 
earth and subdue it....

Hence in the obvious sense man, in contrast to the others, is the image 
of God. Therefore because of something by which he surpasses others and 
also by which he can have dominion over them. But that is not the qual
ity of being masculine or feminine, because with these he does not really 
surpass others nor is he able to dominate them, but it is his intellectuality. 
Therefore because of this, man is the image of God.15

To these words others could be added in which man is said to be made 
in the image of God (Gen. 9:6; Sir. 17:3). Likewise those in which the 
dominion of man over other things is expressed, since that also is a sign 
of the image of God and, from what was said above, to a certain extent 
constitutes it in man or at least completes it.16 Ps. 8: ...Thou hast made 
him little less than the angels (especially if “than the angels” is read as

12. I, q. 93. See R. Rohner, O.R, Thomas von Aquin oder Max Scheler. Das Ebenbild Gottes: DivThom(Fr) 1 
(1923) 329-335; P. Paluscsak, O.P., Imago Dei in creaturis: XenThom 2 (Rome 1925) 119-154; Isten kepma- 
sa az emberben sz,Tamasnal: Rel 63 (1924) 1-8, 112-129, on this see Ch. V. Heris, O.P.: BullThom (1926) 
191; F. Dander, Gottes Bild and Gleichnis in der Schopfung nach der Lehre des hi. Thomas von Aquin: 
ZkathTh 53 (1929) 1-40,203-246; I. Httbscher, O.S.B., De imagine Dei in homine viatore secundum doctri- 
nam S. Thomae Aquinatis (Louvain 1932); A. Hoffmann, O.P., Zur Lehre von der Gottebenbildlichkeit des 
Menschen in der neueren protestantischen Theologie und bei Thomas von Aquin: DivThom(Fr) 19 (1941) 
3-35; L. Berg, Die Gottebenbildlichkeit im Moralsubjekt nach Thomas von Aquin (Mainz 1948); M.J. de 
Beaurecueil, L 'homme image de Dieu selon saint Thomas von Aquin: EtRech 8 (1952) 48-82; see A. Squire, 
The Doctrine o f the Image in the De Veritate o f St. Thomas: D om St4 (1951) 164-177.

13. See In 2 d. 16. D. Scaramuzzi, O.F.M., L ’lmmagine di Dio nell'uomo nell'ordine naturale secondo S. Bona- 
ventura (Padua 1942); B. Madariaga, O.F.M., La “imagen de Dios ” en la metafisica del hombre, segun San 
Buenaventura: VerVid 7 (1949) 145-194, 299-335. On St. Bernard, see M. Standaert, S.T.L., La doctrine de 
I ’image chez saint Bernarde: SyllExcerpDiss 14 (Louvain 1947) 70-129.

14. See Petavius, De opif. sex dier. 2,2-4; Scheeben, loc. cit., 2 § 146-148; Y. Jeiler, Ebenbild Gottes: KL 4,64- 
73; A. Rossi, C.M., Similitudo Dei in creaturis: DivThom(Pi) 31 (1928) 417-448; Bittremieux, De mensch. 
Gods evenbilden gelijkenis: OnsGel 12 (1926) 241253,289-303; Loncke, De vestigiis et imaginibus Dei in 
creaturis: CollatBrug 43 (1947) 36-40; R. Haubst, Das Bild des einen und dreieinen Gottes in der Welt nach 
Nikolaus von Kues (Trier 1952); C. Kaliba, Die Welt als Gleichnis des dreieinigen Gottes. Entwurf zu einer 
trinitarischen Ontologie (Salzburg 1952).

15. See Ceuppens, op. cit., 36f.; Pirot, loc. cit., 88f.; Heinisch, op. cit., § 24 n.5. It is not certain that with these 
words the supernatural image o f  God is also expressed and it seems rather that it should be denied: see Hum
mel auer, 110.

16. See St. John Chrysostom, In Gen horn.8 n.1-4: MG 53,69.
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“than God”)17; and dost crown him with glory and honor. Thou hast given 
him dominion over the works o f thy hands.

St. Augustine (R 1806): “You are not different from a beast except by 
your intellect; do not take glory in anything else. Are you proud of your 
strength? You are surpassed by beasts. Are you proud of your quickness? 
You are suipassed by the musicians. Are you proud of your beauty? See 
how much beauty there is in the feathers of a peacock. Why then are you 
better? From being the image of God. But where is that image? It is in your 
intellect.”

Also, from what we have said, man is similar to God in his quasi-spe
cific nature, or in the ultimate difference of being or according to his intel
lectual nature (I, q. 93, a. 6). But that, clearly, suffices to fulfill the nature 
of an image. Therefore.

Therefore both man and woman in their intellectuality are the image of God. Hence, 
although according to St. Paul (1 Cor. 11:7) man... is the image and glory o f  God; but 
woman is the glory o f  man, with these words the image of God is not excluded from a 
woman, But in a secondary sense the image of God is found in man, and not in woman: 
for man is the beginning and end of woman; as God is the beginning and end of every 
creature” (I, q. 93, a. 4 ad 1; see 1 Cor. 11:12).

Therefore imperfect images of God can be multiplied indefinitely, since no creature 
can be assimilated to God in a way that is equal to him (I, q. 47, a. 1 ad 2).

Therefore the more perfect the intellectual nature is, the more perfect the image of 
God is in it, for example, in a man or in an angel... But nothing prevents it from being 
in man according to some reason, which in a secondary sense points to the nature of an 
image, more perfect than it is in an angel, for example, in his dominion over the world 
where he as it were takes the place of God.18 Likewise inasmuch as in man the image is 
manifested similar to the way in which God is in creatures.

Therefore the human body, not indeed as separated from the rational soul, but as 
animated by it, can be said to be formally, although in a secondary sense, the image of 
God, inasmuch as it manifests rational life by its order, by its gestures, by its speech, 
by its external actions. Therefore he is of such a nature that the whole man can be said 
simply to be the image of God.19

674. Man is an image of the Trinity. Since man is an image of God, 
who is triune, is he also an image of the Trinity? Certainly he is not an

17. On this point, see M. Schumpp, O.P., Psalm 8 unddie Gottebenbildlichkeit des Menschen: DivThom(Fr) 26 
(1948) 331-335. However see Bea, II nuovo Salterio Latino (Rome 1946) 70. In general see G. SChngen, Die 
biblische Lehre von der Gottebenbildlichkeit des Menschen: MUnchThZ 2 (1951) 52-76.

18. See St. Bonaventure, In 2 d. 16 a.2 q .lf.
19. Petavius, 2,4,7f. See St. Augustine, De Trinit. 11.1: ML 42,983f. On the image o f  God in man according to 

his soul and body in the liturgy, see W. Ddrig, Imago. Beitragzur Terminologie und Theologie der romischen 
Liturgie (Munich 1952).
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image from which, by natural powers alone, one can arrive at a proof of 
the Trinity. For the Trinity is a mystery in the strict sense (and we cannot 
naturally know its intrinsic possibility even after it has been revealed). But 
since the triune God made man, perhaps he left some sign of this mystery 
in his effect, from which, after the existence of the Trinity is known by 
faith and the reason is known why it is present in God, we might be able to 
establish that man is in some way proportioned to God as triune.

Surely, just as in God the Son proceeds as the Word through the intel
lect of the Father, or as the terminus of the operation of the intellect of the 
Father, and the Holy Spirit proceeds through the will of the Father and the 
Son as the terminus of the love between the Father and the Son, so also in 
man the word of the mind proceeds through the operation of the knowing 
intellect, and by the operation of the will love proceeds as the immanent 
terminus of that operation. Therefore in man is present some representation 
of the divine nature operating immanently, or an image of the Trinity.

Hence St. Augustine, who emphasized the doctrine of the image of 
the Trinity in man to such an extent that in this image he saw the essence 
of the superior part of man, that is, his mind, and made that doctrine the 
heart of his concept of man,20 sees the image of the Trinity in the internal 
activity of the mind, of knowledge, of love,21 22 and without doubt even 
more clearly in the mutual activity of memory, intellect, and will in the 
one soul of man.

According to him, man was not made in the image of the one Son, but 
of the whole Trinity: “For God said let us make man in our image, after 
our likeness (Gen. 1:26f.). Our image certainly, because it is in the plural, 
would not be said correctly if man were made in the image of one person, 
either of the Father or of the Son or of the Holy Spirit. But because he
was made in the image of the Trinity, for that reason it was said in our
• ” 22 image. “

This image is in the mind, in intellection, in love: “Behold therefore 
that the mind remembers itself, understands itself, and loves itself. If we 
perceive this, we perceive as trinity—not yet God himself, but now the

20. See L.A. Krupa, O.F.M., De homine secundum imaginem Dei (Lublin 1948): about this work written in 
Polish see F. Pawlowski, O.F.M.: Ant 24 (1949) 362-364; Boyer, L 'image de la Trinite synthese de la pen- 
see augustinienne: Greg 27 (1946) 173-199, 333-352; Th. Huybers, O.S. C., Het Beeld von God in de Ziel 
volgens Sint Augustinus "De Trinitate": August 2 (1952) 88-107, 205-229.

21. Ibid., 9,2-7: ML 42,961-967.
22. De Trinitate 12,6,6: ML 42,1,1001. In spite o f  the interpretation o f  St. Augustine and o f  other Fathers con

cerning this text (Gen. 1:26) regarding the image, not just o f  God but o f  the Trinity, it is not certain that the 
text there is talking about the image not just o f  God, but o f  the Trinity; however, this is not to deny that in 
the text at least some trace o f  the mystery o f  the Trinity can be found: see Hummelauer, 106-110.
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image of God.23 St. Ambrose: This image is in one soul as memory, in
tellect, will: “Just as God is Father, God is Son, God is Holy Spirit, and 
there are not three gods but one God having three persons, so also the 
soul is intellect, the soul is will, the soul is memory, and there are not 
three souls in one body, but one soul having three dignities. But in these 
three our interior man in his own nature represents in a wonderful way 
his image.”24

St. Thomas: “We must, therefore, say that in man there exists the image of God, 
both as regards the Divine Nature and as regards the Trinity of Persons; for also in God 
Himself there is one Nature in Three Persons” (I, q. 93, a. 5). “As the uncreated Trin
ity is distinguished by the procession of the Word from the Speaker, and of Love from 
both of these..., in rational creatures wherein we find a procession of the word of the 
intellect, and a procession of the love of the will, there exists an image of the uncreated 
Trinity, by a certain representation of the species” (I, q. 93, a. 6).

This is especially according to acts of intellection and will: “Therefore, first and 
chiefly, the image of the Trinity is to be found in the acts of the soul, that is, inasmuch 
as from the knowledge which we possess, by actual thought we form an internal word; 
and from thence break forth into love” (ibid., a. 7).25

From that knowledge (therefore mediate and indirect) one arrives at God: “Thus 
the image of God is found in the soul according as the soul turns to God, or possesses 
a nature that enables it to turn to God. Now the mind may turn towards an object in 
two ways: directly and immediately, or indirectly and mediately; as, for instance, when 
anyone sees a man reflected in a looking-glass he may be said to be turned towards that 
man. So Augustine says... that the mind remembers itself, understands itself, and loves 
itself. If we perceive this, we perceive a trinity, not, indeed, God, but, nevertheless, 
rightly called the image of God” (ibid., a. 8).26

23. Ibid., 14 c.8: ML 42,1044.
24. De dignit. condit. hum. c.2: ML 17,1016.
25. On the foundation o f  this image in a more profound knowledge o f  God, see I. Hillop, O.P., Man, the Image 

of the Trinity, according to St. Thomas: DomSt 3 (1950) 1-9.
26. See also St. Bonaventure, In 1 d.3 p.2 c.2f. A. de Villalmonte, Investigacion de la Santisima Trinidad en el 

Libro de las Criaturas, segun San Buenaventura: EstFranc 53 (1952) 235-244.
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B O O K  I V

On the elevation of man to the supernatural order

675. Up to this point we have spoken about the creation of man and his 
nature. But since God in creating man conferred special gifts on him gratis 
which elevated his nature both supernaturally and preternaturally, now it is 
time to consider the gratuitous condition in which de facto he was consti
tuted at the beginning of his existence.

Since the elevation of a nature supposes that something is added to it, 
it is deservedly and aptly called supernatural. Therefore in order to un
derstand that elevation correctly, the first question that comes to mind and 
must be answered is: what is meant by the idea of the supernatural? Like
wise, since that elevation can take many forms, the main possible states 
must be considered and they must be compared among themselves and 
with human nature itself. The purpose of this is to understand better the 
state that was de facto chosen for man by God who created and elevated 
him. Finally, this latter state must be carefully investigated inasmuch as we 
raise questions about the wonderful gifts that constitute it and also make a 
further investigation of their supematurality. Therefore these points will be 
covered singly and in the order indicated.

C H A P T E R  I

On a supernatural being

A R T I C L E  I

On t h e  i d e a  o f  a  s u p e r n a t u r a l  b e i n g

Cl. Schraeder, De triplici ordine, naturali supernaturali et praeternaturali2 (Paris 1878); Michel, Surna- 
turel: DTC 14,2849-2859; I. van der Meersch, De notione ends supernaturalis: EphThLov 7 (1930) 227-263; 
Bainvel, L ’idee dusurmturel. Histoire ettheologie: Et 89 (1901) 193-221; B.M. Xiberta, O.B., Elsobrenatural: 
EstFranc 45 (1931) 35-46; Beraza, De Deo Elevante n.6-114; Palmieri, De ordine supernaturali th.1-6; Cala- 
Ulloa, G., O.P, Epossible una elevazione alsopranaturale non gratuita?: Sap 5 (1952) 36-39.

676. Connection. Since supernatural can be used with many different 
meanings and has often been used falsely, we must now explain the correct 
meaning we give to it. But since it is taken both absolutely or according 
to the proper perfection of a supernatural being, and relatively or by its
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relation to a nature, here it is treated primarily and especially about the 
supernatural taken in a relative sense. However a few remarks about the 
supernatural taken absolutely will be made later.

677. The supernatural, or that which is above the natural presupposes 
this notion; but the natural, or that which is referred to nature, presupposes 
the notion of nature. Therefore what is nature, and from it, then, what is 
natural? When we know that, what is the supernatural? Behold our ques
tion and its development.

678. Nature. The word “nature,” from the word “nascor ” (I am born), 
indicates; a) originally, nativity; b) further derivitavely, either as a principle 
of generation, or also its terminus or that which is transmitted by genera
tion; c) statically, the essence of any substance, or also of an accident either 
natural or supernatural; d) dynamically, the essence of a thing, according 
as it is the basic principle of action and passion, which per se belongs to 
it; e) concretely (statically-dynamically), a created (or creatable) substance 
according both to its being and acting and being acted upon with reference 
to some ultimate end proportioned to it.

Taken in this last meaning, which is the only one that concerns us here, 
nature can be: a) Singular or just one substance; b) Complex, in many ways 
freely to be determined, for example, all substances of the same species, 
or all created substances, or all created and creatable substances, etc. c) 
Cosmic complex or that complex of all existing sensible substances coordi
nated by certain laws of mutual influence. In this meaning individual cre
ated substances according to their being and acting and being acted upon 
are ordered to some ultimate end assigned and proportioned to each one. In 
that complex are included, in addition to all inferior things, both man and 
therefore also his soul, and angels according as they can exercise influence 
on sensible things in accordance with their powers, and God himself as the 
efficient cause providing for the conservation, concursus and government 
of everything, and also as the exemplary and final cause.

We are concerned mainly with this final meaning of the word “nature,” 
but without being prohibited to use the others on certain occasions. Hence the 
order o f nature or the natural is everything, which within the ambit of cosmic 
nature is given according to its being or acting or being acted upon with refer
ence to some final end proportioned to it.1

1. On the many meanings o f  the word “nature,” see Ae. Forcellini, Totius latinitatis lexicon (Prati 1868): 
“Natura.” Likewise see E. Stephanus, Thesaurus linguae graecae (Paris): the word ipuaiq which at least 
philosophically and theologically is used almost in a sense parallel to the word “nature.” Ripalda, De ente 
supernaturali 1.1 d.l s .l.
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679. The natural, therefore, is that which pertains to nature, but not just 
in any way, since it is too indeterminate and it would also agree with a super
natural gift,2 but:

1) According to its being, that is, that without which a nature cannot sim
ply, or at least conveniently subsist, such as are the substantial or integrating 
parts or the accidents, for example, in man the soul, eyes, extended quantity.

2) According to its activity, that is, the active sensitive or spiritual pow
ers, and their activities or effects, for example, in man the intellect, its activ
ity and the knowledge obtained.

3) According to passion or being acted upon, that is, the sensitive or 
spiritual passive powers, whether physical or moral and their fulfillment, re
lated to everything that, although perhaps coming from outside, is necessary 
or suitable or at least useful, lest it and other substances and their active and 
passive powers are frustrated or are in error, such as, for example, a propor
tionate end, the means to this end, the ordinary providence of God through 
conservation and concursus and governance, the objects of the activity of the 
powers, the influence of other causes without which it cannot act, and every
thing it can accept from other substances operating by their own powers, etc.

Moreover the natural, in the classical definition expressing the matter 
somewhat differently, is that which pertains to nature either constitutively, 
that is, as an essential part of nature, or consecutively, or that which proceeds 
out of nature as its effect, like the physical and moral powers, both active 
in regard to a suitable object and passive in regard to suitable agents acting 
upon them, or exigitively, or that to which nature has a claim, lest it and its 
powers or some of them are in vain.3

But since the demand o f nature connotes something owed and for other 
reasons in general it can be predicated in the broadest sense of those things 
that pertain essentially to nature, in a broad sense of those things that proceed 
out of nature, and in a strict sense of those things to which nature has a claim, 
the natural is also defined as that which is owed to nature.

680. This exigency says a certain order to a debtor God, but without it be
ing juridical, as if God were obligated by it almost as a matter o f justice, but 
ontological, or appealing to other divine attributes, inasmuch as God owes

2. Thus the word “natural” would agree with original justice, if  it were taken, for example, for an original or 
for an agreeable justice o f  nature, or for a non-personal justice (regarding Adam), and so forth. See Beraza, 
n.9 note; De Broglie, De fine ultimo humanae vitae (Paris 1948) p. 129f.

3. This natural can be expressed in many other ways. Thus, for example, negatively: It is that which is not 
above nature. Or: It is that which is not above the powers and demands (and a fortiori not above the being) 
of nature. Positively: That is said to be natural to a thing which befits it in respect o f its substance. And this 
is that which o f itself is in a thing (I-II, q. 10, a. 1).
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it to himself to cany out what his wisdom and will have determined to do.4
The exigency of nature connotes a diverse longing for the object, accord

ing as it is demanded by nature as necessary or very fitting, or merely accord
ing as there is a positive ordination to that in it, as in a passive power that can 
be actuated by powers of the natural order. This positive ordination of any 
substance is thought to be related to all the effects that can be produced in 
it by powers pertaining to the order of nature; but not to those for which the 
substance has a capacity, but one that can be actuated only by the powers of 
an agent of a superior nature, i.e., an obediential potency.5

All those things that are either in the same genus o f perfection, but in a 
variety of species and individuals that exceeds the demands of nature (v.gr., 
many different kinds of food), or that in different individuals are either of 
the same perfection but intensively variable (v.gr., talents) or are of the same 
perfection but necessarily divided, even though by nature they are required 
in their totality (v.gr., a knowledge of all sciences)—these are all said to be 
natural. Also they are within the order o f nature.

Natural is such: intrinsically, if the being of a thing is natural; but ex- 
trinsically, if such a thing is also the way of obtaining it. That which simply 
surpasses the powers of nature, but is demanded by nature itself, is rightly 
said to be natural, for example, the creation of the human soul in generation; 
especially if, as in this case, it is entitatively natural. Indeed in a derivative 
way it is said not to surpass the powers of nature, inasmuch as nature, as it is 
in the creation of the soul, disposes the subject that then demands the creation 
and per se obtains it infallibly.

Likewise natural is such: either simply, if it is within the order of nature 
taken as a whole for all substances, even those that are creatable, or rela
tively, if it is within the order of a restricted nature, for example, the angelic 
but not the human.

681. The supernatural,6 setting aside other meanings of the word, is an 
accidental perfection which, according to various definitions that come to the 
same thing: is that which is neither a part o f nature, nor proceeds as effect

4. S.Th., I, q. 21, a. 1 ad 3; a. 4; I-II, q. I l l ,  a. 1 ad 2.
5. A  few things will be said about this notion later.
6. This word, which at first was attributed to Scotus Eriugena, who used it often (A. Deneffe, S.J., Geschichte 

des Wortes “supernaturalis”: ZkathTh 46 [1922] 337-360) in the same 9th century was first used by Hildu- 
ino (see. G. Thery, O.P., Etudes Dionysiennes 1 [Paris 1932] p. 138 note 1; 2. Hilduin Traducteur de Denys. 
Edition de sa traduction [Paris 1937] p. 486-488. Pius V in 1567 was the first one to use it in documents o f  
the Church (D 1921, 1923). See Deneffe, Ein Enchiridion terminorum pro theologia: Schol 20-24 (1949) 
380-389. But it is clear that from the beginning the concept o f  the supernatural expressed in other formulas 
was not lacking: see Deneffe, Geschichte... 338-341; J. Marttnez, S.J,,Notas sobre unas notaspara la histo- 
ria de lapalabra “ sobrenatural”: ArchTG 1 (1938) 58ff; K. Raliner, S.J., De termino aliquo in theologia 
Clementis Alexandrini, qui aequivalet nostro conceptu ends “supernaturalis": Greg 18 (1937) 426-431.
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from nature, nor can be claimed by nature.7 Or: It pertains to nature neither 
as a part o f nature, nor as proceeding out o f nature, nor as having a claim on 
nature. Or: it is positively unowed to nature. Or consequently: it is positively 
gratuitous to nature.7 8 Or: it transcends the being, the powers and the claims 
o f nature.

It is of die nature of the supernatural that it be, not merely proceeding as 
an effect (consecutive), but also in a demanding way (exigitive) supernatu
ral, as is clear- from the condemned propositions of Michel de Bay (D 1921, 
1923).9

682. Divisions o f the supernatural, independent among themselves or 
without one being a subdivision of another:

1) Supernatural, by reason of the way of having supematurality is such: 
a) Intrinsically (entitatively; essentially, as to the substance), if by its physi
cal being it surpasses nature, such as the beatific vision, b) Extrinsically (as 
to the mode), if not by its being, but by the way in which it is produced it 
surpasses nature, like a miraculous cure.

2) Supernatural, by reason of the grade of supematurality, is such: a) 
Simply, if it surpasses nature taken as a whole for all created substances and 
also creatable either entitatively, like sanctifying grace, or extrinsically. b) 
Relatively, if it surpasses one or another nature but not all, even creatable, ei
ther intrinsically or by its being, like the immortality of Adam, or extrinsical
ly, that is, by the way in which it takes place, like the cure of a blind person.

683. The definition of supernatural agrees fully with the supernatural 
intrinsically and simply, or it is that which pertains to nature neither ac
cording to its being, nor according to its activity, nor according to its recep
tivity. Or, it is that which is neither a part of nature, nor proceeds as effect 
from nature, nor can be claimed by nature.

7. Everything supernatural is an accident; the hypostatic union is substantial, but it is not a substance distinct 
from the humanity and the Word. Moreover there was not always one and the same meaning given to the 
word “supernatural”: see De Lubac, Surnaturel... 369-428. On the use o f  the word “supernatural” in St. 
Thomas, see R. Weagher, Nature and Supernature: ClerRev N.S. 29 (1948) 12-18.

8. It is said to be positively unowed (indebita), as unowed to a subject already existing, while the natural 
goods, as founded on creation before which there was nothing demanding them, are said to merely negative
ly unowed; but they are positively owed to a subject existing after creation (Palmieri, th. 3 n.2). Likewise they 
are said to be merely negatively gratuitous so that supernatural gifts are called gratuitous by antonomasia {In 
2 d.28 q .l a .l; De ver. q.17 a.6 ad 3; III, q. 2, a. 12 ad 2; Comp, theol. c.144, etc.). But since natural goods 
are not strictly owed, they are then simply gratuitous: but to someone asking in what sense the supernatural 
is called specially gratuitous, De Broglie responds, ibid., p. 154-157. Hence it is also clear that the super
natural is not properly defined as that which God is not bound to give out o f  justice (or as if  out o f  justice).

9. That gifts o f  justice proceed form the supernatural as its effects, but that nature has a claim on them, was 
advocated by some recent followers o f  Michel de Bay, according to Ripalda, who thoroughly refutes them 
{Adversum Baium et baianos 1.1 d.5 a.7 n.63, 72-76.
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The supernatural elevates nature to a higher order of finality and opera
tion. Moreover it also so surpasses the cognitive powers of nature that not 
only its essence cannot be known naturally, even after its existence has been 
revealed, but also its possibility cannot be known, at least for certain and 
infallibly, without revelation.10 11

But between nature and the supernatural there is not a strict proportion 
of a power to its proper act, since this is thought to complete the power as 
the perfection owed to it and as it were seminally implanted in it; while the 
supernatural properly does not complete nature, which without it would be 
fully perfect, but it elevates nature.11 And it is not in nature like a seed that 
develops, but certainly it is there as in an obediential potency or in a real 
capacity of nature: a) either passive, as it receives through the power of a 
superior agent a form for which it has no exigency or positive ordination, b) 
or active (but which the Thomists deny) as by an unowed assistance it fulfills 
a function that it cannot fulfill by its own power and cooperation.12

This supernatural does not destroy nature nor does it exclude it, as if it 
develops itself independently of nature, but rather it is in agreement with 
nature,13 so that it perfects nature as a subject receiving an accidental modifi
cation and it constitutes with nature a new source of higher life.14

684. The intrinsically supernatural in a certain respect {secundum quid) 
does not elevate nature properly, or to a higher order, but it does so improp
erly inasmuch as it is not owed to it. Therefore it is placed to some extent in 
the line of nature and in this it is a certain beginning of it, so that it is said to 
perfect nature in its own order and or with reference to its end and its intrin-

10. Many authors thought that the possibility o f  the supernatural order could probably be proved by reason 
alone. They are mentioned by G. de Broglie, S.J., who in our days has revived this matter almost from the 
dust and strongly defends it: De la place du surnaturel dam la philosophie de saint Thomas: RechScRel 
14 (1924) 193-240, 481-496; 15 (1925) 5-53; Id., De ultimo fine humanae vitae asserta quaedam: Greg 9 
(1928) 628-630; Id., Le mystere de notre elevation surnaturelle: NouvRevTh 65 (1938) 1153-1176; Id., De 

fine ultimo humanae vitae 192-200.
11. See Billot, De virtutibus infuses (Rome 1928) proleg. 2 § 2 p.26. Therefore less pleasing is the way in which 

A. Verrielle speaks about the supernatural as about a complement o f perfection and to which there is in nature 
some kind o f positive ordination (op. cit., 35f., 50, etc.)

12. Ripalda, De ente supernaturali d.24-25.
13. Pius XI (D 3689): “ .. .The supernatural order.. .on which the rights o f  the Church depend, far from destroy

ing and weakening the natural order, to which the other rights which we have mentioned pertain, rather 
elevates and perfects it; indeed, o f  these orders one furnishes help and, as it were, is the complement o f  the 
other, consistent with the nature and dignity o f  each on e.. . .” That “as it were” should be noted (quasi com- 
plementum). Likewise Pius X (D 2103) says that certain Catholics act “so heedlessly that they seem to admit 
in human nature not only a capacity and a suitability for the supernatural order, as certain Catholic apologists 
have always demonstrated within proper bounds, but a genuine need in the true sense o f  the word.”

14. Van der Meersch, 233f. See Billot, loc. cit., § 3 p.44; S.Th. I-II, q. 51, a. 1. There are some points on the 
non-indifferent relation o f  the goodness o f  nature to the supernatural order.
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sically natural operations. Thus immortality and integrity gave Adam, who 
naturally had the power to live for a time and to control his concupiscence 
imperfectly, the ability to live forever and to subdue perfectly his concupis
cence.

However that supernatural is formally not due to nature, to which it brings 
“a perfection of a different species,” and therefore it truly elevates it within 
its own order, for “an immortal life in the nature of a good thing is essentially 
different from a mortal life.”15

This supernatural is fittingly called preternatural. But in this matter the 
different way of speaking of authors, both ancient and recent, should be care
fully attended to.16

685. Corollary. On a false notion o f the supernatural. Supernatural is 
not the same as: a) Suprasensible, since the human soul is also that, b) Divine 
or infinite, since otherwise nothing outside of God would be supernatural, c) 
Religious, since there can be natural acts of religion, d) Moral and free, since 
that is essentially not above nature.17

686. On the supernatural considered absolutely. Up till now we have 
treated the supernatural in a relative sense, namely, by describing it as a per
fection that exceeds nature.18 But if we consider it absolutely according to 
the perfection in itself, what is its proper character? Since the supernatural is 
many-sided and therefore individual aspects must be considered separately, 
we in particular look at what in this matter is, as it were, the prime analo- 
gate, namely, the simply intrinsic supernatural. Therefore this, as constituted 
above every nature and even every creatable nature, pertains to the divine 
order and therefore is a participation in God himself. This surely cannot be 
had except by a certain essential communion with God himself, that is, as he 
is in himself, not as he is in creatures. Therefore the supernatural, considered 
in itself, is either such a union or it is something intrinsically ordered to it.

Actually, simply intrinsic supernatural beings that we know about from 
revelation are either the hypostatic union, which is the substantial union be
tween the Word and human nature by which the latter is substantially deified,

15. Palmieri, th. 4 n.2.
16. Suarez (De opere sexdierum  1.3 c . l2 n.23) calls natural that which, although not due to man, perfects him 

in his own order; we call this preternatural. See also Bellarmine, loc. cit., c.5. Among recent authors, some 
speak differently, like Boyer, De Deo Creante et Elevante 226-228.

17. See Lercher, n. 599. On the supernatural according to rationalists and contemporary non-Catholic philoso
phers, see A. Matignon, S.J., La question du surnaturel (Paris 1861) part. 1 c.1.6; De Lubac, Surnaturel, 
416-418.

18. However the definition o f  the supernatural taken in a relative sense, as is per se evident, is not just negative, 
as if it merely said what is not supernatural, as Mercier said (Le surnaturel: RevThom [1902] 127).
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or the beatific vision, by which the blessed person is accidentally joined with 
God himself and thus as a participator in God is accidentally deified, or it 
is something pertaining to either one of these. The latter are intrinsically 
related to vision o f God, and thus they are thought to be o f the same intrinsic 
perfection as the former, for example, the light o f glory {lumen gloriae), as 
the physical principle proximately disposing it for vision, sanctifying grace, 
which gives a right to vision and is its real beginning, the infused virtues, 
which follow that grace as powers flowing from it, actual grace as the prin
ciple o f salutary acts disposing the soul either to possess or to increase sanc
tifying grace, and the Church which has both the sacrifice of the Mass in 
order to impart the grace of merits and the sacraments as the proximate in
strumental principles of the same grace.

Indeed this is the reason common to the hypostatic union and the beatific 
vision, and in fact it is their whole purpose, that they join nature with God 
essentially or substantially, like the former, or accidentally, like the latter. 
Therefore it is also the reason common to all those things that are intrinsi
cally related to that vision, such as all the things just mentioned, so that they 
might be intrinsically ordered to an accidental union with God. Therefore the 
simply intrinsic supernatural rightly is said to be that which of itself joins 
nature with God in an essential way or of itself is ordered to this union.19

687. God is less properly said to be a supernatural being through his 
essence. There are those who so call God (especially in his intimate trinitar
ian life and in his hypostatic or accidental communication to nature), since 
he is supernatural per se and independently of all elevation, in opposition to 
the supernatural by participation or any created supernatural.20 But since 
the notion of a “supernatural” being is applied rather to gifts intrinsically 
superadded to a creature and inhering in it, it is ineptly applied to God, since 
everything belonging to him is natural.

19. See Beraza, n. 64-83; Ripalda (loc. cit., 1.1 d.4 s.3 n.21) on the other hand defines the supernatural through 
its “essential physical connection... with sanctifying grace, and it is intentional, immediate or mediate, ante
cedent or consequent.”

20. Thus for example Michel, loc. cit., 2852.
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A R T I C L E  I I

On t h e  s t a t e s  o f  h u m a n  n a t u r e

Suarez, De gi-atia proleg.4 c .l-6; Gonet, Clypeus theologiae thomisticae tr.8; Salmanicenses, De gratia d.l c.2 
n.23-60; Beraza, n. 248-259; J.E. Masson, O.P., Nature (Etats de).DTC 11,36-44; J. Kirschkamp, Stand der Natur 
undder Obematur: KL 11,712-715; Michel, Justice originelle: DTC 8,2020-2042; Cala Ulloa, loc. cit., 33-36,39-42.

688. The supernatural defined in the foregoing section can be many-sided, 
obviously, and therefore it can be added to human nature either actually or 
habitually; therefore it is in a different condition depending on the different 
reasons by which nature is affected by it. Therefore it is necessary to consider 
the different hypotheses by which this elevation of nature, even as habitual, is 
thought to take place, and how they relate among themselves and with nature it
self. The reason for this is so that the real condition with which we are here con
cerned, or the one in which man was de facto constituted, may be better known.

689. Since state indicates a certain stability, for example the religious 
or matrimonial state (II-II, q. 183, a. 1) and since nature here designates the 
whole human race, state o f nature is understood by us now as a permanent 
condition in which the human race finds itself, according to the law o f di
vine providence, with respect to the final end and the means necessary to 
obtain it.1 Therefore it connotes both the law of God directing man to his 
final end, and the complex of all those things by which man is either helped 
or hindered with regard to obtaining that end.

But since the final states come immediately to mind, namely of the blessed 
or the damned,1 2 and the state of pilgrimage, or of those on pilgrimage to the 
fatherland, here we will consider only the state o f pilgrimage. The state of the 
blessed and the damned is now permanently fixed and so is not changeable. In 
the state of pilgrimage many states can be imagined—some merely possible, or 
states in which, as not being contradictory, man could have been, but never actu
ally was, such as a state of pure nature, of integral nature, of elevated nature, and 
other real possible states, or those in which man de facto either at one time was 
or now is, like the state of original justice, of fallen nature, of nature fallen and 
restored. We will say a few things about each of these states, but we will omit 
mention of many other possibilities.

690. 1) Possible states. The state o f pure nature is one in which nature,

1. Suarez, loc. cit., c .l n .l.
2. The state o f damnation, as is clear, was intended by God not per se, but only accidentally {per accidens), or 

because o f  the sins o f  man absolutely foreseen.
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taken positively, would have everything that pertains to nature essentially 
or proceeds from nature as its effect or to which nature has a claim; taken 
negatively, it would lack supernatural and preternatural gifts, and original 
sin, which is outside the natural order.

The state o f integral nature, or one having integral powers in refer
ence to its ultimate end, would add to the preceding state perfect control of 
concupiscence, or also everything that is required for the perfect rectitude 
of nature in the natural order; this would be complete immunity from any 
inclination, even mental, towards sin. Moreover both immunities—from 
sensitive concupiscence and from spiritual concupiscence—are difficult to 
conceive except as being one quality of man.

The state o f elevated nature would be that in which nature would be des
tined for a supernatural end, while possessing the means necessary to obtain 
that end, but it would lack both preternatural gifts and original sin.

691. 2) Real states. The state o f original justice is that in which nature 
before Adam’s sin was destined for a supernatural end, while enjoying cer
tain supernatural gifts towards it, and at the same time it was endowed with 
certain preternatural gifts, as will soon be explained.

The state o f fallen nature is that in which nature because of Adam’s sin 
contracted original sin (other personal qualities easily result from this), and 
was deprived of the supernatural and preternatural gifts of original justice, 
while the nature remained both intrinsically and at least extrinsically injured. 
But whether that state should be held as real, depends on the way in which 
the state of nature fallen and restored is defined.

The state o f nature fallen and restored is that in which fallen nature is 
liberated by Christ from original sin (and from other personal qualities that 
may be present), and receives the supernatural gifts lost by Adam, in hope for 
another preternatural life (D 1523f.)

But if another elevation is distinguished by supernatural or habitual gifts 
already accepted in Baptism, or merely actual gifts, which all adults at some 
time receive; and another as it were previous to it by a promised right to 
means suitable for a supernatural end, which is also for a man who has not 
yet received any supernatural gifts, then one must think that the human race 
was subject to this elevation from the moment following the sin of Adam, 
and therefore that this state is identified with the state of fallen nature. De
servedly this state is called figuratively the state o f fallen nature.3 Therefore

3. Those who think that the Blessed Virgin was lacking original sin or that she did not die or that she was re
ally immortal and did not wish to make use o f  her privileges, logically must hold that she was in the state o f  
original justice: on this point see De Aldama (this Summa III, treatise II, n. 204).
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it was just described as being man’s real state after the sin of Adam.

As the denominations “pure nature,” “fallen nature,” and so forth indicate corre
sponding states, it can also happen that in the theological sources the sole word “nature” is 
taken for “nature as it was in Adam” or for “nature as it is in itself’ or “fallen nature.” This 
must be carefully noted in order to obtain a correct interpretation of the sources.

692. But here our main interest is in the state of original justice, which also 
occasionally is called the state of innocent nature or integral nature. It contained 
justice, or that general rectitude by which man was morally just within himself 
and in relation to God; it was also original or the nature given to Adam in his 
origin and was to be given to all persons at their origin. Therefore this state:

a) Taken adequately included especially the subjection of the body to the 
soul by its immunity from death and infirmities, subjection of the sensitive 
appetite to reason by its immunity from concupiscence, subjection of the soul 
to God by grace and the supernatural gifts annexed to it (I, q. 95, a. 1).

b) Taken inadequately it was sanctifying grace itself as the extraor
dinary gift, which was the root either, per se and from the nature o f the 
matter, of the infused virtues and of the other supernatural gifts intrinsi
cally connected with it, or, per accidens and from the extrinsic ordination 
o f God, of integrity, immortality and impassibility. The latter were only 
extrinsically connected with grace, that is, inasmuch as God determined 
that these gifts, gratuitously given to man as an embellishment and a help 
to preserve grace and to increase it by good works, should be so joined to 
this state that they always either stay with it or are lost with it.4

693. Therefore these suppose that in original justice grace is really adequately dis
tinguished from the preternatural gifts, but from original justice only inadequately, like 
a part from the whole, for example, like the soul from man. And thus two things are very 
well explained: that grace can be of the same species as original justice without those 
preternatural gifts, such as it is, for example, in us; that there is a hierarchy in the gifts 
of original justice, so that the lower ones follow the fate of the higher, namely, grace.

But from this way of explaining original justice, which after St. Thomas was in sub
stance common teaching,5 these distance themselves: 1) Some with Scotus who think, it 
seems, that grace is adequately identified with original justice, so that before original sin it

4. Suarez, De opere sex dier. 3,20,1 Of., 2023.
5. See v.gr. Capreolus, In 2 Sent, d .31 q .l a.3; Gonet, loc. cit., d. 1 a.3-5; Molina, In I d.27; Suarez, loc. cit. The 

only difference is that some authors, in general Thomists, add that grace is, not only the root but the formal 
element o f  original justice, o f  which the preternatural gifts are the material element: see Michel, loc. cit., 20- 
40, 3042. But Bellarmine (loc. cit., c.33), rightly says: “It does not seem to make much difference whether 
sanctifying grace is said to be a part o f  original justice, or only the root and cause o f  it.” Also St. Augustine 
identifies grace and original justice, according to A. Slomkowski, Relatio gratiam sanctificantem inter et 
iustitiam originalem secundum doctrinam S. Augustini: CollTheol 18 (1937) 35-52.
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would produce the effects of integrity, etc., which it does not produce after that sin.6 2) Oth
ers who hold, it seems, that grace is really adequately distinguished from original justice.7

On the mind of St. Thomas on this matter there has been a keen dispute recently. 
Some attribute to him this last opinion, so that original justice would be a gift of nature, 
but grace a gift of the person8; others assign to him an inadequate distinction between 
the two, so that grace would be the formal element and the preternatural gifts would be 
the material element9; others say he held the interpretation of D. Soto.10 11 Perhaps it is 
better to say that the solution to the problem is difficult, because the holy Doctor speaks 
in different ways, so that at one time he attributes grace to original justice, and at other 
times he does not.11

6. Soto, De natura et gratia 1.1 c.5; Medina, In 1.2 q.83 a.2; Valencia, Comment. Theol. 1 d.7 q.2 punct.2; 
Billuart. De gratia diss.2 a. 1 § 3. Perhaps also P.L. (Laurent), O.P., Quelques notes concernant lapensee de 
Sylvestre de Ferrare et de Caietan sur la justice originelle, d  ’apres leurs commentaires sur la Somme contre 
les Gentils et la Somme theologique: RevThom 11 (1928) 428-441.

7. Durandus, In 2 d.20 q.5; A. Catharinus, about him see L. Scaringi, Bened-Silvest., Giustiziaprimitiva epec- 
cato originate secondo Ambrogio Catarino, O.P (Citta del Vaticano 1947) 51-53; Banez, In 1 q.95 a. 1, as some 
interpret him, for example, Laurent, loc. cit., while A. Fernandez, O.P., Iustitia originalis et gratia sanctificans 
iuxta D. Thomam et Caietanum: DivThom(Pi) 8 (1931) 242-245 understands him as holding for an inadequate 
distinction. But his mind does not seem to become clearer in De vitiis etpeccatis (q.71-89), ed. V. Beltran de 
Heredia (Matnti 1944) q.81 a.2 n.3; q.82 a.l. Also those who say that Adam was created in original justice, 
but without grace and only later infused, v.gr., Alexander o f  Hales, St. Bonaventure, Richard o f  Mediavilla, 
about whom see J. Kaup, O.F.M., Zum Begriff der “Iustitia originalis " in der alteren Franziscanerschule: 
FranzStud 19 [1942] 44-55; Frassen, Scotus Academicus t.5 (Rome 1901) p. 241-244. On St. Bonaventure see 
M. Da Gaggio Montano, O.F. M.Cap., Dottrina bonaventuriana sulpeccato originale (Bologna 1943) p. 105; 
E. Catazzo, O.F.M., De iustitia et peccato originali iuxta S. Bonaventuram (Vicenza 1942); see also R. Bruch, 
Die Urgerechtigkeit des Widens nach der Lehre des hi. Bonaventura: FranzSt33 (1951) 180-206.

8. J. Bittremieux, La distinction entre la justice originelle et la grace sanctificante d ’apres saint Thomas d ’Aquin: 
RevThom 4 (1921) 121-150; J.B. Korps, O.P., La justice primitive etle peche originel (Kain 1922); M.D. Chenu,
O.P: BullThom (1925) 345-347; J. Coppens (as it seems), Une controverse recente sur la nature dupeche origi
nel: EphThLov 1 (1924) 185-191; A. D ’Ales, S.J., Justice primitive et peche originel: NouvRevTh 50 (1923) 
416-427; R. Martin, O.P, La doctrina sobre elpecado original en la “summa contra gentiles”: CiencTom 10 
(1914) 397-399; see Id .,: RevScPhTh 10 (1921) 64If.; A. Van Hove, Der erfzonde (Anvers 1936) p. 156-158.

9. Fem&ndez, loc cit., 130-146,241-260; R. Garrigou-Lagrange, O.P, Utrum gratia sanctificans fuerit in Adamo in- 
nocente dos natwae, an donumpersonale tantum: Ang 2 (19250 133-144; Huarte, De distincitone inter iustitiam 
originalem et gratiam sanctificantem: Greg 5 (19240 183-207; Hugon, De gratia primi hominis: Ang 4 (1927) 
371-381; J. Van der Meersch, De distinction inter iustitiam originalem et gratiam sanctificantem: CollatBrug 22 
(1922) 424.506-515; 431, and later he seems to have rejected it (.Justice originelle: DTC 8,2040); J. Naulaffts, Quid 
est iustitia originalis?: VieDioc 12 (1923) 550-554; S.M. Ramirez, O.P, CiencTom 31 (19250 262f.; M. Cuervo, 
O.P., CiencTom 44 (1931) 345f.; Stufler: Zkathth 47 (1923) 77-82; Pesch, 5 (1925) n. 223; M. de Sainte Marie, 
O.C.D., La justice originelle selon les Salmanticenses et Saint Thomas d ’Aquin: EphCarm 2 (1948) 265-304; C. 
Vollert, S.J., Saint Thomas on Sanctifying Grace and Original Justice: ThSt 2 (1941) 360-387; Id., The Doctrine of 
Hervaeus Natalis on Primitive Justice and Original Sin (Rome 1947) p. 41 -44; Labourdette, op. cit., 68; W. A. Van 
Roo, S.J., Grace and Justice according to St. Thomas(Rome 1955).

10. Thus, it seems, Laurent, loc. cit.
11. Thus M. Jugie, Julien d ’Halicarnasse et Severe d ’Antioche. La doctrine du peche originel chez les Peres Grecs: 

EchOr 28 (1925) 157 note: L. Teixidor, S.J., Una cuestion lexicografica. El uso de la palabra Justicia original en 
Santo Tomas de Aquino: EstEcl 6 (1927) 337-376. Indeed Teixidor (Suarez yS . Tomas. Notas criticas. Exactitud 
con que Suarez se conforma con Santo Tomds en las cuestiones sobre el pecado original: EstEcl 15 [1936] 67- 
82) shows that Suarez used the expression “original justice” in different senses, like St. Thomas. Moreover these 
authors think that St. Thomas either held the inadequate distinction that became gradually clearer (Jugie) or was 
simply in favor o f it (Teixidor). E.J. Fitzpatrick, The Sin of Adam in the Writings of Saint Thomas Aquinas (Munde
lein 1950) 2023, thinks that he held the inadequate view as a young man, but an adequate view as an older man.
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C H A P T E R  I I

On original justice

694. As we move to consider original justice, two questions come to 
mind that must be investigated: which gifts compose it, and further, how 
are those gifts related to nature. Therefore we must first address these ques
tions, so that we can consider each of those gifts according to that twofold 
aspect, namely, sanctifying grace, integrity, immortality and impassibility, 
and then we will treat Adam’s infused knowledge.

A R T I C L E  I

On e r r o r s  c o n c e r n i n g  o r i g i n a l  j u s t i c e

695. Before we approach an explanation of original justice, it is neces
sary to indicate briefly the main errors concerning it, and also those regarding 
original sin inasmuch as these latter touch on the notion of original justice.

696. Pelagianism.1 Against the Manichean idea of an evil substance 
coming from a certain fatalism, Pelagianism wishes to extol the goodness 
of human nature free from all hereditary, physiological and psychological 
determinism. To this end it established its fundamental principle: man by 
his nature is totally free from any kind of internal necessity either for good 
or for evil, so that by his own efforts he can and ought to avoid all sin lest 
his freedom be weakened by sin.

Hence it is repugnant that Adam transmitted a sin to us for which we are 
not responsible, namely, original sin.1 2 * * * * * * “Since, from the words of Caelestius, 
infants who are bom, are in the same state in which Adam was before his

1. R. Hedde and E. Amann, Pelegianisme: DTC 12,675-715; G. de Plinval, Pelage, ses ecrits, sa vie et sa 
reforme (Lausanne 1943); Tixeront, op. cit., 29c .l 1 § 1-2; Scheeben, op. cit., 2 § 161 (on Pelagianism, Baian- 
ism, Jansenism); N. Merlin, O.F.S.A., Saint Augustin et les dogmes du peche originel et de la grace (Paris 
1930); B. Kloppenburg, O.F.M., De relatione inter peccatum et mortem (Rome) 22-31.

2. Marius Mercator (Comment. n.1-2: ML 45,1680f.) thought that Pelagius drew his error regarding original
sin from Theodore o f  Mopsuestia through Rufinus o f  Syria; but according to De Plinval (p. 133, note 1), the
ideas common to Pelagius and Theodore are explained by the common recourse o f  both o f  them to the same
source, namely, Diodorus ofTarsus (who, it appears, denies original sin). Also, Theodore is a Pelagian inas
much as he denies original sin, as it seems, and because at first he held that concupiscence and death were
the results o f  the sin o f  Adam, then later he said that Adam was mortal before he sinned: see W. de Vries, 
S.J., Der Nestorianismus Theodors von Mopsuestia in seiner Sakramentenlehre: OrChPer 7 (1941) 99fi;
Jugie, Theologia dogm... 5 p. 250-252. However with a different view, thinking that Theodore did not deny
original sin, R. Devresse, Essai sur Theodore de Mopsueste (Citta del Vaticano 1948) p. 98-102.109., 161- 
165; and against him see I. Ortiz de Urbina, S.J.: OrChP 15 (1949) 443; J. Gross, Theodor von Mopsuestia, 
ein Gegner der Erbdsundenlehre: ZKirch 65 (1953/1954) 1-15.
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sin” (R 2019). Therefore they do not need Baptism to be cleansed of sin, 
unless perhaps from possible sins in the future, as the Pelagians said later in 
the course of the discussion, but that they might be sanctified and enter into 
the kingdom of heaven. Otherwise they would not enter into heaven, but into 
an eternal blessed life, but there is no certainty about the nature of this dis
tinction, according to the Pelagians, between the latter and the former state.3 
Adam’s sin is propagated in his children by example and imitation.

Both concupiscence and mortality were in the innocent Adam just as 
they are in us.4

Therefore this one internal grace was given to the innocent Adam, 
namely, the gifts of nature, like existence, free will, etc., which were des
ignated by the Pelagianism with the word “grace” in a figurative sense 
(<antonomastice).

This system was condemned at the Council of Carthage XVI (D 222ff.), at Ephesus 
(D 267),5 at Orange (D 370fif., but it was directed against the semi-Pelagians), and at 
Trent (D 1510, directed against the Protestants).6

697. Protestantism.7 Original justice by which man was pleasing to 
God and loved him was part o f man’s nature. By his nature he enjoyed per
fect harmony among his powers and a right relation with God. By the sin of 
Adam he was deprived of those gifts, including free choice, and therefore 
was intrinsically corrupted.

This corruption of nature, which now can do nothing that is not sinful, 
considered positively is concupiscence which is by itself original sin; it 
cannot be removed from anyone, but it is not imputed to the just. Zwingli, 
dissenting from the others, says that this propensity to sin because of a love 
of self, in which also, according to him, is original sin, is not properly a

3. See Petavius, De Deo 1.9 c. 11 n.2f.; Scheeben, op. cit., n. 622.
4. Initially Pelagius thought that death was punishment for the sin o f  Adam; but then he seems to have under

stood it as a natural phenomenon (De Plinval, p. 150f., 390f.). Likewise concupiscence was not mentioned, 
it seems, until later, in the Pelagian fight with Julian (see R. Orbe, San Agustiny elproblema de la concupis- 
cencia en su marco historico: RevEspT 1 [1941] 313-337). On the probable logical and historical process o f  
the Pelagian error, see Palmieri, De peccato originali th.l n.4. On the reasons for the heresy, see St. Augus
tine, Op. imperf. Iul. 3,67fifi: ML 45,1278f.; Cont. Iul. 1.1-2,6: ML 44,641-702, 822-874. On the doctrine o f  
Julian, see S.M. de Simone, S.U.D., II problema del peccato originale e Giuliano d ’Eclano (Posilipo-Naples 
1950).

5. C. Smits, O.F.M., Ephese en het Pelagianisme: StudCath 7 (1930-1931) 446-456.
6. In many other local councils action was taken against Pelagianism: see Hefele-Leclercq, 2 § 118. On Car

thage XVI at which at least 200 bishops were present: see ibid., § 119; De Plinval, p. 324-326; E. Amann, 
Mileve (Conciles de): DTC 10,1753-1758. See also Id., Zosime (saint): DTC 15,3709-3715.

7. J. MOller, Symbolik"1 (Regensburg 1921) § 2f. 6-9; Bellarmine, De gratiaprimi hominis c .l; De omissione 
gratiae et statupeccati 1.5 c.5; J. Loncke, Doctrina de peccato originali apudprotestantes: CollatBrug 44 
(1949) 222-225; A. Gaudel, Peche originel: DTC 12,5Ilf,
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sin, but the effect of sin and an inclination towards sin. Therefore for him 
original sin is not properly a sin.

Therefore the gifts of original justice, according to the Protestants, 
were owed to innocent, sinless man as a debt o f his essence. The Protes
tants seem not to have denied immortality to that man, but said that it was 
not owed to him.8

698. Moreover concerning more recent Protestantism Hurter says; “It must be said 
that the later Protestants softened this doctrine, as they did with almost all of Luther’s 
errors, because they are too much opposed not only to all revealed doctrine, but also to a 
healthy philosophy.” And Pesch: “Moreover among the Protestants on this matter there 
are almost as many opinions as there are authors. Among most of them it is agreed that 
original sin cannot be sin in the proper sense.”9

According to Schleiermacher, original sin is nothing but a sinful, hereditary dispo
sition imposed on us by the influence of preceding generations, so that Adam’s sin by 
its influence on his posterity does not exceed other sins. According to Ritschl, whose 
doctrine Kirn proposes, in addition to individual sins there is a certain kingdom of sin, 
inasmuch as individual sinners subject to this kingdom by their own sins move others to 
evil and at the same time are themselves moved to evil by the sins of others. In general 
according to liberal Protestants, the narration about the sin of Adam is not historical, but 
a mere metaphorical representation of the conflict stirred up in us by concupiscence, or 
at most it is a narration of which all sins are an imitation. Original sin is connatural with 
concupiscence and it is increased by the influence of one’s ancestors.

According to K. Barth and E. Brunner that narration (non-historical, according to 
them) symbolically represents the eternal decree of the election and rejection of man. 
Original sin is, according to Barth, the created being of man because of his sinful pride 
as reflecting upon himself and therefore lacking the unity of consciousness with God to 
which he was destined. According to Brunner, for whom the human essence is an act of 
responding to God who is calling, so that a negative answer is a sin, original sin is, not 
habitual sin or concupiscence, but a fundamentally sinful act sustaining all other acts of 
sin. According to Althaus, original sin seems to be in our way of thinking, willing and 
acting and we cannot escape it.10

8. See MOhler, ibid., § 2 p. 38; and Bellarmine (De grat. prim. hom. c.8f.) does not mention them as adversaries 
on this point; Gaudel, loc. cit.

9. Hurter, 2 n.310.3; Pesch, 2 n.236 note.
10. Schleiermacher, in Gaudel, 561 f.; O. Kirn, Siinde: REPT 163 p. 141-144. See Loncke, loc. cit., 223-255; J. 

Groot, Karl Barth en het theologische kentprobleem (Heiloo 1946); L. Malvez, S.J., Een recente confronta- 
tie von de theologie von Karl Barth met de katholieke theologie: Bijd 9 (1948) 59f.; Id., Lapensee d ’Emile 
Brunner sur I ’homme et le pdche. Son conflit avec lapensee de Karl Barth: RechScRel 34 (1948) 407-453; 
G. Rabeau, L’homme dans la contradiction selon Emil Brunner: MdlScRel 4 (1947) 205f.; G. Volk, Emil 
Brunners Lehre von dem Sunders (Mtlnster 1950) c.2; P. Althaus, Die christliche Wahrheit. Lehrbuch der 
Dogmatik (Gtltersloh 1947-1948).
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699. Baianism.11 Man was created in the rectitude and integrity of na
ture. This included negatively the absence of sin; but positively it included 
holiness through the indwelling of the Holy Spirit and the virtues (faith, 
charity, etc.) connected with it (de Bay never mentions the sanctifying 
grace of Adam, either admitting or rejecting it), immunity from concupis
cence and death, destination to the beatific vision, the power of avoiding all 
sin and of meriting eternal life by good works.

Of those gifts all were due to human nature as such (therefore not 
merely historically understood as in innocent Adam), so that their absence 
would be an evil to the nature as such. But they do not pertain to it essen
tially, nor do they necessarily flow from it as an effect from a principle,11 12 
but they certainly can be claimed by nature (but by an exigency that is not 
juridical, but ontological, or that would appeal, not to justice, but to other 
attributes of God, like goodness, wisdom, etc.).

Hence God created the nature necessarily endowed with those gifts, 
and he was not able to make it without any of them. However they are gra
tuitous, inasmuch as they were not given to innocent Adam because of his 
merits, and also with respect to fallen man to whom they are imparted only 
because of the merits of Christ.

Original sin has the nature of sin in itself or without recourse to the will 
of Adam or to the will of the one in whom it is. It is truly imputed to him: 
“'It habitually dominates the child because the child does not make any con
trary decision of will” (D 1948). Habitually it dominates the non-baptized 
child in whom it is voluntary with its habitual will.

It consists in the privation of the integrity of nature. Therefore it is al
ready in itself radically incapable of doing any morally good work and of 
overcoming any sinful temptation. In concrete terms it consists in habitual 
concupiscence. Moreover this, even as actual, since it is a transgression of 
the precept “thou shalt not covet,” is essentially evil in itself, that is, even 
without recourse to the will of Adam or the will of the one in whom it is 
present. However whether habitual or actual it is not imputed to the justi
fied person, since it does not now dominate him, as long as the Holy Spirit

11. Le Bachelet, S.J., Barns, Michel: DTC 2,37-67; F.-X. Jansen, S.J., Bairn et le Baianisme (Louvain 1927); Ripalda, 
Adversum Baium et Baianos; see De ente supernaturali, append.; J. Loncke, De natura peccati originalis iuxta 
Baium et lansenium: CollatBrug 44 (1948) 262-266; Gaudel, 531-540; F. Litt, La question des rapports entre la 
nature et la grace de Baius au synode de Pistoie (Fontaine-l’Eveque 1934). J. Alfaro, S.J., Sobrenaturalypecado 
original en Bayo: RevEspT (1952) 3-75. On the history o f  Baianism see also F. Claeys, Un episode peu cornu de la 
procedure instituee contre le Baianisme a Louvain, 1571-1575: EphThLov 28 (1952) 277-284; Id., La soumission 
du Michel Baius fut-elle sincere?: Ibid. 30 (1954) 457-464; E. van Eijl, Les censures des universities d Alcala et 
de Salamanque et la censure du Pape Pie V contre Michel Baius (1565-1657): RevHistEccl 48 (1953) 719-776, 
889-891; M. Roca, Documents ineditos en torno a Miguel Bayo (1560-1582): AnthAnn 1 (Rome 1953) 303476.

12. Thus J.L. Berti, O.S.A., Augustinianum systema... vindicatum diss.2 c.l § 3; F.X. Linsenmann, Michael Baius 
unddie Grundlegung des Jansenismus (Tubingen 1867) p. 97ff. See Scheeben, loc. cit., n. 635; Le Bachelet, 46.
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dwells in him and habitually dominates him.

De Bay correctly defines the supernatural as not due to human nature.13 But he errs 
when he says that everything is natural, or was due to nature, that was given to man in 
the first creation and was transmitted to his posterity by generation14; while he supposes 
that one and the same thing is nature for innocent nature, but it is supernatural for fallen 
nature; while in the supernatural he sees almost only the exigent aspect, as if for him 
what is intrinsically supernatural does not exist.15

The errors of de Bay were condemned by St. Pius V (D 190 Iff.).16

700. Jansenism.17 It is the heir of Baianism, or its prolongation. Man 
was created in every way holy in union with God by a supernatural love, 
and so tending to him as eternal life, in complete harmony of his appetites 
by the perfect subjection of the lower powers to reason, in immortality and 
impassibility. However God owed it to his attributes, namely, to his justice, 
sanctity, wisdom, goodness, etc., not to create man without those perfec
tions. Therefore they were owed to man not as such, since in himself he 
would lack a right to them, but so that God might satisfy himself, and in 
this sense, it can be said, by a debt o f decency.

Certainly an innocent creature cannot be afflicted by God and thus made 
miserable by the privation of eternal life in God, which it desires from its very 
nature. Likewise, man cannot be created by God without an ordination to 
himself by the love of justice, which is the love of charity. Therefore he must 
accept grace—it is also supernatural according to Jansenism—which is neces
sary for that love. Also since the movements of concupiscence are evil, God 
cannot create man afflicted with concupiscence. Therefore it is owed to man 
that he be created without it. Finally, since corporal miseries, especially death, 
render a creature unhappy, God cannot inflict them on a creature without his 
previous fault; therefore immortality and impassibility are owed to man.

From these points it is clear that man cannot be created by God in a state 
of pure nature, or one not destined to eternal life in God, lacking grace, subject 
to the rebellion of his lower faculties and to mortality and the ability to suffer.

Moreover original sin is concupiscence, which corrupts the soul and all of its 
powers, and in which (concupiscence) are both it as such, and iniquity, or faults 
and stains. This (guilt) is removed by Baptism, but concupiscence remains after 
Baptism; it moves him to sin, and it can be overcome only by heavenly delight.

But original sin comes from the will of Adam, from whose malice nature

13. M. de Bay, De prima hominis iustitia c.4; see Le Bachelet, 42.
14. De Bay, ibid., c.6.
15. See Le Bachelet, 110.
16. Le Bachelet, ibid., 67-111; Lennerz, Opuscula duo de doctrina baiana (Rome 1938).
17. J. Carreyre, Jansenisme: DTC 8,318-529; Gaudel, 546-550.
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is corrupted with concupiscence, which, since it is part of the act of genera
tion, is transmitted with nature to the infant almost like the other hereditary 
infirmities; indeed it is endowed with force in the human seed, so that the 
soul infused into the body by its contact with it contracts a stain, but without 
there being in this contraction any other voluntariness beside the remote will 
of Adam that introduced concupiscence.18 It seems, according to Jansenism, 
that in the next life that sin will be punished with a pain of sense.19

On the Jansenistic notion of the supernatural, note this: the grace of the love of God
is, from what has been said, owed to nature, inasmuch as God owes it to himself to give
it. But it is simply gratuitous, since it depends on the freedom alone of the giver and 
not on the merits of the recipient. Therefore one and the same supernatural gift is both 
owed and gratuitous at the same time to the same nature. Moreover in the same way all 
the gifts of God, even the natural ones, must be said to be gratuitous, since they are not 
given because of merits.

The Jansenistic doctrine was condemned by Innocent X (D 1929ff.), by Alexander 
VIII (D 230 Iff.), by Clement XI in the errors of the Jansenist, P. Quesnell (D 240 Iff.), 
by Pius VI in the errors of the Jansenistic-Gallican Synod of Pistoia (D 260 Iff.).20

701. Socianism.21 Adam was perfect in freedom, which, as natural, he 
did not lose by sin for himself or for others. By his own powers he was able 
to live rightly, like his posterity also, unless they were corrupted. Likewise, 
even though he was naturally mortal, God would have given him immor- 
tality, if he had not sinned. There is no original sin; however because of 
Adam’s sin death was transmitted to all his descendants.

702. Rationalism.22 23 It rejects revelation as a source of truth and it does 
not admit any religious doctrine which is not clearly intelligible to reason 
itself. Hence it cannot accept the supernatural. Therefore it must also logi
cally deny original justice. Likewise it denies original sin.

703. Semi-rationalism. 1. HirscherP The state in which we are bom 
because of Adam’s sin without the grace of sonship, being subject to con
cupiscence and death, is unnatural; consequently the state in which inno
cent man would have all those gifts would be natural for him.

18. See Kleutgen, Die Theologie der Vorzeit 2 p. 614f.
19. See Carreyre, 355.
20. On Quesnell, see Carreyre, “Unigenitus" (Bull): DTC 15,2061-2162. On the Synod o f  Pistoia, see Id., Pis- 

toie (Synodede): DTC 12,2134-2230.
21. Mohler, op. cit., § 90; L. Cristiani, Socinianisme: DTC 14,2326-2334; L. KnOpfler, Socinianer: KL 11,473. On 

the rationalism in the doctrine o f  the Socinians, see G. Pioli, Fausto Socino. Vita, opera, fortuna (Parma 1952).
22. Matignon, op. cit., p.l c .l;  C. Constantin, Rationalisme: DTC 13,1689f.; Gaudel, 556-561, 569-580.
23. Kleutgen, loc. cit., p. 547-551.
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2. Hermes.24 Innocent Adam was like God, on the one hand through 
his faculties, on the other morally through the rectitude of his will, which 
possessed a perfect harmony of the appetites and faculties; it rendered his 
nature integral and it placed him in a state of justice and sanctity with the 
ability to act justly and in a holy way. Sanctifying grace was also for him 
supernatural, but it would only be an extrinsic complacency of God to
wards man because of his own justice. That state was for innocent man, not 
essential, since without it he could subsist, but it is certainly a result of cre
ation, although—and in this Hermes speaks like Jansen—it is gratuitous, 
inasmuch as it would not be given because of the previous merits of man.

Therefore, according to Hermes, in Adam there was a natural justice, 
which would be due to him as a result of creation, although it is gratuitous 
as not being given because of his merits; in him was also sanctifying grace, 
which was something purely extrinsic and responding to his natural justice; 
therefore it is not strictly supernatural, even though it is called that by Hermes.

However original sin is habitual inordinate concupiscence. Therefore it 
is not properly a sin—in this he agrees with Zwingli—but a “sinful quality” 
inasmuch as it inclines one to sin. Adam the sinner destroyed the natural har
mony between reason and the lower faculties. Therefore nature was changed 
and is now so inclined towards sin and as such hateful to God (also without 
respect to any will, for example of Adam) it is transmitted to us. In the bap
tized person concupiscence remains, but, with the coming of grace, it cannot 
now lead man into sin, and therefore make him sinful and hateful to God.

Gregory XVI in condemning the works of Hermes mentions in them “what is ab
surd and foreign to the doctrine of the Catholic Church” even “concerning the status of 
the first parents, original sin and the powers of fallen man” (D 2739).

704. Therefore concerning these systems: a) Some (Pelagianism, Ra
tionalism, and regarding morality, Socianism) embrace naturalism or the 
good of nature stripped of all higher perfection, b) Others (Protestantism, 
Baianism, Jansenism, Semi-Rationalism) advocate an optimistic concep
tion of the normal state of man, inasmuch as they attribute to man’s inno
cent nature as essential (Protestantism) or at least as due to it, certain per
fections that naturally do not belong to it. Consequently the latter systems 
teach an infralapsarian pessimism about human nature intrinsically injured 
by sin, while the earlier forms maintain the same naturalism after sin.25

24. Kleutgen, 551-581, 607-644; A. Thouvenin, Hermes: DTC 6,2297f.
25. According to de Lubac (Surnaturel... p. 1 c.1-3), de Bay and Jansen, who intended to draw on the doctrine o f  St. 

Augustine, so ineptly understood it that they taught a revived form o f Pelagianism.
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A R T I C L E  II  

On t h e  s a n c t i f y i n g  g r a c e  g i v e n  t o  a d a m  

Thesis 28. Before his sin Adam was provided with sanctifying grace.

S.Th. I, q. 95, a. I ;7 n 2 d .2 9 q .l a.2;Quodl. 1 a.2; St. Bonavcnture, In 2 d.29 a.2 q .l; Bellarmine,De gratia 
primi hominis c.3; Suarez. De opere sex dierum 1.3 c. 17; Palmieri, De ordine supernatural 111.19; Beraza, De 
Deo Elevante... n.271-309; Hugon. De gratia primi hominis: Aug 4 (1927) 371-381; A. van Hove, De elevatione 
protoparentum ad ordinem supernaturalem: CollMeclil (1939) 158-163.

705. Connection. Since it belongs especially to the function of original 
justice to join human nature with God, it will be helpful to mention first of 
all the gifts that are thought to be the bond of the close connection between 
God and imiocent man. That is above all sanctifying grace which will now 
be considered.

706. Definition of terms. Adam alone is mentioned, but what must be 
said about him, from the sources, is true also of Eve, and also, as will be 
clear from our arguments, about all human nature. Therefore he is being 
considered here not just as an individual person, but also as a person pos
sessing that nature, since that is our main concern.

Before his sin he was provided with. With this formula the fact of the 
infusion of grace is asserted, and at the same time the question discussed 
among theologians about the moment of that infusion is avoided; but it is 
not denied that Adam, after his sin, recovered his lost grace.

Sanctifying grace is that permanent gift, which is now given through 
Christ and by which man is made formally just, a participator in the divine 
nature, an adopted son of God and heir of eternal life. In this order it is 
joined together with the uncreated gift of the Holy Spirit and with other 
created gifts (infused virtues, etc.).

Given this definition of sanctifying grace through its formal effects, if 
the sources ascribe to Adam some of its effects, for example, adoption, or 
also without any further explanation some gift connected with that grace in 
this order, for example, the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, they are rightly 
thought to ascribe sanctifying grace to him.

Those theologians who really identify grace with original justice should not be 
thought to affirm that the grace of Adam was of a more perfect kind than ours (n. 693). 
Moreover it would not be, as we believe, of great importance, provided that they attri
bute at least the same formal effects to us as to him.
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707. Adversaries. Pelagians, Socinians, Rationalists, and Hermes (see 
n. 696, 701-703).

According to St. Bonaventure, “certain theologians...wanted to say” 
that Adam had not accepted grace before his sin. Later E. Amort certainly 
held that position, and he appealed also to Aegidius Romanus.1

708. Doctrine of the Church. Council o f Trent (D 1511): “If anyone 
does not profess that Adam, the first man, by transgressing God’s com
mandment in paradise, at once lost the holiness and justice in which he had 
been constituted.. .let him be anathema.”

With these words it is implicitly defined that Adam had, before he lost 
them by sinning, holiness and justice. But with these terms, or with both 
or with one of the two (if perhaps the word “justice” literally indicates 
Adam’s preternatural gifts) it is clear that at least sanctifying grace is signi
fied from the ecclesial and biblical use of those words, and from the style 
of the Council in thus dealing with our justification: “Justification...and 
sanctification and renewal of the interior person through the voluntary re
ception of grace and of the gifts, whereby from unjust the person becomes 
just, and from enemy friend, that one may be an heir in hope of eternal life” 
(D 1528; see also D 1530).

Since the quoted canon of Trent (D 1511) in its first draft said “the holiness... in 
which Adam was created,” by which the question disputed by the theologians concern
ing the moment of the infusion of grace would seem to be decided-lest that take place 
some wanted to substitute the word “rectitude” for the word “holiness,” and others 
wanted to substitute the word “constituted” for the word “created”; finally the latter 
word was chosen.1 2

Council o f Orange (D 389): “Human nature, even if it should remain in 
the integrity in which it was constituted, in no way preserves itself without the 
help of the Creator; hence since without the grace of God it cannot preserve 
the salvation that it accepted, how without the grace of God will it be able 
to restore what it has lost? ” Therefore the salvation lost by Adam is thought 
here to be the same that is now restored. But this implies sanctifying grace.

1. St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.29 a.2 q .l; E. Amort, Theologia ecclectica 2 (Bonn 1753); De peccato originali 
et gratia d.l q.2, where Aegidius Romanus is quoted (In 2 d.29 q.3); on this see also Scheeben, Colonna, 
Aegidius de: KL 3,670.

2. See CTr 5,196-219; F. Cavallera, S.J., Le decret du Concile de Trenle sur la peche originel: BullLittEccl 
(1913) 289-291; L. Penagos, S.J., La doctrina del pecado original en el Concilio de Trento: MiscCom 4 
(1945) 208-213; Scaringi, op. cit., 5 If.; Labourdette, op. cit., 34f. On the documents o f  the Church, see 
J. Loncke, Doctrina Magisterii de primi hominis elevatione ad ordinem supernaturalem: CollatBrug 44 
(19480 8-13.
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Council o f Cologne (prov.; 1860 A.D.): “With the Council of Trent we teach that 
the first man was constituted in holiness and justice... That sanctifying grace...must 
be said to be supernatural; by it man is so raised above his condition that he becomes 
a son of God by adoption and he becomes capable of attaining that happiness which, 
since it consists in the intuitive knowledge of God, transcends all the natural faculties 
of man.”3 These words of the Council, approved the Supreme Pontiff, although they are 
not ex cathedra, manifest the ecclesiastical interpretation of canon 1 of Trent which was 
quoted above.

Also applicable here are some documents quoted below regarding the supernatu- 
rality o f grace, since they deal directly with this same point (D 1921,1924,2435,2616).

Trent defines the same thing concerning man’s whole nature (D 1512).

709. Theological note. Defined (implicitly) divine and Catholic faith 
(D 151 If.).4

710. Proof from Holy Scripture. The work of Christ appears in act 
as restoring some good lost by Adam. But it restores precisely sanctifying 
grace. Therefore Adam had such grace.

The major Christ is called “the last Adam” (1 Cor. 15:45), whose whole 
mission consists in this—to repair the work of the first Adam.5 Therefore 
if “sm came into the world through one man and death through sin, and so 
death spread to all men because all men sinned (Rom 5:12), Christ is in
troduced as bringing life and justice, as returning to man the life and justice 
that he lost through Adam. For i f  ...through one man’s trespass, much more 
have the grace o f God and the free gift in the grace o f that one man Jesus 
Christ aboundedfor many (v. 15).. .for the judgmentfollowing one trespass 
brought condemnation, but the free gift following many trespasses brings 
justification (v. 16)... For as by one’s man s disobedience many were made 
sinners, so by one man’s obedience many will be made righteous (v. 19).

Hence the work o f Christ, which for Paul includes all men, even in
fants, as infected at least by original sin (v. 12-19) and who are never ex
cepted by him—that work is called:

a) Reconciliation, in the sense that it restores friendship with God that

3. De doctrina catholica t.4 c. 15: CL 5,294.
4. H. Lange, S.J. (Schol 3 [1928] 605f.), seems to doubt the qualification given by us, according to which 

Amort would be a heretic (materially).
5. On the Pauline concept o f  the new Adam, see profitably A. Vitti, S.J., Christus-Adam. De paulino hoc con

c e p t  interpretando...: Bible 7 (1926) 121-137; Prat, op. cit., 2 p.203-213; Galtier, Les deux Adam (Paris 
1947); J.M. Bover, S.J., Teologla de San Pablo (Madrid 1946) p. 220-223, 436-439, 571-579; X.M.A. Val- 
lisoleto,O.M .C., "Christus-Adam": VerDom 15 (1925) 87-93,114-120; A. Hulsbosch, O.E.S.A., Conceptus 
paulini vitae ac mortis: DivThom(Pi) 21-23 (1944-1946) 33-55. Also on the Protestant concept o f  the New  
Adam, see E. Tobac, Note sur la doctrine du Christ nouvelAdam: RevHistEccl 20 (1924) 243-273. On the 
parallelism on this pericope, see Labourdette, 23-25.
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was lost even before personal sins, or in Adam. Rom. 5:1 Of.: For if  while 
we were enemies we were reconciled to God by the death o f his Son... But 
we also rejoice in God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom we 
have noM> received reconciliation (rfjv KaiaA.A.aypv). See also 2 Cor. 5:18f.; 
Col. 1:20.

b) Redemption (a7toX,UTpcGGi<;), or liberation (having paid the price),6 
since he restores freedom, not physical, as is clear, but spiritual, that was 
lost even before any personal sins, that is, in Adam, since that redemption 
is assumed to be universal. Eph. 1:7: In whom (Christ) we have redemption 
through his blood, the forgiveness o f our trespasses... See also Rom. 3:24; 
1 Cor. 1:30.

711. The minor. The work of Christ makes us: a) Just. Rom. 5:19: ... 
So by one man’s obedience (in contrast to “sinners”) many will be made 
righteous. See also 1 Cor. 6:11. b) Partakers of the divine nature. 2 Pet. 
1:4: ... By which he has granted to us his precious and very great prom
ises, that through these...you may become partakers o f the divine nature.
c) Adopted children of God and heirs of eternal life. Rom. 8:15-17: ... You 
have received the spirit o f sonship. When we cry, “Abba! Father! ” it is the 
Spirit himself bearing witness with our spirit that we are children o f God, 
and if  children, then heirs, heirs o f God and fellow heirs with Christ.... See 
also Gal. 4:4-7.

But these three things, namely, that we become just, partakers of the di
vine nature and adopted children are the formal effects of sanctifying grace 
(as is proved in the treatise On Grace) and therefore suppose it.

We do not argue our case: a) From Eph. 1:10: To unite a ll things in Christ, even 
though these words clearly indicate the idea of restoration; for in the original Greek 
we find the word avaKEcpakauboaoOai for “unite or restore,” and therefore the passage 
today is generally understood to be about the union of everything, which had been torn 
apart by the sin of Adam, with full harmony in Christ7; here the idea of restoration is 
more indirect, although it is also implicit, in our opinion, b) From Eph. 4:23f.: Be re
new ed... and  p u t on the new nature, crea ted  after the likeness o f  G od in true righteous
ness and  holiness...; since the new man can be either Christ, or a just man in opposition 
to the prior state of sin.8 c) From Gen. 1:26f.: ... A nd G od  crea ted  man to our... image; 
since these words can be understood about a natural image, for example, through the

6. ZoreW, Novi Testament! lexicon graecum 157.
7. See Prat, loc. cit., 110-112; J.M Vostd, O. P., Commentarius in epistolam a d  Ephesios 

(Rome 1921) p. 106fi; Bover, Las epistolas de San Pablo  p.289f.; Loncke, Doctrina  
recapitulationis in probanda statu Adae supernaturalis: CollatBrug 44 (1948) 117- 
122.

8. See Knabenbauer, loc. cit.; Pesch, 3 n. 172.
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soul and its powers.9 d) From Eccles. 7:30:... I  found that God made man upright; since 
that could be without sanctifying grace.10 11

712. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers11 profess clearly the ad
age of St. Leo the Great (R 2192): “That which in the first Adam fell, is 
raised up again in the second.” St. Irenaeus in his concept of “recapitula
tion” very well expresses the idea of the restoration of man by Christ to his 
pristine state: “... For we show, because the Son of God did not then begin 
to be, since he existed always with the Father; but when he was incarnate 
and was made man he recapitulated in himself the long history of man, 
while offering us salvation in an easy way, so that what we lost in Adam, 
that is to be made in the image and likeness of God, this we receive back 
in Christ Jesus.” Flowever by Christ we receive adoption, union with God, 
the indwelling of God and participation in the divine life.12

1) They say that we receive the justice from which the first man fell. St. 
Augustine (R 1698): “How therefore, they ask, are we said to be renewed, 
if we do not receive what the first man lost, in whom all die? We receive it 
simply according to a certain mode and we do not receive it according to a 
certain mode. Thus we do not receive the immortality of a spiritual body...; 
but we receive justice, from which the man fell through sin.” But Christian 
justice implies grace.13

2) They say that through grace we recover the image o f God impressed 
into Adam. St. Basil (R 973): “Man was made after the image.. .of God; but 
sin marred the beauty of the image... Now God.. .is the true life. Therefore 
when man lost his likeness to God, he lost his participation in the true life; 
separated and estranged from God as he is, it is impossible for him to enjoy 
the blessedness of the divine life. Let us return, then, to the grace [which

9. Hummelauer, loc. cit.; Bea, De Pentateucho p. 139; Scheeben, p. 139; Scheeben, Mysterien des Christen- 
tums § 33; Beraza, n. 284.

10. Kleutgen (op. cit., p. 500-502) strongly insists on this place in defense o f  the thesis through other texts o f  
Scripture; Hetzenauer (Theologia biblica 1 p. 547) wrote this: “From the New Testament... it is clear that 
Adam and Eve by sinning lost sanctifying grace and therefore were made unlike God; but from the Old 
Testament it cannot be proved [clearly, we would add] that the first parents were endowed with sanctifying 
grace.” Moreover about the argument from Scripture, see A. Vandenberghe, De elevatione hominis ad sta- 
tum supernaturalem: CollatBrug 37 (1937) 329-333.

11. On the Fathers before St. Augustine, see a. Slomkowski, L ’etat prim if de I’homme dans la tradition de 
I’Eglise avant Saint Augustin (Paris 1928).

12. St. Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 3,18,1; 3,20,1; 4,20,1; 5,9,3: MG 7,932-939f., 1034.1145. See F. Vernet, Irenee 
(Saint): DTC 7,2451-2455T; D ’Ales, La doctrine de la recapitulation en St. Irenee: RechScRel 6 (1916) 
185-211; A. Verrielle, Leplan du salut d ’apres saint Irenee: RevScRel 4 (1934) 493-524; E. Scharl, Reca- 

pitulatio mundi. Der Rekapitulationsbegriff des heiligen Irenaus und seine Anwendung auf die Korpenvelt 
(Freiburg im Br. 1941); Loncke, loc. cit., 120-122; J. Lawson, TheBiblical Theology of St. Irenaeus (London 
1948): see Th. Camelot: RevScPhTh (1951) 311.

13. On St.Augustine, see A. Slomkowski, Status primitivus hominis iuxta S. Augustinum (Lwow 1933); this 
work written in Polish has a French summary (p. 173-179).
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was ours] in the beginning and from which we have alienated ourselves 
by sin, and let us again adorn ourselves with the beauty of God’s image.” 
With these words the likeness obtained by a good life would seem to be 
indicated; but in Christian thinking that implies grace. St. Irenaeus (R253); 
St. Ambrose (R 13180; St. Leo the Great (R 2192).

3) They attribute to Adam the indwelling o f the Holy Spirit which, having 
been lost by him, we recover through Christ. St. Cyril of Alexandria (R 2086): 
“At the same time... the nature of man was brought to existence and joined 
together with the Spirit. For he breathed into his face the breath of life, and 
as a living being in no other way could he have.. .the beauty of holiness.. .un
less he were adorned with participation of the Holy Spirit. Wherefore when 
the Only-begotten was made man, finding human nature...deprived of its 
original gifts, he hastened to reform it, enriching it from the fountain of his 
own fullness and saying: Receive the Holy Spirit, thus indicating the nature 
of the Spirit with a corporeal.. .breathing.” Tatian (R 159).

4) They say that Adam had sanctity and grace through his association 
with God. St. Irenaeus (R 225): “ ...Inasmuch as, he says (Adam), I have 
by disobedience lost that robe of sanctity which I had from the Spirit.” St. 
John Damascene (R 2360): “Therefore he created.. .this man, conferring on 
him his divine grace and communicating himself to him by that grace— ”

713. Theological reasoning, a) In ecclesiastical thinking (biblical, pa
tristic, theological) the Incarnation repairs the deed of Adam. But de facto 
it is repaired by sanctifying grace. Therefore this was lost by the deed of 
Adam; therefore he possessed it.

b) If the privation of the beatific vision is the penalty for original sin, as 
will be proved later, then already before sin man was destined for that vi
sion, since otherwise its lack would not be a privation, and so not a penalty. 
But that destination demands in ordinary supernatural providence, which 
per se must be supposed, a connatural principle such as sanctifying grace. 
Therefore before his sin Adam had sanctifying grace.

Our proofs are not founded on the fact that Redemption is an adequate restitution 
of Adam’s gifts, but on the fact that the justice conferred by Christ is a restitution of the 
grace that Adam had. Now by right and with a hope for the next life we obtain all the 
other gifts lost for us by Adam.14

714. Scholium 1. Was grace infused into Adam at the very moment o f his creation? 
Hugh of St. Victor, Peter Lombard (it seems), Alexander of Hales, St. Bonaventure,

14. On why Christ does not confer on us now all those gifts, see G.J. Waffelaert, De hominis creatione, eleva- 
tione atque lapsu, et de promissione Redemptoris: CollatBrug 8 (1903) 517-524.
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Peter of Taranta, St. Albert the Great, Richard of Mediavilla,15 Scotus and the Scotists16 
answer in the negative. For since by the general law God requires for grace a previous 
disposition in an adult man, Adam, having been created in a natural state, that is, in 
natural rectitude (which however, according to them, was preternatural), after a certain 
amount of time, with the proper disposition, accepted the gratuitous gifts, that is, grace.

However St. Thomas, who as a young man thought it more probable that Adam was 
created in a natural state, later affirmed positively (I, q. 95, a. 1) that in the first moment 
of his creation he turned to God and received grace {In 2 d.29 q. 1 a.2); most theologians 
have followed him so that today this opinion is common.17 Moreover God produced 
things in a perfect state in relation to their end; but man was destined for a supernatural 
end. Similarly, if Adam had not sinned, his children would have been born in grace. 
Nor is the law of preparation for grace so certain for the innocent man; but if that was 
required, Adam could have given his consent to grace in the first moment of his creation 
(I, q. 95, a.l ad 5).18

715. Scholium 2. On the faith o f Adam. Generally it is held that the theological faith 
of Adam was like ours, since there are mysteries in the strict sense, and their revelation 
was a possibility for Adam; but that the revelation supposing that faith was made to 
him through the mediation of angels or immediately by God, by an internal or external 
locution, concerning all the mysteries he held by faith. These were doubtless, beside 
the existence of God and the Creator and the Rewarder, also the beatific vision with its 
principles, such as sanctifying grace, very probably the Trinity, the Incarnation (but not 
thereby that Adam would know about his future fall) according to the opinion that for 
Suarez is “a common and true opinion” which he held, and also St. Thomas, etc.19

15. See Kors, op. cit., 46f. (on Hugh), 56f. (on P. Lombard), 62-63 (on P. o f  Taranta, Albertus Magnus, Alex, o f  
Hales, St. Bonaventure; Kaup, loc. cit., (on Alex, o f  Hales, St. Bonaventure, R. o f  Mediavilla); J. Bittremieux, 
De instanti Collationis Adamo iustitiae originalis etgratiae. Doctrina S. Bonaventurae: EphThLov 1 (1924) 
168-173; Da Gaggio Montano, op. cit.; Catizzo, op. cit.; F. Mitzka, S.J., Die Lehre des h. Bonaventura von 
der Vorbereitung auf die heiligmachende Gnade: ZkathTh 50 (1926) 50-55. See S. Bonaventurae opera 
omnia (Quaracchi) 2 p. 702 Shol.

16. Scotus, In 2 d.29 n.7; Frassen, op. cit., 5 tr.3 d.2 a.2 p.241, interprets the Master in this way, like other Fran
ciscans, for example, the editors o f  St. Bonaventure’s works (loc.cit.); P. Minges, l 2n. 406. Hence ineptly, 
as it seems, H. de Montefortino, J. Duns Scoti...Summa Theologica 3 (Rome 1901) p. 857, attributes the 
contrary opinion to him, at least verbally.

17. Praepositinus: see Kors, loc.cit., p. 61; St. Thomas I, q. 95, a. 1; Suarez, loc. cit., 3,17,5-18. According to the 
editors o f  St. Bonaventure (loc. cit.) “the opinion o f  St. Thomas prevails completely in Catholic Schools”; 
thus also for Minges (loc. cit.) “this opinion is more common...and this seems to agree better with the say
ings o f  Scripture and the Fathers.” Hugon (loc. cit., p. 374) calls the Thomistic opinion “certain doctrine, 
although not defined” (see also p. 376); “today a certain doctrine”; but “common” and “certain” are not 
the same thing, and contemporary theologians, as H. Lange correctly points out (Schol 3,128,606), think 
that it is just “more probable”; without doubt, even today, as in the time o f Estius (In 2 d.25 § 1), there is 
no temerity or danger in holding the first opinion. St. Anselm is thought to have anticipated Praepositinus 
and St. Thomas, if, according to him, the justice in which Adam was created included the supernatural gift 
o f  grace, as is proposed by: R.M. Martin (La question du piche originel dans Saint Anselme: RevScPhTh 
5 [1941] 739); but some have doubts about that, like Kors (loc. cit., p.27-29), J. Bainvel, Anselme (Saint)- 
DTC l,1346f.

18. On the way in which that could possibly take place, see Beraza, loc.cit., n. 299-303.
19. St.Th. II-II, q. 5, a. 1; q. 2, a. 7; III, q. 1, a. 3 ad 5; Suarez, loc. cit., 3,18,8-10; Pesch, n. 185.
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There is nothing opposed to this in the fact that the supernatural knowledge of 
Adam is rightly thought to have been not just of any kind whatsoever, but sublime 
(which deservedly can be said to be perfectly mystical).20 And perhaps St. Bonaventure 
and Alexander of Hales do not mean anything else, when they say that Adam’s knowl
edge of the mysteries was a middle point between our faith and vision, not a true faith, 
since such faith, as it is loaded with obscurity, is repugnant to the perfection of the state 
of innocence, and since faith comes from hearing.21

20. See St. Gregory the Great, Dial. 1.4 c .l: ML 77,317; S.Th. I, q. 94, a. 1; De ver. q. 18 a.2; see Fitzpatrick, 
op. cit., 24-30; Ph. H. Dunand,.’ L 'enseignement de I ’Eglise et le Bonheur de I 'autre vie: RevClerFr 9 (1897) 
475-477; A. Stolz, Teologia de la mistica, trad. L. Pelayo, C.F.M., (Madrid 1951) 113-136; D. Barsotti, 
kdamo e la mistica: CittVit 6 (1951) 328-339. See also G. J. Waffelaert, De distinction reali inter iustitiam 
et gratiam sanctificantem brevis adnotatio: EphThLov 8 (1931) 614f.

21. St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.23 a.2 q.3; Alex, o f  Hales, Summa 2 q.91 memb.2 c .l a.l n. 512 (Quaracchi), who 
however explicitly attributes faith to Adam.
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A R T I C L E  I I I  

On t h e  s u p e r n a t u r a l i t y  o f  a d a m ’ s  g r a c e  

Thesis 29. Adam’s sanctifying grace was supernatural.

S.Th. I, q. 95, a. I; Beraza, n. 451-468; Boyer, th.9; Huarte, n. 309-313, 327-338.

716. Connection. Since from what has been proved it is certain that 
Adam was endowed with sanctifying grace, now the question is about the 
relationship of his grace to nature, or whether grace was due or not due to it.

717. Definition of terms. The sanctifying grace o f Adam is specifically 
the same as ours and therefore of itself it has the same formal effects. There
fore if it is established that our grace, or its formal effects and therefore the 
grace producing them, is supernatural, by that very fact the same thing is true 
of Adam’s grace.

Supernatural, that is, not merely relatively, as if grace naturally agrees 
with some nature by surpassing the human dimensions, but simply or so 
that it is neither a part of nature, nor proceeds as effect from nature, nor can 
be claimed by nature, either human or angelic or any other possible nature. 
But we are especially concerned about excluding the natural exigency of 
grace, since there is a special difficulty with this point.

But we suppose, from the treatise On the One God, that the intuitive vision of God 
is simply supernatural even regarding any claim by nature, and therefore also that the 
opinion of P. Ripalda is refuted about a supernatural substance and his objections are 
solved. The result is that in our thesis, even though theoretically we prescind from his 
opinion, practically it is also attacked.

718. Adversaries. Protestants, Baianists, Jansenists (n. 697-700).

719. Doctrine of the Church. St. Pius V condemned in the meaning 
intended by the author certain propositions of de Bay, namely, that both 
fellowship with the divine nature by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit was 
due to Adam in his innocence and the integrity of his nature, which, accord
ing to de Bay, included both interior holiness through the indwelling of the 
Holy Spirit and the virtues and the control of concupiscence (see n. 699). 
“The sublimation of human nature and its elevation to participation in the 
divine nature was due to the integrity of the human being in its first state, 
and is therefore to be called natural, not supernatural” (D 1921).
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“The integrity of the first creation was not the undeserved exaltation of 
human nature, but its natural condition” (D 1926); this condemnation is at 
least about the principal element or about the interior holiness through the 
indwelling of the Holy Spirit. All of these points argue for our thesis, even 
if perhaps de Bay did not acknowledge created habitual grace.

Other propositions are condemned because of the censure they call forth, 
since they are condemned in the meaning of de Bay, and because of their 
teaching which is surely his (D 1921); and it is not a negation of the gifts 
about which it is concerned, since de Bay admits those {ibid.), but of their 
supematurality: “It is absurd to hold that from the beginning the human being 
was raised above the natural human condition through a certain supernatural 
and gratuitous gift so as to worship God supematurally with faith, hope and 
charity” (D 1923).

“By vain and idle men...is the opinion devised which must be re
ferred to Pelagianism, that man was so constituted from the beginning that 
through gifts added upon nature by the bounty of the Creator he was raised 
and adopted into the sonship of God” (D 1924).1

As reflecting the Baian doctrine: Clement XI condemned the error of 
Quesnel on “the grace of Adam” as “certainly due to integral nature” (D 
243 5).1 2 Pius VI condemned as an error the doctrine of the Synod of Pistoia 
“insofar as, understood comprehensively (i.e., comprising not only integ
rity but also interior justice) it intimates that that state.. .was a consequence 
of creation...due to human nature...” (D 2616).3 This condemnation is 
valid at least for the principal element, that is, for grace.

Vatican Council I  had prepared these canons for definition: “If anyone 
does not confess that the human race in the first parent was raised to the 
supernatural state, let him be anathema.” “If anyone should say, that the 
holiness and justice in which man was constitute before his fall was not 
supernatural... let him be anathema.”4

720. Theological note. The supematurality of grace relative to nature: 
as human it is theologically certain, according as its negation would be 
erroneous (D 2616) and proximately definable (Vatican I); relative to the 
angelic nature, it is certain in theology; relative to any possible nature, it is

1. See Le Bachelet, loc. tit., 67-70.4 .9-12,22-26,40-45; Alfaro, loc cit.; Ripalda, Adversus Baium et Baianos, 
disp. 1 s.4-6, thinks that all the errors o f  de Bay are condemned even as to their doctrine and not only because 
o f  the censure.

2. See Carreyre, “Unigenitus" (Bull): DTC 15,2095.
3. See Carreyre, Pistole (Synode de): DTC 12,2208.
4. Schema reform. Constit. dogm. De doctrina cathol. c.3: CL 7,566; see 555-558. On the Council o f  Cologne, 

see n. 708.
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morally certain in theology.5

721. Proof from Holy Scripture. Scripture, as we saw in the first the
sis, teaches that we become partakers in the divine nature (2 Pet. 1:4), chil
dren of God and heirs of heaven (Rom. 8:13-17; Gal. 4:4). These are the 
formal effects of sanctifying grace, as is clear from the treatise On Grace. 
But those three gifts are simply supernatural. Therefore grace is simply 
supernatural.

Minor. Since every creature, even the most perfect, is of itself a servant 
o f God, enjoying only those rights that it has received from God, not one 
of them, even the most perfect among possible beings, is thought to have 
any right from itself:

a) That it be raised to friendship, or to some participation in the 
divine nature as such. If the participation in some quality properly angelic 
would be fully undeserved for a man, a fortiori the participation in some 
quality properly divine will be undeserved for any creature, because of the 
infinite distance between any creature and God.

b) That it be adopted by God, that is, that it be assumed by God to son- 
ship with all the rights of a natural son. If adoption among men, who are 
equal to one another, is thought to be something gratuitous, a fortiori it 
will be gratuitous between any creature and God, since there is an infinite 
distance between the two.

c) That it be assigned as an heir o f heaven, that is, of goods that are 
proper to God alone, such as the beatific vision. If even among men acces
sion to foreign goods that are temporal is something gratuitous, a fortiori 
will the accession to goods proper to God be gratuitous.6

722. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers say the following about 
the supematurality of grace with regard to man; these words hold true also 
with regard to any creature, even one that is purely a possibility:

St. Athanasius (R 766): Man becomes a son o f God, not as the Creator, 
but by grace or through the reception o f the Holy Spirit; and it could not 
happen any other way, since man by his nature is created. “But this is 
God’s kindness to man, that of whom He is Maker, of them according to 
grace he also becomes Father also..., when men, his creatures.. .receive... 
the Spirit of His Son. And these are they who, having received the Word, 
gained power from Him to become sons of God; for they could not become

5. For Lercher, 2 (2 n. 618) it is only “an opinion by far the most common.
6. See Lange, De gratia Christi n. 269.
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sons, being by nature creatures, otherwise than by receiving the Spirit (of 
the Son).”

St. Gregory of Nyssa (R 1027): Man who by his nature is vanity, be
comes a son o f God; he overcomes nature when he becomes god. “Man is 
esteemed as nothing, as ashes and grass and vanity, yet he becomes akin 
to this great Majesty.. .he is received as a son.. .by God. How can one give 
thanks worthily for such a gift? ... With what thoughts that move our mind 
can we praise this abundant grace? Man transcends his own nature...he 
becomes.. .a god from man.”

St. Cyril of Alexandria (R 2106): Man becomes a son o f God by grace 
in contrast to the Son by nature, for the creature, since he is made and a 
servant, only by the command o f God ascends to supernatural things. “... 
We ascend to supernatural dignity through Christ; but we will not be sons 
of God as he is..., but through grace by which we imitate him: for he is 
the genuine Son existing from the Father, but we are adopted sons from his 
bounty... For the creature made a servant is called to the supernatural life 
only by the command and will of the Father; but the Son... from the very 
substance of the Father... receives the true good of his substance according 
to God’s nature.”

723. St. Augustine. Since the Pelagians held that the sin of Adam does 
no harm to his children, and that therefore they live as anyone before sin, 
and likewise that they can work out their salvation by their own powers, or 
without the help of any grace, the holy Doctor wishes to prove that man, 
infected by original sin, has been deprived of certain gifts conferred on 
Adam by God. Therefore now he cannot, like the innocent Adam, live a 
life of justice. Accordingly he deals directly with the existence of those 
gifts before Adam’s sin and with their absence after that sin, but he does 
not treat of their nature as being deserved or undeserved with reference to 
nature as such.

But elsewhere the holy Doctor emphasizes with sufficient clarity the 
supematurality of grace, as is apparent, for example, from the following:

a) Man created by God but not born from God, by grace becomes what 
he was not, that is, an adopted son; the Son o f God is distinguished from 
this generation o f grace. “Therefore this way in which God, since we were 
not born from him, but created.. .by his grace generated us that we might be 
his children, is called adoption.”7 “This is truly a spiritual birth, therefore... 
of God. This is called adoption. For we were something before we were the 
sons of God, and we received the benefit of becoming what we were not,

7. St. Augustine, Cont. Faustum 3,3: ML 42,215f, see In lo. tr2 c .l n.13: ML 35,1394.
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just as the one who is adopted, before adoption, was not yet the son of the 
one who adopts him; still, he was one who could be adopted. From this 
begetting by grace we distinguish that Son... of God. . (R 1433).

b) The love o f God is given to us by the Holy Spirit. “The love of God... 
is poured into our hearts, not by us, but by the Holy Spirit who is given to 
us.”8 Moreover this charity is called grace: “... Who did that, unless it was 
he who created them (the angels) with a good will, that is, with a chaste 
love by which they could adhere to him, at the same time both creating 
their nature and bestowing grace on them?” (R 1755). Indeed grace is gra
tuitous: “Because grace is gratis; for it is not grace, if it is not gratuitous.”9

724. Theological reasoning. The beatific vision is simply supernatural 
(also necessarily), as we here suppose from elsewhere (Treatise I, n. 48- 
55). But sanctifying grace: a) since in this order it is the only way of obtain
ing that vision, must per se (or unless the contrary is established, which it is 
not in this case) be simply supernatural, in order for there to be proportion 
between the means and the end; b) indeed it is the seed and beginning of 
that vision, as is proved in the Treatise On Grace. Therefore sanctifying 
grace is simply supernatural.

725. Objections. 1. What is not due to a sinner can be due to an innocent man. 
Therefore grace not due to human nature because of the sin of fallen Adam could be due 
to him as innocent.

I  distinguish the antecedent. What is not due to a sinner can be due to an innocent 
man, if  it is not due to a sinner merely as a sinner, conceded; if it is not due to him as 
having such a nature, denied.

Grace is not due to man, not by reason of sin, but by reason of his nature, as is clear 
from our arguments. And surely a son recovering his rights of sonship which were lost 
by some crime is not said to be adopted, but merely to be restored to his pristine rights.10 
Moreover nature, if it became a sinner because of original sin alone, would not be de
prived of grace that is naturally due to it.

2. Rom. 2:9-14: Tribulation...for every human being who does evil, the Jew first 
and also the Greek, but glory...for everyone who does good, the Jew first and also the 
Greek... But Gentiles who have not the law do by nature what the law requires....

From these words it follows that Gentiles by nature fulfill the law so that they merit 
heaven. But that supposes grace and charity. Therefore grace and charity are natural to 
them.

8. Ep. 140 ad Honor. 37,85: ML 33,567. See De civ. Dei 12,9,2: ML 41,357.
9. St. Augustine, In Ps 18:22: ML 36,158. See Boyer, 242-244; R. Garrigou-Lagrange, De natura creata per 

respectum ad supernaturalia secundum sanctum Augustinum: ActHebAugThom Rome 1931) 223-240; De 
Broglie (also citing other Fathers), De gratuilate ordinis supernatural: Greg 29 (1948) 440-444.

10. Palmieri, th.8 n.2.
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I  distinguish the major. The Gentiles fulfill the law by nature, i.e., the law known 
from nature, conceded; by nature, i.e., by the powers of nature, I  subdistinguish: some 
part of the law, bypassed; the whole law, denied.

Paul elsewhere denies that the law, at least all of it, can be fulfilled by the powers 
of nature (Rom. 7:7—8:4), and that is not said only about the Gentiles, since the Jews 
by nature are not different from them and are also bound by the difficult precept of not 
coveting. Rather, as is clear to the reader of the whole context (2:9-16..., especially v. 
12.15), he says only that all will be judged on the fulfillment of the law, also the Gen
tiles, since these, even though they lack the written law, know it from their conscience 
(and so naturally). In this very probable explanation it is supposed that the Gentiles 
can fulfill the law, but nothing is said explicitly about the way in which they fulfill it 
(whether by nature or by grace, whether by the remote or proximate merit of glory).11 
Therefore in it, it is not supposed that grace and charity are due to innocent nature.

There is another less probable interpretation of the passage about the Gentiles, as if 
they can fulfill some of the law by the powers of nature, but not the whole law. But that 
does not seem to be taught, at least explicitly, in the passage. And this explanation does 
not suppose that grace and charity are due to innocent nature.11 12

Objector insists. According to St. Augustine the question here is about Gentile con
verts to the faith who naturally do what is required by the law (R 1732). Therefore the 
holy Doctor supposes that grace and charity are due to innocent nature.

I  distinguish the antecedent. The Gentiles converted to the faith do what the law 
requires naturally, i.e., by nature repaired by grace, conceded; otherwise, denied.

Since the Pelagians understood the passage to be about Gentiles acting in a salu
tary way Augustine, striving mightily to establish against them the necessity of grace 
to perform salutary acts, says that Paul is talking about Gentile converts, but in such a 
way that the word “naturally” includes grace inasmuch as this was given to man with his 
nature. Therefore he understands nature historically, that is, in the real state of creation.

“And it should not move you that he said that they do what the law requires natu
rally, not by the spirit of God, not by faith, not by grace. For the spirit of grace inau
gurates in us the image of God in which we have naturally been made” (R 1732). And 
then: “Not because grace has been negated by nature, but rather nature has been repaired 
by grace.” Moreover St. Augustine does not reject the interpretation of the text as being 
about unconverted Gentiles (R 1733).

3. St. Augustine says: “Answer...For you say: that the non-baptized person will 
indeed have eternal life, but he will not attain the kingdom of God. In contrast another 
says, he will have both life and the kingdom of heaven. For why do you take away from 
the innocent the patrimony of the kingdom of heaven? ... What kind of justice is that?... 
What offense has the non-baptized child committed—one who has no guilt, either of 
own or inherited from his parents...?” 13 From these words the kingdom of heaven is 
due to the innocent child. Therefore also grace.

11. Comely, at this place p.l35f.; Lagrange, Epitre aux Romains (Paris 1931) p. 49; Bover, Teologia de San 
Pablo p. 161; Prat, 1 p. 236.

12. Thus Suarez, De gratia 1.1 c.8 n. 42-45.
13. Sermo 294 n.5-6: M L38,1338f.
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I  distinguish the antecedent. The kingdom of God is due to the innocent child, if 
the argument is ad hominem, or according to Pelagian principles, conceded; otherwise, 
denied.

St. Augustine there is not expressing his own mind, but, as is clear from the words 
themselves, he is arguing ad hominem against the Pelagians who deny original sin and 
illogically exclude non-baptized children from the kingdom of heaven.14

4. According to St. Augustine there is no middle ground between charity and wick
ed cupidity (R 1933). Therefore charity is due to man.

I  distinguish the antecedent. There is no middle ground between charity taken in a 
wide sense, or for the love of any true good, and wicked cupidity, conceded; between 
this and charity taken in a strict sense, or for supernatural love, denied.

Since charity can be taken in a strict sense, or for supernatural theological love, and 
in a wide sense, or for the love of a true good, the holy Doctor takes it in a wide sense 
here and there. “Some charity is divine, some human; some is humanly licit, some il
licit. .. Human charity is licit by which a wife is loved; illicit by which a prostitute or 
the wife of another is loved... Therefore have licit charity; it is human, but, as I said, it 
is licit... so that, if it were lacking, it would be rebuked. It is licit for us to love spouses 
with a human love... For all of them have names... in a certain way the glue of charity. 
But you see that that charity can also be had by the impious, that is, by pagans...” (R 
1528).15

726. Corollary 1. On the habitual capacity o f Adam for supernatural acts. Adam 
by his sanctifying grace was intrinsically and habitually capable of performing super- 
naturally, or in agreement with his ultimate supernatural end, all of his deliberate acts, 
since he was intrinsically elevated by grace to the supernatural order, whose ultimate 
end was the beatific vision, which is supernatural.

Corollary 2. On the virtues per se infused into Adam. If Adam received the same 
sanctifying grace that we have, thereby he must be thought to have accepted also all 
the virtues infused into us, connaturally annexed to that grace, and which are like its 
proximate powers of acting, and the gifts of the Holy Spirit. But he had only as a habit, 
as is clear, the virtues of penance and mercy, since their acts suppose respectively the 
commission of sin and the misery of another (I, q. 95, a. 3).

14. Ripalda, loc. cit., d.8 s.8; P. Dumont, S.J., Le surnaturel dans la theologie de Saint Augustin: RevScRel 12 
(1932)209-212.

15. See Ripalda, d.20 s.6 n.68f. See many difficulties in Beraza, n. 460-468; Huarte, n. 328-338.
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A R T I C L E  I V

On  t h e  g i f t  o f  i n t e g r i t y  g i v e n  t o  a d a m

Thesis 30. Before his sin Adam was adorned with immunity from 
concupiscence or with integrity.

S.TIi. I, q. 95, a. 1-2; Dever. Q.26a.8; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.30 a.l q. 1; Suarez, De opera sex die rum 1.3 
c.12; Beraza, n. 310-330; Lercher, 2 n. 608-610; A. Vandenberghe, De dono integritatis protoparentum: Col- 
latBrug 37 (1937) 394-398; A. Chollet, Concupiscence: DTC 3,803-814.

727. Connection. Although Adam, from what we have just proved, 
was given sanctifying grace, but this does not necessarily imply integrity, 
as is clear in us; therefore now moving on we will prove that the gift of 
integrity was also given to him in his state of innocence.

728. Definition of terms. Adam is taken as in thesis 28.
Before his sin he was adorned. Among theologians there is no dissent 

about the moment in which integrity was given to Adam, since, accord
ing to all, it is a part of original justice in which he was created. Therefore 
concerning that fact, which in itself is not important, we will not propose 
any proof.

Concupiscence is taken here: a) Not in the widest sense, or for any de
sire of good, even suprasensible. b) Nor in a wide sense, or for any desire 
of a sensible good, c) But in the strict sense, or for the desire of a sensible 
good against the direction o f reason,1 or according to it; or it arises before 
the will is led by reason and explicitly or at least implicitly consents to it, 
or it persists contrary to the will, or fights against it.

It is: either habitual, or the proximate capacity of desiring something 
against the direction of reason, or actual, that is, a transient movement of 
the sensitive appetite against the direction of reason.

Those movements of the appetite especially that have an evil object are thought to 
be against the direction o f reason. But those also are against the direction of reason that 
have an indifferent object or a good one, but are placed before or beside or contrary to 
the at least implicit consent of the will under the direction of reason.1 2

Concupiscence is present especially in sexual matters; but “in whatever sense of the

1. It is concupiscence by antonomasia. St. Augustine (De civ. Dei 14,7,2: ML 41,411): “But custom brought in 
this way o f  speaking, so that it is called cupidity or concupiscence; it is not said to whom it belongs, except 
that it can be understood as tending towards evil.”

2. See F. Lakner, S.J.: ZkathTh 61 (1957) 437-441.
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body the flesh strives against the spirit, it is recognized.”3
Actual concupiscence cannot be present, it is clear, unless it is already present as ha

bitual. Therefore the former is considered here only indirectly, but the latter directly. Un
derstood as a faculty of tending towards a sensible good contrary to the direction of reason 
it is called, as inclining one towards sin, a spark o f evil desire (forties peccati). But it is not 
a. wicked habit, since this is acquired, and of course, freely by the repetition of acts, while 
the actual type is in us naturally. It is not a positive entity, or the power of desiring taken 
in itself, since this was in Adam without concupiscence, but it is a defect o f subjection o f  
the sensitive appetite to reason, which of course a wicked habit can increase; therefore this 
is often called concupiscence (.De malo q.4 a.2 ad 4). But in order that it not be defined 
negatively, it is said to be a power of desiring that inclines one towards acts contrary to the 
direction of reason.

Beside sensible concupiscence which we have described so far, there is also spiritual 
concupiscence, inasmuch as the will is inclined to desire honors, glory, etc., contrary to 
the direction of reason.4 It also is included in the thesis; but sensible concupiscence is 
considered here directly and especially, since man is moved chiefly by it, and because, 
since sensation is the primary root of concupiscence, the sensible form can be said to be 
the root of all concupiscence. Of course the will is not attracted against reason by those 
insensible goods, unless they are apprehended sensibly by the phantasm and so affect the 
sensitive appetite.

Integrity here is, not a compendium of natural gifts,5 nor is it original 
justice (D 389, 551), but immunity from concupiscence (D 3514;) taken in 
a strict sense as sensible (and spiritual).

It implies therefore perfect subjection of the sensitive (and spiritual) 
appetite to the will, since it exercises mastery over it, not merely political, 
or such as we now have, but despotic as he now has over his feet and hands, 
etc., inasmuch as he cannot without at least the implicit command of the 
will either begin to act or carry a started act to completion (I, q. 81, a.3 ad
2). Thus there would be in Adam a complete harmony of all Ms faculties 
by perfect subordination of the appetites to the will under the direction of 
reason, so that his nature can truly be said to be integral or one integral and 
harmonious thing.

Therefore integrity is not immunity from the power of desiring, or from its acts, or

3. St.Augustine, Opus imperf. 4,28: ML 45,1352.
4. St. Augustine, Confes. 10,35-39: ML 32,802-806.
5. Suarez, De gratia proleg.4 c.2 n. 1.3.
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from the pleasure connected with them6; also it is not immune from the strict concupis
cence accompanying sin. It is immunity not from appetite, but from its rebellion.

We define integrity negatively, or as immunity, not positively, for example, as strength 
added to nature to act perfectly in the moral order, although thus doubtless it would be 
defined better.7 But absolutely it does not appear to be repugnant that it is obtained merely 
extrinsically through external providence, so that for the thesis it suffices to exclude actual 
and habitual concupiscence, inasmuch as it is hindered (in whatever way it may happen, 
for example, by the removal of temptations or by the negation of concursus) by the exter
nal providence of God, without resulting in any act. But because of the infirmity of fallen 
nature one can more suitably suppose that integrity is obtained by an intrinsic gift that 
strengthens nature (D 2212).

729. Advesaries. Pelagians, especially Julian,8 Socinians, Rationalists 
(n. 696, 70If.).

Scotus, writing obscurely and hesitatingly before Trent, seems to admit possible 
light motions of concupiscence in Adam: “And perhaps it is necessary to say that no 
sensitive appetite could then be a source of sadness; for then sight could see visible 
shameful things, and hearing to hear audible shameful things, and both could offend 
the sensitive appetite, just as sensible pleasant things could please it. But the will then 
would have made good use of those sorrows and the pleasures of the lower appetites, 
so that it would not have been immoderately saddened by the lower appetites, just as it 
would have made good use of their pleasures, not immoderately enjoying them.”9

730. Doctrine of the Church. Council o f Trent (D 1515): “Of this con
cupiscence which the Apostle occasionally calls “sin” (Rom. 6:12ff.) the 
holy Council declares: The Catholic Church has never understood that it 
is called sin because it would be sin in the true and proper sense in those

6. S.Th. I, q. 98, a. 2 ad 3: “In the state o f innocence... nothing o f  this kind would have happened... not be
cause delight o f  sense was less, as some say (rather indeed would sensible delight have been the greater in 
proportion to the greater purity o f  nature and the greater sensibility o f  the body), but because the force o f  
concupiscence would not have so inordinately thrown itself into such pleasure, being curbed by reason, 
whose place it is not to lessen sensual pleasure, but to prevent the force o f  concupiscence from cleaving to it 
immoderately.. .” Against that, “it was not as great as it is now,” according to St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.20 a. 1 
q.3, and Alex, o f  Hales, Univ. theol. summa p.2 q.99 memb2.

7. See K. Rahner, S.J., Zum theologischen Begriff der Konkupiszenz: ZkathTh 65 (1941) 61-80.
8. St. Augustine, Cont. Iul. 6,18,56: ML 44,855: “’’Sense is (according to Julian) therefore concupiscence, and 

it is not an evil quality; therefore when concupiscence is weakened, sense is weakened.” Opus imperf. cont. 
Iul 1,71: ML 45,1094: “The matter itself declares that pleasure and concupiscence were in paradise before 
sin, because through concupiscence it was the way to sin, which by the beauty o f the apple attracted the eyes, 
and it also stirred up a hope o f  a pleasing taste. Therefore this concupiscence could not b e .. .the fruit o f  sin, 
which is taught to have been the occasion o f  sin, not indeed by its own fault, but by the fault o f  the w ill.” See 
Orbe, loc. cit.

9. See Scotus, In 2 d.29. See Frassen, op. cit., t.5 tr.3 d.2 a.3 q. 1 at the end: “With these words the Doctor leaves 
in doubt what one must think about the proposed question” (i.e., on the perfect subjection o f  the sensitive 
appetite.).
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who have been reborn, but because it comes from sin and inclines to sin. If 
anyone thinks the contrary, let him be anathema.”

With these words it is directly defined against the Protestants that the 
Church has never understood that concupiscence is not to be called sin, 
because it is truly a sin, but because it is from sin and inclines to sin. There
fore it implicitly defines that concupiscence did not exist before sin.

Council o f Orange (D 370-371): “If anyone says that through the of
fense of Adam’s sin the whole person, body and soul, was not changed for 
the worse, but believes that only the body was subjected to corruption... 
such a one goes against Scripture....”

Unless one absurdly thinks that the question there is about the intrinsic 
injury of freedom as natural, it must be said to be from the loss of some gift 
by which freedom would be perfect, just as the injury to the body is from 
the loss of immortality.10 11

Pius XII (D 2212): “It should never be forgotten...that man whom, 
when fallen from his original state, Christ redeemed and restored to this 
supernatural dignity, to be the adopted son of God, yet without the preter
natural privileges by which his body before had been immortal, and his 
soul just and sound. Hence, it happened that the defilements which flowed 
into the nature of man from Adam’s sin, especially the infirmity of the will 
and the unbridled desires of the soul, survive in man.”

Also helpful in this matter are the documents cited below for the preternaturality of 
integrity (D 1926, 2616; see D 1975).

731. Theological note Implicitly defined divine and catholic faith, 
immunity from sensible concupiscence, about which without doubt it is 
treated directly in the canon of Trent (D 1515).11 At least certain in theol
ogy, immunity from spiritual concupiscence. The same must be said, in our 
opinion, about those light movements that Scotus mentioned.

732. Proof from Holy Scripture. These things are said about the first 
parents: 1) Before sin. Gen. 2:25: They were both naked, and were not 
ashamed. 2) After sin. Gen. 3:7: Then the eyes o f both were opened, and 
they knew that they were naked; and they sewed fig leaves together and

10. In Trent those words were not taken about the intrinsic injury o f  nature; for they were not included in canon 
1 (D 1511) precisely lest it seem to be taught with these words that human nature was injured intrinsically 
by original sin, in the sense o f  the Protestants. See Council o f  Trent 5,2051,19-24; Cavallera, loc. cit., 291; 
Penagos, loc. cit., 2 lOf.

11. But others, not daring to say that the thesis is a defined dogma o f faith, think that it is proximate to faith, v.gr., 
Pohle-Gierens l 9 (p. 506) or at least proximate to faith, v.gr., Lercher (n. 608) or catholic doctrine, v.gr., 
Beraza (n. 323).
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made themselves aprons. They knew that because of sin. Gen. 3:11: Who 
told you that you were naked? Have you eaten o f the tree o f which I com
manded you not to eat?

Therefore if the first parents before sin were not ashamed and only after 
it and because of it were ashamed, before sin they did not experience the 
movements of concupiscence, since a normal man, feeling them arise against 
his will, is affected with shame, as the first parents were after their sin.12 And 
surely the fact that they were not ashamed is pointed out in those circum
stances as something singular, as if the author supposed such lack of shame 
is beside the ordinary conduct of a man.

In these words the concern seems to be directly about carnal concu
piscence. But, since this is principal, others must be thought to follow its 
condition, since a gift controlling the stronger movements, is assumed a 
fortiori to control the weaker ones.

And it should not be said that the first parents then, since they were not ashamed: 
a) Lacked the use o f reason. For immediately after sinning they were ashamed; they 
accepted a command (Gen. 2:17); they transgressed it freely (3:6); Adam gave names 
to the animals (2:19f.); Eve talked with the devil (3: Iff.), b) Were ignorant o f  the use 
o f matrimony. For carnal copulation in the command to propagate (1:28); immediately 
after the creation of Eve there is an allusion to carnal copulation: Therefore a man leaves 
his father and his mother and cleaves to his wife, and they become one flesh (2:24). 
These words, which perhaps are not those of Adam but of the sacred author,13 14 show what 
his mind was about matrimony.

733. Rom. 6-7. There the word “sin” (f| dpapxia) indicates concupis
cence, inasmuch as it signifies either original sin, at least principally, not 
only as opposed to justice but also as the source o f concupiscence,14 or con
cupiscence itself, at least principally, as a consequence of that sin.15 Thus: 
Let not sin therefore reign in your mortal bodies, to make you obey their 
passions. Do not yield your members to sin as instruments o f wickedness... 
For sin will have no dominion over you... (Rom. 6:12-14). Therefore that 
sin is depicted as something dwelling in the body or as joined to the body 
(see also 6:6) and as inclining to sin (7:14-15).

Thus (ij dpapxia) is soon called concupiscence and the sin of Adam is

12. See Hummelauer, op. cit., p. 149; Bea, De Pentateucho p. 154; Ceuppens, op. cit., p. 125; Lambert, Le 
drame du jardin d'Eden: NouvRevTh (1954) 1052f. Therefore what Frassen says (loc. cit.) is less pleasing: 
“However 1 would believe it to be more probable that... in that state the movements o f the sensitive appetite 
were so subject to reason that they would never be opposed to it or run ahead o f  it— ”

13. See Hummelauer, 147.
14. Thus Bover, Las epistolas de San Pablo p. 38.42f.; Id., Teologla de San Pablo p. 267f.
15. Comely, Epist. ad Rom. p. 312ff.; F. Ceulemans, Commentarius in epistolas S. Pauli (Mechlin 1901) p.50ff.
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designated with that word since all men sinned (5:12), so that it is justly 
thought to be inadequately identified with it. Moreover in the whole context 
in which that sin is treated (chapters 6-7), concupiscence is clearly shown 
as an disorder that follows that sin, or even as constituting one thing with 
it. Therefore it must logically be taken as ontologically and originally con
nected with original sin, and therefore as introduced by that sin; thus it is 
designated with the same word (D 1515).

734. Proof from tradition. The testimonies of the holy Fathers occur 
already before Pelagianism, but especially after it.

St. Irenaeus (R 225): Since he had lost the covering o f sanctity, Adam 
feels concupiscence. “Resisting the erring, the lustful propensity of his flesh 
(since he had lost his natural disposition and child-like mind, and had come 
to the knowledge of evil things), he girded a bridle of continence upon 
himself and his wife... Inasmuch as, he says, I have by disobedience lost 
the robe of sanctity which I had from the Spirit, I do now also acknowledge 
that I am deserving of a covering of this nature, which affords no gratifica
tion, but which gnaws and frets the body.”

St. John Chrysostom (R 1150): Before their sin they were like angels, 
without feeling the impulse o f concupiscence, since they were clothed with 
heavenly glory. “Before their sin they lived in paradise like angels, not 
afflicted with concupiscence... For when sin...was not yet present, they 
were clothed with glory that came from above and therefore they were not 
ashamed. But after their transgression of the precept, shamefulness and the 
recognition of nudity took possession of them.”

St. Augustine taught this matter especially against the Pelagians, v.gr., 
(R 1952): Adam through a great grace received from his Creator goods 
which he did not gain by his own merits; among these gifts was this—that 
he suffered not evil from the law o f his members. “Did not Adam have the 
grace of God? Yes, truly, he had it abundantly... He was placed in the midst 
of benefits which he had received from the goodness of his Creator; for he 
had not procured those benefits by his own merits; in which benefits he suf
fered absolutely no evil. But saints in this life, to whom pertains the grace 
of deliverance, are in the midst of evils out of which they cry to God...: De
liver us from evil... He had no need to that assistance which they implore 
when they say: I  see another law in my members... He, however, tempted
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and disturbed in no such conflict..., enjoyed his peace with himself.”16
St. John Damascene (R 2388): Before their sin they were clothed with 

divine grace, they were clothed with incorrupt garments, and they did not 
perceive their nudity and concupiscence. “For...at one time Adam and 
Eve, and they were not ashamed... they gave no thought about how to 
cover their nudity... Indeed, although they were naked in body, still they 
were covered by divine grace. They did not have any cover for the body, 
but they were clothed with incorrupt garments. For as much as they were 
bound to God by obedience, to that extent they were covered with incor
rupt garments. But as soon as they became disobedient, they were made far 
distant from the grace with which they were covered before... They sensed 
the nudity of their bodies; they longed for the pleasures of this world.. ..”17

According to Theolphilus of Antioch, Clement of Alexandria, St. Irenaeus, whom 
Hirscher recently followed, Adam and Eve being nude were not ashamed because they 
were infants.18 But if they understood the matter in this way, as it seems, as opposed to 
the sense of Scripture, they must be rejected. But this can be understood differently, for, 
as an example, Irenaeus (R 225) supposes that Adam was capable of accepting a com
mand, or sinning and, immediately after this, of feeling concupiscence.

Rather, they seem to have thought that the first parents because of the grace (of the 
Holy Spirit) were like infants regarding concupiscence; thus, v.gr., St. Irenaeus (see also 
R 225): “They were not ashamed because in them there were the innocent senses of in
fancy and they did not understand these things that are bom by evil in the soul from con
cupiscence and base desires. Therefore at that time they preserved their healthy nature. 
For at the moment of their creation the spirit of life was breathed into them. Further
more, as long as this spirit preserved its order and place, it ruled out evil...thoughts.”19

735. Theological reasoning (of agreement). Since Adam, before he 
was a sinner, had accepted the outstanding gift of sanctifying grace, he

16. St.Augustine (R 1706): “Therefore they were both naked... And they were not ashamed; but why should 
they feel shame since they felt no law in their members opposed to the law o f  their mind? That punishment 
o f  sin possessed them after the commission o f  sin ... In their previous situation they were naked ... and they 
were not ashamed: for there was not movement in their bodies that could cause shame; they did not consider 
hiding anything, since they felt nothing had to be covered.” See also De civ. Dei 1.14 c,17.21.23f.,26: ML 
41,425f. 428., 430-433,454; Cont. lul: ML 44,641-874; Opus imperf. cont. Iul.: ML 45,1049-1608.

17. Among the Greeks see also St. Cyril o f  Alexandria (R 2122): “ ...In the paradise o f  delights the mind (o f  
Adam) was completely and always lost in the vision o f  God, but his body was in tranquility and quiet, 
without any desire o f  anything obscene; for in him there was no tumult o f  absurd desires. But when he fell 
into sin ... then impure desires invaded the nature o f  his flesh and there was bom in our members a savage 
law ....”

18. Theophilus o f  Antioch, Ad Autoycum 2,25: MG 6,1092; Clement o f  Alexandria, Protrept. 11: MG,8,228; 
Strom 3 c.17: MG 8,1205; St. Irenaeus, Adv haer. 3,32,4; 4,38; 4,39,1: MG 7, 759, 1105-1110. On Hirscher 
and his refutation, see Kleutgen, op. cit., 2 p. 505-527.

19. Demonstr. apost. praedic. 4: PO 1.12 p. 669f. See Vernet, loc.cit., 2456; Le Bachelet, Adam: DTC 1,370; 
Boyer, 267-269.
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must without doubt be thought to have accepted the lesser gift of integrity 
which is suitable for his rational nature. Thus his integrity was an addi
tional help towards the preservation and increase of that grace.

736. Objections. 1. Concupiscence perfects human nature. Therefore it must be 
believed that it was not taken away from Adam.

/  distinguish the antecedent. Concupiscence in a wide sense perfects human na
ture, or as it is a power ot desiring a sensible good, conceded; in a strict sense, or as 
it is a power of desiring against the dictate of reason, denied.

For thus it connotes only the defect of subjection of the appetite to reason.
2. In Adam there were doubtless spontaneous movements of the appetite to its 

object. Therefore he had concupiscence.
I  distinguish the antecedent. In Adam there were spontaneous movements of the 

appetite to an inordinate object, denied; to an ordered object, I  sub distinguish: under 
at least the implicit command of the will, conceded; otherwise, denied.

In every act of the appetite, also objectively good ones, that it be exercised or 
while it was exercised, consent o f  the will was required, if perhaps not always formal 
or explicit, certainly at least virtual and implicit.

3. Given integrity, the use of sensible things would often be impossible. Therefore 
Adam did not have it.

/  distinguish the antecedent. Given integrity, the use of sensible things would be 
impossible independently of reason, conceded; otherwise, denied.

Surely the integrity of Adam excluded only independence from the will under 
control of reason.

4. Eve saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was a delight to the eyes 
(Gen. 3:6) and she ate. Therefore she experiences a temptation.

/  distinguish the consequence. Eve experiences a temptation from the devil, con
ceded; from concupiscence, I  subdistinguish: before her external sin, bypassed: be
fore all sin, even internal, denied.

If, as is believed, the first grave sin of Eve, who wanted to be like God knowing 
good and evil, was a sin of pride that was internal, that being the case, her integrity 
had already ceased; thus already it would not hinder Eve from having the desire for 
the forbidden fruit. “The evil will went before by which the cunning devil was be
lieved, and the evil concupiscence followed by which the illicit food was coveted.”20

Moreover that Eve saw the beautiful... tree pleasing to the eyes..., does not nec
essarily suppose an antecedent movement of concupiscence, since she could see and 
admire before her sin, without being tempted to sin, all beautiful things, especially if 
these, like the tree, were intrinsically good.

Lercher thinks that it does not seem certain that Eve lost integrity by her sin, since 
from Gen. 3:7 it seems that concupiscence was experienced first together with Adam. 
Perhaps she did not lose it except as dependent on the sin of Adam as the head of the

20. St. Augustine, Opus imperf. cont. Iul. 1,71: ML 45,1095; S.Th. 1, q. 94, a. 4 ad 1; II-II, q. 163, a. 1; Bainvel, 
Nature et surnaturel p. 197f.
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human race, so that the movements of Eve could have been towards a good object.21 
But this explanation seems less probable, since, once grace is lost by sin, integrity is 
thought to be present no longer.

5. Perhaps the first parents had habitual concupiscence, although not activated 
before their sin because of a lack of the proper occasion. Therefore integrity cannot 
be asserted as certain.

I  deny the antecedent. It would be surprising that both were naked and only just 
after and because o/their sin they were ashamed of their nudity.

737. Corollary 1. On Adam’s ability to keep the natural law. Through integrity 
Adam could easily keep the whole natural law as to its substance without committing 
any sin, either moral or venial, or any moral imperfection.

Corollary 2. On the virtues infused into Adam per accidens. If Adam has the 
great gift of integrity before his sin, likewise he must be said to have received all the 
moral virtues infused per accidens, since they perfect completely the natural rectitude 
of man in reference to God and himself (I, q. 95, a. land I-II, q. 63, a. 2).22

21. Lercher, p. 365.
22. Suarez, loc. cit., 3,11.
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A R T I C L E  V 

On t h e  p r e t e r n a t u r a l i t y  o f  i n t e g r i t y  

Thesis 31. The integrity of Adam was preternatural.

S.Th. I, q. 95, a. 1; 4 CG 52; In 2 d.31 q.l a.2 ad 3: Bellarmine, De gratiaprimi hominis c.5; Suarez, De 
gratia proleg. 4 c.2; Boyer, th. 10; Beraza, n. 469-484; Palmieri, th. 15 n.7-11; Huarte, n. 349, 355-361.

738. Connection. Adam therefore, based on our proof above, before 
sin was endowed with integrity. Now there is a further question about the 
relation of this quality to nature. It is easily apparent from the nature of 
the case that it is not a question about supematurality relative to just any 
nature, but relative to human nature.

739. Definition of terms. Integrity as understood here is not the com
pendium of the gifts of original justice, but immunity from concupiscence 
as it was explained in the previous thesis.

Preternatural, i.e., supernatural in a certain respect, or surpassing hu
man nature, without perhaps surpassing other higher natures, v.gr., angelic. 
Therefore it is not simply supernatural like sanctifying grace.

740. Adversaries. Protestants, Baianists, Jansenists (n. 697, 700).

741. Doctrine of the Church. St. Pius V condemned the error of de 
Bay (D 1926): “The integrity of the first creation was not the undeserved 
exaltation of human nature, but its natural condition.”

Since integrity was taken by de Bay comprehensively, or both for in
terior holiness by the indwelling of the Holy Spirit and for immunity from 
concupiscence, the condemnation of his proposition would seem to be 
comprehensive and therefore from it the preternaturality of the gift of integ
rity could not be deduced as, for example, Scheeben and Van der Meersch 
think.1 But the common opinion is different,1 2 and rightly so, since de Bay’s

1. Scheeben, Handbuch der kath. Dogmatik 2 n.649; J. Van der Meersch, Explica quomodo imrnunitas a con- 
cupiscentia, licet sit humanae naturae positive indebita, d idpossit integritas naturae: CollatBrug 18 (1913) 
438. See also Lennerz, Opuscula duo de doctrina baiana p. 45f. Before some thought that the condemnation 
referred to sanctifying grace: Gonet, De homine d.6 a.l § 3 n. 17; especially G. Estius, In Sent2 d.25 § 6, very 
much doubting about the preternaturality o f  integrity. See Berti, op. cit., diss.l c .l § 2 n.4; diss.2 c .l n.9f. It 
must be admitted, according to Scheeben (loc. cit.) that the gratuity o f  integrity is not published in a special 
way in the condemnation o f  de Bay.

2. Suarez, loc. cit., n.7; Daffara, Depeccato originali... n.66; Parente, p. 130; Lercher, n. 622; Pesch, 2 n. 196; 
Boyer, loc. cit., p.263; Beraza, n. 469; Ripalda, Achersus Baium... disp.4 s.3 n.l9f.; disp.8 s.2 n. 19; disp.9 
s .l  n.4.
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propositions are condemned in the sense intended by their author in whose 
conception of innocent nature integrity is also an essential element.3

Similarly, the same thing, and for the same reason related to the Jan- 
senistic doctrine, must be said about the error of the Synod of Pistoia (D 
2616): “The doctrine of the synod about the state of happy innocence, such 
as it represents it in Adam before his sin, comprising not only integrity but 
also interior justice with an inclination towards God through love of char
ity...; insofar as, understood comprehensively, it intimates that that state 
was a consequence of creation, due to man from the natural exigency and 
condition of human nature...: false... erroneous

The proposition of de Bay was also condemned (D 1955): “God could 
not have created the human being from the beginning in the condition in 
which one is now born” (see also D 1979). That is not from de Bay ver
bally, but it certainly is according to the sense and in his context it refers 
directly to concupiscence. Therefore setting aside, as is clear, original sin, 
man can be created with the concupiscence of his passions just as he is now 
bom. Therefore integrity is due to his nature.4

742. Theological note. Certain in theology, or as above (n. 720; see D 
2616) theologically certain.5

743. Proof from Holy Scripture. As we saw above (n. 732), it is em
phasized as something singular, that the first parents before sin were naked 
but they were not ashamed.

744. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers, as we saw above (n. 
734), stress the integrity of Adam, and they see it as a special gift of God. 
Thus St. Irenaeus (R 225); St. John Chrysostom (R 1150); St. Augustine (R 
1952); St. John Damascene (R 2388).

St. Augustine (R 1967): “Ignorance and difficulty pertain to the misery 
of a just damnation; every man suffers this from the day of his birth. From 
this evil no one is freed except by the grace of God. The Pelagians do not 
want to derive this misery from a just damnation, since they deny original 
sin; yet for ignorance and difficulty, even if they were the primordial natu
ral state of man, God would not be blamed, but praised.”

3. See Scheeben, n. 647; Alfaro, loc. cit.
4. See Scheeben, n. 648.650; Le Bachelet, Baius: DTC 2 ,7 If.; Alfaro, 34-37.
5. Lercher, n. 622: “Theologically certain”; Boyer, p. 263: “Common and certain doctrine, and contained in the 

decrees against de Bay and Jansen”; Huarte, n. 357: “It is defined against the Baianists and the Jansenists”; F. 
Diekamp, Kalholische dogmatic 25 (Munster 1921) § 29 p. 121: “Proximate to faith” (like the supernaturality 
o f  grace).
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From this it follows that man could be created in ignorance and diffi
culty (to reach truth), which are now present in him without any blame on 
the part of God. Therefore Adam’s integrity was not natural, since it could 
be absent, without any blame on the part of God. With P. Boyer we give 
the above interpretation,6 but other theologians suggest other more subtle 
opinions.7

745. Theological reasoning. Integrity for human nature is not: 1) Part 
of its essence, or a result of it, or a consequence of its essence. For since 
man has both a sensitive appetite, whose object is a pleasing good, and a 
rational appetite, whose object is an objective good, so that the former cor
responds to sensitive knowledge and the latter to intellectual knowledge, 
the result is:

a) That, since sensitive knowledge of the pleasing good precedes the 
intellective, the sensitive appetite, which of itself clearly is blind and nec
essary, tends towards the pleasing good, morally good or evil, before the 
intervention of the rational appetite, b) That, since its object remains pres
ent to it, it tends toward it, even beside or contrary to the command of the 
will, c) That, when activated it entices the will to consent, since both are 
rooted in the same soul (I, q. 81, a. 3 ad 2).8

2) It has no claim on nature, as if nature without integrity could not 
properly fulfill the natural law and so obtain it ultimate end. For concupis
cence: a) Is not in itself or in its motions a formal sin since in precedes free
dom. b) Does not infallibly lead to sin, since the will can resist its motions 
either by itself or by suitable means, if it should at times need them, which 
God is thought ready to give to it in order to resist those motions. Thus with 
that help man can always and easily avoid all mortal sin and also, at least 
generally, venial sins. Therefore it is not necessary that man should have in 
his nature through integrity the moral power of never sinning, c) Moreover

6. Boyer, 270-273; Id., Dieupouvait-il creer I 'homme dans I ’etat d ’ignorance et de difficulte?: Greg 11 (1930) 
32-57; Id., Essais sur la doctrine de S. Augustin (Paris 1932) 237-271; Huarte, n. 355-384.

7. H. de Noris, loc. cit., c.3 2: ML 47,609. Differently Y. de Montcheuil, S.J., L ’hypothese de I'etat originel 
d ’ ignorance et difficulte d ’apres le “ De libero arbitrio" de saint Augustin: RechScRel 23 (1933) 197-221; 
see Id., Melanges theologiques (Aubier 1946) 93-111. See also on this matter below at n. 809.

8. Suarez, De opere sexdierum  3,12,10; Scheeben, § 156; J. Laminne, Decheance originelle (Paris 1914) p. 55: 
“Deliberating reason is awakened only by sensible impressions; but these immediately influence the sense 
passions, while reason needs a certain amount o f  time to calculate, to reflect and to compare. Then the will 
that controls reason can act only after the sense attractions and its movements necessarily precede the activ
ity o f  the latter. We also know that our will does not have an absolute mastery over our body, and it is natural 
that it should be so. For if  the complete bodily activity depended on our will, our conscious activity would 
not be sufficient to assure its proper functioning. Therefore it is natural that the movements o f  sensibility do 
not give in immediately to the opposition o f  the will and that we experience in ourselves the interior conflict 
or our will with the indeliberate passisonate movements that are part and parcel o f  concupiscence” [English 
by translator]. See Vanderberger, loc.cit., p. 398 note 1.
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it has this good effect that it is an opportunity both to turn to God through 
prayer and of obtaining, with God’s help, splendid victories of virtue and 
merit.

746. Objections. 1. From 1 John 2:16: For all that is in the world, the lust o f the 
flesh and the lust o f the eyes and the pride o f life, is not o f the Father but is o f the world. 
Hence concupiscence is not from God. Therefore it cannot be natural.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Actual deliberate concupiscence is not from God, con
ceded; habitual indeliberate is not from God, I  subdistinguish: in the historical order, 
conceded; in the ontological order, I  distinguish again: intended by God, conceded; 
permitted, denied.

The freely embraced movements of concupiscence, since they are sins, cannot be 
from God except as merely permitting them. But habitual concupiscence and its indeli
berate movements, although they are not sins, should not have been present in historical 
man the way God created him and therefore they are now in man only because of sin.9 
Indeed if they are looked at ontologically, they are a physical evil in a wide sense or 
negatively, since they are a pure lack of a naturally undeserved good, but they do touch 
the moral order. Therefore they cannot possibly be intended by God, not even acciden
tally, but merely permitted.

2. Concupiscence is something evil. Therefore it cannot be natural.
I  distinguish the antecedent. Concupiscence is a physical evil, conceded; a moral 

evil, I  subdistinguish: it is evil materially, conceded; formally, denied.
Physical concupiscence is an evil (in the sense just explained), but it is natural, 

since it is a defect of nature; but morally it is not formally evil, or a formal sin, but 
merely materially, inasmuch as it contains the matter of sin, given assent (but not as if 
it agrees with material sin, since this can happen with a consenting will, v.gr., through 
ignorance or perhaps through a vehement impulse of passion) either effectively, inas
much as it is from sin, or occasionally as moving to sin or apparently in the presence of 
others, who however do not know internal resistance, or as a punishment, inasmuch as it 
is a retribution for sin, or as a privation, inasmuch as it is a true privation (of integrity) 
because of sin.

But materially and occasionally or by way of a cause and therefore also apparently 
it is natural, since it is a certain defect of nature. But effectively, as punishment and as a 
privation it is called evil through its relation to sin. Therefore in this threefold sense it 
must rather be said to be unnatural or even contrary to nature, inasmuch as sin can be 
said to be unnatural (n. 750f.).

747. 3. We are ashamed of concupiscence. But we would not be ashamed of if, if it 
were natural. Therefore it is not natural.

I  distinguish the minor. If it were natural, we would not be ashamed of concupis
cence, if we were not ashamed of natural things, conceded; otherwise, denied.

Surely we are ashamed of many natural defects in the intellectual, moral and physi
cal order. Shame from concupiscence is not because it is a sin, since it is not, nor be-

9. Ceulmans, Commentarius in epistolas catholicas (Mechlin 1904) p. 126f.
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cause it is a punishment of sin, since even death is that, but because it is rebellious 
against nature (n. 752).10 11

Objector insists. But we are ashamed of it, because it oppresses rational nature as 
such. Therefore as such it cannot be natural.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Concupiscence oppresses rational nature, inasmuch as 
the sensitive appetite rebels against reason, conceded; as if concupiscence itself or its 
indeliberate movements is something morally corrupting nature, denied.

In a certain way concupiscence oppresses the rational nature, and in that sense we 
are ashamed of it, since it fights against reason and at time it can be an impediment to 
its perfect exercise. But this is a physical defect that does not oppress rational nature, as 
if it were imposing some moral disgrace on it. In this latter sense we are not ashamed 
of concupiscence.

On the other hand it can be said to oppress the rational nature as such, inasmuch as 
it incites it to sin, but not as if it prevents it ejficaciously from performing a good act, 
since it is an occasion for man to act honestly, while it represses it and thus rejects sin. 
Indeed a man can, strengthened by a pious life, so repress it that he acquires an almost 
despotic mastery over its motions, at least the more indecent ones, so that by changing it 
to virtue rather than shame, while still living in the body he is like an angel. Hence man 
needs the means by which he is able to overcome concupiscence, not those by which he 
is immune from it without his effort.11

4. An inclination contrary to reason is repugnant. Therefore concupiscence is not 
natural.

/  distinguish the antecedent. An inclination contrary to reason is repugnant in man, 
if he cannot resist that motion, conceded; otherwise, denied.

748. 5. Concupiscence, since it often leads us into sin, is formally sin. Therefore it 
cannot be natural.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Concupiscence leading to sin is formally sin, if what
ever leads us to sin is formally sin, conceded; otherwise, I  subdistinguish: concupis
cence is formally sin, if consented to, conceded; otherwise, denied.

There are many things that, without being formally sin, move us to sin, v.gr., ob
scene pictures. Moreover the movement of concupiscence, since it is against reason, is 
materially sin, inasmuch as it contains the matter of sin so that, once consent is given, it 
becomes formal sin. Therefore, although it is natural, it is not allowed to consent to it.

6. If concupiscence is natural, the order of nature demands that the mind is opposed 
to itself. But that cannot be admitted. Therefore concupiscence is not natural.

I  distinguish the antecedent. If concupiscence is natural, nature demands that the 
mind is opposed to itself, according to the same reason, denied; according to a different 
reason, I  subdistinguish: so that it is opposed per accidens, conceded; per se, denied.

Since man is a being so special, as composed of body and spirit, and hence has very 
diverse powers and operations, it is not surprising, if according to those diverse powers

10. St. Augustine, De nupt. etconcup. 1.5: ML 44,416 ,D e  div. Dei 14,23,2: M L41,431.
11. Ceulmans, Commentarms in epistolas catholicas (Mechlin 1904) p. 126f.
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he is moved to opposite things (Quodl. 11, q. 5 a.5 ad 2). But that conflict is not from 
intrinsic principles of nature, or per se as if the sensitive appetite must rebel necessarily 
against reason, but because desirable objects appeal to the appetite independently of 
reason. But with regard to man’s nature that happens only per accidens.

7. Innocent man cannot constantly overcome concupiscence and thus attain his final 
end. Therefore concupiscence is repugnant to man as such.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Man cannot overcome concupiscence physically, de
nied; morally, I  subdistinguish: left to himself, conceded; with the help of God, denied.

Since concupiscence does not take away man’s physical freedom, he always has 
the physical power to overcome it.12 Also since God should not be thought to abandon 
the innocent creature in things that are required for his final end, he would give to the 
innocent man, created with concupiscence, the means by which he would also have the 
moral power to overcome them and so to obtain his final end.

8. According to St. Thomas concupiscence is contrary to nature: “Since, in man, the 
concupiscible power is naturally governed by reason, the act of concupiscence is so far 
natural to man, as it is in accord with the order of reason; while, in so far as it trespasses 
beyond the bounds of reason, it is, for a man, contrary to reason. Such is the concupis
cence of original sin” (I-II, q. 82, a. 3 ad 1). Therefore it is not natural.

I  distinguish the consequent. Concupiscence is not natural inasmuch as it is a physi
cal defect of rational nature as rational, conceded; as if it were opposed to nature, de
nied.

First of all it is clear negatively that St. Thomas does not wish to say that concupis
cence is opposed to human nature, since he often says that integrity is above nature (I, q. 
95, a. 1; In 2 d.31 ad 3); since he establishes or supposes the principle that man cannot 
be deprived of natural good except because of personal sin (De malo, q.5 a.2; Comp, 
theol. c.195); also since he says that death, which he assumes to be due to nature (I, q. 
97, a. 1) is not “according to the inclination of the form” (I-II, q. 85, a. 6) and therefore 
precisely to be “contrary to nature” (De malo, q. 5 a.5). Positively it can be said that 
concupiscence is “contrary to nature” according to St. Thomas because it is a physical 
defect of nature against the order of reason (ibid., q. 4, a. 2 ad l).13

749. Scholium 1. How was that immunity from concupiscence obtained? Certainly 
by some gift either intrinsic or extrinsic added to nature. But what was the nature of it? 
Having excluded an explanation of an intrinsic change in the faculties without the addition 
of any new form, since such a change in intrinsically indivisible faculties is impossible 
and unintelligible, first of all some explanations will be proposed that are less probable or 
insufficient.

According to Durandus, it takes place through a habit added to the sensitive appe
tite, determining it to one thing. But how could the sensitive appetite in this way be per
fectly bound by habit alone, so that before the command of the will it would always and

12. Suarez, De gratia proleg. 4,9,12; 1,28,9. However according to him {ibid., c.2 n. 13-15) “in physical rigidity 
only the intrinsic faculties are due to nature with general concursus.. .” But with a different view, see Maz- 
zella, De gratia Christ? {Rome 1865) n. 396-403 (he quotes Franzelin) and Lange, De gratia n. 159.

13. See Huarte, n. 357; Beraza, n. 484.
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infallibly abstain from its acts? According to Cajetan, it is through a certain introduced 
force of reason. But how is that force obtained? According to Vdzquez, it is through a 
special protection of God that removes everything that could stir up the appetite. But 
that way, even if possible, seems to be less natural. According to Boyer, it is “especially” 
through sanctifying grace, “which should be considered as the proximate cause for the 
gift of integrity.” It is so, if grace is taken as the root of the gift of integrity, and St. 
Thomas, who is quoted by him (I, q. 95, a. 1), seems to say the same thing; but can it be 
taken as the quasi formal cause of integrity, especially since the question is treating the 
effect of the natural order?14

Therefore according to the more probable opinion, integrity would be had “partly 
through intrinsic habits and acts, partly through the special providence of God.” With 
those habits, many of which would be in the various faculties, reason would be disposed 
to consider, to judge or command fittingly,” the will “to follow right reason with plea

sure and to move the appetite forcefully,” the appetite itself “to obey promptly.” “Hence 
we gather that all the virtues of the will and of the appetite, that we said are in Adam, 
come together to complete this gift either formally by those habits, if this rectitude is 
thought to be really present (in actu primo), or effectively by its acts, by performing 
them more often and more perfectly. Its frequent use would provide much help so that 
place would not be given...to other inordinate inclinations. And also for this purpose 
divine contemplation and fervent love would be able to provide much help, as long as 
it lasted, because a soul very intent...on spiritual things can hardly at the same time be 
occupied with sensible things, unless perhaps some external cause should strongly influ
ence it; but in such a state that would be removed....”

For this effect in the natural order “the virtues infused per accidens...would suf
fice.” “But because man at the same time was created for a supernatural end and because 
of that was made especially perfect, therefore virtues per se infused were also neces
sary. . .so that the soul would also be perfect in that order and intrinsically capable of ob
serving the rectitude of that order. Hence it also came about that these gifts.. .would also 
help greatly by their own acts to observe the same natural rectitude... Therefore these 
supernatural gifts were very useful for the attainment of this effect even in the natural 
order.” “Now...I assert briefly that no habit was necessary for this subordination of the 
faculties beside the operative habits of the moral and intellectual virtues.”15

Nevertheless we think that the gifts of immortality and impassibility de facto were 
part of that integrity, since perfect health of the body and the harmonious exercise of 
the nutritive and sensitive functions can cooperate agreeable to achieve such integrity.16

Hence, if the spark of sin “is said to be extinct, if by grace the lower part of man is 
so perfectly subject to reason, that it cannot be moved independently of it, but it is said 
to be bound, if the effect of grace per se is not so great, but if God at the same time by his 
external providence takes care lest there ever be any motion contrary to reason,17 then

14. Durandus, In 2 d.29 q.2 n.6; Cajetan, In 1.2 q.109 a.2 n.6f.: see Gonet, Clypus tr.8 d.3; Vazquez, In 1 d. 132 
c.7 n.30-32; Boyer, loc.cit., p. 280f., with whom Lercher agrees, n. 625.

15. Suarez, 3,12,11-26.
16. Van der Meersch, loc. cit., 436-439.
17. Pesch, 4 n.338.
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one must say that in the first parents, almost in the same way as in the Blessed Virgin, it 
was rather extinct and not merely bound, since in this case the main part must be attrib
uted to the habits. “In Christ the extinction is explained not by some preternatural gift, 
but remotely by the hypostatic union, which with a metaphysical necessity demands 
extinction, and proximately by the beatific vision of Christ and because his omniscience 
with moral necessity caused the extinction.”18 19

750. Scholiium 2. On the nature o f  good and evil in habitual concupiscence. In any 
order, concupiscence as connoting the power of desiring a sensible good: a) Simply, is 
a natural perfection of the physical order “God being the author it is implanted in us, 
as it is in animals, b) Under the dictate o f  reason, it is a perfection of the moral order, 
because a man by using it properly perfects himself morally, c) Independent o f  reason, 
it is an evil for the rational nature as such, since proper order requires that in man the 
sensitive appetite, as lower, is subject to the rational, as higher. But it is an evil that is 
either physical (negatively) since in the appetite it is a defect of subjection to reason and 
thus a defect of perfect dominion over it (In 2 d.30 q. 1 ad 4), or moral (or touching the 
moral order, almost like the power of sinning): but it is not formally evil, since it is not 
from a subject of morality, as preceding freedom without which there is no moral order, 
but occasionally and causally, as enticing towards sin, and materially, inasmuch as it 
contains the matter of sin.

In the order o f pure nature it is a negatively physical evil or a pure absence of an 
undeserved perfection.

In our order it is an evil: a) negatively physical, as a privation of integrity or the 
lack of a due perfection (in the hypothesis of the primitive elevation); b) moral, as pun
ishment for original sin (but after forgiven sin it remains as a pure penalty), not directly 
or positively introduced by it, but indirectly and negatively imposed, inasmuch as it for
mally follows the punishment of the privation of original justice which was directly im
posed because of that sin (In 2 d.30 q. 1 a. 1). Therefore concupiscence, as a cause of sin, 
the effect, the punishment, or “because it comes from sin and inclines to sin” (D 1515), 
rightly is called sin or, in particular as the cause of sin, the spark o f  sin (fames peccati).

The same points hold for actual concupiscence, if proper proportion is maintained. 
But this should be added: a) that it is materially sin inasmuch as it contains the matter 
of sin, if assent is given, but not as if it agrees with material sin, since this can happen 
with a consenting will, for example, through ignorance or perhaps through a vehement 
impulse of passion; b) that it is a formally moral evil or formal sin, if the consent of the 
will enters in. Also it can rightly be called the spark o f  sin (fames peccati).

St. Augustine, in his fight with Julian who defended concupiscence as a natural 
good thing or as an urge of nature, calls concupiscence an evil, a vice, a sin,20 but not 
because it is a formal sin (which requires the consent of the will), but because it is from 
sin and inclines to sin and because, as the effect and cause of sin, it is not in agreement

18. Lercher, n. 625. See Chollet, loc.cit., 812-814.
19. Catech. Rom., 3,10,6.
20. St. Augustine, Coni. lul. 3,21,42: 5,7,28f.; 5,8,8: ML 44,723.80lf.787.
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with rational nature (R 1549, 1871, 1887, 1969).21
Is God the author o f  concupiscence? Yes, inasmuch as it connotes something posi

tive or as a power of desiring sensible things, since in this way it perfects nature; but 
inasmuch as it connotes a natural limitation both of perfect subjection of the appetite 
and ol the perfect mastery ot reason, it is intended by God not even accidentally (per 
accidens), obviously, but merely permitted by him (I-II, q. 85, a. 6).

751. Scholium 3. On shame, a) On its meaning. Shame is a form of embarrassment 
that we experience, either in general about any natural defect even in the physical order 
whether corporeal or intellective (shame in the widest sense), or about any natural defect 
ot the moral order, like uncontrolled passions (shame in the wide sense), or in particular 
about sexual concupiscence and about those things that arouse it or promote it or signify 
it {shame in the strict sense).

The shame that we are now considering directly can vary in breadth and depth 
depending on different persons, places and times. But it increases with a greater reflec
tion on man as a rational being. It indicates that man is not a pure spirit that lacks a 
sensitive appetite, nor is he a pure animal for whom there is no shame. It does not come 
from the fact that it is either a sin, since it is not, or punishment for original sin, since 
no one is ashamed of death, which is also a punishment for that sin; but rather because 
the rebellion of the appetite is felt and the inability of reason to prevent it. “The mind 
is ashamed,’ says Augustine, “to suffer resistance from the body, which is subject to it 
as a lower nature” (II-II, q. 151, a. 4).22 Therefore shame is natural,23 and so it is found 
among all peoples,24 even among the most corrupt men.25

Shame is medicinal and therefore, by the providence of God, the greatest concupis
cence, i.e., the sexual, is affected by the greatest shame without doubt that it might be 
better suited to the good of marriage, both before it by the integral physical and moral 
preparation of nature, and in marriage both by the exact preservation of unity and in
dissolubility and by virtuous moderation in the sexual acts that must be controlled by 
reason.

Before the sin of Adam, when he was free of concupiscence, there was no shame. 
Therefore, since it is a result of original sin, shame is its sign and punishment.26

b) On the importance o f modesty. Shame uses as a kind of intrinsic instrument of 
a man the virtue of modesty, which is understood here as the virtue by which in ac
cordance with reason is regulated everything that in any way arouses concupiscence or 
promotes or manifests it, whether internal like thoughts and affections and desires, or 
external like the way of acting, theway of walking, gestures, kisses, appearance, words, 
etc., and also clothing.

21. See Beraza, n. 340-347; Orbe, loc.cit., 313-337.
22. St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 14,23,2: ML 41,431.
23. St. Augustine, ibid. 14,20: ML 41,428: “Without doubt human nature is ashamed o f  its libido.”
24. J. Surbled, La moral en sus relaciones con la Medicinay la hygiene, trad. A. Soros (Barcelona 1937) parti 

c.3; J. De la Vaissiere, S.J., Elpudor instintivo trad. P. Cucart (Madrid 1940).
25. St. Augustine, loc. cit., 14,20,18: ML 41,426: “But shameful persons also call this turpitude: and even 

though they love it, they do not dare to manifest it.”
26. For a long dissertation on shame, see Janssens, De hominis elevatione... p. 133-174.
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c) On the theology o f clothes. Shame uses clothing as a kind of extrinsic instrument 
for man which, always used by all peoples,27 has the purpose both physical of protecting 
the body against external agents, and moral of controlling and concealing concupis
cence. Hence it must be used reasonably. According to its design and dignity, depending 
on the age of persons and the good morals of the people, it covers up everything that 
more or less proximately, even beside one’s intention, manifests or arouses or fosters 
concupiscence for oneself or promotes it among others.

The first parents before sin were naked in body, but clothed with integrity. But 
when they lost integrity and were affected by shame they are said to have accepted from 
God clothing which was a cover for shame. Thus it is indicated that it was either first 
instituted by God28 or suitable to man as especially intended by God and he did it as a 
protection for shame. Therefore now it is a sign of original sin and as a necessary physi
cal inconvenience it is also a punishment. But since per se it does not suffice to hinder 
concupiscence, it is at the same time a sign of other interior clothing by which man by 
Baptism is clothed by God (D 1530-1531), namely, sanctifying grace with the light to 
all the helps by which man, dealing constantly and warmly with concupiscence, obtains 
an almost despotic mastery of it, while through his many triumphs he wins for himself 
the merit of eternal life.29

752. Scholium 4. On virginity in the state o f original justice. According to St. 
Thomas in that state there was generation (I, q. 98, a. 2) and virginity was not more 
perfect than conjugal continence (I, q. 98, a. 2 ad 3; In 4 d.49 q.5 a.3 sol.l ad 3). For 
the holy Greek Fathers, in that state the condition of man would be rather virginal, 
perhaps inasmuch as virginity is a heavenly and eternal gift pertaining to man, such as 
God willed him to be, or as a son of God, spiritual and free from the necessity of the 
flesh, generated by the Holy Spirit, while matrimony would remain as a good of nature 
for the purpose of generating the body. But when the necessity of the flesh came from 
sin, Christ came to free us from the necessity of the flesh and its demands, and he raised 
virginity to be a sign of victory of the spirit over the flesh.30

27. L. Walk, Der tilteste Mensch: ChrPadBUttt 58 (1935) 254.
28. Lagrange, L ’innocence et lepeche: RevBibl (1897) 357; Lambert, Le drame... 1052t. 1056.
29. Surbled, part.7 c.9; E. Peteerson, Theologie des Kleides: BenMonatsch 16 (1934) 347-356. See the French 

version o f  this in VieSpir (1936) 168-180; H. Michaud, Pour une thelogie du vetement: 64 (1937) 55-60.
30. F. Bourassa, S.J., La virginite dans Petal d'innocence: ScEccl 6 (1954) 249-257.
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A R T I C L E  VI  

O n a d a m ’ s  g i f t  o f  i m m o r t a l i t y  

Thesis 32. Adam before his sin was endowed with immortality.

S.Th. I, q. 97, a. 1.3.4; Il-II, q. 164, a. 1; In 2 q. 19 a.2.3.5; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d. 19 a.2 q. If.; Bellarmine, 
loc. cit., c.8; Suarez, De opere sex dierum 3.14-15; Beraza, n. 353-377; Palmieri, th.23; Lercher, 2 n.611-613; 
Vanderberghe, De protparentum immortalitate: CollatBrug 37 (1937) 427-431; Th. Roby, Der Leib in der Herr- 
lichdeitdes Glaubens (Munich 1947).

753. Connection. We have already proved that God endowed innocent 
Adam, not only in the spiritual-moral order with sanctifying grace, but also 
in the physical-moral order with integrity, by which all the lower appetites 
of man are harmoniously subject to the rational appetite. Therefore we will 
now ask whether he also endowed him with a special gift in the physical- 
corporeal order, and in particular, with immortality.

754. Definition of terms. Adam before his sin was endowed is under
stood here as in thesis 30.

Immortality, or the incapability of losing life, is understood here: 1) 
Not essential, or proper to a being whose essence is to exist always, and 
therefore for whom death is absolutely repugnant, such as is the case with 
God. 2) Not natural, or proper to a being whose natural exigency is to live 
always, and therefore for whom death is physically repugnant, but not ab
solutely or also compared with the omnipotence of God. 3) But gratuitous, 
or proper to a being for whom, beside his needs, it comes as a gift from 
God, a) but not that it is necessarily not losable, such as it is in the blessed, 
b) but that which is just conditionally not losable, that is, if sin is not com
mitted; therefore it consists in immunity from the necessity of dying or in 
the possibility o f not dying.

Thus Adam was mortal inasmuch as he could die, but not as if he necessarily must 
die, and he was immortal inasmuch as he was able not to die, but not as if he was not 
capable of dying. De facto he would die or he would not die depending on his free will 
of sinning or not sinning.

But that immortality should not be conceived as a fact of no death, or only as if he 
would be assumed into heaven before the natural arrival of his death, as Scotus thought, 
but as a true impossibility o f  dying under the condition of not sinning.1

755. Adversaries. Pelagians. Theodore of Mopsuestia probably should

1. Scotus, In 2d. 19 n.3-5.
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be reckoned with them. Although at first he attributed death to the sin of 
Adam, later he seems to have held that Adam was mortal before his sin.2 
Socinians, Rationalists (n. 696-70If.).

Certain independent exegetes say that Adam was created mortal and 
either without the hope of immortality (H. Gunkel, H. Schmidt, a. Ungnad, 
L. Kohler) or so that, if he did not sin, he would be gifted with immortality, 
which however, if he did sin, he actually never had and therefore did not 
lose because of his sin (A. Dillmann, S.R. Driver, O. Procksch).3

756. Doctrine of the Church. Council o f Carthage XVI (D 222): “This 
has been decided by all the bishops...: Whoever says that Adam, the first 
man, was made mortal in the sense that he was to die a bodily death wheth
er he sinned or not, which means that to quit the body would not be a pun
ishment for sin but a necessity of nature: let him be anathema.”

With these words it is defined that Adam was so made that he would not 
die by the necessity of nature, but only if he sinned.

Council o f Orange (D 370): “If anyone says that it was not the whole 
man, that is, both body and soul, that was ‘changed for the worse’...but 
believes that the freedom of the soul remained untouched, and that only the 
body was made subject to corruption.. .resists the words of Scripture....”

Here it is defined directly that Adam in his soul was changed for the worse because 
of his sin, and indirectly that in his body he was made subject to corruption (see D 
372).3*

Council o f  Trent (D 1511): “If anyone does not profess that Adam, the first man, by 
transgressing God’s command in paradise...drew upon himself...death...with which 
God had threatened him... :let him be anathema.”

Here it is defined that Adam incurred death because of his sin.

Also probative in this matter are the documents quoted below for the preternatural- 
ity of immortality (D 1978, 2617).

Orange (D 372) and Trent (D 1512) define the same thing for total human nature.

757. Theological note. Defined divine and Catholic faith (D 222, 370, 
1511).

2. De Vreis, toe. cit., 99f. Photius describes his thinking thus (Biblioth. cod.177: MG 103,515): “Already from 
the very beginning he said that Adam was made mortal, but that God, so that we might hate sin, made things 
appear in such a way that for his sin death was imposed on him as a penalty.” However see Devresse, op. 
cit., 98f., 109.

3. See Ceuppens, op. cit., 100.106; W. Goossens, L'immortalite corporelle dans les recits de Gen. 2,4b-3: 
EphThLov 12 (19350 723f.; see Id., Immortalite corporelle: DBS 4,299.

3* See on this B. Kloppenburg, op. cit., 67-200.
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758. Proof from Holy Scripture. A. Gen. 2:9: The Lord God made to 
grow...the tree o f life also in the midst o f the garden... 2:16: You may freely 
eat o f every free o f the garden... 3:22-24: The Lord God said: Behold the 
man... And now lest he put forth his hand and take also o f the free o f life, 
and eat, and live forever—therefore the Lord God sent him from the garden 
o f Eden... He drove out the man; and at the east o f the garden o f Eden he 
placed the cherubim, and a flaming sM>ord...to guard the way to the tree o f 
life.

With these words, which even regarding the tree of life must he held 
as completely genuine, the status of Adam is clearly shown in which he is 
immortal, inasmuch as by that tree, as is obvious, it was at least partially 
obtained, or at least signified.4

B. Gen. 2:15-17:... God... said (to Adam):... but o f the free o f the knowl
edge o f good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day you eat o f it you shall 
die. From these words Adam, if he sinned, would die corporeally as punish
ment of sin. Therefore, as is per se clear, if he did not sin, he would not die. 
And the same thing holds for Eve who was included in the same command 
(Gen. 3:1-3).

Major: These words: 1) Indicate that death would happen as a punish
ment o f sin. a) From the obvious sense of the words, b) From the judicial 
sentence (3:17-19): Because...you have eaten o f the tree... In the sweat o f 
your face you shall eat bread till you return to the ground, for out o f it you 
were taken; you are dust, and to dust you shall return.5 c) From the execu
tion of the sentence (3:22-24): Behold, the man has become like one o f us, 
knowing good and evil; and now, lest he put forth his hand, and take also o f 
the free o f life, and eat, and live for ever—therefore the Lord God sent him 
forth from the garden o f Eden... and he placed the cherubim... to guard the 
way to the tree o f life.

2) They deal with bodily death, a) From the obvious meaning of the 
words, without any reason for excluding it. b) From the judicial sentence: 
Till you return to the ground, for out o f it you were taken; you are dust and 
to dust you shall return. Surely these words pertain to the body, not to the 
soul, c) From the execution of the sentence, for he is expelled from the gar
den lest he... take also o f the tree o f life, and eat, and live for ever. The life 
which Adam would preserve, if he were to eat of the tree of life, is without

4. Hummelauer, p. 131-172; W. Goossens ,loc.cit., 736-741; see DBS 5,308-312; Ceuppens, p. 100.106f., 116; 
Lagrange, L'innocence et lepeche: RevBibl (1897) 363f.; J. Coppens: EphThLov 19 (1942) 112; Clamer, 
119.143-146; Junker, 20; Lambert, loc. cit., 928f.; Haubet, Origines... 137.

5. If perhaps from these words alone death would not seem clearly to be proposed, not as an effect o f  man’s 
constitution but as a punishment o f  sin, still from the whole context it is sufficiently clear, especially since 
it is clearly established from Gen. 3:22-24. See Goossens, loc. cit., 733-735 and DBS 4,306; Ceuppens, p. 
149f.
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doubt his bodily life, d) Moreover spiritual death or that of the soul is the 
guilt itself, not the punishment.6

3) They signify that Adam must be condemned to death and so be de
prived of his immortality, but not precisely that death must he inflicted on 
him immediately, as happens to those condemned to death, before it takes 
place naturally, a) From the judicial sentence: Because ...your have eaten... 
cursed is the ground because o f you; in toil you shall eat o f it all the days 
o f your life; thorns and thistles it shall bring forth for you; and you shall 
eat the plants o f the field. In the sweat ofyour face you shall eat bread till 
you return to the ground, for out o f it you were taken.... These words surely 
supposed that Adam has a rather long time to work before his death, b) 
From the execution of the sentence, for he is expelled from paradise, lest... 
he take... o f the tree o f life... and live for ever (3:22). Therefore the punish
ment imposed on Adam consists directly in the privation of the means that 
he would use to be immortal, c) He had a long life (5:5): Thus all the days 
that Adam lived were nine hundred and thirty years; and he died.

With these words the opinion of P. Hummelauer is sufficiently excluded. According 
to him, after admitting of course the immortality of the innocent Adam, God threatened 
to impose immediate death on him; however in his mercy he mitigated and postponed 
the punishment.7

Surely there is no indication of this interpretation, which is opposed to the clear 
meaning of the narration. Likewise rather severe threats (Gen. 2:17; 3:3) are not mitigat
ed, since there is no indication of it, especially since the author manifestly intends to ex
plain the origin of death. The very strong warning of damnation (Gen. 3:17-19) seems to 
exclude such mitigation.8 Besides since the threat of death soon to be imposed assumes 
that men would not be bom from Adam the sinner, then there would be no connection 
between the sinner Adam and his children regarding the transmission or loss of original 
justice, and therefore his sin would be purely personal and not imputed to others.9

Moreover if the words “shall be put to death” elsewhere, as in Lev. 20:1 and 24:17, 
signify a death immediately inflicted, in those passages there is a different context, since 
they are dealing with mortal men; but even in those texts the concern is with a punish
ment not to be endured soon after the sin, but after the sentence of the judge.

The words For in the day you shall eat o f it you shall die (Gen. 2:17), since Adam

6. Goossens, 725f.: DBS 4,301; J. Freundorfer, Erbsunde und Erbtod beim Apostel Paulus... (Monster 1927) 
p. 26f. Moreover even though they are understood also about the death o f  the body, nothing prevents them 
from being taken also for the death o f  the soul: see St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 13,12: ML 4 1 ,385f.; Depecc. 
merit, et remis. 1,2: M L44,109f.

7. Hummelauer, p. 141. A. Eberharter adopts that meaning, Siinde und Busse im Alien Testament (Mtlnster 
1927) p. 47; and Clamer, p. 122, does not reject it.

8. Goossens, p. 727f.: DBS 4,302; Freundorfer, p. 18-20.26; S. Landersdorfer, Der Sundenfall: ThGl 27 (1925) 
52; Ceuppens, p. 117; Heinisch, Problemi... 83f.; Junker, 16.

9. Palmieri, De peccato originali2 (Rome 1904) p. 220.
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did not die on that day, are understood: a) By Hummelauer in the very improbable way 
as just explained, b) But by others so that “in the day” (bejoin) is the same as “in the 
time,” or so that “you shall die” (moth thamuth) is the same as “you will be mortal,” ac
cording to others, or the same as “the punishment of death will be imposed on you and 
you will be deprived of the gift of immortality,” but without determining the moment 
of death. From these three interpretations, in which death is not immediate, in our argu
ment we have followed the last one as being more faithful to the text itself.10 11 That seems 
to agree with the previous words (“you will be mortal”), provided it is not taken as if 
Adam before his sin was not mortal by nature. That being the case, the same formula 
easily agrees with both interpretations, namely, “you will be subject to death.”11

759. These texts agree with the above: a) Sir. 25:24 {From a woman sin had its be
ginning, and because o f  her we all die), where clearly Eve is meant.12 b) Wis. 1:13 {God 
did not make death) and 2:23 {For God created man for incorruption... But through 
the devil s envy death entered the world). Doubtless these texts do not lack a certain 
difficulty, since they must be taken primarily about spiritual death and about the eternal 
immortality of the soul (based on the context, v.gr., 1:11-15; 2:21—3:5), nevertheless 
they include mention both of physical death brought on by sin, and immortality lost by 
sin, as is clear from the obvious allusion to Gen. 2 and 3. This is especially the case since 
they were written at a time in which the gift of immortality and hereditary death were 
often mentioned in Jewish writings and when Gen. 2 and 3 were often quoted by them.13

760. C. Rom. 5:12: Therefore as sin came into the world through one man and 
death through sin. This text is dealing with death: a) Introduced by Adam, as is clear 
from v. 14: Yet death reigned from Adam... b) Physical, since, allusion is clearly made 
not only to Gen. 2:17 and 3:17ff., but also to 5:12-14 where the universality of original 
sin is deduced from the universality of physical death, c) Through sin. Therefore before 
sin there was no death.13*

1 Cor. 15:2If.: For as by a man came death, by a man has come also 
the resurrection o f the dead. For as in Adam all die, so also in Christ shall 
all be made alive. Here, where also manifestly an allusion is made to Gen. 
2 and 3, the concern is with death: a) Physical, since it is opposed to the

10. Thus Ceuppens, p. 117; Goossens, p. 730-732: DBS 4,304f. Since it is improbable, we have not mentioned 
the interpretation proposed by Tirinus— that the man would die on the very day o f  his sin, because he began 
to die internally in the way in which now a man begins to die from the moment in which he is born: see 
Hummelauer, p. 141.

11. See Bea, p. 159 note 1. Thus also St. John Chrysostom {In Gen. horn. 17 n.9: MG 53,147): “That is, you will 
accept the sentence that from now on you will be mortal.”

12. See J. Frey, L etat original et la chute de I’homme d ’apres les conceptions juives au temps de J.C.: 
RevScPhTh 5 (1911) 516f.; Freundorfer, p. 119; Goossens; DBS 4,314; T. Gallus, S.J., “A muliere indium 
peccati et per illam omnes morimur” Sir 25:24 (33): VerDom 23 (1943) 272-277.

13. R. Schutz, Les idees eschatologiques du livre de la Sagesse (Paris 1935) 43-62; Frey, 517-520; Comely, 
Comment. In librum Sap. p. 60-73, 111-117; Freundorfer, p. 60-65; Goossens, 315f.; BUckers, op. cit., p. 
10-25.

13* See L. Campeau, S.J., "Regnavitab Adam usque adMoysen" (Rom. 5:14): ScEccl 5 (1953) 57-60.
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resurrection of bodies which is being treated there, b) Introduced by Adam, 
as is clear, and indeed freely, just as Christ freely introduced the resurrec
tion of the dead.

761. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers already before, but espe
cially after the rise of Pelagianism, recall the immortality of Adam and also 
say that it is a gratuitous gift of God.

St. Theophilus of Antioch. (R 184): God made man neither mortal nor 
immortal, but capable o f both, depending on whether or not he sinned. 
Hence man was not made mortal, but he can bring death upon himself by 
sinning. He receives the right to immortality that he will at some time ob
tain, unless he sins. Therefore he was created simply immortal but not with 
an immortality that as already divine could not be lost. “He was by nature 
neither mortal nor immortal. For, if [God] had made him immortal from 
the beginning, He would have made him God. Again, if He had made him 
mortal, God would seem to be the cause of death. Neither, then, immortal 
nor yet mortal did He make him, but, as we have said above, capable of 
both; so that if he should incline to the things of immortality, keeping the 
commandment of God, he should receive a reward from Him of immor
tality...; but if he should turn to the things of death, disobeying God, he 
should himself be the cause of death to himself....”

Tatian (R 156): The Word made man a partaker o f divine immortality 
(which is not owed to man): The Word...the heavenly one...in imitation o f 
the Father who begat Him made man an image o f immortality, so that, as 
incorruption is with God, in like manner, man, sharing in a part o f God, 
might have the immortal principle also.

St. Cyprian (R 566f.): In the first sin strength o f the body departed with 
immortality, which was a grace acceptedfi‘om God. “For since in that first 
transgression of God’s command strength of body departed with immortal
ity, and infirmity entered the body by death, and since strength cannot be 
regained except when immortality shall have been regained, it is necessary 
to keep struggling.. .in this state of bodily infirmity...” “ .. .Adam impatient 
with the heavenly command regarding the deadly food fell into death, and 
he did not with patience protect the grace bestowed on him by God.”

St. Athanasius (R 750): Men mortal by nature, i f  they had remained 
good, would have been immortal, and so by the grace o f the Word would 
have overcome the condition o f nature. “... Men...became the cause of 
their own corruption in death, being...by nature corruptible, but destined, 
by the grace following from partaking of the Word, to have escaped their 
natural state, had they remained good. For because of the Word dwelling
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with them, even their natural corruption did not come near them.”
St. Ambrose (R 1325): God did not make death, hut he imposed it on 

man because o f sin, so that the ground should return to its own ground (in 
this way the nature of man as mortal is clearly indicated). “If we recall that 
God did not make death, but, after he [Adam] fell into the shameful crime 
of disobedience and deception, God commanded that dust should return to 
its own dust; here we will find that death is the end of sin....”

St. Augustine (R 1699): Man was mortal because he could die; he was 
immortal because he could not die, so that having the condition o f a mortal 
nature, by a gift from God he would become immortal. “For that (body) 
before sin could be said to be mortal for one reason and immortal for an
other reason: it is mortal, because it could die; it is immortal, because it was 
able not to die. For it is one thing not to be able to die, just as God created 
certain immortal natures; but it is something else to be able not to die, ac
cording to which mode the first man was created immortal, if he held on 
to the tree of life, but not the makeup of his own nature. He was separated 
from that tree when he sinned, so that he would be able to die; but if he had 
not sinned, he would have been able not to die. Therefore he was mortal 
with the condition of the body of an animal, but immortal with the gift of 
the Creator.”14

762. Theological reasoning (of fittingness). Since a true friend, as 
much as he can, turns away all evils from a friend, it is fitting that God 
should avert the reality of death, which is so displeasing to man, from the 
innocent man, in order to perfect him in his body after he had so perfected 
him in his soul by grace and the gift of integrity.

Man would be perfectly harmonious in his being, if, since in him the 
soul were perfectly subject to God through grace and the appetite were 
perfectly subject to reason, the body also were perfectly subject to the soul 
through the gift of immortality.

14. See C. Hartmann, Der Tod in seiner Beziehung zum menschlichen Dasein bei Augustinus: Cath 1 (19320 
159-190; Kloppenburg, op. cit., 32-66.
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A R T I C L E  V I I

ON THE PRETERENATUAL1TY OF A D A M ’ S IMMORTALITY

Thesis 33. Adam’s immortality was preternatural.

S.Th. I, q. 97, a. 2; De malo q.5 a.5; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.19 a.3 q. 1; Bellarmine, c.9; Palmieri, De ordine 
supernaturali th. 17; Beraza, n. 485-503; Huarte, n. 364, 370-372.

763. Connection. If Adam’s immortality is compared further with cre
ated nature, it will soon appear that it does not surpass every nature, for 
example, it does not surpass the angelic nature. But what about relative to 
human nature? That is the question.

764. Definition of terms. Immortality is understood here as a condi
tioned power, that is, if there is no sin there will be no death, according to 
the explanation in the previous thesis.

Preternatural is understood here also as supernatural in a certain re
spect, inasmuch as it surpasses human nature, but not all created are creat- 
able nature.

765. Baianists, Jansenists (n. 699f.). Certain independent exegetes (K. 
Budde, W. Staerk, etc.) say that man was made by nature immortal.1

766. Doctrine of the Church. St. Pius V condemned the error of de 
Bay (D 1908): “The immortality of the first man was not a gift of grace, but 
his natural condition.”1 2

Pius VI condemned a certain proposition of the Synod of Pistoia (D 
2617): “it insinuates that death, which in the present state has been inflicted 
as a just punishment for sin by the just withdrawal of immortality, was not 
a natural condition of man, as if immortality had not been a gratuitous gift, 
but a natural condition ,-deceitful, rash, injurious to the Apostle....”

767. Theological note. Catholic doctrine.

768. Proof from Holy Scripture. Assigning the tree of life as the cause of 
the immortality of the first parents, Scripture sufficiently indicates that it was 
an extraordinary means as a pure gift from God, not a requirement of nature.

1. See Ceuppens, op. cit., 100-106; Goossens, loc. cit., 723f.: DBS 4,299.
2. Le Bachelet, loc. cit., 72f.; Alfaro, loc. cit., 39.
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It also sufficiently indicates that death is the natural end of the life of 
man with these words (Gen. 3:19): Till you return to the ground, for out 
o f it you were taken; you are dust, and to dust you shall return, as if with 
these words is said: since you were made from dust and you remain dust, 
you will also return to dust.3

769. Proof from tradition. Whenever the holy Fathers mention Adam’s 
immortality, they explicitly or implicitly state that it is a gratuitous gift of God 
(n. 761): Tatian (R 156); St. Theophilus of Antioch (R 184); St. Cyprian (R 
566); St. Athanasius (R 750); St. Ambrose (R1325); St. Augustine (R 1699).

770. Theological reasoning. Immortality does not pertain to man: 1) 
As a part o f his nature, as is clear, since it is not as it were one of his es
sential or integral parts.

2) It does not proceed as an effect from his nature, or as a property 
resulting from his essence, since the body is of itself corruptible, as being 
subject to agents either external which inflict a violent death on him, or 
internal which bring him a natural death, and since by a continual organic 
process day by day he becomes weaker and is consumed, as happens also 
with plants and animals.

V  Because nature has no claim on it, either on the part of the body, 
since it of itself tends towards corruption, or on the part of the soul, since 
the soul without the body can: a) live; b) as an intellective being exercise 
its operation of knowing and loving, in fact it can do it more easily and 
perfectly without extrinsic dependence on matter; c) obtain essential beati
tude, which consists in knowing and loving God. However it does it in such 
a way that, if the life of the body is required for a more perfect beatitude 
of man, it suffices that, after a certain amount of time, it is obtained by a 
natural resurrection.

771. Objections. 1. From the Council of Carthage XVI (D 222), Adam would not 
die from the necessity o f nature. Therefore by his nature he was immortal.

/  distinguish the antecedent. Adam would not die from a necessity of nature, as 
if from his nature he was not mortal, denied; inasmuch as that mortality would not be 
turned into an act of death unless he sinned, conceded.

Since the Pelagians said that Adam would die whether he sinned or did not sin, or 
that as an innocent man he was not immortal, the Council teaches that he would not die 
unless he sinned. Therefore it did not establish the nature of his immortality as deserved 
or undeserved.

The words of St. Augustine can be understood in a similar way (R 1760): “we are

3. See Goossens, 724f. 733: DBS 4,300; Ceuppens, 149.
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subject to the death of the body, not by the law of nature, by which God ordained no 
death for man, but by His righteous infliction on account of sin.”

Surely in these and other similar texts against the Pelagians the question was only 
about the existence of the gifts that Adam had before his sin, and lost because of it, but 
not about their nature of being deserved or undeserved. Hence man in his historical situ
ation, or such as he was in Adam and then such as he is now born, but not human nature 
as such or according to its purely natural makeup, innocent man is said in those texts to 
have had those gifts, of which fallen man was deprived because of his sin, but not that 
they were deserved or undeserved by the innocent man. Therefore from those texts no 
objection can be made to our thesis.

2) From the Council of Trent (D 1511, see also Council of Orange D 370) man on 
account of sin is subject to corruption. Therefore incorruption was due to the innocent 
man.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Man on account of sin is subject to corruption, inas
much as he lost something he had without sin, conceded; as if he lost something natural 
to him, I  subdistinguish: natural or de facto joined to a nature formed by God, conceded; 
natural or joined and therefore due to nature as such, denied. What was said above also 
holds true here.

3) From Orange II (D 372), denying that the death of the body is from sin, attributes 
injustice to God. Therefore innocent man has a right to immortality.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Denying that the death of the body is from sin attri
butes injustice to God, given the divine gratuitous promise of immortality, conceded; if 
it is not supposed, denied.

Likewise with these words the Council speaks supposing for man the divine prom
ise of immortality, so that when it is given, then immortality is owed to that man. Im
mortality was not taken away from him except because of sin, so that anyone who says 
that man does not die because of sin, is thought to say that God does not render to the 
innocent man the debt of immortality.

The words of St. Augustine can be understood in a similar way (Berti argues from 
them),4 who surely, as we saw above, asserts the gratuity of Adam’s immortality: “For it 
was just that the image of God, not damaged.. .by any sin, should be inserted into such a 
body..., so that aided by the tree of life, the stability of living would penetrate it; and it 
would live meanwhile through the living soul which no necessity could separate from it.”5

772. 4. Man cannot obtain full beatitude without immortality. But beatitude is due 
to him. Therefore also immortality.

I  distinguish the major. Man cannot obtain full beatitude without complete im
mortality of the body, denied; without the resurrection of the body forever immortal, I  
subdistinguish: supernatural beatitude, conceded; natural, bypassed.

God wills that in the present order essential beatitude should be completed acciden
tally by the glory of the resurrecting body; but it is not proved that it agrees simply with

4. Berti, op. cit., diss2 c.8 § 8.
5. St. Augustine, Opus imperf. cont. Iul. 6,39: ML 45,1599.
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natural beatitude except as being at most very fitting, according to the opinion of some 
Catholic authors, but not as being necessary. But even if that were proved, it would still 
not establish that immortality itself of the body pertains to beatitude. Of course in our 
order, complete beatitude is had without that immortality.

Moreover all the objections made against the preternaturality of immortality taken 
from the requirements of beatitude argue at most that resurrection is demanded for natu
ral beatitude, but not that man in his earthly situation is immortal by nature.

5. By separation from the body the soul becomes less perfect. But perpetual conserva
tion in its perfection is due to the soul. Therefore separation from the body is not natural.

I  distinguish the major. By separation from the body the soul is less perfect in its 
being, denied; in its operation, I  subdistinguish: in specifics, denied; in other ways, I  
subdistinguish again: per se, or by an added impediment, denied; per accidens, or as a 
formal result of separation from the body, conceded.

The separated soul remains perfect in its being. Likewise, it becomes more perfect 
in the spiritual operation of knowing and loving, which belongs to it per se and as it 
were specifically, since, when it is separated, it can exercise those operations more per
fectly and more easily.6 Of course when it is separated it does not exercise the sensitive 
and nutritive operations, but they agree with it virtually by reason of themselves, and 
formally by reason of the union with the body and therefore while the body is apt for 
union with it. However as separated the soul is deprived of their service.

6. The union of soul and body is natural. Therefore immortality is due to man.
/  distinguish the antecedent. The union of soul and body is natural, inasmuch as it 

is in one nature, conceded; inasmuch as it is demanded by the nature of man, I  subdis
tinguish: temporal union, conceded; perpetual, I  subdistinguish again: potential, con
ceded; actual, denied.

The soul requires actual union with the body, as long as the latter is capable o f  life, 
but not perpetually, even though after the separation it retains the capacity, but not the 
exigency, of a new union with it. Hence when it is separated from the body it is not in a 
violent state, because its desire for union with the body is not satisfied. Likewise, since 
it is per se and essentially the form of the body, when separated it retains the capacity, 
but not the exigency, always of actually informing it.7

7. Man abhors death. Therefore immortality is natural to him.
I  distinguish the antecedent. Man abhors death as an animal, conceded; as a rational 

being, I  subdistinguish: who can overcome it, conceded; otherwise, denied.
In man, as in brute animals, the sensitive appetite abhors death. Also the rational 

appetite, strongly attracted to the goods of this world, abhors it, but only in such a way 
that this horror can be overcome by reason through a consideration of higher goods, as 
happens in soldiers and in saints.

773. Scholium I. How was Adam’s immortality obtained? It was, according to all 
authors, different from the immortality of the blessed (I, q. 97, a. 1). Although it could

6. See S.Th. I, q. 89, a. 1 ad 3; a. 2 ad 1; De ver. q. 19 a. 1; Suarez, De anima 6,8.
7. See Suarez, De opere sexdierum  3,14,10-18.
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be induced by God in many ways, still, setting aside as an improbable explanation 
which perhaps Molina held that it was by a certain corporeal quality diffused through 
the whole body, and the other also improbable one perhaps proposed by Soto, that it was 
by sanctifying grace, this is what seems to be more probable:

External causes of violent death can be avoided, partly by the care of Adam him
self, a man strong, wise, prudent, and partly by a special protection of God, not nec
essarily very special, since even now most men avoid a violent death. From internal 
causes or those bringing about natural death: infirmities could be removed partly also 
both by the caution of man and by a special divine protection, and partly by the excellent 
disposition of the body, by the moderation of the passions, and by the exquisite food of 
paradise (St. Augustine, R 1762; In 2 d. 19 q.l a.2); old age, or the slow consumption of 
powers, which cannot be impeded by the other foods, could be avoided by the fruit of 
the tree of life (I, q. 97, a. 4).8

To these St. Bonaventure adds a supernatural gift given to the soul.9 Also according 
to St. Thomas, “man’s body was indissoluble...by reason of a supernatural force given 
by God to the soul, whereby it was enabled to preserve the body from all corruption so 
long as it remained itself subject to God.”10 11 However Suarez less probably thinks that 
this can be understood about the power of his reason (wisdom, etc.) by which Adam 
would protect himself.11

774. Scholium 2. On the tree o f life. Having admitted that the texts are doubtless 
genuine12 in which the tree is mentioned three times in Genesis (2:9; 3:22-24) and also 
as distinct12’ from the tree of knowledge and as one,13 St. Thomas says (I, q. 102, a. 1 ad
4) “the tree of life is a material tree, and so called because its fruit was endowed with a 
life-preserving power... yet it had a spiritual signification.” That tree is thought to have 
had a special power,13* a supernatural power according to St. Bonaventure,14 or a natural

8. See Suarez, loc. cit., n. 16.19-26.
9. St. Bonaventure, In 2 d. 19 a.3 q. 1.
10. S.Th. I, q. 97, a. 1. See ibid. a. 3 ad 1; q. 95, a. 1 \De malo q.4 a.6 ad 4; In 2 d. 19 q .l a.2.
11. Suarez, loc. cit., n. 19. Moreover the holy doctor says that the immortality o f  the body was “through som e... 

vigor existing in it” (I, q. 97, a. 1) or “according to some disposition inhering in the soul” (a. 3 ad 1). But 
in other places he supposes that the immortality o f  Adam was through a certain corporeal disposition given 
by God to his body: “Therefore from his soul, beside the order o f  his nature which had turned against God, 
was taken away the disposition divinely infused into his body that he might act as he should; and death was 
the result” (4 CG 81; see Comp, theol. c. 149). Thus the Salmanticenses explain the immortality o f  Adam 
through a certain supernatural power o f  the soul, but so that a special disposition would be in the body by 
which the soul through its information o f  it might more perfectly exercise mastery over it: see De Sainte 
Maris, loc. cit., 273-275.

12. See Ceuppens, 103f.; Goossens, 736-740: DBS 4,308-312.
12* Some doubt about this distinction: see Clamer, 118f.
13. Coppens thinks otherwise, Een, twe of meer levensboomen in hat Paradijs? EphThLov 20 (1943) 66-70; 

Heinisch refutes him, 79 note 37.
13* St. Augustine, De Gen ad litt. 8,5,11: ML 34,377: “This...I add, that that tree produced a food with which 

the body o f  man might be strengthened with permanent health, not as it is from other food, but with some 
hidden inspiration o f  health.”

14. St. Bonaventure, In 2 d. 10 a.2 q.2. Thus also Hoberg, op. cit., p. 33.
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power according to others15 generally of conferring life to the body, at least on its own 
part and therefore given the healthy human composite such as it was and such as it 
could conserve Adam in his life in paradise, and with the removal of all harmful external 
agents16; according to Scotus it could preserve him for some time17 or according to oth
ers perpetually.18 To do this Adam would have to take its fruit either often according to 
others commonly,19 or just once, according to Bellarmine and other older theologians.20 
According to Lagrange and others who deny to the tree any power of producing life, the 
tree, as subject to the dominion of Adam, only indicates that the power of approaching 
it or the loss of it signifies immortality or its loss.21

But the tree of life was taken symbolically by Origen.22 Today some independent 
exegetes follow him, thinking that the tree and its fruit could at least not be real things, 
but only symbols of immortality.23 But even if that were granted without any good rea
son, it would still remain that the tree signifies immortality.24 Moreover, although “mate
rial, signified something spiritually” (I, q. 102, a. 1 ad 4) already by the holy Fathers 
it was compared with the cross on which Christ hung as the fruit of life and Christians 
understand it in the Eucharist as a pledge of immortality.25

N.B. It does not seem to be an obstacle to the influence of the tree of immortality 
that man s body gradually undergoes some changes (provided that his strength is im
mediately renewed) and especially in his transition to heavenly life.26

15. S.Th. I, q. 97, a. 4, where the holy Doctor supposes with St. Augustine that the fruit o f  the tree o f  life both 
nourishes as food and like medicine prevents corruption; Suarez, loc. cit., c. 15 n.2f.; A. Lapide, In Gen. 2,9; 
Hummelauer, p. 131. See also Heinisch, op. cit., p. 114; Bea, De Pentateucho p. 150.

16. See Suarez, loc. cit., n. 12.14. Hence St. Thomas (1I-II q. 164, a. 2 ad 6): “After sin, if  man had eaten o f  the 
tree o f  life, he would not thereby have recovered immorality, but by means o f  that beneficial food he might 
have prolonged his life.” According to Clamer, 145, that food gave immortality not immediately or defini
tively, nor did it introduce some physical disposition for it, but it did preserve from corruption, and it did it 
by a power given to it by God.

17. Scotus, In 2 d. 19 n.3-6.
18. St. Augustine, De civ Dei 3 c.20-23: ML 41,394-396; S.Th. I, q. 97, a. 4.
19. St. Augustine, ibid.; S.Th., ibid.; A. Lapide, ibid.; Hummelauer, p. 131.
20. Bellarmine, loc. cit., c. 18: “There is another opinion o f  many old Fathers and (unless I am mistaken) very 

much in conformity with Holy Scripture and reason. This opinion teaches that the tree o f  life .. .tasted only 
once brings immortality such as we will have after the resurrection, and therefore it should not be taken be
forehand, and which would transfer men from the state o f  grace in which they were able not to die to a state 
o f  glory in which they were not able to die any more.” He quotes as being in his favor Rupert, Theodoret, 
St. J. Chrysostom, St. Irenaeus, etc., “whom, says A  Lapide (loc.cit.), cites and follows in c. 13, where he 
considers all these matters extensively.

21. See Ceuppens, p. 105.
22. Origen, In Gen.: MG 12,97-101; Deprinc. 4,16: MG ll,376 f.
23. Thus W. Stark, Th. Orbink: see Ceuppens, p. 105f. A lso some Catholics like Lagrange, loc. cit., 363; Ceup

pens, p. 179f.; also it seems, Heinisch, Problemi... 95.
24. See Goossens, p. 742; Ceuppens, p. 107.
25. E. Mangenot, Arbres de la vie et de la science du bien et du mal: DB 1,896; A Lapide, ibid.; Tertullian (?), 

Carmen de ligno vitae: ML 2,1113. See Junker, 18, and Lambert, Le drame du jardin d ’Eden: NouvRevTh 
86 (1954) 1069.

26. See Michel, Sur I’immortalite d ’Adam avant la chute: AmCl 64 (1954) 239,
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A R T I C L E  V I I I

On t h e  h a p p i n e s s  o f  p a r a d i s e

Thesis 34. Adam before his sin enjoyed great external happiness, 
including also perfect dominion over lower things.

S.Th. I, q. 97, a. 2; Suarez, De opere sex dierum 3,14; Palmieri, De ordine supematurali th.24; Beraza, n. 
426-438; Janssens, De homirtis elevatione... q. 106 a.lf.

775. Connection. Since from the preceding it is established that Adam 
in the physical order was adorned with the very extraordinary gift of im
mortality, now we ask further about what his condition was regarding phys
ical pains and the external circumstances of life.

776. Definition of terms. Adam before his sin is understood as in thesis 30.
Great happiness, which is taken here for a certain beatitude in a wide

sense, or for a special state both of absence of suffering and of the joy 
of life, is understood here: a) Not as spiritual, or as arising from Adam’s 
union with God either by supernatural habits or by acts of contemplation; 
this is indicated also by the description of paradise as a place where God 
dwells (Gen. 3:8) and where Adam enjoys a friendly relationship with God 
himself.1 b) And not moral, or as arising either from integrity because of 
his great facility in performing good acts and because of the absence of in
ternal anxieties, or arising/ram his knowledge o f possessed immortality, or 
from infused knowledge about the necessities and conveniences of life and 
from his immunity from error, more will be said about this below.

c) But physical, or as arising: negatively, from his impassibility or con
ditioned immunity, namely, unless Adam sinned, from all suffering and 
bodily annoyances (v.gr., from fatigue, hunger, old age, infirmity, injuries, 
cold, heat), and positively, from the external circumstances of a very pleas
ant life.

Domination here is power: either physical, or of using inferior things 
or forcing them or moving them or also destroying them; or moral, or the 
right to use that physical power.

Perfect, that is, greater than what man now has, namely, inasmuch as 
things cannot harm him and promptly obey him when he gives reasonable 
commands. But it would be different depending on the nature of the things 
he is dealing with, and thus also preserving a certain proportion.

1. See Junker, E8.
1' See Suarez, loc.cit., c. 16 n.15.
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Lower things, namely: animals, even ferocious ones; a fortiori plants; 
inanimate earthly things, and preserving due proportion, also the heavenly 
things. But not the angels.1*

777. Adversaries. Pelagians, Socinians, rationalists (n. 70If.)

778. Doctrine of the Church. Council o f Trent (D 1512): “If anyone 
asserts that...stained by the sin of disobedience, he (Adam) transmitted 
to all humankind only death and the sufferings of the body but not sin as 
well...: let him be anathema.”

With these words it is defined directly that Adam transmitted sin, but 
indirectly that he transmitted the sufferings of the body. Therefore it is im
plicitly defined, although indirectly, that the human race before sin was im
mune from those punishments.

The Biblical Commission (D 3514): “May one question the literal his
torical sense when these same chapters [the first three chapters of Genesis] 
treat of facts that touch on fundamental points of the Christian religion? 
To give some examples..., the original happiness of our first parents in the 
state of justice, integrity, and immortality... Response: Negative.

Here it seems to be treating directly about happiness according as it 
comes from grace, integrity, immortality; but obviously the text is also un
derstood to be about immunity from the pains of the body, since these are 
always a preparation for death, and also without doubt it is also about the 
joy of external life, since this is clearly mentioned in Genesis, and the word 
“happiness,” where it touches the life of man on earth, per se indicates the 
same thing.

779. Theological note. Immunity from the pains of the body is defined 
divine and catholic faith (D 1512). The thesis about the great happiness and 
about the perfect domination is common and certain in theology.

780. Proof from Holy Scripture. 1) Impassibility. Gen. 3:16-19: To the 
woman he said, I  will greatly multiply your pain in childbearing; in pain 
you shall bring forth children, and your desire shall be for your husband, 
and he shall rule over you. And to Adam he said...cursed is the ground 
because o f you (i.e., either in your sin or because of you)2; in toil you shall 
eat o f it all the days o f your life; thorns and thistles it shall bring forth to 
you; and you shall eat the plants o f the field. In the sweat o f your face you 
shall eat bread...

2. Hummelauer, p. 169.
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This sentence imposed after and because o f sin supposes that what it 
says did not apply to the first parents before their sin, at least in the same 
way in which they are now afflicted. But it seems to include everything that 
pertains to the mother of a family as such and to her husband either as the 
father of the family or as a farmer, and therefore practically everything that 
concerns their life. Therefore one rightly argues similarly to the absence of 
other sufferings.

We said “at least in the same way in which they are now afflicted,” for 
also before sin in her own way the woman was subject to the man,3 or there 
were labors (not pains) of childbirth, or also doubtless the earth brought 
forth thistles.4

2) External circumstance honorably delightful. Gen. 2:8-17: The Lord 
God planted (here the solicitude of God for them is clear and therefore 
doubtless the great importance of the work) . . . <2 paradise (in the Hebrew 
text “gan”—a word of Sumeric origin—i.e., a garden) o f pleasure (in the 
Hebrew text “beedeni” or “in Eden,” and therefore according to the mean
ing of this word which is also of Sumeric origin, either “in delights or 
what is more probable—in the region called “Eden” precisely because of 
its fertility)5 in the east; and there he put the man whom he had formed. And 
out o f the ground the Lord God made to grow every tree that is pleasant to 
the sight and good for food, the tree o f life also in the midst o f the garden, 
and the tree o f the knowledge o f good and evil. A river flowed out o f Eden to 
water the garden, and there it divided and became four rivers. The name o f 
the first is Pishon... The Lord God took the man and put him in the garden 
o f Eden, to till it (with easy and pleasant labor, as is clear from the punish
ment imposed on Adam) and to keep it (that is, lest by sinning he should 
lose6 it or, more probably, that he should preserve it just as he had received 
it).7 And the Lord God commanded the man, saying: You may eat freely o f 
every tree o f the garden....

3) The abundance of goods given to Adam and the dominion over low-

3. Moreover theologians understand the words “your pain in childbearing”: a) Some, like Heinisch, (op, cit., 
p. 127) and K. A. Leimbach (Die biblische Urgeschichte, Gen. 1,1-9 [Fulda 1937] p. 71) about the suffer
ings o f  domestic life and about the hardships o f  pregnancies, b) Others, like Hummelauer (loc. cit., p. 167), 
J. Coppens (La soumision de la femme a I'homme: EphThLov 14 [1937] 638, Bea (op. cit, n. 112), about 
the pains o f  pregnancies and giving birth, c) Lagrange, about the pains o f  domestic work: see Ceuppens, p. 
146f. Likewise the words “your desire shall be for your husband, and he shall rule over you” Coppens (loc. 
cit., 67f.), Ceuppens (p. 147f.), understand to be not about domestic and social domination, but with regard 

to sexuality.
4. Hummelauer, p. 160; Clamer, 143f.; Heinisch, 94.
5. A. Deimel, Wo lag das Parodies?: Or 15 (1924) 45-48; Id., Gen. cc.2-3 cum monumentis assyriis compara- 

ta: VerDom 4 (1924) 281-283; Bea, loc. cit, n.108 note 3; Heinisch, loc. cit, p. 113; Ceuppens, p. lO lf.
6. S.Th. I, q. 102, a. 3; Hummelauer, p. 140; Heinisch, p. 117.
7. Ceuppens, p. 115; Leimbach, n. 49.
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er things bestowed on him. Gen. l:28f.: Fill the earth and subdue it; and 
have dominion over the fish o f the sea and over the birds o f the air and over 
every living thing that moves upon the earth. And God said, Behold I  have 
given you everyplant yielding seed which is on the face o f all the earth, and 
every tree with seed in its fruit; you shall have them for food....

4) The perfection o f his dominion is clear because all the animals (at 
least those that are in paradise) are brought to Adam so that he can name 
them: So the Lord God formed every beast o f the field and every bird o f the 
air, and brought them to the man to see what he would call them... (Gen. 
2:19f.).8

781. Proof from tradition. 1) Happiness. St. Augustine (R 1762): 
Nothing troublesome to the body was present, but there was present a great 
abundance o f good things; and everything that Adam willed rightly was 
not absent. “In Paradise, then, man lived as he desired...; he lived without 
any want... He had food that he might not hunger, drink that he might not 
thirst... There was in his body no corruption, nor seed of corruption, which 
could produce in him any unpleasant sensation. He feared no inward dis
ease, no outward accident. Soundest health blessed his body... In Paradise 
there was no excessive heat or cold....”

“...In such affluence of so many good things..., death was not feared, 
nor any ill health of the body. Anything that his good will desired was not 
lacking, and what might offend the flesh or mind of a happy man was not 
present... Therefore how happy the first men were..., since they were not 
burdened with any injuries of the body.. ..”9

St. John Chrysostom: Adam was without any pain and enjoying com
plete happiness and all delights. “I [God] ... wanted you to live without 
pains, labors, sweat and toil and to enjoy complete happiness, and not to be 
subject to bodily necessities....”

“Since...all was filled up with pleasure and his aspect enjoyed delight 
and the joy coming from it...therefore God commanded that he should 
guard it and work it... He wanted him to take care of it in a suitable way, 
partly by guarding it and partly by working in it... But now that he is oc
cupied with his work, which causes him neither pain nor trouble, he can be 
more moderate.”10

8. Hummelauer, p. 143; Heinisch, p. 118; Ceuppens, p. 120. Among Catholics there are not lacking those 
who take that presentation o f  animals as merely a symbol, by means o f  which the priority o f  man and his 
dominion over the animals and perhaps his amazing knowledge is expressed, like Lagrange, loc.cit., 364; 
Ceuppens, p. 18If.

9. St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 14,10: ML 41,417.
10. St. John Chrysostom, In c .l Gen. homI17 n.9; horn. 14 n.2f.: MG 53,146, 113-115.
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2) In particular, dominion. St. John Chrysostom: “For from what 
was said it is shown that man from the beginning had dominion over the 
beasts... But that now the beasts terrify us and we fear them and we do 
not dominate them I do not deny; but this is not proof of a false promise 
of God. For at the beginning things were not so, but the beasts feared and 
trembled and honored that dominion. But where by disobedience we lost 
confidence in God, our dominion was destroyed. Accept from Scripture 
that all animals were subject to man, for it says: God brought every beast 
o f the field to Adam, to see what he would call them. And when he saw the 
beasts near him, he did not spring back, but like a lord he imposed names 
on his servants: And whatever the man called every living creature, that 
was its name; this surely is a sign of dominion.”11

Theodoret: “The beasts assisted Adam before he sinned, offering him 
their service.”11 12

782. Theological reasoning. For impassibility. Immortality implied 
consequently immunity from all hardships that would be even a remote 
disposition for death. Therefore from absolutely all physical suffering.

For great happiness, including dominion. That happiness free of all 
suffering and richly provided with external goods agrees harmoniously 
with the complex of the other gifts of Adam.

For dominion. Man having his appetite subject to reason a fortiori 
would have external things subject to himself.13

783. Scholium 1. The external happiness o f Adam was preternatural. The Church 
condemned the propositions of de Bay with which he seemed to say that pain was not 
naturally due to man except because of sin: “All afflictions of the just are punishments 
for sins themselves...” (D 1972). “ .. .The Blessed Virgin died because of sin contracted 
from Adam, and all of her afflictions in this life as well as those of other just persons 
were the punishments for actual sin, or for original sin” (D 1973).14

Holy Scripture clearly describes the condition of the external happiness of Adam 
as a pure grace, in the description itself: a) O f Paradise, as a place specially prepared 
for man who was, as it seems, created outside of it and then placed in it (therefore not 
because of his merits, but as a gratuitous gift of God). Gen. 2:8, 15: And the Lord God 
planted a garden in Eden... and there he put the man whom he had formed... The Lord

11. Ibid., horn.9 n.4: MG 53,78f. See horn, 14 n.5: MG 53,116f.
12. Theodoret, Quaest. In Gen. c.I quaest. 18: MG 80. But later on he adds this qualification (quaest.20. MG 

80,115): “However the huge whales and the earthly wild beasts are not for the sake o f  man.” On this point 
Suarez refutes him, loc. cit., n.13.

13. See Suarez, loc. cit., n.10; Bainvel, Nature et surnaturel5 p. 85f.
14. Le Bachelet, Baius: DTC 2,108-110.
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took the man and put him in the garden ofEden.... '■5 b) O f life in Paradise as surrounded 
with the abundance and variety of goods that in no way are required in order to lead a 
dignified human life (Gen. 1:26-30; 2:8-20).

Theological reason shows: a) that impassibility is a quasi prerequisite of immortal
ity, which was preternatural. But if external or internal agents were able per se to inflict 
death on man, a fortiori they would have been able to impose on him small sufferings, 
b) that man without that happiness was able both to obtain his final end and to find many 
occasions to practice virtue and to merit beatitude.15 16

In particular for dominion. If within man himself the sensitive appetite was not 
naturally fully subject to reason, why is it surprising if the animals, that are physically 
separated from him, can naturally not be fully subject to him?

N.B. a) The innocence of Adam cannot be said to have been the reason requiring 
the gifts of original justice or some part of them, since that would be purely negative 
or a pure lack of sin, which as such cannot be the reason requiring more than nature 
demands per se.

b) On the way in which Adam’s impassibility was obtained there is no need to say 
anything special, except what is said about the way of obtaining his immortality, of 
which impassibility is thought to be a natural consequence (I, q. 97, a. 2 ad 4).

784. Scholium 2. On Paradise, a) On its location. Having admitted its historicity 
against the rationalists who say that the first chapters of Genesis are just myths,17 and 
against Origen who understands it to be an allegory,18 there are many hypotheses about 
its location. By some it is placed outside of this earth, but Catholic authors and many 
non-Catholics place it on this earth, while assigning many places for it, often far distant 
from each other (Asia, America, Africa, Europe).19

Moreover, “according to almost all Catholic authors,” says Ceuppens, “and also 
according to many non-Catholics it is in Mesopotamia or in the immediately adjacent 
regions; but when a more definite location is asked of them, they have nothing more 
to say,”20 so that some, like Hummelauer, Theis, Murillo, Ibero, Delitzsch place it in 
Mesopotamia21; others, like Lagrange, Rijkmans, in Chaldea near Arabia22; others, like

15. S.Th. I, q. 102, a. 4; Hummelauer, p. 140; Ceuppens, p. 15; P.A. Vaccari, II sopranaturale in Gen 2-3- 
QuestBibl 1 (Rome 1949) 184-201.

16. See A. Casini, S.J., De statu naturae purae (Rome 1724) a.3; Beraza, n. 512-527. Objections taken from St. 
Augustine are solved by these authors; Lercher, n. 631-633.

17. See Hummelauer, p. 134f.
18. Deprincipiis 4,16: MG 11,378; In Gen. n.28: MG 12,99. See Bellarmine, loc. cit., c.lOf.
19. See on this and the whole matter: Hummelauer, p. 133-135; Fr. Delitzsch, Wo lag das Parodies? (Leipzig 

1881); F. Vigouroux, Paradis terrestre: DB 4,2120-2128; F. Kaulen, Parodies: KL 9,1457-1463; J. Feld- 
mann, Parodies und Siindenfall (Mtlnster 1913); K. FrOhstorfer, Weltschopfnng und Parodies (Linz a d. 
1927) 63-89; J. Ibero, S.J., Elparaiso terrenal: EstEcl 4 (1925) 217-219; Ceuppens, p. 175-179; J. Theis, 
Das Land des Paradieses (Trier 1928).

20. Ceuppens, p. 176.

21. Hummelauer, p. 136-140; Theis, p. 35; L. Murillo, El Genesis 280f.; Ibero, loc.cit.; Delitzsch, p. 27.
22. Lagrange, La controverse mineo-sabio-biblique: RevBibl 11 (1902)268-272; J. Rijkmans, Het Boek Gene

sis (Brugge 1927) p. 19.
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Riessler, Landersdorfer, Hommel, Feldmann in Arabia23; and others, like Deimel, San- 
da, Hoberg, Hetzenauer in Armenia24; and others, like Van Tichelen, Heinisch, Bea say 
that its location cannot be determined exactly.25 Ceuppens thinks that “the hagiographer 
did not wish, and was not able to tell us the place of paradise, because its exact and pre
cise site at his time was not known; he had only the intention of offering us a description 
of paradise, and therefore of more easily showing the happiness of the first parents in 
the garden of paradise... The author gathered his narration from popular tradition, and 
he described the garden in the way the people believed that it was.’ 26 Therefore let the 
conclusion be expressed in the words of Bellarmine: “The earthly location of paradise 
is very far removed from human knowledge.”27 28

b) Does paradise still exist? Petavius wrote: “Almost all ancient Christians were per
suaded that even now the pristine dwelling of those happy men remains on this earth. 
For St. Thomas “the situation of paradise is shut off from the habitable world... (I, q. 
102, a. 1 ad 3); therefore “Paradise did not become useless through being unoccupied by 
man after sin... For thereby we learn God’s kindness to man, and what man lost by sin. 
Moreover, some say that Enoch and Elijah still dwell in that paradise” (ibid., a. 2 ad 3, 
see III, q. 49, a. 5 ad 2). “And because of the things that have a bodily existence in that 
paradise, he is instructed in things pertaining to the heavenly paradise, the way to which 
is prepared by man by Christ” (II-II, q. 164, a. 2 ad 4).29 De facto that tradition existed 
among Christians and lasted until the 16th century, namely, that paradise still exists, and 
in fact, as was generally believed, in the third heaven.30

c) On the use o f the word “paradise. ” This word, as it seems, of Persian origin, 
has been applied to the original location of the first parents (Gen. 2:8, 15), to the limbo 
of the just (Luke 23:43), to the heaven of the blessed (2 Cor. 12:3; see Rev. 2:7), to the 
Savior, to the Blessed Virgin, to the Church.31

23. P. Riessler, Zur Lage des Gottesgartens beden Alten: ThQschr 98 (1916) 273-313; S. Landersdorfer, Die 
Bibel unddie sudarabische Alterstumsforschungen (MUnster 1920) p. 50; F. Hommel, Ethnologie und Geo- 
graphie des Alten Orients (Munich 1926) p. 11; Feldmann, loc. cit.

24. A. Deimel, loc. cit., 44-54; A. Sanda, Moses und der Pentateuch (Munster 1926) p. 140; G. Hoberg, Die 
Genesis p. 36f.; Hetzenauer, Comment. In Genesim p. 52-55.

25. T. van Tichelen, Schepping en Zondvloed (Brussels 1920) p. 35; Heinisch, op. cit., p. 116; Bea, op. cit., 
n.109: „Up to this point prehistory has not been able to establish from which region the human race took 
its beginning. Wherefore all theories about the location o f  paradise are based on very shaky foundations”; 
likewise Clamer, 117f.; Heinisch, 73-75.

26. Ceuppens, p. 178f. See also Vaccari, llsopranaturale... 192-195.
27. Bellarmine, c. 12f.
28. Petavius, De opif. sex dierum 1.2 c.5 n.14.
29. See also St. Bonaventure, In 2 d. 17 a.2 q.3 dub.3; d.29 a.3 q.2 dub3.
30. I. Ayer de Vuippens, O.M.Cap., Le Paradis terrestre au troisieme del?  (Fribourg 19250; see Ouplaqa-t-on 

leparadis terrestre?: EtFranc 36 (1924) 117-140, 371-398, 561-589; 37 (1925) 21-44, 113-145; E. Nieder- 
huber, Die Eschatologie des heiligen Ambrosius (Paderborn 1907) p. 52-55; Stolz, op. cit., 31-53.

31. F. Vigouroux, Paradis: DB 4,2119; Beraza, n. 431.
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A R T I C L E  I X  

O n a d a m ’ s  i n f u s e d  k n o w l e d g e  

Thesis 35. Adam was endowed with infused knowledge.

S Th. I, q. 94, a. 3; Suarez, De opere sex dierum 3 c.9; Beraza, n. 378-425; Pesch, 4 n. 206-216; Hugon, 
Utrum primus homo habuerit scientiam omnium: DivThom(Pi) 4 (1927) 445-453; J. Riviere, La science et 
Iiniegrile morale d'Adam: RevCIFr 79 (1914) 345-349.

785. Connection. God endowed both the will of Adam with perfect 
dominion over his sense appetite and his body with immortality and impas
sibility. But what about his intellect? Without doubt he was adorned with 
the truths of faith, but what position was he placed in by God regarding the 
knowledge of natural things? That is our next question .

786. Definition of terms. Adam here indicates only the first man, since 
the arguments concern him directly, although they must also be applied to 
Eve in a proportionate way.

However infused knowledge is thought to be a personal gift of the first parents and 
therefore it is not transmitted to their descendants through generation.

Knowledge is taken here as a certain kind of excellent cognition: a) 
Not acquired, which is obtained by the natural use of one’s faculties or by 
discourse with others and by experience, b) Not per se infused, or what is 
intrinsically supernatural, which is knowledge of the mysteries of faith that 
Adam had (n. 715), and which therefore was given to him by God super- 
naturally. c) But infused per accidens, or what is intrinsically natural, that 
is, not really different from knowledge acquired by us through the natural 
use of our natural faculties, and which was given to Adam by God preter- 
naturally or by the immediate divine influence on his intellect (I, q. 94 a 
3 ad 1).

That knowledge in general would be about God, about the moral law, about physi
cal nature; but it would not be, since there is no evidence of this, a type that surpasses 
human knowledge, such as for example, angelic knowledge.

787. Adversaries. Pelagians, Rationalists (n. 696-207). Hirscher, Gunther, 
and others, who attribute to the first parents an outstanding faculty of knowing,
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but one that evolved gradually, but at first it did not have any knowledge.1

788. Theological note. Common and certain in theology. “It is cer
tain,” Suarez says, “that Adam from the moment he was created by God 
had natural knowledge given to him by God.”1 2

789. Proof from Holy Scripture. Scripture does not speak explicitly 
about the extraordinary knowledge of Adam, but it does teach things that 
are hard to understand without that supposition.3 Thus Gen. 2:19f.: So out 
o f the ground the Lord God formed every beast o f the field and every bird 
o f the air, and brought them to the man to see what he would call them; 
and whatever the man called every living creature, that was the name. The 
man gave names to all cattle, and to the birds o f the air, and to every beast 
o f the field.

If Adam by himself alone gave their names to all the animals, that is, 
by describing their natures sufficiently from their sensible properties, he 
had amazing knowledge that could only be infused. Moreover among the 
Babylonians and Hebrews the imposition of a name was a sign of perfect 
knowledge of the nature of the thing to which the name was given, as the 
authors are wont to point out.4

However the knowledge about the animals that is directly mentioned, is 
rightly thought to be about all those whose knowledge was useful to Adam, 
especially so that he could perform his task properly: a) As lord of all the 
earth (Gen. 1:28-30): Fill the earth and subdue it; and have dominion over 
the fish o f the sea and over the birds o f the air and over every living thing... 
Behold, I  have given you every plant yielding seed... and every tree... you 
shall have them for food.... b) As a farmer (2:15): He put him in the garden 
o f Eden to till it and keep it (or that he might duly preserve its cultivation).

790. Sir. 17:1-9: The Lord created man out o f the earth... He made

1. Katschthaler, op. cit., p. 1 ,D e  homine n. 280 not.; Kleutgen, op. cit., p. 505-527.
2. Suarez, loc.cit., n.2. We think that Hugon errs by excess when he says (loc. cit., 447): “It is de fide because 

o f  the very evident witnesses o f  divine Revelation that speech with perfect knowledge was given by God to 
the first man,”

3. Thus Pesch, n. 208: “Holy Scripture...teaches things about his (Adam’s) knowledge that cannot be under
stood, unless we admit his infused knowledge.”

4. Heinisch, op. cit., p. 118; Pirot, Adam et la Bible: DBS 1,98; Ceuppens, 120; Clamer, 123; Junker, 16. Hum- 
melauer (p. 143) says this about his knowledge: „Really the names given by Adam to the animals must not 
be supposed to be o f  a different or higher order than the names that he him self gave to his wife (Gen. 2:23 
and 3:20), since he called her woman and life: now the name o f  life can be truly imposed on the woman, 
but with that he does not describe her whole nature... Therefore the knowledge that the attribution o f  names 
supposes in Adam is not any different from that which men today have about the traits and movements o f  
the various animals; o f  course this knowledge in Adam was not acquired but infused. It was more extensive 
than ours, but it was not o f  a different or higher order... .”
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them in his own image...; He gave them a mind for thinking... He showed 
them good and evil. He set his eye upon their hearts to show them the maj
esty o f his works.

God therefore filled the first parents, about whom obviously the text 
is speaking: a) with the power of intellect, doubtless perfect, and so not 
only supernatural through faith, but also with true natural knowledge. The 
power given him over the things on earth also requires such knowledge (v. 
3f.).- b) He taught them good and evil, that is, he implanted in them the 
natural law by which he showed them clearly enough good and evil so that 
they could know them, c) He taught them the majesty o f his works, that is, 
he so enlightened them that they could know well and properly evaluate his 
magnificent works.5 6

791. Proof from tradition. St. John Chrysostom: It is an indication 
o f the ineffable knowledge o f Adam that he knew the nature o f so many 
animals. “See here, I ask, how with that ineffable wisdom, given to him by 
God and whose indications have been demonstrated for us by the imposi
tion of names, he gave names to so many kinds of brute animals; he also 
received the grace of prophecy.”7

St. Augustine (R 2011): The imposition o f names was a sign o f his out
standing wisdom; and reason alone shows this. “And just think according 
to Christian faith how Adam was made, who gave names to all the differ
ent kinds of living beings: we even read in pagan literature that there was 
knowledge of his excellent wisdom. For Pythagoras himself...is reported 
to have said that he was the most wise of all who was the first to give names 
to things.”

St. Cyril of Alexandria (R 2104): From the first moment Adam had per
fect knowledge. “It seems that Adam did not acquire his wisdom over a pe
riod of time, as we do, but immediately from the beginning of his existence 
he is known to have been endowed with perfect intelligence, while he pre
served in himself unimpaired the enlightenment he received from God....”

St. John Damascene (R 2360): Adam in a prophetic way gave names 
to the animals. “The Creator...made this man strong, imparting to him 
his divine grace and thus communicating himself to the man by his grace: 
thereby it came about...that he imposed names on living things after the 
fashion of the prophets.”

5. Hence the Book o f  Wisdom (Wis. 9:1-4; see 10: If.) seeks from God the wisdom that was given to Adam in 
order to rule the world with equity.

6. Knabenbauer, Commentarius in Ecclesiasticum (Paris 1902) 194-197,
7. St. John Chrysostom, In Gen. c.2 hom.15 n.2: ML 53,122. See also In Gen. c.2 hom.14 n.2f.: ML 53,116f.
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792. Theological reasoning. God, who makes the things immediate
ly produced by him perfect, doubtless must be thought to have placed in 
Adam as an adult, adorned as he was both with outstanding supernatural 
and preternatural gifts, even for his body, and having been established as 
the lord of all things, perfection also of intellect because of his infused 
knowledge: a) As a person having no teacher, so that he might know im
mediately things pertaining to daily life, avoid many errors, be able better 
to glorify God, and possess harmony among the abundance of his other 
gifts, b) As head o f the human race, so that he might be able properly to 
instruct his children.8

793. Objections. 1. Adam could know from revelation the names to be given to the 
animals, without knowing their nature, just as he learned from revelation the nature and 
properties of marriage (Gen. 2:23f.; Matt. 19:4f.). Therefore his outstanding knowledge 
is not proved by this fact.

I  distinguish the major. Adam could know from revelation the names to be given to 
the animals, and de facto that did not happen, conceded; otherwise, denied.

The text clearly says that Adam, not God, gave names to the animals, and he did it 
based on his own knowledge.

2. If the first parents had that knowledge, there would never have been barbarous 
peoples, since according to history the primitive peoples ascended from a lower state 
of culture to a higher one. But there have been and are barbarous peoples. Therefore.

I  deny the major. Argyll says: “Nothing is more certain from natural history than 
that man morally, intellectually and physically can decline, and really very often de
scend from a higher state to a lower one. This is true about man in general, about indi
viduals and about society. Some uncultivated and barbarous tribes with terrified eyes 
look upon the ruins of temples, whose purpose they are not able to understand, and 
of cities that are now a refuge for wild beasts. Therefore what vicissitudes chiefly, ac
cording to the usual course of nature, could produce effects so full of calamity for the 
human race? ... This happened because of the multiplication of individuals, hence the 
necessity of migration. In fact weaker tribes are expelled from a region that abounds in 
inhabitants; and since the regions that accept them are less hospitable and less fruitful, 
the struggle for life there becomes more difficult. Therefore actually it happens in the 
ordinary course of things that peoples driven far away from their original home become 
more primitive and they dedicate themselves more just to physical survival.”9

794. Corollary. Since we have proved that Adam’s knowledge was infused per 
accidens, thereby we have proved that it is preternatural. For: a) From the part of the

8. See Suarez, loc.cit., n.4f.; G. Schmidt, La revelation primitive, trad. A. Lemonnyer Paris 1914) p. 208f. 
Labourdette, 174, points out that the thesis about Adam’s knowledge is proved more from his activities than 
from the direct testimony o f  Scripture.

9. Tanquerey, 2 p. 362 not. Likewise on the difficulty from human fossils found to be o f  an inferior condition, 
see Labourdette, 177f.
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power, the way of knowing proportionate to man is this: by intelligible species which 
his intellect abstracts from phantasms after being produced by sensation, b) From the 
part of the exigency, since Adam could lead a truly good life without that extra knowl
edge. Hence Saints John Chrysostom,10 11 Cyril of Alexandria (R 2104), John Damascene 
(R 2360) attribute his special knowledge to the grace of God (n. 791).

795. Scholium 1. When was Adam’s natural knowledge infused? According to Su
arez, “as soon as he was created by God.”11 That seems to be true, since it was im
mediately useful for Adam. Actually already before the formation of Eve he uses his 
knowledge of things and human speech (Gen. 2 :19f.) St. Cyril of Alexandria (R 2104): 
“...Adam... immediately from the first moment of his existence is shown to be perfect 
in intelligence.”

Scholium 2. What was the nature o f  Adam’s infused knowledge? It was the same 
as ours regarding an object and regarding the way of knowing, that is, through species 
of the same nature as ours and by conversion to the phantasm. But it was different from 
ours regarding the way of acquiring it, since God himself placed in him by his immedi
ate activity intellectual species and along with them the previous sensible species, which 
we obtain by the work of our senses and phantasm; it was also different regarding the 
accidental perfection of those acts because of the excellence both of his mental power 
and of the phantasms and because of the control of the passions, etc.12

Scholium 3. On the extent o f  Adam’s infused knowledge. Rightly Pesch says: “Con
cerning this matter, since revelation says nothing, theologians try to determine with 
probable conjectures the extent of his knowledge.”13 The old theologians extended it too 
much. Thus St. Thomas: “The first man was established by God in such a manner as to 
have knowledge of all those things for which man has a natural aptitude. And such are 
whatever is virtually contained in the first self-evident principles, that is, whatever truths 
man is naturally able to know” (I, q. 94, a. 3).14 Suarez says almost the same thing, and 
also Mazzella and Palmieri.15 Therefore as a result Adam could not make any progress

10. St. John Chrysostom, In Gen. c.2 hom.15 n.2: MG 53,122; Casini, op.cit., 1.5; Beraza, n. 504-511; Palmieri, 
loc.cit., th. 16.

11. Suarez, loc.cit., n.2. Likewise Palmieri, De ordine supernaturali th.22 n.4: “Knowledge was communicated 
to man by God in the very act o f  creation. This is easily gathered from the quoted texts.”

12. S.Th. 1, q. 94, a. 3 ad 1: “The first man had knowledge o f  all things by divinely infused species. Yet his 
knowledge was not different from ours”; Suarez, loc.cit., n.6-26; Beraza, n. 380-383.

13. Pesch, n. 211.
14. S.Th., De ver. q. 18 a.4: “Whatever knowledge man was ever able to acquire by his own natural talent [of all 

those things to which the power o f  the first principles can be applied]— Adam knew all o f  that habitually by 
his natural knowledge.”

15. Suarez, loc.cit., n.8-20: Mazzella, n. 785f.; Palmieri, th.22 n.l: “He had great knowledge by which he 
knew... the natures o f  all living things; knowledge o f  this kind is outstanding and none o f  his descendants 
has been able to equal it... It cannot be doubted that he was instructed in the other natural sciences, but 
especially in those that were necessarily connected with him.” (But see also n. 3).
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in his infused knowledge.16
Contemporary theologians, perhaps under the influence of critical exegesis, speak 

more carefully about this matter.17 “Whatever was the nature of this knowledge,” says 
Perrone, “how extensive it was and its limits are hard to determine; but this one thing 
can be said—it was absolutely suitable to his pristine condition.”18 Later theologians 
freely assent to this principle.19 Therefore Adam had outstanding infused knowledge of 
things religious, moral and physical which both his condition as the only man and his 
role as the head of the human race demanded.

Further, we would add these negative considerations: a) By no means must one as
sume that his knowledge touched the secrets of hearts, future free acts or other things 
that man cannot know by the natural use of his faculties (I, q. 94, a. 3). b) One should 
not think that it was so great that Adam could not make any progress in learning. Hence 
since God created the world for all men, not just for Adam alone, one would say without 
sufficient reason that he knew everything in the world taken singly or at least all the spe
cies of those things, or everything that modern science knows, or other things of which 
no trace remains in his posterity.19*

Scholium 4. Could Adam err? a) Yes, by sinning', either gravely, for example, by 
heresy or by a very temerarious judgment, since he was free to sin gravely, or venially, 
for example, by a lightly temerarious judgment, if perhaps innocent Adam could sin ve
nially; there is a dispute about this point, which will be treated below. Likewise he could 
probably err without sin, according to St. Bonaventure, but not with a firm adhesion, but 
by a certain estimation and only in a matter of opinion and about which he lacked in
fused knowledge, especially since in this case he would incur neither sin nor any harm.20

b) But not by a non-sinful error, by which something false is held to be true, or 
something uncertain for something certain,21 or the contrary, according to St. Augustine, 
St. Thomas (a. 4), Suarez, and others generally, since to err is a serious evil and therefore 
it seems repugnant to Adam’s innocent state.22 His inerrancy would be supported by the 
excellence of his mind, by his infused knowledge and especially by divine providence. 
But, as Beraza rightly points out, nowhere is the perfection of Adam’s status proved to 
have been so great that it would exclude all error. Hurter adds the following: “Surely if

16. S.Th. I, q. 94, a. 3 ad 3: “Adam would have advanced in natural knowledge, not in the number o f  things 
known, but in the manner o f  knowing; because what he knew speculatively he would subsequently have 
known by experience.” Suarez, loc.cit., n.27f.; Hugon, loc. cit., 45 If.

17. See Lagrange, loc. cit., 348-364.
18. Perrone, De homine c.2 prop.2 n .311.
19. Beraza, n. 393-399; Van Noort, n.209; Pesch, n.211; Id., Gott und Gdtter (Freiburg 1890) p. 62. See also G. 

Schmidt, loc. cit., p. 208f.
19* There is more about this in Labourdette, 174-177; Michel, Adam etait-il un “prim itif?: AmCl 64 (1954) 

12 If.
20. St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.23 a.2 q.2.
21. St. Augustine, Enchir. c.17: ML 40,239: “ Since to err is nothing but to think what is true to be false and what 

is false to be true, or to hold what is certain to be uncertain or the uncertain for certain, whether it is false or 
true.”

22. St. Augustine, De lib. arb. 3,18,52: ML 32,1296; De Gen. adlitt. 11,30,39: ML 34,445 (therefore the decep
tion o f  Eve by the devil supposes in her a previous interior sin o f  pride); Suarez, loc. cit. c.10.
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he could sin, why could he not make an error?”23 However, even though the possibility 
of erring perhaps remains, his impassibility always remains intact.

Moreover inerrancy would not exclude lack of knowledge, or a certain limitation of 
knowledge, since this in itself is not an evil; nor is a prudent positive or negative doubt 
evil, since neither contains an error.

Scholium 5. On Adam’s aptitude to learn. Adam possessed an outstanding ability to 
learn, since he had great mental ability,24 total control of his passions, excellent senses 
and a perfectly obedient faculty of imagining, a most fitting disposition of powers work
ing together to acquire knowledge, and no concern about the needs of daily life. If Adam 
had not sinned, his facility in learning would have been transmitted to his posterity, as a 
consequence of his preternatural gifts of original justice.

796. Scholium 6. How much o f  Adam’s knowledge would be transmitted to his 
posterity together with the other gifts o f  original justice? Not his actual knowledge, 
since there is no reason to assert such a thing either from Scripture and the Fathers 
or from their condition, since it was different from the condition of Adam, the only 
man and the head of the human race. St. Thomas says: “It sufficed if they had as much 
perfection as soon as they were born as the beginning of natural perfection requires ” 
(De ver. q. 18 a.7).25

Surely there would be transmitted to them: a) An aptitude for learning, inasmuch as 
this was a consequence of the gifts of original justice; hence “In the state of innocence, 
children would not have been bom with perfect knowledge; but in the course of time 
they would have acquired knowledge without difficulty by discovery or learning” (I, q. 
101, a. 1). b) Inerrancy to the same degree that Adam had it, since his ability would be 
transmitted to his children.

797. Scholium 7. On the origin o f  language. The question is about the speech, not 
naturally expressed by any kind of gestures or sounds, but about skilful speech consist
ing in articulated words and suitably put together to express the thoughts of the mind.

Setting aside the Materialists who, having excluded the intervention of God, must 
logically refer language to man himself as he evolves, many older theologians attribute 
it: a) To divine revelation, either because, given revelation, man de facto finds language 
or because without it he could not per se invent it; holding this position were Pereira, 
some philosophers like Balmes, and traditionalists like Bonald.26 But that is not proved 
by any probable reason, that is, that God taught Adam individual words and expressions.

23. Beraza, n. 419; Hurter, 2 n.333.
24. St. Augustine, Opus imperf. cont. Iul. 5 c.l: ML 45,1432: “ ...A nd what Christian would doubt that those, 

who in this world with their errors and hardships appear to be so clever, but whose corruptible bodies ag
gravate their souls, i f  they are compared to his mental power, would be much more different from him than 
a turtle is from a bird in swiftness?”

25. Suarez, 5,8,17-22.
26. B. Pereira, S.J., Comment, in Gen. 2 ,201.1 (Rome 1607); J. Balmes, Filosofiafundamental, ed. 1. Casanovas,

S.J., t.4 (Barcelona 19250 1.10 c. 17 n.184; Bonald in Beraza, n. 422 not.4, where also other authors o f  the 
same opinion are mentioned.
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a) To man himself. A few Fathers who treated this question said that man did it on his 
own with the talent God gave him, such as St. Augustine (R 1537), St. Gregory of Nyssa 
(R 1051), and others like Schmidt.27 But could solitary man, even one outstanding in 
mental acumen, in such a short time develop a language without the preternatural help 
of God? c) Partly to man and partly to God either by disposing him for language by his 
infused knowledge or by helping him in some other way preternaturally: Pesch, Boyer, 
Pohle-Gierens, Beraza, Schmid, etc.28

However it could have happened that God, in addition to the fact that he gave Adam 
a suitable organ for speaking and a natural inclination to express his thoughts in words, 
gave him the opportunity to exercise it, whether by speaking to him or by leading the 
animals to him so that he could name them or by providing him with some similar as
sistance. Moreover he suggested to Adam in a preternatural way or habitually through 
his infused knowledge or by way of practice different ways of emitting sounds and 
joining words together, and he would help his memory that he might retain the words 
already spoken and the various expressions. Actually even before the creation of Eve 
Adam is introduced listening to God who is speaking to him (Gen. 2:16f.) and giving 
names to the animals (2:19f.). In every hypothesis it must be supposed that Adam from 
the beginning was in the condition related to language in such a way that he could not 
suffer from any defect or imperfection of it or find any obstacle in the proper fulfillment 
of his position. Keeping the right proportion, the same thing must be said about Eve.

27. St. Gregory o f  Myssa, Cont. Eunom. 1.12: MG 45,975-1006; G. Schmidt, loc. cit.,p. 199-210.
28. Pesch, n. 216; Boyer, 296; Pohle-Gierens, 1 p.512f.; Beraza, n. 424f.; F. Schmid (Die Ursprungder Sprache 

unddie Dogmatik: ZkathTh 23 [1899] 22-47) says that the first parents, from the words o f  Scripture, very 
soon after they began to exist, were able to speak easily.
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a r t i c l e  X

O n  t h e  c o n d i t i o n  o f  a d a m ’ s  p o s t e r i t y  i n  t h e  s t a t e  o f  o r i g i n a l  j u s t i c e

798. If Adam had not sinned, in what condition would the human race 
be? This general question includes many special questions the main ones 
of which will be mentioned here.

799. On the transmission o f original justice. Although the above theses 
treat directly about the original justice of Adam, it is sufficiently clear from 
those arguments that they are also valid for Adam’s posterity. Therefore 
now that matter will be considered explicitly. This means therefore that the 
gifts of sanctifying grace, integrity, immortality and impassibility would 
have been passed on to Adam’s posterity.

That transmission must be said to consist, with certain reservations 
soon to be made, in the same certitude with which it is established that 
Adam had those gifts, and therefore that our assertion regarding the in
dividual gifts has the same theological value that it had concerning the 
singular gifts of Adam.

That assertion is proved by almost the same reasons by which it is proved 
that Adam had them, or inasmuch as the sources teach the same thing either 
explicitly or implicitly: either by asserting in general that Adam lost for himself 
and for us justice and holiness along with the other gifts of body and soul; or 
by saying that those gifts existed before sin in such a way that their loss would 
be the result of sin; or by explaining our restoration accomplished by Christ as 
a return to what we lost in Adam; or simply by describing the circumstances of 
happiness in which man, created by God, was placed, since there is no prudent 
reason for supposing that that condition was a strictly personal gift for Adam 
alone and not rather destined for the whole human race; or by witnessing to the 
fact that we would receive those gifts in Adam or lose them if he sinned.

It seems that the same thing must be said, with due proportion, about 
the abundance of gifts with perfect dominion over earthly things, although 
it is not established on what level it would be transmitted, since it is not 
established whether all men would remain in paradise, which seems to be 
less probable.1 Adam’s per accidens infused knowledge would not be trans
mitted to his posterity, since it would seem to pertain to Adam alone, since 
they could learn from Adam everything necessary and useful.

Of the gifts to be transmitted, the main one was sanctifying grace, as is 
easily ascertained from the sources which either mention its loss as more

1. See Pesch, 3 n. 219.
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serious (D 1512) or introduce Christ as restoring us through that gift to our 
pristine state; it is also certain from the nature o f things, since with that gift 
man is elevated to supernatural union with God. Hence that is either the 
end of the others, by which at the same time it is equipped and more easily 
preserved and increased, or it is their root, inasmuch as on it would depend 
their preservation or loss as a necessary condition o f their presence, and 
perhaps as from a cause producing them totally or partially.

However original justice (whatever its elements may be, and therefore 
according to all authors) is, not by a law of nature but by a positive ordina
tion of God, a gift o f nature, or a patrimony so connected with the unity of 
the human race in its origin that all Adam’s descendants by generation (in 
whatever way it is explained) receive it from him along with nature itself 
as a quasi hereditary right.2

Thus sanctifying grace would have been transmitted as a gift o f nature 
according to those who identify it, although inadequately, with original jus
tice, but not as if it were produced by the parents like the body, or as grace 
flows from the sacraments: for “grace...would not have been transmitted 
by virtue of the semen; but would have been conferred on man immedi
ately on his receiving a rational soul” (I, q. 100, a. 1 ad 2).

Finally, according to some recent authors who really distinguish sanc
tifying grace from original justice, grace would be infused into Adam’s 
descendants as a gift o f the person, or in view of this person, not of the 
nature like original justice, but in such a way that this grace would be the 
necessary condition for the infusion of the other gifts.3

The formula “transmission of original justice by generation” indicates in general 
that there was a special law of God that all those descending from Adam would receive 
it. But in particular, generation must not be thought to dispose one directly for sanctify
ing grace, except inasmuch as it disposes the body for the soul which God infused into it 
adorned with that grace. But nothing prevents generation from transmitting physically, 
not from nature, but from the special ordination of God, the preternatural gifts, inas
much as these are thought to be able to be joined to the body, or at least inasmuch as it 
positively disposes the body for them.3’

2. Thus that “gift was in a certain way natural: not as if  it were caused by the principles o f  nature, but because 
it was given to man in such a way that it is handed down along with the nature” (4 CG 52). See Ciappi, loc. 
cit., 125; Labourdette, 39. 5 If.

3. Thus Kors, op.cit., p. 140f. On this whole question: Scheeben, op.cit., 2 § 184; Boyer, 300-308; Lercher, 
n. 634-638; Daffara, De peccato originali n.90-101; Loncke, De donis status innocentiae humano generi 
transmittendis: CollatBrug 44 (1948) 142-146; Suarez, lo.cit., 1.5 c.8.

3* Therefore the ambiguous reason must be avoided o f  trying to explain in some way the transmission o f  original 
justice through the physical working o f  generation almost as the other specific accidents o f  nature are trans
mitted; E. Vigano seems to affirm this, La solidaridad, del Cuerpo Mistico (Santiago de Chile 1948) 75, and 
he is opposed, even regarding the preternatural gifts, by Ciappi, 126.
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800. On the way o f  propagating the human racef Some Fathers, like St. Athana
sius (R 804), St. John Chrysostom (R 1150), St. John Damascene thought that mat
rimony was foreseen to exist only after the sin of the first parents; indeed, according 
to St. Gregory of Nyssa,4 5 as it seems, sex itself was instituted only because of the 
prevision of sin, so that according to them, if there were no sin, men would not be 
propagated by generation, but by some other way.

However Scripture is opposed to them (Gen. l:27f.; 2:22f.), testifying that gen
eration was directly intended by God and that was before sin. Likewise St. Augustine,6 
who however at first thought, as it seems, that man in paradise would have only a 
spiritual fecundity.7 Certainly sexual concupiscence would be perfectly subject to rea
son, but without impeding condign and licit pleasure (I, q. 98, a. If.).

In what physical condition and use o f  reason would children be born? Without 
doubt in the same in which children are now born, but excluding their defects, by 
which they are impeded in their development whether it be physical or intellectual or 
moral. And therefore they would not have sufficient strength to move their members, 
except in accordance with the movements of infancy (I, q. 99, a. 1), nor would they 
have perfect use of reason or perfect knowledge (I, q. 101, a. If.).

However, according to St. Thomas (ibid., a. 1), “they would have had a more 
perfect use (of reason) than they have now, as to matters regarding that particular 
state, as explained above regarding the use of their limbs.” Therefore they would need 
education, and once it was given they would easily make progress in the knowledge 
of things suitable for them.8

Whether children would be born confirmed in grace. St. Anselm affirms this, and 
according to him the first parents, if they had not sinned, would have received that 
confirmation even for grace to be transmitted to their descendants. Scotus agrees with 
this, inasmuch as, according to him, even though the children would not be bom con
firmed in grace, they would be bom only as elected for grace.9

This is more probably to be denied with St. Augustine, who supposes the contrary,10 
and with St. Thomas (I, q. 100, a. 2), since the first parents themselves lacked that con
firmation, and since, if they had received it as a reward for their obedience, it would

4. In the treatment o f  this matter we must keep this especially in mind (I, q. 99, a. 1): “By faith alone do we 
hold truths which are above nature, and what we believe rests on authority. Wherefore, in making any asser
tion, we must be guided by the nature o f  things, except in those things which are above nature.” Therefore 
those things that have not been revealed in any way about the state o f  innocence must be thought to be future 
according to the norm that in the innocent man reason is subject to God, the sensitive appetite to reason, the 
body to the soul, so that all suffering, both moral and physical, is absent in man. Therefore the things that are 
not opposed to these must be thought per se to be future according to the purely natural order.

5. St. John Damascene, Defide orthod. 2,30; 4,24: MG 94,975f. 1207; St. Gregory o f  Nyssa, De horn opif. 
c.17: MG 44,188f.

6. Retract. 1.10.13.19; 2,22: ML 32,599-605.615.639. See De civ. Dei 14,26: ML 41,434; Cont. Iul. 4 13 62' 
ML 34,187.

7. De Gen. cont. Manich. 1,19,30: ML 34,187.
8. Suarez, De opere sex dierum 5,8,17-22.
9. St. Anselm, Cur Deus homo 1-9: ML 158,387; Scotus, in 2 d.20 q. If.; see Frassen, t.5 p. 249-253. It seems 

that St. Gregory the Great had said the same thing before, Mor. 4,31,63: ML 75,670f.
10. St. Augustine, De civ Dei 14,10: ML 41,417.
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be for them a personal privilege and therefore not something to be transmitted, just as 
their possible confirmation in evil would not be transmitted to their posterity.

If some of them, lacking confirmation in grace, would fall into sin, they would be 
subject, with due proportion, to the circumstances of a life of fallen nature.

Whether all men would be equal Certainly they would be according to the gifts of 
original justice taken in a specific sense. But not according to sex and age, as is clear, 
nor, as must be thought suitable, according to bodily perfections, since they depend 
on different causes; nor according to perfection of knowledge; nor according to the 
power of governing subjects; nor according to religious perfection, or the increase of 
grace and the virtues, and consequently according to merit (thus increasing grace and 
glory), since all of those things correspond to a different exercise of freedom (I, q. 
96, a. 3).

Whether in that state there would be a society. Not one dominated by a master, 
since that would be superfluous, and since it would be less fitting for that state. Cer
tainly it would be both domestic, as necessary for generation and a proper education, 
but so that the fathers of families would rule them in a very paternal way, politi
cal, since the social nature of man, although not necessary for the needs of the body, 
is very useful for handing on and perfecting knowledge, for promoting virtues by 
examples and by words, for encouraging religion publicly and privately, etc., but in 
such a way that the rulers direct their subjects in a paternal way to the common end 
(I, q. 96, a. 4).11

801. On the duration o f  the state o f innocence. It is reasonable to think that indi
vidual men would remain in that state until they reached adulthood, and in fact until 
the development of their bodies was made perfect by every natural virtue, so that then 
they would be transferred to glory, not all together at the end of the world, but suc
cessively, since that is the way they began to live, and since otherwise too many men 
would be present on the earth.

But those departing this world would not be subject to any suffering, since they 
would prefer the will of God to all other goods, and doubtless they would rather, like 
the saints, desire to go to the fatherland. Moreover perhaps that life of union with God 
would make them gradually more “spiritual” even in a bodily way, so that they would 
be proximately disposed to take on the glorious qualities of heaven.11 12

802. Did the state o f  original justice exclude venial sin before the commission o f  
mortal sin? That is easily affirmed concerning semi-deliberate sins, since they had the 
gift of integrity. But what about deliberate ones? Negative, according to Scotus, since 
that applies also to other just persons. Affirmatively because of the perfection of that 
state, according to St. Thomas (I-II, q. 89, a. 3), Alexander of Hales, St. Bonaventure,

11. See Suarez, loc.cit., 5,7,1-16. He treats many questions about the state o f  innocence, for example, about the 
division o f  goods, about the occupation o f  men (ibid., n. 17-21), about virginity (1.5 c.2), etc.

12. St. Augustine, De Gen. ad litt. 9,6,10: ML 34,396f.
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and this opinion, Suarez says, is “that of all authors.”13
This opinion seems to us to be more probable, because venial sin does not agree 

with that state, since in itself it is a great evil, and involves a lessening of rectitude. It 
could generate evil and regular habits by which the happiness of that state would be 
seriously disturbed: it would be an object of pain and sadness; it would involve the guilt 
of a temporal punishment. However perhaps it is not sufficiently established that the 
peifection of that state was so great that it would exclude all sin. Wherefore Palmieri, 
Hurter, Lercher think that the first parents were not necessarily immune to venial sin.14

13. Scotus, In 2 q.21 n.3; see Frassen, t.5 p. 241, 244-249; Alexander o f  Hales, Univ. Theol. Summa p.2 q.104 
memb.6; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.21 a.3 q .l; Suarez, 3,13,16.

14. Palmieri, Depeccato originali, append. Q.3 p. 221f.; Hurter, 2 n.333; Lercher, n. 639. See Beraza, n 584- 
591.
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A R T I C L E  XI  

On t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  a  s t a t e  o f  p u r e  n a t u r e  

Thesis 36. A state of pure nature is possible.

Suarez, De gratia proleg.4 c.1-2; Palmieri, De ordine supernaturali th. 18; Beraza, n. 528-559; Pesch, 3 
n.224-227; Hurter, 2 n.344-351; Huarte, n. 378-394; Daffara, Depeccato originali... n.82-89; Loncke, De statu 
naturaepurae in doctrina Ecclesiae et theologorum: CollatBrut 44 (1948) 198-202.

803. Connection. This question is asked in order that the gratuitous 
nature of original justice might appear more clearly. Its solution proposed 
here is a corollary of the previous thesis; but since this notion has been at
tacked in a certain way by some Catholics, it is necessary to direct it against 
them. The question touches especially man’s elevation to the supernatural 
order (of sanctifying grace and the beatific vision); but since that elevation 
is treated elsewhere (treatise 1, n. 56-64), here the argumentation concerns 
only the preternatural gifts.

804. Definition of terms. A state o f pure nature, which de facto neither 
ever was nor apparently ever will be, would be that state in which: a) Taken 
positively, nature would have everything that pertains to it as an essential 
part, proceeds from nature as its effect and to which nature has a claim, b) 
Taken negatively, such a nature would lack original sin and the undeserved 
gifts of original justice (and therefore also destination for the beatific vision 
to which grace intrinsically is ordered).

Here it is understood negatively, or as a state in which nature would 
be neither lapsed (with original sin) nor (and this is especially our concern 
here) endowed with undeserved gifts.

Although the authors dealing with the possibility of pure nature consider it in a 
comprehensive way, we take it here in a merely negative way, because per se this suffic
es for its main dogmatic purpose of connoting the full gratuity of the supernatural gift.

But that having been stated, with a sufficiently obvious philosophical reasoning, 
as it seems, the possibility of pure nature looked at positively is deduced, or one that is 
ordered to an ultimate end connaturally proportioned to it and to be obtained by con
natural means. In this sense the idea of pure nature is very useful, especially for the 
theologian treating divine grace.1

In that state taken positively: there would be a natural providence directing man to 
his end by all the means both internal (v.gr., good thoughts and feelings) and external

1. It will be helpful to read what was said about pure nature by De Broglie, De gratuitate ordinis supernatu- 
ralis: Greg 29 (1948) 455-463; see De fine ultimo vitae humanae p. 184-186.
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(v.gr., the removal of some occasions of sin) morally necessary so that man might be 
able properly and perseveringly, although freely, to fulfill the whole natural law and so 
obtain his ultimate end.2

Therefore there would be in it also helps by which the necessary knowledge of natu
ral religion would be morally possible for man without revelation. There would also be 
a reason for seeking from God special benefits either by prayers or by good works; and 
doubtless there would be means of natural contrition, or some other way, of obtaining 
pardon from God for sins.3

In this conception of pure nature taken in the positive sense, which is generally held 
by defenders of pure nature, the ultimate end of man would be abstract knowledge of 
God (through creatures), in which man would obtain perfect beatitude. In this state there 
would not be for man before revelation any desire of seeing God, but at most some faint 
desire one could call uvelleity.”4 But pure nature is also considered in another way, in 
which there would be a true, although inefficacious and conditioned, desire to see God, 
so that without this vision it could obtain only an imperfect beatitude in the abstract 
knowledge of God.5

But this distinction does not concern us now, since in the thesis we neither assert 
nor deny that there is in man some natural desire for the vision of God. Therefore we 
do not consider what the condition of man would be if he had an end different from the 
vision of God.

In that state taken in a negative sense, man would be exposed to all the miseries 
that would formally follow the absence of the undeserved gifts of original justice, so it 
would not connote the privation of those gifts and therefore it would not be a punish
ment of sin, as is the case with us, but only the natural condition of man.

Moreover from those miseries, which are as it were freely associated with human 
nature, would be distinguished those that perhaps are the result of human wickedness, as 
happens now. Hence unrestrained concupiscence with which man now is often afflicted, 
and grave physical evils that now torment men, would be improperly attributed to pure 
nature as such.6

Possible, that is, God was able to create man in the state of pure na-

2. The defenders o f  pure nature generally suppose this, for example, Gonet, d.6; Gotti, Theol. Schol. Dogrn. 
tr. 10 q. 11; Daffara, n. 89; Pesch, n. 227.

3. Suarez, Define hominis d. 15 s.2 n. 11; Lessius, De summo bono 1.1 c.9 n.63; I.B. Franzelin, S.J., De divina 
traditione et Scriptura3(Rome 1882) append.3 § 4 p.635-643; I. Rozycki (Quaestio de natura et gratia seu 
reparabilitas omnium peccatorum in statu naturae purae (Krakow 1946) see v.gr. p. 71, 92-94, 153, 164) 
explains an amazing thesis, namely, that in that state all sins would be forgivable and de facto forgiven, and 
hell would not be eternal, so that the eternity o f  hell would pertain only to the supernatural order and there
fore could not be proved by reason alone.

4. Suarez, De gratia proleg.4 c. 1; De fine hominis d. 16.
5. De Broglie, De ultimo fine humanae vitae: Greg 9 (1928) 628-630 (a summary o f  his theory); J. Marechal, 

S. J., Lepoint de depart de le Metaphysique 5 (Louvain 1926) 312-316; Malevez, L 'esprit et le desir de Dieu: 
NouvRevTh 69 (1947) 12.27f. (as it seems).

6. Huarte, n. 351,3,f. The doctrine which, strengthened by the condemnation o f  de Bay about pure nature, 
Ripalda disputes, Adversus Baium..., is explained by J.A. de Aldama, S.J., B ayoy el estado de naturaleza 
pura, a traves de la refutacion bay ana de Ripalda: Salm 1 (1954) 50-71.
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ture, and indeed without any repugnance on the part of his attributes, either 
some men not descended from the seed of Adam, or Adam and his children 
before his decree of the actual economy of salvation.

805. Adversaries. 1. Those w>ho deny the thesis in all respects. Setting 
aside Protestants, Baianists, Jansenists, who were refuted in the preceding 
theses and whom we are not considering here, our main concern now are 
the Augustinians, like Noris, Berti, Bellelli, etc.,7 who, having condemned 
the propositions of de Bay,8 hold that the gifts of grace, integrity, immortal
ity and impassibility were supernatural and therefore not due to innocent 
nature from the part o f nature, that is, inasmuch as they are not the parts 
and properties of that nature or are not flowing from it as an efficient prin
ciple; they think that this was the doctrine of de Bay and therefore they say 
that they differ from him essentially.

Further however they add that the state of pure nature is impossible 
inasmuch as from the part o f God or, as they say, “from the decency of the 
Creator,” or “with a title of very just providence,” or “not considering the 
absolute power of God, but his ordinary... power,” or “as a matter of jus
tice,” not “of power,” these things are due to innocent man:

a) Actual grace, as necessary to obtain the vision of God, for which 
he, as the image of God, has an innate desire and therefore without obtain
ing it would be most miserable, b) Immortality, since the soul has an innate 
desire to inform the body perpetually and indissolubly and therefore with
out that it would be in a violent state, c) Immunity from rebellious concu
piscence, since this in itself is evil, as inclining man to sin.9

In a word, this opinion can be expressed with the formula taken in the 
sense of the Augustinians: God can create man in a state of pure nature with

7. H. Noris, op.cit., 3 § 2f.; Berti, De theologicis disciplinis 1.12 (Addition); Id., p. cit., diss.2; F. Bellelli, 
O.S.A., Mens Augustini de statu naturae rationalis ante peccatum... (Antwerp 1711) 1.3; see Id., Mens 
Augustini de modo reparationis humanae (Rome 1737) 1.4 c,18ff.; M. Marcelli, O.S.A., Ins tit. theol. t.3 
(Foligno 1846) p. 344-358.

8. Berti, August, syst. diss.2 c.2 at the beginning: “I condemn, have condemned and will condemn the proposi
tions o f  de Bay.”

9. Although the Augustinians simply deny that man can be created with concupiscence, since it is evil, never
theless it seems that it must be taken about the ordinary power, since integrity is also for them supernatural 
and so it is said to have been given to Adam not “from the exigency o f  the thing created,” but "from the 
decency o f  the Creator alone” (Noris, loc.cit., c.3 § 2 col.301).
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his absolute power, but not with his ordinary power.10 11

This impossibility of a pure nature seems to be taken by the Augustinians, not as 
a mere non-suitability taken in a wide sense, as if, v.gr., it were dealing with the agree- 
ability or non-agreeability of the Incarnation, as De Lama understood them,11 but with a 
strict repugnance, or about a true exigency on the part of God.

In this sense the adopted opinion is rejected by Del Val; he holds that the state of 
pure nature is speculatively possible, since it is not opposed to any attribute of God, but 
practically impossible, namely “according to the antecedent and hypothetical predis
position of the divine will freely abstaining from creation, rather than freely to create 
pure nature, under any hypothesis of possible creations.”12 But this explanation does not 
seem really to differ from the explanation of the Augustinians, since that predisposition, 
as preceding the exercise of the divine will, is founded on some necessary perfection of 
God, which demands that man not be created in a state of pure nature.

Berti quotes from among the Thomists, Contenson, as sharing his opinion.13

2. Those who deny the thesis with respect to concupiscence. Thus De 
Lama, who on the one hand seems to admit the possibility of pure nature 
even with regard to rebellious concupiscence, and on the other hand denies 
that man with the rebellious concupiscence, with which he is now afflicted, 
can be created by God even by his absolute power. Others are cited, such as 
Aureolus, Gregory of Armenia, Esparza, Macedo, etc., who, although they 
defend the possibility of pure nature, think that God could not make it with 
concupiscence, since it is evil. Estius leaves the matter undecided.14

But among these authors Esparza alone says that man in a pure nature 
would not be afflicted with a concupiscence so strong as it now is.

10. The Scholastics accept the formula with absolute power and with ordinary power taken in other senses. 
Thus the power o f  God is said to be absolute or relative: a) according as it is considered before or after a 
free decree (v.gr., regarding the existence o f  many that de facto never exist); b) according as it is considered 
as an agent beside or according to the common order o f  things, for example, separating accidents from the 
substance (I, q. 25, a. 5 ad 1; Suarez, De Deo 1.3 c.9 n.19; Huarte, n. 381). They also say, by a certain mental 
precision, that God can by his absolute power, or considering his divine omnipotence alone by which he 
conserves all things in being, annihilate all creatures, but not by his ordinary power or considering the w is
dom o f  God (Quod. 1 4 a.4); but that omnipotence, separated from his wisdom, is nothing, for “there can be 
nothing in the divine power which cannot also be in His just will or in His wise intellect” (I Q 25 a 5 ad 
1 ) .

11. M. de Lama, Sobre el estado de naturalezapura : RelCult 26 (1934) 322-329.
12. H. Del Val, O.S.A., Sacra theol. dogm. 1 (Matriti 1906) n. 149f.; but see the limitations in n. 135.188.
13. V. Contensor, O.P., Theologia mentis et cordis (Lyons 1687) t.5 disp. c .l. A lso cited is Viator A  Coccaleo, 

O.M.Cap., Tentamina theologico-scholastica (Bergamo 1768-1774) t.3 diss.3 c.8. Th. De Lemos is falsely 
quoted as being for the impossibility o f  pure nature, since he actually defends its possibility (Panoplia gra- 
tiae 1.1 [Leodii 1676] part.2 tr. 1 c.4.

14. De Lama, loc. cit., 329-339; Pet. Aureolus, In 2 d.30 a.2; Gregory o f  Armenia, In 2 d.30 q .l a.2; M. de 
Esparza, De gratia q. 10; P  Macedo, S.J., De clavibus Petri (Rome 1660) 1.4 c. 10 p.2; Estius, In 2 dist.25 §
6. See Berti, De theol. disc. 1.12 (Addition) c .lf . p.349ff.
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806. Doctrine of the Church. St. Pius V condemned this proposition 
of de Bay (D 1955): “God could not have created the human being from the 
beginning in the condition in which one is now born.”

This proposition in the context of the Baian writings from which it is 
taken (not verbally, but according to the meaning of the author): a) Refers 
directly to concupiscence, which for de Bay was original sin. Therefore 
God could create man, not with original sin, obviously, but certainly with 
the concupiscence with which he is bom today.15 b) Moreover by the au
thors concupiscence is usually referred to mortality and the other physical 
miseries, with which man is burdened when he is bom.16 And rightly so, 
since de Bay logically also should hold it in the same sense.17

The Augustinians reject the proposition of de Bay as it stands, and 
therefore they formally escape his condemnation. By their distinction of 
absolute and ordinary power they are thought to escape it also materially.18 
But is this escape truly valid?

Provincial Council o f Cologne: “We assert that they deviate from Cath
olic truth, who teach that the wisdom and goodness of God demand that 
he confer on man sanctifying grace, immunity from concupiscence or the 
immortality of the body.”19

It must not be thought that the Council published this against the Au
gustinians; but they also are touched regarding integrity and immortality, if 
actually their suitability is a tme exigency for them (see n. 805).

807. Theological note. Since the doctrine of the Augustinians has been 
taught for a long time before the eyes of the Church, and in fact not once 
has it been subjected to investigation by the Church and has never been 
condemned,20 it is not characterized by any theological censure. But our

15. Le Bachelet: DTC 2,71f.; Alfaro, 807. See De Lubac, Sumaturel 71f.
16. Le Bachelet, 42; Jansen, op.cit., p. 28; Scheeben, loc.cit.; 2 n. 648; Lennerz, Opuscula duo de doctrina 

Baiana p. 49f.; Ripalda, loc.cit. disp.4 s.4 n.24; disp.8 a.2 n. 19; disp.9 s .l n.4. Thus also Jansen him self (De 
statu naturae purae 3.22), thinking however that the proposition was condemned only because o f  prudence, 
but not because it is false: See Carreyre, Jansenisme: DTC 8,376.

17. Le Bachelet, 41-43.
18. Thus Noris (c.3 § 3 col.305) distinguished the proposition presented to him about death and the miseries o f  

this life as necessarily supposing sin: “God cannot do with justice what he can do with his power... Where
fore although it is possible to his power, it is not possible to his justice to create man in the way in which he 
is now born; but he who denies that only in the prior sense, agrees with the condemned proposition o f  de 
Bay.” Moreover authors holding that innocent man cannot be created with concupiscence, search for other 
meanings in the proposition o f  de Bay; but these meanings are difficult to prove, i f  its historical meaning is 
sought, which seems from the wording to be especially about concupiscence. See Berti, August, syst. vind. 
Diss2 c.3 § 6 n.5; see c .l § 1; Noris, loc.cit., § 2 col.300f.

19. Decreta... p.2 c .15; CL 5,2.95.
20. See Noris, loc.cit., p.7-9 (Letter o f  Benedict XIV in 1748); Berti, loc.cit., diss.2 c .l § 9 n. 10; c.3 § 6, at the 

beginning o f  1; L. Pastor, Historia general de los Papas t.35 trad. M. Almarcha, S.J. (Barcelona 1937) p. 
314-319; De Lubac, op. cit., 176-180.
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thesis seems to us to be at least morally certain.

A. THE THESIS TAKEN IN GENERAL

808. Theological reasoning, a) According to the Augustinians, Ad
am’s gifts were supernatural from the part of nature and also it cannot 
exist suitably without them in its natural state. But these points are in 
conflict with each other, since the supernatural in its very notion is ad
equately diverse and therefore completely prescinds from what is natu
ral. Therefore the Augustinians are teaching things that are in conflict 
with each other.

b) According to them, God can create a pure nature with his absolute 
power, but not with his ordinary power or because of the decency of the 
Creator. But these points are in conflict with each other, since God is 
thought to be able to do nothing with his absolute power that is not in 
accordance with his attributes. Therefore the Augustinians are teaching 
things that are in conflict with each other.

c) As they think, Adam’s gifts were due to him in his innocence; ac
cording to de Bay, they were due from the part of nature or as a part of 
its essence or properties; but according to the Augustinians they were 
due only from the part of God who would not permit nature without 
them to be miserable.21 But de Bay alone holds that nature without them 
is miserable and that therefore this situation demands them either as 
flowing from itself or as coming from outside.22 Therefore in this the 
Augustinians do not seem to differ essentially from de Bay.

Moreover, although they say that the gifts of Adam were not due to him because 
of the exigency of nature, but only from the part of God,23 still, according to them, 
God must give them to him because of his attributes, because nature without them 
would be miserable; therefore finally because of the exigency of nature.

21. Berti, De theol. discip. 1.12 (Addition) c.3 p. 328; Id., August. Syst. vind. Diss.2 c .l § 5; § 8 n.1.8; § 9 n.1.3; 
c.2 § 5; c.3 § 2; § 6 n.5f.; Noris, c. § 2 col.301; de Bay (Deprima hominis iustitia c .l l) :  “Because it is not 
necessary that things said to be natural take their origin from the internal principles o f  a thing.” “Natural.. 
is said by comparison.. .o f  the thing in which it is present that it might pertain to its natural integrity and its 
absence be evil; either it rises from its principles , as efficient causes or comes from some other source... 
Wherefore the justice o f  the first man... was natural to him because it so pertained to his integrity that with
out it (nature) could not exist in a healthy state and be lacking in m isery..., and in general whatever things 
pertain to the integrity o f  a thing in such a way that without them it cannot exist at all or it cannot exist well 
and be lacking in misery.”

22. See Le Bachelet, 41-43; Jansen, 29-31; Scheeben, loc.cit., n. 635-637.645.
23. Berti, August. Syst. vind. diss.2 c.2 at the beginning: “The state o f  pure nature is impossible... not because 

o f the exigency o f  the creature, but because o f  the decency o f  the Creator.”
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d) According to them, Adam’s gifts were owed to him not from the 
part of nature, but only from the part of the attributes of God. But the 
Jansenists hold precisely that position.24 Therefore the Augustinians do 
not seem to differ in these matters essentially from the Jansenists.

Also Jansen writes this (but it must be admitted that it has not been condemned by 
the Church):

“Very simply it is said to be due not so much to rational nature but to the natural 
order of God, lest the nature of the innocent image of God be believed to be miserable, 
before it deserves misery... It must be considered that various debts are not repugnant to 
grace in the proper sense, that is, connaturalities, decencies...and equities which come 
from other sources than from the law of nature... For it happens repeatedly according to 
the immutable reasons of divine wisdom that it is wholly proper and right that God.. .act 
mercifully with his creatures. But if he should not do that, he would not at all be acting 
contrary to justice regarding his creatures, but against his wisdom which God cannot 
consider less than his justice... .”25

B. CONCERNING CONCUPISCENCE

809. St. Augustine said against the Manicheans that God is not to be 
blamed, but to be praised, even though he should create innocent man in 
ignorance and difficulty (to do good): “For they are not mediocre goods, 
not only that the soul exists, which by its nature is superior to everybody, 
but also that it has the faculty that, with the help of the Creator, it can wor
ship him and by eager study it can acquire and retain all virtues. Through 
these it can be freed from painful difficulties and blinding ignorance. If that 
is the way things are, ignorance and difficulties will not be a punishment 
of sin for newly bom souls, but an admonition to make progress and an 
exhortation to perfection.”

Surely these words, which the holy Doctor repeated later (R 1967),26 
in their obvious meaning indicate that man could be created burdened with 
concupiscence.27

However with these words Augustine, without thinking about pure na
ture, would respond to the Manicheans: a) According to Jansen: if concu
piscence were natural (which is impossible), and God imposed it on us, it 
would not be evil, b) According to Noris: “Augustine, in order to refute

24. Carreyre, Jansenisme: DTC 8,367-376.
25. Jansen, De statu naturaepurae 1.1 c.20. See Scheeben, loc. cit., n. 638-645.
26. St. Augustine, De lib. Arb. 3,20,56: ML 32,1298; De donopersev. 12,29: ML 45,1010.
27. Boyer, Essais sur la doctrine... p. 237-271; Id., Dieu pouvait-il creer... 32-57; Huarte, n.384; Ripalda, 

Adversus Baium et Baianos 1.1 d.9 a.7; V. Capanaga, O.R.S.A., Obras de San Agustin t.6 (Madrid 1949) p. 
102f.
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them, admitted both hypotheses for the sake of argument, namely, that man 
could be created with concupiscence and in no way without it, but he urged 
the heretics even then to praise God, for it would be no fault of God to do 
what he was not able to do.” c) According to De Montcheuil: God could so 
order the evil of original sin for good that he could create an innocent soul 
with the ignorance and difficulty that is now the punishment of sin in order 
to show the superiority of the spiritual soul over the body.28

But, as is clear, the two prior responses do not solve the Manichean dif
ficulty about the origin of evil, while the third is too forced compared with 
the obvious meaning of the words.

Theological reasoning. If man could not be created with concupis
cence, since it inclines to sin, he could simply not be created, as one ca
pable of sinning, indeed as one who would sin, and at least he could not be 
created when he could be moved to sin either by other men or by devils. 
Surely in the state of concupiscence man is assumed to be protected with 
sufficient helps by which he could constantly overcome the urgings of con
cupiscence without sin, and even with praise for his victory.

C. CONCERNING MORTALITY AND PASSIBILITY

810. Theological reasoning. According to the Augustinians, the mor
tality of man is natural, as flowing from the principles of nature, since the 
body is by its very nature corruptible and mortal, so that therefore immor
tality would be beyond its exigency.29 But that being the case, the soul, 
having an innate desire for union with the body as its form, cannot be in a 
violent state if, when the body is no longer capable of life, it is separated 
from it. For its desire of informing the body has already been fulfilled, and 
so it does not need to be fulfilled again (n. 772,5,6).

811. Objections. St. Augustine30 and St. Thomas (4 CG 52) argue from 
the miseries of this life for the existence of original sin. But that supposes 
the impossibility of pure nature. Therefore, according to St. Augustine and 
St. Thomas this is not possible.

I  distinguish the major. They argue, given the doctrine about the prime
val happiness, conceded; but if that is not granted, I  sub distinguish: they

28. Jansen, loc.cil., 3,20; see Carreyre, loc.cit., 376; Noris, loc.cit., c.3 § 2 p.298; De Montcheuil, loc.cit.; De 
Lubac, Surnaturel p. 145; De Broglie (De gratuitate ordinis supernatural is: loc. cit., 436 not.), denies that 
the possibility o f  pure nature is undoubtedly deduced from those merely hypothetical words.

29. See Berti, loc.cit., diss2 c .l § 8 n .l.
30. Com. Iul4 c.16 n.83: M L 44,782. See Berti, De Theol. disc., loc. cit.; Id., op.cit., c.l § 8 n.6.
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argue with true arguments, denied; with suitable arguments, I  subdistin
guish again: having considered revelation about the gratuitous goodness 
of God towards men, conceded; otherwise, denied.

Having supposed the doctrine about the primeval happiness, the proof 
is certain. If it is not supposed, but having looked at the goodness of God 
from revelation who accompanies man gratis, certain congruities are pro
posed that are at most only probably persuasive. For just as congruities are 
put forth for the suitability of the Incarnation, even though its omission 
would not have been unsuitable, so congruities can be put forth for the state 
of human nature immune from the miseries of life, without however the 
creation of man in pure nature being unworthy of God.

St. Thomas (ibid.): “Thus therefore defects of this kind, although they 
seem absolutely to be natural to man, considering human nature from the 
side of what is inferior in him; however considering divine providence and 
the dignity of the superior part of human nature, with sufficient probability 
it can be proved that defects of this kind are penal; and so it can be con
cluded that the human race in the beginning was infected with some kind 
of sin.” St. Augustine for original sin appeals to faith.31

N.B. Since we understand pure nature in the thesis negatively, it can
not be argued against it that man in the state of pure nature would not be 
morally able to overcome concupiscence. Moreover in the theory of pure 
nature taken positively it is argued, with St. Augustine leading the way,32 
that all the helps man would need to overcome concupiscence would not 
be lacking to him.

812. Corollary. On the usefulness o f the concept o f pure nature. This 
concept, although late in its development, is considered as true scientific 
progress in theology, in order to fix the separation that is of importance be
tween the natural and supernatural orders, and so to define the true gratuity 
of the supernatural order.33

31. Loc.cit., 6,4,10: M L 44,827f. See Hurter, n. 351,4; Beraza, n. 481.
32. De lib. Arb. 320,56f.: ML 32,1298f. See Wirceburgenses, De gratia n. 166f.
33. See Jansen, op.cit., 28; De Broglie, De fine ultimo... 259-264; Malevez, 27f.
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B O O K  V

On sins

813. After having considered the state of original justice, to which in 
Adam all men were elevated, we will now investigate the cause because 
of which human nature fell from that state, or about the sin committed by 
Adam and transmitted to all of his descendants. But since original sin is the 
eftect of a certain personal sin, which is called sin in a quasi figurative way, 
it is necessary first to consider personal sin. We do this not just because by 
its nature it existed first, but because knowledge of its notion contributes 
very much to the task of correctly defining original sin.

Beside the authors who in the general courses of theology treat also the 
problem of sin (such as, v.gr., St. Thomas, Suarez, Vazquez, Salmanticens- 
es, Billuart, and of the modems Scheeben, Wirceburgenses, Tepe, Mendive, 
Pesch) and in addition to those mentioned above, who consider original sin 
in particular, it is necessary to mention others here, like D. Banez, O.P., De 
vitiis etpeccatis, ed. V. Beltran de Heredia, O.P. (Matriti 1944); R. Ber
nard, S. Thomas d ’Aquin. Somme theologique. Lepeche (Paris 1930-1931); 
Billot, Depersonali et originalipeccato6 (Rome 1931); P. Lumbreras, O.P., 
De vitiis etpeccatis (I-II 71-89) (Rome 1935); Th. Deman, Peche: DTC 
12,140-275; Id., Reflexions sur la theologie dupeche: RevScPhTh (1933) 
640-659; J. Schiesl, Sunde: KL 11,946-972; H.D. Noble, O.P., La vie 
pecheresse. Qu ’est-ce que le peche? D ’ou vient le peche. Que resulte-t-il 
du peche? (Paris 1937). H. Rondet, S.J., Bemerkungen zu einer Theologie 
der Sunde: GeistLeb 28 (1955) 28-44, 106-116.

Moralists can be added to them, like A. Ballerini-D. Palmieri, S.J., 
Opus morale theologicum 1 (Prati 1889) tr.4; D.M. Priimmer, O.P., Manu
als theologiae moralis t.l tr.5 I (Friburg Br. 1935) tr5; S. Carton de Wiart, 
Tractatus de peccatis et vitiis in genere (Mechlin 1932); M. Zalba, S.J., 
Theologiae Moralis Summa I  (Madrid 1952) n.614-709.

In particular about original sin should be mentioned: Le Bachelet, Pe
che originel: DAFC 12,1735-1755; Id., Le peche originel dans Adam et ses 
descendants3 (Vans 1909); A. Gaudel, Peche originel: DTC 12, 275-606; F. 
Hense, Erbsiinde: KL 4,754-770; A. Van Hove, Der Erbsunde (Anvers 1936); 
J. Naulaerts, De peccato originali (Mechlin 1916); H. Rondet, S.J., Problemes 
pour la reflexion chretienne. Le peche originel. L ’enfer et autres etudes (Paris 
1946); B.M. de Rubeis, O.P., De peccato originali (Venice 1957); P. Toner, 
Dissertatio historico-theologica de lapsu et peccato originali (Dublin 1904).
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C H A P T E R  I

General observations on the notion of sin

814. At the beginning it is necessary to state a few things about the na
ture of sin, about its divisions, etc. which in the course of the treatise will 
be useful or even necessary to know.

815. The notion of sin. Since sin is understood in various ways, and 
often is also called an evil, guilt or a vice, first of all it is necessary to pro
pose its general notion.

An evil is a privation or lack of some deserved perfection in a subject 
or in an operation.

A sin is an operation that is in any way evil, or lacking some perfec
tion due to it. But since every being by its operation tends to its end, that 
operation is evil or sinful that lacks due ordination to its end. And since the 
ordination of the operation for an end is brought to its conclusion by some 
rule, which is like the way to the end, a sin is a deviation or turning aside 
from the end, inasmuch as it is deviation from that rule.

Sin is present with the consideration of the violation of three rules: a) 
o f nature, if nature, or the principle determining to be one thing, operates 
badly with respect to its end, v.gr., in the case of limping; b) o f art, if one 
does not act correctly according to the rules of art, v.gr., in painting; c) o f 
morals, if the will acting freely deviates from the norm of morality.

Therefore a sin o f morality, which is our primary interest here, is a mor
ally evil act, or an operation lacking its due moral perfection. Since God is 
the supreme end of all moral activity, sin is a deviation from the ultimate 
end or equivalently from the eternal law as the supreme norm of morality 
or the rule to obtain the end; this is made known by practical reason, or by 
the conscience, as the proximate norm of morality.

A fault is a voluntary sin, or a voluntary deviation from the end. There
fore to the idea of sin, which is a turning aside from the end, the idea of 
fault adds voluntariness, since no one is blamed for a bad act unless it is 
voluntary. But since voluntariness if of the nature of morality the proper 
turning aside of a moral sin is formally from the will; therefore such a sin 
is essentially voluntary and therefore is rightly said to be a moral fault. 
Indeed only that is said to be a fault, since in the operation either of nature 
or of art the formal principle of acting is not the free will.1

1. There is more on this is Billot, 13-26; De Broglie, Malice intrinseque dupeche etpeche heureuxpar leurs 
consequences: RechScRel 24 (1934) 315-326, 330-335.
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Hence, since theologians consider only the sin of morals, for in natural 
and artificial acts there is no deviation from the ultimate end, the principal 
object of theology, they call it sin or also guilt, taking both of them in the 
same sense (I-II q.21, a. If.; De malo q. 2 a. 2).

Vice, which is often used for sin, especially frequently committed sin, 
which in general is a permanent disposition of deviating from the end, in 
the moral order is an evil habit, or a permanent inclination for moral devia
tion. A vice is related to the act of sin just as virtue, or a morally good habit, 
is related to good acts. In a certain respect it is worse than sin, since it is the 
fount of many sins and it lasts longer than an individual sin; however sin is 
simply worse, since it is worse to do evil than to have an inclination to do 
evil (I-II q. 71, a. 1-3).2

816. Definitions of sin. From what has been said, moral sin or just sin, 
is: A voluntary act lacking due ordination to the ultimate end (I-II q. 71, a. 
6). It is turning aside from the final end. It is a morally evil act. It is volun
tary deviation from the eternal law.

This same notion is contained formally or equivalently in these defini
tions: “An inordinate act pertaining to the genus of morals” (2 d.24 q.3 a.2). 
“An evil human act” (I-II q. 21, a. 6).3 It is an act “which consists properly 
in an action done for a certain end, and lacking due order to that end” (I-II 
q. 21, a. 1). “To transgress divine commands” (I-II q. 10, a. 4). “Any deed 
or word or desire 4 contrary to the eternal law” (St. Augustine: R 1605). To 
act in an evil way is “to neglect things eternal.. .and to strive after temporal 
things.”5 Sin is “a prevarication of the divine law and disobedience to the 
heavenly commands.”6

N.B. In the New Testament the word apapxfa really indicates aversion from God 
(Rom. 5:12-21); the words 7tapapaai<; (Rom. 4:15), 7rapavopfa (2 Pet. 2:16) avopfa (1 
John 3:4) signify a transgression of the morally binding law.

817. Divisions of sin. Sin: a) By reason of the cause, is personal, if 
it takes place by a physical act of one’s own will; but original sin is that 
which, physically committed by Adam, is contracted by generation as ha
bitual by all of Adam’s children.

2. See Lumbreras, n. 3-15.
3. See V. Cathrein, S.J., Philosophia moralis'"(Barcelona 1945) n. 1.
4. This definition, given by St. Augustine against the Manicheans directly about sins against nature, it taken 

rightly with St. Thomas (I-II q. 71, a. 6) for all sin; see E. Neveut, C.M., Formules Angustiniennes. La 
definition du peche: DivThom(Pi) 7 (1930) 617-622.

5. St. Augustine, De libero arbitrio 1,16,34: ML 32,1240.
6. St. Ambrose, Deparad. C.8 n.39: ML 14,292.
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b) By reason of its importance, it is grave, if it totally turns away from the 
last end, inasmuch as it violates substantially the divine law, so that it is said 
simply to be against the law; it is light, if it does not essentially turn away 
from the end, but merely retards one’s way to it, inasmuch as it only acciden
tally transgresses the divine law, so that it may be said to be beside the law. 
However having said this, sin can be defined as a violation of the divine law 
that obliges either gravely or lightly, according as it is either grave or light.

A grave sin is said to be mortal, as morally killing the soul by aversion 
to the last end, which is the principle of the moral order, or the quasi prin
ciple of the moral life (which especially are in agreement with the super
natural order, in which the life of the soul, consisting in love connecting it 
to the last end, is lost by sin), and demanding damnation by eternal death 
(I-II q. 72, a. 5).

It s said to be mortal with respect to the subject sinning, but grave with 
respect to the objectively grave matter in the moral order. But here let it be 
noted that both the subject and the matter are necessarily involved in the 
definition of grave sin. For just as the matter is not formally evil without 
reference to the will desiring it, so also the subjective act is not specified 
morally without relation to an essentially evil object.

A light sin is called venial, because it does not kill the soul spiritually, 
since it does not turn one away from the last end, and it gains forgiveness 
after a temporal punishment.

c) By reason of its constitution, the act itself as objectively evil is said 
to be a material sin, or as prescinding from deliberation and freedom; but 
the same act as also subjectively evil is called formal sin, or as one placed 
deliberately and freely.

d) By reason of the order of essence, inasmuch as sin primarily and 
originally is in act it is said to be actual; but that being the case, something 
remains by which, until it is removed, man is said to be in the state of sin or 
to be a habitual sinner. By P. Lombardo it is called a condition (of guilt),7 
by St. Thomas (I-II q.87, a. 6) a stain of sin, and now generally it is called 
habitual sin.

With this word a habit produced by the repetition of acts is not meant, 
since habitual sin is the result of individual sinful acts, but only something 
permanent that is in opposition to an actual sin or a transient act. There
fore it is not formally an actual sin, but rather one of its effects, principal 
but also immediate, and therefore constituting one thing morally with the 
agent, so that, if one prescinds from this, it lacks the nature of a sin.

7. Sentent. 1.2 d.42 n.4f.
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818. These divisions, as the main ones, contain the different classes of 
sins to which all sins pertain. Still for the sake of clarity other secondary 
divisions can be added. Hence:

By reason of its tendency, there is a sin of commission, if what is done is 
positively forbidden, or if an undeserved act is performed; it is a sin of omis
sion, if what is commanded is not done, or if a necessary act is not performed. 
The former is opposed to a negative law, the latter to a positive one.

By reason of the object, a sin can be called theological or philosophical, 
inasmuch as “The theologian considers sin chiefly as an offense against God; 
and the moral philosopher, as something contrary to reason” (I-II q. 71, a. 6 
ad 5). However the reason for morality is not excluded by the theologian nor 
is the idea of an offense against God excluded by the philosopher. There
fore sin considered both theologically and philosophically is better said to be 
theological or moral, inasmuch as it is against reason and against the eternal 
law, in opposition to a purely philosophical sin, or a sin which would be, if it 
actually occurs, against reason, but not against the eternal law.

819. The analogical nature of sin. If both the inordinateness of an act 
and its voluntariness belong to the common nature of sin (I-II, q. 72, a. 1), 
these two aspects are found in every sin properly so called, both mortal and 
venial, personal and original, actual and habitual. But they are not found in 
the same way and in the same grade or univocally according to the same 
notion, but analogically according to the notion that is partly the same and 
partly different.

Hence sin cannot be a genus that is separated into species that partici
pate equally in the nature of the genus; but it is a common analogue that 
is predicated about one of the divisions according to its perfect definition, 
and about the other imperfectly, just as being is divided into substance and 
accident (2 d.42 q.l a.3). Therefore it is predicated in such a way that the 
nature of sin agrees with both: perfectly and primarily it applies to actual 
mortal sin, in which there is complete deviation from the end and complete 
personal voluntariness; but imperfectly and secondarily whether to actual 
venial sin, which is lacking in deviation, since it is not turned simply away 
from the end, or to original sin, which is lacking in the nature of voluntari
ness, since it is not from one’s own personal will but from someone else’s 
(2 d.35 q.l a.2 ad 2), or to every habitual sin, since it is not formally and 
immediately free, but by derivation from the act.

By the word sin is indicated also by derivation from the act: its inducing cause, 
v.gr., concupiscence (D 1515; 512; Rom. 7:9,11); its consequences, v.gr., punishment
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(Lev. 20:20); its object or occasion, v.gr., the golden calf (Deut. 9:21); the sacrifice for 
it (Hos. 4:8; 2 Cor. 5:21).8

820. The parts of the treatise. Since the nature of sin is analogical, 
and therefore different in the various classes mentioned, it is not possible 
to treat first sin in general, and then the individual sins in particular; rather 
we must treat the individual classes directly: whether personal and mortal, 
both actual and habitual, or venial, both actual and habitual, or original sin.

821. Adversaries. Here only those are being considered who in fact 
deny the very foundation of the treatise, that is, sin.: Atheists, who deny 
the existence of God, logically deny any offense against him. Deists, who 
deny providence, by that fact deny the divine law and so sin. Determinists, 
who deny freedom, deny any reason for guilt in sin. All those are opposed 
who often mention sin, inasmuch as man frequently by his actions does not 
achieve the ideal perfection that we think he should have, and therefore 
they call this sin. Those are adversaries who, admitting verbally the exis
tence of sin, deny that fallen man has true moral freedom, such as Luther, 
Calvin, de Bay, Jansen.9

8. See Wirceburgenses, n. 1; V. Monty, S.J., La nature dupeche d'apres le vocabulaire hebreu: ScEccl 1 (1948) 

105.
9. On Luther see, J. Paquier, Luther, Martin: DTC 9,1212-1218; on Calvin, A. Baudrillart, Calvinisme: DTC 

2,1401-1403; on de Bay, Le Bachelet, Baius, Michel: DTC 2,81-89; on Jansen, Y. de la Briere, Le Jansen- 
isme de Jansenius. Etude critique sur les cinq propositions: RechScRel 6 (1916) 187-189. On the many 
modems who want to deny sin, see F. Montanari, IIpeccato (Rome 1946).
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C H A P T E R  I I

On grave personal sin

A R T I C L E  I

O n  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  a n d  n a t u r e  o f  g r a v e  a c t u a l  s i n

Thesis 37. Grave actual sin is a perfectly free act against the divine 
law, by which man turns himself away from God and turns him
self to creatures.

S Th. I-II q. 71, a. 5f.; II-1I q. 20, a. 3; Pesch, 9 n.437-469; Billot, 39-45.

822. Connection. Since in the nature of sin a personal actual mortal sin 
is the primary analogate, with respect to which other sins must be evalu
ated, the first question to consider is about that type of sin, so that what it 
is may be explained.

823. Definition of terms. Grave actual sin is taken here as recently 
explained, or as a free act of transgression of a law binding gravely.

Act here is taken in a broader sense, by which is indicated: positively 
any activity of man either elicited or commanded by the will whether inte
rior, such as a thought or desire, or exterior, such as a word or deed; nega
tively it is the omission of any activity that should be done (I-II q. 71, a. 6).

Perfectly free is an act proceeding from the will not being determined to 
one thing either extrinsically or intrinsically and with a preceding, perfect, 
subjective deliberation about its morality, or one that is a perfectly human 
act.1

Against the divine law, which is the eternal law, or the divine reason 
and will commanding that the natural order be kept and forbidding it to be 
broken, according as it is made known to us by the use of reason {De ver. 
q.17 a.l).

However this holds true not only for the natural or eternal law as it is manifested to 
us by the light of reason, but also for the positive law or that handed down by the deposit 
of revelation, and also for the eternal law which is God himself. The latter also obliges 
us, inasmuch as the natural law prescribes obedience to everything God commands, ac-

1. See on this Pesch, 9 n .441 -445.
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cording to the judgment of our conscience when it apprehends its binding force.2

Man alone is being considered here expressly; he is our main concern, 
although our thesis holds true, with due proportion, also for the angels.

Turning envoy from God, or a moral departure from him, not just as from 
one forbidding sin and punishing the sinner, bur formally as from the last end, 
although not intended essentially and as such but only accidentally (per ac- 
cidens).

Indeed, while turning away from God as one who “inflicts punishment 
and forbids sin” (II-II q. 34, a. 1) implies that he is seen as harming and 
therefore the aversion can be apprehended as good and so directly intend
ed, aversion from God as the last end cannot as such appear as good and 
therefore essentially and as such be directly intended, but only indirectly 
and accidentally according as it is joined to the quest for some created good 
with an evil intention.

Turning to a creature, that is, desire for some created good either one 
that is evil in itself or not good for this person, that is, contrary to man’s last 
end or directly opposed to it.

For an act is morally indifferent (theoretically speaking) or prescinding 
from the last end, if it is neither opposed to that end nor actually in agree
ment with it; it is good or according to the same end, if it is in agreement 
with it; it is slightly evil or beside this end, if it is not in full agreement with 
it, but not directly opposed to it; but if it is directly opposed to the end, 
the act is gravely evil or contrary to the last end. But since to enjoy some 
created good for itself or without reference to the last end is indifferent, it 
is not gravely evil unless it turns one away from the last end, although it 
might imply some inordinateness and therefore it would be slightly evil 
(II-II q. 20, a. 3).

First part

A PERSO NAL GRAVE SIN  IS A  PERFECTLY FREE ACT

824. Since within reason it is not necessary that the position of man 
with respect to his last end be fixed or changed, unless it takes place through 
perfectly human and therefore free acts, aversion from that end cannot be 
supposed, unless there is a case in which a man chooses that with complete 
freedom. Therefore if the sources express the freedom of a grave sin, by

2. See D. Ruiz de Montoya, in J.A. de Aldama, S.J., Diego Ruiz de Montoya, S.J. De naturapeccati actualis 
(Comentario a 1-2 q.71 a.6): ArchTG 2 (1939) 291. On the definition o f  mortal sin see J.P. Wroe-I. Tre- 
thowan, Mortal Sin and the Moral Order: DowRev 70 (1952) 37-52.
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that very fact they must be understood to portray it as perfect.
Likewise since a grave sin is sin in the fullest and most perfect sense, 

the sources must be understood to be speaking about that, unless the con
trary is clear from the context, whenever they simply speak about sin.

825. Doctrine of the Church. St. Pius V condemned the errors of de 
Bay: “Willfulness does not belong to the essence and definition of sin; hence 
the question whether every sin must be voluntary does not concern the defini
tion of sin, but its cause and origin” (D 1946).* 3

“Man sins, even to damnation, in what he does by necessity” (D 1967).
Innocent X condemned this error of Jansen as heretical: “In order to mer

it or demerit in the state of fallen nature, it is not necessary for the human 
person to have freedom from necessity, but freedom from coercion suffices” 
(D 2003).

Alexander VIII condemned this error of the Jansenists: “In the state of 
fallen nature, for mortal sin and demerit that liberty is sufficient by which the 
mortal sin or demerit was voluntary and free in its cause, namely, in original 
sin and in the will of Adam sinning” (D 2301).

Pius VI condemned the statement that “He who is just could command 
something impossible, or He who is pious would be likely to condemn man 
for that which he could not avoid” (D 2619).

Likewise, according to the Council o f Trent, evil deeds are in the power 
of man, and they do not come from God except by permission (D 1556).

826. Theological note. Defined divine and Catholic faith with regard to 
freedom in sinning (D 2003). Theologically certain with regard to perfect 
freedom, since because of a reason soon to be explained (n. 829, b), it is de
duced from the given definition.

827. Proof from Holy Scripture. In many places it asserts implicitly or 
explicitly that sin is a perfectly free act. And certainly, if freedom is excluded, 
these following statements do not make sense:

Those that concern the promulgation of the Decalogue and the laws con
nected with it and suppose free observance: Exod. 20: And God spoke all 
these words... You shall have no other gods before me... You shall not take 
the name o f the Lord your God in vain... Six days you shall labor... 21: Who
ever strikes a man so that he dies shall be put to death... Whoever curses his

3. See Le Bachelet, 93f.

3 On the evangelical theology o f  sin see J. Haas, Die Stellung Jesu zu Siinde und Sunder nach den vier Evange- 
lien (Freiburg Schw. 1953). See also A. Kirchgaessner, Erldsung und Siinde im Neuen Testament (Freiburg 
Br. 1950).
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father or mother shall be put to death... 22: I f  a man steals an ox..., he shall 
pay five oxen for an ox....

Deut. 30:11: For this commandment which I command you this day is 
not too hard for you... But the word is very near you... so that you can do it. 
V. 19:1 call heaven and earth to witness against you this day, that I  have set 
before you life and death, blessing and curse; therefore choose life....

Josh. 24:15: And if you be unwilling to serve the Lord, choose this day 
whom you will seme, whether the gods...; but as for me and my house, we will 
serve the Lord. Tob. 4:5: Refuse to sin or to transgress his commandments.

Sir. 21:2: Flee from sin as from a snake. 7:38: Remember the end ofyour 
life, and then you will never sin. 15:14-22: It was the Lord who created man 
in the beginning, and left him in the power o f his own inclination. I f  you will, 
you can keep the commandments, and to act faithfully is a matter o f your 
own choice... His eyes are on those who fear him, and he knows every deed 
o f man. He has not commanded any one to be ungodly, and he has not given 
any one permission to sin....

Isa. 65:12: You did what is evil in my eyes, and chose what I  did not delight 
in. See 66:3f. John 3:19-21: Men loved darkness rather than light, because 
their deeds were evil. For every one who does evil..., does not come to the 
light, lest his deeds should be exposed. But he who does what is true comes 
to the light, that it may be clearly seen that his deeds have been wrought in 
God... Luke 15:11-21: The prodigal son leaves his father against his will.3*

828. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers teach that sin is committed 
by free will, v.gr., against the Manicheans.

St. Justin: A man is awarded reward or punishment, because he freely 
does good or evil. “But it is by free choice they both walk uprightly and 
stumble, we thus demonstrate... For neither would [man] be worthy of re
ward or praise did he not of himself choose the good...; nor if he were evil 
would he be worthy of punishment, not being evil of himself, but being able 
to do nothing else than what he was made” (R 123).

Likewise St. Irenaeus says: “.. .Those who do that (good).. .receive glory, 
because they have done good things, since they are able not to do them; but 
those who do not do them, will receive a just judgment from God, because 
they have not done good things when they were able to do them” (R 244). 
See Tertullian (R 335), Saints John Chrysostom (R 1151), Jerome (R 1406).

St. Augustine: Sin cannot not be voluntary. “Let us first define sin: Every 
mind sees that without free will it cannot be attributed by God to anyone. 
Therefore sin is the will to hold or seek what justice forbids and therefore it 
is free to abstain from it...” (R 1558; see 1454,1559, 1565, 2118).
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829. Theological reasoning. If grave sin were not free, in vain would we 
be urged not to sin; the sinner would be unjustly reprehended and punished; 
sin would be attributed to God as the author of a nature that necessarily sins.4 
The same disadvantages would be present, with due proportion, if that free
dom were not perfect.

Natural reason establishes: a) Freedom. Sin is an act of the moral order, as is clear. 
But freedom is of the nature of morality, since common sense tells us that sin is not im
puted to anyone unless the act is performed or omitted freely. Therefore a sin is a free act.

Based on what will be said below, sin per se deserves a punishment. But no one per se 
is punished because of what he does necessarily. Therefore a sin is a free act.

b) Perfect freedom. Since freedom is of the nature of a moral act, the latter is per
fectly free if it is fully human. But mortal sin is a fully human act. Therefore is supposes 
perfect freedom.

Since the last end is the supreme good of man, it is not thought to be taken away from 
man except by a perfectly human act. But it is taken away by a grave sin. Therefore this 
sin is a perfectly human act (I-II q. 88, a. 2.6; see q. 74, a. 10).

What Suarez has to say about semi-deliberate venial sins also applies, with due pro
portion, to an objectively grave sin that is also semi-deliberate: “Those indeliberate ac
tions [i.e., semi-deliberate] hardly can be called human, except in an imperfect way, and 
therefore they cannot be the necessary means to the last end, because the love of the 
last end is something that requires maximum deliberation: therefore, etc.; hence also St. 
Thomas does not want those mortal sins, which seem to be concerned with God himself, 
such as indeliberate hatred of God, to be directed to God as the last end; rather, that defect 
is as it were about some means according to a prudent moral estimation, for it is a certain 
defect about a necessary.. .exercise of the will itself here and how and in this act.”5

Second part

A GRAVE SIN  IS A  FREE ACT A G A IN ST THE D IV IN E LAW

830. Doctrine of the Church. Alexander VIII condemned this as er
roneous: “A philosophical or moral sin is a human act which does not agree 
with rational nature and the right reason: a theological and mortal sin is the 
free transgression of the divine law. A philosophical sin, however grievous 
it may be, if committed by one who either does not know God, or does not 
actually think of God, is a grievous sin but not an offense against God...” 
(D 2291). This implicitly supposes that sin is an act against the law of God,

4. See Ruiz de Montoya, who also has many things to say about freedom in sinning; De Aldama, loc.cit., 266- 
275.

5. De vit. etpecc. 2,4,10.

5* On the doctrine o f  sin in the Psalms, see G. Bernini, S.J., Le preghiere penitenziali del Salterio (Rome 1953) 
163-239.
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since the two first assertions are rightly supposed not to be condemned.

831. Theological note. Divine and Catholic faith.

832. Proof from Holy Scripture. In Scripture all are exhorted to 
observe the divine commandments; it praises those who keep them, rep
rehends those who transgress them, and threatens punishment for them; 
therefore implicitly it locates sin in their transgression.

Moreover it explicitly says this: Lev. 20...: Consecrate yourselves 
therefore, and be holy; for I  am the Lord your God. Keep my statutes, and 
do them... For every one who curses his father ...shall be put to death... 
(see Exod. 20-22). 4:2: I f  any one sins unwittingly in any o f the things 
which the Lord has commanded not to be done, and does any one o f them... 
(see 4:27). Tob. 4:5: Refuse to sin or to transgress his commandments.

Ps. 119:21: Thou dost rebuke ...the accursed ones, who wander from thy 
commandments.5* God in the beginning ...left him (man) in the power o f his 
own inclination. I f  you will, you can keep the commandments... Before a 
man are life and death, and whichever he chooses will be given to him... 
His eyes are on those who fear him, and he knows every deed o f man. He 
has not commanded any one to be ungodly... 2:15: Those who fear the Lord 
will not disobey his words. Isa. 65:12 (66:3f.): You did what is evil in my 
eyes, and chose what I  did not delight in.

Matt. 19:16-20: I f  you would enter life, keep the commandments... You 
shall not kill, you shall not commit adultery... John 14:21: He who has my 
commandments and keeps them, he it is who loves me. Dan. 9:5...: We have 
sinned and done wrong and acted wickedly and rebelled, turning aside 
from thy commandments... Luke 1:16: They were both righteous (Zachary 
and Elizabeth) before God, walking in all the commandments... o f the Lord 
blameless.

Rom. 5:14: Yet death reigned... even over those whose sins were not like 
the transgression (7rapapdaeoq) o f Adam. See 4:15: Where there is no law 
there is no transgression (7iapa(3act<;). 5:19: As by one man’s disobedience 
(7tapaKof|<;) many were made sinners, so by one man’s obedience many 
will be made righteous. 1 John 3:4: Every one who commits sin is guilty o f 
lawlessness (dvopiav); sin is lawlessness (avopia).6

833. Proof from tradition. That sin is disobedience to God is some
thing so obvious and is so accepted by all that the testimonies of the Fathers

6. See B. Bardessano, S.M., L'antitesi di "peccato" e di “redenzione" e la sintesi della "salvezza" in San 
Giovanni: DivThom(Pi) 14(1937)450-452.
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in this matter could be omitted; however a few will be presented.
St. Irenaeus: Men and angels were made free to obey or not to obey 

God, or to do good or evil. “But he placed in man the power of choice, just 
as he also did in the angels..., so that those who obeyed would justly pos
sess all that is good... But those who disobeyed, justly...merited punish
ment” (R 244).

Tertullian: Free transgression o f the law brings on punishment. “For a 
law would not be imposed on one who had it not in his power to render that 
obedience which is due to the law; nor, again, would the penalty of death 
be threatened against sin, if a contempt of the law were impossible to man 
in the liberty of his will” (R 355).

St. Augustine: Sin is an act against the divine law. “Sin, then, is any 
transgression in deed, or word, or desire, of the eternal law” (R 1605).

St. Ambrose: Sin is transgression o f the divine law. “What is sin but the 
transgression of the divine law and disobedience of heavenly precepts?”7

834. Theological reasoning. Since the human will must always tend to 
God as the last end, the privation of righteousness, or evil, comes to his ac
tion because of a deviation from that end, and thus from the norm of morality 
which directs his acts towards God. But this norm, as obliging man (with an 
obligation of the end), is imposed on man by his superior or by God his Cre
ator. Therefore it is a law of God according as he prescribes things leading to 
the end and forbids things leading away from it (I q. 63, a. 1). But this law, 
since it is God himself, cannot be for us the proximate norm of acting, except 
inasmuch as it is perceived by reason, by which alone the human will is di
rected proximately. Therefore man sins or turns away from the order of his 
end when he acts against the eternal law by a judgment of reason manifesting 
it to him {De ver. q.17 a.l; De malo q.2 a.6).8

Third part

Sin is turning away from god

835. Theological note. Divine and Catholic faith. As a turning away 
from the last end it is at least certain in theology.

836. Proof from Holy Scripture. It presents the sinner simply as turn
ing away from God; and therefore from his last end.

7. St. Ambrose, loc.cit.
8. See Billot, 22-25.
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Job 34:27: They turned aside from following him, and had not regard
for any o f his ways.

Sir. 10:12-13: The beginning o f man’s pride is to depart from the Lord; 
his heart has forsaken his Maker For the beginning o f pride is sin.

On this St. Thomas says: “Apostasy from God does not denote a special 
sin, but rather that general condition of every sin, consisting in its turning 
away from God” (I-II q.84, a.2 ad 2). Thus also A Lapide who adds: “For 
in every sin.. .there is a general apostasy, i.e., a defection from God and his 
law and will....”9

Isa. 1:2-4: Hear, O heavens... for the Lord has spoken; Sons I  have 
reared..., but they have rebelled against me. The ox knows its owner..., but 
Israel does not know me... Ah, sinful nation... They have forsaken the Lord, 
they have despised the Holy One o f Israel, they are utterly estranged.10 11 
Dan. 9:9f.: To the Lord our God belong mercy andforgiveness; because we 
have rebelled against him, and have not obeyed the voice o f the Lord our 
God by following his laws....11

St. Paul blames the gentiles, because knowing God as the principle and 
end of all things, they did not wish to acknowledge him and they acted as if 
they did not know him. Rom. 1:19-32: For what can be known about God 
is plain to them... his invisible nature, namely, his eternal power and deity, 
has been clearly perceived in the things that have been made. So they are 
without excuse; for although they knew God they did not honor him as God 
or give thanks to him, but they became futile in their thinking..., they ex
changed the glory o f the immortal God for images resembling mortal man 
or birds... And since they did not see fit to acknowledge God, God gave 
them up to a base mind..., filled with all manner o f wickedness....

Moreover sinners seek God elsewhere. Phil. 3:18f.: For many, o f whom 
I  have often told you...live as enemies o f the cross o f Christ. Their end is 
destruction, their god is the belly, and they glory in their shame, with minds 
set on earthly things (see Rom. 16:18).

God and the world cannot both be loved. Matt. 6:24: No one can serve two 
masters; for either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devot
ed to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve both God and mammon.

Hence about those who because of the Pharisees do not believe Christ, 
John says in 12:43: They loved the praise o f men more than the praise o f God.

9. A  Lapide, In Ecclesiasticum (Paris 1859) 311-315; Knabenbauer, Commentarius in Ecclesiasticum (Paris 

1902) 1355.
10. See F. Ruffenach, C.SS.R., Malitia et remissio peccati, Is. 1,1-20: VerDom 7 (1927) 146f.
11. Monty (l o c .c i t95-109) explains in a beautiful study the doctrine o f  the O.T. about the nature and different 

levels o f  sin; it contains the seeds o f  a doctrine that theology later will explain and teach systematically; Id., 
Pec he graves et legeres d'apres le vocalulaire hebreu: ScEccl 2 (1949) 129-168; see also H. Lesetre, Peche: 
DB 5,7-12.
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Therefore sinners are introduced as turning away from God. James 4:4- 
10: Unfaithful creatures! ... whoever wishes to be a friend o f the world 
makes himself an enemy o f God... God opposes the proud... Submit your
selves therefore to God. Resist the devil... Draw near to God and he will 
draw near to you....

837. Proof from tradition. Since this matter also is perfectly clear, a few 
testimonies will suffice. Aversion from God is mentioned by the holy Fathers 
simply; therefore it is to be thought to be from God also as the last end.

St. Fulgentius: “Man begins to sin when he departs from God. For it is writ
ten that the beginning o f man s pride is to departfrom the Lord (Sir. 10:12), and 
in another place: For lo, those who are far from thee shall perish; thou dost put 
an end to those who are false to thee (Ps. 73:27). Therefore those who separate 
themselves... from God, surely perish in their sin...” (R 2256).

St. Augustine, often: “The movement... of aversion (from God), which 
we confess to be sin...” (R 1546). “Since the cause of the misery of the bad 
angels is sought, it deservedly occurs, because having turned away from 
him who is absolutely, they turned to themselves who are not absolutely... 
For since the will, having abandoned what is superior, turns itself to what 
is inferior, it is made evil...” (R 1754; see 1755). “Therefore the two loves 
made two cities: namely, the love of self even to contempt of God the earth
ly, but the love of God even to the contempt of self the heavenly. Finally, 
the former glories in itself, but the latter glories in the Lord...” (R 1763).

838. Theological reasoning. The moral order related to man consists 
in the fact that man tends to his last end by a certain norm of human acts 
towards it placed in him by God and necessarily required. But mortal sin 
is a departure from this norm. Therefore by that very fact it is a departure 
from God as the last end.

St. Thomas teaches, v.gr., this: “When the soul is so disordered by sin as to turn 
away from its last end, viz. God, to Whom it is united by charity, there is mortal sin” (I- 
II q. 72, a. 5). “Now every mortal sin takes its principal malice and gravity from the fact 
of its turning away from God, for if it were possible to turn to a mutable good, even inor
dinately, without turning away from God, it would not be a mortal sin” (II-II q. 20, a. 3).
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Fourth part

Sin is  a  t u r n i n g  t o  c r e a t u r e s

839. Theological note. Divine and Catholic faith.

840. Proof from Holy Scripture. By the texts recently quoted sinners are 
shown to seek by their actions something beside God, from whom they are 
thereby moving away. Rom. 1:19-32; Phil. 3:18f.; John 12:43; James 4:4-10.

The impious seek pleasures. Wis. 2:1-20: For they reasoned unsoundly, 
saying to themselves: Short and sorrowful is our life, and there is no remedy 
when a man comes to his end... Come, therefore, let us enjoy the good things 
that exist, and make use o f the creation to the full as in youth. Let us take our 
full o f costly wine and perfumes....

The people of Israel, called to weeping, rejoices contrary to the command 
of the Lord. Isa. 22:12f.: The Lord God o f hosts called to weeping... and gird
ing with sackcloth; and behold, joy... slaying oxen... Let us eat and drink, for 
tomorrow we die” (see 56:1 If.; 1 Cor. 15:32).

The punishment of the damned corresponds to the previous evil enjoy
ment of created goods. Rev. 18:7: As she glorified and played the wanton, so 
give her a like measure o f torment and mourning.

841. Proof from tradition. What is per se evident is expressed by these 
words of St. Augustine: “For if he had declared nothing illicit, no one would 
sin.”12

“There are three ways to commit a sin: by suggestion, by pleasure, and by
consent” (R 1565).

“For when the will abandons what is above itself, and turns to what is low
er, it becomes evil—not because that is evil to which it turns, but because the 
turning itself is wicked. Therefore it is not an inferior thing which has made 
the will evil, but it is itself which has become so by wickedly and inordinately 
desiring an inferior thing” (R 1753; see 1763).

842. Theological reasoning. God made the human will to seek only the 
good; therefore this one thing is its adequate object, since it cannot formally 
desire evil as such (I-II q. 8, a. 1). Therefore the sinner intends something 
good. But this good is not God, as is clear. Therefore it is a created good.

The inordinateness of the act is not intended essentially, as is clear, but only acciden-

12. Cont. Faust. 1.22 c.28: ML 42,419.
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tally. “The inordinateness of the act is referred accidentally to the intention of the sinner, 
for no one acts intending evil...” (I-II q. 72, a. 1). A sinner “intent on some mutable good, 
causes the act of sin directly, and the inordinateness of the act, indirectly, and beside the 
intention” (I-II q. 75, a. 1).

843. Objections. To the f irs t part. Lev. 4:27: I f  any one o f  the common p eop le  sins 
unwittingly in doing any one o f  the things which the Lord has commanded not to be done... 
when the sin which he has com m itted is made known to him, he shall offer a goat without 
blemish... (see 5:17; Num. 15:27f.).

With these words a punishment is assigned for sins of ignorance; therefore they are 
taken as true sins. But moral freedom is absent from them. Therefore there are true sins 
without moral freedom.

/  distinguish the major. A punishment is assigned for sins of culpable ignorance, con
ceded; for inculpable, Isubdistinguish: it is assigned juridically, conceded; morally, denied.

Sin from culpable ignorance is deservedly imputed as a fault (R 1454); but a sin of in
culpable ignorance is imputed jurid ica lly  in human law, since it either, being ignorant of the 
secrets of the heart, presumes knowledge of the law or it wishes to promote the fulfillment 
of the law more strictly; but that does not mean that it is imputed morally, or as a moral 
fault, or in the eyes of God.

Moreover some true sins are said to be from ignorance, not absolute, or as if the sin
ner had no knowledge that he is acting badly or even gravely, but relative, or as one who 
knows less perfectly the gravity of his sin. Thus, for example, the persecutors of Christ are 
excused: fo r  they know not w hat they do  (Luke 23:34), since they had often seen Christ as 
a holy man who proved his divinity with his miracles. Likewise Paul is said to have been 
one who form erly  blasphem ed and persecu ted and insulted h im ...because I  had acted  ig
norantly in unbelief (1 Tim. 1:13), since he shows himself as someone who had been a true 
sinner (v. 15; 1 Cor. 15:9; see Acts 7:59; 8:3; 9:1).

844. To the second part. 1. Violation of a human law can be a grave sin. Therefore a 
grave sin as an act against the divine law is not fully defined.

I  distinguish the major. Violation of a human law can be a grave sin, which obliges 
gravely from the divine law, conceded; if that is not the case, denied.

The force of human law as obligatory subsists either in the power received from Christ, 
if it is ecclesiastical law, or in general since there is no authority except from God (Rom. 
13:1), so that therefore no law obliges unless it is by the power of the divine law (I-II q. 96, 
a. 3; a. 4 ad l).13

2. Some things are morally evil without a divine prohibition. Therefore sin is not fully 
defined as an act contrary to the divine law.

I  distinguish the major. Some things are morally evil without a free divine prohibition, 
conceded; without a necessary prohibition, denied.

Doubtless some things are evil only because they are forbidden, v.gr., for the Jews to 
eat meat tom by beasts in the field (Exod. 22:31); but other things are forbidden because

13. See Ruiz de Montoya in De Aldama, loc.cit., 278; Suarez, 1.2 tr.5 d. 1 s .l n . l .
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they are evil, v.gr., homicide (21:12). But here the concern is, obviously, with the latter sins, 
which, being by their nature and therefore intrinsically opposed to the last end, are forbid
den by God according to all. This prohibition is not free but necessary, no matter how the 
relation between the objective malice of the act and the prohibition is explained. Hence it 
is rightly said, according to all authors, that eveiy sin is an act contrary to the divine law 
(I-1I q. 71, a. 6 ad l).14

Moreover there is a question, but one from which we are prescinding here, about the 
relation of a moral act to the eternal law, so that, according to some authors (Salmanticens- 
es, Valencia, the Scotists)15 the latter is part of the concept of morality, without conceiving 
moral goodness or evil as such, unless it has been previously commanded or prohibited by 
God. According to others (Suarez, Vazquez, Lugo Pesch),16 every human act antecedently 
to the will of the legislator, or as it is understood by human reason, is either morally good, 
or rightly ordered to the last end, or morally evil as being contrary to that end.

But in this second opinion, since God cannot not prohibit an act that is contrary to the 
last end, there cannot be any sin that is not specially and indeed mainly evil, as prohibited 
by God. That being the case, a sin is prohibited because it is evil, or having in itself that 
because of which God must prohibit it, and it is evil because prohibited, or having in itself 
that from which its chief malice is.

3. A sin of omission is not contrary to the divine law. Therefore sin is not fully defined 
as an act contrary to the divine law.

I  distinguish the major. A sin of omission is not a positive act contrary to the divine law, 
conceded; a negative act, denied.

A sin of omission consists in the fact that an act, commanded by the divine law, volun
tarily  is not performed, which at least morally and in an interpretive manner is equivalent 
to a positive act and therefore is imputed in the same way as a positive act (I-II q. 71, a. 5f.).

This solution prescinds from the question about the possibility of a pu rely  voluntary 
omission, consisting in a mere suspension of the act or without any previous positive  act of 
the will or one posited simultaneously, in opposition to a not-pure omission or one that is 
from the act of the will either directly, as if someone wishes not to perform some work, or 
indirectly or occasionally, as if someone omits Mass because he wants to play.

Moreover some deny the possibility of a pure omission, namely of something not nec
essary but free (which it is perfectly clear can take place from the lack of some necessity) 
(Vazquez, Salmanticenses citing others who agree with them, Billot, Lumbreras, Derman)17;

14. See Ruiz de Montoya in De Aldama, 278-280; Billot, 3 If.
15. Salmanticenses, De vit. etpecc. T rll d .l dub.1.5 § 1 ; Valencia, in 2 d.2 q.3 punct.l; Mastrius, In 2 d.6 

n.30.65.
16. Suarez, De bonit. et malit. d.3 s.3 n.5; 7,1,6-8; De legibus 1.2 c.6 n .llf .;  Vazquez, in 2 d.97 c.3; Lugo, De 

mysterio incarn. D.5 a.5; Pesch, 3 n. 678-683. Molina holds the same thing according to J.M. Diez Alegria, 
S.J., El desarrollo de la doctrina de la ley natural en Luis de Molina y en  los Maestros de la Univerisdad de 
Evora de 1565 a 1591 (Barcelona 1951); Id , ^Que piensa Molina sobre el fundamento de la obligatoriedad 
de la ley natural?”: Pens 39 (1954) 189-195; but otherwise J. Rabeneck, S .J, ibid. 109-111.

17. Vazquez, In 2 d.92 c.2; Salmanticenses, De voluntario et involunt. Tr.10 d.4 dub.l § 1; Billot, 41f.; Lumbre
ras, n.24f.; Deman, 154-156.
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but Suarez, Medina, Mastrius and many others affirm this possibility,18 while there is a dis
pute about the opinion of St. Thomas (I-II q. 6, a. 3; q. 71, a. 5; D e malo q.2 a. I).19 20

We agree with the second opinion. Surely the will acting freely can,freely, and there
fore voluntarily, not place the act; therefore this non-act is voluntary without a positive 
act of the will; otherwise one would have to say, contrary to the testimony of conscience, 
that we are not able to choose negatively something voluntary, or “I do not want to act,” 
and thus our freedom to act would be denied, since then we would only be able to choose 
between “1 want to act” and “I do not want to act” {In 2 d.35 q.l a.3). Therefore the free 
determination of the will regarding something indifferent consists in the fact that it freely 
omits one option, so that with a moral or voluntary change, the prior negation of the act 
becomes its privation , which ought to be placed, without however any act being placed 
physically except in moral estimation.

Indeed, although we may willingly grant that a pure omission is morally impos
sible, since, if reason is functioning perfectly, it is difficult for every act of the will to 
be suspended,'0 so that men generally do not deliberately omit something, without doing 
something else; we hold that this omission is voluntary, not from this act, but by its own 
nature; therefore a sin is imputed to someone who omits Mass in order to play; it is not the 
playing that is sinful, but the omission.21

845. To the third part. If mortal sin is turning away from God as the last end, turning 
to a creature is clinging to it as the last end, since that aversion cannot be had without this 
conversion. But the mortal sinner does not necessarily adhere to the creature as his last end. 
Therefore mortal sin is not aversion from God.

I  distinguish the minor. The mortal sinner does not necessarily adhere to the creature as 
his last end with a definite act, conceded; actually, denied.

Because the sinner choosing between God and a creature as his last end, rejects the 
former and prefers the latter, he is rightly thought to make the creature his last end (for by 
enjoying it as a last end he is directly making it into a final end for himself)—and he does 
this either by choosing it explicitly and formally as the supreme good, or implicitly by pre
ferring it, without an express intention of the last end, as if it were God. But since he takes 
it with finality in itself, and also according to his lower appetite, he can simply be said to 
choose it as his last end, since in practice he orders his whole life in reference to it (I-II q 
77, a. 4).

O bjector insists. The mortal sinner often immediately abandons the creature to which 
he adhered in his sin, preferring some other good in place of it. Therefore he does not neces
sarily adhere to it as his last end.

I  deny the consequence. For by the very fact that the sinner prefers the creature to God, 
whom he knows he is rejecting, as his final end, he is choosing the creature as his final end. 
But this does not imply that he will cling to that creature with such constancy that he can-

18. Suarez, De voluntario et mvoluntario... d .l s.5 n.2; Medina (as it seems), In 1.2 q.6 a.3; Mastrius loc cit 
n.97-98.

19. See Pesch, 3 n.544; Urrdburu, Psychologic/ p.2 (Vallisoleti 1898) n. 109.
20. See Suarez, De vit. et pecc. D.3 a. n6f.
21. See Pesch, 3 n. 544-551.
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not prefer something else to it, especially since he has already lost his stability in God as 
his last end (I-II q. 73, a. 1; q. 78, a. 1). A fortiori it does not imply that the sinner will refer 
everything to creatures as his last end, or not be able to do anything good, since he may also 
be able to seek and to obtain conversion back to God.

2. If mortal sin is turning away from the last end, the sinner intends this. But that is 
repugnant, since that aversion has only the essence of evil, which is not the adequate object 
of the will. Therefore mortal sin is not aversion from the last end.

I  distinguish the major. The mortal sinner intends aversion from the last end materially 
and indirectly, conceded; formally and directly, denied.

The objection shows that aversion from the last end cannot be intended formally and 
directly by the will. But it is voluntary materially and indirectly, or as connected with con
version to the creature, which man simply prefers to God. Hence it is also clear that not 
every mortal sin is a sin of hatred of God, since sins are specified proximately by reason of 
the virtues to which they are opposed, and therefore remotely by reason of the created good 
that is inordinately sought.

Objector insists. But at least in a sin of hatred of God aversion from God would be 
directly intended. Therefore the difficulty remains.

I  distinguish the major. In a sin of hatred, aversion from the God who prohibits sin is 
intended directly, conceded; but as the last end, denied.

There is nothing that prevents the sinner, apprehending God as “one who prohibits sin 
and inflicts punishment” (II-II q. 34, a. 1) and thus as injuring himself, inasmuch as he is an 
obstacle to the good of his own independence, from hating him and having direct aversion 
from him.

846. Scholium 1. On m ortal sin as contrary to the divine law. Since the human will 
always looks to God as the last end, it must tend towards him with its acts and therefore 
according to the rule or morality or of human acts. This is the divine law that prescribes for 
man those things that lead to that end which is “the principle... of the whole moral order” 
(I-II q. 72, a. 5), and it prohibits those things that turn one away from it (D e malo q.l a.l; 
S.Th. I q. 63, a. 1).

However in the ordination of the will to the last end by the eternal law there is both 
an essential element, inasmuch as the will avoids all acts destroying the last end of the law 
or love, by which a man remains attached to the supremely lovable, and an accidental ele
ment, inasmuch as the will, while preserving its attachment to the last end, avoids all acts 
that do not turn one away from the end but at the same time are not referable to that end.

But in this ordination of the will to the last end, the eternal law: a) With a p r im a ty  in
tention it considers the essential element of the ordination, or the conversion to the supreme 
good by charity, avoiding everything that destroys that conversion. Therefore it prescribes 
everything necessary for it to stand (v.gr., religion), and prohibits everything that simply 
removes it, or that is essentially opposed to the love of God, whether it is immediately op
posed to God (v.gr., blasphemy), or mediately, that is, what impedes a man from exercising 
charity in this order because it either destroys it (v.gr., suicide, homicide) or deprives it of 
the morally necessary means of subsisting in a social life (v.gr., dissipation, dishonor, injus-
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tice). Therefore all the acts of man by commission or omission that corrupt his essential or
dination to God are, as is clear, simply contrary to the last end, from which they completely 
turn one away, and contrary to the divine law, which they violate essentially.

b) However, with a secondary intention it considers the accidental element of the or
dination inasmuch as man, while preserving his conversion to the last end by charity, also 
avoids all acts not in agreement with that conversion and that do not destroy it, that is, all 
acts not referable to the last end, but not turning one away from it. Therefore all acts of man 
by commission or omission contrary to the accidentals of his ordination to God are not, as is 
dear, simply contrary to the last end, from which they do not turn one away, and therefore 
they are not contrary to the divine law; but, since they are not referable to it and therefore in 
conformity with the divine law, they are said to be beside the fin a l end  or beside the divine 
law  0De malo q.7 a. 1 ad 1; q. 14 a.2 ad 8; 2 d.42 q. 1 a4).

847. Scholium 2. M ortal sin is com posed o f  a positive element and a privation, in 
which it form ally  consists. Since a sin of commission, with which this question is directly 
concerned, implies a positive act, the question comes to this: in that act what precisely con
stitutes the sin? Some (Suarez, Valencia, Lessius, Ruiz de Montoya, Molina)22 put it in a 
certain privation  of the due rectitude of the act; others (Platel, Wirceburgenses, Frins)23 put 
it in the act itself, according as it is a positive  tendency towards an evil object; still others 
(M endive, Pesch, Billot, Deman)24 put it partly in the positive element of the act, and partly 
in the privation of rectitude. But of these latter authors, some following Cajetan (Deman, 
quoting many others on his side) consider the positive element as the principle factor in 
sin25; but others (Mendive, Pesch, Billot) take the privative or negative element as the prin
ciple factor, and indeed they propose it as the one formal element of sin.

We think that the last opinion should be held and it also seems to be the position of St. 
Thomas (I-II q. 72, a. 1; q.79, a. 2; 2 d.35 q. 1 a.2). For since sin is an evil, it consists in a cer
tain privation (De malo q. 1 a. 1; a.2 ad 2); also it is a voluntary act, but the will cannot tend 
to evil as evil, but always, even while it is sinning, it tends to the good. But since the mortal 
sinner tends to something good contrary to its ordination to the last end, in sin there is pres
ent both a positive act tending to the good and the privation of its due ordination to the last 
end. Moreover, since the malice in that act comes from the privation, the act itself is rightly 
thought to be like the m aterial part of the sin, but the privation affecting it like the form al 
or specifying part. Therefore although the positive part is not formally evil, since evil is a 
privation, nevertheless it is not like a subject merely passively supporting the privation, 
but it is so connected with the privation that it is the essence of sin (D e malo q.3 a.2 ad 3).

But in this notion the positive act is not taken as merely emanating from some ph ysica l 
power, or as a mere ph ysica l thing, since formally as such it is only a tendency to the good

22. Suarez, loc.cit., d. 1 s. 1 n.4; s.2 n.7; Lessius, De perfect. Moribusque div. 1.13 c.26 n. 179-182; Valencia, In 2 
d.6 q.2 punct.2; Ruiz de Montoya in De Aldama, 236-238; Molina: see Dlez-Alegrla, Luis Molina, 495-608.

23. J. Platel, S.J., De actibus humanis c.3 § 3 n.177; Wirceburgenses, n. 13; Frins, De actibus humanis moraliter 
consideratis (Friburg Br. 1904) 406.

24. Pesch, 9 n.470-476; Billot, 14-21; Deman, 147-150. Actually the following seem not to disagree: Ruiz de 
Montoya, loc.cit.; Suarez, De bonit. et malit... d.7 s.6f..

25. Deman, 150-153. However the Thomists disagree on this matter: see A.M. Horvdth, O.P., Siinde und Un- 
sundlichkeit: DivThom(Fr) 22 (1944) 251.
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prescinding from any prohibition and therefore formally as a merely physical thing it does 
not pertain to the concept of sin, but it is taken as emanating from the power as free, that is, 
as a moral entity that is essentially sin (De malo q.3 a.2 ad 2). Therefore that act as a physi
cal entity is a quasi subject of sin, including both the act as free or as the free tendency, and 
the privation of the due ordination to the supreme good.

Understood in this way, the notion of sin more fittingly joins together those two re
spects which, as essentially constituting one moral being, the sources say are found in 
sin, that is, conversion to some created good and aversion from God. Further, however, 
although the definition of sin simply as aversion from God, which is admitted by all, can 
remain in the positive notion of sin of the adversaries, it is much better understood as the 
privation of conversion to God caused by one’s conversion to a creature. Likewise, sin 
which, as evil, must involve some moral privation, is defined much better formally as the 
privation of the moral ordination annexed to a positive act, which as a positive act obstructs 
moral ordination to God.

In this conception the difficult causal essence of sin is not explained, for in it sin is 
a positive voluntary act, tending not merely, as in the contrary opinion, to a good that is 
acknowledged as disturbing the moral order, that is, to a morally evil object, but simply 
to some good, and thus retaining something of the order of reason and therefore having a 
cause that is directly, essentially and intentionally efficient. But formally as sin it is merely 
a privation of ordination, and therefore it does not have a cause except indirectly, acciden
tally and beside the intention of evil as evil, that is, deficient in conforming the act to the 
rule of morality (I-II q. 75, a. 1).

This deficient cause is man himself freely choosing an act without its due ordination 
and thus determining and producing the privation indirectly, inasmuch as he desires an 
inferior good, even though he knows that he is thus turning himself away from God. This 
therefore for him is beside his intention and only in a certain respect voluntary (almost like 
sailors in a bad storm throwing the cargo into the sea) so that it can be imputed to him as a 
fault. Therefore a man in placing an act contrary to the eternal law indirectly produces this 
inordinateness.

God however, without determining the placing of the sinful act (a man does that), 
concurs with it in an orderly manner or out of love for the last end, inasmuch as this is his 
desire for good, but not even indirectly with the privation of the order of his act (I-II q. 79, 
a. If.; 2 d.37; q.2 a.2 ad 2). But when he sees a man often deviate from the rule of morality 
by going contrary to his will (and at the same time concurs with his actions), he does not 
hinder his abuse of freedom, since that also eventually turns out to be for the divine glory. 
Therefore according to the eternal law God physically cooperates with the sinful act, but he 
merely permits its inordinateness.

Likewise our explanation also touches those acts (hatred of God, blasphemy, etc.) that 
seem to be intrinsically incapable of rectitude and not merely to be done as seeking some 
good to which the privation of proper order is annexed. For even then the sinner acts like 
one seeking some good, and thus as turning himself away from God, since he perceives him 
as an obstacle to his own good.

In the contrary opinion, however, which formally places sin in the positive act itself, it
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seems that it must necessarily be said that God is directly the efficient cause of sin, and in 
fact in a fonnal sense, since there is nothing positive that he himself does not immediately 
produce and therefore also does not formally intend.

Moreover the adversaries say that formal malice is not something to be done, but some 
moral aspect of the act of the will as falling morally short of right reason.26 This surely, as 
is clear, is a mere privation, and only later do they seem to state that a positive tendency to 
the object forbidden by God is evil.27 Indeed in this opinion, as is also clear, both the free 
tendency itself to the good and its deviation from the law (I-II q. 73, a. 2) or the twofold 
element assigned by us to sin can be distinguished. Therefore it must be said that in reality 
they teach the same thing we do.

848. Scholium 3. Actual mortal sin formally consists in voluntary aversion from God 
as the last end. This is established almost as a corollary of what we have so far said and 
proved. Mortal sin is an act against the divine law, aversion from the last end, conversion 
to creatures. But since the principle of the whole moral order is the last end, which man is 
essentially destined to obtain by his acts, the rule of moral acts, or the divine law as made 
known to man, has no value except inasmuch as it leads to that end. Therefore an act against 
the divine law, or aversion from it, is not a grave sin unless it is contrary to that end, or im
plies aversion from it. Therefore the formula “against the divine law” is really equivalent to 
the formula “against the last end.” Therefore a grave sin is formally an act against the last 
end or an act of aversion from that end.

Also to enjoy a created good is not evil in itself, unless it includes some deviation 
from the last end. Therefore a sin is not mortal, even granting some deviation in it, unless it 
involves aversion from the last end (I-II q. 72, a. 5; II-II q. 20, a. 3). Therefore conversion 
to a creature is not a grave sin, unless it includes that aversion.

Hence it can also be said that in mortal sin conversion to a good creature, which in 
itself is not evil and which is equivalent to the positive element of a sin, is present as the 
determinable part or as the material element of a sin; but that aversion from God or the 
privative element of sin from which it as conversion is gravely evil, is present as the part 
that formally determines the moral inordinateness, that is, it is present as thq formal element 
of sin (II-II q. 20, a. 3; 2 d.30 q.l a.3). Therefore it is right to say that a grave sin formally 
is aversion from God.

Hence there is no impediment to properly defining sin in a comprehensive sense as 
both conversion and aversion: a) either with a positive definition or as the substance of the 
act is placed in the nominative case (in recto), as a free act (word, deed or desire) against 
the divine law, or as conversion to a creature with aversion from God, or as an undeserved 
conversion to a creature.28 b) or with a privative definition, by which privation is placed in 
an oblique case (in obliquo), as aversion from God by conversion to a creature.

26. See Platel, n. 181.
27. See Wirceburgenses, n. 13.
28. See Carton de Wiart, n. 3,1.°
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A R T I C L E  I I

S o m e  q u e s t i o n s  a b o u t  a c t u a l  g r a v e  s i n

849. On purely philosophical sin. It is understood here as a sin that is 
contrary to a dictate of reason, but not, like a theological or moral dictate, 
against the divine law (n. 818), inasmuch as namely, the malice is appre
hended which sin has as repugnant to rational nature, but not what it has as 
repugnant to the last end; therefore it is committed as an act against reason, 
but not as an offense against God.

Such a sin objectively cannot be given, since reason in moral matters 
is only a manifestation of the eternal law. And it is not given subjectively, 
unless perhaps by way of an exception among some persons who in an 
abnormal way are invincibly ignorant of God for a short time, or who here 
and now in no way think about God inculpably, not even implicitly or in a 
confused way, if however that is not metaphysically impossible. But very 
probably it is impossible.

Alexander VIII condemned this thesis: “Philosophical or moral sin is 
a human act not in conformity with rational nature and right reason; but 
theological and mortal sin is a free transgression of the divine law. A philo
sophic sin, however grave, in a man who either is ignorant of God or does 
not think about God during the act, is a grave sin, but is not an offense 
against God, neither a mortal sin dissolving the friendship of God, nor one 
worthy of eternal punishment.” Declared and condemned as scandalous, 
rash, an offense to pious ears, and erroneous (D 2291).29

This thesis is not subject to a censure, it is clear, inasmuch as in it a 
theological sin is said to be a free transgression (grave) of the divine law 
and a philosophical sin is described as a human act in disagreement with 
rational nature and right reason (I-II q. 71, a. 6 ad 5). But it does merit a 
censure either inasmuch as, not distinguishing between vincible and in
vincible ignorance and inadvertence to God, it can be understood equally 
about both; or inasmuch as, not distinguishing between the possibility and 
existence of a philosophical sin, it can be taken in an absolute and universal 
sense, or as asserting that such a sin can take place frequently.

But with this damnation the opinion holding that a philosophical sin is 
intrinsically not repugnant, or that it is absolutely possible, is not touched;

29. On the history o f  this question, see Deman, 255-272, and especially H. Beylard, S.J., Le peche philos- 
ophique: NouvRevTh 62 1935) 591-616, 673-698. Regarding the whole question there is much helpful 
material in D. Viva, S.J., Damnatae theses... (Padua 1717) p. 331-340; C. Lacroix, S.J., Theologia moralis 
1.5 {de peccatis) n.49-59.
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the general opinion, however, is that it is not possible.30
A. That sin de facto is not given. Indeed St. Paul after enumerating 

the sins of the Gentiles concludes in Rom. 1:32: Though they know God’s 
decree that those who do such things deserve to die, they not only do them 
but approve those who practice them.

Therefore the Gentiles recognize as a grave sin what conscience for
bids, since they do or praise those things they know are worthy of eternal 
punishment. And all have this knowledge, since all are also presented as 
having the law written on their hearts that forbids those vices (2:12-14).

Likewise in Scripture God is often described as punishing all evil works 
coming from free choice (Rom. 2:5-11; John 5:28f., where all those acting 
wickedly are said to be judged). But this would not be true, if a purely 
philosophical sin is admitted, since this does not violate the law of God. 
Therefore the law of God is violated by every grave sin.

B. That sin is metaphysically repugnant. We hold this as more probable 
against Lugo and others,31 since the dictate of conscience about a grave 
sin by its very nature implies the idea of a superior law, a law that has the 
power to bind in conscience, and which therefore cannot be conceived ex
cept as coming from God.

Really it does seem to be psychologically repugnant, at least moral
ly speaking, that there is lacking in man, who knows that he has gravely 
sinned against the dictate of his conscience, culpably any knowledge, at 
least in a confused way, of a superior lawgiver who is God himself.

But we admit that his conclusion is not apodictic, as if one having that 
dictate of conscience might arrive necessarily at its ultimate foundation, 
namely, God.

If however that sin absolutely is not repugnant and a man may sin against reason, 
being inculpably ignorant of God or not thinking about him even implicitly or in a con
fused manner, he would not offend him (D 2302).

850. On the malice of mortal sin. 1. It is a moral human evil o f man. 
For it is repugnant formally and intrinsically to the rule of reason and to 
rational nature as such, so that thereby an act is said to be shameful, dis
graceful; it is unbecoming to man and renders him worthy of contempt and 
reproof, almost as a contrast to an act of virtue which exalts him and makes

30. Viva, l o c .c i t n. 3; Wirceburgenses, n.12; Le Bachelet, Alexandre VIII: DTC 1,750; Scheeben, op.cit., 2 § 
186 n.20; Billot, 28.

31. Lugo, De mysterio Incam. d.5 a.5; Ruiz de Montoya in De Aldama, 280-283; Scheeben, loc.cit.; M. Nivard, 
S.J., Ethica (Paris 1928) p. 124f,169f. Apparently Hellin agrees with them, op.cit., n.287, 301-314, an in 
general those holding the possibility o f  negative atheism for a long time and some forms o f  positive atheism: 
see P. Descoqs, S.J., Praelectiones theologiae natnralis (Paris 1935) 2 p. 445-490.
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him worthy of praise and honor. Hence, since philosophers tend to look 
upon sin as repugnant to reason, according to Boethius, while not affecting 
man’s external form, sin nevertheless degrades the mind from its rational 
dignity to the condition of a beast (Ps. 49:12).32

2. It is an evil against God. Not as if it takes something real away from 
God, but inasmuch as, although not always formally, at least implicitly 
and by interpretation it is contempt of God, who is everywhere present 
to man (Ps. 139:8): as adorned with all the titles by which man is subject 
to him, v.gr., as the legislator to whom one does not give obedience (Lev. 
6:2; 26:15; 1 Sam. 2:30), the last end to whom the creature is preferred and 
who therefore as the supreme good is hated either implicitly or explicitly 
(Phil. 3:19; S.Th. I-II q. 73, a. 1 ad 1); as the Creator to whom ingratitude is 
shown (Deut. 32:6; Isa. 1:2-4; 5:l-7)33; as the Lord against whom the crea
ture rebels (Jer. 2:20; 1 John 3:4); as the redeemer whose work is rendered 
fruitless (Heb. 10:28f.) and who is again killed (6:6); as the judge who 
is not feared (Isa. 63:17; Matt. 10:28); as the friend who is despised (Ps. 
55:13f.); as one good and patient who is contemned (Rom. 2:4f.); as the 
first being who should be worshipped with the supreme honor of adoration 
and is rather dishonored (Rom. 2:23f.).

Theologians say in a word that sin is directed in such a way that it 
would destroy God, if possible.34

Hence, given such contempt of God, since the malice of an offense in
creases with the dignity of the offended person who in this case is infinite: 
Must it be said that a grave sin contains infinite malice? Some say that it 
is absolutely35 (Conink, Bernal, P. Hurtado), but others, especially among 
the Thomists (Salmanticenses, Gonet, Billuart, Deman), say that it is rela
tive, or as an offense against God taken not from the part of the act itself 
by which it is directed against God, but from the part of the terminus or of 
God who is offended.36

However: a) “Sin is essentially finite, although it has a certain relation 
to infinite goodness” {De malo q.2 a.9 ad 5). “A sin committed against God 
has a kind of infinity from the infinity of the divine majesty” (III q. 1, a. 2 
ad 2), therefore it is something like this: “created happiness from the fact

32. De consol. Philos. 1.4 prosa 3f.: ML 63,799.800.803. See St. Augustine, cont. Faustnm Manich 1.22 c.26- 
28: ML 42 ,4 18f.

33. See Ruffenach, loc.cit., 145-146.
34. See Lessius, op. cit., c. 28 n. 197; Maritain, op.cit., 175; Ch. Journet, Le peche commefaute et comme of

fense: EtCarm: Trouble et lumiere (1948) 21-29; L ’Eglise du Verbe Income, 2 (Brugge 1951) 188-191; 
Deman, 158; but especially Horvath, loc.cit., 35-66.

35. SeeM endive, n. 216.
36. Salmanticenses, De vit. etpecc. d.7 dub.2 § 3 n.24; Gonet, De vit. etpecc. d.9 s.6; Billuart, Depecc. diss.8 

a.5; Deman, 158.
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that it is the fruition of God, and the Blessed Virgin from the fact that she is 
the Mother of God, all have a certain infinite dignity from the infinite good, 
which is God” (I, q. 25, a. 6 ad 4).

b) The principal malice of mortal sin, without which it is not mortal, is 
contempt and therefore a true offense against God; but mortal sins have a 
different malice, as will be explained below, and therefore sins are different 
by reason of the contempt or offense to God. But they would not be differ
ent, if they contained simply infinite malice. Therefore they are not such.

c) If the malice of mortal sin were simply infinite, it would have the 
power of retaining the divine indignation, even given the offering of the 
infinite satisfaction of Christ; and the latter would not be superabundant.

d) Nothing is willed except what is foreknown, therefore also the way 
of willing follows the way of knowing. But we know God in a subjectively 
finite way and therefore like an objectively finite being, since an object is 
not perceived by us except by the form of the subjective concept which, 
obviously, in us is finite and therefore not representing the infinity of the 
object. Therefore we love or hate God as we know him, or in a finite way 
and as a quasi finite being; therefore the malice of a grave sin, even as con
tempt or an offense to God, is not simply infinite.

Also, if that were not so, a venial sin would be simply of infinite malice 
on the part of the object, namely God, whom it affects as its terminus.

However the malice o f a mortal sin is in a certain respect infinite, as all 
authors readily admit, or greater than all other evils taken singly or togeth
er.37 For that sin, as an evil against God, who is contemned, is greater than 
every evil of guilt, and every evil of punishment or nature of even the most 
perfect creature. Therefore the one God-man can make satisfaction for it 
condignly. And for other reasons it can be of diverse gravity, since malice 
that is in a certain respect infinite can be either more or less.

851. On grave sin as an offense of God. Since sin implies contempt of 
God, as the one to whom the creature prefers something else, inasmuch as 
negatively or positively the honor he deserves as the last end is not given, 
it is an offense of God (D 370, 1511, 2291).38 Moreover this offense (we 
are not treating this point) whether always (Suarez) or never (Vazquez) or

37. See Suarez, De vit. etpecc. d.2 s.3; De incarn. D.4 s.7; Vdzquez, In 3 d.2 c.3; Lugo, op. cit., d.5 s.3. It 
should be noted that the great Thomists generally attribute to sin this infinite malice in a certain respect, and 
not therefore an absolute or simple infinity (Cajetan, D. Soto, Nazarius, Cabrera): see M. Cuervo, O.P., La 
graciaye l merito de Maria en su cooperacidn a la obra de nuestra salud: CiencTom 57 (1938) 512-515; he 
also thinks it is the opinion o f  the Angelic Doctor.

38. B. Bartmann does not reasonably raise doubts this denomination o f  sin as “an offense against God,” Die 
Erldsmg. Siinde (Paderborn 1933) 133; see A. Denefife, analyzing this work: Schol 9 (1934) 299.
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only rarely (Lugo)39 is an injury in the proper sense, or an offense against 
the Lord of all and not just against the Lord as the legislator.

This is easily apparent from the side of sin taken both formally, since 
by it explicitly or implicitly contempt of God is involved, and taken objec
tively inasmuch as it is directed to God himself. But taken merely subjec
tively from the side of God is sin a strict offense or something God with 
difficulty bears and to vindicate it he must either impose a penalty or de
mand satisfaction? What up until now we have implicitly supposed as un
doubted and what is held by theologians unanimously without controversy 
and without any further proof, recently seems to have been denied by one 
author. According to him, sin is not some evil done against him that must 
be repaired necessarily or at least satisfactorily, and that takes something 
away from God.40

If these equivocal formulas only say that sin does not take anything 
physical or moral away from God, or nothing extrinsic by whose loss God 
at least morally becomes poorer (like a man from whom a deserved honor 
is taken away), then they are completely true. But if they affirm regarding 
the external honor owed to him by his creatures that God is so indifferent 
to it that he does not take seriously either its refusal or its violation and 
therefore does not have to be placated by some reparation, then clearly they 
must be rejected: for the fact that God is subjectively offended by sin and 
looks upon man as an enemy until he has received strict satisfaction from 
him, is so solidly a part of Catholic doctrine that it must rightly be said to 
be a matter o f divine and Catholic faith.

Surely that is handed down more or less explicitly by the sources of 
revelation whenever they mention God: either as angry over the sins of 
men, or demanding sacrifices of propitiation, or reconciling us to himself 
through Christ, or forgiving sins. A few documents of these sources will be 
cited here.

According to the Council o f Trent: “The nature of divine justice seems 
to demand... It is also in keeping with the divine clemency that sins should 
not be pardoned to us without any satisfaction... When we suffer in satis
faction for our sins we conform ourselves to Christ Jesus who made sat
isfaction for our sins... In whom (Christ) we make satisfaction, bringing 
forth worthy fruits of penance... through him they are accepted by the 
Father” (D 1689-1691). “ ...The satisfaction imposed by them (priests)... 
is...also a vindicatory punishment for former sins” (D 1692).

39. Suarez, De incarn. D.4 s.5 n. 16; Depaenit. D.2 a.3 n.6; Disp. De iustitia s.2 n.9-17; Vazquez, In I d.85 c.4 
n.24; Lugo, loc. Cit., d.3 s.3 n.55, whom Mendive follows, n. 218.

40. Y. de Montcheuil, Legons sur le Christ (Paris 1949) 128f.
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“The holy council teaches that this sacrifice is truly propitiatory, so that, 
if we draw near to God with an upright heart and true faith.. .we may re
ceive mercy... For the Lord, appeased by this oblation, grants grace...and 
he pardons wrong doings and sins, even grave ones” (D 1743; see 1753).

“Since all mortal sins...make men children of wrath [Eph. 2:3] and 
enemies of God, it is necessary to ask pardon for all of them from God... 
they... lay all of them before the divine mercy to be forgiven...” (D 1679- 
1681).

Paul IV teaches: “Jesus Christ... underwent the very violent death 
of the cross to redeem us from sins... and to reconcile us with the Father 
unto life eternal” (D 1880).41

Leo XIII: “The Son of God became man, and in behalf of mankind 
made most abundant satisfaction in his Blood to the outraged majesty of 
his Father... When Jesus Christ had blotted out the handwriting of the de
cree that was against us..., at once God’s wrath was appeased... and for 
erring man God’s favor was won back.”42

Pius XI: “For since we are all sinners and laden with many faults... we 
must make satisfaction to God the just avenger for our numberless sins... 
And indeed, even from the beginning, men in a manner acknowledged this 
common debt of expiation and, led by a certain natural instinct, they en
deavored to appease God by public sacrifices.”43

Pius XII in treating some theological novelties said: “The notion of 
original sin... is perverted, and together with that the notion of sin in gen
eral as an offense against God, and likewise that of satisfaction offered for 
us by Christ.”44

From Scripture it will suffice to quote Rom. 5:10: For i f  while we were 
enemies we were reconciled to God by the death o f his Son... And we did 
not reconcile ourselves to God, but God reconciled us to himself, from 2 
Cor. 5:18-21: All this is from God, who through Christ reconciled us to 
himself... God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself not counting 
their trespasses against them....

It is also proved from tradition. St. Justin: “For the whole human race 
will be found to be under a curse... If, then, the Father of all wished His 
Christ for the whole human family to take upon Him the curses of all...” (R 
140). And St. Irenaeus: “[God] we had indeed offended in the first Adam, 
when he did not perform His commandment. In the second Adam, how
ever, we are reconciled... For we were debtors.. .to Him Whose command-

41 . Clement VIII confirmed this: see J. Riviere, Redemption: DTC 13,1920.
42. Encycl. Tametsifutura: ASS 33 (1900-1901) 275.
43. Encycl. Miserentissimus Redemptor: ASS 20 (1928) 169f.
44. Encycl. Humani generis: ASS 42 (1950) 570.
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ment we had transgressed.. (R 255).
Theological reasoning confirms the same thing. For sin both displeases 

God, since it is opposed to his goodness; and it is an act he must take very 
seriously, since it is a transgression of his precept and removes the honor 
owed to him by his rational creature; and therefore it is an act that he for
bids under pain of sin and punishment. But in the common estimation of 
men nothing more than this is required for the nature of a true offense.

And surely if all honor freely given by a rational creature must be di
rected to the last end, God is rightly thought to take seriously the free re
fusal of that honor and to demand satisfaction for it.45

852. On the diversity of the gravity of mortal sins. Since sin formally consists in 
aversion from God and such aversion does not take various forms (in indivisibili), all 
mortal sins would seem to be of the same malice with regard to their gravity. But ac
cording to divine and Catholic faith the opposite is to be held.

The Council o f Trent says about sacramental confession made to a priest: “For it is 
clear that without knowledge of the case priests could not exercise this judgment, nor 
could they observe equity in the imposition of penances if the penitents declared their 
sins only in general... Furthermore, it is gathered that those circumstances also must be 
explained in confession, which alter the species of the sin, because without them...it 
would not be possible for them to judge rightly the gravity of the crimes and to impose 
the punishment which is proper to those penitents” (D 1679-1681).

John 19:11: He who delivered me to you has the greater sin. Matt. 1:2If.: Woe to 
you, Chorozin! Woe to you, Bethsaidal... It shall be more tolerable on the day o f  judg
ment for Tyre and Sidon than for you (Matt. 5:22; 12:31; Luke 12:47; Acts 3:17; James 
l:14f.).

The holy Fathers teach the same thing while explaining those texts against the her
etics. St. Basil: “But I think that all...will not be judged in the same way by the just 
judge.... For the coming together of those things that are not under our control, but sur
round us even against our will, either aggravates our sins or diminishes them. For you 
make a judgment about a sexual assault. But it turns out that the one who admits the sin 
was raised from his youth with bad morals, for he was bom of unchaste parents, and 
educated to perform shameful deeds... On the other hand, take the case of another man 
who had all the advantages of good teachers and an excellent education: if he then falls 
into a sin similar to that of the former person, will he not justly be given a more severe 
punishment than that given to the other?” (R 957).

St. Augustine: “He [Jovinian] said that all sins are equal, just like the Stoic philoso
phers” (R 1975; see 1442). St. Jerome: “Therefore will you dare to say that Peter and 
the other Apostles who fled denied [Christ] in the same way as Caiphas did... and the 
people shouting: Crucify him! Crucify him? Do Annas and Caiphas seem to you to be

45. See J. Solano, S.J., Actualidades cristologico-soteriologicas: EstEcl 24 (1950) 46-63; Salmanticenses, d.7 
dub.2; Joumet, loc.cit., 25-29.
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guilty of the same crime...as Pilate, who unwillingly...?” (R 1381).
Theological reasoning: 1) Sin, since it is a voluntary act, admits grades for different 

levels of voluntariness, which depends on the diversity of more or less perfect delibera
tion and the application of the will, which can be more or less intense, of short or long 
reflection.

2) Since sin always retains something of the order of reason, it admits of grades 
from the side of the opposite, so that the more it is removed from the rectitude of the 
act, the further it is removed from the end and thus it is a more serious sin (I-II q. 73, a. 
2; see De tnalo q.2 a.9).

And let it not be objected: a) That the malice of sin is simply infinite. For we said 
that it is infinite only in a certain respect, and thus that it admits of grades depending on 
the level of knowledge of the last end when the sin is committed.

b) That aversion from the end takes only one form. For, although it is such accord
ing as it says privation of conversion to the end, it does admit of grades to the extent it 
says a positive opposition to it. For the essence of evil consists in the aversion, not as in 
itself directly voluntary, but as inhering in the quest for some other good. But the more 
it is opposed to the conversion to the last end, or the more intense one’s conversion to 
creatures is, by that amount one moves away from God.

c) That all sins are equally opposed to charity. For some are opposed to it directly, 
v.gr., hatred of God, others indirectly and also more or less depending on the level of 
opposition of the desired good to divine charity, as those sins are in which, without a 
formal hatred of God, the creature is loved considerably more than God. This of course 
admits many levels, since, for example, some things are opposed immediately to one’s 
duty to God (faith, religion), and others to one’s duties towards men.

The gravity o f sin is increased: a) From the species of the sin, and so from the ob
ject, according as it is God himself or the neighbor and also depending on a greater or 
lesser privation of some good (De malo q.2 a. 10; I-II q. 73, a. 3). b) From aggravating 
circumstances whether in the same species or in a different one (De malo q.2 a.7; I-II 
q.73, a. 1). c) From the level of voluntariness, all things being equal, that is different 
according as the sin is either from some ignorance (vincible) or from weakness (thus 
often in sexual sins) or from malice (Luke 12:46f.; Acts 3:17; James 1:14; R 2324).46

853. On the specific difference of mortal sins. In the previous section the dif
ferent levels of gravity, without any further determination, were established. Thus that 
diversity could be given in one species of sins, for example, for the greater or lesser 
deliberation involved in homicide. Therefore, according to that norm, one and the same 
malice can have different grades of guilt. Now however we add that the malice of sins, 
not remote by which all are a form of aversion from God, but proximate, that is, that 
by which sins deviate from the eternal law, can be essentially different in different sins. 
This has been implicitly defined as divine and Catholic faith by the Council o f  Trent:

46. On the voluntariness o f  sin committed under the impulse o f  passion, see H.D. Noble, O.P., La responsabilite 
passionelle. RevScPhTh 13 (1929) 432-448; Id., Le temperamentpassionelle d ’apres S. Thomas: RevThom  
13 (1930) 97-127; Id., Lepeche de passion: ibid. 329-353. On the causes o f  sin in general, see Deman, 191- 
210.
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“Furthermore, it is gathered that those circumstances also must be explained in confes
sion, which alter the species of the sin” (D 1679-1681).

1 Cor. 6:9-10: Do not be deceived; neither the immoral, nor idolaters, nor adulter
ers, nor homosexuals, nor thieves, nor the greedy, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor rob
bers will inherit the kingdom o f God. Gal. 5:19-22; Eph. 5; Rom. 1:28-31.47

For a man can tend towards an object prohibited in specifically different ways—ei
ther in itself (v.gr., an object of pleasure or hatred, etc.) or by reason of the desired end 
(v.gr., if one steals in order to kill someone, or in order to get drunk) or because of the 
circumstances of the act (v.gr., if someone steals money from the Church; in this way he 
commits specifically different sins (I-II q. 72, a. 1; q. 73, a. 30.

Therefore, as is clear, sins differ specifically among themselves, not by reason of 
their aversion from God, but by reason of their conversion to creatures that are at least 
formally different, and thereby a different positive deformity is added to the act.

The specific difference is sought: according to St. Thomas in the formally different 
object, since the human act takes its species from the object (I-II q. 72, a. 1); according 
to Scotus, from the different virtues to which the sins are opposed, since the privation 
of rectitude takes its species from the opposite form, or here from this virtue; according 
to Vazquez, from the different laws to which the sins are opposed, since sin consists in 
deviation from the law which it violates.48 But these three reasons distinguishing sins do 
not really differ among themselves, but mutually complement each other. For, since the 
virtues also differ according to their different object, and laws for the different virtues 
which they concern, sins proximately are specified by the laws and consequently also 
by the virtues, but remotely by the objects.49

854. On the causes of mortal sin. Sin, since it is an inordinate voluntary act, has 
a cause and a direct one, as a positive entity, and an indirect one, as a privation. The 
proximate cause, as is clear, is man as the efficient cause, while the formal cause is his 
free will with its natural weakness (I-II q. 74, a. If.)50; added to this is the preceding 
mental activity and movement of the sensitive appetite. But what are the quasi remote 
causes by which the will is moved to sin?

1) Internal causes or those in man which are recalled as being at the root of inordi
nate self-love (I-II q. 77, a. 4) and therefore of pride51:

a) On the part of reason, it is ignorance, or the lack of at least full knowledge, which 
is vincible or can be overcome by moral diligence (this question can be only about this 
one point) is said to be the cause of sin as the principle removing an impediment (De 
malo q.3 a.6f.) or inasmuch as it removes the knowledge which, if present, the sin would 
not take place.52 But if this matter is carefully examined, it proceeds either from malice

47. On these lists, see A. Voegtle, Die Tugend und Lasterkataloge im Neuen Testament (Mt'inster 1936); 
Lagrange, Le cataloge des vices dans I 'epitre aax Romains (1,28-31): RevBibl 8 (1911) 534-549.

48. Scotus, In 2 d.37 q .l n.9; Vdzquez, In 2 d.98 c.2.
49. See H. Noldin-A.Schmitt, S.J., Summa theologiae moralis I (Barcelona 1943) n. 304. See however Lumbre- 

ras, n. 49.
50. See J.H. Hervd Nicolas, O.P., La grace et le piche: RevThom 45 (1939) 58-90.
51. See Noble, De possibilitate peccati ex parte nostri (Rome 1925) 203-210.
52. See Lumbreras, n. 128-140.
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and so is directly in itself willed or affected, or from passion and so is indirectly willed, 
or because of sloth, human respect or some other passion it is not overcome, so that 
therefore ignorance formally as such is never the cause of sin. Indeed, almost the same 
thing should be said about the inconsideration of the mind, connected with any sin, con
cerning the malice of an act by which the sinner seeks happiness outside of the exercise 
of virtue (I-Il q. 75, a. 2; q. 76, a. 4 ad 1; q. 77, a. 2; q. 78, a. 1).

However nothing prevents us from saying simply that ignorance (vincible) is the 
immediate cause in sins committed out of ignorance. Even in sins of passion or weak
ness it seems that there is always some error or ignorance, inasmuch as the intellect 
because of the force of passion cannot not consider the object of the passion and so be 
disturbed in its judgment of reason by the strong attraction of the object. Indeed even in 
sins of malice there is present, apparently, an error of the same kind, since the passions 
seem to be their main source. Thus therefore there is in every sin, at least morally speak
ing, some inconsideration, which is the quasi origin of sin, but not the first, since that, 
as all readily grant, is to be found in a defect in the will.53

b) On the part of the sensitive appetite, concupiscence or passion taken in a general 
sense, that is, the desire for sensible good against the judgment of reason. Concupis
cence moves one to sin, not directly or by stimulating the power of the will, since that is 
repugnant to the sensitive appetite, but indirectly by introducing into the soul a disposi
tion by which the will is moved to sin. This can take place either because, on account of 
its rootedness in a soul by which the sensitive appetite tends strongly towards its object, 
the will is moved less intensely to its object, or because the appetite by exciting the 
imagination hinders a firm judgment of reason (I-II q. 77, a. 1). Inasmuch as the soul is 
in this way impeded in its operation by the sensitive appetite, it is said to sin because of 
weakness, which can be said to be the cause of every sin (I-II q. 77, a.3).54

But we think that in no way it should be said that just any movement of concupis
cence, also the first involuntary one, is some kind of venial sin.

c) On the part of the will, malice, if the will sins from itself alone, or with no 
previous ignorance and no driving passion, with full awareness and with full consent, 
namely, from affected ignorance, from freely aroused passion, from a voluntary habit 
(I-II q. 78, a. 2.3; II-II q. 156, a. 3; De malo q.3 a.13).

2) External causes, a) Man: remotely Adam, who by his sin deprived man of perfect 
control of the sensitive appetite; proximately the world or perverse men moving others 
to sin by their bad example, words, etc.

b) The devil cannot directly elicit the consent of the human will or force it neces
sarily to sin (I-II q. 9, a.6; 3 CG 88) or propose to man an object that necessarily draws 
him to sin (I-II q. 80, a. 1). But he can move the will indirectly to sin either by externally 
operating on the senses with objects or words or internally by stirring up the imagina
tion and the sensitive appetite (see n. 362).

53. See V. Cathrein, S.J., Utrum in omnipeccato occurreterror vel ignorcmtia: Greg 11 (1930) 553-567; Suarez, 
Devit. etpecc. d.5 a.l s .l n.8-13, who however there shows that in the intellect some error, either speculative 
or practical, or some speculative inconsideration as the origin o f  sin, does not necessarily precede .

54. See Lumbreras, n. 145-159. But Michel has a different view, La tentation serait-elle deja unpeche?: AmCl 
64(1954)42-45 .
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c) God is directly the cause of sin as the cause of the positive act, but not even indi
rectly as the cause of the privation, or formally of the act as a sin (I-II q. 79, a. If.; see I 
q. 44, a. 1). But God is the occasional and permissive cause of sin, inasmuch as acting 
wisely and justly he does not always give deliverance from some sins, by offering ef
ficacious graces or even proximately sufficient graces to prevent sin, or also inasmuch 
as he does not always remove the occasion of sin, indeed inasmuch as he prepares either 
internal or external occasions of sin, even foreseeing that sins will follow which he does 
not intend (I-II q. 79, a.l.3f.).

d) One sin can be considered especially as the source of another sin, inasmuch as 
the object of one sin is ordered to the commission of another: thus greed can be said to 
be the root of many sins (I-II q. 84, a. 1; see II-II q. 119, a. 2 ad 1): pride is the beginning 
of every sin (a. 2); this and other sins are the capital sins or the heads and founts or the 
quasi directing principles of other sins by which, namely, a man is moved to commit 
many other sins (I-II q. 84, a. 1-4; De malo q. 8-15).55

Corollary. On the frequency o f mortal sin. Since for a grave sin there must be pres
ent serious matter, sufficient reflection and full consent of the will, it would seem that it 
is committed very rarely. However the Magisterium and the praxis of the Church sup
pose that it takes place rather frequently. But there is nothing to prevent the situation in 
which many sins, which specifically are grave sins, in the eyes of God would be either 
venial or no sins at all.56

55. See Carton de Wiart, n. 104-115.
56. For example, Le peche mortel esl-il rare?: AmCl 64 (1954) 300f.
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C H A P T E R  I I I

On the effects of actual mortal sin

855. Since sin is an activity that is evil, doubtless it produces some 
result in the physical order, since it is a positive act, and also in the moral 
order, since formally it belongs to that order of being. But what is it? First 
of all our question concerns its moral effect, and then the physical. But the 
moral order involves a twofold debt, namely, the situation of being guilty 
o f a crime (re at us culpae), or that by which the sinner is worthy of bring
ing on himself the enmity and hatred of God, and deserving o f punishment 
(reatus poenae) or the debt of suffering punishment because of sin. First we 
will consider the guilt of a crime, which is also called a habitual sin.

A R T I C L E  I

O n h a b i t u a l  m o r t a l  s i n

856. Habitual sin is moral inordinateness remaining in the soul after 
any sin.

For even though the physical act of sin itself does not remain, still the 
malice by which he is formally sinful remains morally and by it man is 
constituted habitually as a sinner. Therefore it is not formally the actual 
physical sin itself, but its effect; it is the chief effect and immediate, and 
therefore constituting one thing with it morally. The result, if one prescinds 
from this, is that it lacks the nature of sin; for then it is merely nominally 
free from this and imputable as a fault.

It is said to be habitual, because it is something, not transient like an 
actual sin, but permanent and therefore it is something like an evil habit. 
However it is not a habit, from which it certainly differs; since is the result 
of any sinful act, it does not leave anything physical in the soul, and it 
ceases to exist with the remission of the sin. While a habit is generated pre
cisely by the repetition of acts, is a physical disposition in a sinful power, 
and often remains even after the remission of the sin.

Since the act of sin can never be undone, or even inasmuch as someone 
has not preserved his first innocence, even the justified person can be im
properly called a (habitual) sinner.

This notion of habitual sin also applies to venial sin; but here we are 
considering only mortal sin, which brings with itself both a divine offense,
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from which it is looked at as a crime and it is called guilty o f a crime, 
namely, according as the sinner is guilty of a grave offense against God, 
and it also bring with it the internal privation of the moral beauty of the 
soul; because of this it is said to be a stain on the soul

857. Habitual sin exists. The sources teach this always and in what
ever way they suppose that the man who actually sinned has sins that must 
be remitted, for example, when they mention our redemption by Christ, 
that sins are remitted by the sacraments, etc., and where those or similar 
statements are given, (v.gr., D 1526-1531, 1533-1534, 1540, 1542-1543, 
1581,1668-1691, 1701, 1703-1710, 1713, 1956-1958), and therefore it is 
implicitly defined divine and catholic faith.

Scripture teaches the same thing whether supposing in general that sins 
are permanent (1 John 3:5: He appeared to take away sins; Matt. 12:31; 
John 9:41; John 1:29; 9:41; 1:22-24; 19:11), or taking away the debt of 
guilt against God (Matt. 6:12: Forgive us our trespasses; Matt. 5:45; 1 Cor. 
6:20; 1 Pet. 1:18f.; 3:18; James 4:40, or mentioning the stain of sin (Ezek. 
36:25: You shall be clean from all your uncleannesses; 14:4; Isa. 4:4; Josh. 
22:17; Sir. 47:20; Ps. 51:4; Jer. 2:22; Eph. 5:27).

The holy Fathers introduce the sinner: a) as guilty of sin, until it is 
forgiven: “Sins cannot remain, because they are gone as soon as they take 
place, but the guilt remains and, unless it is forgiven, it remains forever...” 
(St. Augustine R 1873,1912); b) as receding from true life: “Everyone who 
sins dies...” (R 1828; St. Gregory of Nyssa, R 1030), so that he is affected 
with the bad odor of death: “When he departs from God, immediately a bad 
odor enters into the soul of the sinner.. ..”1

Theological reasoning. 1) When the sinner prefers a creature to God, 
he commits a grave offense against him, since he prefers some inferior 
thing to his Creator. But an offense committed against someone is thought 
to continue morally until it is condoned after proper satisfaction. Therefore 
the sin morally remains until it is condoned by reparation.

2) The sinner turns himself away from God. Therefore until he returns 
to God he is thought to remain separated from him.

858. In what does a habitual sin consist? If, after a physical act of 
sin has taken place, it no longer remains physically, what is now formally

1. See St. Peter Chrysologus, Serm. 19: ML 52,25f.
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intrinsic to the man by which he is said to be habitually a sinner? This is a 
very obscure question to which more than one answer has been given.

1. It is an evil habit by which the soul becomes hateful to God. Salas 
attributes this opinion, which Logo cites without mentioning any author in 
favor of it, to Gregory the Armenian and in general Pesch attributes it to 
those ancient authors who place concupiscence in original sin.2

But this cannot be admitted, since actual sin always implies habitual sin 
and not necessarily an evil habit; since a habit can be physically removed 
by contrary acts, but not a habitual sin, and since, when this is removed, the 
former often remains; since otherwise also God would be the author of sin 
taken in a formal sense.

2. It is guilt worthy of punishment or a debt of necessary punishment 
remaining from the act of sin. Thus Scotus and many other older authors 
whom Salas cites, and who however offer different explanations of the 
matter.3

But this also cannot be admitted, since, when habitual sin has been 
remitted, the guilt deserving (temporal) punishment remains; in this pun
ishment, in which Scotus places the debt, the assignment of a man by God 
for punishment is not something intrinsic to the sinner, in the same way as 
sin is.

But the radical debt of punishment (not therefore merely actual or an 
actual ordination to punishment) as some wish, or the radical need of pun
ishment, can remain, when the guilt has been forgiven, but this does not 
agree with the Tridentine distinction between guilt and eternal punishment 
which are remitted together (D 1542-1543) and between the remission of 
guilt and the remission either of eternal or temporal punishment (D 1580).

3. It is “an actual sin (physically past, but) morally persevering in order 
to make man reasonably hateful to God; but the foundation of this moral 
perseverance is that man has sinned and not made condign satisfaction and 
that God has not condoned the offense. That being the case, it is prudent 
to think that the past sin equivalently endures and that it does not render 
man less an object of the hatred of God than if the will to sin still actually 
existed.”

Surely for an actual sin God has the right both to condign punishment 
of the sinner and to condign hatred for him, that is, to just indignation and 
just aversion from him because of the offense. God can abandon his right 
to this aversion either through condign satisfaction or just by forgiveness.

2. Lugo, Depaenit. d.7 s .l n.3; Salas, Disput. T.2 tr. 13 d. 14 s.3 n.6; Pesch, 96 n. 500.
3. See Salas, loc.cit., n.9. Thus for Soto (In d. 14 q.l n.6f,) habitual sin is a divine deputation o f  the sinner 

to punishment for his sin: see N. Krautwig, O.F.M., Die Grundlagen der Busslehre des J. Duns Scotus 
(Freiburg i. Br. 1938) p,17f.; Cajetan, In 2 q .l 13 a.2 n.8.9.
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Therefore habitual sin is intrinsically composed of actual past sin, by the 
negation of condign satisfaction, by the negation of God’s forgiveness; of 
these three, even if one is lacking, habitual sin ceases to exist. Therefore in 
this order the privation of sanctifying grace is the punishment for habitual 
sin.4 Thus Lugo and others.

If this opinion holds that actual mortal sin is formally in aversion from 
God, it is saying nothing other regarding this question except that habitual 
sin consists formally in aversion from God, since in this hypothesis that 
which founds the divine right both to indignation and punishment is pre
cisely that aversion. That being the case, this opinion does not really differ, 
except perhaps in the way of speaking, from the opinion to be established 
by us below.

But if it holds to the hypothesis that actual sin is a positive tendency 
towards evil, it has all the disadvantages of the opinion that places actual 
sin in something merely positive.

4. It is a voluntary privation of sanctifying grace coming from an actual 
sin; but it is such according as it is in a blameworthy way from man, while 
according as it comes from God it has the nature of a punishment.5

But such a notion of sin has this disadvantage that it is not in accord 
with habitual sin of pure nature and therefore it does not really touch the 
very essence of habitual sin, which without doubt is always and every
where one.

5. It consists in habitual aversion from God on the part of man accord
ing as it is clearly voluntary from actual sin. Of course a man who has not 
sinned gravely, is thought to be morally turned towards God and therefore 
to be in a certain friendship with him. But the sinner performs a physical act 
to which moral inordinateness is connected, inasmuch as man by turning 
himself to the creature breaks off his conversion to God or averts himself 
from God. Actual mortal sin formally consists precisely in this aversion 
that is voluntarily chosen by man alone. Thus man is rightly said to deprive 
himself voluntarily of his conversion and ordination to God.

Indeed from the two elements of actual sin, as a physical act it is by its 
nature transient; but connaturally connected to the act there is the aversion, 
which is clearly voluntary because of that act, and it remains until it is re
moved by a new conversion. Therefore habitual sin consists in that habitual 
aversion as voluntarily and actively chosen by that man.

However that aversion taken as it were from the side of God or passively,

4. Lugo, ib id ., d.7 s.5 n. 48-51; R. Arriaga, D e  vit. e l  p e c c . d.49 s.2-4; Ripalda, D e  e n te  s u p e rn a tu ra li d.132 
s.21-23; Wirceburgenses, diss.7 a.2 § 2.

5. Thus Thomists generally, v.gr., Billuart, diss.7 a.2 § 2.
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namely inasmuch as the sinning man is rejected by God as an enemy, is the 
penal effect of aversion taken in an active sense; therefore it is not guilt, 
but it is formally a punishment. Thus man can be said, at least from the side 
of God, to be deprived of his conversion to God or the divine friendship.

Furthermore, if aversion from God taken actively is an active privation 
of a moral conversion towards God, this conversion is thought to be con
stituted by a certain moral bond and because of its removal the aversion 
then takes place. Hence habitual sin can be said to consist in the privation 
(insofar as it is from the side of man) of that moral bond (of whatever kind 
it might be) by which the man who is free from sin is thought to be morally 
connected with his last end.

Indeed it can happen that that bond is something physical-moral or an 
entity of the physical order, but one that at the same time is also in the mor
al order or one that joins man with his last end. Actually in this dispensa
tion of divine providence that bond is sanctifying grace or a physical-moral 
entity, which as physical is just an ornament of the soul, but as moral it is 
the essential bond of union between man and his last end. Hence nothing 
prevents habitual sin in this dispensation from being defined as a privation 
(insofar as it is from the side of man) o f sanctifying grace as a moral entity. 
The same privation from the side of God is a punishment for sin.

859. Therefore this opinion, that habitual sin is in the habitual active 
aversion of man from God, as we have explained it, seems to us to be the 
most probable opinion of all, as is clear from what has been said so far.6

For if actual sin is a voluntary act by which a man turns himself away 
from God, habitual sin, as the permanent result of actual sin, cannot be 
anything but the state of aversion of man from God that proceeds from the 
voluntary act.

And surely this explanation is valid for every order, since it can always 
be said that habitual sin formally is habitual aversion from God, or also the 
privation of the moral bond of man to God, although materially it may dif
fer in each order, according as that bond is either purely moral, as it would 
be in a state of pure nature, or physical-moral, as it is in this order.

Moreover, since habitual sin is looked at, not just in itself alone, but as 
dependent on an act of sin, which can be specifically and profoundly and 
numerically different, but since it is always aversion from God insofar as it 
is from the side of man, there is nothing to prevent one habitual sin, even 
in a series of sins, from being different from another both specifically and * 9

6. Thus more or less Suarez, d.8 n.9-15; D e  g r a t ia  1.7 c.19 n.14-23; c.20 n.1-17; Mendive, n. 240-243; Pesch,
9 n.500-504. And the following do not seem to disagree: Billot, th.4; Lumbreras, n. 236f.
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profoundly and numerically. But this would have to be denied, if it were 
taken merely as aversion from God without considering its relation to the 
act itself of sin (I-II q. 86, a. 1 ad 3).

860. On the remission o f grave habitual sin. This sin is not formally such without 
respect to actual sin, in such a way that both are removed together. For actual sin is im
puted to man as his guilt and therefore in its moral effect the guilt of sin remains, until 
it is remitted. But by its remission it does not happen that that act did not take place, 
but that now it is not imputed as guilt and therefore that it is now not contributing to the 
continuance of the state of culpable aversion that brought it on.

However since man cannot obtain that by condign satisfaction, because man by him
self cannot render to God such satisfaction, this one option remains that he obtains from 
God forgiveness of his sin by having it retracted; he does this by offering suitable satisfac
tion for his sin with contrition that is either perfect, since it is befitting to the good God 
that he pardon the sinner who converts himself to God with his whole heart, or imperfect, 
by which the impediment is removed by the forgiving power of the sacrament.

A R T I C L E  I I

On t h e  p e n a l  g u i l t  o f  m o r t a l  s i n

861. On the penalty of eternal punishment. Since an act of grave sin 
is not indifferent to the last end, the question is raised whether, just as a 
good act has annexed to it the sanction of an eternal reward, that act also 
has a sanction of eternal punishment. In this matter these three questions 
are distinguished: Does a grave sin merit of itself eternal punishment? If 
that is so, did God annex to it from his part the debt of this punishment? 
Further, did God de facto establish that debt, so that he punishes the sinner 
forever? If the latter question receives an affirmative answer, as is done 
elsewhere (SThS IV, treatise 4, n. 141-179), by that very fact an affirma
tive answer is given to the first two questions with which we are here con
cerned. Therefore setting aside both of those questions, we assert this one 
thing briefly:

Since God cannot be indifferent towards the voluntary rejection of the 
last end brought about by grave sin and thus wishes to restore the moral 
order justly, he connected to that sin a penalty or the debt of punishment, 
which is an evil inflicted for guilt {De malo q.l a.4) and must be endured 
after this life. And this is: a) both the pain o f loss for the aversion of the sin
ner from God, that is, the privation of beatitude with everything connected 
with it, and the pain o f sense for the inordinate conversion of the sinner to 
creatures, or the suffering inflicted by an extrinsic instrument (2 d.37 q.3
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a. 1; I-II q. 87, a. 4); b) and it is also eternal after death and continuing with
out end, since the sinner by rejecting God deprives himself of the supreme 
good which is the principle of beatitude, and he does it forever insofar as it 
comes from his free choice.7

What the doctrine of the Church hands on to us (D 72, 76, 411, 780, 
854-859, 923-924) as defined divine and catholic faith explicitly with re
gal'd to the pain of sense and at least implicitly regarding the pain of loss 
(D 1000f., 801), is abundantly taught in Scripture regarding the pain both 
of loss and of sense (Matt. 25:41; Luke 16:22-24; Mark 9:42-47; 2 Thess. 
1:9); of loss (Luke 14:24; John 3:36; 1 Cor. 6:9; Gal. 5:19-22; Luke 12:44); 
of sense (John 3:36, etc.); and in tradition (R 102,115, 121, 239, 284, 396, 
1772, etc.).

And this is valid for every grave sin, even a single one (D 780, 1304- 
1306, 1002, 1544), since the sources do not add any restrictions for sins 
either by their number or species or gravity. This is so because any grave 
sin deprives one of sanctifying grace (absolutely necessary for glory), and 
has the complete nature of an offense (I-II q. 87, a. 3).8

862. On the debt o f  temporal punishment. God has decreed that any baptized person 
sinning gravely incurs the penalty of eternal punishment, which is always remitted with 
the fault, and another punishment that is not eternal but temporal (only and always in the 
case in which the remission of the eternal punishment is obtained); the total punishment 
is not necessarily remitted with the guilt and therefore it must be paid either in this life 
by meritorious satisfaction or in the future life by the sufferings in purgatory (D 1314- 
1316,1542-1543,1580,1689-1691,1715).

On this punishment three questions present themselves, but will be treated else
where: one is about the penalty attached to each grave sin that is not essentially remitted 
together with the guilt; the other more difficult is this: how, if the whole guilt has been 
forgiven, does punishment remain still to be endured, and which, if the sin were not 
remitted, would not be inflicted; the third concerns the way of satisfying (I-II q. 87, a. 
6) for it either by his own suffering or by the good works of some just person (SThS IV, 
treatise 4, n. 159-187).9

863. On concomitant punishment. This, which can also be added to the temporal 
punishment, and which as it were connaturally and formally follows upon the inordinate

7. However it may not rightly be said that the intention of final impenitence is present in every grave sin, but 
only the voluntary permission of this effect, inasmuch as every grave sin tends by its nature to that end, 
which implies that effect: see F. Stephinski, Das Wesen der Todsiinde und die Siinde wider den Heiligen 
Geist: Kath (1912,2) 101-123, 168-181,252-276.

8. See Lessius, op.cit., 1.13 c.28 n.202.
9. See Billot, 102-105; Galtier, Depaenitentia. Tractatus dogmatico-historicus (Rome 1950) n. 531-534. Also 

many useful points on the temporal punishment are presented by Ch. Journet, La peine temporelle du peche: 
RevThom 10 (1927) 20-39, 89-103.
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act itself: a) In a privative sense, is a lack of the moral goods which fight against sin, as 
they are in any order moral rectitude connecting man with his last end and in this order 
of providence sanctifying grace.10 11 b) Positively it is located in the sufferings consequent 
upon aversion from the end, such as are the anxieties of the dominant passions, remorse 
of conscience; for just as right action produces joy of soul, so also does evil action pro
duce disturbance in it (Wis. 5:6).

864. On medicinal punishment. While vindictive punishment, or that which is in
flicted essentially to restore the moral order damaged by sin, proceeds from justice alone 
and rigorously per se is measured to fit the crime, and therefore as such in this life is 
given only secondarily and improperly for sin, medicinal punishment is that which is 
inflicted essentially and primarily in order that the sinner may mend his ways, and it is 
not infallibly nor in a certain measure connected with the guilt, so that often it is absent 
from great sinners (Job 21:7; Hab. 1:13; Ps. 73:3).

All punishment that is threatened can also be called medicinal (preceding or ex
emplary) inasmuch as it prevents man from violating the moral order. But as actually 
imposed or about to be imposed it is either as punishment for the violation of the moral 
order, although perhaps at the same time also as a salutary remedy of him who is not 
punished by it such as is the punishment of the future life, or it consists chiefly in a salu
tary remedy (of the one who is punished or of others), although secondarily it may also 
be vindictive, as are many of the sufferings of this life.10*

From these however is distinguished that which is medicinal, inasmuch as it is used 
by God to cure spiritual weaknesses, but without it properly being a punishment, since 
it is not sent strictly to punish but to heal (I-II q. 87, a. 7), such as those for Christians 
who have been justified by Baptism—concupiscence and other spiritual and corporeal 
afflictions, according as they come from original sin and now produce in them some suf
fering (D 1515). Also just as this punishment has the nature of a medicine, it can happen 
that one is punished for another, v.gr., a son for his parents (ibid., a. 8).

However the teaching of de Bay and Quesnel must be totally rejected, namely, that 
all afflictions of the just in this life are because of their sins, either actual or original (D 
1972f)n and that they are inflicted on the sinner alone (D 2470), since that is asserted 
without any foundation and is opposed to Scripture. For not all of them are really pun
ishment for original sin, especially after that sin has been remitted for the justified, and 
many are only in order to test one’s patience.12

865. On spiritual punishment. This consists in the fact that God removes from the 
sinner abundant and efficacious actual graces and his special external protection, thus 
permitting new sin in punishment for prior sins, and with a view to a remedy in the

10. See Lessius, ibid., n. 198-200. A historical dissertation on the loss of grace through grave sin is given in K. 
Rahner, S.J., Siinde als Gnadenverlust in derfriihkirchlichen Literatur: ZkathTh 60 (1936) 471-510.

10* On the instrumental character of punishment for the common good and about it as medicinal for the sufferer 
and exemplary for others, see B. Smeraldo, O.P., II concetto etico-giuridico depena: Sap 3 (1950) 266-273.

11. See Le Bachelet: DTC 2,108-110.
12. See Suarez, De gratia proleg.6 c.2 n. 16; De vit. etpecc. D.7 s. 1; Deman, 223-225.
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future, namely, that after his fall he will return to God {ibid., a.2). Therefore it supposes 
guilt, since God does not abandon anyone unless he is first abandoned (D 1536-1539). 
But whether as vindictive or as medicinal it is only accidental to the sin, since sin of 
itself does not add anything to the moral order.13

On this point Lessius says: “Hence it happens that one who has committed one mor
tal sin is soon drawn to another and another, or he often falls into the same one, because 
he himself has become weaker, and the devil stronger, and the divine protection more 
remote.” And Augustine: “I dare to say that it is useful for the proud to fall into some 
open and manifest sin, and so become displeased with themselves, who just now while 
being pleased with themselves fell....”14

866. On the effect ofgrave sin on the goods o f nature. Of these goods, the principles 
constitutive of nature and the properties flowing from them remain uninjured, since sin 
can neither change nor destroy human nature. However the inclination for virtue which 
man has from his nature as its principal source (q. 63, a. 1), even though it cannot be to
tally obliterated by sin, since its root in the rational nature always remains, is diminished 
by sin, because human acts generate an inclination for similar acts and so diminish the 
inclination to acts contrary to them (q. 85, a. If.).15

That lessening of the inclination for virtue is a certain wound of nature (a. 3), in
cluding wounds of ignorance, malice and weakness; it comes from original sin and 
tends to be increased by one’s actual sins (I-II q. 85, a. 3).16

13. See Suarez, De vit. etpecc. d.7 s.2.
14. Lessius, 13,28 n.201; De civ. Dei 1.14 c. 13 n.2: ML 41,422; seeDenat. etgrat. C.24-28: ML 44,260-263.
15. See Deman, 212-215.
16. On the difference between the wounds of original sin and those of actual sin, see Bernard, p. 304. On the 

probable permanence of acquired virtues of the sinner and the current state of this question, see R. Bernini, 
Le virtu acquisite nello stato delpeccato mortale secondo San Tommaso: DivThom(Pi) 17 (1940) 421-452; 
see also Deman, 214, and for an opposing opinion R. Garrigou-Lagrange, O.P., L 'instability dans I ’etat de 
peche morteldes vertus acquises: RevThom 43 (1937) 255-262.
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C H A P T E R  I V

On venial sin

867. Since our presentation about both actual and habitual grave sin has 
already been given, now we will consider venial sin. First its existence and 
then its nature, both as actual and habitual, will be treated.

A R T I C L E  I 

O n the existence of venial sin 

Thesis 38. Venial sin exists.

S.Th. 1-11 q. 88, a. If.; Suarez, De vitiis etpecc. D.2 s.4; Billot, th.8; Pesch, 9 n.516-544; K. Frick, S.J., 
Der Objective Unterschiedzwichen schwerer und lasslicher Sunde: ZkathTh 13 (1889) 417-460, F. Blaton, De 
peccato veniali: CollatGrand 14 (1927) 184-195; 15 (1928) 31-42, 134-142; M. Waldmann, Sunde: LTK 92, 
895-905.

868. Connection. Given the existence of mortal sin, the question pres
ents itself whether all personal sins are such, or whether there are also other 
true sins that are not mortal, and what their nature is, both as actual and as 
habitual sins.

869. Definition of terms. Sin exists, or in this state of nature venial sin 
can actually take place. However since in this matter the question can be 
distinguished both about the possibility, or whether there can be venial sin 
in this state of nature, and the fact, or whether it is really given, for now our 
interest is in the first question, since the second question will be treated in 
the treatise On Grace-, but also reasons given here will show that it is real.

Sin is said to be venial in opposition to mortal sin, which both kills the 
soul spiritually by loss of conversion to the last end and merits the penalty 
of eternal punishment; venial sin implies neither of these effects and given 
the necessary sorrow and after suffering some temporal punishment it is 
taken away (I-II q. 88, a. 1).

Any sin can be called venial either because in this life it can be forgiven,1 or be
cause it was not committed out of a certain malice but from passion or from ignorance 
or from some other attenuating circumstances, and therefore in itself it is less deserving

1. See Ambrose, De parad. C.14 n.71: ML 14,310; “A pardonable guilt which follows after a confession of 
sins.”
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of punishment, but still worthy of some punishment (1 Tim. 1:13). But from its very 
concept and in virtue of the word, that is said in the fullest sense to be venial that does 
not have a reason not to receive pardon, since it does not avert one from the last end nor 
does it merit eternal punishment.

Here venial sin is looked at especially as committed not merely from insufficient 
deliberation and freedom, or such as could also of itself be a mortal sin, but from the 
object or from something whose performance even fully deliberate and free is still ve
nial. This sin also, although it can be semi-deliberate or deliberate according as it is 
done with perfect or imperfect deliberation and freedom, in our thesis is taken without 
respect to this distinction. However here venial sin is not yet said to be such of its very 
nature (see n. 890).

870. Adversaries. The Stoics said that all sins are equal,2 which Pela- 
gius and Jovinian repeated by holding that all sins are mortal.3

Protestants. The denial of the distinction between mortal and venial sin 
is proposed as commonly held by very many of them,4 and it can correctly 
be said to have been introduced by the first reformers.5 They said that all 
sins are in themselves mortal and are venial only in the sense that they are 
not imputed to the just.

Hence Luther says (on Gal. 5:17): “Therefore the error of the Sophists (i.e., Catho
lics) is pernicious, since they distinguish sins according to the substance of the fact, not 
the person. One who believes has the same and equally great sin as the unbeliever. But it 
is forgiven to the believer and not imputed. To the unbeliever it remains and is imputed. 
To this one it is venial, to the other one mortal, not because of the difference of sins, 
because the sin of the believer is less and that of the unbeliever greater, but because of 
the persons. For the believer establishes by his faith that his sin...has been remitted. 
Therefore having sin and sinning, he nevertheless remains pious: contrariwise the unbe
liever remains impious.6

De Bay: there is no sin by its nature venial that does not merit eternal 
punishment.7

2. See St. Augustine, Epist. 167 c.2 n.4: ML 33,733; St. Cyprian, Epist. 10 n. 16: ML 3,782; St Jerome In Ezek 
1.3 c.9: ML 25,91.

3. On Jovinian, see St. Jerome, Adv. Iov. 1.2 n.30: ML 23,327; Tixeront, 2 \  254. On Pelagius, see De Plinval, 
op. cit., 179; Rondet, Gratia Christi 117. See also Portal id: DTC 1,2440.

4. See W. A. Brown, The Religion o f Democracy (New York 1941) p. 185, 194-196 (see Monty, 94); Portalie, 
loc.cit.

5. W. Pauck, Sin: ERel, ed. V. Ferm (New York 1945) p. 711 (see Monty, 94).
6. Dr. Martin Luthers Werke. Kritische Gesamtausgabe (Weimar 1883ff.) vol. 40 part.2 p. 95. See also H. Gri- 

sar, S.J., Luther 2 (Freiburg Br. 1911) 761; 3 (1912) 369.1017. He quotes these words o f  Luther: “It is clear 
that there is no venial sin according to its substance and nature....” Likewise Calvin, Instit.rel. christ. 1.3 a.4 
n.28; see Deman, 226.

7. See Le Bachelet, 93.
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871. Doctrine of the Church. The Council o f Carthage: “It has like
wise been decided that whoever says that for this reason the saints say in 
the Lord’s prayer: forgive us our trespasses (Matt. 6:12), that they say this 
not for themselves, because that petition is not now necessary for them, but 
for others who are sinners among their people...: Let him be anathema...” 
(D 229; see also 228, 230).

The Council o f Trent: “For although in this mortal life men however 
just and holy fall at times into at least light and daily sins, which are also 
called venial, they do not for that reason cease to be just. For the word 
of the just: Forgive us our trespasses, is both humble and true” (D 1536- 
1539).8

“If anyone shall say that a man once j u s t i f i e d . . . throughout his whole 
life can avoid all sins and even venial sins, except by a special privilege of 
God...: let him be anathema” (D 1573).

In these documents it is established that even the just commit venial 
sins, since, as it is supposed or explicitly said of them, they do not cease to 
be just and since those sins are called venial and light.

Moreover these statements, although it is not said explicitly, are rightly understood 
per se to apply to sins that are venial from their object, and not just to per se mortal sins 
that are venial only because of a defect of full deliberation. The reason is that those sins 
obviously are proposed as distinct from mortal sins that occur more rarely, while venial 
sins are light and frequent, even in the saints, and are properly called “venial.”

St. Pius V condemned the error of de Bay: “No sin is of its nature ve
nial, but every sin deserves eternal punishment” (D 1920).

872. Theological note. Defined divine and Catholic faith (D 1573).

873. Proof from Holy Scripture. Eccles. 7:20: Surely there is not a 
righteous man on earth who does good and never sins. This very emphatic 
and universal statement is not properly understood if it is taken in the sense 
that every man without exception commits sins that make him an enemy

8. On the history o f  these words, see J. Jimenez Fajardo, Phro., La esencia del pecado venial en la segunda 
edadde oro de la teologia escoldstica (Granada 1944) 18.19. With these words the Synod “clearly shows 
that there are mortal sins that break o ff divine friendship, but venial sins that are not so great that they take 
away from us the justice and grace o f  God,” as A. Vega says, Tridentini decreti de iustificatione exposi- 
tio... 1.14 c.4.
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of God.9
By the command of Christ everyone must say: And forgive us our tres

passes (Matt. 6:12; Luke 11:4). James 3:2: For we all make many mistakes 
(therefore at the present time). Therefore also the just. 1 John 1:8: I f  we say 
we have no sin, we deceive ourselves. Therefore also the just. Prov. 24:16; 
Eccles. 7:21.

874. 1 Cor. 3:10-15:1 laid a foundation, and another man is building 
upon it. Let each man take care how he builds upon it...with gold, silver, 
precious stones, wood, hay, stubble—each man’s work will become mani
fest... it will be revealed with fire, and the fire will test what sort o f work 
each one has done. I f  the work which any man has built on the foundation 
survives, he will receive a reward. I f  any man’s work is burned up, he will 
suffer loss, though he himself will be saved, but only as through fire.

Since these words from the whole context are about certain teachers 
among the Corinthians who are proposing a teaching that is not evil, and 
since they are building on Christ and since all are being saved, but their 
teaching is either solid (gold, silver, precious stones), for which they will 
receive a reward, or vain and useless (wood, hay, stubble), for which they 
will suffer an injury, although they will be saved, but only as through fire, 
it is clear that the latter have sinned, but not mortally, since they will be 
punished but still will be saved.

Therefore, although it is not explicitly stated there, it is legitimate to con
clude from it concerning other Christians that there are some sins that do 
not exclude one forever from salvation but have connected with them some 
temporal punishment, that is, venial sins (St. Thomas, In 1 Cor. c.3 1.2 v.12).

This text is not treating mortal sins, so that the expression “will be 
saved” signifies “will not perish in eternal fire”; for only one foundation is 
mentioned for all builders, and since neither by any use of speech nor in 
any place in Scripture is the one who perseveres in evil said to be “saved” 
(see SThS IV, treatise 6, n. 229).10

875. Proof from tradition. St. Ambrose distinguishes daily and light 
sins from more serious ones. “Just as there is one Baptism, there is also one

9. See G. Gielmann, S.J., Commentarius in Eclesiasten (Paris 1890) 247-248. More frequently it is taken about 
the lapse o f  the just man into venial sins, but from the context perhaps they are only about his lapse into 
calamities, but from which he is saved by the help o f  God, as we find in Prov. 24:16: For a righteous man 
falls seven times, and rises again: see Knabenbauer, Commentarius in Proverbia (Paris 1910) 181f. But 
what the O.T. teaches about the different grades o f  sins, while making little distinction between venial and 
mortal sins, is presented by Monty, Peches graves et legers d ’apres le vocabulaire hebreu: .op.cit., 129-168.

10. There many things are said about this Pauline text. A lso see Bover, Teologia de San Pablo 873-875; see Id., 
Las epistolas de San Pablo2 n. 82.
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penance, which however is done publicly; for we should repent for our dai
ly sins; but these are lighter faults, while others are more serious” (R 1300).

St. Jerome also says: “There are light sins, there are grave sins. The 
latter is a debt of ten thousand talents, the former a small coin” (R 1382).

St. Caesarius of Arles distinguishes between sins punished with eternal 
fire and other small sins by which the soul is not killed; however these sins 
do deform the soul and they must be consumed by the fire of purgatory, 
unless they are redeemed by good works. “ ...Sacrilege, adultery... Who
ever... knows that some of these sins have control of him, unless he has 
worthily repented for them...the eternal flames will torment him without 
any remedy. But regarding those small sins..., we will mention a few of 
them... As often as one speaks more than necessary, or is silent when he 
should speak... Although we do not believe that the soul is killed by these 
sins... they deform it as if by blisters and by very painful itching... But 
if.. .we do not satisfy for these sins with good works, we will spend time in 
the fires of purgatory until those small sins.. .are purged away...” (R 2233).

St. Augustine often mentions venial sin. “How many there are of those 
sins, either in speaking about things...which do not concern you, or in im
moderate laughter..., or in foods... Although singly they are not thought to in
flict a lethal wound, like homicide, still all taken together they are like a serious 
itch; if many, they can poison us or destroy.. .our moral worth...” (R 1529).

“Certain venial sins do not keep the just man from eternal life; without 
them this life cannot be lived” (R 1733).

“A man cannot, as long as he is in the flesh, not have at least some light 
sins; but these light sins we mention must not be treated lightly... Many 
light things make up something large...” (R 1846).

St. Basil is not opposed to this in saying that no sin should be contemned as small, 
since no sin is small,11 because every sin is relatively great and prohibited by God and also 
because the smallest sin, if it is neglected, disposes one to commit a mortal sin. Also when 
he teaches that a difference between grave and light sins is not found in the N.T (R 978), 
he wishes to say that all sins indiscriminately are condemned in Scripture.

St. John Chrysostom asserting that it is not a lighter sin to cheat in the price of 
some goods, than it is to steal a large sum of money,11 12 is talking about a small theft, but 
a serious intention.

876. Theological reasoning. From the nature of divine providence that 
is abundantly generous towards men and offering eternal salvation, it is 
repugnant that this should be lost by man for all eternity because of a small

11. Reg. brev. tract, interr.293: MG 31,1287f.
12. In loan, hom.60 n.6: MG 59,334f.
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fault, v.gr., because of an idle word.

Natural reason confirms the same thing. For we must not think that the good God 
deals more strictly with his own friends than men do with theirs. For men do not consider 
even a slight offense of their friends to be so gravely serious that they break off friendship 
with them because of it. Therefore God should not be thought to do that either.13

877. Objections. 1. Scripture does not mention venial sins. Therefore they do not 
exist.

I  distinguish the major. Scripture does not mention venial sins explicitly, I  bypass 
the major; implicitly, denied. For it supposes that they are in the just.

2. Rom. 6:23: For the wages o f sin is death, but the free gift o f God is eternal life... 
Also Deut. 27:26 (see Gal. 3:10); James 2:10.

From these texts Scripture takes sin indefinitely as simply grave. Therefore it does 
not know venial sin.

I  distinguish the major. Scripture simply takes mortal sin as grave, conceded; every 
sin, denied.

From the preceding context it is established that Scripture is dealing with mortal sin 
in Deut. 27:26; also in Rom. 6:23 based on 6:19 and from the whole chapter in which 
Paul’s concern is with sins opposed to grace; also in James 2:10 based on v. 11.

3. Matt. 22:37: You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart... With these 
words God must be loved with the whole heart. But venial sins fight against that love 
(for by that fact it is mortal). Therefore there is no venial sin.

I  distinguish the major. Venial sin fights against actual charity, conceded; with ha
bitual, denied.

It does not fight against habitual charity or that by which someone is dedicated to 
God in such a way that he prefers to lose everything rather than him. Also the texts cited 
above about venial sin affecting all must be taken together with others: And they were 
both righteous before God (Zechariah and Elizabeth) walking in all the commandments 
and ordinances o f  the Lord blameless (Luke 1:6; see 1 Kings 14:8; 2 Kings 23:25).

But it does fight against actual charity, because it impedes the act of love that here 
and now could be made, or also inasmuch as it disposes one for mortal sin; but actual 
charity is not commanded to be made at all times, since that is impossible in this life.

4. Every sin is a transgression of the divine law. But that is a mortal sin. Therefore 
every sin is mortal.

I  distinguish the major. Every sin is either a light or a grave transgression of the 
divine law, conceded; precisely grave, I  subdistinguish: every mortal sin, conceded; 
every sin, denied.

There is one transgression of the divine law by which the substance of the law is 
destroyed and by which therefore man averts himself from God; but there is another by

13. Moreover the human conscience, even among the ancient Gentiles, always distinguished between light and 
grave violations o f  the moral law: see K. PrUmm, S.J., Der christliche Glaube und die altheidnische Welt 
(Leipzig 1935) 2 p.210.452 note 3.
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which only the accidents of the law are touched but the law remains intact and man re
mains turned towards God. Likewise it can be said that every sin is at least some kind 
of offense against God. but not necessarily that by which man’s friendship with God is 
broken off.

5. Venial sin is said to diminish charity. But a sin that diminishes charity is de facto 
mortal. Therefore there is no such thing as venial sin.

I  distinguish the major. Venial sin is said to diminish charity extrinsically or as hin
dering its act, conceded; intrinsically or as destroying its habit, denied.

Venial sin by its very nature, even indefinitely multiplied, in no way either extin
guishes or even in some way diminishes the habit of charity. Therefore it is not opposed 
to charity except inasmuch as it actually impedes its increase by the lessening of its 
fervor, and also inasmuch as it disposes for mortal sin which destroys it.

6. The venial sinner loves the creature more than the creator. Therefore he sins 
mortally.

I  distinguish the major. The venial sinner loves the creature more than God inten
sively, conceded; in an evaluating way, denied.

The venial sinner is thought to be prepared actually and habitually, as long as he 
does not positively exclude it, not to love the creature, if by that love he were to be 
turned away from God. Therefore he prefers God to the creature in an evaluating way. 
But here and now strongly attracted by the love of a creature he does something dis
pleasing to God.

7. Venial sin is an evil greater than the eternal punishment of loss and sense. There
fore it deserves the latter; therefore it is mortal.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Venial sin is greater than eternal punishment in the 
physical order, conceded; in the moral order, denied.

Eternal punishment is an evil of the creature, but venial sin is in a certain way an 
evil against God which must never be chosen, even in comparison with the greatest 
eternal punishment. But from that it does not follow that eternal punishment must be 
imposed for a venial sin, because by it man neither turns away from God and so must 
not be punished with eternal damnation, nor does he make a creature his last end.

8. Venial sin is punished with a most severe punishment. Therefore it is mortal.
I  distinguish the major. Venial sin is punished with a most severe punishment in 

comparison with the sufferings of this life, conceded; in comparison with the sufferings 
for mortal sin, denied.

9. God could refuse to remit venial sin for a just man and so punish him forever. But 
God would thus be acting justly. Therefore that sin merits eternal punishment; therefore 
it is mortal.

I  distinguish the major. God could refuse to remit venial sin for a just man, acting 
as the absolute Lord, conceded; acting as a just judge making the punishment fit the 
crime, denied.
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A R T I C L E  I I

O n t h e  n a t u r e  o f  v e n i a l  s i n

Thesis 39. Venial sin is as actual a morally evil act opposed to the last 
end, and as habitual moral inordinateness from an actual venial 
sin it is imputed permanently.

S.Th. I-II q. 72, a. 5; q. 88, a. If.; Suarez, De vit. etpecc. D.2 s.4f.; d.8 n.18; Pesch, 9 n.521-544, 549-554; 
Billot, th. 9f., Jimenez Fajardo, La esencia delpecado venial...; Id., Laspropriedades delpecado venial (Inves- 
tigatidn y sintesis teoldgica): ArchTG 7 (1944) 55-123.

878. Connection. Having established the existence of venial sin, the 
question now is about its nature, first as actual and then as habitual.

879. Definition of terms. Venial sin is understood as in the previous thesis.
Is: since venial sin by its very name is described as having by its na

ture pardon and therefore subject just to temporal punishment, in this way 
is indicated, not its essence, but a certain property of it. For that sin is not 
venial because it is subject to that punishment, but rather it is deserving 
of that punishment because it is such a sin. Therefore now its essence is 
established, or what it is in itself whence it is deserving of temporal punish
ment. In other words, the essential definition of venial sin is established as 
distinct from mortal sin.

For the difference between the two sins is not easy to determine, as St. Augustine 
himself admitted.1

As actual, that is, as a sin it is a voluntary transient act; but by reason of 
the greater charity, here it is considered principally venial from its object 
and fully deliberate and also in a just person, although that also applies to 
any other semi-deliberate sin.

Act is taken as in the first thesis or positively as an activity freely elic
ited and commanded by the will, and negatively as the free omission of an 
activity that should be done.

Morally evil, or having a privation of the due ordination to God as the

1. De civ. Dei 21,27,5: ML 41, 749-750. A lso he was the first one to analyze what a venial sin is and he clearly 
established the distinction o f  venial sin from mortal: see Portalid, 2440f.; F.F. Durkin, The Theological 
Distinction o f Sins in the Writings o f  St. Augustine (Mundelein 1952) c.4. At about the same time St. Jerome 
seems not to have had a clear idea o f  that distinction; see J. P. O ’Connell, The Eschatology o f St. Jerome 
(Mundelein 1948) 167.
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last end, and therefore opposed to this end at least in some way, inasmuch
as it cannot be referred to it.

Therefore in this regard venial sin taken thus generically does not differ 
from mortal sin, but it certainly does differ from an indifferent act (if per
haps there is such a thing in special cases), which of course is not referred 
to that last end actually or virtually, but it can be referred to it. But why it is 
of the nature of venial sin to be moral inordinateness and also distinct from 
mortal sin, will be discussed below (n. 895).

Opposed to the last end, or not removing conversion to that end. Since 
the just man, with whom we are directly concerned here, is thought to be 
actually converted to God by a bond either physical-moral of supernatural 
friendship (i.e., sanctifying grace) in this order of providence, or purely 
natural of a certain natural friendship (i.e., a certain moral type of connec
tion with God) such as would be given in a purely natural order, it is given 
here as the specific difference of venial from mortal sin, because the con
version, which is destroyed by the latter, is not taken away by the former.

As habitual, or according as something that, when a venial sin actually 
takes place, remains in the soul and because of it man is rightly said to be 
habitually but venially a sinner, or in the state of venial sin.

However that is not exactly an evil habit or a permanent inclination to commit 
a similar venial sin produced by a repetition of acts, but something that follows any 
lightly sinful act (De malo q.7 a.3).

Moral inordinateness, or privation of the necessary rectitude in refer
ence to the last end.

From an actual venial sin it is imputed permanently Since venial sin 
as actual includes voluntary privation of rectitude, this inordinateness is 
thought to remain and also as imputable because of that voluntariness, un
til, by a previous retraction of the act, it is forgiven.

Furthermore this inordinateness can be rightly conceived as a certain stain, in fact 
perhaps also as a privation of that new rectitude by which man would be connected with 
God by a bond that is either purely moral (in a state of pure nature) or physical-moral (in 
the present order), if he had chosen some other good in place of the sinful act; however 
not as if it would destroy that bond, but inasmuch as now it impedes its increase.
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First part

V e n i a l  s i n  i s  a  m o r a l l y  e v i l  a c t  o p p o s e d  t o  t h e  l a s t  e n d

880. Adversaries. Since many of the authors cited below, who seem 
to use formulas different from ours, really take our position in this matter, 
only those will be cited here who simply define venial sin as an act against 
a counsel. Thus for example Scotus, De Bassolis, Biel.2 3

881. Theological note. At least morally certain.

This is the opinion of St. Thomas (loc.cit.f and of many authors (St. Albert the 
Great, St. Bonaventure, Capreolus, Cajetan, Tanner, Bellarmine, Suarez, etc.)4;

it is the opinion also of all those who either, considering the supernatural order, say 
that venial sin is an act contrary to charity (Durandus, Vitoria, Vega, P. Soto, Granado, 
etc.),5 or they call that sin an act contrary to the law (Rythove, Toledo, Salmanticenses, 
Gonet, etc.),6 since these formulas, as connoting that God is either the supernatural last 
end or the legislator, actually agree with the Thomistic formula.

Also those who hold that venial sin is a light offense against God do not say any
thing different (Valencia, Zumel, Curiel, Salas, Arriaga, etc.),7 since they call this of
fense light, inasmuch as it is a violation of the law without aversion from God; and for 
the same reason those also really agree either who define that sin as an act contrary to 
a light law of God (Wirceburgenses) or place it in the intrinsic deformation of its act

2. Scotus, In 2 d.21 q. 1 n.3; J. de Bassolis, In 2 d.21,22; G. Biel, In 2 d.22 q .l a.3 dub .l. Mastrius speaks almost 
like the other theologians soon to be mentioned. In 2 d.6 (de peccatis) q.6 a. 1 n. 162.163.165. See F. Jimenez, 
La esencia delpecado venial... 75-80.

3. Moreover, according to A. Landgraf, Das Wesen der lasslichen Sunden der Scholastik bis Thomas v. Aqitin 
[Bamberg 1923] p. 127-198 for Thomistic doctrine venial sin is an act that de facto neither actually nor virtu
ally is referred to God, although perhaps it is dealing with an objective good or something indifferent; there
fore it is not an act already necessarily, even excluding its positive relation to God, morally evil, or which 
either o f  itself or from the way in which it happens it cannot be referred to God. He is followed by M. de la 
Taille, S.J., (Lepeche venieldans la Theologie de S. Thomas d'apres un livre recent: Greg 7 (1926) 28-43’ F. 
Zimmermann, S.J. ( Das Wesen der lasslichen Siinde: DivThom [Fr] 12 [1924] 408-441; see Id., (Lassliche 
Stinde und Andachtsbeiche [Innsbruck 1935] p. 9-84; they are rightly refuted, as saying that venial sin is not 
an act o f  itself incapable o f  a relation to God, by R. Schulthes, O.P.: BullThom 1 (19240 136-142’ Deman 
344.

4. St. Albert the Great, Summa theol. p.2 q. 114 memb.4 a.3; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.42 a.2 q. 1 ad 1; a.3 q. 1 ad 
1; Capreolus, Defensiones theologicae In 2 Sent, d.43 q.l a.2 ad 1 arg. Aur.; a.3 ad 1 arg. Dur.; Cajetan, In 
1.2 q.72 a. 5; A. Tanner, Theologiae scholasticae t.2 d.4 n. 10; De fine hominis d.3 s.4 n.5. On these and others, 
F. Jimenez, 42-51. See also Landgraf, op. cit., 65-126.

5. Durandus, In 2 d.42 q.6 n .l l;  F. de Vitoria, Relectiones theologicae, relec.3 n. 19; A  Vega, 1.14 c.12; P. de 
Soto, De institutione sacerdotum tr. de diser. pecc., lect. 5.10; S. Granado, S.J., In 1 .2 1.2 contr.6 tr.2 d.2 s.2 
n .l5f. See Jim6nez, 53-60.

6. M.B. Rythove, Dictata in secundum librum Sententiarum d.35 (see Jim&iez, 159-161, where it is first pub
lished); Toledo, De institutione sacerdotum 1.3 c.2; 1.8 c.2; Salmanticenses, De pecc. d. 19 dub 1 n.10-21; 
Gonet, De peccatis d.9 a.l § 4 n.29f. See Jimdnez, 61-67.

7. Valencia, In 1.2 d.6 q.2 punct.2; F. Zumel, In 1.2 q.88 a .l d.3; J. A. Curiel, In 1.2 q. 88 a.l dub3 § 3; Salas, 
In 1.2 tr. 13 d. 16 n.40; Arriaga, In 1.2 d.48 s.5 n .16-19. See Jimdnez, 69-73.
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which is forbidden under threat of a light penalty (Mendive).8

882. Theological reasoning. 1) From the recently cited documents it is 
clear that the just sin venially, or they perform morally evil acts, but with
out ceasing to be just and therefore turned towards God. But this aspect, or 
that it does not avert a man from God, is in accordance with venial sin, and 
no other proper reason can be attributed to it. Therefore that sin is correctly 
and essentially defined as a morally evil act without aversion from God.

2) Certainly venial sin is an act that cannot be referred to God, and for 
other reasons does not avert from God, as is easily apparent whether from 
a semi-deliberate sin, as one that is an imperfectly human action, from 
which therefore it is necessary that aversion of man from his last end does 
not depend, or from a deliberate act, both because sinning in this way in no 
way is it seeking a last end distinct from God and because really it is not 
about an essential action in order to connect man with his last end. But in 
this way venial sin is well defined as essentially distinct from mortal sin, 
without being able to offer a more exact definition. Therefore it is well said 
to be a morally evil act that does not take away conversion to the last end.

3) On the other hand, the opinion of Scotus, if he is saying that venial 
sin is opposed formally to a counsel as such, is erroneous, since a counsel 
as such does not involve any obligation, as would be the case, for example, 
of preserving virginity, but it just points in the direction of something bet
ter (1 Cor. 7:25-40); but if by the word “counsel” he means a precept, he is 
speaking ineptly and in a way unknown in the sources.

The other opinions however come to this, that they say that venial sin 
as a morally evil act is either somewhat contrary to charity, because it does 
not destroy the essential bond of man with his supernatural last end, or 
partially contrary to the law, because it does not overturn the essence of 
the divine law (see. N. 846), or a light offense against God, or contrary to a 
lightly binding law, or something similar, because it is contrary to a law by 
whose violation God is not rejected.

And this becomes clear easily if the same authors are read, especially 
since often they use almost the same formulas that the others use.

883. Objection. Venial sin is found also in sinners turned away from God by a 
grave sin. Therefore its specific difference is ineptly located in the fact that it does not 
turn one away from God.

I  deny the consequence. Our thesis, although it directly concerns the just person, 
established the nature of venial sin, or that basically it does not avert someone from

8. Wirceburgenses, n. 44-46; Mendive, n.212-215.
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God. Without doubt this is present in it always, since its nature should not be thought to 
depend on the subject in which it is found. This remains true, even if such a sin is said 
to be found extrinsically in someone in the state of mortal sin, inasmuch as it becomes 
only accidentally unforgiveable as to its guilt, if grace is absent, and perhaps also as to 
its punishment (see SThS IV, treatise 6, n. 187).

Second part

V e n i a l  s i n  a s  h a b i t u a l  is  m o r a l  i n o r d i n a t e n e s s  f r o m  a n  a c t u a l  v e n i a l

SIN PERM ANENTLY IM PUTABLE

884. Connection. That habitual venial sin exists is supposed here as 
{implicitly) defined divine and catholic faith (D 228-230, 1536-1539, 1679- 
1681, 1707); moreover it is established by nearly the same reasons with 
which the existence of actual venial sin is proved (Matt. 6:12; Luke 11:4; 
1 John 1:8; 1 Cor. 3:10-15; R 1300, 1382, 1529, 1946,2233), and from the 
very nature of the case, since the sinner is thought to remain habitually in 
his sin, until, once he has repented, he receives pardon.

885. Adversaries. They place habitual venial sin:
1) Scotus, almost as mortal, in the obligation of a punishment.9
2) D. Soto, and today Deman, in an inordinate inclination of the affec

tions for some created reality.10 11
3) Angles, Lorca, Curiel, Zumel, and it seems Mendive, in the privation 

of due rectitude or conformity to a lightly obligating law.11
4) Lugo, Arriaga, Wirceburgenses, and, it seems, Vazquez, Suarez, 

Tanner, Pesch, in the actual sin itself, now physically past and morally con
tinuing in the guilty state of sin.12

5) Valencia, Salmanticenses, in the privation of a certain habitual fac
ulty for an unimpeded exercise of charity.13

6) Tepe, in the privation of the fervor of charity.14

886. Theological note. More probable.

9. Scotus, In 4 d. 14 q.l: see Bassolis, In 4 d. 14 q.2 a .l. See Jimdnez, Propiedades delpecado venial... 88f.
10. D. Soto, In 4 d. 15 q.2 a.3; Deman, 237. Se Jimenez, 89.
11. J. Angeles, In 2 d.37 q.9 a.2; P. de Lorca, In 1.2 d.6 q.l 6; A. Curiel, In 1.2 q.89 a. 1; F. Zumel, In 1.2 q.89 a. 1; 

Mendive, p. 231.244f. See Jimdnez, 89-91.
12. Lugo, loc.cit., s.5; Arriaga, loc.cit.,sA\ Wirceburgenses, n.66; Vazquez, In 1.2 d. 139 c.5; Suarez, Depaenit. 

D U s .l  n.1-6; Tanner, In 2.2 d.4 q.6 dub.l a.40; q.10 dub.2 n.41f.; Pesch, 9 n. 550. See Jimenez, 93-96.
13. Valencia, In 1.2 d.5 q.2 punct.l; q.16; Salmanticenses, loc. cit., In 1.2 q.89 a .l. See Jimenez, 91-93.
14. B. Tepe, S.J., Institutiones theologiae moralis (Paris 1898) 2 n.146.
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Our opinion on this matter does not differ from the third opinion or the one pro
posed by Angles, Lorca, etc., and it seems, also by Billot.15 Also perhaps it does not dif
fer from the fourth opinion embraced by Lugo, Ripalda, etc., unless these authors hold 
that actual venial sin consists formally, not in a privation, as we suppose, but in some 
positive element, which then is thought to remain morally.

887. Theological reasoning. If venial sin as actual is a morally inor
dinate act contrary to the last end, as habitual it must be thought to be the 
state of that inordinateness that is the result of a morally inordinate act. But 
that actual inordinateness consists formally in the privation of due rectitude 
regarding the last end. Therefore habitual venial sin is a state of moral in
ordinateness or the privation of that due rectitude.

Hence if the matter is carefully examined, that sin does not take anything positive 
that is purely moral or physical-moral from the just soul, but it is a quasi negative stain or 
the lack of the new rectitude that would be added to the soul by a good act. Therefore that 
sin is not a stain on the soul except in a restricted sense (I-II q. 89, a. 1; q. 88, a. 3 ad 3).

And also if those statements of the holy Fathers are rightly understood, namely, 
that venial sins are like blisters and itching of the soul (R 1529, 2233) since, beside evil 
habits that do not necessarily follow every venial sin, nothing else remains to compare 
them with except that stain in a restricted sense. That is the case here especially since 
venial sin does not prevent positively the habitual comeliness of the soul, as blisters and 
itching mar the comeliness of the body.

On the other hand, the opinions of the adversaries have this quality that: 
a) The opinion of Scotus must hold that no punishment to be endured ever 
remains, once the guilt has been forgiven, b) The opinion of D. Soto does 
not explain, and a fortiori does not prove that the habitual inclination of the 
affections for creatures is always present until the sin is forgiven, unless it 
is the moral continuation that Lugo and others propose, c) Their opinion 
either says that actual venial sin is something merely positive or it does not 
explain what that morally permanent reality is. d) The opinion of Valencia 
does not explain what that faculty of unimpeded charity is. e) The opinion 
of Tepe, if he places that fervor of charity in acts, says ineptly, as it seems, 
that habitual venial sin consists in their privation; but if he thinks of that 
privation as an inordinateness impeding the total mastery of charity, he 
seems not to differ substantially from our opinion.

888. Corollary. The definition o f  venial sin. In actual venial sin there is an in
ordinate conversion to creatures and a moral inordinateness regarding the last end.

15. Billot, th.10 § 1.
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Hence it can be defined: a) Positively, as a free act contrary to God. b) Negatively as 
moral inordinateness from the end by a conversion to creatures, but without aversion 
from God; from this definition, its material element is conversion to creatures, but the 
formal element is an inordinateness that is not totally opposed to conversion to God- 
-almost the same as was said about actual mortal sin.

889. Scholium 1. Reprobate sinners can sin venially. This point is at least certain 
in theology against Wycliff who said that all the sins of the reprobate are mortal.16

For the reprobate can also sin semi-deliberately or also deliberately place an act 
by which the moral order is not gravely offended; and surely, since they can naturally 
performs some ethically good deeds, a fortiori they must be thought to be able to per
form acts that are only slightly immoral. Likewise the sinner is in no way held under 
pain of mortal sin to refer each one of his acts to God, since neither by the precept 
of conversion, which is positive, is he always bound to do that, and so neither by its 
completion by his first act performed after he has committed a grave sin. Also it is not 
part of the nature of venial sin that it cannot co-exist with the state of mortal sin. The 
sources do not anywhere either affirm or suppose the contrary.

If however, as is true, Scripture does not mention the venial sins even of the just, 
that can easily be explained from the fact that the venial sins of the unjust, even many 
of them, stand at an almost infinite distance from the malice of one mortal sin and so 
they in contrast to a mortal sin are almost not worthy of mention.

890. Scholium 2. Venial sins are such by their very nature. This is stated against 
certain older authors, like Gerson, Almain and Fisher, who said that all sins are essen
tially mortal and merit eternal punishment, but because of the goodness of God some 
of them, even fully deliberate ones, are considered as venial; therefore they neither 
drive out grace nor merit eternal punishment17; and it is directed against de Bay who 
quotes Fisher and says that there is no sin by its nature venial.18

However these authors differ from the Protestants, inasmuch as the latter say that 
we sin only mortally, but that God does not want to impute those sins to the just as 
mortal and to punish them as such; while the former say that certain of our sins, even 
those committed with full deliberation, are venial, not of themselves but because the 
merciful God decreed, before they were committed, that certain sins of men would not 
be attributed to them as mortal, so that the one committing them sins only venially. 
Therefore the non-imputation of a sin as mortal is, for these, before the act of sin, but 
for the heretics it is after the act.19

16. See. Th. Waldensis, Doctrinale antiquitatumfidei t.2 (de sacramentis) c. 155-158.
17. J. Gerson, De vitaspirituali animae lect.l col.9-10; S. Almain, Moralia c.20, who however does not propose 

this doctrine as his own directly and clearly, but only indirectly, inasmuch as in explaining it at length and 
in solving its difficulties he insists on it very much; J. Fisher, Roffensis, Lutheri assertions confutatio a.32. 
See Jimdnez, La esencia delpecado venial... 25-28; Suarez, De vit. etpecc. d.2 a.4 n. 1.

18. See e Bachelet, 93; Jimdnez, 30f.
19. See Jimdnez, 3 If.
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However it is Catholic doctrine that at least some sins are by their nature venial 
(D 1920).20

Theologians unanimously, even before the thesis of de Bay was condemned, re
jected the contrary opinion, so that this opinion, according to Vega, does not seem to be 
able to be reconciled with the doctrine of Trent about venial sin. According to Tanner it 
is false and improbable; according to G. Martinez it is at least temerarious; according to 
Suarez it is absolutely false and perhaps more than temerarious; according to Vazquez 
it is improbable.21

Indeed the Council o f  Trent said: “For although in this mortal life men however just 
and holy fall at times into at least light and daily sins, which are also called venial, they 
do not for that reason cease to be just” (D 1536-1539). Therefore from the obvious sense 
there are some venial sins that undeservedly and without any serious reason are said to 
be such only because of God’s beneficence.

Trent also teaches: “All mortal sins of which they have knowledge.. .must be enu
merated in confession by the penitents... For venial sins.. .may be passed over in silence 
without guilt” (D 1679-1681). But if all sins were by their nature mortal, either the peni
tents would not know without revelation which of them they could avoid confessing, or 
that they would have to confess all of them.

From the nature of friendship and divine providence and of eternal salvation, it 
is repugnant that because of some slight defect, for example, because of an idle word, 
that salvation should be lost forever; therefore there are some sins that are of their very 
nature venial.

The sins of their nature not venial that are considered by God as venial: a) Either 
would have the malice of mortal sins, which God in the Protestant sense would be said 
to dissimulate by not imputing them to the just—a point that cannot be admitted, b) Or 
of themselves possessing true malice, inasmuch as God could decree that they must be 
avoided under the guilty state of mortal sin, by the will of God would lack that malice, 
which is also false. For we must surely know, because of the nature of the divine wis
dom, sanctity and justice, that God’s precepts by their very nature impose an obligation 
that is suitable for those things and actions.

It should not be said that venial sin is such from the mercy of God, who could forbid 
it under the pain of mortal sin. For this is true for a particular case either since some 
sufficient extrinsic end is present, indeed by reason of his absolute dominion, even uni
versally, or since there is no such proximate end. But that way of commanding is less 
in agreement with the divine wisdom, goodness and gentle providence, since man with 
moral necessity commits at least some venial sins. Therefore it should not be denied that 
some sins are venial by their very nature. For by positive precepts sins mortal by their

20. With this condemnation, not only with difficulty, as Deman says (226), but also in no way, as we think, can 
the doctrine o f  Gerson be reconciled concerning the denial o f  the very existence o f  at least some sins by their 
nature venial; at most it could not be deduced from that condemnation alone that all venial sins are by their 
nature such. On the other hand however the existence o f  such sins cannot be said to be a matter o f  faith (de 
fide); see Jim6mez, 32.

21. Vega, 1.14 c. 15 (who however thinks that those authors perhaps can be understood in the correct sense: 
c.16); Tanner, d.4 (on sins) q.5 dub.l n.24; G. Martinez, Comment, super primam secundae q.88 a.l dub.2; 
Suarez, loc.cit., n.8; Vazquez, In 1.2 d. 142 c. 1 n.4; see however c.2 n.5. See Jimenez, 29.
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very nature do not become venial, but by them venial sins would become mortal by the 
obligation of the law, so that of themselves indifferent acts can be forbidden under pain 
of grave or venial sin.

Nevertheless although God could also absolutely prohibit under pain of mortal sin 
that which he prohibits under pain of venial sin, he does not do that just because of his 
mercy alone; and hence it does not follow from his mercy alone that he does not attach 
eternal punishment to what he forbids under pain of venial sin.22

22. See Suarez, 1.2 s.4 n.8-9; Wirceburgenses, n. 37.40,
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S o m e  q u e s t i o n s  a b o u t  a c t u a l  v e n i a l  s i n

891. On the relation o f the venial sinner to the last end. Since he places 
an act that cannot be referred to God and for other reasons by that act he 
does not turn himself away from God, a problem presents itself about his 
relation to God, when he sins venially. Namely, how can the choice of an 
act which he cannot direct to God be reconciled in him psychologically 
with his will of not turning himself away from God? About this question 
the following points will be made which, for the sake of clarity concern 
primarily the just person, but also apply to the serious sinner with due pro
portion (that is, looking only at the tendency of venial sin as such):

One who sins venially acts subjectively with a habitual disposition, 
although he does not express it clearly, so that he wishes to do that which 
displeases God (but not because it displeases him), when however he 
knows that he is not separating himself from the love of God by that act. 
Therefore he wants to remain ordered towards God as much as suffices so 
that he is turned towards his last end, but still without avoiding everything 
that cannot be referred to that end (I-II q. 88, a. 1 ad 2). But he retains that 
will, while he wills nothing opposed to his last end or as a last end apart 
from God; but in this way he inordinately seeks some good—one that he 
would will to do without—if the saving of his last end demanded it.
In this sense it can be said justly: “Since that which we love in venial sin, 
is loved for God’s sake habitually, though not actually” (II-II q. 24, a. 10 
ad 2; see I-II q. 88, a. 1 ad 3). Namely, the created object is referred habitu
ally to God, if in virtue of the present action habitual conversion to God is 
not removed. For the one sinning venially remains so habitually ordered to 
God that even his lightly sinful act is ordered to God in the sense that man 
is prepared to abandon a good that is inordinately willed, if by pursuing it 
his friendship with God were to be lost. For the law of God intends that 
man subject himself and all his possession to the last end, inasmuch as he 
prefers God to everything else. The venial sinner does this and he refers 
his single acts at least to this extent to God, inasmuch as he performs them 
according to the rule of reason, but the venial sinner does not do this when 
he then seeks his own good inordinately.

Here also it should be noted, that the venial sinner is said to prefer his 
own will to the divine will only inasmuch as he prefers some created thing 
to the thing commanded by God. Therefore the result is that, if the latter 
were commanded under pain of aversion from God, and he still prefers it,
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by that very fact he chooses a created good as his last end in place of God 
and so sins mortally. But if it is not commanded under pain of aversion 
from God, he sins only venially, since thus he does not contemn God as his 
last end, but rather would reject the good preferred to the divine precept, if 
otherwise he would lose the friendship of God. There is something similar 
among men when a friend by displeasing his friend in a small matter is not 
thereby thought to prefer that little thing to his friend, since he would avoid 
that thing, if otherwise by choosing it he would lose that friendship.

892. On the last end o f actual venial sin. Here the question is not about the habitual 
connection of the venial sinner, while he is sinning, with God as his last end, but it is about 
the ordination of that lightly evil act to some end. That act is morally inordinate and there
fore it cannot be referred simply to God as the last end, and for other reasons it does not 
take away the conversion of man to God. But can those two facts be mutually reconciled? 
That is a most difficult question whose solution has been sought in many ways.1

The difficulty comes from the fact that a lightly evil act, as voluntary, seems to be 
referred to some last end, and indeed one that is neither God, because otherwise the act 
would be good, nor to a creature, because otherwise it would be gravely sinful. Hence 
there are these responses:

1 )The last end of venial sin is neither God as a particular good, nor a creature, but 
happiness in general, so that this good is the final formal reason, but God is the material 
end (or that in which de facto the end is), therefore without there being two last ends. 
Thus Curiel, C. Martinez, Zumel, Billuart, Billot, Pesch, Garrigou-Lagrange.2

Their opinion has this against it that the human will cannot act except because of 
some definite end, even though it is moved by desire of good in general. Hence in this 
opinion it must be said simply that either God is the last end of the venial sin, or that 
really there is no last end for it.

2) Venial sin is ordered not actually and not virtually, but habitually, to God himself 
as the last end. This habitual relation, which St.Thomas proposes without further ex
plaining it (II-II q. 24, a. 10 ad 2),3 others place in the fact that the sinner preserves the 
habit of charity which is able of itself to refer to God everything referable (Cajetan); or 
that proximately the sinner refers the act to himself who is at the same time habitually 
ordered to God (Medina); or that the act is referred to a creature as the proximate end 
(last end only in some respect) and also to God, as the simply last end, only negatively 
or inasmuch as the sinner does not want to reject him with this act nor to destroy char
ity, since the non-destruction of charity is a certain good influencing the venial sin in a 
merely negative way (thus approximately John of St. Thomas, Salmanticenses, Gonet,

1. See Jimdnez, 83-157.

2. Curiel, In 1.2 q.\ a.5 § 2; G. Martinez, In 1.2 q.88 a.l dub 4; F. Zumel, In 1.2 nM  a.l d.3; q. 71 a.6 d l l;  
Billuart, De pecc. diss8 a.4 § 2; Billot, th.9 § 2 object.3; Pesch, 9 n. 532 not. 1; R. Garrigou-Lagrange, La 
f n  ultime du peche veniel et celle de I ’acte imparfait, dit “imperfection RevThom 7 ( 1924) 314-317. See 
Jimenez, 89-95.

3. See Jimdnez, 107-114, who introduces as nearly agreeing with the holy Doctor, St. Albert the Great and St. 
Bonaventure.
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Deman, Urd&noz).4
But in that opinion either the last end of the sin is not explained, but only that of 

the sinner (Cajetan...), or de facto the end (but not the last end or the one to which 
everything else is referred) is located in the agent himself (Medina...), or the positive 
ordination (the question is really about this) of sin to the last end is not explained, that is, 
in that because of which an act is performed, and therefore the one end (but not the last 
end) of the positive ordination of the act is towards a creature (John of St. Thomas...). 
Moreover a true habitual intention cannot be conceived without some previous positive 
act causing it.

3) The creature itself is the one end (but not simply the last end) of venial sin ei
ther because this act lacks a last end (Scotus, Montesinos, Jimenez)5 or because (which 
actually comes to the same thing) it tends towards the creature as a negatively last end 
(last end of the work, not of the agent), that is, it is positively not referred further to 
God (Vazquez, Suarez, Esparza, etc.).6 Now St. Thomas either says nothing about the 
ordination (beside the habitual one that in no way solves the problem) of venial sin to 
the last end, or he says that that sin simply lacks a last end, or is simply not referred to 
is, as Landgraf, De la Taille and Jimenez hold.7

We hold to this opinion as more probable. All the opinions necessarily come to this, 
unless they wish to say that venial sin is positively ordered either to God or to no last
end beside the creature.

In this matter it is necessary to quote De Araujo who says: “To the first object the 
response is that in this case theology corrects ethical and moral philosophy. For the lat
ter would by no means admit that a human act—one that is not positively for the last 
end—is not ordered to the last end of the agent. But theology by recognizing venial 
sin, likewise admits that it is a human act, which has an end of the work, and it is not 
referred, positively to the last end, nor is it directed away from it. In fact this is what it 
means to sin venially, namely to desire some created good while not directing it to the 
last end, or remaining in it as a last end negatively, which is the last end of the work, 
not of the agent.”8

893. Is venial sin an offense against God? There is some doubt about 
this because the venial sinner does not prefer some created good to his last 
end and so by acting in this way he in no way contemns God and even 
though there is a lessening of charity in no way does he turn himself away 
from God.

4. Cajetan, In 2.2 q.24 a.10; Medina, Ini.2 q.l a.5; q.88 a. 1; John o f  St. Thomas, In 1.2 d.l a.7 n.41-57; 
Salmanticenses, De ult.fin. d.4 dub 4 n.76-89; Gonet, loc.cit., d.9 a.3 n.69-74; a.4 n.75. Deman, 238-242, T. 
Urddnoz, O.P., Boletin de teologla moral: CiencTom 75 (1948) 137f. See Jimenez, 115-137.

5. Scotus, In 4 d.49 q.10; see In 1 d.l q.3 n.2; L. de Montesinos, In 1.2 q.l a.5 q.3 § 3 n.64-69; q.88 a.l q.3 
n.50-59; Jimdnez, 155-157; see 139-150.

6. Vdzquez, In 1.2 AS c.2 n. 11; Suarez, De fine hominis d.l s.6 n.2-5; Esparza, De actibus humanis q.l diff 6 

a.2. See Jimdnez, 97-105.
7. Landgraf, Das Wesen der lasslichen Silnde... p. 127-197; De la Taille, loc. cit.; Jimenez, 155f.
8. F. de Araujo, O.P., In 1.2 q.l a. 8 dub.3 n.38. See Jimdnez, n.255f.
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For St. Bonaventure it is not an offense against God, who however, be
cause of venial sin, is loved less9; and for St. Thomas “since it does not im
ply aversion, properly speaking it does not have the nature of an offense” 
(Dc malo, q.7 a.2 ad 10). Others, like Vazquez and the Wirceburgenses, say 
that it is a light offense; Mendive says that it contains some small contempt 
of the divine precept and therefore also of God the legislator and so it is 
truly a light offense against God; however as such it agrees with mortal sin 
merely analogically.10 11

But lest the question be said to be about words rather than the reality, it 
is probably better to hold with others, such as Suarez and Pesch, that it is 
not an offense against God simply and strictly, but surely it is in a restricted 
way and in a broad sense.11 For in no way does it diminish the friendship 
of God and man (II-II q. 24, a. 10), and therefore it does not imply strictly 
speaking contempt of God, since this properly consists in preferring an 
undignified thing to something more dignified. But for other reasons, being 
opposed to the goodness of God in some way it is displeasing to him, be
cause also, since it is a transgression of a divine precept, God is pained by it 
and justly punishes it, and by venial sin the creature is preferred intensively 
(but not in an estimative way) to God.

Hence venial sin has infinite malice, not simply, such as a mortal sin has 
that breaks off friendship with God in a way that venial sin does not, but 
surely in a certain respect, but only in the sense that it surpasses in gravity 
any offense made against a creature, even the most perfect. Consequently 
any physical evil of a creature, even eternal, would be preferred to that, for 
example, the damnation of all men and a fortiori all temporal infirmities 
and miseries.

894. Is venial sin opposed to charity? It is not opposed to the habit, 
which it neither destroys nor diminishes by taking something away from 
it. But it is certainly opposed to its fervor and the desire to direct actually 
everything to God, since this actual ordination cannot be reconciled with 
the act of that sin. Likewise it impedes the increase of charity that results 
from the act of overcoming temptation to that sin (De malo q.7 a.2 ad 
8.13.17); also it produces in the mind disturbances and spiritual weariness 
which hinder the fervor of charity, in place of the spiritual consolation that 
increases such fervor. On the other hand, it prevents man from receiving

9. In 2 d.42 a.2 q.2 ad 6.
10. Vazquez, In 1.2 d. 143 c.2; Wirceburgenses, n. 47f.; Mendive, n.255f.
11. Suarez, d.2 s.5 n .l4f.; Pesch, 9 n. 533. See Jimdnez, Las propiedades... 117-121. Likewise other similar 

questions about venial sin can be asked whether about the analogical or univocal nature o f  the sin or about 
the rigor with which that name is applied to it: see Jimdnez, ibid. 96-117.
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more abundant graces, which God denies to him in punishment for his sin 
by which actual charity and therefore also habitual charity are strongly 
increased. Moreover all of these points are especially true with regard to 
deliberate venial sins.

895. On the object o f venial sin as such. Since conscience is the proxi
mate norm of a moral act, it can happen that it either falsely says that an 
act in itself morally light is grave, or proposes that another in itself morally 
grave is either light or at least without sufficient deliberation of reason and 
freedom of will as grave, so that a man eliciting an act in the first case sins 
gravely, and in others lightly. But that sin would be mortal and these light 
accidentally; the question here is about sin that essentially is venial or one 
that, also performed on the part of the subject sinner with full knowledge 
and complete deliberation and freedom, is still only a venial sin.

That this sin is light in contrast to mortal sin, is not from the will of 
God, as was said above (n. 890), nor from the imperfection of the act on the 
part of the subject, so therefore it is from the object itself; moreover this is 
sufficiently established from the sources taken in their obvious sense. But 
since hypothetically mortal sin also is such, other things being equal, from 
its object, what type of an object is either gravely or lightly evil or a sin that 
is either mortal or venial?

Therefore an object is gravely evil, if by its performance the essence 
of the moral order is destroyed, that is, the ordering of everything to God 
as the last end, for example: a) whatever is immediately against God (blas
phemy, denial of worship, perjury, etc.), since they are immediately con
trary to the last end; b) whatever seriously destroys the ordered love of man 
(suicide, serious mutilation, drunkenness, etc.), since, because completely 
or partially it prevents a man from directing himself and all of his actions in 
the order established by God to the last end, it is mediately and directly op
posed to this; c) whatever is contrary to the social order established by God 
(homicide, rebellion, grave injustice, riotous living, etc.), since such things 
are mediately and directly opposed to the last end, inasmuch as domestic, 
civil and religious society in this order is a necessary means by which man
tends to his last end.

Therefore a lightly evil object so that, even given full deliberation, the 
act concerning it is a venial sin, is one that destroys none of the three es
sential relations of man to God, to himself and to society, but it is a light 
impediment to them. Hence given such an object, the sin is venial: a) from 
its nature, if its object of itself, even if increased, breaks none of the three 
relations of man to the last end (v.gr., a simple lie); b) from the smallness of
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the matter, if its object is by nature grave, as something that of itself over
turns one of the three relations of man to the last end, but not if happens in 
a small matter (v.gr., theft).

Therefore venial sin, from what has been said, essentially and by rea
son of its object is both light and differs from mortal sin. But do venial 
sins that are essentially such differ among themselves by reason of relative 
gravity? An affirmative answer flows from the nature of the case, either 
because within the same moral species the sins take place with a different 
level of voluntariness or with different aggravating circumstances within 
different moral species, or because they oppose virtues of different kinds 
that connect man with his last end (see n. 853).

896. On the specification o f venial sin as such. Mortal sin and venial 
sin differ in their moral species according to the moral diversity alone of 
the object, but not if this is not given, for example, thus a small theft does 
not differ from a large one (I-II q. 72, a. 5 ad 1); but they do differ in their 
theological species or according to the gravity of the matter, inasmuch as 
a mortal sin, but not a venial sin, turns one away from God, even perhaps 
when the same moral species remains.

But if this theological difference between every mortal and every ve
nial sin is considered in sins by their nature grave but still admitting small
ness of matter, that certainly is true in the abstract; while in the concrete 
they come mutually so close to each other by reason of the matter that the 
line of separation between them is difficult to fix and therefore the differ
ence between them seems to be merely gradual.

However even though it appears as such in the physical order, looked at 
in the moral order it is essential, inasmuch as the moral order is disturbed 
lightly with small matter and gravely with large matter. Therefore theolo
gians defining, for example, in the matter of justice the concrete limit of the 
smallness of matter, consider not merely the physical price of the thing, as 
if there were between mortal and venial sin just a small amount of money, 
but the moral value of the thing in the social order, saying namely both 
that it is grave to overturn that order and that it can be done with such an 
amount of money.12

Moreover venial sins differ specifically among themselves according to 
the moral diversity of the object concerning which an act is placed.

897. Whether a venial sin can become mortal. 1) The same physical 
act can, in new accidental circumstances, change from being lightly evil to

12. See Suarez, d.2 s.5 n.2-4.
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being gravely evil: by reason of the advertence, if the deliberation initially 
imperfect becomes complete;/raw an object in itself lightly sinful, if while 
the act is being performed, knowledge is obtained of some law that makes 
it something grave, for example, if someone eating meat out of gluttony 
on Friday, continues to eat, even though he now has knowledge of the law; 
from the conjunction o f grave malice with light malice, for example, grave 
detraction with garrulity.

2) A light sin becomes mortal from the object: if someone places his 
final end in that object, for example, if out of an inordinate love of playing, 
something good in itself, he is prepared to violate a serious law of God; if 
something in itself light is ordered to committing something grave (I-II q. 
88, a. 2); if someone out of love for some venial sin contemns formally the 
divine law that obliges only lightly; if someone does something in itself 
venial, but thinks it is grave; if someone sinning venially knows that he is 
giving serious scandal.

3) Venial sin cannot become mortal by multiplication alone; for, since 
it is not aversion from God, it is of a diverse order than mortal sin. Of 
course if they are of the same order, multiple venial sins can become mor
tal, just as many small lines make a long one; but this cannot happen if they 
are of different orders, as many sparrows cannot constitute one man, since 
by multiplication alone species or genus is not changed (I-II q. 88, a.4).

It should not be said that at least a venial sin from the smallness of the 
matter, as v.gr. many small thefts, can coalesce to make one large theft 
which is a mortal sin. For a mortal sin is not committed by small thefts 
in themselves venial, unless inasmuch as the last theft added to them and 
morally connected with them is a mortal sin. For there is a multiplication 
in quantity of the thing stolen which, according to moral estimation, in 
the beginning is small both in individual cases and in the totality of future 
thefts, but, if the thefts coalesce, ultimately it becomes a large matter or the 
object of a mortal sin. Therefore the previous small thefts are venial and do 
not become mortal; but the total quantity taken by them is completed in the 
sense that it suffices for a mortal sin by the last theft, which therefore, and 
only this, now is not a venial sin but a mortal sin.

4) But multiplied venial sins dispose one for mortal sin (I-II q. 88, a. 
3): a) Negatively, inasmuch as, as has been said, they diminish the fervor 
of charity and prevent more abundant graces that God grants to those who 
serve him diligently, b) Positively, because from the repeated transgression 
of even a light law, especially if it is fully deliberate, “a habit is gener
ated and there is a growth in avarice and pleasure in sinning; and as this 
increases one becomes more easily inclined towards mortal sin” (De malo
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q.7 a.3). Surely the venial sinner, when he becomes accustomed to violate 
the moral order in small things, is being disposed also to violate the order 
to the last end and so to sin mortally (I-II q. 88, a. 3). For a habit of venial 
sin can be of such a nature that it is not overcome when in danger of com
mitting a mortal sin.

Hence deliberate venial sins are to be greatly feared, as disposing for 
mortal sin; this is not so true for semi-deliberate and surreptitious venial 
sins that do not generate a permanent disposition, at least a firm one, be
cause of the imperfection of the act. Moreover regarding the disposition for 
mortal sin the words of St. Augustine (R 1529, 1846) should be understood 
to be about many light sins making one great sin (I-II q. 88, a. 4). 13

898. Whether every positive imperfection is a venial sin. The ques
tion here is about an imperfection that is non-negative, or with the lack of 
further perfection in a human act, v.gr., in the love of God which lacks the 
perfection it could have, since that is characteristic of any human act and 
therefore it is not a sin; and it is not about a positive imperfection that is a 
fully involuntary transgression of a precept; but about a positive act or the 
omission of some good that here and now seems to the agent to be better, 
whether from a dictate of reason, v.gr., morning prayers; from a divine in
spiration, v.gr., to make a pilgrimage; or from a precept not obliging under 
pain of sin, v.gr., an act of piety; or from the counsel of God, such as the 
invitation of God made to all to perform a good act not commanded by any 
law and therefore not morally binding, but better than its opposite, v.gr., 
virginity; or from a declaration of legitimate authority, v.gr., frequent com
munion.13 14

There is no doubt that the disposition of mind is not worthy of praise 
according to which someone without a sufficient reason does not choose a 
greater good before a lesser one; indeed, that imperfection will hardly be 
without sin because of its inordinate motive (negligence, sensuality, curios
ity, etc.). It is without sin if it obeys a solid reason.15 But if it is done only 
because it is not forbidden, but provided that it is done for a good end?

According to many authors it is a sin (venial) (v.gr., Hugeny, Mainil,

13. On the various opinions about this question in early scholasticism, see Landgraf, Die Stellungsnahme der 
Fruscholastik zur Frage “utrum veniale peccatum possitfieri mortale": ActPontAcRomSTh 7 0 9 4 1 )  78- 
126.

14. On the various ways o f  defining an imperfection, see Zimmermann, Begriffder Unvollkommenheit: ZAsz- 
Myst 1 (1926) 387-388.

15. As it would be, v.gr., if  it hinders a duty o f  one’s state in life; if  it imposes a burden on a neighbor; if  it de
prives someone o f  normal relaxation with suitable joy; if  it fosters too much anxiety o f  soul: see E. Hugueny, 
O.P., Imperfection: DTC 7,1292.
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Ranwez, Vermeersch, Cruysberghs, Elter, Bernard, Meunier, Tonneau).16 
And surely to prefer a lesser good to clearly greater good seems to be con
trary to right reason, which requires that man seek his last end in every 
suitable way. Certainly anyone does not do that who omits a greater good 
only because it is not commanded; therefore that omission is sinful. Like
wise charity towards himself forbids a man to injure himself regarding the 
last end. Indeed that omission (at least where it is a matter of an inspiration 
or counsel of God) seems both to violate the reverence due to God and to 
show ingratitude towards God.

Many others however (v.gr., Slamanticenses, Nivard, Huerth, Garri- 
gou-Lagrange, Schellincky, Mersch, Cathrein, Richard, Calveras, Creusen, 
Mazon, Moran, Lacoline, De Guibert, De Letter) say that that imperfection 
is not a sin. We think that this position is more probable.17

For sin is a transgression of a morally binding law, which in this case 
is not given. Therefore an imperfection is not essentially a sin. That which 
is only a counsel and which nevertheless practically binds the human will 
under pain of sin, seems to be intrinsically repugnant.

Moreover it is contrary to right reason to have a smaller estimate of a 
greater good or to choose a lesser good because it is lesser, but not to seek 
it because of its intrinsic goodness. And out of love for himself a man is 
not held (unless by prescribed works) to seek a higher grade of glory, pro
vided that he does not lose his last end and does not put it foolishly at risk.

16. Hugueny, loc.cit., 1292-1298; Id., Imperfection et peche veniel: RevCIFr 53 (1908) 641-660; F. Mainil, 
L ’imperfedction moral: CollatTom (1925) 318-331; F. Ranwez, Peche veniel et imperfection: EphThLov 3 
(1926) 177-200; Id., Peche veniel et imperfection: ibid. 5 (1928) 32-49; I d Apropos duperfectiorisme. I. 
Remarques du Monsieur le chanoine Ranwez: RevThom 11 (1928) 276-278, 555-560; Id., Peche veniel ou 
imperfection: NouvRevTh 58 (1931) 114-135; Vermeersch, De imperfectione et venialipeccato: PerMor- 
CanLit 17 (1928) 194-220; Id., Theol. mor. I2 (Rome 1933) n.403-405; K. Cruysberghs, De imperfectione 
quid sit et utrum sit peccatum: CollMech (1929) 425-429; E. Elter, S.J., Sitne in doctrina morali S. Thomae 
locus pro imperfectionibus positivis non peccaminosis: Greg 10 (1920) 20-51; Bernard, op.cit., 360365; A. 
Meunier, Imperfection ou peche veniel: RevEcclLiege 23 (1931-1932) 201-219; J. Tonneau, O.P., BullThom  

5 (1928) 393-398; 10 (1933) 783-791.
17. Salmanticenses, De vit. et pecc. d. 19 dub.l n.8f.; M. Nivard, Autour du probabilisme. II Perfectionisme: 

ArchPh 2 (19240 86-91; F. Huerth, S.J., De imperfectione positiva: Greg 5 (1924) 102-106; Garrigou- 
Lagrange, L ’imperfection est-elle distincte du peche veniel?: VieSpir 11 (1925) 85-87, Id., Le probleme de 
I’imperfection morale: EphThLov 4 (1927) 195-207; A. Meersch, S.J., De imperfectione et veniali peccato: 
PerMorCanLit 17 (1928) 186-194; Cathrein, Unvollkommenheit und lassliche Siinde: ZAscM yst 3 (1928) 
115-137,221-239,369f.; T. Richard, O.P., Le perfectiorisme et Saint Thomas: RevThom 11 (1928) 1-26; Id., 
A propos du perfectiorisme. II Reponse de R.P. Richard: Ibid. 278-281; Id., Reponses a des nouvelles cri
tiques: Ibid. 560-565; Id., Les imperfections et la doctrine de Saint Thomas: RevThom 36 (1931) 131-156; 
Id., Etudes de Theologie Morale. I. Le plus parfait, doctrine et pratique (Paris 1933); J. Calveras, S.J., Con- 
cepto del desorden en los Ejercicios de San Ignacio: Manr 7 (1931) 289-303; J. Creusen, S.J., Imperfection 
ouptche veniel: NouvRevTh 58 (1931) 21-34;C. Maz6n, S.J., Las reglas de los Religiosos. Su obligaciony 
naturalezajuridica (Rome 1940) p. 332-342; I Moran, S.J., El orden moral:iCabe en el algun desorden con 
plena deliberacion y sin pecado?: MiscCom 1 (1943) 133-173; P. Lacoline, Imperfection ou peche veniel 
(Quebec 1945), on this work see A. Plante, S.J.: ScEccl 1 (1948) 231-236; J. de Guibert, S.J., Legons de 
theologie spirituelle 1 (Toulouse 1946) p. 169; P. De Letter, S.J., Venial sin: RevRel 9 (1950) 225-233.
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Nor has it been proved that the greatest reference and gratitude for the gifts 
received from him must be shown to God in every human act.18

With regard to praxis it should be noted that a positive imperfection, 
unless it proceeds from an inordinate motive, is not certainly sufficient 
matter for the sacrament of penance. Moreover, although those opinions 
in practice for the solving of cases of conscience more or less agree,19 they 
differ theoretically, and so Huerth says: “The more severe opinion.. .until it 
is proposed with more convincing arguments, should not be spread around 
but should be strictly contained lest it be an occasion for an erroneous con
science and cause sins, where it has not yet been established that there is an 
obligation under pain of sin.”20

899. N.B. On the causes o f venial sin almost the same thing must be said, with due 
proportion, as was said about the causes of mortal sin. But the possibility of other sub
jects of that sin (perhaps an angel, an integral man, etc.), beside fallen man, is handled 
in other treatises.

900. Every venial sin causes a guilty state ofpunishment, both o f  loss and o f  sense. 
That is a matter of divine and catholic faith concerning punishment in general; it is at 
least certain in theology concerning the pain both of loss and of sense.

1) On punishment in general. Matt. 12:36: On the day o f judgment men will render 
account for every careless word they utter; where a word is said to be “careless” it is not 
properly ordered to the end, or it is lacking necessity or utility. Hence, at the judgment 
an account must be give also for that, or for the least sin. Therefore a fortiori for other 
venial sins. But in that judgment an account is given only for those things to which God 
has attached a punishment. Therefore venial sins introduce a guilty state of punishment.

From the dogma about purgatory where venial sins must also be punished (De malo 
q.7 a. 11).

The law of God also prohibits venial sin. But that implies a sanction both of a re
ward for those obeying the law and of punishment for those violating the law. Therefore 
he also imposes punishment for venial sin.

2) On the pain of loss. Rev. 21:27: But nothing unclean shall enter it (glory), i.e., 
before, as the only suitable meaning of the text, the debt of sin has been paid, both 
regarding the guilty state of sin (reatus culpae), by the retraction of the prior act, and 
regarding the guilty state of punishment (reatus poenae) either by sufficient suffering (in

18. See Noldin, loc.cit., n. 289; Huerth, loc.cit. On the mind o f  St. Thomas on this matter, see for one side 
Cruysberghs, loc.cit.; Elter, loc.cit.; J. Osbourn, S.J., The Morality of Imperfections (Washington 1943); 
M.C. Gonz&iez, O.P., De imperfectione morali: EtRech (Ottawa 1944); in particular in De ver. q. 23, a.8 ad 
4, M. Sanchez, S.J., De imperfectione morali: Ang 27 (1950) 73-80; but for the other part Richard, loc.cit.; 
Huerth: Schol 4 (1929) 630-632. On the historical question about moral imperfection, see R. Brouillard, S.J., 
Pour Vhistoire de I'mperfection morale: NouvRevTh 58 (1931) 217-238.

19. See Vermeersch, De imperfectone... loc.cit., 217; Id., Thiol. Mor., loc.cit., n.405; Cruysberghs, loc.cit.; 
Ranwez, Peche veniel ou imperfection: NouvRevTh 58 1931 135; Plane, 236.

20. Huerth, loc.cit., 106.
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purgatory) or by satisfaction (in this life).
“It is certain,” Suarez says, “that venial sin impedes for a time the attainment of 

eternal happiness, and in this way there is something of infinity in a certain respect 
(.secundum quid) in its punishment, just as its malice is in some way opposed to God.”21

Moreover it is at least contained, as is clear from the nature of the case, in the tes
timonies of the sources by which the existence of venial sin is proved (1 Cor. 3:10-15; 
R 1382, 2233).

3) On the pain of sense. From the testimonies recently cited. In venial sin there 
is both inordinateness from the end (without aversion) and inordinate conversion to a 
creature. Therefore it is proper that God imposes for the former the pain of loss and for 
the latter the pain of sense.

“It is certain,” Suarez says, “that some finite pain of sense is due to venial sin, 
which every sinner will suffer in the future, if he does not obtain remission in this life, 
since the justice of God leaves no evil unpunished.22

901. Corollary. On thinking about sin. Man was not made by God to sin; therefore 
sin is not essentially, but only accidentally in his life. However he sins often, so that 
relatively few men are stained with no mortal sin,23 and no one, if he lives for some 
time, is free of all venial sin, unless he has a special privilege from God (D 1573). That 
being the case, it is useful for man that he acknowledge his sins and that he fill himself 
with a sense of being a sinner; for thereby moved by humility he seeks union with God 
in prayer.24

Also in this way he is moved more and more by hatred for sin, which is of great 
importance for his spiritual life.25

21. Ibid, d.7 s.4 n.l
22. Ibid.
23. St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 1.21 c.16: ML 41,750f.: “But when he reaches the age in which he understands 

precepts...he must begin to wage war against vices and fight vigorously lest he commit damnable sins... 
However there are very few who attain such happiness that from the beginning of adolescence they commit 
no damnable s in s....”

24. See E. Roche, S.J., Notre condition depecheurs: NouvRevTh 62 (1950) 690-703.
25. On hatred for sin, see P. Galtier, S.J., Le sens dupeche a entretenir: RevAscMyst 28 (1952) 289-304. Many 

helpful points about sin are presented by J. Regnier, Le sens du peche (Paris 1954).
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C H A P T E R  V

On the sin of Adam

Thesis 40. Adam, gravely sinning by the transgression of the divine 
precept, lost original justice.

S.Th. II-II q. 163-165; In 2 d.22 q.l a. 1-3; d.29 q .l a.5; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.22 a.l q. 12; a.2 q .l; Suarez, 
De opere sex dierum 4 c.1-7; Bellarmine, De amissione gratiae 1.3; Beraza, m.562-595; Palmieri, Depeccato 
oiiginah th. 1, Boyer, th. 13; Lercher, n.643-646; J. Feldmann, Parodies undSiindenfall(Munster 1913); K. Frtls- 
torfer, Die Paradiessiinde (Linz a. O. 1929); Hugueney, Adam et lepeche originel: RevThom 19 (1911) 64-88; 
Vandenberghe, De peccato protoparentum: collatBrug 37 (1937) 462-466.

902. Connection. After we have spoken about personal sin, now we 
must treat original sin. But since this sin can be considered as it was in 
Adam, or the one originating sin, and as it is in his posterity, or as origi
nated sin, it will first be considered by us as originating, and then as origi
nated regarding its existence, nature, manner of propagation, effects in this 
life and in the next life.

Therefore first of all our question will be about the existence of Adam’s 
sin, its gravity and its effect as to original justice, so that other questions 
about that sin will be relegated to the scholiums given below.

903. Definition of terms. Adam is considered now as a private person 
regarding his own sin, and without relation to the future human race except 
as regards his loss of original justice. What is said here applies also to Eve, 
who however lost justice for herself alone.

Gravely sinning. Sin is a morally inordinate act, grave or light, accord
ing as it is contrary to a grave or light moral obligation.

Divine precept, or a law of God given to Adam himself, and it is also 
a positive law, or distinct from the natural law; strict, or morally binding; 
grave, not necessarily by reason of the matter, but at least as an injunction 
from God under a grave obligation.

Transgression is taken here as a violation of a divine precept; it is real, 
or begun by a deed, and it is also formal, that is, it is done with sufficient 
knowledge of the precept and with freedom.

Original justice is understood as the complex of gifts that Adam re
ceived as gifts o f nature, or those to be transmitted to all men, and there
fore without infused knowledge, which is rightly thought to have been a 
personal gift of Adam, and it can be thought not to have been lost, at least 
completely, by Adam the sinner.
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Lost it for himself This loss regarding the individual gifts is established 
by the same theological certitude by which it is established by the granting 
of the individual gifts given to Adam and it is proved with the same argu
ments with which the granting of the individual gifts is proved. Therefore 
there is no reason for us here to go into that proof again.

As was said about sanctification (n. 706), the loss is asserted directly about Adam, 
but it also includes the totality of human nature, as is clear from the argument.

904. Adversaries. Rationalists and, especially under the leadership of 
Gunkel, liberal Protestants consider the biblical narration as poetic fiction, 
by which is explained the transition of man from an uncultivated state to 
the knowledge of good and evil. In fact many of them think that it depends 
on some profane myths, especially Babylonian. Loisy and Turmel agree 
with them.1

905. Doctrine of the Church. Council o f Trent (D 1511): “If anyone 
does not confess that the first man Adam, when he had transgressed the 
commandment of God in Paradise, immediately lost his holiness and jus
tice.. .and incurred through the offense o f that prevarication the wrath and 
indignation o f God and hence death..., and with death captivity under the 
power... of the devil...: let him be anathema.” (D 1512): “If anyone asserts 
that the transgression of Adam has harmed him alone and not his posteri
ty .. .or that he having been defiled by the sin of disobedience has transfused 
only death.. .into the whole human race, but not sin also, which is the death 
o f the souk let him be anathema.”

Therefore with these words it is indirectly defined that Adam trans
gressed a divine precept or acted wickedly; but directly that Adam because 
of his sin lost holiness and justice, therefore also sanctifying grace; that he 
incurred the wrath and indignation of God with captivity under the devil. 
These words of course would be understood ineptly to be about venial 
sin. The sin of Adam transfused to his posterity is called death o f the soul; 
therefore it is mortal.

The Council o f  Orange II (D 370f.) defined almost the same thing.
The Indiculus (D 238f.) can be added: In truth it is he who “believes and speaks 

with the Catholics: In the transgression of Adam (a fortiori Adam himself) all men lost 
their natural power and innocence (therefore also grace).”

1. See A. Gaudel, P e c h e  o r ig in e l; dtc 12,282F. 573F.; Hummelauer, lo c .c it., p. 134f.; Le Bachelet, P e c h e  o r ig i-  

n el: DAFC 3,1737f.; Ceuppens, 162f.
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The Biblical Commission responded negatively to this question about 
the historical character of the first chapters of Genesis: “Whether in par
ticular the literal historical meaning can be called in doubt, where it treats 
of facts narrated in the same chapters that touch on the foundations of the 
Christian religion: they are such as, among others..., a command given by 
God to man to test his obedience; the transgression of a divine command at 
the prodding of the devil under the appearance of a snake; the ejection of 
the first parents from the primeval state of innocence; also the promise of 
a future Redeemer?”2

906. Theological note. It is defined divine and Catholic faith that Adam 
sinned by transgressing a divine precept, and indeed gravely (D 1511). It is 
at least morally certain that it was a positive precept; but the final decision 
on this depends on the question about the nature of Adam’s sin.

907. Proof from Holy Scripture. 1) The precept given to Adam, which 
will be clear from the obvious meaning that it was a positive precept, was 
strict. Gen. 2:16: God commanded (in Hebrew sivah, in Greek LXX 
svsTstXxxTo) the man saying...: but o f the tree o f the knowledge ofgood and 
evil you shall not eat. 3:1: He (the serpent) said to the woman: did God say 
(in Hebrew amar, or he said) you shall not eat o f any tree in the garden? 
See also 3, 11,17 {Sivah, evsi£iA,djir|v). The Hebrew words “amar” and 
“sivah” (hiphil of “savah”) and the Greek svxsAAco signify a precept in the 
strict sense.3

The absolute threat of punishment indicates the same thing: In the day 
that you eat o f it you shall die.

St. Paul saying (Rom. 4:15): Where there is no law there is no trans
gression (7rapaPaaiq), calls with the same Greek word both Adam’s sin 
(Rom. 5:14 ...like the transgression o f Adam) and Eve’s sin (1 Tim. 2:14: 
And Adam was not deceived, but the woman was deceived and became a 
transgressor). He calls the deed of Adam “disobedience” (raxpaicoTj) (Rom. 
5:19): For as by one man’s disobedience many were made sinners.

It was appropriate that a precept should be imposed on the first par
ents, especially since they were adorned with outstanding gifts, so that they 
would subject themselves by their deeds; and surely it had to be a positive 
precept, that is, one in which only the nature of the will of God as the leg- 
islator would appear, since in the natural law, beside the divine prohibition,

2. This response is by no means abrogated by the letter of the Secretary of the B ib lic a l  C o m m is s io n  to Cardinal 
Suhard (16 January 1948); see AAS 40 (1948).

3. G. Gesenius-F.Buhl, H ebr. a n d  a ra m . W o rte rb u c h  (Leipzig 1915) 50f. 676f.; H. Stephanus, T h esa u ru s  
g r a e c e  lin g u a e , ed. F. Didot, 3,1160.
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there is a certain reason for forbidding the evil, and since the first parents 
by observing it willingly and almost without any difficulty, would seem to 
be obeying themselves and their own reasoning rather than God.

908. 2) The precept given to Adam was grave: a) From such a solemn 
promulgation of the precept, and because of the grave sanction attached to 
it (Gen. 2:16f.).

b) From the grave penalty that followed, which essentially (or unless 
a special reason is present, which here is not apparent) supposes a grave 
fault, and therefore a grave precept. The punishment was: loss of immortality 
(Gen. 3:17f.) and integrity (3:11), being expelled from Paradise (3:22-24), 
beside special punishments for the serpent (3:14f.), for Eve (3:16), for Adam 
(3:17-19). Moreover ejection from Paradise sufficiently indicates the loss of 
friendship with God (Gen. 3:8) which comes only from grave sin.

c) From the purpose o f the precept. For since this was about something 
intrinsically indifferent, or at least some special precept, its one or at least 
greatest reason was that Adam by his subjection should prove by his action 
that God is his origin and end.4 But to show or refuse subjection to God is 
something grave. Therefore.

Since venial sin, as a moral evil, surpasses any physical evil, the physical punish
ment alone of the loss of integrity, immortality and impassibility perhaps does not prove 
completely the gravity of the precept. For God can punish venial sin with a grave physi
cal evil because of some reason affecting the common good (2 Sam. 6:6, 23; 1 Kings 
13:26). But: a) Our proof is taken in the context of other proofs, b) Since in ordinary 
actual providence venial sins are not punished with such grave sufferings in this life, we 
deduce accordingly that the sin of Adam was not venial, c) From St. Augustine (R 2013) 
who said that the great punishment o f mortality followed the greatness of Adam’s sin.5

909. 3. The transgression of the precept was real, since the first parents 
are introduced as eating the fruit of the tree (3:6), and accused of this by 
God and themselves admitting it (3:11-13, 17); since elsewhere it is sup
posed, as in Rom. 5:19: By one man’s disobedience (Adam)..., and in 1 
Tim. 2:14: The woman (Eve) was deceived and became a transgressor.

The transgression of the precept was formal, since the first parents 
possessed both freedom and knowledge of the law, and both of these are 
shown: a) From the narration of the sin, in which appear: Eve tempted, as 
having distinctly before her eyes the precept along with its sanction, and

4. St. John Chrysostom, Horn. 1 6  in  G en . n.6: MG 53,133: “With that small precept he wanted to show his 
dominion over him.” See Suarez, 3,21,9f.

5. Bea, D e  P e n ta e u c h o  n.lll; Lagrange, L 'in n o c e n c e  e t  l e p e c l i e  (G en  2 ,4 -3 ) : Rev Bibl 6 (1897) 356.
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as freely deciding, after reflection, to eat the fruit (3:3); Adam as having 
nothing to say to God when he asks him about the transgression of the 
precept, except that he ate it at the invitation of the woman (3: Ilf.), and as 
condemned by God precisely because he listened to the voice of his wife 
and ate from the tree contrary to the divine precept (3:17).

b) From the gifts of Adam, by which he was so constituted in the moral 
order that he could not be moved by passion to act against reason, nor be 
led to act by a blinding of the intellect without sufficient reflection.

910. Proof from tradition. St. Augustine (R 2013): The sin o f Adam 
w>as greater than the sins o f others because o f Adam’s greater excellence.
The sin of him (with a rational nature) was all the more incredible as it 

was damnable... The first Adam was of a nature so excellent that his sin 
was as much greater than the sins of others as he was much better than the 
others; therefore also his punishment...appears so great that immediately 
also he was bound by the necessity of dying__”

The holy Fathers suppose that the sin of Adam was grave, both in oth
er ways and especially inasmuch as they say that Adam by his sin lost 
grace and we also in him, that is, the robe of sanctity: St. Irenaeus (R 225); 
justice, St. Augustine (R 1698); the heavenly image after which man was 
made: St. Basil (R 973), St. Ambrose (R 1318); the indwelling of the Holy 
Spirit: St. Cyril of Alexandria (R 2086).

911. Objection. The biblical narration about Paradise depends on the fabled Baby
lonian myths. Therefore it is mythical just like these.

/  deny the major. This assertion of certain independent authors is denied not only 
by all Catholics but also by many Protestants. And certainly the biblical narrative: a) 
Differs from them both in the moderate tone of the words and in the pure religious and 
moral doctrine and in the dignity of the facts, and in the substance of things narrated, b) 
It does not agree with them except unless at most in some small things and in things of 
small moment. The perhaps apparent affinity on a few points rather confirms the biblical 
historicity, since the similar elements in the different narrations of the same thing are 
explained rightly as traces testifying to a common tradition of revealed truth.6

The simplicity of the presentation, as is surely clear, is not opposed to the truth of 
the narration, since rather it reveals the historical mind of the author; the somewhat 
figurative form is also not opposed to it, since this is often present in history books, 
especially ancient ones, and since it does not hinder the substance of the narration.

912. Corollary. Because of his sin Adam lost sanctifying grace, integrity, immor-

6. J. Plessis, B a b y lo n e  e t  la  B ib le : DBS 1,737-745; P. Deimel, D ie  b ib lis c h e  P a r o d ie s  E rz d h lu n g  u n d  ihre  

b a b y l. P a r a lle le n : Or 16 (1925) 100; A. Condamin, B a b y lo n e  e t  la  B ib le : DAFC 1,339-342; Ceuppens p. 
234-241; Boyer, 316-318.
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tality, impassibility; he became subject to the reign of the devil and his temptations; 
after losing his undeserved gifts, by which he was greatly helped even in his natural 
functions, his intellect was darkened and his will weakened. Thus his natural gifts, even 
though they were not taken away or lessened by his sin, are rightly said to have been 
changed in an inferior manner, since that wonderful harmony among his powers in ref
erence to the last end disappeared, and it was followed by conflict between the flesh and 
the spirit, difficulty in finding and obtaining what is good, and temptations.

913. Scholium 1. On the historicity o f  the biblical narration about Adam’s sin. This 
historicity is established: a) By the historical character of the whole book of Genesis, 
which is easily gathered from the later chapters of the same book.7 b) From the same 
texts of Holy Scripture understanding the matter literally: Sir. 25:33; Rom. 5:12-19, 1 
Tim. 2:14; 2 Cor. 11:3; Rev. 12:9 (where it is recalled that the great dragon was thrown 
down, and that ancient serpent, who is called the Devil and Satan, the deceiver o f the 
whole world), c) From many testimonies of the holy Fathers, v.gr., Theophilus of An
tioch (R 183), St. Irenaeus (R 225), St. Ambrose (R 1318), St. Augustine (R 2013).
d) From the liturgy recounting as mutually related our restoration and Adam s sin of 
eating. Thus in the poem, Pange lingua: “Eating of the tree forbidden, / Man had sunk 
in Satan’s snare, / When the pitying Creator / Did this second tree prepare— Such the 
order God appointed / When for sin he would atone; / To the serpent thus opposing / 
Schemes yet deeper than his own: / Thence the remedy procuring / Whence the fatal 
wound had come.” Also in the Preface o f  the Holy Cross: “The tree of man’s defeat 
became the tree of his victory; where life was lost, there life has been restored.”8

This historicity demands, from an analysis of the response of the Biblical Com
mission (D 3514), that there was a divine precept, and indeed, as is more suitable, a 
positive one, since the precepts of the natural law are already supposed; a temptation o f  
the devil, and indeed, from the obvious sense to which there is no serious objection, by 
a serpent (imaginary or natural); a transgression of that precept; and loss o f  the state o f  
innocence. However it does not deny that the first temptation and transgression were 
types of subsequent trials among men; nor does it prohibit an allegorical exposition of 
the text according to the spiritual sense, but always based on the literal meaning.

914. Scholium 2. The devil’s temptation o f  the first parents, a) The fact is certain: 
from Gen. 3:1-5, since the serpent, as a beast, cannot speak, dispute, etc., and therefore 
it does not act except by virtue of a superior intelligence, which surely would not be any 
good angel; from Scripture attributing the beginning of death to the envy o f the devil 
(Wis. 2:24), and also calling him a murderer from the beginning (John 8:44), a great 
dragon, that ancient serpent (Rev. 12:9); from the holy Fathers like Tertullian (R 286), 
St. Cyprian (R 567), St. Methodius (R 612); from Lateran Council IV (D 800): “Man

7. Gaudel, lo c .c it. , 280-284; Bea, lo c .c it., n.114-117; Lagrange, 360-373; Ceuppens, 163-166.
8. B. Brodmann, O.F.M., Q u id  d o c e a t  S. S c r ip tu r a  u tr iu sq u e  T es ta m en ti d e  in d o le  h is to r ic a  n a r ra t io n is  d e  

p a r a d is o  e t  la p su : Ant 12 (1917) 125-164, 213-236,327-356; L. Mdchineau, L 'h is to r ic ite  d e s  tr o is p r e m ie r s  

c h a p itr e s  d e  la  G e n e se  (Rome 1910) 85-95 (on tradition). See also H. Leclercq, A d a m  in E a r ly  C h r is tia n  

L itu rg y  a n d  L ite ra tu re : CE 1,132.
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sinned at the suggestion of the devil.”
b) The manner: It was not only extrinsic, as proceeding from the devil and not from 

within man, but it was also external to the man, since it was “through the devil’s persua
sion under the guise of a serpent” (D 3514).

c) Fittingness. Since it was necessary that man should subject himself perfectly to 
God by obeying his precept, and since he felt no difficulty within himself to do that, it 
was fitting that he be tempted from outside o f  himself. But since the condition of man is 
such that he can be helped or hindered by other creatures, it was fitting that his tempta
tion come to him from the devil, just as it was fitting that man be urged to do good by 
the good angels (II-II q. 165, a. 1).

d) The devil tempted Eve, not Adam because, although both had the gift of integrity, 
she would fall more easily that the man; since, beside the more abundant grace doubt
less given to Adam, she was easier to seduce, weaker in resistance, and as clinging to 
her man she was more apt to seduce him, for “the woman was used as an instrument of 
temptation to bring down the man” (II-II q. 165, a. 2).9 10 11

e) The tempting serpent. Although this is taken by some as a mere symbol of the 
devil, by others it is taken properly whether generally as a true animal," or as an imag
inary serpent,12 and indeed rightly so, since nothing is opposed to this interpretation.

Suitably God allowed it to be used as an instrument in this case, since that insidi
ous animal is a quasi natural symbol of astuteness.13 His curse (Gen. 3:16f.) is taken by 
some, such as Hummelauer, Hetzenauer, for the serpent and the devil; by others, like 
Ceuppens, Hoberg, Pesch, Lercher, and Hofbauer seem to prefer this view, for the devil 
alone, as if by this the divine contempt of the serpent and his humiliation is signified.14

f) The tree o f  the knowledge o f  good and evil. The temptation was about eating 
fruit from that tree (Gen. 2:9.17; 3:3-5). The tree of itself, as is easily apparent, was not 
poisonous15; likewise “all concede,” says Hummelauer, “that there was no power in the 
tree to impart knowledge to man, but the name was bom from the event. But how this 
name is suitable for it, the authors disagree.”16 More probably it is so called because, as

9. St. Augustine, De civ. Dei 14,11,2: ML 41,419; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.21 a.l q.3.
10. Cajetan: see Vost6, Cardinalis Caietanus in Vetus Testamentum: Ang 12 (19350 322f.; Lagrange, 365f.; 

Ceuppens, p. 188; L. Dennefeld, Messianisme: DTC 10,1411; H. Junker, Die biblische Urgeschichte in ihre ’r 
Bedeutung als Grundlage der alttestamentlichen Offenbarung (Bonn 1932) p. 49; B. Rigaux, L ’Antechrist 
(Gembloux 1932) p. 32; L. Arnaldrich, O.F.M., En torno a un comentario catolico reciente sobre el libro del 
Genesis: VerVid 8 (1950) 226 (he seems to hold this); J. Renie, op. cit., 50-54.

11. M. Hetzenauer, Comment, in librum Genesis, p. 74; K. FrUhstorfer, Die redende Schlange und unsere 
Stammeltern: ThPrQschr 88 (1935) 313-317; Bea, n.lll. „it is admitted more generally11; Heinisch 
Problemi,,, 84f.; Junker, 17.

12. Hummelauer (p. 15If.) accepts this interpretation as probable and he seems to incline to it; G. Hoberg, Die 
Genesis p.44f. Clamer, 134f., favors this view, and he adds that the decree of the Biblical Commission (D 
3514) does not favor the opinion of a pure symbol of the devil but also it does not oppose it. Michel, L'idee 
de "diable”... 43, leaves the matter undecided.

13. St. Augustine, De civ Dei 14,11,2: ML 41,419.
14. Hummelauer, p. 158f.; Hetzenauer, p. 74f.;Ceuppens, 138; Hoberg, 40; Pesch, 3 n.229; Lercher, n. 645.4; T. 

Hofbauer, S.J., Die Paradieseschlange: ZkatliTh 60 (1947) 228-231; likewise Clamer, 138f.; Heinisch, 91; 
Junker, 19. Van Imschoot, op. cit., 135, thinks it is against the devil alone.

15. St. Augustine, De Gen. ad litt. 8,6,12: ML 34,337.
16. Hummelauer, p. 131.
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a result of their actions regarding the tree, the first parents learned by experience both 
the goodness of obedience and the evil of disobedience17; but there are many other in
terpretations.18 Moreover that tree is generally taken as a real tree19; but after Lagrange 
said that it is possible to take it either properly or metaphorically, some authors, like 
Ceuppens and Daffara, prefer its metaphorical sense.20

915. Scholium 3. What was the nature o f  the sin o f the first parents, a) It was not a 
sexual sin, contrary to the opinion whose traces can be found in ancient Judaism, then in 
Clement of Alexandria and among some others mentioned by St. Augustine21; recently 
many psychoanalysts and liberal Protestants have embraced this opinion.22 According to 
Mayrhofer, God, willing that the generative act be the vehicle of grace or a quasi sacra
ment so that it would be subject to its supernatural character, forbade that act to the first 
parents during a certain period of time. They however did not obey that and sinned, not 
formally because of the generative act itself, as if it in itself were evil, but as violating 
that supernatural prohibition, or by using that quasi sacrament before the proper time. 
Therefore the result was that their sin was formally a supernatural rejection and thus a 
sin of pride.23

Contrary to all of them, Catholic authors generally say that it is asserted without 
any really sufficient reason that the sin of the first parents was sexual.24 These points

17. St. John Chrysostom, In Gen. hom.16 n.6: MG 53, 132f.; St. Augustine, loc.cit.; De civ. Dei. 14,17: ML 
41,425f.; S.Th. I q. 102, a. 1 ad 4; Comp, theol. c. 188; Hummelauer, loc.cit.; Ceuppens, p. 180f.; Heinisch, 82f.

18. Hummelauer (p. 132) mentions many. A different view is proposed by Landersdorfer, Der Siindenfall: ThGl 
17 (19250 47-54; P. Mayrhofer, O.S.B., Der Fall des Menschen: ThGl 28 (1936) 146-148; S. Euringer, 
Job wara ’ in der Erzdhlung von Parodies und Siindenfall: BiblZschr 22 (1934) 324-331; J. Coppens, La 
connaissance du bien et mal et le peche du paradis. Contribution a Vinterpretation de Gen. 2-3 (Louvain 
1948) p.13-28; Clamer, 119; Lambert, Le drame... 930f. 1056.1062; K.A.H. Hidding, Tweerlei Kennis in het 
Paradijsverhaal: RegSant (1950) 233-240; Renie, 46.

19. Hummelauer, p. 132f.; Hetzenauer, loc.cit., p. 51; Hoberg, p. 32f.
20. Lagrange, loc.cit., p. 333; Ceuppens, 181; Daffara, loc.cit., n. 104-108; Heinisch, 95. St. Augustine (De Gen. 

ad lift. 11,41,56: ML 34,452) had said: „If perhaps they wish to accept this tree as not in the proper sense as 
a true tree with true apples, but take it only figuratively, that view contains the probable destruction of right 
faith and truth.”

21. Clement of Alexandria, Cohort, ad gentes 11; Strom. 14,17: MG 8,228.1194f. 1205; St. Augustine, De Gen. ad  
lift. 11,41,57: ML 34,452. See also St. Zeno of Verona, 1,13 (on circumcision), 5: ML 1,348. The sexual exege
sis of St. Ambrose that is sometimes proposed is difficult to establish: see Asensio, loc.cit., 514f. Moreover see 
J. Coppens, L 'interpretation sexuelle du peche du paradis dans la literature patristique: EphThLov 24 (1948) 
402-408; however Asensio refutes him, ^Tradition sobre un pecado sexual en elparaiso?: Greg 30 (1949) 
179-186; 31 (1950) 35-62, 163-191,362-390 (it is absolutely not established about a tradition of a sexual sin).

22. See this author who cites many names: FrUhstorfer, Wider die sexuelle Deutung der Ursiinde: ThPrQschr 78 
(1925) 56-62; Pirot, loc.cit., 99f.

23. Mayrhofer, loc.cit., 133-162. He is refuted by F. Mikula, Zur Frage der Siindenfalles: Ibid. 724-730; J. 
Miklik, Der Fall des Menschen: Bibl 20 (1939) 387-396.

24. St. Augustine, loc.cit.; Ceuppens, p. 131: “The whole context is opposed to the opinion of those who say 
that the sin of the first parents was a sin of the flesh; in the context no trace and no foundation for such a 
sin is to be found.” Bea, p. 158 note l:”What some recent authors...bring forth in support of that same 
opinion totally lacks a foundation.” Pirot, 100; J. Coppens, La connaissance du bien et du mal... loc.cit., 40, 
87-91; A. Ferndndez, S.J.: Bibl 2 (1921) 481f.; de Filochristiano, Qualefii ilpeccato de Adamo e di Eva? 
(Carrara 1920): Amcler 44 (1927)42; FrUhstorfer, Paradiessiinde 27-34; Gaudel, 285; Lagrange, 359 note; 
Feldman, loc.cit, 595f.; Asensio, El primer pecado en el relato del Genesis: EstBibl 9 (1950) 179-186; 
Clamer, 137-152f.;Heinisch, 85.
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also have some value against Mayrhofer: a) It is affirmed undeservedly that by a conju
gal act they sinned after the previous exhortation from God to generate (Gen. 1:27f.) and 
after matrimony has been instituted and contracted (2:18, 21 f.). b) Eve is said to have 
eaten first, then Adam (3:6). c) The concupiscence of the flesh appears as the effect, not 
the cause of sin (3.7, 10f.). d) Then lor the first time Adam is said to have known Eve 
who gave birth and praised God (4:1). These points are explained with difficulty, if an 
illicit conjugal act preceded them.

Recently Coppens, while rejecting that rigid sexual sin, held however for a pri
meval sin of a sexual nature, as if it were an attempt at consecrating matrimony to the 
pagan gods of fertility, whose symbol was a serpent.25 But this mitigated sexual opinion 
has been rejected by the exegetes as not sufficiently founded.26

2) It was a sin of disobedience. Catholic authors generally, supposing the precept 
given to Adam to have been a positive one, think that the sin of the first parents was 
simply one of disobedience, as appears and is even mentioned in the sources (Gen. 3:11; 
Rom. 5:19; St. Irenaeus, R 225), although we do not know what the nature was of that 
act of sin.27

Furthermore, since for one sin several movements of the mind and thus several 
types of malice can come together, and since there is nothing opposed to that precept 
being a prohibition of eating the fruit from a certain tree,27* we add these points as being 
more probable:

In the sin o f  Eve, as it is described in Gen. 3:4-6, can be distinguished: pride, be
cause of the inordinate desire for excellence (you will be like God)', gluttony, because 
of her desire for the forbidden fruit (she saw that the tree was good for food, and that it 
was a delight to the eyes); perhaps also infidelity, because of the trust given to the devil 
speaking against God; disobedience (she took o f its fruit and ate); scandal, (she also 
gave some to her husband). Therefore the first sin of Eve was pride in the strict sense, 
as is generally held.28

In the sin o f  Adam there is, beside pride and disobedience, inordinate affection 
(condescension) for his wife. This is said by Scotus, and it seems to be supposed by 
Palmieri that it was the first sin of Adam.29 But more commonly it is held that the first

25. Coppens, loc.cit., 19-16, 92-134. It seems that Lambert, 1044-1052, agrees with him.
26. R. de Vaux, O.P.: RevBibl 56 (1949) 305-308; Voste: Ang 25 (1948) 269-272; A. Lefevre, Bulletin de Exe- 

gese de VAncien Testament: RechScRel 36 (1949) 463f.; Asensio, De persona Adae... 515-522; Id., El 
primerpecado... 187-190f; P Prete, Aspetti delproblema sulprimopeccato: Sap 3 (1950) 273-286; Clamer 
153s.; Heinisch, 87f.; J. Hanin (Sur lepeche d ’Adam considere comme unpeche de “magie RevDiocNam 
2 [1947] 212-214,224-226) holds without any foundation the sin of Adam as a sin of magic, which seems to 
consist in this that Adam fled to an enemy of God, thus violating the order established by God. See Asensio, 
El primer pecado... 177-179.

27. Ceuppens, p. 13Of.; Asensio, loc.cit., 190f.; Heinisch, 86; De Vaux, loc.cit., 306.
27* Thus also Reni6,45f.: “By his real eating of the fruit Adam expressed his proud will of independence and so 

removed himself, the miserable man, ffom grace.”
28. S.Th.II-IIq. 163,a. 1 ;Comp. Theol. c. 190; In 2 d.22 q.l a.l;St. Bonaventure,/« 2 d.22 a.l q.l; Bellarmine, 

loc.cit., c.4f.; Suarez, 4,2,14-21. And Scotus (In 2 d.21 q.2 n.4) seems to agree, although Frassen thinks 
otherwise, loc. cit., p. 288. See Clamer, 152; Heinisch, loc.cit.

29. Scotus, In 2 d.21 q.2; see Frassen, p.288; Palmieri, th. 1 n.5. Here he says that the first sin of Adam can be 
called pride, according as it is a quasi mode of every sin, but not necessarily pride in the strict sense, or as it 
is a special sin. And in agreement are Lercher, n. 646; Huarte, n. 400.
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sin of Adam was pride in the strict sense.30
For Scripture calls pride (in the strict sense) the beginning o f every sin (Sir. 10:13; 

Tob. 4:13), since, as Bellarmine says, it is more credible regarding human sin than an
gelic and it has value both for every sin and for the sin of the first parents.31 Since the 
devil tempted Adam through Eve, it is fitting that Adam received from Eve the promise 
“you will be like God,” and persuaded by this he inordinately desired excellence.32 
Hence the text says (Gen. 3:22): Behold, the man has become like one o f us, knowing 
good and evil; these words can indicate nothing else butthatAdam willed to be like God 
through the knowledge of good and evil.

Infidelity in Eve and a fortiori in Adam is perhaps more difficult to prove.33 More
over they, sinning out of pride, should not be thought to have wished to be like God in 
an equal manner, which would be impossible, but only according to a. possible simili
tude on the level of the knowledge of good and evil, but beyond the proper measure 
(II-II q. 163, a. 2).

916. Scholium 4. Was the sin o f  the first parents the most serious o f  all sins? Not 
of all sins ever committed, or including the sin of the angels, since Eve was seduced by 
a temptation which, although merely external (Wis. 2:24, etc.), diminishes its malice. 
Nor by reason of the moral species, since in the genus of pride there are other sins more 
serious, such as hatred for God.

Certainly: a) It was by reason of its genus, or by reason of being pride, which has 
“a certain excellence among the other sins” (a. 3), and indeed by reason o f this pride by 
which divine similitude is desired, b) It was by reason of the circumstances surround
ing the purpose of the precept to show explicit subjection to God; from the perfection 
of their state in life (ibid.), especially because of the enlightenment of their mind, the 
perfection of will and particularly their integrity; from their ingratitude towards God, as 
their great benefactor; from the prevision, which seems to be able to be presumed, of the 
ruin for their posterity. Hence St. Augustine calls the sin of Adam “by far greater than 
other sins” (R 2013), “ineffably great,” “much greater than we can judge”34; St. Thomas 
calls it “in a certain respect the most serious, but not simply” (ibid.).

The sin of the first parents because of the preceding reasons can be called the most 
serious of all human sins. But if the sin of Adam is compared with the sin of Eve, con
sidering the persons, his was more serious because of the greater perfection of the man;

30. St. Augustine, Sermones, ed. Morin: MiscAug 1 (1930) 564: “Having been rejected (the devil)...he aroused 
pride in him who was made in the image of God... He persuaded him to contemn the law of God... And 
how did he persuade him? If you eat, he said, you will be like God”; De civ. Dei 14,13 : ML 41,420-422; In 
Ps. 119,116: ML 37,1530f; De Gen. ad  lift. 11,5: ML 34,432; S.Th. II-II q. 162, a. 1.2; Suarez, loc.cit., 4,3; 
Lagrange, loc. cit., p.350; Pirot, loc.cit., 100; Ceuppens, loc.cit., 130f.

31. Bellarmine, loc.cit. See Knabenauer, Comment, in Ecclesiasticum, p. 136.
32. Lagrange, p. 351, thinks, based on the reading of the LXX, that Adam was absent while Eve was being 

tempted by the devil, and together with her succumbed to it; but others generally think that the man was 
not seduced immediately by the devil, but by Eve, without indicating the place or time of Adam’s sin in the 
narration, v.gr., S.Th. II-II q. 63, a. 2 ad 1; Bea, p. 157; Heinisch, Das Buch Genesis p. 121.

33. See Suarez, 4,4,1-22; J.B. Heinrich, Dogmatische Theologie 62 (Mainz 1900) p. 698.
34. St. Augustine, Opus imperf. cont. lul. 1 n. 105: ML 45,1119; De nupt. et concup. 2,34,57f.. ML 44,471.
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looking at the type of sin, both were equal or sins of pride; looking at the species of 
pride, Eve’s sin was more serious, because “she was more puffed up than the man,” and 
she led the man into sin and the sin of the man was less, since it was committed out of 
a certain friendly good-will (a. 4).35

917. Scholium 5. On the possibility o f  the sin o f the first parents. This seems to be 
excluded by their state of such supernatural and preternatural perfection; but even the 
angels which is more difficult to explain—were able to sin.36 Hence “it seems that one 
must be very careful lest we so extol this state (of innocence) that the possibility of sin
ning can scarcely be explained.”37

Moreover the first parents, who were not confirmed in grace nor were formally im
peccable by their original justice, possessed a created free will that could choose sin, 
even without any previous error but through a certain lack of mental consideration. This 
was so inasmuch as, occupied with thinking about the advantages of a special similitude 
to God, they did not consider that this was not proper for them, and not to raise them
selves up to God, but they freely willed to take pleasure in what seemed good to them 
and then desired it.38 Thus St. Thomas explains that the angel sinned “by seeking his own 
good, from his own free will, insubordinately to the rule of the Divine will,” through 
“absence of consideration of the things which ought to be considered” (I, q. 63, a. 1 ad 4).

918. Scholium 6. The judgment o f God against the first parents. It was: a) Grave 
in punishing, since they were immediately deprived of the gifts of original justice.39 b) 
Merciful in the way of punishing, since God in the very infliction of punishment prom
ised them victory over the devil (Gen. 3:15), and he himself made garments for them 
and clothed them (Gen. 3:21); in forgiving, since they received both time to repent and 
forgiveness. For the first man is said to have been delivered from his crime and to have 
received the strength to rule all things (Wis. 10:If.); in fact, since, according to the com
mon opinion of the holy Fathers and the theologians,40 which can be said to be certain,41 
they both obtained eternal salvation. For, as St. Irenaeus says against the Encratites or 
the Tatians (so named from Tatian, a Gnostic) who denied that Adam gained eternal life, 
if  the first one to die were not saved from spiritual death, it would detract from the vic
tory of Christ and one could not say “death where is your victory,” and so in the Eastern 
Churches the first parents are honored with a public cult.42

35. See Suarez, loc.cit., 4,5.
36. Billuat (De angelis diss.5 a.l) says: “This difficulty is most grave and hardly solvable.”
37. Hurter, n.333.2. See Bellarmine, loc.cit., c.5 at the end.
38. See Le Bachelet, Adam: DTC 1,375; Riviere, loc.cit., 350-352; F. Dubois, Apropos dupeche d ’Adam: Rev- 

ClFr 59 (1909) 102-104. This question about the root of Adam’s sin is explained based on the works of St. 
Thomas, treating especially the species of sin, by E.J. Fitzpatrick, op.cit., 64-172.
St. Augustine,De civ. Dei 14,15,1: ML41,442f.; S.Th. II-II q. 164; Bellarmine, 3,11; Frtlhstorfer, Die Para- 
diessm de  27-34; Daffara, n.115-123.
Suarez, 4,9.
Pesch, n.235: “And without doubt this is the unanimous opinion of theologians and of the Christian people 
and it seems that it must be said for certain because of the constant tradition”; Boyer, 324.
St Irenaeus, Adv. haer., 3.23,7f.: MG 7,964f.: see 3,28.1: MG 7,960; Le Bachelet, loc.cit., 379f.; E. Palis 
Adam: DB 1,177; Beraza, n. 595 note 1.

39

40
41.

42.
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919. Scholium 7. A reflection on Adam in Paradise. This proclaims the goodness o f  
Go d  who adorns man with such excellent gifts; it teaches the gravity of sin; it shows that 
the origin o f  human hardships both physical and moral, was the free will o f man, which 
of course God could have kept from sin, even without physically limiting his freedom, 
by strengthening his freedom with the graces by which he would certainly not depart 
from the right path, but he was not bound by any law to do that. It moves us to gratitude 
to Christ for coming that he might restore us to a better Paradise by our ontological, 
ascetical and mystical return in fervent zeal for evangelical perfection towards a life in 
Paradise.43

Moreover, since the precept imposed on Adam was suitable foi human nature in 
the state of innocence, and since for other reasons by use of his free will he could easily 
resist temptation (II-II q. 165, a. 1 ad 2), the divine permission of the foreseen transgres
sion is explained very well, since it was the occasion of bringing extraordinary gifts to 
the world.44

43. See C. Morino, Ritorno atparadiso di Adamo in S. Ambrogio. Itinerario spirituale (Rome 1952) p. 55-118.
44. St. Augustine, De Gen. ad litt. 1.11 c.4-7 n.6-9: ML 34,43If.; De civ. Dei 14,26. ML 41,435. See M. De 

Lama, Profundidades divinas: RelCult 22 (1933) 202-216; J.B. Becker, Der Schuldkarakter der Erbsiinde: 
ZkathTh 48 (1924) 88-92; Galtier, Les deux Adams c.3 s.l.
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C H A P T E R  V I

On the existence of original sin

Thesis 41. Original sin exists, or the sin that proceeds from the sin 
of Adam; it is present in all men as a true sin, as proper to each 
individual and transmitted by propagation.

S.Th. In 2  d.30 q.l a.lf.; I-II q. 81, a. 1-3; 4 CG 50-52; St. Bonaventure, In 2 Sen t, d.30 a.l q.2; Bellarmine, 
lo c .c it., 1.4 c.1-10; Suarez, D e  v i t i is  e tp e c c a t i s  d.9 s.l; Patmieri, th. 1-6; Mazzella, n. 917-962; Beraza, 596-692; 
Lercher, n. 647-653; Boyer, th. 14; Daffara, n. 124-139.

920. Connection. After treating the personal sin of Adam, its trans
mission to all men must be considered or original sin, “about which,” ac
cording to Augustine, “nothing is more known through preaching, nothing 
more difficult to understand.”1 Its existence however is contained in the 
fundamental points of our religion: “In the case of the two men... by one 
we were sold under sin, by the other we are redeemed from sins.. .Christian 
faith properly consists in this” (St. Augustine, R 1857). Therefore our first 
task here is to consider the existence of this sin.

921. Definition of terms. Sin is a morally inordinate act, grave or light 
according as it is contrary to a grave or light obligation; it is actual or ha
bitual according as the act itself is considered either in itself or as morally 
continuing in a guilty state of sin.

Original sin is a habitual sin that is in man from his conception and is 
caused by a voluntary physical act: not his own, or of the person in which 
it exists, like a personal sin, but coming from another. Therefore it is a 
habitual sin.

That proceeds from the sin o f Adam, that is, according as a habitual sin 
proceeds from an actual sin, as an effect from a cause. Therefore it is origi
nal in an originated way, which in the fullest sense is said to be original; 
while the personal sin of Adam is original in an originating way. Therefore 
the originating sin is the personal sin of Adam, but the inherited sin from 
him is not personal, but it is in his posterity as a habitual sin.

As a true sin, that is, it is not understood as a metonymy, for either the 
cause of sin, v.gr., for concupiscence, or for the effect, v.gr., for punishment 
in general or the punishment of death; but it is taken properly, or rending 
man both hateful to God and worthy of punishment, namely, guilty both of
1. D e  m o rib . E cc l. C a th . 1.1 c.22: ML 32,1328.
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sin and punishment, not just venial, but mortal
Present in all men, that is, to the descendants from Adam in a natural 

way (therefore also for this reason not Christ, as generated without the 
cooperation of a man), but not to those exempted by a privilege, which we 
know was granted to the Blessed Virgin.

Proper to each individual, that is, to all, not just collectively, but taken 
in a distributive sense, and also not by a mere extrinsic imputation of Ad
am’s sin, but intrinsically or by something proper to them by which they
truly are sinners. .

Transmitted by propagation, that is, not by imitation or as committed 
by individuals by a personal physical act, as if they were imitating the sin 
of Adam, but as committed by the personal act of the one Adam, and propa
gated to each individual. It is not yet established that the propagation was 
by generation (see thesis 45).

Original sin is called: a) Original, either because it was actually committed at the 
origin of man, or because it is contracted at the origin of each person,2 or perhaps also 
because it is the quasi occasional origin of other sins, b) A sin o f  nature, not because 
nature as such—or not the person himself—is its subject, but either because it is present 
in all men or total human nature, or inasmuch as total human nature virtually existing in 
Adam contracted it, or because it is not contracted by the personal act of each one, but
together with human nature.3

The sin o f  Adam is said to be transmitted, not the sin of Eve, since the sources in this 
matter do not mention any sin as propagated except the sin of Adam. But for the thesis 
it is taken indifferently that what is transmitted is either the sin of the one Adam or the 
sin of both Adam and Eve as morally one.

922. Adversaries. Pelagians; Diodorus of Tarsus and Theodore of 
Mopsuestia, as it seems; Zwingli; Socinians, Rationalists, some recent 
Protestants (n. 696f., 70If.). The Mormons profess that men are punished 
because of their own sins, not because of the sin of Adam; thus they seem 
to deny original sin, at least in the proper sense. Theosophists.4

Here also should be mentioned those who said that original sin is not 
properly a sin, but an obligation for a penalty, like Abelard (D 728), whom

2. St. Anselm, De concept, virginis et originalipeccato c. 1: ML 158,433f.
3. S.Th. I q. 81, a. I, De malo q.4 a .l; see 2 d.20 q.2 a.3 ad 1; De pot. Q.3 a.9 ad 3. See St. Augustine, Op. 

imperf. cont. lul. 5,9: ML 45,1938.
4. W.R. Harris, Mormons: CE 10,571; G. Busnelli, S.J., Teosofia et teologia: Greg 1 (1920) 157f. Accord

ing to Bellarmine (loc.cit., 4,2) Erasmus had at first said (annot. to Rom. 5) that all had sinned in Adam by 
imitation, and in another edition o f  his work, trying to avoid the suspicion o f  Pelagianism, denied that he 
was a Pelagian and clearly asserted original sin; but he says nothing in his long disputation from which it is 
possible to understand that he thinks that the sin was contracted by generation, not imitation; rather he says 
many things according to which it seems that he holds the contrary opinion.
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certain others followed, and then Durandus and Jacob Metensis, and in the 
16th century F. de Mayrones.5

923. Doctrine of the Church. The Council o f Trent is especially, be
cause it extensively explained and defined the doctrine on original sin and 
at the same time renewed almost to the letter the definitions on this matter 
of The Council o f Carthage XVI and The Council o f Orange.

In order to understand the mind of the Council more fully it should be 
noted, in the errors (they are called “Heresies” in the Acts of the Council) 
that it had in view in dealing with original sin, that they were considering 
these and other errors:

“That we were not...conceived as sinners, or we did not contract any 
stain of sin from our generation” (I). “That Paul in Romans 5 makes no 
mention of original sin” (III). “That original sin is nothing in each one of 
us, but it is only the transgression of Adam himself, which is not really in 
us but in Adam alone” (IV). “That original sin is an imitation of Adam’s 
transgression” (VII). “That original sin is not one, but many” (XIII).6 Since 
all of these errors are rejected by the Council de facto in the session on 
original sin, it is necessary to think, unless when true reason urges some
thing else, that the doctrine contrary to them is a matter o f defined faith.

“If anyone asserts that Adam’s sin harmed only him and not his descen
dants and that the holiness and justice received from God which he lost was 
lost only for him and not for us also; or that, stained by the sin of disobedi
ence, he transmitted to all humankind only death and the sufferings of the 
body but not sin as well which is the death of the soul, anathema sit. For, 
he contradicts the words of the Apostle: Sin came into the world'through 
one man... ” (D 1512; see Orange D 372).

“If anyone asserts that this sin of Adam, which is one in origin and is 
transmitted by propagation, not by imitation, and which is in all human be-

5. See Gaudel, loc.cit., 444-447; A. Teetaert, O.M.Cap., Lepeche originel d ’apres Abelard: EstFranc 40 (1928) 
25-54; J. Lottin, Les theories du peche originel au XIIs siecle. II. La reaction abelardienne et porretaine- 
RechThAncMed 12 (1940) 78-103; J. Koch, Die Verteidigung der Theologie des hi. Thomas von Aquin 
durch den Dominikanerorden gegeniiber Durandus de S. Porciano O. Pr.: XenThom 3 (1925) 327-362' 
R.M. Martin, O.p., La controverse sur le peche originel au debut du XIV siecle. Textes inedits: (Louvain 
1930) p. 153-406. Moreover that J. Metensem in this matter preceded Durandus, and was not against it, is 
defended by J. Koch against R.M. Martin, O.R, La controverse sur la peche originel du debut duXIV siecle: 
BullThom 8 (1931) [327-333] and A. Emmen, O.F.M., De origine controversiae circapeccatum originate in 
schola dominicana saeculo XIII. Relationes inter Jacobum Metensem et Durandum illustratae ex operibus 
Duns Scoti et Guillelmi de Nottingham: DivThom(Pi) 20 (1943) 385-400, contra Martin, loc.cit., p. 187-192. 
On F. de Mayrones, see L.B.Gillon, O.P., La doctrina delpecado original en Francisco de Vitoria• Cienc- 
Tom 72 (1947) 33 not.

6. See CTr 5,212f. See Labourdette, 28-57, 202-204; Penagos, loc.cit., 127-273; Cavallera, loc.cit., 241-258, 
289-315; W. Koch, Das Trienter Konzilsdekret depeccato originali: ThQschr 95 (1913) 430-450, 552-564' 
96(1914) 101-123.
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ings.. can be taken away.. .by any remedy other than the merits of the one 
mediator our Lord Jesus Christ...: anathema sit...” (D 1512).

“If anyone denies that infants newly born from their mother’s womb are 
to be baptized, even when born from baptized parents; or says that, though 
they are baptized for the remission of sins, yet they do not contract from 
Adam any trace of original sin which must be expiated by the bath of regen
eration that leads to eternal life, so that in their case the formula of baptism 
‘for the forgiveness of sins’ would no longer be true but would be false, 
anathema sit. For what the Apostle says: Sin came into the world through 
one man, and death through sin, and so [death] spread to all as all sinned in 
him, should not be understood in another sense than that in which the Catho
lic Church spread over the whole world has understood it at all times. For, 
because of this rule of faith, in accordance with apostolic tradition, even chil
dren who cannot of themselves have yet committed any sin are truly baptized 
for the remission of sin, so that by regeneration they may be cleansed from 
what they contracted through generation...” (D 1524; see Carthage D 223).

“If anyone denies that the guilt of original sin is remitted by the grace 
of our Lord Jesus Christ given in baptism, or asserts that all that is sin in 
the true and proper sense is not taken away but only brushed over or not 
imputed, anathema sit.. . (D 1515).

“The same holy Synod declares that it is not its intention to include in 
this decree dealing with original sin the Blessed and Immaculate Virgin 
Mary, Mother of God...” (D 1516).

Therefore with these words it is defined that Adam by his transgression 
transmitted sin to us: 1) As a true sin, for it is called both a sin in the same 
sense as Adam’s sin, and death of the soul, and implies the loss of holiness 
and justice (D 1512); the sin of Adam is transmitted (D 1513); infants are 
baptized truly for the remission of sins precisely because of original sin (D 
1514; it has the true and proper nature of sin (D 1515).

2) It is proper to all and to each individual, for it is transmitted to the 
whole human race, and also as death and corporal punishments that are in 
all and in each individual (D 1512); it is transmitted to all and is proper to 
each one (D 1513); each and every infant must be baptized and truly for the 
remission of sin (D 1514f.); the Blessed Virgin is the one exception (D 1516).

The same Council teaches elsewhere (D 1521): “The holy Council de
clares... it is necessary that each one admits and confesses that all, having 
lost innocence through the sin of Adam became uncle an... as the Council 
taught in its decree on original sin. So completely were they the slaves o f 
sin and under the power of the devil.. .that not only the gentiles by means 
of the power of nature but even the Jews by means of the letter of the Law
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of Moses were unable to liberate themselves....”
And further on (D 1523): “”As truly the people would not be bom un

righteous if they were not born children of Adam’s seed, since it is because 
of their descent from him that in their conception they contract unrigh
teousness as their own, likewise they would never be justified if they were 
not reborn in Christ....”

To this the Council adds (D 1524): “In these words a description is out
lined of the justification of the sinner as being a transition from the state in 
which one is bom a child of the first Adam, to the state of grace....”

With these definitions it is asserted: that we sinned in the transgression of 
Adam; that sin is transmitted to us inasmuch as we are bom from the seed of 
Adam and it is remitted inasmuch as we are led into the state of grace.

3) Transmitted by propagation, or one in origin and transmitted by 
propagation, not by imitation (D 1512T); infants, incapable of personal 
sin, when they are born contract some sin because of which they must be 
baptized for the forgiveness of sins (D 1514).

924. Theological note. Defined divine and Catholic faith (D 223, 372, 
1512-1516).

925. Proof from Holy Scripture. Rom. 5:12ff: Therefore as sin came 
into the world through one man and death through sin, and so death spread 
to all men because all men sinned v. 12)—sin indeed was in the world be
fore the law was given, but sin is not counted where there is no law (v. 13). 
Yet death reignedfrom Adam to Moses, even over those whose sins were not 
like the transgression o f Adam, who was a type o f the one who was to come 
(v. 14). But the free gift is not like the trespass. For i f  many (oi ;toAXoi) died 
through one man’s trespass, much more have the grace o f God and the free 
gift o f grace in the grace o f that one man Jesus Christ abounded for the 
many (v. 15). And the free gift is not like the effect o f that one man’s sin. For 
the judgment following one trespass brought condemnation, but the free 
gift following many trespasses brings justification (v. 16). I f  because o f one 
man’s trespass, death reigned through that one man, much more will those 
who receive the abundance o f grace and the free gift o f righteousness reign 
in life through the one man Jesus Christ (v. 17). Then as one man’s trespass 
led to condemnation for all men, so one man’s act o f righteousness leads 
to acquittal and life for all men (v. 18). For as by one man’s disobedience 
many (oi Tco^oi) were made sinners, so by one man’s obedience many (oi 
TtoAAoi) will be made righteous (v. 19).

1) The probative force o f the passage (at least of Rom. 5:12) from tra-
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dition. It is solemnly defined (D 223, 372, 1512-1516) that the dogma of 
original sin is expressed by that text, as is apparent from the very words 
of the Council and from the fact that the contrary is stated in the errors 
previously proposed by the Council.7 And certainly the whole tradition of 
the Church concerning that text has always insisted on this and a genuine 
exegetical explanation of the pericope clearly shows “with how much jus
tification the Church has always interpreted it to be about original sin.”8 
Moreover the exegesis itself of the text taken in itself is not a little difficult 
both by reason of the text and from the fact that, outside of this passage, the 
doctrine about original sin in neither Testament, including the letters of St. 
Paul, is proposed, at least in a clear fashion.8*

2) The context. Paul, when he teaches that men, among the fruits of evan
gelical faith, have obtained reconciliation with God through the one Christ 
5:1-11), wishes to propose the efficacy and universality of justification, which 
all men receive from the one Christ because of their connection with him as 
the head. But in order to explain how this dependence of all on one can be 
possible, he constructs a parallelism with Adam, on whom all men depend in 
contracting sin and death. Therefore he is not dealing with original sin except 
in passing and almost indirectly, and not as if he intends to instruct the faith
ful on that doctrine, but supposing, as it seems, that it is known to them he 
proves it briefly and asserts it as something that is not doubtful.9

3) Exegetical notes. Supposing that elsewhere a detailed exegesis of the 
passage has been made, we will indicate a summary of these conclusions 
that will help us to grasp better the dogmatic doctrine contained in this text.

V.12: “Therefore as....” Since the protasis seems to be given without 
the apodasis, the authors explain this matter in many and various ways. 
More probably the prayer is thus incomplete, so that Paul later (v.l8f.)

7. CTr 5,12. See Lercher, n. 648; Billot, Depersonali... thes. 11 p. 153; Labourdette, 31.45.203f.; Bonsirven, 
L ’evangile... llOf. Pro Huarte saying (n.413) that “there is no explicit definition about this... if  someone 
should teach the contrary, his teaching would have to be considered at least erroneous.”

8. Comely, Epist ad Rom. (Paris 1896) p. 272; see 269-308; Lagrange, Saint Paul, Epitre aux Romains (Paris 
1931) p. 104-113; Prat, La theologie de Saint Paul 1 p. 252-263, 514-516; 2 p. 209-211; Bover, Teologia de 
San Pablo p.216-220, 436-439, 756-760; J. Freundorfer, Erbsiinde und Erbtod beim Apostel Paulus (Miln- 
ster 1927) p.214-264; Vost6, Studia Paulina (Rome 1928) p.69-86; Bonsirven, L ’evangile de Paul Aubier 
1948) 107-120; Id , TMologie du Nouveau Testament (Aubier 1951) 279-283; Ceuppens, Quaestiones selec
ted ex epistulis S. Pauli (Turin-Rome 1951) 38-46; Labourdette, 20-26; M. Meinertz, Theologie des Neuen 
Testamentes 2 (Bonn 1951) 26-29.

8* See Bonsirven, Theologie... 280282; L ’evangile... 108L114.
9. On the imperfect idea o f  original sin among the Jews at the time o f  Paul, see Labrange, loc.cit., p.113-118; 

J.B. Frey, L ’etat originel et la chute de I’homme d'apres les conceptions juives au temps de Jesus-Christ: 
RevScPhTh (1911) 507-545; Prat, I p.516-518; Gaudel, 297-305; Bonsirven, loc.cit., p. 109; Id , Le Juda- 
i'smepalestinien 2 p.12-18; Freundorfer, loc.cit., p.15-103. Paul at least supposes that the faithful knew the 
primeval history about the fall and punishment and that death is the punishment for sin, as is noted by Ceup
pens, 39 and Bonsirven, L 'evangile... 112-114, and he adds as something new that universal death supposes 

universal sin.
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more accurately and clearly explains the other member of the phrase “who 
was a type of the one who was to come.”10 11

“Through one man,” that is, through Adam, as is clear: from v.14, 
where the begimiing of death is placed “from Adam” and the transgression 
of Adam is mentioned as preceding other human beings; from the clear al
lusion to Gen. 2-3 (about the sin of Adam and the punishment of sin); from 
1 Cor. 15:22: As in Adam all die....

“Sin (f) apapxla) is: Not the first real sin in the world, since Eve’s sin 
preceded it. And in general not the sins o f men committed in imitation o f  
Adam s sin, since otherwise the devil as the first sinner, or even Eve sinning 
earlier would be mentioned. But a certain definite sin as designated by the 
Gieek article, which on the one hand is referred to Adam as introducing 
it (since in the context it is about Adam from v,13f. and clearly alludes to 
Gen. 2-3), but on the other hand is referred to the human race as in some 
way affected by it. But that sin, seen as a personal sin of Adam, is called 
a “transgression” (7iapapaai<;, transgression of the law: v.14), a “trespass” 
(7iapd7rxcopa, fall: v.15. 17f.), “disobedience” (7uapaKof|: v.19).

Came into the world,” i.e., into the human race, since immediately 
“all men” replaces that word.

“And death through sin” (likewise v.21: “sin reigned in death”): Death 
o f the body as directly indicated, from a clear allusion to Gen. 2:17 and 
3.19 on the punishment of Adam’s sin; from v. 13f., where the universality 
of sin is proved from the universality of physical death. But also eternal 
death seems to be connoted, since immediately (v. 17-21) the reign o f life 
brought by Christ is opposed to the reign o f death introduced by Adam; but 
not spiritual death, since this is formally sin itself, except inasmuch as it is 
the punishment of sin (as in v.15: “many died”).

“In whom all men sinned / because all men sinned.” “In whom” (s(p cb) 
is understood: a) As a relative by many Fathers and Latin authors up to the 
16th century and then by not a few, as now by Billot, so that it is referred 
to one man or to sin.11 b) As causal (= because) by most of the Fathers and 
the Greek interpreters, and by not a few Latins since the time of Cajetan, 
by recent exegetes almost unanimously, and indeed as the more probable 
meaning. For in favor of this are both the grammar, since as a relative it is 
too distant from the word “man,” and the word dpapxla is feminine, and

10. Palmieri, p. 34; Prat, I p.254; Comely, 273f.
11. St. Augustine, who at first applied it also to sin (Depecc. mer. el rem. 1,10.11: ML 44,115), and later to Adam 

(Cont. 2 epist. Pel. 4,4,7: ML 44,614); S.Th. In episl. ad Row. c.5 1.4; Billot, loc.cit., p. 146-151.
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Pauline usage of words (Rom. 8:3; Phil. 3:12; etc.).12
“And so death spread to all men because all men sinned.” Therefore 

all and each individual die, because all and each one sinned; death is the
punishment of sin.

“They sinned” is expressed by the Greek word fipapxcov from the noun 
ppapxia; in this way the mutual relation of the meaning is shown of one to 
the other in the context. And it is not necessarily taken in the fully active 
sense, since it also applies to infants, but passively at least in some sense, 
i.e., as contracting sin.

The formulas “death spread” and “all men sinned,” corresponding to the Greek 
aorist tense, seem to express directly the debt of death and sin, since they apply also to 
future men, so that indirectly they express the fact of the death and sin of all, unless one 
of them is excepted because of a privilege.13

V. 13: “Before the law” indicates manifestly the time “from Adam to 
Moses” (v.14), or before the beginning of the Mosaic Law.

“Sin was in the world...: but sin is not counted.” “Sin” (apapxfa, 
without the article) is, according to some, that sin mentioned above14; but 
among more recent authors generally, and indeed more probably, it refers 
in general to the sins that men commit.15

“It is not counted” (eLLoyeixai, see the same meaning in Philemon 18), 
that is, for death, as is clear from the preceding context and the following 
about the divine imputation of sin for the punishment of death.

“Where there is no law,” that is, not the natural law (which was al
ways operative) but the divine positive law or the Mosaic Law—the other 
law imposing the punishment o f death on its transgressors. Therefore there 
was no such a law (beside the law given to Adam himself), until the law of 
Moses was given that punished many sins with death,15* and so in the time 
before Moses sins were not accounted as demanding death. The meaning 
is not changed if that verse is only the Greek axiom: “Sin is not imputed
where there is no law.”

“Even over those whose sins were not like the transgression of Adam.” 
These are the ones who from the time of Adam to Moses, either admitted

12. Cajetan, at this place; Palmieri, p. 20-30; Comely, p. 281-283; Lagrange, p. 106; Prat, I p. 256f., Bonsirven, 
Theologie,,, 282; Ceuppens, 40f.; Viard, 73; Meinertz, 28. However, recently L Cerfaux, Le Christ dans la 
theologie de saint Paul (Paris 1951) returns to a certain degree to the formula o f  the Vulgate “in quo,” saying 
that it must be translated, not as “parce que,” but as “a cause de celui qui”: see Labourdette, 21 not. 10.

13. See Palmieri, p. 36.
14. Thus St. Thomas at this place; Mendive, De pecc. n.249.
15. Comely, p. 285; Lagrange, p. 107; Prat, 1 p. 258f.
15* See Lesetre, Loi mosai'que DB 4 331.
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no actual sin, like Adam,16 or sinned only materially since they did not 
know the law not yet promulgated by Moses,16* or they did not, like Adam, 
violate a positive law imposed under the penalty of death, but only the 
natural law which did not impose such a penalty.17

V.15: “Many died,” that is, all, as is clear from v.18. Therefore the many 
are not compared with the universality of men, but with one, who brings ei
ther sin or justice, as the Greek form oi 7toAAoi indicates; this word, as is clear, 
has an absolute meaning, not the relative meaning of the form 710U 01. The 
same holds true for the words “abounded for many,” i.e., sic; xon  ̂7co?Aoi3  ̂
(v. 15) and for the words “many were made sinners,” i.e., 01 jcoMoi (v. 19).

V. 19: Many were made (Kaxeoxa0r|aav) sinners,” i.e., they are not just ju
ridically considered to be sinners, but they were constituted such or made such.

V. 14-21. The comparison between Christ and Adam interrupted in v.12 is resumed, 
so that these points are expressed: a) Similutudes, whether in fact: Adam as the author of 
sin and death is a prophetic figure of Christ the author of justice and life (v. 14: “who was 
a type of the one who was to come”); or in the manner of solidarity: just as one man’s 
trespass led to condemnation, so one man’s act of righteousness leads to the justification 
of life for all (v. 18); or in the meritorious cause: as by one man’s disobedience many 
were made sinners, so by one man’s obedience many will be made righteous (v. 19).
b) Differences, whether in instruments-, the grace of Christ abounded for all, while the 
trespass of Adam was effective for the death of all (v.15); or in its effects-, by the one 
trespass of Adam all are lost, but by the grace of Christ we are justified from Adam’s 
sin and from other trespasses (v.16); or in the persons: while death reigns because of 
one man’s trespass, grace reigns in life through Jesus Christ (v. 17); c) Difference and 
similitude taken together, sin increased and grace increased more (v.20); as sin reigned 
in death, so righteousness reigns to eternal life (v.21).

The probative force of the passage is clear from the interpretations given by various 
Catholic authors.

4) From this text it is proved that there is original sin, as our thesis de
scribes it, with two arguments which illuminate and complete each other:

A. From v.12. The sin mentioned there is: a) Introduced by Adam, since 
it is about him, from what has been said, that the passage treats, b) A true 
sin, i.e, not a metonymy or even a punishment, since it is distinguished from 
it (that is, from death), or concupiscence, since man because of this (which is 
very natural to him) is not thought to be punished and since it remains in the 
baptized, in whom there is now no condemnation (Rom. 8:1); but it is proper,

16. Thus v.gr. Comely, p.288f.; Lagrange, p. 107; Ceuppens, 41.57f.
16* Bonsirven, 184; perhaps thus also Viard, 74.
17. St. Augustine, Depecc. mer. el rent 1,11,13: ML 44,116; St. Jerome, Dial, adv.pel. 3,18: ML 23,588; Bover, 

loc.cit., p.218f.; Prat, 1 p.259; Meinertz, 29.
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from the full meaning of the word apapxia, and since Adam’s sin was such,
c) Innate to all and to each individual, just as death happens to all.

d) Transmitted not by imitation, but by propagation, for, since all are said 
to die because of sin, the thinking is that it is only by sin that death entered 
into the world. Moreover Paul makes this point essentially clear, inasmuch 
as, lest anyone object that men die because of their own actual sins, he ap
peals to the time before Moses, in which all died, even those who were not 
sinners like Adam, or because by their actual sins they did not violate, as he 
did, a law imposed under the penalty of death, or because they did not com
mit any actual sins (v.l3f.).

B. From v. 15-21. The sin mentioned there is: a) Introduced by Adam, as 
is clear from the whole pericope. b) A true sin, i.e., not a metonymy or even 
a penalty, since it is distinguished from condemnation (v. 16.18), nor concu
piscence, since this per se is not something to be punished, and since at least 
per se (v.gr., in the baptized) it is not opposed to the justice of Christ as this 
sin is (v.15-21): but it is proper, by the very words by which it is designated 
(ibid.) and because it is opposed to the justice of Christ (ibid.), c) Innate in 
all and in each individual (v.19), like death (v. 15.17.21) and therefore like 
condemnation (v. 16.18), and because the justice of Christ is destined for each 
and all (v.15.18.21). c) Transmitted not by imitation, but by propagation, for 
because of one man’s sin all are condemned (v.18), and are made sinners 
(v.19), and since otherwise also the justice of Christ would be the occasion 
as an exemplar, but not the cause of our justification (v.19).

926. 2 Cor 5:14:... I f  one has died for all, therefore all have died. Al
though many older authors with St. Augustine, and some more recent ones, 
like Fillion, thought that he is dealing here with original sin, nevertheless 
the meaning seems to be about death not in Adam, but in Christ and with 
Christ (Comely, Prat).18 But since the death of all (therefore v.gr. of infants) 
in Christ is from sin, it is supposed that all have sin. Thus original sin is 
taught indirectly.

Thus also indirectly and arguably it can be said to be concerned about 
original sin: a) When Christ is said to have redeemed all (1 Tim. 2:5). For in
fants lack personal sin. b) John 3:5: Unless one is born o f water and the Holy 
Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God, where, from the understanding 
and practice of the Church, baptism is decreed as necessary also for infants 
and indeed for the remission o f sins (D 1514; see St. Thomas, 4 CG 50).

18. St. Augustine, Cont. Iul 6,4,8: ML 44,825f.; De civ.Dei 20,6,1: ML 41,665; L.C1. Fillion, La sainte Bible 8 
(paris 1904) p. 241; Comely, Epist. ad Cor. altera (Paris 1909) p.161-163; Prat (1 p.242-244) according to 
whom the interpreters generally prefer this view.
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Also proposed are: a) Eph. 2:3: A nd so w e were by nature children o f  wrath, which 
the Latins generally and now many others have interpreted to be about original sin,19 
against many older and modern authors who deny that it is directly about original sin.20 
And surely, since the treatment there is about the passions of the flesh by which we merit 
wrath, the words can be understood to be about concupiscence and the sins coming from 
it, and so “nature” would be like “through nature” in opposition to “through grace.”

b) Ps. 51:5: Behold, I  was brought fo rth  in iniquity, and in sin d id  my mother con
ceive me. Many think this text is dealing with original sin, since it is dealing with the sin 
of nativity, which surely ineptly is referred to the parents or to the people of Israel.21 But 
explicitly it does not refer to the sin of Adam.22

c) Job 14:4: Who can bring an unclean thing out o f  an unclean. In the LXX version: 
Who will be clean coming from the unclean? But no one, even if he has lived only one

day on earth. The Hebrew text has: “Who will give what is clean from the unclean? There 
is not even one.”

This text was understood to be about original sin, according to Knabenbauer, by many 
Fathers and Catholic inteipreters, like almost all more recent authors, and many Protes
tants. And surely that uncleanness coming from nativity, which seems to be proposed as 
a true sin, since it is treating of uncleannesses in the eyes of God (v.3) and which thus are 
said generally to be in men, should not be thought to come from the sins of individual 
men, but to be proposed clearly as som e kind o f  sin o f  nature.23 But even here its explicit 
relation of uncleanness to Adam’s sin is lacking.24

d) Sir. 25:13: ... A nd because o f  her (Eve) w e all die. Here the transmission of the 
penalty alone is expressed; but with justice it can be taken as supposing that guilt is present 
in those who come after her.

e) Gen.2-3, as if there a hereditary sin, such as it is today generally defined, is con
tained as equivalently revealed.25 Doubtless the matter is there, and as Lagrange notes, 
the main elements of its narration agree with our dogma. But by what means is it proved,

19. St. Augustine, Cont. Iul. 6,10,33: ML 44,841; A  Lapide, at this place; Knabenbauer, Epist. ad Eph. (Paris 
1912) p.72f.; Fillion, loc.cit., p. 334; Palmieri, p. 45; Beraza, n.635; Bover, Las epistolas de San Pablo 
n.294-295.

20. St. John Chrysostom, In epist. ad Eph. c.2 hom.4 n.l: MG 62,32; St. Jerome, In epist. ad Eph. 1 c.2: ML 
26,497f.; Cajetan, in this place; Prat, 2 p.71f.; Vost6, Commentarius in epistolam adephesios (Rome 1921) 
p.l33f.253-260; see Id., “Eramus naturafilii irae...”\ CiencTom (1916) 386-391; J. Huby, S.J., Saint Paul. 
Les epitres de la captivite (Paris 1925) p,17f.; Ceuppens, Theologia biblica. I. De Deo Uno (Rome 1938) 
p. 4f. However these authors easily admit that in that text original sin is either hinted at (Huby) or, once 
the dogma is known o f  this sin, to be proved by it(Vostd). Bonsirven, Theologie... 282; L’evangile... 114f.; 
Meinertz, 30.

21. St. Augustine, Ennar. in ps.50 n.10: ML 36,591f.; Bellarmine, In psalmos expl. Ps50.6; Daffara, n. 128; 
Liber psalmorum (Pont. Inst. Bibl.) p. 94f. (indie, pec. orig.).

22. Lagrange, loc.cit., p. 114; Bonsirven, loc.cit., p. 109; A Feullet, Le verset 7 du Miserere et lepeche originel: 
RechScRel (1944) 5-26.

23. Knabenbauer, Commentarius in librum lob (Paris 1886) 14,4 p.191-192. See St. Augustine Sermo 170 c 2' 
ML 38,928.

24. A. Lefebre, Job: DBS 4,1092-1094 (Job prepares the way for Paul); Bonsirven, loc.cit.: Lagrange, loc.cit. 
He rightly agrees with Hurter saying (n.362 note 1) that the texts o f  Job 14:4 and Ps.50:7 connote original 
sin by allusion, especially i f  they are read in light o f  the N.T. and tradition.

25. A. Verrielle, Les texts biblique sur lepdchd originel et leur interpretation theologique: RevApol 63 (1936) 
385f„ 400-402, 513-519.
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from that text alone, that the presentation there is about a true sin, also implying that the 
privation of grace is to be transmitted to all?26

927. Proof from tradition. Since St. Augustine is the principal critic of 
Pelagianism and was the first one to express systematically the doctrine of 
original sin, after him this doctrine was universally accepted.27 Now we will 
consider directly the pre-Augustinian time.

1) St. Augustine taught a doctrine, not invented by him, but traditional in 
the Church. This is shown: a) Negatively, for otherwise the Church and her 
doctors would have repudiated him teaching something new and unheard of, 
the Donatists who were his great enemies; especially the Greek Church.

b) Positively, for Augustine appeals to the tradition: “I did not invent 
original sin which the Catholic faith believed since antiquity 28; and he men
tions the witnesses of this truth from both Churches, and they are Irenaeus, 
Cyprian.. .Hilary.. .Gregory (Naz.), Innocent (I), John (Chrysostom), Basil, 
to whom I add... omitting those who are still alive...,” and he says of all of 
them, “what they found in the Church they held...” (R 1898-1900).

At the same time the Council of Carthage XVI (418 A.D.), which was ap
proved by Pope St. Zosimus and at which at least 200 bishops were present, 
said that the words of Rom. 5:12 must not be understood otherwise “than as 
the Catholic Church spread everywhere has always understood it,” i.e., about 
original sin (D 223]). The Pelagians testify unwillingly to this tradition by 
spreading abroad their equivocal error, so that Pelagius deceived the bishops 
of the Synod of Diospolitanae (415 A.D.) and Caelestius St. Zosimus. The 
holy Pontiffs and several councils in both Churches, like Carthage XVI and 
Ephesus (D 267f.), rejected Pelagianism at its very beginning.29

2) The Church has always baptized infants, who o f course lack actual 
sin, and she does it for the remission o f sins.30 Harnack himself says that 
the custom of baptizing infants, whose beginning according to him remains 
rather obscure, already in the time of Irenaeus (140-202 A.D.) was very 
widely practiced and the remission of sins was attributed to it as its effect for

26. Lagrange, L ’innocence et Is peeks'. RevBibl 6 (1897) 361 f. See Clamer, 154, Labourdette, 17, Bonsirven, 
L ’evangile... 109; Lambert, Le drame... 1069f.

27. Gaudel, loc.cit., 388-432; M. Jugie, L ’lmmaculee Conception dans I’Eglise grecque apres le concile 
d ’Ephese: DTC 7,897-923; Id., Julien d'Halicarnasse...: loc.cit., 145-162, 257-267; K. Jtissen, Dasein der 
Erbsunde nach Markus Eremita: ZkathTh 62 (1938) 76-91.

28. St. Augustine, De nupt. et concept. 1.2: ML 44,450f.
29. Gaudel, 302-406; Hedde-Amann, loc.cit.: DTC 12,688-714; Hefele-Leclercq, op.cit., 2 (Paris 1908) § 118f.; 

Jugie, loc.cit., 897. In this matter Nestorius himself deserted Theodore o f  Mopsuestia, his teacher, as Jugie 
says, Nestorius et la controverse nestorienne (Paris 1912) p.244-248.

30. G. Bareille, Bapteme d ’apres les Peres grecs et latins: DTC 2,192-196; J.C. Didier, Lepedobaptisme au IV 
siecle. Documents nouveaux: MdlScRel 6 (1949) 233-246; Id., Un cas typique de developpment du dogme. 
A propos du bapteme des enfants: MelScRel 9 (1952) 191-214; Labourdette, 27f.
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the child.31 Thus, as one witness testifies, according to Origen (185/6-254/5 
A.D.), infants are baptized for the forgiveness of sins and indeed “according 
to the reverence of the Church” (R 496), and because “the Church received 
this tradition from the Apostles” (R 501). And from the earliest times no her
esy seems to have been directed against this custom.

928.3) The holy Fathers should be understood as in accordance with this 
faith What has been said so far about faith in original sin, which so freely, 
splendidly and universally manifested itself, and also about the baptism of 
infants for the remission of sins, impresses upon minds the indubitable per
suasion about the universal diffusion of that doctrine in the Church before the 
rise of Pelagiamsm. Hence it is not important, if explicit testimonies about 
this matter are less frequent in the time before Pelagianism, since, consider
ing everything said so far, they actually confirm that persuasion. But some of 
them will now be presented.32

A. The western Fathers. Tertullian: Adam as the transgressor of the pre
cept of God “having been given unto death, made the whole human race, 
which was infected by his seed, the transmitter of condemnation” (R 286). 
Every soul.. .belongs to Adam, until it is reclaimed by Christ, it is unclean 

until it is reclaimed; but it is a sinner because it is unclean... Reformed by 
its second birth, when the garment of pristine corruption has been removed, 
it sees the whole light. It is received... by the Holy Spirit, just as it was by a 
profane spirit at its first birth.”33

St. Ambrose: “Before we are bom we are stained with an infection. 
And the infant is not one day without sin...” (R 1290). “We all sinned in the 
first man and by the succession of nature the succession of guilt has also been 
transmitted from one to all... By one man sin has been communicated to all” 
(R 1291).34

Ambrosiaster (R 1341): “It is manifest...that in Adam all have sinned 
as in a mass; ... All are bom in sin. Therefore from him (Adam) we are all

31. A. Hamack, Lehrbuch der Dogmengeschichte 14 p.471 -473. See also H. Windisch, Zum Problem der Kindertaufe 
in Urchristentum: ZTNWiss 28 (1929) 118-142; Ph.-J. Menoud, Le bapteme des enfantsdans I’Eglise ancienne: 
VerbCa 2 1948) 15-26; A. Benoit, Le probleme du pidobaptisme: RevHistPhRel 38-39 (1948-1949) 132-141; 
Id., Le Bapteme chretien au second siecle:la theologie des Peres (Paris 1953); O. Cullmann, Die Tauflehre des 
Neuen Testaments. Erwachsenen undKindertaufe (Zurich 1948); Id., Le bapteme agregation au Corps du Christ: 
DieViv 11,45-66; J. Jeremias, Hat die Urkirche die Kindertaufe geiibt? (Gottingen 1949): on this see J. Von 
Allmen, L 'Eglise primitive et le bapteme des enfants: VerbCa 4 (1950) 43-47.

32. Gaudel, 317-363; Jugie: DTC 7,893-897; Id. ,  Julien... 138-145.
33. Tertullian, De anima c.40f.: ML 2,719f.: CSEL 20,367-369. See D’Ales, La theologie de Tertullien (Paris 

1905) p.265-267.
34. See J. Huhn, Ursprung und Wesen des Bosen und Siinde nach der Lehre des Kirchenvaters Ambrosius 

(Paderbom 1933) p.98-152.
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sinners....
St. Pacian: “The sin of Adam was deservedly passed on to his descen

dants, because they were born from him.”35 36
St. Cyprian: “How much rather we ought to shrink from hindering an 

infant, who, being lately born, has not simied, except in that, being bom after 
the flesh according to Adam, he has contracted the contagion of the ancient 
death at its earliest birth, who approaches the more easily on this very ac
count to the reception of the forgiveness of sins—that to him are remitted, 
not his own sins, but the sins of another” (R 586). Therefore some sin is re
mitted for him, even though it is from another, that is, it was not committed
actually by his own will.

St. Hilary: “But we also now have this matter in us that is subject to the 
law of death and sin; and in the fragile dwelling of this perishing flesh we 
borrow the stain of corruption from our association with it.”37

B. The eastern Fathers. St. Irenaeus was an eastern Father by birth and 
education (R 225): God “we had indeed offended in the first Adam, when he 
did not perform his commandment... For we were debtors to none other than 
to Him Whose commandment we had transgressed at the beginning.” Man 
was “at the beginning disobedient in Adam.”38

Origen, although he embraced the theory of pre-existence of souls, when 
he is treating original sin he is rightly understood in this matter, since he 
mentions Adam as the cause of this sin: “Everyone on earth was corrupted by 
sin... In Adam all die, and so the world is fallen” (R 486).

“Whatever soul is bom in the flesh is polluted with the stain of iniquity... 
If there were nothing in infants that was necessary for remission.. .the grace 
of Baptism would seem to be superfluous” (R 496).

“The Church received from the Apostles that Baptism should be given 
even to infants; for they, to whom the secrets of the divine mysteries were 
given, knew that there are in all men genuine stains of sin, which must be 
washed away by water and he Spirit” (R 501).

St. Athanasius: Men “by counsel of the devil, turned to the things of cor
ruption, became the cause of their own corruption in death; being.. .by nature 
corruptible, but destined, by the grace following from partaking of the Word, 
to have escaped their natural state, had they remained good” (R 750). “When 
Adam had transgressed, his sin reached into all men” (R 763).

35. See J. Jaentsch, Fiihrt der Ambrosiaster zu Augustin oder Pelagius?: Schol 9 (1934) 92-99.
36. Dalm&u. La doctrina delpecado original en Sant Pacia: AnalSacraTarrac 4 (1928) 203-210.
37. St. Hilary, Inps. 119,2 n.3: ML9,518. See P. Limongi, Esistenza eduniversality delpeccato originate nella 

mente de S. Ilario di Poitiers: ScuoCatt 69 (1941) 127-147; Id., La transmissione del peccato originale in S. 
Ilario di Poitiers: Ibid. 260-273; Id., La natura e gli effecti del peccato originale in S. Ilario de Poitiers: 19 
(1942) 186-201.

38. St. Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 1.5 c.34: MG 7,1216.
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St. Basil: “By his wicked act of eating Adam transmitted his sin” (R 967). 
“Since we did not fast, we were banished from Paradise.”39

St. Methodius: “For [Adam] also was created without corruption, that 
he might honor...the maker of all things... But when it came to pass that, 
by transgressing the commandment of God, he suffered a fall, being thus 
reduced to a state of death, for this reason the Lord says that He came from 
heaven... For with this purpose the Word assumed the nature of man, that, 
having overcome the serpent, He might by Himself destroy the condem
nation... because no otherwise was it possible that sin and condemnation 
should be destroyed, unless that same man... should be created anew, and 
undo the sentence which for his sake had gone forth to all, that ‘as in Adam’ 
at first all die, even so again ‘in Christ’. . .all should be made alive” (R 612).

Therefore just as the gifts of innocent Adam (therefore also the friendship 
of God that was his chief gift) are renewed with incorruption, since that alone 
is mentioned as given to him in order to praise God, so the evils of Adam are 
renewed with death.

St. Gregory Nazianzen: “All of us... have been renewed, who partici
pated in the same Adam, both led by the serpent into deceit and through sin 
affected with death, and we have been recalled by the heavenly Adam to be 
restored to salvation and to the tree of life from which we had fallen away.”40

Didymus the Blind: “If (Christ) had received his body by copulation, not 
being any different from us, then he himself would be thought to be subject 
to this sin which all after Adam contract by succession” (R 1077).41

St. Gregory of Nyssa: “’’But the filth of man is sin, which is given along 
with human nature, because my mother conceived me in sins; he who ef
fected the purification of our sins, utterly destroyed that sin and took from the 
nature of things something very bloody and unclean.” “Evil in some way is 
mixed together with nature by those who in ancient times.. .introduced death 
by their disobedience... Man is bom from a man, being subject to vices..., a 
sinner from a sinner. Therefore sin exists in some way along with those being 
bom, at the same time both being bom and growing and stopping at the end 
of life.”42

Aphraates: “Of all those who have been born..., at least one is innocent, 
namely our Lord Jesus Christ... And there is no other man who went down 
into the stadium without being wounded or injured; for sin reigned from the

39. St. Basil, De ieiunio hom .l n.4: MG 31,167.
40. St. Gregory Naz., Orat. 33 n.9: MG 36,226.
41. See G. Bardy, Didyme I ’Aveugle (Paris 1901) p. 134f.
42. St. Gregory o f  Nyssa, De vita Moysis: MG 44,610; De beatit. orat.6: Ibid., 1273: “But the apostolic preach

ing testifies that the Lord was made sin because o f  us; for he assumed our mortality which because o f  our sin 
was made mortal” {De vita Moysis: MG 44,335).
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time in which Adam transgressed the commandment.. (R 684).
St. Ephraem: “The transgression of the commandment.. .wrote the auto

graph for Adam, by which he was declared guilty and subjected the whole 
human race to death... Blessed is he who on his own cross removed the debt 
of death... and gave justification (which certainly supposes a previous guilt) 
to man” (R 717).

929. St. John Chrysostom in particular, since the Pelagians already had 
appealed to him as denying original sin.43

a) In general he teaches original sin, saying the things that, as is clear, 
must apply also to infants: that the human nature that fell needs regeneration 
(R 1160); that Christ died for all sinners (R 1198, 1221); that we have been 
redeemed (R 1185) and similar things.

On the effects of Baptism he says without limiting his words to adults: 
“Grace touches the soul and it radically erases sin from it. Wherefore of the 
one who is sent away from the king, it is permissible to see an unclean soul; 
but of him who is baptized, not at all, but.. .now a purer enlightened soul and 
one like what was generated at the beginning.”44

b) In particular some o f his direct testimonies are proposed'. ‘ Christ 
found our paternal autograph that Adam wrote. He introduced the beginning 
of the debt, and we increased the indebtedness by our later sins” (R 1229). 
Therefore if the autograph was already ours, its debt pertains to us. Therefore 
we are also said to have increased it with other sins.

Through Christ “we were at once freed from punishment, and put off 
all iniquity, and were also born again...” (R 1185). This must also be valid 
for infants.

“At the beginning God gave us life with solicitude... empty. We abused 
his gift...; we lost Paradise... .”45 That sin of disobedience of Adam “marred
all things (R 1184).

c) Hence he does not deny original sin, if  he says (R 1228): “We baptize 
infants, even though they do not have sins.” For here obviously he is talking 
directly about personal sins, since they are mentioned in the plural, and since 
the words are directed to adults, for whom the effect of the remission of truly 
actual sins is being explained, or the sins present among them.

“What then does the word ‘sinners’ mean here? To me it seems to mean 
liable to punishment and condemned to death” (R 1185). Or: “What means, 
for that all have sinned?... all of them became mortal” (R 1184).

43. See G. Bardy, Jean Chrysoslome (saint): DTC 8,676.
44. St. John Chrysostom, In 1 Cor. horn.40,2: MG 61,349.
45. In loan, hom.36 n.2: MG 59,205f.
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These words indicate that the holy Doctor had not yet arrived at an ex
act formula such as was developed later. However those words considered 
in themselves cannot be explained properly without supposing some stain 
in the condemned, since there camiot be a just condemnation without guilt, 
according to the Doctor himself: “That.. .from the disobedience of that man 
the other becomes a sinner—what is the consequence of that? For he will be 
found thus not to be held to any punishment unless he was a sinner”46; and 
nevertheless, according to him, we are punished because of the sin of Adam: 
How by the disobedience of this one person, Adam, came the world to be 

condemned? (R 1184)... One sin could bring on death and condemnation.47 
Therefore if we are punished because of Adam’s sin, in some way we have 
been infected by it.

Theiefore it is better to say that sin is simply, according to the holy Doc
tor, a personal sin, and that sinners are personal sinners, so that understood 
in this sense the sin of Adam is not our sin, without however denying that we 
are in some way infected with his sin.

930. These testimonies of the holy Fathers bring out original sin, unless their obvi
ous sense is denied, or the same formulas in expressing it are demanded from them that 
we use after a lengthy elaboration of the concept.48 Actually those same words could be 
used by us without danger of confusion. Moreover the pre-Pelagian Fathers almost like 
us describe man as fallen because of the sin of Adam. Therefore they must be thought to 
want to indicate objectively the same thing we do, and the same thing which because of 
Pelagianism was called original sin, especially since otherwise they would be supposing 
that God condemned individual men without any guilt on their part.49 For the Pelagians in 
opposition deny at the same time both original sin and that men were made mortal because 
of Adam’s sin.50

Therefore the pre-Pelagian Fathers perhaps mention original sin less frequently be
cause: There was no occasion for it, since before Pelagianism there was no heresy against

46. In Epist. ad Rom. hom. 10 n.2: MG 60,477.
47. Ibid., n. 1.2: MG 60,475f.
48. See Jugie, Julien d ’Halicarnasse et Severe d ’Antioche p. 143-144.
49. That being the case, also those authors who can easily be introduced as witnesses o f  original sin who perhaps 

do not mention it explicitly as such, but describe it according to the effects handed on to us by the sin o f  
Adam. See v.gr. Th. RUthert, Die Lehre von der Erbsiinde bei Klemens von Alexandrien (Freiburg 1922); and 
on the same Clement, see Gaudel, 329-332. A. Grillmeier, S.J., „Das Erbe der Sohne Adams “ in der Homilia 
de Passione Melitos. Ein neues Beispiel griechischer Erbsundelehre aus fruhchristlicher Zeif Schol 20-24  
(1949) 481-502.

50. Gaudel, 360-363, 3 8 If. From what has been said it is clear how incorrectly it is said by J. Turmel (Histoire 
des dogmes I [Paris 1931] p.79) that original sin before Augustine was unknown, or by F. Loots (Leitfaden 
zum Studium der Dogmengeschichte4 [Halle 1906] § 45 n.5) that the notion o f  original sin was unknown to 
the Greeks before the 5th century. And less rightly certain Catholics, like Tixeront (op.cit., 29 140-144; 37 
209) and R. Draguet {Julien d ’Halicarnasse etsa controverse aven Severe d ’Antioche [Louvain 1924] p.224) 
agree with Petavius {De Incarn. 1.14 c.2 n .l), according to whom the Greeks “seldom made mention o f  an 
original crime in their writings.”
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it. Hence they did not talk about it with accurate formulas, since there was no danger of 
confusion. The instruction of adults preparing for Baptism especially had to be about 
personal sins.51 Rather, they had to speak cautiously lest they seem to favor the Platonic 
theory of pre-existence or especially in favor of Manicheism which said that the soul 
from its contact with evil matter contracts sin; therefore such sin in not the result of a 
free choice, but a determinism of nature. This applied principally to the Antiochians who 
affirmed strongly that sin comes from an act of the will, like St. John Chrysostom and 
Theodoret, who therefore reserved the word dpapria for personal sins.52 Actually, as Jugie 
says, nearly all of the texts of the Fathers that are used to oppose original sin, since they 
seem to deny original sin, are explained by this meaning of that word.53

931. Theological reasoning. Some type of original sin is easily deduced, 
a) From the redemption o f all, including infants, and indeed from sins, b) 
From universal Baptism, and indeed for the remission of sins, c) From the 
dogma of the Immaculate Conception because of a privilege, since this im
plies a general contrary law. d) From the known primeval elevation of the 
whole human race to the state of original justice, since this is not thought per 
se to have been lost, except because of some sin common to all men.

N atural reason alone cannot prove the existence of original sin from the bodily and 
moral miseries of this life, since a state of pure nature affected by these same miseries is 
possible or since they can be due to personal sins. But, given the known (especially from 
revelation) providence and goodness of God, they could probably have happened as a 
punishment, which therefore, since they are universal are an argument for some kind of 
common original sin.54 Even some gentiles seem to have thought along these lines.55

932. Objections. 1. Ezek. 18:20: The soul that sins shall die. The son shall not suffer 
fo r  the iniquity o f  the father. From these words, the sin of the father is not transmitted to 
the son. Therefore original sin is excluded.

I  distinguish the antecedent. A personal sin is not transmitted to the sons, conceded;

original sin, denied.

51. See St. Gregory ofN yssa , Oral catech. c.33-36: MG 45,84-93; St. Gregory Nazianzen: R 1012.
52. Bardy, loc.cit., 678; Theodoret: DTC 5,323.
53. Jugie, loc.cit., 144.
54. It seems that St. Augustine must be understood in this way (Cont. lul. 1.4 c. 16 n.83: ML 44,781 f.). unless perhaps 

he is speaking on the supposition o f  the revelation o f  the primeval happiness, and also St. Thomas (4 CG 52), 
“.. .Defects o f  this kind, although they seem absolutely to be natural to m an,... nevertheless, considering divine 
providence..., very probably it can be proved that these defects are a punishment; and thus it can be deduced that 
the human race originally was infected with some sin.” See H. Leduc, Lepeche originel et la raison: RevCIFr 25 
(1901) 93-105; Le Bachelet, Lepiche origineP (Paris 1900) p.108-113; Riviere, Sur lepeche originel: RevCIFr 
78 (1914) 471-473; G. Philips, De argumento augustiniano exmiseriis huius vitae desumptopro exsistentiapec- 
cati originalis: RevEcclLiege 26 (1934-1935) 313-320; Loncke, Perpenduntur argumenta rationisquoadpeccati 
originalis exsistentiam: CollatBrug 44 (1948) 335-339; J.B. Becker, Zur Theodizee der Erbsiinde: ThPrakQschr 
9 (1926)478-481. On the mind ofCatharinus favoring the argument o f  reason, see Scarinci, 65-68.

55. Beraza, n. 681 f.; Van Noort, n. 236.
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There the concern is about personal sins, from the context (v.1-5). But it is proper 
that the person a l sin of the father is not imputed to the son as his guilt, since he is not his 
father in the moral order, or even for a penalty , lest someone be punished for the guilt of 
another, and especially, as in this case, by the privation of natural goods, which surely can 
be inflicted on someone only because of his own person al sins. But original sin as guilt 
is not just A dam ’s person a l sin, since Adam is the father of men in the order of grace; but 
as a  pen alty  it is the privation of undeserved  gifts, and indeed in a guilty state of sin, not 
for someone innocent.

But God can impose the punishm ent for the sins of the parents on the children with 
physical evils, which however for the parents will be a punishment, but not for the chil
dren, unless it is f o r  som e other purpose, v.gr., for the practice of virtue (I-II q.87, a. 7,5).56

2. In Rom. 3:23: A ll have sinned and fa ll  short o f  the g lory  o f  God. The phrase “all 
have sinned” indicates here personal sins. Therefore also in Rom. 5:12.

I  distinguish the consequence. In Rom. 5:12 the words “all have sinned” refers to per
sonal sins, if these words in both places are used in the same sense, conceded; otherwise, 
denied.

The verb “sinned” can indicate both a person al action  by which the guilty state of 
sin is introduced and the contraction o f  the guilty state o f  sin  because of that action, so 
that generally it includes both elements, as in this text, at other times only one of the two 
meanings. But if, according to our proof, it is applied to infants as in Rom. 5:12, it cannot 
signify a  perso n a l sinful action, but the contraction  of the guilty state of sin because of 
the personal action o f  another. Therefore either there is no parallelism between the two 
texts, or, if there is, it is better to say that the concern in Rom. 3:23 is about personal sins 
and also  about original sin.

3. The word ij dpapxia signifies concupiscence alone in Rom. 6:6, etc.: L et not sin  
(rj dpapTia) therefore reign in you r m ortal bodies... (v.12). Therefore also in Rom. 5:12.

/  distinguish the consequence. That word in Rom. 5:12 signifies concupiscence also, 
conceded; alone, denied.

This word in Rom. signifies essentially both opposition to the justice of Christ, and 
therefore the guilty state of sin, and concupiscence, so that the former especially (without 
excluding the latter) is expressed in Rom. 5:12ff. But understood in that sense it is re
moved by Baptism, since when one is baptized nothing worthy of condemnation remains 
(8:1); but understood in the second sense or as concupiscence it remains in the baptized. 
Moreover that word in Rom. 6:6 and elsewhere signifies perhaps rather original sin, al
though especially according to its effect of concupiscence (n. 733).

4. In Rom. 5:19 a comparison is made between Christ and Adam. But the justification 
of Christ is not extended to all. Therefore neither is Adam’s sin.

/  distinguish the minor. The justification is not extended to all baptized persons, d e
nied; to all men, I  subdistinguish: virtually, denied; actually, I  subdistinguish again: from 
the defect of the cooperation of men, conceded; from a defect in Christ, denied.

56. Palmieri, th.4. This matter is treated by A. Fernandez, S.J., El castigo de los hijos por los pecados de los 
padres. EstEcl 2 (1923) 419-426. See also A. Landgraf,D/e Vererbung der Siinden der Eltern auf die Kinder 
nach der Lehre des 12. Jahrhunderts: Greg 21 (1940) 203-247.

56* See Labourdette, 24.56f.
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Paul’s words can be understood in a double sense, but in both of them the parity of 
extension between the work of Christ and the work of Adam is expressed: a) Either about 
efficacy, as if the grace of Christ is said to extend itself to a ll those spiritually regenerated  
by Christ through Baptism, just as the sin of Adam extends itself to a ll those corporeally  
generated  by Adam  (I-II q. 81, a. 3 ad 3).56* Or about virtuality, inasmuch as Redemption 
according to its power and sufficiency extends itself to all, even if actually not all are justi
fied because of the defect of cooperation on the part of men. In the whole pericope at least 
this last point is maintained, even if in v.19 the emphasis seems rather to be on efficacy.57

O bjector insists: The justification of Christ is not accepted without proper acts. There
fore neither is the sin of Adam.

I  distinguish the antecedent. Justification is not received without proper acts in in
fants, denied; in adults, I  subdistinguish: without sufficient dispositive acts, conceded, 

without their merits, denied.
For reasons unknown to us, the present economy of salvation differs in this from the 

primeval one, that original justice, or the privation thereof, would be transmitted in the 
conception itself, independently of the personal will of the infant to be bom, and depend- 
ently only, for diverse reasons, either on the will alone of Adam or on each man for his 
own progeny. Now however the justification of a newly bom child does not take place 
in his conception, but later dependently proximately on the will of other persons, while 
the justification of adults does not take place without their previous personal disposition, 
although it always happens without their merits.

933. 5. 1 Cor. 7:14: For the unbelieving husband is consecrated through his wife, and  
the unbelieving wife is consecrated through her husband. Otherwise, you r children w ould  
be unclean, but as it is they are holy. From these words, the children of the faithful are 
holy. Therefore at least they do not have original sin.

/  distinguish the antecedent. The children of the faithful (not baptized) are holy ex- 
trinsically, conceded; intrinsically, denied.

The authors dispute about the meaning of the word “consecrated” mentioned here. 
But thus much at least is certain, that those children are not said to be holy, in the sense 
that they do not have original sin, since otherwise an unbelieving spouse would be freed 
from original sin by the believing spouse. That being the case, the text is beside the point. 
Moreover this can more suitably be understood about a certain external holiness, which 
is thought to be derived from the believing spouse to the unbeliever and from the parents 
who are in some sense holy to their children. Moreover this can be thought to be a certain 
kind of remote preparation for them for internal holiness.58

O bjector insists. Baptized parents do not have original sin. Therefore at least their 
children lack original sin.

I  distinguish the consequence. If the order of grace depends intrinsically on genera
tion, conceded; otherwise, denied.

57. St.Augustine, De pecc. mer. et remis. 1,15,18: ML 44,119f.; St. Thomas, In Epist. ad Rom. 5 1.5; Comely, 
loc.cit., p.301f.; Viard, 75f.; Ceuppens, 45.

58. Knabenbauer, Prior epist. adCorint. (Paris 1909) p. 183-186.
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Since grace is spiritual and supernatural, but generation is a purely organic and 
natural action, it does not depend on this intrinsically for its existence and operation, but 
only extrinsically as a pure condition of the transmission of the nature, so that the par
ents do not generate as holy or as sinners, but only as having human nature (4 CG 52).59

The parents just produce a man in the natural order, who as such comes from Adam 
on whom alone  he depends in receiving grace or sin because of a special decree of 
God. In fact Adam the sinner had no part in his condition. Therefore he could not later 
transmit to his descendants the grace he had recuperated or any new sins committed by 
him. Likewise since his sin was both his own p erso n a l sin, as having been committed 
by his own personal act, and gen era l or pertaining in some way to all of his descendants, 
it was forgiven to Adam as his own personal sin, but not as a general sin, and therefore 
transmitted to his children.

6. That which is necessarily in someone cannot be a sin. But original sin is neces
sarily in all. Therefore.

I  distinguish  the major. That which is necessarily in someone cannot be a personal 
sin and bringing about the privation of personal gifts, conceded; a non personal sin, or 
one of nature, and bringing about the privation of purely gratuitous gifts, I  subdistin 
guish. if it is in him absolutely and necessarily, conceded; otherwise, denied.

For the nature of sin it is sufficient that there is both inordinateness and volun
tariness. But original sin is voluntary at least in Adam. There will be more about this 
below.60

7. The Fathers denying any sin in infants are easily understood to be talking about 
personal sin, as: St. Gregory of Nyssa, speaking about an unbaptized infant: “Wanting 
in all malice..., not lacking in the health that is acquired by purgation, for from the be
ginning it did not admit disease in the soul.”61 For from the context he is dealing with 
purgation through penance and about personally admitted sin.

Clement of Alexandria said: “Therefore they say to us: Where is the infant born of 
fornication? Or, how does the one, who never did anything wrong, fall under the curse 
of Adam?...And when David said: I  w as conceived  in s in s ... , he is speaking propheti
cally indeed about his mother Eve, but Eve was the mother of the living, and if he was 
conceived in sins, he himself is not in sin.”62 For he is arguing against the Encratites 
who say that matrimony is evil, and so he wished to say that there is nothing sinful in 
generation.

Theodoret: “For what purpose do we baptize infants who have not yet tasted sin?”63 
For he says this against the Messalianos who said that the pre-baptismal sins of adults 
are removed by Baptism, but without the infusion of holiness, and because he is talking 
about tasted sin (that is, actual sin).

St. Cyril of Jerusalem said: “ ...Since we came into the world without sin, we now

59. St. Augustine: R 1870; St. Thomas, 4 CG 52; Palmieri, loc.cit., th.12 n.8.
60. See also J. Loncke, Dogma peccati originalis contra obiectiones recentiores defenditur: CollatBrug 44 

(1948) 359-363.
61. St. Gregory o f  Nyssa, De infantibus praemature abreptis: MG 46,177.
62. Clement o f  Alexandria, Strom. 3,16: MG 8,1199-1201. S ecAdumbr. Inepist. Iudae: M G 9,733.
63. Theodoret, Haer. fab. comp. 1.5 c.18: MG 83,511.
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sin with our free will.”64 For he is arguing against those who hold a theory of the pre
existence of souls.

Tertullian: “ ...Why does the innocent youth rush for the remission of sins?” (R 
310*). For he is speaking about the useful delay of Baptism to adulthood.

934. Scholium. Which sin o f Adam is imputed to his descendants? Although Adam 
may have committed many sins (but there is no certain knowledge about this), only the 
first one was transmitted to his posterity. Generally this is the view of the holy Doctors 
and St. Thomas. Surely any following sins could not corrupt the common goods of 
nature already corrupted by the first sin. Suarez holds also as more probable that such a 
sin, even one committed internally, was transmitted to his posterity.65

What i f  Adam had sinned, not precisely violating a special precept given to him, but 
by some other sin? Thus he would have transmitted original sin, as it seems must be said 
with St. Thomas, since, having committed such a sin, he would have lost his original 
justice. Suarez seems to think otherwise.66 Nevertheless God could have established as 
definitive, or also only for the descendants o f  Adam, that that justice would not be lost 
except by that one sin of disobedience.

I f  Adam had sinned, but Eve did not sin, would we have inherited original sin? 
Certainly, according to the common opinion, which holds from Scripture and tradition 
that Adam was the natural head in the transmission or loss of original justice. Therefore 
also, if Adam has not sinned and Eve did sin, there would have been no original sin.67

What if, with Adam not sinning, one o f his sons had sinned? According to some 
authors, like St. Thomas, Billot, Boyer, he would have introduced original sin in his 
own descendants. According to many others, like Suarez, Mazzella, Beraza, Huarte, 
Palmieri, this is denied, since the one Adam was the head of human nature for the trans
mission or loss of original justice.68

What about the children o f  Adam perhaps born before his sin? They would not have 
contracted original sin, nor their children born before Adam’s sin. Likewise it should 
not be thought that these children would have lost grace after and because of that sin of 
Adam.

But it is more probable that their children bom after Adam’s sin would have con
tracted, from what was just said, original sin, since in that matter they were dependent 
on Adam alone, excluding the moral condition of the intermediate parents;69 however,
Palmieri disagrees with this.70

Is original sin one or many? It can be said to be “one in origin” (D 1513), but

64. St. Cyril o f  Jerusalem, Catech. 4 n.19: MG 33,479.
65. St. Thomas, 2 d.33 q .l a.l ad 4; I-II q. 81, a.2; De malo q.4 a.8; Suarez, De vit. etpecc. 9,3,7.
66. St. Thomas, 2 d.33 q .l a.2 at the end; Suarez, ibid.
67. St. Thomas, 2 d.33 q .l a.2 ad 4;I-Il q. 81, a.5; Suarez, ibid, n.8
68. St. Thomas, 2 d.33 q .l a. 1 ad 3; De malo q.5 a.4 ad 8; Boyer, 378; Billot, p. 142, as it seems and surely logi

cally he must hold it because o f  his opinion on the nature o f  the propagation o f  sin from Adam. Suarez, ibid., 
n.9; Mazzella, n.927; Palmieri, p.218; Beraza, n.767; Huarte, n.431, where he cites many authors, especially 

Thomists.
69. See Suarez, loc.cit., s.4 n.4.
70. Palmieri, p. 122; Beraza, n.758.
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virtually many, as containing in its moral roots all future personal sins; as having a 
manifold deformity; as infecting many souls or parts of souls. In each one of Adam’s 
descendants it is one in species and number. In different men it is: a) one in species 
and proportion, or in relation to the originating sin, and also in its magnitude; many in 
number, since the number of habits and privations is taken from the part of the subjects 
in which they are present (I-II q. 82, a. 2,4). Therefore the multiplication of original sin 
does not imply a multiplication of actual sin and therefore also offenses against God.

N.B. In this whole matter questions about many future possibilities can be asked, 
but their answer depends ultimately on the divine ordination for each case, which is not 
in any way known to us.

935. Corollary 1. Original sin is not from many men. In no way, from what has 
been said in the whole thesis, can the hypothesis be admitted that original sin perhaps 
came, not from one man, but from many, which was fabricated in order to better satisfy 
the objections that might arise from the theory of polygenism.71

Corollary 2. Original sin is not possible except in a supernatural order, inasmuch 
as God can tie to the will of one man the preservation or loss of supernatural undeserved 
goods, given the fact that by a grave sin some goods are always lost, such as the conver
sion to the last end and the goods by which that is attained. God can also decree that the 
natural goods of man, or those that are naturally due to him, cannot be lost except by 
personal sin.

Hence the sin of Adam deprived: a) Him of his conversion to his last end both 
natural and supernatural, and the goods with which to attain it. b) His descendants only 
of their conversion to the supernatural end and the means to attain it. Nevertheless, 
since, given man’s supernatural elevation, there is only one supernatural last end, when 
he loses his conversion to this end his conversion to the last end as such is simply lost. 
Therefore the result is that original sin leaves to man his conversion to a natural last end, 
not formally as a last end, but only materially as such, that is, to all of his goods, but not 
as o f 'a  last end.72

71. See A. and J. Bouyssonie, Polygenisme: DTC 12,2536; Gaudel, 590,
72. See J.B. Becker, Der Schuldkarakter der Erbsiinde: ZkathTh 48 (1924) 76-79.
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C H A P T E R  V I I

On the nature of original sin

936. Having proved the existence of original sin, now the question is 
about what formally constitutes it. The Church has never defined it, so 
that, since at Trent the matter was argued and in general the teaching of 
St. Thomas was thought to be the best, namely, that the essence of original 
sin is the privation of original justice, the Council deliberately established 
that nothing about this question should be touched by its decisions lest the 
Council take a position on teachings of Catholic authors with varying opin
ions; so the Council only condemned the errors of the heretics.1

Therefore our task now is to investigate the nature of this sin. But since 
inordinateness and voluntariness pertain to the essence of all sin, both ele
ments will have to be studied.

A R T I C L E  I 

In w h a t  o r i g i n a l  s i n  f o r m a l l y  d o e s  n o t  c o n s i s t  

Thesis 42. Original sin does not consist formally in concupiscence.

Bellarmine, De amissione gratiae et statupeccati 1.5; Suarez, De vitiis etpeccatis d.9 a.2; Palmieri, th.7-9; 
Beraza, n.771-181; Huarte, n.433-471; Lercher, 2 n.654-665; Boyer, th.15; Daffara, n.140-158.

937. Connection. Before we say formally in what original sin consists, 
it is necessary to establish negatively in what it does not consists, by the 
exclusion of opinions which Catholics cannot admit.

938. Definition of terms. Original sin is taken here as originated, that 
is, as it is in us because of a personal act of Adam, and therefore as merely 
habitual, but true and grave and thus averting us from God. Therefore it 
is not taken as original sin originating, that is, as it was a personal sin of 
Adam, since, taken in this sense, either as actual or as habitual what was 
said above about every grave personal sin applies.

1. Cf. Pallavicini, S.J., Cone. Trid. Hist. (Irans. J.B. Giattino, S.J.) 17 c.8 n. 1.6. See L. Penagos, S.J., La 
doctrina delpecado original en el Concilio de Trento: MiscCom 4 (1945) p. 181-183. For the same reason 
the Vatican Council I did not want to define it: “that the privation o f  grace is the very essence o f  original 
sin; for there are, regarding the essence o f  habitual and in particular original sin, different ways o f  speaking 
among Catholic theologians, who leave the dogma itself completely intact” (CL 7,549; see 566).
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It is not said to be committed, but merely contracted, since it is had by 
us, not as personally committing it, but as suffering it, that is, receiving it 
from another.

Does not consist formally, that is, according to the characteristic that 
makes it truly and properly a sin and, therefore if that is lacking, such a sin 
ceases to exist.

Therefore in the thesis it is neither asserted nor denied that concupis
cence pertains in some way to the non-formal nature of original sin.

Concupiscence or the rebellion of the appetites existing in man because 
of the loss of integrity through the sin of Adam (n.728).

939. Advesaries. Luther, Calvin, Melanchton, de Bay, Jansen, Hermes 
(n. 697. 699f. 703).

The opinion of Matthew Illyricus, that original sin is a certain substantial form by 
which the morally corrupt soul is changed from the image of God into an image of the 
devil, perhaps actually agrees with the opinion of the Reformers, although Lutherans 
themselves have written against it.2

Of the Scholastics,3 many of the older ones, setting aside their differ
ences, placed original sin in the inclination of concupiscence, which the

2. See Bellarmine, 1.5 c .l;  A. Salmeron, Rom.5 d.45.
3. On their mind concerning the nature o f  original sin, see A Gaudel, 432-531; J.N. Espenberger, O.S.B., Die 

Elemente der Erbsunde nach Augustin und der Friihscholastik (Mainz 1905); Kors, op.cit.; D.O. Lottin, 
Les theories dupeche originel au XII' siecle. I  L ’ecole d ’Anselme de Laon et de Guillaume de Champeaux: 
RechThAncMed 11 (1939) 17-32; Id., Les theories du peche originel au XI1‘ siecle. La reaction abelardi- 
enne et porretaine.lbid., 12 (1940) 78-103; Id., Les theories du peche originel au XI 1“ siecle. III. Tradition 
Augustienne: Ibid., 12 (1940) 236-274; Id., Le peche originel chez Albert le Grand, Bonaventure et Thomas 
d ’Aquin: Ibid. 12 (1940) 275-328; Id., Le traite du peche originel chez les premiers Maitres Dominicains de 
Paris: EphThLov 17 (1940) 27-57; Id., Le traits dupeche originel chex les premiers Maitres Franciscains 
de Paris: Ibid., 18 (1941) 26-46; Id., Bapteme et peche originel de S. Anselme a S. Thomas d ’Aquin: Ibid., 
19 (1942) 225-245; R.M. Martin, O.R, La question du peche originel dans Saint Anselme (1099-1100): 
RevScPhTh 5 (1911) 735-749; Id., Le peche originel d ’apres Gilbert de la Porr'e: (+ 1154): RevHistEccl 
13 (1912) 674-691; Id., Les idees de Robert de Melun sur le peche originel: RevScPhTh 7 (1931) 700-725' 
8 (1914) 439-466; 9 (1920) 103-120; 11 (19220 390-415; Id., La doctrina sobre el pecado original, loc. 
cit., 384-400; 11 (1915) 223-236; Id., Quelques ‘‘Premiers’’ Maitres Dominicains de Paris et d ’Oxford et 
la soi-disant Ecole ‘‘Dominicaine Augustinienne : RevScPhTh 9 (1920) 556-580; Id., Eprimitiis scholae S. 
Thomae Aquinatis, Magistri Hervaei de Nedellec, O.P. Tractatus de peccato originali: XenThom 3 (Rome 
1925) 233-247; lb., La controverse sur le peche originel...; A. Stohr, Zur Erbsiindenlehre Alberts des Gros- 
sen. GeistMitt (1935); C.O. Vollert, S.J., The Doctrine o f Hervaeus Natalis.... Among these authors are 
found various differences among the Scholastics about our question that will have to be passed over by us in 
explaining their position; that will be the case in this thesis and in the next one.
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soul (as all or almost all seem to think) contracted from the body,4 v.gr., 
Peter Lombard, Henry of Ghent, Gregory of Armenia.

All of them without doubt do not differ basically on this point. Moreover 
they in one way or another say that concupiscence as sin is destroyed by 
Baptism; and some of them, v.gr., Robert of Melun and Gandalph of Bonn, 
say that original sin remains after Baptism, but it is not imputed as guilt, but 
by Baptism is only remitted with regard to the punishment of eternal life.

940. Doctrine of the Church. The Council o f Trent (D 1515): If any
one denies that the guilt of original sin is remitted by the grace of our Lord 
Jesus Christ...or asserts that all that is sin in the true and proper sense 
is not taken away...: let him be anathema... The holy Council, however, 
professes and thinks that concupiscence or the inclination to sin remains 
in the baptized... Of this concupiscence which the Apostle occasionally 
calls “sin,” the holy Council declares: The Catholic Church has never un
derstood that it is called sin because it would be sin in the true and proper 
sense in those who have been reborn....”

With these words it is defined both that with Baptism is taken away “all 
that is sin in the true and proper sense” and that concupiscence remains in 
those who have been reborn. Therefore it is defined that concupiscence is 
not truly and properly sin: a) Concerning the reborn implicitly and perhaps, 
from the words “the Church...that it would be sin in the true and proper 
sense...,” also explicitly, b) Concerning those not reborn implicitly, or at 
least virtually since original sin is taken away by Baptism, while concu
piscence remains.

941. Theological note. Divine and Catholic faith, perhaps also explic
itly defined concerning the reborn; implicitly about those not reborn, or it 
is at least theologically certain, from what has been said.

These points hold true contrary to all those who say that original sin 
is to such an extent concupiscence that even as sin it still remains in the 
reborn, without however being imputed to them.

4. Peter o f  Poitiers (ca 1170): “However some, in fact almost all, say that original sin is nothing but concu
piscence, not recognizing that ignorance is original sin, which is in the soul, not in the body” (Sent. 1.2 
d. 19: ML 211, 1015). The older authors who would seem to place original sin in the concupiscence o f  the 
body, like the School o f  St. Victor, and adding ignorance to concupiscence, must be considered as speaking 
about what the soul contracts from the body, since they are following St. Augustine who placed that sin at 
least formally in the soul (see, v.gr., Gaudel, 394-398, 448f.), unless perhaps certain ones are excepted, like 
Petrus Aureolus, 2 d.30 a.2 (see Gaudel, 494f.). If some o f  them (like Stephen Langton, Roland o f  Cremona) 
distinguishing original sin from concupiscence, said that the soul contracts that inclination, by which it is 
affected by a certain stain, which is properly original sin, perhaps they do not differ with regard to the matter 
itself from the Scholastics just mentioned: see Lottin, Les theories...: RechThAM 12 (1940) 266-271.
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942. Proof from Holy Scripture. There is now no condemnation for 
those who are in Christ Jesus (Rom. 8:1), i.e., in those, who have been 
baptized into Christ Jesus..., alive to God in Christ Jesus (6:3f., 11). But 
concupiscence remains in the baptized, v.gr., from 6:12: Let not sin (con
cupiscence) therefore reign in your mortal bodies, to make you obey their 
passions this is known from experience. Therefore, since original sin led 
to the condemnation o f all men (Rom. 5:18), it is not concupiscence.

943. Proof from tradition. St. Augustine, since the Pelagians accused 
Catholics, as though they said “Baptism does not take away all the remis
sion of sin, nor take away guilt, but does shave them off, that the roots of 
all sins are retained in the evil flesh,” responded to them:

We say that Baptism gives remission of all sins, and takes away guilt, 
and does not shave them off...” (R 1886). “But I believe that they are 
mistaken about the concupiscence of the flesh, or deceive others; it is nec
essary that the baptized person must also struggle with concupiscence with 
an upright mind, and he can do this if he progresses diligently and is moved 
by the Spirit of God. But even if it is called a sin, surely it is not because it 
is a sin, but because it was caused by sin, and that is why it is called sin” (R 
1887). “ .. .And that concupiscence itself of the flesh is remitted by Baptism 
in such a way that, although it is contracted by newborn children, it does no 
harm to those who are reborn”5 (see n. 954).

944. Theological reasoning. The nature of original sin is that it turns 
one away from God. But concupiscence does not say aversion from God 
either in the natural order, in which it would exist without the gift of integ
rity, or in our order of providence, since it also remains in those justified 
by Baptism. Therefore concupiscence is not at least formally original sin.

945. Scholium. Original sin is not formally the actual sin o f  Adam imputed to men 
merely extrinsically. Without doubt neither Simon Tornacensis, nor Pighius to whom it 
is usually attributed,6 defend this opinion. The reason is that they explain the transmis
sion of this sin by a decree of God, by which they establish at least the same intrinsic 
solidarity in Adam with all men, and therefore such communion in the same sin, as

5. Cont. duas epist. pelag. 1.1 c. 13 n.26-27: ML 44,562-563.
6. See Beraza, n. 798; Penagos, 138; J. Riviere, Justification: DTC 8,2159.
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Salmeron and other authors quoted below give to it7 (n. 957).
This is at least certain in theology.
The Council o f  Trent: “If anyone asserts... that, stained by the sin of disobedience, 

he (Adam) transmitted to all humankind only death and the sufferings of the body, but 
not sin as well which is the death of the soul: let him be anathema” (D 1512). From 
these words, sin is transmitted, and also in the same way as death and the suffering of 
the body which are intrinsic to us. It is death of the soul, and death is something intrinsic
to the subject in which it is.

“If anyone asserts that this sin of Adam.. .which is transmitted by propagation, not 
by imitation, and which is in all human beings,proper to each... ” (D 1513).

Rom. 5:12: And so death spread to all men because all men sinned. If they sinned 
(in whatever way this word is taken, active or passive), sin is not imputed to them 
merely extrinsically. They are said to have sinned in the same way they died, but death 
is intrinsic to them.

Then as one man’s trespass led to condemnation for all men, so one man’s act o f  
righteousness leads to acquittal and life for all men (5:18). Damnation supposes per
sonal guilt in the one who is damned, lest he be said to be damned because of someone 
else’s sin. The justification by which Christ repairs the sin of Adam is intrinsic to us;
therefore likewise also the sin itself.

As by one man’s disobedience many were made sinners (5:19). If sinners have been 
constituted or made such, they are not just called by that name because of the sin of 
Adam.8

And surely if before that imputation men were not in a state of sin, God would un
justly impute it to them. But if they were already sinners, the imputation adds nothing 
to them.

Also, by a mere imputation one does not become more of a sinner, any more than a 
son of a thief would become a thief, if he is called a thief because of his father’s thefts.

7. D. Soto (De natura et gratia 1.1 c.9) has these words that are difficult to understand, unless the opinion ot 
Pighius is taken in the sense o f  the opinion o f  Salmeron: “He however would say, when we are conceived 
we are stained with no other guilty state o f  sin but that o f  the transgression o f  Adam. This would indicate no 
error, except that it would lightly and without reason deny that that guilt is a lack o f  justice.” Scheeben also 
ascribes this opinion to Salmerdn, op.cit. 2 § 202 n.326; Pohle-Gierens, 1 p.535. See also Arriaga, De vit. et 
pecc. d.51 f. 1; Frassen, loc.cit., 5 (1901) p.344.

8. Lagrange, Saint Paul. Epitre aux Romains p. 111; Prat, 1 p.259-260 not. 1.
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A R T I C L E  I I

In w h a t  o r i g i n a l  s i n  f o r m a l l y  c o n s i s t s

Thesis 43. Original sin consists formally in the privation of sanctify
ing grace, which is improperly voluntary from the sin of Adam.

946. Connection. All Catholics must agree in excluding the opinions 
about the nature of original sin that were just rejected; but they do not agree 
in the positive determination of its nature. Therefore we will now deal with 
this question. However in making this determination, since inordinateness 
and voluntariness are of the essence of every sin, the nature of both ele
ments must be treated, if the nature of original sin is to be fully explained.

947. Definition of terms. Original sin is understood here as in the pre
vious thesis (n. 938).

Consists formally. With these words the privation of grace is not just 
said to be in some way pertaining to the nature of original sin, which is an 
implicitly defined matter of faith (D 1512) and the sources always teach 
it and explicitly or implicitly say that it is connected with the privation of 
original justice.1 But the definition itself of original sin is indicated, not in a 
reduplicative way, by which that sin is said to be original because it is in us 
on account of its origin from Adam; nor in a complex way, that is, accord
ing to all or at least many of the elements that in some way can be referred 
to the constitution of that sin; but formally, that is, according to the note or 
quality, if it is present, that makes it truly and properly sin and also a grave 
sin, and if it is absent, it is not such a sin.

But this note or quality is understood in the thesis assertively, so that therefore it 
merely prescinds from concupiscence as a perhaps material element of original sin, and 
now the concern is only about its formal element, whether it is the whole essence of the 
sin or only the formal part.

Sanctifying grace is the supernatural gift mentioned above, as inad
equately contradistinguished from original justice (n. 756).

Privation, or the lack of a deserved perfection, and also here because 
of actual sin, is taken: a) Not actively or as an act of privation (that is not 
the point here); which in a blameworthy manner, or as from a moral cause,

1. Vatican Council I prepared this definition: “the privation o f  sanctifying grace is o f  its nature (i.e., o f  original 
sin), declaring that “the privation o f  sanctifying grace pertains to the nature o f  original sin” (but it does not 
say to its “essence,” for the reasons given above). See CL 7,549; see 566.
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comes from the man meriting that privation because of his actual sin, by 
which he affectively rejects grace, and physically, or as from a physical 
cause, the privation is from God, who, alone being able to destroy super
natural being (not by a positive action, but by the removal of his conserving 
influence), withdraws grace from the man in punishment for that sin.

Voluntaiy; or that which proceeds from the will with imperfect knowledge 
of the end, as in infants (imperfectly voluntary), or with perfect knowledge, as 
in adults acting with lull deliberation, is understood here as free in the complete 
sense, or as immune from all necessity either extrinsic (by force) or intrinsic.

Improperly or denominatively. While the act itself immediately pro
ceeding from the will is voluntary properly and formally, it is said to be 
voluntary improperly and denominatively (denominative) that proceeds 
from the act of the will either as commanded, like the acts of other facul
ties, or in a terminative way, like any effect produced by an act of the will.

Since original sin is habitual, and therefore an effect proceeding from a 
sinful act of the will, it cannot be voluntary except in an improper sense (de
nominatively). Therefore anything more on that is not proved in the thesis.

From the sin o f Adam. That is from that sin as an act. Because to the 
essence and definition of sin...voluntariness pertains” (D 1946), and be
cause “original sin does truly have the essence of sin... with respect to the 
will from which it had its origin” (D 1947),2 original sin is voluntary from 
the will of Adam sinning. That is defined implicitly wherever it is defined 
that Adam transmitted sin to us, and the sources always implicitly affirm it 
whenever they say that the sin of Adam was transmitted to us, or that we 
are sinners from the sin of Adam, or something similar.

Likewise it is implicitly defined as a matter of faith that the privation of 
grace is voluntary from the sin of Adam (D 1512); and the sources teach the 
same thing explicitly or implicitly where they say that Adam by his sin lost 
grace and holiness for us. Therefore if it is said further in the thesis that this 
privation of grace is formally original sin, by that very fact it is established 
from what was said before that it also as a sin is voluntary from Adam’s sin.

Wherefore in the thesis it is supposed as already proved that original 
sin is voluntary, and that our privation of grace is voluntary from Adam’s 
sin; therefore this point is not here proved explicitly.

Moreover, as is clear from what has been said, the personal voluntari
ness of Adam sinning is assigned to original sin, without which certainly it 
would not be a sin. But whether and how to the essence of that sin pertains 
also the voluntariness of those in whom it is present, for the sake of clarity 
this point is not discussed in this thesis and is left to be handled in the next

2. See Becker, Der Schuldkarakter... loc.cit., 62-64; Le Bachelet: DTC 2,93f.
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thesis, since that also is necessary in order to make a full investigation into 
the nature of original sin.

948. Adversaries. Many placed original sin in the privation of origi
nal justice (as adequately distinct from sanctifying grace) or alone, as St. 
Anselm and Scotus seem to say, also with concupiscence as the material 
element, v.gr., Alexander of Hales, Saints Albert the Great, Bonaventure, 
and St. Thomas, if we are to believe some authors (Kors, Bittremieux, etc.) 
who thus interpret him and on this point explicitly or implicitly say that 
they follow him (n. 693), and many others also at the Council of Trent.3

However it is correct to think that many of those authors, as almost certain
ly St. Thomas, refer this privation de facto to sanctifying grace, either alone or 
at least as the principal element of original sin, so that our thesis is also theirs.

Other authors (Catharinus, Salmeron, Toledo, Lugo, Arriaga, Frassen, 
Wirceburgenses, etc.) place original sin in the actual sin itself of Adam, 
according as it is morally committed by his descendants in a moral connec
tion of all with Adam who are affected by the decree of God, and according 
as that sin is thought to continue morally, as long as it is not remitted; the 
result is that the privation of grace is only its penal effect.4

949. Theological note. The thesis is morally certain.

This thesis taken assertively, that is, by setting aside the question about concupis
cence as the material element, was said by Suarez to be “common among theologians”5 
and now it can with certainty be said to be common. Some mentioned by William of 
Paris and then Peter Paludanus held this thesis6: Vitoria, D. Soto, Bellarmine, Suarez, 
Vazquez, Vaalenica, Tanner, Ruiz de Montoya, Salmonticenses, Gonet, Mastrius, Bil- 
luart, Palmieri, Scheeben, Mazzella, Del Val, Hugon, Daffara, Billot,7 and other modern

3. See Penagos, 142-183; Pallavicini, loc.cit., 1.7 c.8 n.2-4.
4. A. Catharinus, De lapsu hominis etpeccato originali d.6; Commentaria in omnes divi Pauli epist. Ad Rom.

5,12 about which see Scarinci, I lf .,  85-114, where he cites many authors as following him (117-127) and 
others at least regarding the admission o f  a pact or a decree (128f.). A. Salmerdn, loc.cit., d.46; Toledo, In 
epist. B. Pauli Apost. ad  Rom. c.5 v.12; De Lugo, De paenit. D.7 s.7; Arriaga, loc.cit., s 4' Frassen loc cit 
d.9 s.2 n.18. ’ ' "

5. Suarez, loc.cit., d.9 s.2 n. 18.

6. William o f  Paris, De vitiis etpeccatis (ed, 1591) c.3 p. 254; c.5 p.259; c.6 p263: see Martin: CiencTom 11 
(1915) 228; Petrus Paludanus: see Martin, La controverse sur lepeche originel... p.236-283.

7. De Vitoria, in L.B. Gillon, loc.cit., 38f.; D. Soto, loc.cit., c.5-9; Bellarmine, 1.5..C.19; Suarez, loc.cit.; 
V&zquez,In 2d . 132 c .8 f; Valencia, In 2 d.6 q. 12,10; Tanner, Depeccatis d.4 dub.4 n. 108; Ruiz de Montoya, 
see De Aldama, El tratado de Ruiz de Montoya..:, loc.cit., 128-129; Salmanticenses, De vitiis et peccatis 
d. 16 a.5 § 1; Gonet, De vitiis etpeccatis d.7 a.5 § 4; Billuart, De peccatis diss.6 a.5 § 2 (“It is common among 
Thomists and among many others”); Palmieri, th.9; Scheeben, loc.cit., § 202; Mazzella, n.995-1004; Del 
Val, loc.cit.,c.3 a.5 § 2; Hugon, Depeccato originali q.2 n. 13; Daffara, th.12; Billot, op.cit., th.12.
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theologians. Of the latter, Mendive and Beraza partially disagree.8

950. From the connection with the doctrine of the Church. 1) The
Council o f Trent: Original sin “is death of the soul” (D 1512). But death of 
the soul is formally the privation of spiritual life or of sanctifying grace.

2) Original sin, as “proper to each one” (D 1513), is really intrinsic to 
each one, since the sinful act of Adam is not intrinsic to us except merely 
juridically, or only to the extent that the physically personal act of Adam 
disposing of the common good of original justice for all can be said to be
ours (see thesis 44).

3) “Children...are truly baptized for the remission of sins, so that by 
regeneration they may be cleansed from what they contracted through gen
eration” (D 1514). But nothing can be said to be taken away de facto in 
Baptism, except the privation of sanctifying grace. Therefore original sin 
consists in that.

951. Theological reasoning. 1) Positively. Privation of conversion to 
the last end (n. 85 8f.), supposing the presence of voluntariness, is required 
and suffices for the formal essence of grave sin. But that privation is had 
formally in original sin through the privation of sanctifying grace. There
fore that sin is had formally through its privation of grace.

b) In Adam’s sin there was both conversion to creatures and aversion 
from the last end, or the privation of sanctifying grace, by which Adam 
was formally converted to that end. But conversion to creatures, as some
thing purely personal from its own nature, could not be transmitted to us. 
Therefore the privation of grace alone has been transmitted to us. Therefore 
original sin consists formally in that privation.9

2) Negatively or by the exclusion of other opinions: a) The opinion plac
ing original sin in the privation of original justice, as contradistinguished to 
grace, seems to be less in accord with the sources recently quoted.

In the state of original justice man, having one supernatural last end, 
was joined formally with it by sanctifying grace alone. Therefore original 
sin is placed undeservedly in the privation of some element, by which de 
facto man was not joined formally with God as his supernatural end.

b) The opinion placing original sin in the actual sin of Adam and com
mon in his descendants seems to be even less in agreement with the sources 
recently quoted.

8. Mendive, loc.cit., n.272-278; Beraza, n.830-841. Lessius not placing original sin in habitual aversion o f  the 
will from God as the last end, and not in the privation o f  original justice, must be held to differ substantially 
from us: see Bittremieux, L ’essence dupeche originel d'apres Lessius: NouvRevTh 49 (1922) 315-325.

9. See Bellarmine, loc.cit.
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Moreover this opinion either places the essence of actual sin in a posi
tive tendency (not in privation) and thus is repugnant because of what was 
said elsewhere (n. 847), or it says nothing really different from our opinion 
(n. 868, 3).

952. Objections. 1. God does not deny grace to an infant unless it is after having 
seen his sin. Therefore this sin is not in the privation of grace.

I  distinguish the major. God denies grace to an infant after he sees his sin, according 
as it was an actual sin of this infant in Adam, conceded; according as it is habitual in the 
infant himself, denied.

Since all men in Adam by his sin morally lost grace, as will be explained below, in 
punishment for that sin God withdraws from them that grace, so that the status resulting 
therefrom in us is a status of privation of grace. Original sin consists in this state according 
as it is inherited by us from Adam, not according as it is from God. Hence it can rightly be 
said that God for this reason deprived the infant of grace, because he sinned actually in 
Adam, but not because the infant himself sinned and so habitually contracted sin.

Moreover this habitual sin can be considered as a form inhering in man, from which 
formally or as the formal effect, and therefore not as the efficient cause, the privation of 
grace is given.

2. Grace is a physical entity. Therefore in its privation it cannot be a sin, which is 
of the moral order.

I  distinguish the major. Grace is a physical-moral entity, conceded; purely physical, 
denied.

Grace, even though it is a physical entity, pertains essentially to the moral order, 
as morally sanctifying man and ordaining him to his last end. Hence sin, since it is 
formally the loss of holiness and of conversion to the last end, is by that very fact, or 
formally, the loss of the physical gift that sanctifies a man.

3. God could have destined man in Adam to attain the beatific vision without sanc
tifying grace. But then original sin would not be formally in the privation of grace. 
Therefore it is not in it now.

I  deny the consequence. In this hypothesis original sin would be in the privation 
of that element (whatever it might be) by which man would be ordained to the beatific 
vision. But since in our order of providence conversion to the last end is by sanctifying 
grace alone, original sin cannot be in anything but the privation of this grace.

4. Original sin differs from personal grave sin. But it does not differ in the privation 
of grace. Therefore it does not consist in this.

I  distinguish the minor. Original sin does not differ from personal grave sin in the pri
vation of grace taken in itself, conceded; in it as depending on a definite sinful act, denied.

That which as it were specifies the privation of grace in the area of sin is the vol
untary act on which it depends; but original sin depends on the act committed by all in 
Adam.

5. In the state of pure nature habitual sin would not consist in the privation of sanc
tifying grace. Therefore original sin, as habitual, cannot consist in that.
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I  distinguish the consequence. Original sin would not be in the privation of grace, 
if in this order of providence ordination to the last end would be as in a state of pure 
nature, conceded; otherwise, denied.

In the state of pure nature habitual sin would be in the privation o f natural rectitude 
by which man would be converted towards God. But original sin can only be in the 
supernatural order and therefore in the privation of that element by which man in this 
order is converted towards God.

6. From the Council of Trent (D 1528f.): “Justification (of the impious, also the 
first)...is not merely remission of sins, but also the sanctification and renewal of the 
interior man through the voluntary reception of the grace and gifts... Hence man... 
receives in this justification together with the remission of sins all these gifts infused...” 
From these words, remission and sanctification through grace are not the same thing. 
Therefore sin cannot be in the privation of grace, for otherwise that “remission” would 
be the same as “reception of grace.”

I  deny the consequence. Those words do not seem to be on the point. For since, 
according to the Protestants, justification would be only the remission of sins (or the 
non-imputation of them) without internal infusion of justice, the Council teaches that it 
is both remission and internal sanctification, without deciding anything about the onto
logical relation between remission and sanctification.

953. Corollary 1. The relation o f matter and form in original sin. Since the priva
tion of grace has the nature of guilt from its voluntariness, it can be said that in original 
sin the privation o f  grace (and at the same time concupiscence, if this should happen 
to be, from what must be said, the material part of original sin) is the quasi material 
element, but that the voluntariness coming from Adam’s sin is the quasi formal element.

Corollary 2. There is no true privation o f grace unless it is voluntary on the part 
o f man. For since grace is due to man only because of the free decision of God, if God 
independently of the will of man took it away from him, by that very fact it would not be 
due to man, and then its lack would no longer be a privation. However, since the gifts of 
God are without repentance, God does not take grace away from man except because of 
some human voluntariness, and therefore in this case its absence is already a privation.

954. Scholium 1. What constitutes the essence o f original sin, according to St. Au
gustine who refers it often to the guilty state o f concupiscence? De Blic mentions many 
authors disputing about this matter rather obscurely,10 11 of whom: a) Vazquez, Tanner, 
Salmanticenses do not attempt to establish anything certain; b) others say that sin is to 
be found in concupiscence, either simply, as Peter Lombard, St. Bernard, Maldonato, 
Estius, and from the moderns v.gr. Tixeront, Toner, Kors,11 or materially, as St. Albert 
the Great, St. Thomas, D. Soto, Medina; c) Mastrius, Wirceburgenses in the dignity of 
the divine hatred; d) others, either in the participation of all in the actual sin of Adam, as

10. J. de Blic, Le peche originel selon Saint Augustin: RechScRel 16 (1926) 97-119.
11. It seems that one could add also, J. Clemence, S.J., Saint Augustin et le peche originel: NouvRevTh 70 

(1948) 727-754. Perhaps also De Blic (loc.cit., 17 (1927] p.414-433, 512-531), since he refutes the second 
and third interpretations mentioned by him; but he does not complete his own further investigation.
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Salmeron, Portalie,12 or in the privation of sanctifying grace.13
We, without thinking that the holy Doctor defined original sin anywhere in a scien

tific way, gather together some things with which it is established negatively that he did 
not identify formally original sin with concupiscence, and positively that the privation 
of holiness is not easily removed from its essence.

A. Negatively. Concupiscence is not original sin (at least formally). 1) By Baptism 
everything that is truly sin is taken away: To the Pelagians who were calumniating 
Catholics, as if these said “Baptism does not give remission of all sins, and does not take 
away guilt, and merely shaves them...,” the holy Doctor replies “that Baptism gives re
mission of all sins, and takes away guilt, and does not shave__” For not even one (sin)
however small it might be remains that is not remitted (by Baptism).”

Thus the baptized person, since he has concupiscence: “Lacks all sin, but not all 
evil.’ However in the baptized person concupiscence remains: “But I believe they are 
mistaken about the concupiscence of the flesh.. .with which it is necessary that also the 
baptized person must struggle with an upright mind, and he can do this if he progresses 
diligently and is moved by the Spirit of God....”14

2) Concupiscence, although it is not sin, is so called, because it is from sin: “This 
(concupiscence) although it is called sin, not really because it is a sin, but because it 
was caused by sin that is why it is called sin; just as if a letter is said to be the hand of 
someone because his hand wrote it. But there are sins, which according to the concu
piscence of the flesh (therefore as the cause of sin).. .happen illicitly, ... and those who 
committed them remain guilty until they are forgiven.”15

3) Concupiscence is a weakness coming from original guilt and is distinct from it: 
“But guilt merits that weakness—nature does not have it; grace has already remitted for 
the faithful... this guilt by washing, but under the hands of this same medicine nature 
still struggles with its own weakness.”16 17

4) Concupiscence is then sin, when consent is given to it with actions: In the bap
tized the concupiscence of the flesh remains or “a vice consenting to which is a sin. ..: 
evil desires by consenting to which we sin. ”n  Therefore Calvin: “He (Augustine) indeed 
does not dare to call that sickness a sin, but then finally he does teach that it becomes sin 
when consent is added to it; but we hold that very thing to be sin, because by it man is 
totally titillated by passionate desires.18

5) It is distinguished from the guilty state of sin, since the latter is taken away by 
Baptism, but the former is not taken away, as was said recently: “For (the baptized per
son) lacks all sin, but not all evil. It is stated more clearly in this way: he lacks all guilt

12. The following should be added apparently: N. Merlin, O.E.S.A., Saint Augustin et le dogmes du peche origi- 
nel et de la grace (Paris 1931) p. 369-373; Gaudel, 396-398.

13. F. Donau, S.J., can be added, Lpensee de Saint Augustin sur la nature du peche originel: RevApol 34 (1922) 
414-425.

14. Cont. duas epist. pelag. 1.13 n.26: ML 44,562; De Trin. 14,17,23: ML 42,1054; Cont. lul. 6,16,49: ML 
44,850; Cont. duas epist. pelag., loc.cit., n.27: ML 44,563.

15. Cont. duas epist. pelag. 1.1 n.27: ML 44,563.
16. De contin. C.7 n.18: ML 40,360.
17. De grat. Chr. et de pecc. orig. c.39 n.44: ML 44,407.
18. Calvin, Instil, christ. relig. 3,3,10.
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o f all evils, but not all evils— ”
Hence concupiscence is not said to have the guilty state of sin in itself, but only 

according as it is joined together with original sin: “It (concupiscence) implicates non- 
baptized infants in a state of guilt and even if the children die it draws them to con
demnation like being children of wrath,” for concupiscence “ ...is freed from guilt in 
baptized children..., in the face of combat it follows the dead with no condemnation.” 
Only in this sense or according as it is with a guilty state of sin is it imputed as sin. The 
remission of sins (through Baptism), when it has not yet taken place in a youth, is there 
the law of sin itself in such a way that it is also imputed for sin, that is, that its guilt is 
also still with him, and it holds fast a debtor of eternal punishment.”19

955. Positively. The privation of justice and holiness seems to be placed at least 
as the principle element of original sin. For: 1) Man created in the image of God by 
sinning lost the justice and holiness of truth, because o f which this image (of God) was 
made deformed and deteriorated.”20 21 2) “This image impressed on the spirit of the mind 
Adam lost by his sin, which we receive through the grace of justice.’ 21 Therefore, hu
man nature at its origin was turned away from God.22

N.B. However, as is clear from what has been said, concupiscence, according to St. 
Augustine, is so intimately connected with original sin in the non-baptized, that it seems 
to have, according to him, although secondarily and materially, some aspect of sin.

956. Scholium 2. Is concupiscence the material element o f original sin? However 
it is supposed that it does not have “the true and proper nature of sin” (D 1515).

a) Some affirm it (Salmanticenses, Gonet, Pignataro, Billot, Boyer, etc.) consider
ing it as the material element of original sin in the proper sense, although analogically, 
inasmuch as it is a disposition for the privation of original justice and at the same time it 
receives its species of disorder from that privation. They appeal to St. Thomas.23

Here are their arguments: a) The authority of St. Thomas, b) Rom. 7, where original 
sin (apapiia) is clearly proposed as concupiscence, c) St. Augustine thus explaining the 
remission of that sin, as concupiscence he passes over its guilt, but it really remains, d) 
If in original justice the formal element is said to be grace, as formally ordaining one 
to God, and the material element to be integrity, as removing the natural impediments 
to that ordination and thus pertaining to the perfection of moral rectitude, it can rightly 
be said that, in original sin, the formal element is the privation of grace, or the formal 
inordinateness from God, and the material element is concupiscence, as arising from the 
moral inordinateness and introducing it.

19. cont. Iul. loc.cit.: ML 44,850f.; Depecc. mer. elrem. 2,4: ML 44,152; De nup. et concup. 1,32: ML 44,434.
20. DeTrin. 14,16,22: M L 42,1053.
21. De Gen ad lilt. 6,7: ML 34,355.
22. De civ. Dei 1.3 c.13-15: M L41,386f.
23. Salmanticenses, d.16 dub.4 § 3 n. 104-107; Gonet, d.7 a.5 § 1 n.84; Pignataro, p.413; Billot, p. 170-172. 

In this way St. Thomas is interpreted by Bitremieux, De materiali peccati originalis, iuxta S. Thomam. 
DivThom(Pi) 5 (1928) 573-606; Labourdette, 83f. But usefully one can read Teixidor, Algo acerca del pe- 
cado originaly de la concupiscencia segun Santo Tomas: EstEcl 10 (1931) 364-384.
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b) But the opinion which many older authors hold, among whom the main ones are 
D. Soto, Bellarmine, Sylvius, “more commonly the Thomists and many others” accord
ing to Billuart, and after them generally the modern authors,24 asserts that, interpreting 
St. Thomas in this sense, concupiscence cannot be said to be the material element of 
original sin in the proper sense.

And certainly by Baptism everything that has the true nature o f sin is taken away, but 
not concupiscence. If the matter is intrinsic to a thing and the subject of the form, con
cupiscence cannot be the matter of original sin which is the death o f the soul and also in 
the super natui al oidei. Likewise in original sin the privation of grace and concupiscence 
would be united among themselves as form and matter; but the subject of the privation 
of grace is, not concupiscence, but the soul. Matter in the proper sense is presupposed to 
the form in the constitution of a thing or reality; but concupiscence rather arises from the 
privation of grace. Integrity was not properly the matter of original justice, since grace is 
in the soul as its subject, but not in integrity; rather this was something following grace by 
the plan of God, not because of the nature of the case, but like its effect.

But it is in an improper sense that concupiscence can be said to be the material ele
ment of original sin. For the twofold rectitude of man, that is, both his ordination to the last 
supernatural end through grace and perfect subjection of the sensitive appetite to reason, 
was lost by original sin. Indeed since the loss of integrity follows de facto and materially 
aveision from the end (in which alone was the formal reason of sin), although this is not 
from the nature of things but from the law of God, rightly can it be called the material 
element of original sin, since it is joined together materially with the privation of grace.

Thus under the name of original sin would be included the whole moral disorder 
of a moral nature, that is, the privation of grace considering properly and formally the 
moral order, and concupiscence pertaining improperly and causally to it, so that the for
mer is called the formal element of sin and the latter the material element.

In this sense are properly understood: a) St. Thomas, according to whom, “concu
piscence in relation to original sin, holds the position of matter and effect” (I-II q.83, a. 2 
ad 4). B) St. Paul. For if the total disorder of nature is called original sin, it is more easily 
understood that the same thing is sin about which he writes in Rom. 5 and 7 according 
as it is a disorder of nature, although in chap. 5 it is considered rather according to the 
formal element or the privation of grace, while in chap. 7 it is according to the material 
element or concupiscence, c) St. Augustine thus intimately connects concupiscence with 
original sin.

However perhaps it would be better, since it would contribute to avoiding confu
sion, if concupiscence simply was not called the material element of original sin.

This controversy over concupiscence as the material element of original sin is per
haps nothing but a dispute about words, since the authors of the first opinion warn that 
it is not necessary “for the propriety of the meaning that the words matter and form  be 
taken in absolutely the same sense as they are for the principles of bodies.”25

24. D. Soto, loc.cit., 1.1 c.9; Bellarmine, 1.5 c.20; Sylvius, In 1.2 q.82 a.3 concl.3; Billuart, diss.6 a.5 § 1; Palm- 
ieri, th. 11, Hugon, loc.cit., q.2 a .l n. 10.13; Janssens, De hominis elevatione et lapsu p.635f.

25. Boyer, p. 367.
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A R T I C L E  I I I

O n  t h e  v o l u n t a r i n e s s  o f  o r i g n a l  s i n  i n  a d a m ’ s  p o s t e r i t y

Thesis 44. Original sin is voluntary intrinsically in individual men, but 
not personally or physically or interpretively or morally, nor merely 
from seminal solidarity, but from juridical solidarity under Adam, 
the physical-juridical head.

S.Th. 4C G  52; De maloqA  a.l; I-II q.81, a. 1; Palmieri, tli.9 n.4.9; Beraza, n.693-757; J.B. Becker, DerSchul- 
dkarakter... 62-83; F. Kfltiig, Kollektivschuld undErbschuld: ZkathTh 72 (1950) 40-65; Scheeben, op.cit., 2 § 200, 
Dalmau, Voluntariedad delpecado originaly explications que de eiia da Santo Tomas: EstEcl 9 (1930) 188-212.

957. Connection. From what has been proved so far, there are in original 
sin as its essential elements both the privation of sanctifying grace and the 
personal voluntariness of Adam. But when this or any other opinion has been 
proposed, the essential notion of original sin such as it appears in the sources 
is not yet established without a certain solidarity of all in Adam’s sin (Rom. 
5:12: all men sinned),1 without which original sin could not be in us intrinsi
cally as sin, but at most either as the sin of Adam extrinsically imputed to us, 
or the punishment of his sin passed on to us.

Solidarity however says formally a certain voluntariness, of whatever na
ture it might be, but which in Adam’s sin cannot be personal in his posterity. 
Therefore it is about this solidarity and therefore about determining our vol
untariness in original sin that will be treated in this thesis.

958. Definition of terms. Original sin is understood as it is in Adam’s 
posterity and therefore as habitual.

But since habitual sin is not voluntary except by derivation from an actual 
sin, the question is reduced to investigating the voluntariness of individual 
men in the sin o f Adam.

Voluntary is taken here, as explained in the previous thesis, as freely pro
ceeding from the will.

Intrinsically in individual men, that is, not just extrinsically, or merely 
from the personal voluntariness of Adam, but also from the voluntariness of
the one in whom it is.

Not personally. Any kind o f personal voluntariness is excluded, such as 
would exist in an act proceeding immediately from the personal will of the

1. Lagrange, op.cit., 105-107, 118; Prat, op.cit., 1 p. 254-261; 2 p. 78f.; Bover, Teologia de San Pablo p.216- 
220. But on one possible meaning o f  solidarity in original sin by propagation, see S. Hocedez, S.J., Notre 
solidarity en I.C. etenAdam: Greg 13 (1932) 378-383.
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one to whom it is attributed. But voluntariness is personal:
ci)Physically, if the act as physical is placed by a personal will. But it 

is clear without any further explicit proof that original sin is not present in us 
in this sense.

b) Interpretively, if the act were elicited from a personal will placed in 
definite circumstances, v.gr., Peter being involved in Paul’s affairs wills the 
same tilings as he.

c) Morally if the act is not placed physically by this personal will, but is 
rightly thought to bz freely approved by this will, v.gr., the legitimate act of 
some society related to all who have freely entered into it,2 and here and now 
do not know about it.

Not from seminal solidarity, as if sin were imputed to us as voluntary 
merely and only because we all were seminally in Adam and are his children 
according to the flesh. Certainly however this is a condition of contracting 
original sin, that someone descends from Adam by natural generation.

From juridical solidarity under Adam, the physical-juridical head, in
asmuch as all men were to come forth from Adam, they were necessarily 
members of a certain society instituted by a decree of God and under Adam 
himself. He, acting as the head of this society, would administer the common 
good of original justice to be preserved or cast away (an original justice in 
which grace is the main concern, mentioned only here for the future, since its 
privation is formally original sin).

Therefore the act of Adam losing the common grace was voluntary for 
each individual, not for each person individually considered and acting on his 
own, but merely as members of the society. They are in this society without 
any intervention of their own personal will, and therefore they act more or 
less with the voluntariness regarding the loss of grace, as a limb of the human 
body is said to will the same things as the commanding will, or as the infant 
without the use of reason is said to will the legitimate acts of his father con
cerning the well-being of the family, or with the voluntariness that is present 
also in persons who have lost the use of their personal will and are cared for 
by others.

Therefore this juridical voluntariness, and in no way personal, is different from that 
moral voluntariness by which a free member of some society is thought to will all the 
legitimate acts of it, even perhaps those he does not know about. For this voluntariness is 
virtually and reductively personal.

2. We think that it is only in this sense that a true sin can be given that is strictly committed by a collectivity and 
one that some mention, such as Loncke, Dogmapeccati originalis contra obiectiones recentiores defenditur: 
CollatBrug44 (1948) 360-362; KOnig, loc.cit.
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959. This being the case, the whole matter can be conceived thusly. God gave Adam, 
as the physical head of all men contained seminally in him, grace destined actually also 
for all of them and therefore owed to them (and not merely conditionally promised, which 
otherwise, with the commission of sin, they would never lose)3 and actually to be transmit
ted to them at their conception. At the same time he instituted him as their juridical head in 
order to administer that common good of grace or, if he did not sin, to preserve it or, if he 
did sin, to lose it also for his posterity deprived of it because of his sin.

Thus therefore they can be said to be juridically included in the sin of Adam, and 
therefore that it is voluntary for them merely as members of human nature as a society, 
whose juridical head is Adam, alone administering the common good with a personally 
voluntary act. It is almost as the acts of the juridical head can be said to be voluntary for 
the members of some society belonging unknowingly and in a necessary way to it (v.gr., 
infants in a family) or perhaps also as the limbs of the body can be said to will the same 
thing in some way as the commanding will of the head.

Thus men lose grace in juridical solidarity with Adam and therefore they remain in 
original sin, or deprived of grace, with the voluntariness o f the members of Adam the head 
(which however naturally supposes essentially personal voluntariness, which belongs to 
Adam alone).

Therefore in this explanation there is one decree of God, by which original justice is 
destined for all men; but there is another one, by which Adam is the administrator of that 
common good, who in the name of all either preserves it or loses it.

960. Adversaries.4 We add to them only those who either completely 
deny a decree to propagate original sin, or claim there was a decree by which 
Adam’s sin (and therefore original sin) is in some way personally voluntary in 
his descendants. Hence since that is naturally repugnant and since original sin 
seems to require some decree of God, all of those that we consider to be ad
versaries perhaps are saying the same thing that we do but in different words.

1) Original sin is voluntary with the one voluntariness of Adam. Thus, it 
seems, Duns Scotus, De Basolis, Olivi.5

2) It is voluntary interpretively, inasmuch as the children of Adam are 
thought to have handed over to him the condition of preserving or losing jus
tice from the decree of God to such an extent that, if they had lived at that

3. Palmieri, loc.cit., p. 118-120.
4. See on these, in addition to the authors cited above (n.939 not.3), M. Peinado, La voluntariedad delpecado 

original en los tedlogos delsiglo XVIy primera mitad delXVII: ArchTG 8 (1945) 9-56.
5. Duns Scotus, In 2 d.32 q.l n.14; John de Basolis, In 2 d.30 q .l. See Peinado, 14; Stufler, Das Wesen der 

Erbsiinde nach Petrus Olivi: ZkathTh 55 (1931) 471-473.
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time, they would have agreed with his way of acting.6 This opinion, unless it 
probably holds actually the same thing as the next or following opinion, differs 
from us in that it admits an interpretive voluntariness, but one that is personal.

3) It is voluntary morally, inasmuch as the wills of all men are so included 
by God in the will of Adam that they are thought morally to will the same as 
he acting in the name of all, regarding the preservation or loss of grace. Thus, 
for example, many after Alexander of Hales, Didacus Paiba, the first one, it 
seems, to use the formula of binding or including wills,7 Bellarmine, Valen
cia, Suarez, Ruiz de Montoya, Salmanticenses, Mastrius, Billuart, Wircebur- 
genses, Muncunill,8 and especially Catherinus, Salmeron, G. Martinez, Lugo, 
A Lapide, Arriaga, Frassen.9

This opinion differs from ours in the inclusion of the wills, which from their 
way of speaking seem to be in some sense (or morally) personal; but if their 
opinion denies this, then it differs from ours not at all or merely accidentally.10

The covenant of God with Adam about preserving or losing the common grace, which 
some authors of both opinions mention, either explicitly and formally,11 or implicitly and 
virtually,1- but other reject13 and others more or less ignore14 —such a covenant does not 
differ from the decree that all authors of both opinions require and that introduces Adam as 
the administrator of the common good, since for the validity of this office of Adam doubt
less no one of those mentioning the covenant is thought necessarily to demand Adam’s 
consent.15

4) Physical solidarity, inasmuch as Adam is the physical head of men and 
they were all seminally in him. Thus, setting aside the differences, many of

6. Wirceburgenses, De peccatis n.95, cite this opinion, but without naming its supporters. But among them 
perhaps they mean Durandus, In 2 d.30 q.2 (red.2); Quodl. 1.9 (see Martin, La controverse sur le peche 
originel... 331.353.356) and J. Mayr, In 2 d.30 q.3 (Paris 1519) f,131rb (see Gillon, loc.cit, 30-31). But 
whatever may be the case with these two authors, nevertheless in an almost amazing way A. Wiesinger says, 
Okkulte Phaenomene (Graz-Vienna 1948) p. 99-100: The will o f  Adam with its great power would have 
exercised immediate influence (on his children) or mediately (on later generations) on their wills, so that 
they would have done the same thing as Adam. See Wirceburgenses, De peccatis n.95.

7. D. Paida de Andrada, Orthodoxorum explic. 1.3 axiom 2; Defens trid. fidei 1.5; see Peinado, 30. But that idea 
seems to have been expressed first by Alex, o f  Hales: see Gaudel, 460-461; Kors, p. 72-73.

8. Bellarmine, op.cit., 4,10; 5,17.18; Valencia,//? / .2 d ,6  q .l l  punct. 1; Suarez, De opere sexdierum  3,21,19-16; 
De vitiis et peccatis 9,2.28-29; Ruiz de Montoya: see De Aldama, El tratado de Ruiz de Montoya sobre el 
pecado original segun un manuscrito de Salamanca: EstEcl 11 (1932) 124-130; Salmanticenses, loc.cit., d.7 
a.2; Billuart, loc.cit., d.6 a.2; Wirceburgenses, loc.cit., n.99-102; Muncunill, n.689-701.

9. A. Catharinus, Opuscula F. Ambrosii Catharini Politi Senensis Ord. Praed. (Lyons 1542) d.4-6 p. 144-190; 
Salmerdn, op.cit., d.45 (at the end) 46; G. Martinez, Inprimam secundae D. Thomae (Toledo 1622) q.81 a.l 
dub.2,4. see Peinado, 42.43; Lugo, loc.cit., d.7 s.7; A  Lapide, In epist. ad Rom. 5,12; Arriaga, loc.cit., d .51 
s.5; Frassen, loc.cit., p .3 4 3 ,359-365.

10. See Dalmau, 199f.
11. Thus Vitoria, Catharinus, Paiba, Salmerdn, etc. loc.cit.
12. Thus Wirceburgenses, loc.cit.
13. Soto, loc.cit., 1.1 c.10; Vazquez, loc.cit., etc. And recently generally, v.gr., Muncunill, n. 694f.; Pesch, 3 n.274.
14. Salmanticenses, loc.cit., n.41; Billuart, loc.cit.,; Gotti, De homine q.7 dubl § 9, considering both as probable.
15. See Suarez, De opere sex dierum 3,21,20-22.
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the older theologians, v.gr., St. Augustine,16 St. Anselm, Lombard, Hugo of St. 
Victor, Henry Gandave, St. Albert the Great; pre-Tridentine controversialists 
and some theologians at Trent'7; St. Thomas considering all men, because of 
their participation in a common nature, as one man, whose members are ruled 
by Adam the head through generation and therefore to a certain extent take 
on voluntariness, almost like the way in which the limbs of the body adopt 
the voluntariness of the commanding will of the head18; Cajetan, Silverster of 
Ferrara,19 etc.; more recently Perrone, it seems, and Van der Meersch, Boyer, 
Daffara, Parente, Ciappi, Labourdette.20

And especially Billot: Original justice was given to Adam, like an acci
dent of nature to a species, which from a law of God (and this one law was a 
positive institution of God in this matter) had to be passed on with the nature 
from parents to their children. This being the case, it lack would take on the 
nature of a privation, surely also aversion from God.

This aversion however would not take place except from some actual sin. 
But Adam’s sin introduced the personal guilt of positive aversion from God, 
and as the sin of the head or the fount of nature it also introduced into this 
nature taken concretely, that is, according as it was transmissible through gen
eration, the privation of grace, since grace was something like a quasi specific
property of nature.

By Adam’s sin grace was lost as a quasi specific gift to human nature, 
and actually in a definitive way, that is, as such a gift that did not have to be 
restored. Thus human nature as such was deprived of grace as a specific gift, 
and with that privation it was in the future always to be propagated, however 
with “a voluntary guilty state of sin by the will of the head in whom as in its

16 St Augustine, De pecc. rem. 3,7,14: ML 44,194: “In Adam all then sinned, when in his nature, by that in
nate power by which he was able to generate them, all were still just that one man”; Cont. Iul. 3,18,35: ML 
44 720-721: “All from that one man, as gathered together in their origin, have the same common sin”; De 
nupt. et concupisc. 2,5,15: ML 44,444. Also see Gaudel, 394-395; Portalie: DTC 1,2395-2396.

17. See Penagos, loc.cit., 147-164. 183.
18. S.Th., In 2 d.31 q.l a . l ,Quodl. 1.2 q.21 .32; Depot, q.3 a.9 ad 3;£>e malo q.4 a .l;4 C G  52;I-II q. 81, a. 1; 

In ep ’ist. ad Rom. 5 1.3. Thus he has been interpreted recently by Martin, La doctrina sobre elpecado origi
nal (1914) 395-397; see RevSchPhTh 5 (1911) 826; Kors, p.94-102, 147-157; R. Bernard, Saint Thomas 
de Aquin, Somme thelogique. Lepeche t.2 (Paris 1931) 321-340; Gaudel, 474-478; Lottin, Le peche originel 
chez Albert le Grand, Bonaventure et Thomas d Aquin: RechThAncMed 12 (1940) 306-308; Peinado, 13- 
14; Melchior de St. Marie, O.C.D., La “volontariete ” du peche originel selon les Salmanticenses et Saint 
Thomas d Aquin: EphCarm 3 (1949) 78-86; E. Meersch, S.J., La theologie du corps mystique l 2 (Paris 1946) 
p.182-190. Billot preceded them, op.cit., 138-145, however, according to Kors (o p .c itp. 148 not.3) he does 
not seem to have grasped perfectly the mind o f  the Angelic Doctor. Many understand him in another sense, 
like Dalmau, 203-212, at the same time noting that almost all post-Tridentine theologians (defenders o f  the 
idea o f  Adam as either the moral or the juridical head) appeal to him.

19. Cajetan, In 1.2 q.81 a .l; Silverster o f  Ferrara, In 4 CG c.52, but perhaps he does not differ from us, since he 
says that Adam acted, not as a particular person, but as a public person.

20. Perrone, De homine c.4 prop.3; J. Van der Meersch: CollatBrug 9 (1904) 431-438,494-497,626-629; Boyer, 
th.l 5; Daffara, n.170-173; Parente, p. 158-161; Ciappi, 128-133; Labourdette, 72-78.
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fount it was contained.” But this propagation of the privation of original jus
tice happens without any special decree o f God.21

961. Theological note. Our opinion seems to be more probable, and we 
hold it along with many otherws, v.gr., Vitoria, Soto, Vazquez, Scheeben, 
Mazzella, Palmieri, Beraza, Pignataro, Huarte, Pohle-Gierens, Pesch, Van 
Noort, Lercher, Lane, Feuling, Konig, Loncke, Becker.22

We consider as being in agreement with our opinion all the authors who, either by 
excluding or not mentioning the inclusion of wills, establish a decree of God for the pres- 
ei vation or loss of the common good by Adam, and require nothing except this act, in the 
way explained, for original sin.

962. Theological reasoning. 1. The personal voluntariness alone o f 
Adam: a) Would explain at most that the sin of Adam is imputed to us extrin- 
sically, or that we are deprived of grace in punishment for Adam’s sin; but it 
would mean that there would be no intrinsic sin in us or that this privation in 
us does not have the nature of guilt, as is per se evident. Therefore some soli
darity of all men with Adam certainly must be admitted, and the opinion that 
perhaps denies it is false.

b) It would suffice likewise for the transmission of any other sin.
2. The opinion o f interpretive voluntariness is also false. For: a) It is sup

posed without reason that all would agree to the sin of Adam, b) No one, with
out a good reason, is rightly presumed to agree to anything but what is good, 
especially if otherwise he were to be subjected to the evil of a very severe 
punishment, c) Men might sin, but they do not sin, and therefore they will be 
punished by God because they might sin, without actually having sinned.

3. The opinion o f moral voluntariness according as it mentions the inclu
sion ofwills, is false, a) The inclusion of wills supposes that they immediately 
and essentially, although morally, sin with Adam. But that is clearly repug
nant, since they do not yet exist, b) This inclusion is conceived at most to 
be able to take place in order to obtain some good, but not for those things 
to which someone is rationally presumed to be able to refuse his consent, c)

21. Billot, 133-146.

22. Vitoria, In 1.2 q.81 a.l: see Gillon, loc.cit., 35-37. According to Peinado (loc.cit., 21), he was the first to 
explain the transmission o f  original sin through a law o f  God with Adam about this matter. D. Soto, In 
epist. dm  Pauli ad Romanos commentarii 5,12 (Antwerp 1550) p. 150fi; about himself, see V. Serrano 
Muhoz, Pbro, El hombre ante el hecho del pecado original segun Domingo de Soto: RevEspT 7 (1947) 
555f.; Vazquez, in 1.2 d.133 c .l;  see 131 c.23; d. 132 c.9; Scheeben, loc.cit., n.289-292; Palmieri, loc.cit., 
n.4-9; Beraza, loc.cit.; Pignataro, th.49; Huarte, loc.cit.; Pohle-gierens, 1 p. 539f.; Pesch, 3 th.29; VanNoort, 
n. 249, Lercher, 2 n.662; H. Lange, Erbsiinde: LTK 3,744; D. Feuling, Katholische Glaubenslehre (Salzburg 
1947) c.26fi, KOnig, loc.cit.; Loncke, De peccati originalis in genus humanum transmissione: CollatBrug 
44 (1948) 417; Becker, loc.cit., 79-83. See Galtier, Les deux Adam (Paris 1947) c.2.
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Since this inclusion would be due to God, the sin would have to be ascribed 
to God, for those wills would sin by the very fact that they are included in the 
will of Adam sinning even though they had done nothing.

963. 4. Purely physical solidarity is less probable, a) Since proportion is 
absent between generation and grace, because they are of different orders, 
grace cannot without a special law of God be transmitted with generation, as 
all easily maintain, for otherwise even now just parents would generate only 
just children. But for the same reason, even though Adam had lost grace, in
asmuch as it was destined for all, it could not be lost for all without a special 
decree of God, for otherwise the parents would transmit also the privation of 
grace caused by any personal sin on their part.

Somewhat more generally and independently of the way of explaining the 
nature of original sin, if physical solidarity sufficed for the transmission of this 
sin, then also other sins of the parents would be transmitted to their children,
as the theologians often point out.23

b) Without a decree of God Adam could not dispose of the grace of his 
descendants to deprive them of it neither as a parent, since a parent assimi
lates the son to himself according to nature, but not according to those things 
that belong to the individual or are a consequence of his personhood, as was 
original justice destined for individual men; nor as a lord, since only God is 
the lord of the free will of man.24

However the confusion o f imagination is to be avoided. The gifts of grace and the other 
gifts of original justice given to Adam and that were to be transmitted to his children, must 
not be thought of as given to Adam as being on deposit physically to be divided among 
all and that therefore, if it were lost, by its very nature all would be lost. Rather it must be 
thought that Adam received only individual gifts, which in this sense are said to be destined 
for others inasmuch as it was a law of God that individual men, when they were conceived, 
would be adorned with specifically the same gifts. But they could not justly be deprived of 
them by the sin of Adam, unless it was because of a positive law of God.

964. 5. Juridical solidarity, a) Without proposing personal voluntariness, 
such as the opinions of interpretive and moral voluntariness defend, this the
ory proposes solidarity and therefore the voluntariness required to constitute 
the nature of sin, and indeed that which is the one possible for this special sin, 
and the voluntariness that physical solidarity destroys.

23. P. de Godoy, In 1.2 tr.4 d.33,1 (Venice 1703) p. 235: “That the sin o f  Adam might be imputed to us, it was 
necessary that he be our moral head... It would not be sufficient for this that he was the head o f  his descen
dants in their natural being or as the natural head, otherwise the sins o f  the proximate parents would be 
imputed to their children.” See Dalmau, 199.

24. See Pignataro, th.49 p.3.
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b) It does not teach anything unworthy of God, or something that in any 
way can be shown to be impossible, since the decree of God establishing 
the juridical connection between Adam and his descendants both would be 
to preserve or to lose his undeserved gifts, and on the other hand it would not 
increase the nature of the guilt of Adam’s sin, but merely extend it to them in 
the juridical way as has been explained.

965. Objections. 1. If original sin were voluntary in individual persons, they would be 
able to avoid it. But they were not able to avoid it. Therefore.

/  distinguish the major. Individual men would be able to avoid original sin voluntarily 
in them as particular persons, denied; as members of human nature, I  subdistinguish: taken 
singly, denied, taken in a collectivity as one under Adam the juridical head, conceded.

2. The culpable will of the father is not imputed to his children for any guilt, but only 
for its legal effects. Therefore neither the will of Adam as the merely juridical head is im
puted to men for any guilt.

I  distinguish the major. The culpable will of the father is not imputed to his children 
for any guilt, lacking any institution of God, conceded; otherwise, I  subdistinguish: it is not 
imputed as guilt for them as particular persons, conceded; as members of a family consti
tuting a unity, I  distinguish again: with voluntariness personal to them, conceded; another 
form, denied.

3. True sin is imputed to persons as persons. But original sin is a true sin. Therefore.
I  distinguish the major. True sin is imputed to persons as subjects of sin, conceded; 

as its authors, I  subdistinguish: if it is performed by a properly personal act, conceded; 
otherwise, denied.

Many things are attributed to persons, not precisely by reason of personality, or of 
some title proper to individuals and incommunicable to others, but by reason of nature, or 
a title common to all and de facto communicated to them, v.gr., the members of the human 
body.

4. In a moral body the action of the head cannot belong properly to the members, un
less it proceeds from them by at least their moral approval. Therefore also original sin.

I  distinguish the antecedent. In a society the action of the head cannot be that of the 
members, unless it proceeds from them as members of the society, conceded; as from the 
persons, I  subdistinguish: if they knowingly and willingly become members of the society, 
conceded; otherwise, denied.

If someone knowingly and willingly becomes a member of a society, by that very fact 
he is thought to will personally, although only morally, whatever the head of the society as 
such wills legitimately. But since in our case the matter concerns a positive institution of 
God, of which all men because of their conception become members because of the law of 
God alone and without their personal consent, they are thought also without such consent 
to truly act as members of the society, since its head as such acts legitimately. Indeed also 
in domestic society the infant as a true member is thought to will whatever the father of the 
family as such wills legitimately.

5. But this voluntariness of men as members in original sin is a pure fiction of the law.
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Therefore it explains nothing.
I  distinguish the major. The voluntariness of a member in original sin is a pure fiction 

of law, insofar as it has been introduced by an extrinsic law, conceded; as if there is nothing 
from the thing itself, I  subdistinguish: if it is looked at in itself, conceded, if it is looked at 
as related to the will of Adam the head, I  distinguish again: if it is about the common good,
denied; otherwise, conceded.

The voluntariness of a member in itself, or without relation to the will of Adam the 
juridical head, cannot be only a mere fiction of law, since the descendants of Adam have in 
no way cooperated in his act of disposing of the common good, either physically or even 
morally by giving him their approval. But if that act is taken as related to the act of Adam, 
and also as an act about a good common to him and to his children, it points to a certain real 
intrinsic bond, by which the member is united with his juridical head.

966. 6. In our explanation sin would have to be ascribed to God as the one constitut
ing man as a member under Adam the juridical head. But sin cannot be ascribed to God. 
Therefore.

I  distinguish the major. In our explanation sin would have to be ascribed to God at least 
as permitting that sin, conceded; as intending it, I  subdistinguish: as willing that our grace 
depend on Adam’s act, conceded; as willing that the sinful act be placed, denied.

God joins men to Adam with regard to the administration of the common good of 
original justice; but the common sin following from that is not from the institution of the 
whole matter, but from the human freedom in Adam.

7. It is repugnant that God would join men to the will of another regarding sin. There
fore our explanation of original sin is repugnant.

I  distinguish the major. It is repugnant that God would join men to the will of another 
regarding sin, if that sin would essentially follow and therefore it would be intended by 
God, conceded; if it would follow accidentally or beside the intention of God, I  subdis
tinguish: if the concern is with personal sin, conceded; if the concern is with original sin, 
I  distinguish again: in our explanation of both the essence and the voluntariness of this, 
denied; in some other explanation, conceded.

The administration of goods naturally due to man, such as the obtaining of the natural 
last end, cannot be tied to the will of another, and therefore God cannot bind man to the 
personal sin of another. But if it is dealing with goods not due to man, it is not repugnant 
that God should place their administration in the will of another and therefore that he con
nect, according to our explanation, man to the sin of another, inasmuch as it is simply an 
undeserved good that is being disposed of.

8. In the given explanation of original sin the effect of the Redemption of Christ, who 
comes to take it away, is greatly reduced. Therefore it is less apt.

I  distinguish the major. Christ comes to take away original sin alone, denied; also, I  
subdistinguish: by the restitution of supernatural gifts, conceded; through the mere removal 
of sin as something negative, denied.

Christ comes to take away both personal sins and original sin. Indeed he takes original 
sin away by restoring the sanctifying grace lost in Adam. But that does not diminish the
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effect of the Redemption of Christ.

967. Corollary 1. The definition o f  original sin. Original sin, as originating can be 
said to be the actual sin of Adam, whether as a person, or also, supposing our thesis, as the 
physical-juridical head of the human race; as originated original sin is formally the priva
tion of sanctifying grace that is voluntary in each individual in consequence of the will of 
Adam, the physical-juridical head of the human race.

968. Corollary 2. Logical conclusions from the voluntariness o f original sin. 1) If its 
level of voluntariness is considered, original sin: 1) With reference to the person in whom 
it exists it is among all sins the least..., since it has a minimum amount of voluntariness.” 
Therefoie it is less than a venial sin in the measure both of its guilt and its punishment; for 
the privation of grace due to it does not have the nature of guilt, and therefore not of punish
ment either, except because of its voluntariness, which in original sin is minimal. Therefore 
while it is not punished except in undeserved gifts, venial sin is punished in deserved gifts 
(2 d. j  j  q.2 a. 1 ad 2). However absolutely it is much greater than venial sin, and in this sense 
grave and mortal, by reason of the evil or the privation of grace, b) With

reference to nature it is simply grave and mortal, since it is aversion from God and 
indeed fully voluntary.

2. Original sin cannot properly be retracted, since it is not for us as persons voluntary 
with a personal act. Therefore also it is not the object o f penance in the proper sense, since 
retraction is of the essence of this, although it may be the object o f penance is a broad 
sense, or of displeasure about evil.

3. Therefore the nature of sin is analogical, not univocal, since there is a different level 
of voluntariness in personal sin than there is in original sin (2 d.35 q.l a.2 ad 2).25

4. In original sin there is only aversion from God by the privation of sanctifying grace, 
since conversion to creatures consists completely in one’s own act of the will in desiring 
some good, and this act is not found in original sin. For the same reason it cannot be said in 
the strict sense to be committed by infants, but only contracted.26

5. Original sin is the same in all, not only by reason of the privation, since all are 
equally deprived of grace by it, but in the nature of imputability, since it is equally volun
tary in all.

969. Corollary 3. Grace recuperated by Adam is not transmitted, nor any o f his other 
sins, i f  he happened to commit any after the first sin. For his position of real head was not 
sufficient for such a transmission, because of the lack of proportion between material and 
natural generation and the propagation of a supernatural gift or of its privation. Surely a 
man does not generate children as a saint or a sinner, but only as a man, so that generation

25. See Pignataro, th.51 p.3; KOnig, 48-50.
26. See Suarez, De vitiis etpeccatis 9,2,33: “...W hen a child contracts this sin, is he truly and properly said to 

sin? It must be said properly and simply that he does not sin, because that word “sin” manifestly indicates 
an actual sin, but he must be said to be generated in sin or to be bom in it, just as he who sinned once is not 
said to sin further, although he remains in sin. You will say... The child in that instant becomes a sinner... 
The response is that he does not become a sinner by committing a sin, but by contracting sin.”
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is just an organic work that does not touch the moral order, for otherwise even now parents 
would be transmitting grace or sins. But the institution of the juridical head of the human 
race was for nothing else but either the preservation or the loss of original justice.

970. Corollary 4. Did Adam know that he was the juridical head o f men? It could 
be doubted about the necessity of that knowledge, in order that Adam’s sin would be a 
sin of nature (explained in one way or another); but it seems that that knowledge must be 
affirmed, by which the act of the juridical head is considered juridically as such an act.27

971. Scholium. On original sin as related to God. 1) It seems amazing that God should 
tie the supernatural destiny o f all men to the uncertain obedience o f one man, especially 
since he foresaw his fall. But when it has to do with undeserved gifts, God had the right to 
establish the way in which he wished to confer them on men, and it does not belong to us 
to demand from him an explanation of his way of acting. But without doubt God would 
not have acted in that way, unless he planned to accomplish something more excellent. The 
matter could be conceived like this—that God, while he absolutely decreed that economy 
of original justice, at the same time conditionally decreed the Incarnation and Redemption 
in order to repair the evil of the first Adam with more abundant gifts.

The prayer of the Church agrees with this: “O happy fault, that merited such a great 
Redeemer” (Exsultet, Holy Saturday). And surely, although perhaps given the occasion of 
original sin many men do not enter heaven, the glorification of God through Christ would 
infinitely surpass the glory which all creatures, even the innocent and those endowed with
the greatest graces, could give to him.28

2) God would not be unjust, if the punishment alone o f Adam’s sin were transmitted 
to us, that is, the privation of the gifts of original justice, since these were not due to man. 
Nor is God unjust, if that privation of gifts involves guilt, since its same effects are in us as 
if that privation were only a punishment. Since those gifts were undeserved and therefore 
to be transmitted to all without their merits, there is nothing to prevent him from taking 
them away because of some common fault, which in Adam was personal, but not in his 
descendants.

Therefore men are bom: 1) Averted from God, but as from a supernatural end. 2) 
Under the hatred o f God, but only as deprived of the gratuitous friendship of God. c) Sons 
o f wrath or damned, but only as deprived of supernatural beatitude, d) Sinners, but not 
as guilty of an actual personal sin, but from the privation of grace, which is thought to be 
voluntary in them only from the will of Adam as the juridical head. In these realities there is 
no injustice, since men lose nothing owed to their nature; since the sin is not from God, but 
from the free juridical head of nature and therefore it is justly imputed to the whole nature; 
since God hates men only as deprived of the supernatural holiness which he willed to be 
present in each individual person.29

27. See Suarez, De opere sex dierum 3,21,27-29; Palmieri, loc.cit. (he thinks that knowledge was necessary).
28. On original sin in the economy o f  salvation, see Labourdette, 183-192.
29. Palmieri, th.10; Muncunill, n.760; Becker, Zur Geheimnis der Ubertragung der Erbsiinde: ZkathTh 49 

(1925) 39-40.
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C H A P T E R  V I I I

On the way of propagating original sin

Thesis 45. Original sin is propagated by natural generation, but so 
that this is merely the necessary condition of its propagation, but 
Adam’s sin is its unique cause.

S.Th. I-II q. 83, a. 1 \D em alo  q.4 a. 1; Suarez, De vitiis etpeccatis d.9 s.3 n.1-6; Palmieri, th. 12; Muncunill, 
n.232; Beraza, n.842-857; Pesch, 3 prop.30.

972. Connection. Having investigated the essence of original sin also 
with regard to its voluntariness, there is a further question about the way of 
propagating the sin. For this sin, one in origin or in Adam, is propagated to 
all of Adam’s children and to each one. But what is the way or the reason 
for this propagation? That is the question that must now be treated.

973. Definition of terms. Original sin is taken here as it is in Adam’s 
posterity.

Generation is generation by the coming together of both sexes, while in 
its supernatural form, which alone is excluded here, the natural principle is 
supplemented by extraordinary divine influence; not merely accidentally, 
as if God would miraculously restore to one or both parts a generative pow
er that was perhaps lost (the generation would be entitatively natural and 
supernatural only as to its way of taking place), but simply, as for example 
in the generation of Christ.1

Is propagated, that is, natural generation is the means, by which when 
given, individual men who are conceived contract original sin, and indeed 
as the only possibility in this economy.

Condition or that which is required, but only so that the cause may 
act, but without it really having any influence on the effect.* 1 2 It is said to be 
necessary {sine qua non), if in order to attain this it is absolutely (at least 
naturally) necessary.

Thus therefore generation is necessary for the propagation of original 
sin, almost as now Baptism for the conferring of grace (but not for the same 
reason, since Baptism is the cause of grace).

A mere condition, not therefore a physical efficient cause, or a principle 
truly influencing the being o f the effect.

But generation is a true cause, but only of the propagation of the nature.
1. Palmieri, loc.cit., n.3.
2. See Verrielle, Le sumaturelen nous... p.220-224f.
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Therefore it is of itself indifferent with regard to propagating either pure 
nature or, by the direction of God, an elevated nature, it now hands on a 
nature infected with the sin of Adam, or original sin, inasmuch as it is a 
mere condition to be fulfilled, so that the children of Adam might exist and 
so be infected with that sin.

Adam’s sin, i.e., the actual sin of Adam.
Is its cause, which is readily admitted by all (Rom. 5:12); but not a 

physically efficient cause, which also does not need proof, since the act of 
Adam does not exist now while the infant is being conceived, but a moral 
cause, inasmuch as de facto the sin of Adam is the true positive reason in 
one way or another why men contract original sin. This therefore is not 
proved explicitly in the thesis.

The unique cause. As the propagation of original justice depended on 
the will of God, so the propagation of original sin is causally from the one 
sin of Adam.

That will be essentially established, if generation and all the causes 
cooperating with it are excluded, since the sources mention this one cause 
(Rom. 5:12; D 223, 1512, 1514) and because the personal voluntariness, 
which is the one source of formal sin, can be attributed to Adam alone in 
our case. Therefore neither is this point proved expressly in our thesis.

974. Adversaries.3 Admitting that Adam is the true cause of the prop
agation of original sin, the following authors place the quasi proximate 
cause of it:

l)In the concupiscence involved in generation either actual or at least 
habitual, St. Augustine4 (but Portalie thinks differently5); those who ac
cepted his position and followed him are St. Fulgentius6 and then many 
others, v.gr., Peter Lombard, Hugo of St. Victor, Alexander of Hales, St. Al
bert the Great, St. Bonaventure, Gulielmus Altissidoriensis, Peter Aureo- 
lus, Gregory of Armenia.. .,and in addition, Jansen (see n. 700). St. Thomas 
himself perhaps at the beginning attributed some influence to the seed in 
the transmission of sin.7

3. On these, see the authors cited in n. 939 note 3.
4. Gaudel, 395-396; Tixeront, 2 p.475-477; Merlin, op.cit., p. 365-366; J. Mausbach, Die Ethik des heiligen 

Augustinus 2 (Freiburg Br. 1909) p.l62f.; Kors, 20f.
5. Portali6,2396-2397; Palmieri, loc.cit., n.7; th. 13 n.5.
6. St. Fulgentius, De fide ad Pet. 2,16: ML 40,753; De veritate praedestinationis 1,14,10: ML 65,608. see Gaudel, 408.
7. S.Th. 2 d.30 q.l a.2 ad 3-5; see Martin: CiencTom 1 (1915) 225; Lottin, Le peche originel chez Albert le 

Grand... 299-300; Cajetan, In 1.2 q.81 a.l § 3. Indeed, according to De Blic (Saint Thomas et I’immaculee 
conception: RevApol 57 [1933] 35) this, it seems, was the mind of St. Thomas even in his later years, that 
generation by the joining of the sexes is the cause of the generation of original sin; Verrielle agrees (Les 
texts bibliques sur le peche originel... 392 note 1) explaining thereby St. Thomas’s denial of the Immaculate 
Conception (Comp, theol. c.224).
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These authors generally think that the soul infused into this body, as in 
a dirty vase, is corrupted by sin, according to some hypothetical formula of 
St. Augustine.8

2) In a morbid affection by which the body is diseased and by its con
tact with it the soul is stained, even though man without generation would 
become such from any member of the body, Henry Gandavensis.9

975. Doctrine of the Church. The Council o f Trent (D 1514): “If any
one denies that infants newly born from their mother’s womb are to be 
baptized, even when bom from baptized parents; or says that, though they 
are baptized for the remission of sins, yet they do not contract from Adam 
any trace of original sin... let him be anathema. For, because of this rule of 
faith, in accordance with apostolic tradition, even children who of them
selves cannot have yet committed any sin are truly baptized for the remis
sion of sins, so that by regeneration they may be cleansed from what they 
have contracted through generation...” (see The Council o f Carthage XVI, 
D 223).

If perhaps the definition is not contained in these last words, in the 
canon itself it is implicitly defined that original sin is propagated by genera
tion: “from the womb.”

The Council itself defines (D 1512): “that Adam’s sin... was transmit
ted to the whole human race...” (see The Council o f Orange II, D 372). 
Therefore it is a defined dogma o f faith that Adam’s sin is the cause of the 
propagation of original sin.

The same idea is stated (D 1523): “For, as truly people would not be 
bom unrighteous if they were not bom children of Adam’s seed....”

The method o f  the thesis. Firstly it will be proved that original sin is propagated by 
natural generation and also by that alone; next that generation is not the cause of that 
propagation but only its condition. Further, on the supposition that the sin of Adam is 
the cause of its propagation, this will not be proved expressly, since it is essentially and 
from what has been said clear that it is the unique cause.

Part 1

Orignal sin is propagated by natural generation

976. Theological note. Propagation by generation is (at least implicit- 
ly) defined divine and catholic faith. If the thesis is taken exclusively about

8. St. Augustine, C on t. lu l. 5,4,17: ML 44,794.
9. Henry Gandavensis, Q u o d l. 1 q.21; see Martin, L a  c o n tr o v e r se .. . p.5-7.
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natural generation, it is at least certain in theology.

977. Proof from Holy Scripture. In Scripture the matter is not taught 
expressly: but the whole Church has always understood Rom. 5:12 in this 
sense (D 223, 1514).

978. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers: 1) Assign a connection 
between generation and the contraction o f original sin. St. Augustine: All 
sinned in Adam, because “according to the origin of the seed all were in 
that one man,”10 11 or “when there was in his nature that power by which he 
was able to generate them, all were still that one man” (R 1728). “Original 
sin was transmitted by generation” (R 1918). “Because of this (concupis
cence) it happens that even from holy.. .marriages of the children of God... 
children of this world are generated... ” (R 1870).

St. Cyprian: “An infant...being lately bom after the flesh according 
to Adam, has contracted the contagion of the ancient death at its earliest 
birth” (R 586; see St. Augustine, R. 1456).

2) They explain the exemption o f Christ—although he was in Adam 
“according to his bodily substance”—he was without original sin because 
he was generated without a man.11

Didymus of Alexandria (R 1077): “If he had received his body from 
copulation...he also would be thought to be subject to this sin, which all 
contract by succession from Adam.”

St. Augustine (R 2010): “If you can, understand that all...were able 
to sin in the one man, in whom they were by reason of his seed, when he 
sinned and vitiated human nature in itself.. .with one exception..., the one 
who was procreated from that seed, but not by seminal copulation.”

St. Leo the Great (R 2195): “Christ was conceived of the Virgin with
out the male semen, whom the Holy Spirit fecundated. And since in all 
mothers conception does not take place without the stain of sin, it draws 
its cleansing from what was conceived. For where the pouring out of the 
paternal semen does not take place, there the rust of sin is not found.”

3) Since the Pelagians denied that original sin is from the immediate 
creation of the soul by God, many Fathers did not dare to reject genera- 
tionism, by which they seemed to explain perhaps more suitably the propa
gation o f this sin.

Thus Gregory the Great: “Among the Holy Fathers there was no small

10. St. Augustine, Op. imperf. cont. Iul. 4,104: ML45,1400f.
11. St. Augustine, De Gen ad lilt. 10 c.19-21: ML 34,423-425 (see S.Th. Ill q. 15, a.l ad 2); St. Anselm, De 

conceptu virginali et de originalipeccato c.23: ML 158,454-457.
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search concerning the origin of the soul; but whether it came from Adam, 
or it is given to each individual, remained uncertain... If from the sub
stance of Adam the soul with the flesh is born, why does it not also die with 
the flesh? If.. .it is not born with the flesh, why is it burdened with sins in 
the flesh that it received from Adam? But since this is uncertain... ”12

These words of St. Augustine have special value in this context (R 
1441): “As to that opinion of yours concerning the creation of new souls, 
if it does not contradict this firmly grounded article of faith (about original 
sin), let it be mine also; but if it does, let it be no longer yours.”13

979. N.B. Although generation in the preceding proofs is not mentioned explicitly 
as natural, that it is such is sufficiently clear both from the terms themselves per se 
understood in the proper sense, and from the words “from the seed of Adam,” and from 
the exception of Christ as one who was not generated naturally. Moreover from this it is 
also especially clear that natural generation that natural generation is to be taken as the 
exclusive means for the transmission of original sin.

980. Theological reasoning. 1) On generation. Original sin is in all 
inasmuch as they are members of Adam’s family. But that happens only by 
generation. Therefore original sin is in all by way of generation.

And certainly in this way, as everybody admits, original justice would 
have been propagated.

2) On natural generation. Since the sources refer original sin to all 
Adam’s children and only to them, we are forced to think that they alone 
in this economy can contract that sin. That being the case, Adam alone was 
their father and their later production depended on him. But what depended 
on him was their successive production by natural generation. Therefore 
Adam alone was the father of those whose successive generation depended 
on him by natural generation.

The minor. He on the one hand was able to begin the propagation of 
human nature by generation alone, and on the other hand he could not 
properly and virtually be the active principle of successive production, un
less inasmuch as he propagated a nature having within itself the power of 
propagating itself indefinitely. But the nature generated by Adam did not 
have the power of propagating itself except by the natural way. Therefore 
the propagation of nature from Adam did not depend on anything else but 
natural generation.

12. St. Gregory the Great, E p ist. 1.1,52: ML 77,989f.
13. See Merlin, p.366-367; Tixeront, lo c .c it. , p.477f.; Gaudel, 395f.
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Part 2

N atural generation is the necessary condition
FOR THE PROPAGATION OF ORIGINAL SIN

981. Theological note. This idea, promoted especially by Scotus, is 
taught so absolutely and generally by theologians that it must be said to be 
certain in theology.14

982. Theological reasoning. From what has recently been proved, nat
ural generation is the necessary means for the propagation of original sin. 
Therefore it is either the cause of this propagation or its necessary condi
tion, since there is no third possibility. But it is not the cause. Therefore it 
is the necessary condition (conditio sine qua non).

The minor. Generation is not the cause of the propagation of original 
sin, since no one of the agents of generation is such a cause, that is, not the 
parents, not God, not any other physical cause.

A. Not the parents. 1) Not inasmuch as they generate. For generation 
is an act both purely organic and natural, of itself tending to transmit the 
nature as such, not precisely as just or unjust; for justice positively and 
injustice privatively pertain either to the moral order or in this case also to
the supernatural order.

And surely otherwise the terminus of one and the same act of the gen
erative power would be different for the different states of nature.

2) Not inasmuch as they generate with concupiscence. These points 
hold true for either actual or habitual concupiscence: a) In general. In order 
to contract original sin it suffices that a man be properly a child of Adam. 
But that happens by generation, even if perhaps concupiscence is lacking. 
Therefore.

b) In particular. In a state of pure nature there would have been con
cupiscence, but not original sin. In fallen nature, someone generated with 
concupiscence, but not from the seed of Adam (v.gr., from parents immedi
ately created by God), would not contract original sin.

The word “concupiscence” here cannot be understood as the original 
sin of a disordered libido, since that is absent from an act of generation 
properly performed. It can also be meritorious, without however prevent
ing one from contracting original sin.

B. Not God. 1) The soul, as it is created by God, prescinds from moral

14. D. Scotus, In 2  d.32 n.3.12; see J. Schwane, D o g m e n g e sc h ic h le  d e r  m ittle re n  Z e it (Freiburg Br. 1882) § 93 
n.2. Concerning the early formation of this notion of St. Augustine, see Palmieri, th. 13 n.5; on St. Anselm, 
see Kors, p. 33-35; Gaudel, 438f.; S.Th. q. 81, a. 1; q. 83, a. 1; D e p o t . q.3 a.9 ad 3; III q. 27, a. 1 ad 4.
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goodness and malice, and it is in the natural order, that is, lacking grace 
but not deprived of it. However its infusion into the body does not imply 
essentially and by nature a sin, but only accidentally and because of the sin 
of Adam.

2) God cannot be the cause of sin either directly, as intending sin, or 
indirectly, as not impeding sin, as if he were held absolutely to impede it. 
And certainly to sin is a defect, which in no way pertains to God; but noth
ing prevents God from being able to be in some way the cause of the act of 
sin (S.Th. I-II q. 79, a. 2).

C. Not any other physical cause, as would be, v.gr., the body itself, as 
conditioned by concupiscence, morally corrupting the soul by its physical 
contact. For between a natural physical cause and a moral privation, espe
cially if the latter pertains to the supernatural order, there is absolutely no 
connection of physical causality.

983. Objections. 1. Original sin is propagated by one man (Rom. 5:12). But, given 
generation as the means of propagation, it is propagated by two. Therefore it is not 
propagated by generation.

I  distinguish the minor. Original sin would be propagated by two, given generation 
as the cause of propagation, I  bypass; but as a mere condition, denied.

2. If original sin were transmitted by generation, marriages would be evil. But they 
are not evil. Therefore.

I  distinguish the major. Marriages would be evil, if generation transmitted original 
sin essentially and by its very nature, conceded; if it transmitted it merely accidentally 
and as it were extrinsically, or because of Adam’s will, I  subdistinguish: if generation 
were the cause of the propagation of sin, I  bypass; if it is only its condition, denied.

Marriages essentially propagate by generation only the species, even though acci
dentally and because of the sin of Adam they also propagate the sin.15

3. Infants are from God. But they are conceived in original sin. Therefore God is 
the cause of their sin.

/  distinguish the major. Infants are from God as human beings, conceded; as in
fected with sin, I  subdistinguish: they are from God permitting it, conceded; from God 
intending it, denied.

The production of man is not intrinsically evil. The sin of man came from Adam as 
the moral cause, but from God only as permitting it.

4. The soul is from God alone. But original sin is in the soul. Therefore original sin 
is propagated by God.

/  distinguish the minor. Original sin is in the soul, according as it is a part of human 
nature (understood concretely) proceeding from Adam, conceded; considered in itself 
alone, denied.

By generation it is not merely the body that is propagated, but the nature or the

15. See Becker, D a s  G e h e im n is .. . : ZkathTh 49 (1925) 38f.
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whole man, who totally is a child of Adam, so that the soul is part o f  that nature, and as 
such it is deprived of grace. I ndeed the creation of the soul (like the generation itself of 
man) tends from the nature of the case towards what is good, i.e., to the production of a 
human suppositum essentially lacking original sin. However the cause of the privation 
of grace is Adam’s sin alone, not God, who does not positively introduce that privation, 
that is, by creating something, but merely by denying only what he had promised under 
a just condition.16

5. Neither Adam nor parents influence the creation of the soul of an infant. There
fore they cannot by generation (even if as a mere condition) influence the propagation of 
original sin.

I  distinguish the major. Parents do not influence the creation of the soul effectively 
(or by making it), conceded; by disposition, denied.

Rightly nature itself is said to be propagated by generation, although the soul is not 
effectively from the parents, since the semen virtually contains human nature, inasmuch 
as at its exigency by a generative act the soul is created and infused into the body in 
order to form one human nature (S .Th. I-II q. 81, a. 1 ad 2). But that this nature is gener
ated without grace is not from generation but from Adam’s sin.

Objector insists. The soul contracts original sin by its infusion into the body. But 
God is the cause of this infusion. Therefore God is the cause of contracting sin.

I  distinguish the major. The soul contracts sin when it is infused into the body, con
ceded; precisely because it is infused into the body, denied (S.Th. q. 83, a. 1).

984. Corollary 1. Who would not contract original sin? This man: who is im
mediately created by God, or would not be produced precisely from the nature of 
Adam,17 or would be from him but in the way Eve was made. But what if he were born 
from the father immediately created by God or miraculously or in some other way 
from the mother without the man? The scholastics generally said that original sin is 
propagated from the father, but not from the mother, perhaps because with St. Thomas 
they thought more commonly that the generating mother was passive in the process, 
as if the new child developed from the semen of the father and not from the ovum of 
the mother (they did not know about that) but from her blood. But since contemporary 
biology has shown that opinion to be false, and that the same importance in generation 
must be attributed both to the maternal ovum and the paternal semen, from the nature 
o f  biology there does not seem to be any impediment to saying that the sin is equally 
from the father and from the mother (unless however something opposes this, v.gr., 
from the side of tradition).18

16. See Becker, loc.cit., 35-37.
17. Suarez, d.9 s.4 n.l.
18. Therefore A. Mitterer now says (Dogma and Biologie der heiligen Familie. Nach den Weltbild des hi. 

Thomas von Aquin und der Gegenwarl [Vienna 1952] c.l) that original sin is from both the father and the 
mother; therefore Christ was immune, not because he was born without a father, but because he is the Son 
of the Immaculate Virgin. Moreover E.K. Winter rightly points out (Zum Begriff der Parthenogenese: ThGl 
[1954] 254-263) that biological notions must be used only with caution when applied to the theology of the 
Christian mysteries.
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Corollary 2. Is concupiscence, whether actual or habitual, at least a condition o f  
the propagation o f  original sin? a) No, if it is taken formally, or as libido. Otherwise if 
it were lacking, that sin would not be transmitted. Likewise, just as the infusion of grace 
does not necessarily imply the gift of integrity, so the privation of grace does not neces
sarily imply the privation of integrity.

b) Certainly, if it is taken materially, or as conjoined in a fallen nature with genera
tion. For thus it connotes only a generation in which there is concupiscence, or gen
eration in a fallen nature, namely, that which is the one condition of that propagation. 
Taken in this sense the statements of the Fathers and the older theologians attributing the 
propagation of concupiscence to original sin can be rightly understood, provided that 
concupiscence is taken as a condition and also in a concrete way, or for the generative 
act in which it is present.19

In this state of providence, concupiscence, since it is a consequence of original sin, 
is a sign of the propagation of this sin (according to the general law which is subject to 
an exception by God), that is, it signifies in the parents the generation of a fallen nature 
and therefore one handing on the sin, but in the one generated it signifies the contraction 
of this sin (2 d.31 q. 1 a. 1 ad 3).

Corollary 3. The soul can be said to be corrupted by the sin in the body as in a 
dirty container, almost with the formula of St. Augustine (see note 8), provided it is not 
understood of any physical or moral causality of the body, but only so that the body is 
that by which the soul is connected with Adam the sinner, or that which is transmitted 
physically by a nature vitiated by the sin of Adam, or so that from the union of the soul 
with the body a new individual is produced with a human nature infected by sin.

In this sense it can also be said with St. Thomas that original sin is in the semen or in 
the flesh as in an instrumental cause, but in the sense that the semen is an instrument by 
which is produced a member of the human family, but not as if it physically or morally 
produces sin (I-II q. 83, a. 1; De malo q.4 a. 1). And perhaps there is no serious obstacle 
to our holding that Augustine and the other theologians mentioned as adversaries of the 
thesis should be understood in the same way.

Corollary 4. The sin o f  Adam is the cause o f  the propagation o f  original sin, not as 
an efficient cause, since it deals with a privation and also it is in the moral and super
natural order, but by the way o f  an efficient cause, inasmuch as it merits the privation 
of grace in all men. God however can be said to be the physical negative cause of the 
propagation of original sin (that is, not the agent) accidentally (per accidens), inasmuch 
as he physically deprives men of grace, not acting positively, but by removing his con
curring influence, or by not infusing it, as a punishment for the sin of Adam, according 
to his previous decree.

19. Palmieri, th. 13.
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C H A P T E R  I X

On the penal effects of original sin

A R T I C L E  I

On t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  o r i g i n a l  s i n  i n  t h i s  l i f e

Thesis 46. If fallen man is compared with natural man, in virtue of 
original sin alone, concerning the power of his will he has not 
become weaker intrinsically or extrinsically with regard to acting 
honorably.

S Th I-II q 85 a 1-6' D e  m a lo  .5 a.4; Bellarmine, D e  g r a tia  p r im i  h o m in is c.5; D e  a m is s io n e  g r a t ia e  

e t  s ta tu  p e c c a t i 1.6 c’,8-15; Suarez, D e  v iti is  e t  p e c c a t is  d.9 s.5; Palmieri, th.14; Beraza, n. 860-900; Huarte, 
prop.24; Lercher, 2 n.672-675; Van der Mersch, E x p o n e  q u o m o d o  in te llig en d u m  s i t  h o c  th e o lo g o r u m  a sse r tu m :  

p e c c a to  o r ig in a li  h o m o  f u i t  v u ln e ra tu s  in n a tu ra lib u s: CollatBrug 10 (1905) 462-468.

985. Connection. After having established the existence, essence and 
mode of propagation of original sin, the question comes to mind about it 
effects both in this life and in the next life. Therefore we will now consider 
this matter and first of all examine the effects of original sin in this life.

It is very clear, however, that fallen man compared with historical man, 
has been changed for the worse in his soul and in his body, whether by the 
loss of sanctifying grace, integrity, immortality, impassibility, a life of hap
piness and intellectual gifts, as is established with the same arguments by 
which it is proved that all men received those gifts in Adam, or by falling 
under the power of the devil (D 1521).

Hence, given that man by that sin lost both supernatural and preternatu
ral gifts, the question arises about the effects of this sin on the natural gifts 
of man, but not just of the body, or of the mind in reference to knowledge, 
especially religious and moral, but of the will or in the accomplishment of 
moral goodness by the exercise of these powers. For this question has great 
interest for us because of its relation to the last end of man, and by reason 
of our fight with the Protestant Reformers and because, as something that is 
more important, things that are rightly thought as important with relation to 
all the natural gifts of man must be handled with those principles.

986. Definition of terms. I f  fallen man is compared with natural man. 
This comparison with natural man, whose gifts are only natural, is pro
posed in order to bring out more clearly and as it were negatively by rela-
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tion to a natural man, what the fallen man did not lose with regard to his 
natural talents.

With natural man, who is a man placed in a state o f pure nature, or the 
state in which he would have everything suitable for him either as a part of 
nature, or that which proceeds from nature as its effect, or to which nature 
has a claim. Therefore he would have an ordination to the last end propor
tioned to him, and all the means, internal or external, positive or negative, 
that are morally necessary for him to attain that end.

Moreover, given that definition, different quasi types of pure nature could perhaps 
be conceived regarding a greater intrinsic or extrinsic facility with which the human 
race would be able to obtain its last end.

Fallen man is taken here, for the sake of clarity, as not redeemed or as 
he would be in the hypothesis that redemption did not take place.

For the man who is fallen and redeemed, or man as he now is, because 
of Christ enjoys gifts of grace that the natural man completely lacks. And if 
he is considered as bereft of all those gifts of Christ, he has a much worse 
condition than the natural man, since in this order of providence he is not 
thought to receive any moral gifts pertaining to his last end except the gifts 
of Christ, while the natural man would have moral helps (and only these) 
distinct from the grace of Christ.

In virtue o f original sin alone. Therefore we prescind from the effects 
of personal sins, which, because of their gravity and number, can render 
the fallen man in a worse state than the natural man. And it is asserted that 
a difference in the moral order, which perhaps may be assigned between 
the state of fallen nature and some possible state of pure nature, comes not 
precisely from original sin, so that the fallen man can never be said to be, 
because o f original sin alone, in a worse condition for doing good than the 
man of pure nature would be, however (but always as possible) this status 
might be conceived.

Concerning the powers o f his will, i.e., regarding free choice, whether 
considered physically or morally (or according to his moral powers).

He has not become weaker, i.e., not only not impotent with a total loss 
of free choice, but not simply less capable with a mere attenuation of that 
faculty; whether intrinsically, or by some loss of internal perfection or by 
addition of an internal impediment by which the faculty in itself or intrin
sically is weakened; or extrinsically, that is, from many serious external 
impediments or from the lessening of God’s assistance.

With regard to acting honorably, that is, in performing just natural acts
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that are morally good. For neither the fallen man nor the natural man from 
himself alone can do anything supernatural.

987. This whole matter can be conceived in this way: Man because of original sin 
is deprived of the gifts of original justice, by which there was in him a wonderful and 
harmonious ordination of reason to God by grace, of the sensitive appetite to reason by 
integrity, of the body to the soul by immortality and impassibility. But when justice was 
lost, that union of the whole man was dissolved, so that all the natural defects revived, 
which that justice suppressed and which the natural man would have, namely, ignorance 
(with difficulty in learning), concupiscence (with the difficulty formally flowing from it 
in doing good and avoiding evil, etc.), mortality and passibility.1

Behold, we have here a wound of nature caused by original sin regarding man s 
intrinsic nature, whence he, without suffering many losses regarding his physical and 
moral powers, returns to the state he would have had if he were created without original 
justice. Therefore fallen man differs from natural man, while the nature of both remains 
in the same condition of powers by way of privation and negation, i.e., like the stripped 
to the naked, that is, as one lacking clothing (original justice) which he had and lost, 
differs from one lacking clothing which he never had.* 2 Likewise neither according to 
extrinsic things do they mutually differ in virtue of original sin alone, by whatever dif
ference perhaps proposed because of other reasons (for they differ morally by reason of 
having or not having original sin).

Therefore the punishment imposed on those infected with original sin in this life 
is not positive, but merely a deprivation, or the privation of original justice. Therefore 
the evils formally consequent upon that privation (i.e., concupiscence, death, etc.) are 
not properly punishment but the consequences of a penalty. Therefore there is nothing 
preventing them from being in the just, but only as penalties remaining to promote the 
exercise of virtue (I-II q.87, a. 7).

988. Adversaries. Free choice regarding the moral good because of 
original sin. a) It has been totally lost. Thus the Reformers, de Bay, Jansen 
(see n. 697.699f.). b) To a certain extent it has been weakened intrinsically. 
Thus Gregory of Armenia, D. Alvarez, De Lemos, Contenson, Esparza, 
Sylvius, Gonet, Gazzinga, more recently Schmid, Del Val.3

1 S.Th. I-II, q. 82, a. 1; q.85, a. 1.3; 2 d.31.q.l a. 1; De ver. Q.25 a.7. See Labourdette, 83-92. St. Augustine 
usually mentioned ignorance and concupiscence (v.gr., De natura et gratia c.67 n.81: ML 44,2871), but 
including, as St. Thomas says (I-II q. 85, a.3 ad 5) “malice, weakness and concupiscence, for it is owing to 
these three that man finds it difficult to tend to the good.”

2. Bellarmine, De gratiaprimi hominis c.5.
3. Gregory o f  Armenia: see Gaudel, 496; De. Alvarez, O.P., De auxiliis divinae gratiae (Rome 1610) 1.6 

d.45.47; Th. De Lemos, O.P., op.cit., t.2 p.2 tr. 1; V. Contenson, loc.cit., 1.2 diss. 1 spec.3; M. Esparza, Cursus 
theologicus 1.4 p.9; Sylvius, In totam primam secundae q.3 a.2; Gonet, Manuale thomistarum p.l tr.8 c.7, 
who however thought differently in the previous editions o f  his work and in Clypeus t.2 tr.8 d.4 a.3; P.M. 
Gazzaniga, O.P., Praelectiones theologicae t.4 (Bonn 1789) diss.3 a.3 c.6; F. Schmid, Quaestiones selectae 
ex theologia dogmatica (Paderborn 1891) p.229-340; Del Val, De homine, n. 188.
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Fallen man does not have a right to the natural helps necessary for him 
to keep the natural law, but these are naturally owed to the man in the state 
of pure nature to help him keep the law. Also he would be subject to the 
servitude of the devil who attacks him in a special way. Thus Billuart, T. 
Gonzalez, Wirceburgenses, Billot, Boyer, Parente.4 5

989. Doctrine of the Church. Her documents quoted in the treatise, 
On Sanctification, propose positively, as being lost by original sin, only the 
supernatural and the preternatural gifts (D 370f., 151 If., 1515-1516, 1921, 
1923, 1926, 3361, 2616f.).

St. Pius V condemned the error of de Bay (D 1955): “God could not 
have created the human being from the beginning in the condition in which 
one is now born. ’ These words, as we said above (n. 741), directly are 
about concupiscence. Moreover it is, obviously, the principal internal im
pediment to acting in a morally good manner. But God could not have cre
ated such a man as is now bom, if the natural endowments of man were in
trinsically damaged by original sin and precisely with relation to the moral 
good (necessarily commanded by God and to be obtained by man). For the 
work of God must be perfect in its own kind and in no way contradictory, as 
the fallen man would be in this hypothesis. Therefore at least intrinsically 
fallen man and the man of pure nature are not different.

990. The method o f  the thesis. Setting aside the Reformers, de Bay and Jansen, who 
are more suitably refuted in the treatise On Graced and who moreover compare fallen 
man, not with a natural man whom they say is impossible, but with an innocent man in 
comparison with whom he is much weaker because of his defect of original sin6-instead 
of that first of all we will compare fallen man with the natural man with regard to his 
intrinsic powers, and then with regard to his extrinsic relations.

Parti

F a l l e n  m a n  i s  n o t  i n t r i n s i c a l l y  w e a k e r  t h a n  n a t u r a l  m a n

991. Theological note. Nearly common and morally certain. “Common 
and true... Common among the ancient theologians,” says Suarez while 
citing many authors.7 Those who hold it, v.gr., are St. Thomas, Scotus,

4. Billuart, De gratia diss.2, praeamb. A .3; T. Gonzalez, S.J., Selectarum quaestionum 4 (Salamanca 1886) d.3; 
Wirceburgenses, De gratia n. 173; Billot, De gratia Christi (Rome 1928) th.2 § 3; Boyer, th. 16; Parente, p.3 c.3

5. Nevertheless see Gotti, Theologia scholastico-dogmatica 1 (Venice 1763) tr. 10 q. 10 dub.2 § 2; Perrone, De 
Deo Creatore p.3 c.5 prop.2; Pignataro, th.52, coroll. I; Palmieri, th,16.

6. Also see Palmieri, loc.cit.
7. Suarez, De gratia proleg.4 c.8 n.5.
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Cajetan, De. Soto, Medina, Vitoria, Molina, Bellarmine, Billuart; among 
more recent authors, v.gr., Mazzella, Mendive, Beraza, Daffara, Parente, 
Huarte, Lercher.8

992. Proof from tradition. The holy Fathers, although they do not 
formally talk about this thesis, seem to point out sufficiently that man as 
man has not been injured by original sin. St. Prosper (R 2036): “Neither 
substance nor will has been taken away from human nature in that calamity 
of universal prevarication, but the light and adornment of the virtues, by 
which he is protected against the deceits of the envious one.”

993. Theological reasoning. 1. In fallen man his whole moral infirmity 
comes from the loss of grace, from concupiscence, from ignorance (I-II q. 
85, a. 3). But these would also be present in the natural man. Therefore in 
fallen man moral infirmity would be the same as in the natural man.9

2. Beside sin and God, no other cause seems to be able to be assigned 
rationally for the diminution of free choice either by some loss of a natural 
perfection or by the addition of an impediment (I q. 48, a. 4). But neither 
sin nor God imply any diminution of it. Therefore.

A. Not sin. 1) Inasmuch as it is from Adam: as a physical act, since it 
is unique, it did not produce in him an evil habit (unless perhaps it was the 
beginning of one), therefore a fortiori not in his descendants and also infal
libly in all of them; as a moral act it was not proportioned except to a moral 
effect, i.e., to the loss of original justice.

Inasmuch as it is ours, it consists: a) in the aversion alone from God, 
therefore without a physical act of conversion to creatures perhaps induc
ing a habit of some kind, b) and also for the same reason in aversion from 
God alone as the supernatural end. Therefore, in order for there to be a 
proportion between cause and effect, whether physical (or connatural) or 
moral (or guilt meriting punishment), it cannot be anything but the priva
tion of the supernatural conversion to God, or of the gifts that constitute it.

2. Each person, as an individual person, by reason of his nature has a 
right (indeed also the duty to use it to attain the last end) to natural goods,

8. S.Th. I q.95, a. 1; q. 98, a.2; I-II q. 85, a. 3; De malo q.2 a. 11; 4  CG 52; 2 d .30q .l a .l; d.31 q .l a .l; see Kors, 
104-109,160-164; and the holy Doctor cannot be appealed to as contrary (2 d.3 0 q. 1 a. 1 ad 3; I q. 85, a. 1), as 
P.M. Schaff, O.P., shows, Saint Thomas et les rapports de la nature pure avec la nature dechue: RevScPhTh 
7(1913) 71-76. Scotus, In 2 d.29: see B. Minges, J.D. Scott doctrinaphilosophica et theologica 2 (Ad Claras 
Aquas 1930) p. 332; Cajetan, In 1.2 q. 109 a.2 § 3; D. Soto, De natura et gratia 1.1 c.13; Medina, Expositio in 
primam secundae q.85 a.3; Vitoria: see Gillon, loc.cit, 38; Molina, Concordia liberi arbitrii d.3; Bellarmine, 
loc.cit.; Billuart, loc.cit.; Mazzella, n. 1070; Mendive, Depeccatis n.290-296; Beraza, loc.cit./Daffara, loc. 
cit.; Parente, loc.cit.; Huarte, loc.cit.; Lercher, 2 n. 674.

9. Suarez, loc.cit., n. 14.
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especially in the moral order; he cannot be deprived of this right unless 
because of personal sin {De malo q. 5 a. 2).

3) De facto actual sin does not make a man less capable of acting well, 
unless at most it is the beginning of a bad habit, but this is excluded from 
original sin because it is not a personal physical act (I-II q. 85, a. 1).

4) For the same reason the substance of the soul or the intellect or the 
will or any other natural faculty is understood as not being capable of dimi
nution, unless perhaps inasmuch as because of an act or a repetition of acts 
they are hindered from acting well by the growth of a bad habit.10 11

B. Not God. 1) Although God could punish original sin in this life by a 
privation or diminution of a natural good (which in no way is established 
about man’s ordinary power, especially if the attainment of the last end 
depends on that good), it is not at all proved from the principles of faith or 
reason that he has done so.11

2) Actually God is not accustomed to punish in this life even personal 
sin with such privation or diminution. And it cannot rationally be thought 
that some internal impediment to good has been added to man’s faculty.

994. Objections. 1. From the sources by original sin: a) Man lost his “natural 
power” (St. Caelestine, D 239). b) Free will is “weakened,” “distorted and weakened” 
(Council of Orange II, D 383, 396; see Trent D 1521). c) The whole man “according to 
body and soul was changed for the worse” (Orange, D 371; see Trent D 1511; 508). But 
these decrees are looking at the intrinsic nature of man. Therefore fallen man was made 
intrinsically weaker.

/  distinguish the consequence. Man was made intrinsically weaker, if he is com
pared with innocent man, conceded; if he is compared with the natural man, denied.

From these texts nothing can be taken that is contrary to the thesis, since the sources 
are considering only the fall of man from his historical state of innocence to the state in 
which he now is, so that they neither affirm nor deny our thesis.

Indeed, according to Pallavicini, in Trent for the word “wounded” (free will) in the 
first draft of the text, they substituted the words “distorted and weakened,” in this way 
agreeing with the opinion of the Scholastics either by limiting this weakening to the loss 
alone of the gratuitous gifts or by extending it to a certain change for the worse of man’s 
natural condition.12

N.B. Likewise the holy Fathers perhaps were saying, like St. Augustine,13 that free
dom perished with sin, but they were dealing with “that freedom which was in Paradise, 
to have a full righteousness with immortality” (R 1883); that is, about freedom from

10. Suarez, loc.cit., n.8-13.
11. Lercher, loc.cit.
12. Pallavicini, loc.cit., 1 .8 c .l3 n .7 .
13. Enchir. c.30: M L40,246f.
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habitual sin, from servitude to the devil, from concupiscence, from the necessity with
out the help of God of falling into actual sins, about the freedom of acting in a salutary 
way and of obtaining eternal life.14

2. According to a statement of St. Ambrose, commonly repeated by theologians 
(hinting at it, but not literally using it),15 16 because of original sin man is “robbed of his 
gratuitous gifts and injured in his natural gifts.” But if man is wounded in his natural 
gifts, then he has become intrinsically weaker. Therefore fallen man has become intrin
sically weaker.

I  distinguish the minor. Man injured in his natural gifts became intrinsically weaker, 
if some natural perfection was taken away from him, conceded; if original justice was 
taken away from him, by which his natural defects were hindered, denied.

Surely original justice both elevated man to the supernatural order and corrected 
his natural defects (concupiscence, mortality, etc), and made him perfectly healthy both 
physically and morally or in reference to moral goodness. But when that was lost, those 
natural defects appeared, that are rightly called wounds o f  nature. Hence man, as be
ing deprived of undeserved gifts (supernatural and preternatural), is rightly said to be 
“robbed of gratuitous gifts”; and as being deprived of that health by which the defects 
of nature were hindered, he also rightly is said to be “injured in his natural gifts, that 
is, he is now subject to natural defects.

Moreover since the ancient theologians called Adam’s preternatural gifts natural, 
the saying can also be taken to be directly about those gifts, that is, about the gratuitous 
as about the supernatural, and about the natural gifts as about the preternatural.

3. Without grace the fallen man lacks the moral power to observe the whole moral 
law for a long time, while the natural man does not lack that power. Therefore the fallen 
man is intrinsically weaker than the natural man.

I  distinguish the major Fallen and redeemed man or man as he now is lacks without 
grace this power, conceded; man fallen and not redeemed, denied.

We are dealing only with this, as we said above and it must be carefully noted in 
order to avoid all equivocation. Fallen and redeemed man is thought not to receive 
other graces different from the great assistance of the graces of Christ; therefore if these 
are taken away, he would be weaker in observing the natural law for a long time than 
the man fallen and not redeemed and also the natural man, who are considered to be 
strengthened with the necessary natural helps to fulfill that law. However from this it 
does not follow that the fallen and redeemed man and the man not redeemed are intrinsi
cally weaker than the man of pure nature.

4. In the moral order, which sees God as the last end, the man averted from God

14. St. Augustine, De rntura et gratia c.43: ML 44,271 f.
15. St.Ambrose, Expos. Evang. sec. Luc. 1.7 n.73: ML 15,1718: ‘‘Bandits (i.e., dem ons)... have despoiled us o f  

the garments o f  spiritual grace we received and in place o f  them they have stitched together our wounds. 
Then St. Augustine, Quest. Evang. 1.2 q.19: ML 35,1340; S. Beda, In Lucae evang. expositio 1.3 c.10: ML 
92,468f. He uses literally Instructio sacerdotis p.l c .l n.2: ML 184,775 (in the works o f  St. Bernard). Then 
Lombard, 2 d.25 n.8; William Altiss., Summa aurea p .l tr.10 c.2, another question. St. Albert the Great, 
Summa theol. p.2 tr. 14 q.90 m.4 arg. 1; Alexander o f  Hales, Sent, p.2 q.97 m .l arg.l; St. Bonaventure, In 2 
d.29 a.2 q .l arg.l; S.Th., 2 d.29 q.l a .2 ;d .3 0 q .l a d 3.

16. See Suarez, De opere sex dierum 3,12,23; Palmieri, th. 14 n.4.
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is weaker than the man converted towards God. But fallen man is averted from God, 
while the natural man is converted towards God. Therefore the former is weaker than 
the latter.

/  distinguish the tnajot. Man averted from God only as the supernatural end is 
weaker than the man converted towards God as a natural end, denied; a man averted 
from God also as his natural end is weaker than the one converted to God to God as 
his natural end, I  subdistinguish: by reason of an evil habit or the beginning of such, 
conceded; otherwise, denied.

Man averted from God only as the supernatural end implies only the privation of 
supernatural gifts, therefore not conversion to creatures, since a personal act of the will 
is lacking; and therefore it does not imply the beginning of an evil habit, which can be 
introduced only by acts of the same kind. But fallen man is averted from God as his 
supernatural end, but not as a natural end except materially, and not formally as sinning 
by a personal act by conversion to creatures. Moreover by his sin he does not become 
weaker in the moral order, except inasmuch as by an evil habit or the beginning of one 
he is attracted to that conversion to creatures.

Part 2

F a l l e n  m a n  i s  n o t  e x t r i n s i c a l l y  w e a k e r  t h a n  n a t u r a l  m a n

995. Theological note. Much more common and more probable. Su
arez17 and generally modern theologians take this position.

996. Theological reasoning. 1) Positively. The providence of God in 
distributing helps must be thought to accommodate itself to the nature and 
exigency of things. But from what has been proved, given the reality of 
original sin, natural things remained undiminished just as in a state of pure 
nature. Therefore God gives helps to fallen man just as he would to natural 
man. But this is thought to be especially true regarding external assistance 
to help the religious and moral life of man, and in removing the external 
impediments to it.

Hence the ancient theologians, by supposing without doubt that the intrinsic and 
extrinsic powers of nature in reference to the last end are connected among themselves 
according to a suitable proportion, teach simply that the natural powers of man re
mained unharmed, and so all the effects of original sin are limited to the loss alone of 
original justice.18

2) Negatively. No solid reason has been brought against the thesis: a)

17. Suarez, loc.cit., c.9

18. See v.gr. Bellarmine, loc.cit.; Molina, loc.cit.; Cajetan, loc.cit.; Soto, loc.cit.
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From the part o f the devil. For if the innocent man (Adam) could be tempt
ed, without any real foundation it is asserted that natural man would be 
tempted either in no way or at least less strongly and frequently than fallen 
man. For, if a temptation properly suited to one’s nature is the occasion of 
an honest struggle to be good, it could be permitted by God in fallen nature 
as well as in pure nature and indeed in a way and measure totally unknown 
to us.

However, if perhaps God allows the devil to exercise a more extensive 
license in tempting fallen man, there is no reason to think that he will not 
give him the helps proportionate to the temptations, and he will do that not 
from undeserved grace, but from a title of deserved natural providence.

b) From the part o f the world. Without a real foundation fallen man 
would be said to be tempted by the world more than natural man, as if in 
the state of pure nature there would not be any evil men who, by their ex
ample and words, would lead others into sin. However if perhaps the state 
of fallen nature by the corruption of morals and by ignorance should sur
pass the state of pure nature (which only God knows), the difference must 
not be sought from the nature of that state, that is, from original sin, but 
from the accidental surrounding circumstances.19

997. Objections. 1. Fallen man is tempted so strongly by the devil because of the 
great and unfinished war being waged in the supernatural order. But natural man would 
not be subjected to this war. Therefore fallen man is tempted more strongly by the devil
than the natural man is.

I  distinguish the major. Fallen and redeemed man is tempted so strongly by the dev
il because of the war in the supernatural order, I  bypass; fallen man and not redeemed 
man would be tempted equally, denied.

We are not concerned here with fallen and not redeemed man. And certainly since 
fallen and redeemed man is strengthened with the help of grace, there is no wonder that 
God permits that war and consequently permits that man to be more strongly tempted
than the natural man.

2. Fallen man has been conquered by the devil, but not the natural man. Therefore 
the former is rightly thought to have been tempted more violently than the latter.

Man has been conquered by the devil in the supernatural order, not in the natural, in 
which fallen nature and pure nature are materially identical and therefore enjoying the 
same rights. Moreover if the former were tempted more violently than the latter, from 
God’s natural providence helps proportionate to that battle would be given to him.

3. Fallen man is “under the power of the devil,” but not natural man. Therefore it is 
not surprising that the former is more violently tempted than the latter.

I distinguish the major. Fallen man is under the power of the devil as to the loss of

19. Suarez, loc.cit., c.9 n.14.
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original justice, conceded; as to other things, denied.
Surely that servitude comes to this, that man: by the deceit of the devil lost his un

deserved gifts; and because of that by the concupiscence of the affections he can more 
easily be enticed into personal sin than the innocent man can; but not so that he can be 
tempted more strongly, since temptation also existed in Paradise (but not that servitude), 
and since exemption from temptation was not a good owed to nature, and finally since 
the power of tempting given to the devil is not essentially evil, as if it were necessarily 
the penalty for a crime, but it is given to him only as an occasion for the battle.

4. God is not held to move by extrinsic means fallen man, who is turned away from 
his supematui al last end, to another end or to a natural end, such as would exist for the 
natural man. Therefore fallen man has become extrinsically weaker.

I  distinguish the major. God is not held to move extrinsically fallen man to a natural 
end, if it is admitted to be inconvenient that the ordination of all men to God as their 
last end independently of their will is tied to the one will of Adam, conceded; otherwise, 
denied.

Surely this disadvantage would be contained in the hypothesis of the objection, 
namely, that man without any personal act, would be deprived not only of original jus
tice but also of the right to assistance, by which he would be in the moral condition of 
being able to observe for a long time the whole natural law, and consequently of avoid
ing hell and of obtaining his last end which is suitable for him as a man.

5. We do not know what kind of providence there would be either for fallen or for 
natural man, and therefore also whether the same extrinsic condition in the moral order 
would apply to both. Therefore the thesis is affirmed without solid reasoning.

/  distinguish the major. We do not know whether the extrinsic condition would be 
the same either for the fallen or the natural man, after having considered the complex of 
all possible causes, conceded; after having considered original sin alone, denied.

It is conceivable within the order of pure nature that some possible states are more 
perfect than others by reason either of greater helps or of lesser impediments related to 
obtaining the last end, and therefore we do not know whether providence would treat 
fallen nature in exactly the same way as it would a definite pure nature. But we justly 
assert from our proof that the perhaps future difference must be sought not from original 
sin, but from some other source.

998. Corollary 1. Necessary natural helps to observe the natural law would have to 
be due to natural man in the same way as they are to fallen man. For if the latter did not 
lose anything except the right to glory, he has a right to the assistance by which he can 
obtain his last end materially, similar to that which the natural man would have, such as 
we concede to infants who die without Baptism.20

Therefore he would also have a right to the assistance by which morally he would 
be able to observe the whole natural law for a long time. For just as, given the eleva
tion to the supernatural order, a baptized child obtaining a right to glory has by that fact 
already the right of an adult to the helps necessary to obtain that glory, so also the fallen

20. S.Th., De malo q.5 a.3 ad 4; 2 d.33 q.2 a.2 ad 5; Suarez, loc.cit., c.9 n.12.
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and not redeemed infant, having the right to that final state already mentioned, when he 
becomes an adult would have the right to the helps necessary to obtain that state by the 
observation of the natural law.21 22

Corollary 2. Helps both natural and even supernatural, i f  the natural are lacking, 
are due to fallen and redeemed man by means o f  which he may be able to fulfill the 
whole natural law. Surely natural helps justly and from the nature of the case are suf
ficient for fulfilling that law. De facto however the things given to fallen and redeemed 
man, although they are entitatively natural (or at least from the nature of the case can 
be), are at least extrinsically supernatural and are given with a view to his supernatural 
salvation. Indeed those helps, as supernatural, are not owed to man; but as substitutes for 
the helps due to the natural man it seems that they should not be said to be undeserved.

This differs from Pelagianism since according to that view man in his present state 
can de facto without grace observe the whole natural law for a long time,23 while, in our 
view, he can do it with the proper help or considering his nature according to what is 
due to it.

999. Scholium. On the wound o f  ignorance as the effect o f  original sin. Reason, 
as a faculty not diminished, possesses its really true vigor, but it finds great difficulty 
in obtaining and comprehending the truths of the natural religious and moral order. 
However its defect of ignorance depends on the defect of obtaining with difficulty the 
breadth and nature of the knowledge transmitted by Adam to his descendants. Pesch 
says: “Therefore the wound also of ignorance (in Adam’s posterity) must be derived 
from the privation of the supernatural light that helped man in the order of original jus
tice also in the use of his natural reason.” Palmieri adds this: “However the ignorance 
not only comes from a lack of the supernatural light and of faith, but also of that preter
natural knowledge, which was bestowed on Adam, and the knowledge similar to it, al
though not according to the mode of acquisition that would exist in the state of elevated 
nature, from which all error could easily be excluded.” Huarte attributes to original sin 
the ignorance “under which the human race now labors in its knowledge of the natural 
and revealed law.. ..”24

21. Beraza, n. 897-890; Huarte, n. 526-528.
22. Huarte, n. 528f.
23. Portalid, 2381f.
24. Pesch, 3 n.285; Palmieri, th. 14 n.4; Huarte, 513. See Labourdette, 90f.
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A R T I C L E  I I

O n  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  o r i g i n a l  s i n  i n  t h e  n e x t  l i f e

Thesis 47. Those dying with original sin alone undergo the pain of 
loss forever, but no pain of sense, and they do not suffer any sad
ness from the pain of loss.

S.Th. 2 d.33 q.2 a.If.; De mate q.5 a.1-3; St. Bonaventure, in 2 d.33 a.3 q.lf.; Bellarmine, De amis- 
sione gratiae ei statupeccati 1.6 c. 1-7; Suarez, De vitiis etpeccatis d.9 a.6; Palmieri, th. 17; Beraza, n .901-943; 
J.Bellamy, Bapteme (sort des enfants morts sans): DTC 2,364-378; E. Amann, Limbes: DTC 9,759-772; W.R. 
O’Connor, The Lot o f  Infants Who Die without Baptism: EcclRev 95 (1936) 37-49, 152-164; Billot, La Provi
dence de Dieu et le nombre infini d ’hommes en dehors de la voie normale du salut: ET 163 (1920) 5-32.

1000. Connection. From the preceding, the effect of original sin in this 
life results in the privation alone of original justice. But what about the next 
life, or what happens to those who die with original sin alone on their soul? 
The almost automatic answer seems to flow from what has been proved: 
for if man lost the supernatural gifts, he also lost the title to supernatural be
atitude. On the other hand, if, given original sin, the natural gifts remained 
unharmed in this life, there is no reason why in the next life they should be 
burdened with the infliction of positive punishments. However this ques
tion is being proposed now for direct investigation.

1001. Definition of terms. Those dying: this is taken according to the 
sense of a death that is not just physical but also moral, or inasmuch as it 
is termination of meriting and demeriting, which is followed by an immu
table state of reward or punishment.

With original sin alone, or with the sin received from Adam, but without 
any personal sin requiring eternal or temporal punishment, also of sense, 
according as it is grave or light. If perhaps someone dies with original 
sin and some other venial sins alone, the thesis, assuming their purgation, 
would apply equally to this person.

Therefore those dying with original sin alone are: a) Non baptized infants, b) Not 
baptized adults who never reached the use of reason (or suitable instruction) that is re
quired for sinning, c) Non baptized adults sufficiently instructed in moral matters, but 
perhaps actually dying with original sin alone. However these, according to St. Thomas 
(I-1I q.89, a. 6; III q.90, a.4 ad 3), cannot be with original sin alone without mortal sin1;

1. On the various interpretations o f  this assertion o f  St. Thomas, see S. Harent, S.J., Infideles: DTC 7,1863- 
1894. On the temporal destiny o f  infants who, contrary to this hyposthesis, perhaps die with original sin and 
venial sins alone, see J. Bujanda, S.J., Teologla del mas alia (Madrid 1951) 210-216.
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and if this impossibility (which is difficult to prove) is not admitted, in practice there 
will hardly be in the area of morality any adult person who, if he lives for a long time, 
dies with original sin alone. For there will not be a long time during which, either by 
using grace he is justified or, if he rejects grace, he is immune from personal grave sin.

Pain, or the privation of some good because of guilt, is one of loss, if it 
is the privation of supernatural beatitude.

Therefore those undergoing this because of original sin are in a state o f damnation. 
And surely these were destined for a supernatural end; when they do not obtain it be
cause of original sin, they must simply be said not to obtain their last end, even perhaps 
granted that they obtain materially everything that would be their last end in a natural 
order. Likewise because of their sin they do not obtain the beatitude destined for them 
by God, so that if they are assumed materially to acquire what in a natural order would 
constitute beatitude, then they are not formally, but only materially blessed.

Forever, that is, continuing without end after death. In the thesis this is 
not proved explicitly, since the sources, although implicitly, suppose this 
in a sufficiently clear manner, while they never mention the end of the 
punishment and speak rather about its duration as about the duration of the 
punishment of a grave personal sin.

The pain o f sense: the infliction of positive torment (not merely one 
of deprivation, as in the pain of loss), especially by fire. Therefore it is a 
physical punishment. It is denied that those dying with original sin alone 
undergo this, of whatever nature it might be.

And they do not suffer any sadness from the pain o f loss. It is denied 
that those dying with original sin alone are afflicted with the suffering that 
follows the loss of supernatural beatitude because of personal guilt, such as 
happens for the damned.

The method o f  the thesis. We conclude the thesis with three assertions, one of which 
is affirmative and the others are exclusive. For those dying with original sin alone there 
is: 1) The pain of loss. 2) But no pain of sense. 3) And no suffering from the pain of loss.

Part 1

T h o s e  w h o  d i e  w i t h  o r i g i n a l  s i n  a l o n e  u n d e r g o  t h e  p a i n  o f  l o s s

1002. Adversaries. Pelagians (see n. 696).
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1003. Doctrine of the Church. St. Innocent I (R 2016): “What your 
fraternity asserts that they (Pelagians) preach, namely, that infants who 
have not received the grace of Baptism can be given the rewards of eternal 
life, is very foolish.”

The Council o f Carthage XVI (D 223]): “It has been decided likewise 
that if anyone says that for this reason the Lord said: In my Father’s house 
there are many mansions (John 14:2): that it might be understood that in 
the kingdom of heaven there will be some middle place or some place any
where where the blessed infants live who departed from this life without 
baptism, without which they cannot enter the kingdom of heaven, which is 
life eternal, let him be anathema. For when the Lord says: Unless a man be 
born again o f water and the Holy Spirit, he shall not enter into the kingdom 
° f  God (John 3:5), what Catholic will doubt that he will be a partner of the 
devil who has not deserved to be a coheir with Christ? For he who lacks the 
right part will without doubt run into the left.”2

The Council o f Lyons II (D 854-859): “We believe... The souls of those 
who, after having received holy Baptism, have incurred no stain of sin 
whatever, and those souls who, after having contracted the stain of sin, 
have been cleansed...are received immediately (mox) into heaven. As for 
the souls of those who die in mortal sin or with original sin only, they go 
down immediately (mox) to hell (infernum), to be punished however with 
different punishments” (see The Council o f Florence, D 1304-1306- John 
XXII, D 926).

Therefore these souls do not enter heaven, but hell, and they are there to 
be punished; therefore at least they do not enjoy the vision of God.

Innocent III (D 780): “The punishment of original sin is deprivation 
of the vision of God, but the punishment of actual sin is the torments of 
everlasting hell....”

The Council o f Trent (D 1514): “If anyone says that.. .though they (i.e., 
infants recently bom from their mother’s womb) are baptized for the remis
sion of sins, yet they do not contract from Adam any trace of original sin 
which must be expiated by the bath of regeneration that leads to eternal 
life...: let him be anathema.”

1004. Theological note. Defined divine and catholic faith (D 223: ex
plicitly; D 854-859: directly implicitly; D 1514: indirectly implicitly).

1005. Proof from Holy Scripture. John 3:5: Truly, truly, I  say to you,

2. This canon is now held as authentic. See Hefele-Leclercq, His to ire des Conciles 2 (Paris 1908) p. 191 note 1; 
Amann, Mileve (Conciles de): DTC 10,1754-1758.
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unless one is born o f water and the Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of 
God. And Scripture does not separate the kingdom of heaven from eternal 
life, but rather identifies them, when it introduces those entering into it 
(Matt. 25:34: inherit the kingdom prepared for you) as those obtaining this 
(25:46: but the righteous into eternal life).

1006. Proof from tradition. Of the pre-Pelagian holy Fathers hardly 
any touch on this matter, but some do teach this part of the thesis either ex
plicitly or at least implicitly, inasmuch as they say that non-baptized infants 
are punished or damned, which does not happen to the blessed:

St. Gregory Nazianzen (R 1012): “And I think that the last group (i.e., 
those not baptized “on account of infancy, or some perfectly involuntary 
circumstance”)...will neither be glorified nor punished by the righteous 
judge...”

St. Fulgentius (R 2271): “Hold most firmly...that also infants, who ei
ther die in their mother’s womb or already born from their mothers without 
the sacrament of holy Baptism...depart from this life must be punished 
with the everlasting punishment of eternal fire....”

St. Augustine (R 1441): “It is necessary...to make known the reason 
why, if souls are created new for every individual at his birth, those who 
die in infancy without the sacrament of Christ are doomed to perdition; for 
that they are doomed to this if they so depart from the body is testified both 
by Holy Scripture and by the Holy Church.”

Hence (R 1878): “Let no one promise for the case of unbaptized in
fants, between damnation and the kingdom of heaven, some middle place 
of rest and happiness, such as he pleases and where he pleases. For this is 
what the heresy of Pelagius promised them.”

Moreover the Fathers teach the thesis, when they express the necessity 
of Baptism to attain the kingdom of heaven.3

1007. Theological reasoning. In this order of providence supernatural 
beatitude cannot be obtained without sanctifying grace. But one who dies 
in original sin does not have this grace. Therefore one dying in original sin 
cannot obtain supernatural beatitude {De malo q.5 a.l).

1008. Objections. 1. The punishment of infants who did not sin personally must 
be very light. But the deprivation of supernatural beatitude is a very grave punishment. 
Therefore the punishment of those infants is not the deprivation of supernatural beati
tude.

3. Se G. Bareille, Bapteme d'apres les Peres grecs et latins: DTC 2,178-219.
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I  distinguish the major. The punishment of infants without personal sin must be 
very light objectively, denied; subjectively, I  subdistinguish: comparatively, or by rela
tion to the punishment of the damned on account of personal sins, conceded; absolutely, 
or in itself, denied.

The pain of loss, as it is a real privation of a great good, is always objectively the 
greatest; but subjectively, or by reason of the imposed affliction, it is the greatest in 
the damned in hell and in the souls in purgatory, but not in non-baptized infants. Also 
the damned, because of their personal sins, undergo the pain of sense {De malo q.5 
a. 1 ad 3).

2. Original sin is lighter than venial sin. But venial sin is not punished with the pain 
of loss. Therefore neither is original sin.

I  distinguish the major. Original sin is lighter than venial sin, if it is looked at in 
individual persons, conceded; with relation to nature, denied.

That sin, since it is not personally voluntary in individual persons, is lighter in the 
individuals than venial sin and so it merits a smaller punishment; but with relation to 
nature it is graver, since it is the rejection of grace, and thus it merits for the whole na
ture the deprivation of that grace and the glory that follows it; this is a punishment that 
venial sin does not have (De malo q.5 a.l ad 9).

3. According to St. Thomas eternal punishment must not be imposed for original sin 
(I-II q. 87, a. 5 ad 2). Therefore the pain of loss at least is not eternal.

I  distinguish the major. According to St. Thomas, “original sin incurs everlasting 
punishment, not on account of its gravity,” conceded; “but by reason of the condition of 
the subject, namely, a human being deprived of grace, without which there is no remis
sion of sin,” denied.

Likewise the holy Doctor while treating venial sin says (ibid., ad 3): “the eternity 
of punishment does not correspond to the quantity of the sin, but to its irremissibility.” 
Moreover we think that the eternal deprivation of glory is due formally to original sin, 
given the decree of God which connects the complete elevation of men to the supernatu
ral order to the will of Adam.

Part 2

T h o s e  d y i n g  w i t h  o r i g i n a l  s i n  o n l y  d o  n o t  u n d e r g o  t h e  p a i n  o f  s e n s e

1009. Adversaries. From the Fathers are cited St. Augustine, St. Ful- 
gentius (R 2271), St. Gregory the Great, St. Isidore.4 From the theologians 
St. Anselm, Gregory of Armenia, Dreido, Sylius, Petavius, and especially

4. St. Augustine, Op. imperf. cont. Iul. 2,117; 3,199: ML 45,1191-1333; Coni. M  6,3,6.7: ML 44,824; Senno 
294 n.2-4: ML 38,1336-1338; De pecc mor. el rem. 1,28,55; 3,4,7.8: ML 49,140-141, 189f.; De anima 
1,9,11; 2,12,17: ML 44,481,505f.; St. Gregory the Great, Mor. 9,21,32: ML75,877; St. Isidore Hisp., Sent. 
1,22: ML 83,588; St. Jerome, Dial, advers. pelag. 3,17: ML 23,587. See Bellamy, loc.cit., 368f.
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some Augustinians, as Noris, Berti.5 Estius and Gotti leave the matter un
decided.6

We do not include as adversaries those older authors, v.gr., Alexander 
of Hales, St. Bonaventure, D. Soto, Salmanticenses, who, while they ex
empt infants from all positive punishment, place them in the darkness.7

1010. Doctrine of the Church. Pius VI (D 2626): “The doctrine which 
rejects as a Pelagian fable, that place of the lower regions (which the faith
ful generally designate by the name of the limbo of children) in which the 
souls of those departing with the sole guilt of original sin are punished with 
the punishment of the condemned, exclusive of the punishment of fire, just 
as if, by this very fact, that these who remove the punishment of fire in
troduced that middle place and state free of guilt and punishment between 
the kingdom of God and eternal damnation, such as that about which the 
Pelagians idly talk,--false, rash, injurious to the Catholic schools.

Therefore the opinion of limbo is at least safe.
Innocent III, extolling directly the difference between original sin and 

actual sin as to their nature and way of remission, stated this absolutely 
regarding punishment (D 780): “The punishment of original sin is the 
loss of the beatific vision, but the punishment of actual sin is the torture 
of eternal hell.”

Therefore the proper punishment of original sin is established. Only 
the punishment of sense of actual sin is mentioned, without doubt to make 
clear that it is proper to this sin alone.

The Council o f Lyons II (D 854-859): “We believe...the souls of those 
who die in mortal sin or with original sin only go down immediately (mox) 
to hell, to be punished however with different punishments” (see The Coun
cil o f Florence, D 1304-1306; John XXII, D 926).

The disparity of punishment between mortal sin and original sin would 
be ineptly said to be merely intensive, since this is also the case between 
different personal sins, nor is it rather specific, the real difference consists 
in this fact that only original sin is punished with the pain of loss.8

5. St. Anselm, De concept, virgin., et orig. pecc. 23: ML 158,457; Gregory o f  Armenia, In 2 d.33 q.3; J. Dreido, 
De gratia et lib. arbit. 1.3 c.2; Sylvius, In partem prim. sec. q.85 a.6 quaer.2; Petavius, De Deo 1.9 c.10; 
Noris, loc.cit., c.3 § 5; Berti, De theol. discp. 1.13 c.8.

6. G. Estius, In Sent. 2 d.33 § 8; Gotti, Theologia scholastico-dogmatica 1 tr.10 q.10 dub.3 § 4.
7. Alex, o f  Hales, Summa theol. p.2 q. 105 n.10 § 1; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.33 a.3 q. 1, D. Soto, op. cit., 1.1 

c. 14; Salmanticenses, De vitiis et peccatis d. 18 dub.3 § 3 n. 107.
8. Palmieri, th. 17 n.2
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1011. Theological note. More or less common and morally certain.9
That opinion, now common, has been held by many, v.gr., Abelard,

Lombard, William of Altissiodorensis, St. Albert the Great, St. Thomas! 
St. Bonaventure, Scotus, D. Soto, Bellarmine, Suarez, Vazquez, Lessius! 
Salmanticenses, Billuart,10 11 and modern theologians generally.

1012. Proof from Holy Scripture. Negatively: a) It is not established 
that anything but the pain of loss has been assigned to original sin. John 
3:5: Unless one is born o f water and the Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom 
o f God.

b) Where the pain of sense is mentioned, only personal sins are un
der consideration, v.gr., Matt. 25:4 Iff.: Depart from me...into the eternal 

fire...; for I  was hungry.... Rev. 18:7: As she glorified herself and played 
the wanton, so give her a like measure o f torment and mourning.

Proof from tradition. St. Gregory Nazianzen (R 1012, see above n. 1006).
St. Gregory of Nyssa supposes the same thing, indicating that those 

infants will have knowledge and participation in God, the natural life of the 
soul, and that they will be capable of progressing in it.11

Ambrosiaster supposes the same thing when he says: “There is also 
another death that is called the second in hell, which we do not suffer from 
the sin of Adam, but is acquired by the occasion of our own sins.”12

1013. Theological reasoning. 1) Man cannot, except for personal sin, 
suffer any damage to his natural powers, as they are due to the person as 
such, and since they are ordered to the person, they are for him and some
thing belonging to him. This is especially true where it concerns obtaining 
the last end, at least materially. But the pain of sense implies such damage, 
and indeed with regard to obtaining the last end at least materially, since it 
is the deprivation of the good condition and integrity of nature. Therefore 
man cannot, except for personal sin, suffer any pain of sense.

9. See Bellamy, loc.cit., 306.

10. Abelard, Expositio in epist. Rom. 1.2 c.5: ML 179,870; P. Lombard, 1.2 d.33..n.6; William o f  Altiss Summa
aurea (Paris 1500) p.2 tr.27 c. 1 fol.88r; St. Albert the Great, In 4 d.4 a.8; S.Th. In 2 d.33 q.2 a.2; De mala q.5
a.2 (where this opinion is said to be held “generally”); III q. 1, a. 4 ad 2; St. Bonaventure, In 2 d.33 a.3 q. 1;
Scotus, In 2 d.33; D. Soto, loc.cit., 1.1 c. 14 (“the theologians for the most part”); Bellarmine, loc.cit., 1.6 c.4
(saying that the contrary thesis is generally rejected by theologians); Suarez, loc.cit., d.9 s.4; Vazquez, in 1.2
d; 134 c.3; Lessius, loc.cit., 1.13 c.22 n. 143; Salmanticenses, loc.cit., d. 18 dub. 3 § 1; Billuart, De peccatis
diss.7 a.6 § 1. At the Council o f  Trent the same opinion was morally common, as Penagos notes, loc.cit., 
185f.

11. St. Gregory o f  Nyssa, De infantibus praemature abreptis: M L46,177.180f.; Tixeront, 2 p.142-143. See also 
on others, Bellamy, 367.

12. Ambrosiaster, In Rom.5,12: ML 17,92.
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2) The punishment fits the crime. Therefore to personal sin in which 
there is aversion from God and conversion to creatures, there is assigned 
both the pain of loss because of the aversion and the pain of sense because 
of the inordinate pleasure of that conversion. But in original sin there is 
only aversion from God without conversion to creatures. Therefore to it is 
assigned only the pain of loss (2 d.33 q.2 a.l; De malo q.5 a.2).

1014. Objections. 1. In the various biblical descriptions of the last judgment there 
are only two alternatives without any middle position: on the right to eternal life for the 
good, and on the left to the fire of hell for the wicked (Matt. 25:32-46; 3:12; 13:49, Rev. 
20:15). But those who die with original sin alone are not on the right, as we know from
Part 1. Therefore they go to the left.

I  distinguish the major. In the description of the judgment there is only right and 
left, but in such a way that it is dealing formally and directly with adults, or with those 
acting personally well or in an evil way, conceded; otherwise, denied.

Certainly the concern here is: a) In Matt. 25:32-46, about omitting willingly works 
of charity, b) In Matt. 3:12, about those who should do penance and be baptized (v.
11). c) In Matt. 13:49, with the wicked and indeed with those who are working iniquity 
(v. 38-43); in fact with the evil who are in the Church, but in which there are no non- 
baptized infants, d) In Rev. 20:15, about those judged “according to their works” (v. 13; 
see also 21:8).

Moreover also in our thesis there are only the elect and the damned; but the damned 
are punished with different punishments. Therefore if these texts are also applied to 
non-baptized infants, fire for them is the same thing as the pain of loss, in order that 
they may not be punished with the pain of sense which they have not merited by their 
own personal acts.

2. From The Council o f Lyons II (D 854-859) the souls of those dying “in mortal sin 
or with original sin only” in like manner “descend into hell.” Therefore in like manner 
they are punished with the pain of sense.

I  distinguish the major. The souls of those dying either in mortal sin or in original sin 
only descend into hell to be punished in like manner with the same punishments, denied; 
with different punishments, I  subdistinguish: specifically, conceded; merely intensively, 
denied.

And those infants are not said to be tormented, but to be punished, which can also 
be without positive punishments. However they are rightly said to be in hell, by which 
word is indicated simply the destiny of the damned (because of personal sins or because 
of original sin), to be undergone by them either in different part of the same place, or in 
different places.13

3. The Council o f  Carthage XVI (D 223): “For when the Lord says: Unless a man be 
born again o f  water and the Holy Spirit, he shall not enter into the kingdom o f heaven, 
what Catholic will doubt that he will be partner of the devil who has not deserved to be

13. See Bellamy, 371 f.; Amann: DTC 9,766f.
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a coheir of Christ? For he who lacks the right part will without doubt run into the left.” 
With these words manifestly the left place is attributed to the dying non-baptized infant, 
or the destiny of the damned in hell. Therefore there is also pain of sense.

I  distinguish the major. The left place is attributed to the dying non-baptized infant, 
because in this way the middle place of the Pelagians is denied (i.e., eternal life between 
the kingdom of heaven and hell given to the non-baptized infant), conceded; inasmuch 
as the same punishments are assigned to him as to the damned in hell, denied.

As is clear from the whole canon, in it the middle place of the Pelagians is in
tended to be excluded, without further determining there in concrete terms the penal 
destiny of the non-baptized infant. 14

1015. 4. But the Fathers, and St. Anselm is one of them, are against the proposed 
thesis (see above n. 1009). Therefore the thesis should be rejected.

I  distinguish the major. The Greek Fathers are against the thesis, denied; the Latins, 
I  subdistinguish: some of them, I  subdistinguish again: about whose mind in this matter 
there is certain knowledge, denied; otherwise, I  bypass.

Among the Greek Fathers no one is cited against the thesis. But the thesis would 
remain intact, even given some Latin Fathers who are quoted as opposed to it (D 2626). 
But are they really against our thesis?

A) St. Augustine, the leader of those who are called their torturers, in the beginning 
(before he was a bishop) seems to have attributed to infants dying without Baptism “a 
middle sentence of the judge between reward and punishment.”15 But then in the Pela
gian controvery he assigns to them the damnation of the fire of hell, without admitting 
either the left or the right place, as is clear from the cited texts. But did he wish thereby 
to indicate a positive punishment?

If the matter is considered more closely, he certainly assigns to those infants explic
itly or equivalently the punishment of the loss of God and indeed it is a great punish
ment.16 On the other hand they experience “the lightest condemnation of all” (R 1908) 
and “the mildest punishment will fall upon them” (R 1924). Therefore he has these 
points as certain.

But he does not dare to determine more exactly the punishment of infants: “When 
it comes to the punishment of infants, believe me, I am burdened with great distress, 
and I absolutely do not know what to say.”17 He remains undecided about the quantity 
and quality of this punishment, and he does not dare to say that it is better for the infants 
because of it not to exist than to exist: “I cannot define the amount and kind of their 
punishment, but I dare not say it were better for them never to have existed than to exist 
there” (R 1908).

That being the case, Augustine asserts positive punishments different from condem-

14. See Bellamy, 368; Amann, 762-764.
15. St. Augustine, De libero arbitrio 3,23 n.66: ML 32,1304.
16. St. Augustine, Op. imperf cont. Iul 1,136: ML 45,1333; Cont. lul. 3,3,9: 5,1,4; 5,15,56: ML 44, 706 784 815
17. St. Augustine, Epist. 166,6,16: ML 33,727.
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nation in general, according to Faure, Sardagna, Kors, Gaudel, and perhaps Portalie.18 
But since this question is not proposed expressly by him, we think it is better not to 
attribute this idea to him until it is proved.19 And if perhaps the name “torment, punish
ment, hell and torture, or something similar is found in the statements of the saints” it 
is not taken “in a broad sense...for punishment, since the species is used for the genus” 
(De malo q.5 a. 2 ad 1); and at least it is not clearly established about his mind contrary 
to this, or at least he is hesitant in this matter.”20

b) St. Gregory the Great with the words “eternal death follows...they experience 
perpetual torments,”21 does not indicate the pain of sense, since elsewhere22 he sup
poses that the just of the O.T. do not suffer positive punishments, because they had only 
original sin. Nor does St. Isidore with the words “in hell they suffer punishment, nor 
St. Anselm with the words “to be tormented in hell,” necessarily teach that, since these 
words can be understood to be about the exclusion only from heaven.

c) St. Fulgentius alone is cited as a significant objector, but as a follower of St. 
Augustine, his teacher, he should not be thought to speak this more definitely than his 
teacher.

5. Because of original sin infants in this life suffer many pains of sense. Therefore 
a fortiori also in the next life.

I  distinguish the major. Because of original sin infants in this life suffer a negative 
pain of sense, or what is connected consequently to the privation of original justice, 
conceded; positive pain or what is imposed as a privation of natural goods, denied.

The punishment proximately and formally due to original sin is only the loss of 
original justice; therefore death and the other miseries of this life are not formally pun
ishments positively inflicted, but negatively, and after Baptism they are penalties.

Likewise it does not follow from the fact that here infants suffer many things that 
in the future life they must suffer the same things or things more serious, for in the next 
life, which, after a period of probation is either rest or damnation, nothing torments from 
the power of nature, but only from the justice of God; but this justice does not require 
in those infants the pain of sense (2 d.33 q.2 a.l; De malo q.5 a.2 ad 5) and therefore 
they do not suffer anything, although they have passible bodies but not the qualities of 
a glorified body. Moreover in this life baptized infants suffer materially the same as the 
non-baptized.

6. Original sin, since it is aversion from God, is more serious than venial sin. But 
the latter is punished with the pain of sense. Therefore also the former.

I  distinguish the major. Original sin as aversion from God is more serious than ve
nial sin, conceded; as conversion to creatures, denied.

18. J.B. Faure, S.J., Enchiridion de fide, spe et caritate c.93 (Naples 1847) p.176-178; C. Sardagna, S.J., Theo- 
logia dogmatico-polemica 4 (Rome 1820) n.64; Kors, p.22; Gaudel, 400, Portalie, 2397.

19. See Merlin, op.cit., p.418-424. According to F. Cayre, Une retractation de Saint Augustin: AnnThAug 
(1952) 131-143, before he was a bishop he had held a middle state between heaven and hell; but with the 
rise o f  Pelagianism he taught for the non-baptized infant the mildest type o f  real condemnation.

20. Palmieri, loc.cit., n.3.5; Boyer, 395f.; Del Val, op.cit., n,196f„ thinks that Augustine taught positive punish
ment with his words, but that he really had doubts about this punishment. O ’Connor, loc.cit., 44-48.

21. St. Gregory the Great, Mor. 9,21,32: ML 75,877.
22. St. Gregory the Great, Mor. 12,9,13: 44,49: ML 75,292-293.1038.
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While in venial sin there is that conversion, in original sin it is lacking and therefore 
also the guilt of the pain of sense corresponding to it. However the fallen infant is pun
ished more gravely that the natural man, who dies without the stain of sin and does not 
obtain glory, for the latter would merely lack glory, while the former would be deprived 
of it as a punishment. For that fallen infant is a child of wrath (but the natural man is 
not), but the wrath of God is only a decree damning with the pain of loss or of sense 
depending on the nature of the sin (original sin or personal sin).23

7. It would be unjust to condemn an infant to eternal punishment without any per
sonal guilt on his part and without any possibility of salvation. Therefore this cannot be 
admitted.

/  distinguish the major. It would be unjust to condemn an infant lacking personal 
guilt to a positive punishment, conceded; to a negative punishment, I  subdistinguish: if 
it concerns the privation of a deserved natural good, conceded; if it concerns the priva
tion of a supernatural good, denied.

As we said about original justice, if glory is supernatural, its attainment can be 
tied by God without any injustice to the will of another. Its privation is a punishment 
inasmuch as thus it can be called the privation of an undeserved gift because of some 
sin, and it is damnation, inasmuch as thus it can be called the privation of an undeserved 
last end because of some sin. Likewise to be under the power o f  the devil can rightly be 
understood about the one who suffers the pain of loss, because he was conquered by the 
devil in Adam.24

Part 3

T h o s e  d y i n g  w i t h  o r i g i n a l  s i n  a l o n e  s u f f e r  n o  s a d n e s s  f r o m  t h e  p a i n  o f  l o s s

1016. Adversaries. Some think that those infants are afflicted with a 
certain amount of suffering from the pain of loss, although it would be very 
mild, v.gr., Bellarmine, Estius, Wirceburgenses, Esparza.25

1017. Theological note. By far more common and more probable. It 
is held, v.gr., by S.Th. (2 d.33 q.2 a2f.; De malo q.5 a.2), Suarez, Lessius, 
Gotti, Mendive, Beraza, Billot,26 and many others.

1018. Theological reasoning. 1) From what was said above (n. 1013), 
man because of original sin alone is not deprived of any natural perfec-

23. See Scotus, In 2 d.33 n.5.
24. Becker, Der Schuldkarakter,,,: ZkathTh 48 (1924) 83-88; Palmieri, loc.cit., n.4.
25. Bellarmine, loc.cit., 1.6 c.6; G. Estius, loc.cit., 2 d.33 § 9; Wirceburgenses, Depeccatis n.146; Esparza, loc. 

cit., 1.4 q.9 a.l ad 5; D. Soto, loc.cit., 1.1 c.14 (not excluding it completely).
26. Suarez, loc.cit., d.9 s.2 n.21; s.6 n.6; Lessius, loc.cit., n,144f,; Gonet, Clypeus 3 tr d.7 a.7 § 5.7.8; Gotti, loc. 

cit., dub.3 § 5; Mendive, De Deo Creatore tr.2 diss.2 th.2; Beraza, loc.cit.; Billot, Depersonali et orieinali 
peccato th. 12 § 2.
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tion, especially where it concerns the last end. But sadness is a privation of 
natural perfection, namely, of joy and peace, and indeed with reference to 
the last end. Therefore man because of original sin alone is not punished 
with sadness.

2. For the same reason infants are exempt from sadness and from the 
pain of sense, “because the suffering of punishment corresponds to the 
pleasure involved in guilt; hence when pleasure is removed from original 
sin, all suffering is removed from that punishment’ (2 d.33 q.2 a.2).

3. If fallen infants are ignorant of the glory prepared for the saints (as 
St. Thomas thinks, De malo q.5 a.3), there is no desire of what is unknown, 
therefore not sadness either. However if they know about it (as St. Thomas 
thinks, 2 d.33 q.2 a.2), they do not grieve over this lack of a good that is for 
them, without their own personal fault, because of the lack of a grace they 
did not deserve and is beyond what is due to them. The reason for this is 
that being in the state of the last end without any actual sin they are thought 
to have the perfect use of right reason, and therefore they also understand 
that the just and good God has so arranged things.

4) On account of original sin no one is punished with the pain of sense, 
according to the adversaries. But the suffering from the pain of loss is more 
grave than the pain of sense. Therefore undeservedly is the latter denied 
and the former affirmed (St. Thomas, ibid.).

1019. Objections. 1. That sadness is very mild. Therefore nothing prevents it from 
being admitted.

/  deny the major. “Such suffering cannot be small concerning the loss of such a 
great good, and especially without any hope of recovery; therefore their punishment 
would not be very mild” (2 d.33 q.2 a.2).

2. It is natural to grieve over the loss of a good destined for us. Therefore the infants 
deprived of glory are thought to grieve over this.

I  distinguish the major. It is natural to grieve over the loss of a good destined for 
us, given the reason for such grief, conceded; but if the reason is not given, I  subdis
tinguish: it is natural to grieve over the total perfection due to a nature not yet adorned, 
conceded; due to a nature finally perfected such as it is for an infant placed in his last 
end, denied.

Moreover it has not been established that those infants know about their destination 
for glory.27

3. The souls in purgatory suffer from their privation of glory. Therefore also the
infants who have not obtained it.

I  distinguish the major. The souls in purgatory suffer from their privation of glory 
because of their own personal sins, conceded; otherwise, denied.

27. S.Th. De malo q.5 a.2; however see 2 d.33 q.2 a.2.3; Scotus, in 2 d.33 n.4.
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Moreover they have faith, hope and charity by which they are strongly attracted to 
God.

1020. Scholium 1. Whether infants dying with orig inal sin only are naturally happy  
or in possession  o f  their natural la st end.

From the fact that these infants do not undergo pain of sense and do not suffer from 
the pain of loss, it still does not follow that they are afflicted with no suffering and that 
they enjoy every natural good suitable to them, or that they are in a state of natural 
beatitude. For it is the nature of this state that it include every good reasonably suitable 
to nature (v.gr., a suitable knowledge of God and the love connected with it) and that it 
exclude all evil properly so called, both physical and moral of the natural order.

In the present supernatural order of providence, one not obtaining the only last end, 
that is, supernatural beatitude, cannot be said simply to have attained his last end and so 
to be formally happy, but he must rather be said to be formally damned, since because 
of sin he is deprived of his last end. But can he be said to be materially happy, as though 
he has obtained a good in which natural beatitude consists, since his state does not dif
fer materially from that happy state that would be given to the purely natural man as his 
last end?

Many respond negatively, v.gr., Bellarmine who says the contrary opinion is 
heretical,28 Lemos, Gotti, Godoy, Petavius, Billuart, Wirceburgenses, Lepicier, Boyer, 
Schmid,29 etc.

But the more common opinion (Lercher says “common”) affirms this matter. Thus, 
v.gr., Catharinus, Suarez, Molina, Lessius, Salmeron, and many more recent authors 
mentioned by Huarte, to whom should be added Beraza, Lercher,30 etc.

For given the reality of original sin, the natural gifts remained intact. But among 
these must be placed first of all the ordination of man to God as the author of nature. 
Therefore original sin does not imply aversion from God as the author of nature. There
fore one dying with original sin alone enjoys all those goods that in the natural order 
would have been obtained in the last end.

St. Thomas says this about the infants; That which they have by nature, they pos
sess without suffering” {D e malo q.5 a.3). “Children...are...separated from God per
petually regarding the loss of glory, which they do not know about, but not regarding the 
participation in the natural goods that they do know about” (ibid., ad 4). “Although, 
they are separated from God regarding the union that is had by glory, they are not com
pletely separated from that union; indeed they are joined to it by their participation in 
natural goods, and so also they can rejoice in that union by their natural knowledge and 
love” (2 d.33 q.3 a.2 ad 5).

28. Bellarmine, loc.cit., 1.6 c.2. Palmieri refutes him (loc.cit., n.4) by showing that the opinion o f  natural beati
tude is not improbable.

29. Lemos, loc.cit., t.2 p.2 tr.l c.22; Gotti, loc.cit., dub.3 § 6; Godoy, In 1.2 q.83 tr.4 d.38 § 8.9; Petavius, loc. 
cit., 1.9 c. 11; Billuart, loc.cit., a.6 diss.2; Wirceburgenses, loc.cit., n.136; Lepicier, Depeccato originali q.7 
a.4 n.5; Boyer, 428f.; Schmid, loc.cit., p.255.277.

30. Catharinus, concerning him see Scarinci; Suarez, loc.cit., d.9 s.2 n.21; s.6 n.6; Molina, loc.cit., q.23 a.4-5 d. 1 
memb.9; Lessius, loc.cit., n,144f.; Salmerbn, op.cit., Rom. 5 d.48 (on 5,12); Huarte, n. 507; Beraza, n.922; 
Lercher, n.679. See Bellamy, 376.
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And you should not say that those infants are turned away from the last end. For 
this aversion follows the nature of sin turning away, that: if it is actual mortal sin it turns 
away from God also as the natural last end because of a voluntary transgression of a 
natural precept, by which we are bound to obey God when he imposes a mandate that is 
also supernatural; but if it is original sin, since it does not include that transgression, it 
does not avert from God except as the supernatural end and therefore it does not deprive
one of the goods of the natural order.

Our opinion does not recognize the middle place of the Pelagians, because in it 
those infants are truly damned, or outside of eternal life as a punishment, which the 
Pelagians deny.

Corollary. Those dying in original sin are confirmed in personal innocence. More
over that which essentially follows the state of natural beatitude is clear from the fact 
that these infants are now beyond the state of life and also without any personal guilt- 
Therefore it is suitable that they are placed in a condition in which they cannot sin.31 
The fact that they did not sin personally in their earthly life and later were not able to 
sin is a great favor of God to them. Certainly “the preservation alone from sin has more 
value and is of greater worth than the heavenly kingdom itself which, if the option were 
given to the children,” says Sfondratus, “they would prefer to be without rather than to 
be involved in sin.”32 33

1021. Scholium 2. On the limbo o f children. Up to this point we have dealt directly 
with the penal state of infants dying without Baptism. But since they are said “to de
scend into hell” (D 854-859, 1304-1306), they are thought to be in some place that is 
usually called “the limbo of children” or also by the generic name of hell. “But in what 
place they will be,” says Lessius, “is uncertain. But it is very important not to conclude 
that they are in some deep cave, dreadful and dark.”3j According to St. Thomas it is 
probable that hell and limbo are more or less the same continuous place, but in such a 
way that a certain higher part of hell is said to be the limbo of the fathers... It is believed 
probable that they are both in the same place (the limbo of the fathers and the limbo of 
children), except that the eternal rest of the blessed fathers still is in a higher place than 
the limbo of children, as was said about limbo and hell (4 d.45 q.l so.2f.).34 Moreover 
many believe35 that those infants after the general judgment will dwell in this world after 
it has been completely renewed.

31 See many excellent things about this point in J. Gummersbach, S.J., Unsiindlichkeit und Befestigimg in der 
Gnade (Frankfurt a. M. 1933) p.178-192. Also see Gonet, loc.cit., n.218.

32. C. Sfondratus, Noduspraedeslinationis... dissolutus (Rome 1694) p.48. See Ph. Durand, Le cardinalSfron- 
drate et son enseignement: RevCIFr 3 (1895) 516-528.

33. Lessius, loc.cit., n.145.
34. See Amann, 770f.
35. Beraza mentions them, n. 1066. Some special points on limbo are offered by A.C. Gigon, S.J., De novissimis 

(Friburg 1947).
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I N D E X  O F  S C R I P T U R E

N.B. The Roman numerals designate the treatise and the Arabic the marginal numbers.

Gen u 11 28 29 40 
147 282 293

1,1-3 II 26
1 1-,31 II 26
1,2 II 27 30 51
1,2-27 II 29
1,11-24 II 652
1,14-19 II 204
1,20 II 518
1,21 II 28
1,24 II 518
l,26f II 506 518 523 

539 546 664
1.26-28 II 546 673
1,26-29 II 204
1,26-30 II 783
1,27 II 28
l,27f II 523 800 915
1,28 II 28 664 732
l,28f II 780
1,28-30 II 789
1,31 II 664
2 II 546
2-3 II 544 925
2,If II 657
2,2-3.24 II 926
2,3 II 165 760
2,3ff II 519
2,4ff II 523
2,6 II 546
2,7 II 506 539 546 

566 607 612 
631 652 664 
760

2,8 II 783 784
2,8-17 II 780

2,8-20 11 783
2,9 II 774 778 914
2,15 II 523 607 783

784 789
2,15-17 II 758
2,16 II 758
2,16f II 667 797

907f
2,17 II 523 732 758

914 925
2,18 II 546 915
2,19f II 607 732 780

789 797
2,21 II 506 522
2,2 If II 522 523 793

800 915
2,23 II 522 607 652
2,23f II 522 523 793

800 915\
2,24 II 732
2,25 II 546 732
3 II 546
3,1 II 907
3,Iff II 278 364 732

758
3,1-5 II 461 914
3,3 II 758 969
3,3-5 II 914
3,4-6 II 915
3,6 II 732 736 909
3,6f II 219
3,6-19 II 523
3,7 II 736
3,1 Of II 915
3,11 II 732 907f
3,I l f II 909
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3,11-13 11 909 11,32 II 597

3,14f II 918 12,5 II 657

3,15 II 918 15,15 II 597

3,16 11 908 16,7ff II 283

3,16-19 II 780 18,2 II 607

3,17 II 907 909 18,2ff II 363

3,17ff II 758 760 908 18,9 II 313

925 19,If II 607

3,19 11 520 758 766 19,17 II 598

3,20 II 546 21,17 II 283

3,21 11 918 24,9f II 597

3,22 II 758 766 774 25,8 II 597

3,22-24 II 758 908 25,17f II 597

3,24 II 278 283 286 25,27 II 597

774 26,15 II 519

4,1 II 546 607 918 27,7 II 607

4,If II 546 28,12 II 40

4,3f II 607 35,20 II 597

4,5 II 550 37,22 II 598

4,13f II 550 37,33 II 597

4,17 II 550 37,35 II 597

4,25 II 546 42,38 II 597

4,25ff II 316 44,29 II 597

5 II 555 44,31 II 597

5,1-5 II 546 46,26f II 597

5,1-32 II 546 47,9 II 597

5,3f II 546 49,29 II 597

5,3-32 II 550 49,29-31 II 597

5,5 II 758 49,32 II 597

6,If II 315 318 Exod 3,6 II 597

6,2ff II 405 3,11-14 II 35

6,12 II 318 4,22 II 315

8,21 II 466 7,10-12 II 494

9,1-3 II 204 14,19 11 359

9,6 II 673 19,5f II 129

10,1-32 II 546 20 II 837

10,3 II 313 20-22 II 832

11,10-32 II 555 20,11 II 29

11,23 II 652 21 II 827

11,28 II 507 21,12 II 844
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Lev

Num

Deut

22 II 827 22,17 II 857
22,31 II 844 24,15 II 827
23,20ff II 283 Judg 12,3 II 598
31,17 II 29 16,30 II 598
34,10 11 28 1 Sam 2,30 II 850
4,2 II 832 16,23 II 314 471
4,27 11 832 843 19,5 II 598
5,17 II 843 22,19 II 40
6,2 II 850 28,8-19 II 597
16,10 II 418 2 Sam 1,2 II 607
17,10-16 II 567 6,6 II 908
19,31 II 496 6,23 II 908
20,1 II 758 14,20 II 329
20,20 II 819 22,19 II 388
20,27 II 496 24,16 II 278 449
24,17 II 758 1 Kings 13,26 II 908
26,15 II 850 14,8 II 877
15,27f II 843 21,7 II 607
15,33 II 497 2 Kings 8,24f II 555
16,30 II 28 597 11,2 II 555
20,24 II 597 14,21 II 555
22,31 II 453 23,25 II 877
27,13 II 597 1 Chron 28,9 II 339
1,11 II 664 29,11-16 II 34
4,19 II 204 2 Chron 25,14 II 607
9,21 II 819 26,1 II 555
14,1 II 315 Neh 9,6 II 40
18,1 Off II 496 Tob II 363
18,11 II 597 1,10 II 827
22,26 II 598 3,8 II 418 470
26,18ff II 184 4,14 II 405
27,26 II 877 5ff II 449
30,11 II 827 5,5 II 313
30,19 II 827 5,12 II 278
32,6 II 850 6,8 II 314
32,9 II 129 6,19 II 314
32,50 II 597 8,3 II 314 359 449
34,6 II 597 8,8 II 520
5,14 II 388 11,15 II 364
5,15 II 453 12,12 II 449

Josh
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12,15 11 286 288 54,13f II 850

12,19 11 313 57,4 II 383

12,21 II 313 72,3 II 864

Esther 3,2 II 607 85,4 II 567

13,9-12 II 34 88,6 II 182

Job If II 461 89,2 II 36 148

1,6 11 315 388 90,I lf II 431

1,7 11 359 95,5 II 81

2,1 II 315 96,7 II 278 283 423

2,6 II 598 101,26 II 37

2,7f II 470 102,14 II 523

7,21 II 598 102,20 II 283 423

10,8-11 II 256 102, 20-22 II 183

10,9 II 523 103 II 33 183

10,21f II 598 103,5 II 245

12,10 II 567 103,24 II 107 182

14,4 II 926 113,3 II 129

14,22 II 607 113,17 II 598

19,2 II 567 118,21 II 832

21,7 II 864 118,109 II 598

22,3 II 181 134,5f II 107

33,6 II 523 134,6 II 129

34,27 II 836 135 II 183

36,14 II 598 138,8 II 850

38f II 33 145,6 II 33

Ps 6,6 II 597 598 146,7f II 256
7,10 II 339 148,If II 40

8 II 33 673 148,5 II 28

8,7f II 34 149 II 183

8,7ff II 204 150 II 183

18,2 II 182 Prov 1,12 II 598

28,1 II 315 8,22-29 II 148

38,12 II 129 8,22-30 II 107

38,13 II 597f 8,22-31 II 36

38,14 II 598 12,10 II 567

43,22 II 339 16,4 II 181

46,5 II 129 19,2 II 567

48,13 II 850 24,16 11 873

48,15 II 597 Eccles 2,3 II 607

50,7 II 926 3,14 II 245
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Song
Wis

3,17 II 593
3,18ff 11 593
5,7 II 593
7,21 II 873
7,30 II 711
9,10 II 593 598
11,9 II 593
1 l,27f II 598
12,7 II 523 578 588 

593 594 631 
652

12,13f II 593
8,6 II 598
1,7 II 230
1,11-15 II 759
1,13 II 759
1,14 II 51 245
2,120 II 840
22,21-3,5 II 759
2,23 II 588
2,24 II 914 916
5,7 II 863
6,8 II 51
7,1 II 520
7,21 II 51 107
7,22-8,19 II 107
7,23 II 51
7,27 II 51
8,1 II 51
8,6 II 51
9,2 II 51
9,9 II 51
10,1 II 546
10,If II 790 918
10,1-3 II 546
11,17 II 52
11,18 II 51
11,18-24 II 52
11,22-27 II 51
11,23 II 35

11,23-27 11 182
11,25f II 230
11,26 II 129
12,18 II 129
13,1-5 II 51
13,1-9 II 184
1,8 II 81
2,7 II 566 607
2,21 II 832
7,40 II 827
10,5 II 405
10,14f II 836
15,14-21 II 832
15,14-22 II 82
17,1 II 520 673
17,1-9 II 790
17,7f II 184
18,1 II 293
21,2 II 287
21,3 II 598
24,5f II 148
25,33 II 913 926
33,10 II 530
43,1-27 II 33
47,22 II 857
1,2-4 II 836 850
U 1 II 181
4,4 II 857
5,1-7 II 850
5,14 II 597
6,2f II 286
6,3 II 367
6,12 II 283
8,19 II 597
10,18 II 607
14,9 II 597
14,11 II 597
14,12 11 418
14,12fF II 379 397
14,15 II 597
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Jer

Ezek

15,2 11 181 37,8 II 566 607

22,12f 11 840 37,10 II 566 607

26,12 II 256 Dan 3,57-87 II 183

34,7 II 519 3,58 11 423

34,9 II 519 3,86 II 573

38,18 II 598 5, lOff II 313

40,15-17 II 35 7,10 II 40 285

41,23 II 348 9,5 II 832

41,24 II 32 9.9f II 836

43,7f II 184 10,12f II 185

44,6 II 28 10,12ff II 444

44,24 II 29 33 10,12-21 II 445

45,5ff II 35 10,13 II 286 288

45,5-8 II 81 12,1 II 444 445

45,6f II 33 14,15 II 364

45,18 II 35 14,35 II 323 361

46,9f II 348 Hos 4,8 II 149

48,9-11 II 185 5,14 II 598

48,12 II 28 Amos 5,8 II 35

56,I l f II 840 9,6 II 35

63,17 II 850 Hab 1,13 II 864

64,7 II 523 Zech 1,11 II 313

65,12 II 827 832 2,4 II 323 359

66,3f II 827 832 3,4 II 313

2,20 II 850 2 Mac 7,20f II 27

2,22 II 857 7,22f II 257
10,10-16 II 81 7,26 II 32

10,12 II 107 7,28 II 27 32 45

17,1 II 33 8,18 II 128

17,9f II 339 Matt 1 II 555

32,17 II 33 1,13 II 434

32,20 II 315 1,23-26 II 478

40,15 II 598 3,11 II 1014

13,19 II 598 3,12 II 1014

14,4 II 857 4,Iff II 461

17,17 II 598 4,3 II 461

18,20 II 932 4,5 II 323

28,12fF II 378 397 4,11 II 209 278 423

36,25 II 857 4,12 II 323

37,1-14 II 607 631 566 4,24 II 477
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5,8 II 335
5,22 II 852
5,45 II 39 857
6,12 II 857 873 884
6,24 II 836
8,2 II 607
8,11 II 597
8,28 II 472
8,28-34 II 473
8,29 II 419
9,1-8 II 607
9,20-23 II 607
9,32f II 473
9,34 II 418
10,20 II 306
10,28 II 307 567 578

588 598 850
11,10 II 273
11,21 f II 852
11,25 II 39
11,26 II 306
12,1 II 478
12,22 II 470 473 483
12,24 II 418
12,28 II 479
12,31 II 852 857
12,36 II 900
13,38-43 II 1014
13,49 II 1014
15,18f II 335
15,21-28 II 473
15,28 II 483
17,14 II 472
17,14ff II 470
18,2 II 359
18,7-9 II 466
18,10 II 40 278 426

432 437 440
443

19,4f II 793

19,4ff II 546
19,16-20 11 832
19,26 II 129
22,30 11 313 388
22,32 11 597
22,37 II 877
24,24 II 495
24,31 II 313
24,36 II 329
25,32-46 II 1014
25,34 II 1005
25,41 II 278 314 412 

416 418 861
25,4 Iff II 1012
25,46 II 1005
26,53 II 285
27,50 II 607
1,23 II 472
1,34 II 477
3,13 II 129
5,1-13 II 325
5,1-16 II 478
5,1-20 II 473
5,6-13 II 478
7,24-30 II 473
7,25 II 472
8,38 II 388
9,24f II 478
9,42-47 II 861
16,9 II 473
16,17 II 478
1,6 II 832 877
1,19 II 286 323
l,26ff II 278 359 363 

425
1,38 II 359
l,46f II 573
2,9ff II 278
2,19 II 323
3 11 555
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4,33 II 472
6,18 II 472
8,26-39 II 473
8,29 II 397 418
8,30 II 471
8,31 II 421
8.49ff II 567
8,49-55 II 607 631
9,26 II 388
9,37-42 II 473
9,39 II 483
9,43 II 483
10,17 II 478
10,17-20 II 479
10,18 II 405 408 419
10,21 II 39
11,4 II 873 884
11,14f II 477
11,18 II 418
11,26 II 397
12,46f II 852
11,47 II 852
13,11 II 471
14,24 II 861
15,7 II 358
15,10 II 358
15,11-21 II 827
16,22 II 350
16,22ff II 861
16,22-31 II 588
17,10 II 181
20,36 II 388
22,3 II 473
22,31 II 461
22,43 II 434
23,34 II 843
23,43 II 588 784

u II 147
l,lf f II 81
1,3 II 37

1,10 11 37
1,14 II 375
1,20 II 37
1,29 II 857
1,47-51 II 339
3,5 11 1005 1012
3,8 11 383 402
3,19ff II 827
3,36 II 861
4,24 II 306
5,4 II 361
5,6 II 519
5,17 II 232 257
5,28f II 849
8,4 II 397
8,44 II 375 383 397

914

9,11 II 852
9,41 II 857
10,4f II 37
12,31 II 418
12,43 II 836 840
13,27 II 473
14,6 II 109
14,15 II 209
14,20 II 348
14,21 II 832
14,23 II 209
15,22 II 857
17,5 II 39 149
17,24 II 39 149
19,11 II 857
19,34 II 522
3,17 II 852
5,3 II 461
5,3f II 298 314
7,59 II 843
8,3 II 843
8,26 II 449
8,39 II 361
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Rom

9,1 II 843
10,3fF II 449
10,38 II 483
12,7ff II 363 425
12,12ff II 432 437 443
13,8ff II 495
16,16 II 495
16,16ff II 473
17,24ff II 547
17,24-28 II 231 257
17,25f II 18 If
17,26 II 522
19.12 II 418
20,9f II 567 607 631
23,8 II 275 583
1,2 II 358 849
1,11 II 572
1,18-21 II 184
1,19-22 II 204
1,19-32 II 836 840
1,20 II 578
1,21 II 335
1,28 II 448
1,28-31 II 853
2,4f II 850
2,5-11 II 849
2,9 II 574
2,9-14 II 725
2,9-16 II 725
2,12 II 725
2,14-16 II 849
2,15 II 725
2,23f II 850
3,23 II 932
3,24 II 710
4,15 II 816 832 907
4,17 II 39 53
5,1-11 II 925
5,10 II 851
5,1 Of II 710

5,12 II 546 664 710
760 925 932
937 945 957
973

5,12ff II 760
5,12-19 II 913
5,12-21 II 546 547 816
5,13 II 925
5,14 11 546 760 832

907 925
5,14-21 II 925
5,15 II 510 546 925
5,16 II 710 925
5,17 II 925
5,17f II 925
5,17ff II 546
5,17-21 II 925
5,18f II 925
5,19 II 710 711 832

907 909 925
932 945

5,20 II 925
5,21 II 546 925
6-7 II 733
6,3f II 942
6,6 II 733 932
6,11 II 942
6,12 II 942
6,12-24 II 735
6,19 II 877
6,23 II 877
7 II 956
7,7-8 II 725
7,9 II 819
7,11 II 819
7,14-25 II 733
8,1 II 925 932 942
8,3 II 925
8,10 II 574
8,13-17 II 721
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1 Cor

8,15-17 II 208 15,45 II 652 710

8,28 II 208 15,45ff II 520

9,11 II 664 15,45-50 II 546 547

11,36 II 39 181 2 Cor 5,6 II 578

13,1 11 574 5,8 II 578

16,18 11 836 5,14 II 926

16,20 II 461 5,18f II 710

1,27-30 II 129 5,18-21 II 851

1,30 II 710 5,21 II 819

2,11 II 207 352 578 6,15 II 418

3,10-15 II 874 884 11,3 II 913

9003, 12,2 II 784

3,22 II 208 12,4 II 784

6,9 II 861 12,7 II 461

6,9f II 853 Gal 1,8 II 278

6.11 II 711 3,10 II 877

6,20 II 857 4,4 II 721

7,5 II 461 4,4-7 II 711

7,14 II 933 5,17 II 578 870

7,25-40 II 882 5,19-22 n  853 861

7,34 II 574 Eph 1,4 II 39 129 149

8,6 II 38f 181 1,7 II 710

10,12f II 467 1,10 II 200 711

10,13 II 465 1,11 II 129

10,31 II 185 1,21 II 278 286

11,7 II 673 l,22f II 209

11,7f II 522 2,3 II 926

11,8 II 522 4,23f II 711

12,2-6 II 257 5,5 II 853

12,14 II 484 5,22f II 522

13,1 II 367 5,22-33 II 522

13,12 II 578 5,27 II 857

15,8f II 521 5,28f II 522

15,9 II 843 6,11 II 461

15,2 If II 760 6,I l f II 306

15,22 II 546 925 6,12 11 397 418 421

15,28 II 181 6,16 II 461

15,32 II 840 Phil 1,23 II 588

15,44ff II 572 2,10 II 423

15,44-48 II 607 3,12 II 925
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3,18f 
3,19 

Col 1,5
l,14ff
l,15ff
1,16

1,20
2.5

1 Thess 2,8
3.5
4.15 
5,23

2 Thess 1,9
1 Tim 1,13

1.15
2.5
2.13
2.14 

Philem 18
Heb 1,1-3

l,2f
1.4- 14
1.6 
1,10
1.14 
431 
2,10 
3,4
4.12
5.12 
6,6 
7,10 
10,28f 
11,3
11.4- 31 
11,13-16 
12,22
13.14

II 826 840 
II 850 
II 672 
II 209 
II 232 
II 38 39 40 

181 278 286 
288 291 

II 710 
II 574 
II 574 
II 461 
II 286 
II 574 
II 861 
II 843 869 
II 843 
II 926 
II 522
II 907 909 913 
II 925 
II 81 672 
II 37 232 
II 278 
II 423 
II 37
II 278 306

II 181 
II 37 
II 339 
II 575 
II 850 
II 657 
II 850 
II 37 53 
II 53 
II 597 
II 285 
II 597

Jas 1,14
1,14f
2,10
2,11
2,19
2,26
3,2
4,4
4,4-10
4,7

1 Pet 1,2
1,18f
3,18
3,22
5,8

2 Pet 1,4
2,4

2,11
2,16

1 John 1,6
1,8
2,4
2,16
2,27
3,4
3,5
3,8

2 John 3
4

Jude 6

6ff
9
19

Rev 1,4
1,8
2,1
2,7

II 852
II 466 852
II 877
II 877
II 358
II 207 567 667
II 873
II 857
II 836 840
II 461 466
II 358
II 857
II 857
II 286
II 461
II 711
II 278 314 355

397 408 416
419

II 278
II 816
II 37
II 873 854
II 37
II 746
II 37
II 816 832 850
II 857 926
II 397
II 375
II 375
II 355 367 377

397 408 416
11 317
II 288
II 572
II 306
II 181
II 273
II 784
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3,1 11 273
4,11 II 129
7,2 II 423
7,11 11 388
7,I lf II 423
8,3 II 449
9.11 II 418
12,4 II 403
12,7ff II 397
12,8 II 323
12,9 II 913
12,12 II 358
18,7 II 840 1012
20,1 II 323
20,9 II 416
20,13 II 1014
20,15 II 1014
21,6 II 39 181
21,8 II 1014
21,7 II 900
22,13 II 39 181
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644 696 927 1000 1003 1014 
1021
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310 315 320 378 417 446 451
524 526 548 590 608 674 712
769 816 833 869 875 884 910
913 915 928 994

A Mondreganes, P. 1112 163
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Amort, E. II 707 
Anabaptists II 275 
Anderez, V. II 507 517 
Anderson, J. F. II 69 
Angles, J. II 885f 
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Anselm (St) II 119 714 800 921 948 

960 978 981 1009 1015 
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Aphraates II 524 928 
Appollinaris II 561 568 644 
Appollinarianism II 568 H.HHHH

Arabes II 143 583 
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Aristotle II 9 50 143 281 560 583 
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Arnou, R. II 20 50 59 143 561 568 

592 602 661 
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858 885 945 948 960 
Asensio, F. II 543 905 914 
Assirelli, O. II 554 
Athanasius (St) II 43 47 84 13If. 

151 160 405 417 451 721 769 
928 1009 

Atheists II 821 
Atheism II 23
Athenagoras II 55 186 568 589 608 
Aubert, R. II 514
Augustinians II 805f. 808 810 1009 
Augustine (St) II 20 46f. 82 119
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13 If. 141 143 152f. 157 159 
161 163 165 170 172 187 190
219 235 252 261 268 273 279
281 288 293 301 313 316 319
321 349 363 365 378 381 385
388 390f 398 401 403-405 408 
433 450 452 497f 523-526 585 
548 555 638 640 644 647 653f 
657f 661 638 640 644 647 753f 
657f 661 666 671 673f 696 704 
712 721 723 725 728f 734 736 
744  747 75If  758 761 769 771 
774 781 791 795 797 800 809 
811 816f 828 833 837 841 843 
850 852 857 861 865 870 875 
879 894 887 897 908 910 913- 
921 925-927 929f 932 -933 942 
954 956 960 974 978 981 984 
987 994 1005f 1009 

Aureolus, P. II 244 620 805 939 974 
A Vallisoleto, M. II 710 
Averroes II 143 
Averroists II 560 583 
Avicenna II 143 
Ayer de Vuippens II 784 
Ayuso, T. II 522 532

B aianists II 718 723 740 805f 
Baianism II 696 699 704 
Bainvel, J. II Bibl.gen. 569 575 588 

590 596 661 676 714 736 782 
Baisi, C. II 517 
Baja, R. II 531 
Baldissera, A. II 620 
Ballerini, A. II 813 
Balmes, J. II 561 604 621 
Banez, D. II 159 326 331 356 637 

695 813 
Bafiezians II 251 266 
Banezianism II 266 
Bardenhewer, O. II 649 
Bardensono, B. II 832 
Barbosa, J. II 589

Bardy, J. II 20 46 153 413 560 595 
928f

Bareille, G. II 20f 285 292f 301 315 
444  449f  452 927 1006 

Barns, H. II 35 
Barrd, L. II Bibl.gen.
Barsotti, C. II 715 
Barth, K. II 23
Bartmann, B. II Bibl.gen. 851 
Basil (St.) II 84 287 293 311 340 

380 385 387 428 438 444 524 
594 712 852 875 910 928 

Bataini, J. II 449 539 551 554 
Baudoux, B. II 626 638 670 
Baudrey, G. II 661 
Baudrillart, A. II 821 
Baudry, J. II 50 143 
Bauer, I.B. II 318 
Baur, L. II 553 
Bayle, P. II 178 244 
Bea, A. II 316 505 507 510f 514 

519 522f 527f 531 533f 543 
546f 550 555 573 711 732 758 
774 780 784 905 908 911 913ff 

Becker, J.A. II Bibl.gen.
Becker, J.B, II 919 931 935 947 957 

961 971 983 1015 
Beda (St.) II 994 
Befti II 808
Bellamy, J. II 1000 1009 10I l f  
Bellarmine, R. (St.) II 253 431 641 

684 693 697 705 738 753 763 
774 784 881 902 915 917f 920 
922 926 936 939 949 951 956 
960 985 987 991 996 1000 1011 
1916 1020 

Bellelli, F. II 805 
Belmond, S. II 637 
Beltran de Heredia, V. II 693 
Bendfeld, B. II 592 
Benedict XII II 292 647 861 
Benedict XV II 504 
Beraza, B. II Bibl.gen. 18 70 72 78
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95 98 113 121 147 162 193 195 
198 203 213 222 229 242 254 
269fF 289 293 295 305 310 315 
320 323 327 334 344 355 363 
368-370 392 411 419 422f 443 
450 451-454 470f 475 487 493 
500f 504 537 539 545 557 576 
578 580 596f 599 612f 616f 623
626 629 641 651 659 663 671
676 679 686 688 705 711 714
716 725 727 731 738 741 748
751 753 763 775 783-786 794f 
797 802f 811 902 918 920 926 
931 934 935 945 949 957 961 
972 985 991 998 1000 1017 
1020f 

Berg, L. II 672
Bergounioux, F.M. II 510 539 
Beringer, F. II 429 
Berlage, A. II 227
Bernard, R. II 813 850 866 898 960 
Bernard (St.) II 124 302 443 453 

466 672 954 994 
Bernini, J. II 832 
Bernini, R. II 866
Berti, J.L. II 644 699 741 771 805f 

808 81Of 1009 
Bertrand, A. II 500 
Bertrand-Serret, R. II 507 
Beylard, H. II 849 
Biel, G. See Gabriel Biel 
Billot, L. Bibl.gen. II 50 63 551 620 

683 813 815 822 834 844 847
849 859 863 867 878 886 892
925 934 949 956 860 988 1000 
1017

Billuart, C.R. Bibl.gen. II 287 326 
356 401 410 422 813 850 858
892 917 949 956 960 988 991
1011 1020 

Bissen, J.M. II 116 209 
Bittremieux, I. II 111 213 221 672 

693 714 948f 956

Blaton, F. II 867 
Bleuler II 621 692 
Boethius II 141 611 850 
Bonald II 797
Bonaventure (St,) II 12 50 113 116 

119 121 135 140 165 167 222 
237 242 252 271 287 295 303 
319 326 331 368 370 373 385f 
392 402 423 451 454 486 535 
579f 623 641 658f 672f 674 
693 705 707 714f 727f 753 763 
773f 784 795 802 881 892f 902 
914f 920 948 974 994 1000 
1009 1011 

Bondi, H. II 166 
Bone, E. II 166 
Bonnefoy, J. II 209 
Bonnety, A. II 578
Bonsirven, J. II 27 232 284 286 925f 
Bortolaso, G. II 21 
Bosio, G. II 507 514 517 531 533 
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771 871 884 923ff 927 973 977 
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I N D E X  O F  S U B J E C T S
N. B. The Roman numerals designate the treatise and the Arabic the marginal numbers.

Accident is co-created II 15
Act that is a sin II 815 823; positive in 

a sin of commission 847.
Adam origin of his body II 506 533; ac

cepted original justice for himself 
and for his children 3; had sancti
fying grace 706-713; from the mo
ment of creation 714; theological 
faith 715; mystical supernatural 
knowledge 715; all his virtues 726; 
capable of acting supematurally 
726; his grace was supernatural 
717-725; integrity 728-736; pre
ternatural 739-748; virtues infused 
per accidens 737; lack of shame 
752; how he obtained integrity 749; 
immortality 754-762; preternatural 
764-772; how he obtained it 773; 
he had happiness with impassibility 
and dominion 776-781; preternatu
ral 783; infused knowledge 786- 
793; therefore it was preternatural 
794; as a personal gift 786 796; a 
certain inerrancy and special apti
tude for leaning 795; could he sin 
venially? 802; he had to transmit 
his gifts to his descendants 706-713 
729-736 754-762 778-782; not in
fused knowledge but inerrancy and 
aptitude for learning; sinned gravely 
903-911; effects of sin in him 903- 
912; biblical narrative about his sin 
913; its nature 915; most serious of 
all? 915; possible 917; knowledge 
of God in Adam 918; consideration 
of him in paradise 919; transmis
sion of his sin 921-933 934f.; phys
ical-juridical head of all 957-966;

did he know it? 970; he would not 
transmit other sins nor his restored 
grace 969. See Original sin.

Angel an object of theology in his ori
gin, nature, elevation, fall II 2-5; 
importance 7; what an angel is 273; 
existence 273-282; Jewish teaching 
about 283f.; how many angels? 285; 
are they distinct? 286-290; created 
by God alone 29 38 40 291 f,; by the 
three Persons 70; when 293; where 
are they? 294; pure spirits 296-318; 
whether they assume a body 313; 
simple 319; incorruptible 320; they 
are in intrinsic place 321; in extrin
sic? 322; how 323 326; one at the 
same time in different places? 324; 
many at the same time in the same 
place? 325; not everywhere 323; 
perfect knowledge 329; assertions 
about this 328-353; future free acts 
344-351; supernatural beings 352; 
mysteries of God 353f,; nature of 
their will 355-358; their power of 
moving themselves 359; spirits 360; 
bodies 361; for bodily effects 362; 
to assume bodies 363; re miracles 
364f,; what they are 366; to influ
ence man’s intellect and will? 362; 
in the formation of the bodies of the 
first parents 509; proximate end of 
the material world? 206; because of 
men 2 0 2 ; they speak with each oth
er 367f.; angelic illumination 369; 
whether at their creation they had 
sanctifying grace 371-383; infused 
virtues 384; at which moment 385; 
whether according to natural per-
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fection 388; whether they disposed 
themselves for it 386; not created 
in beatitude 401. See Angels, good, 
Devils.

Angels, good, obtained eternal life II 
88 ; when 391; whether they mer
ited it 390; guardians of men 423- 
442; distinct from each other 443; 
how long 443; effects if guardian
ship 4 4 9 ; given also to countries 
444; to the Church 445; also to 
particular churches 446; to public 
persons 447; who are sent to pro
tect men 451; devotion due to them 
425f. See Angel.

Animation mediated, immediate, what 
it is I I609; immediate is given 670f.

Annihilation is excluded by conserva
tion II 225; is it given now? 246.

Aversion from God—what it is II 823; 
in grave sin 835-838 845 847; for
mal part of it 848; in habitual grave 
sin 858f.; in original sin without con
version to creatures 993 1013 1015.

Baptism  of infants and original sin II 
927-931; of fetuses and immediate 
animation 671.

Beatitude, natural—whether it is given 
to those who die with original sin 
only II 1001 1009. See Angels, good.

Body angels do not have II 297-300; 
can be moved by an angel 361; as
sumed 363. See Body, human.

Body, human what it is II 600 618; of 
first parents immediately from God 
506-533; theologian on this ques
tion 507; a priest on it 534; angels 
in its formation 509; of an infant 
the cause of contracting original 
sin 982; the contraction related to 
it 984; union with the soul 600- 
616. See Soul.

C ause, exemplary what it is II 101; of 
the world 98-111. See Idea.

Christ moment of the infusion of his 
soul II 671; immune from original 
sin 921; the proximate end of cre
ation 209-212; elevation of man 4.

Clothing instrument of shame II 752; 
as introduced by God, a sign of 
original sin and partly a punish
ment, sign of the clothing of sanc
tifying grace 752.

Conception active and passive II 669; 
infusion of the soul in it 669-671.

Concupiscence what it is II 728; natu
ral to man 745; whether it is evil 
746 748 750f; shame of it? 747; its 
author? 751; in pure nature 804; as 
the cause of grave sin 854; formal
ly original sin? 938-944; contrib
utes to its propagation? 982 984; 
the sign of it 984; effects of this sin 
987 994.

Concursus what it is II 247f,; its na
ture 249-264; its explanation 250; 
Banesianism and Molinism before 
mediated 266.

Confirmation in grace in the state of 
original justice II 800.

Conservation what it is II 224; con
nection with the creative act 244.

Conversion to creatures II 823; in 
grave sin 839-842 847; material 
part of sin 848; in venial sin 8 8 8 ; 
in original sin? 993 1013 1015.

Corporeal what it is I I 298.
Creation what it is II 15-17; whether 

it is a change 18; first, second 14; 
nature of creative action 64-69; 
a creature cannot create? 72-97; 
of the world was free 121-139; 
in time 140-158; repugnant from 
eternity? 159-164; its ultimate end
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167-197; proximate end 202-206; 
in the supernatural order 207f.; are 
new things created? 165f.; human 
souls 642-658; its importance 659- 
6 68 . See Conservation.

Creature how it tends to God II 174f, 
2 0 2 ; irrational are for men 2 02 f.; 
related to the supernatural order 
208; its purpose in the supernatu
ral order 207; the similitude of 
God II 213-216; traces 218; im
age 217; similitude of the Trinity? 
219-221; concurs in conservation? 
242; dependence on God 265; un
der the dominion of God 270. See 
Creation.

D eath as effect of original sin II 987 
994; punishment of sin 667.

Demons many angels sinned II 392- 
400; how many 403; when 402; 
a great sin 402; what kind of sin 
405-407; they did not have time 
to repent 408f.; damned for eter
nity 411-417; now they suffer 
the punishment of hell 419; what 
kind of intellect and will? 420; are 
they in hell? 421; how designated 
418; they have a leader 418; they 
attack men with temptations 4 54 - 
467; inferiors under superiors 469; 
a special demon for each man? 
469; they attack men with obses
sion 470-486; also magic 487-499; 
cause of grave sin 854; how much 
he tempts fallen man 988 996f.

Devil, see Demons.
Dominion what it is II 776; of Adam 

over inferior things 776-782; pre
ternatural 783; of God over the 
world 270.

Dualism of souls II 563.

E nd what it is and how many II 168f.; 
taken broadly 169f.; the end in cre
ation 167-197; its splendor 175; 
whether the last end is obtained in 
the limbo of children 101 1009; ul
timate of grave sin? 845; of venial 
sin? 892.

Essence what it is II 601.
Eternity concerning creation II 142 

159-164.
Eve origin of her body II 506-533; 

tempted in paradise 914; her sin 
915; most grave of all? 916; pos
sible? 917; sentence of God on her 
918; did she transmit her sin to her 
children? 934.

Evil what it is II 815.

Faith whether the angels had it before 
their test II 384; Adam had it 715.

Felicity primeval II 776; of Adam 778- 
782; preternatural 783.

Form what it is and he form of the 
body II 619; analogically 620; 
substantial in every body 639; 
the human soul is the substantial 
form of the human body 618-636; 
unique 637; Scotistic corporeity is 
rejected 638; substantial material 
concreated 15.

Future contingents absolute and see 
Knowledge o f  God; whether an
gels know future free, conditioned 
or futuribles II 344-351.

Generation of the Son is not creation 
II 18; whether natural generation 
contributes to propagating original 
sin 973-983; sanctifying grace 933 
969 982f.

Glory what it is II 172; purpose of cre
ation 173-197; whether God seeks 
it 194f.; of God preferred to good
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of the creature 196; how far ob
tained in creation? 198; utility to 
man seeking it 199; study of it 200; 
perfectly obtained in the next life? 
200; that study is a gift of God 200; 
it is fostered by progress 2 01 .

God how he is viewed in theology II 
If.; importance of study of 7-9; 
created the world 13-63; proved 
naturally 49f.; three divine per
sons created 70; they conserve the 
world 223-241; also of creatures? 
242; concurs with the action of 
creatures 247-264; governs the 
world 267-269; is he called a su
pernatural being? 687; creates the 
human soul 642-658; the cause of 
grave sin? 854; cause of the propa
gation of original sin? 982f. See 
Creation, Love.

Good as diffusive of itself II 135.
Goodness of God as the end of creation 

II 172-174 192-197; everything 
seeks it II 135.

Grace, sanctifying what it is II 706; 
was in innocent Adam 706-713; 
supernatural 717-725; principle 
gift of original justice 692f. 799; 
distinct from original justice? 
692f.; whether its privation or 
propagation depends on genera
tion 933 969 982f.; its non volun
tary privation a sin? 953; formally 
original sin 947-952; transmission 
of this grace depends causally on 
God 933; for an infant voluntary 
because of Adam’s sin 947; not 
perfect 672f.; in a man its privation 
is habitual grave sin? 838; punish
ment of grave sin? 858; dimin
ished by venial sin 877 894 897. 
See Angels, Adam.

Guardian angels. See Angels, good.

H abit of sin not from original sin II 
993 f.

Harmony pre-established, what it is II 
604.

Hierarchy what it is and how many 
among the angels II 290.

Human race what it is I I 538; proceeds 
from Adam and Eve 537-551; its 
specific unity and origin 538; its 
antiquity 555f.; its propagation in 
the state of original justice 800; 
condition of a child bom in that 
state, society in the same 800.

Hypnotism what it is II 501.

Idea what it is II 99; of the world in 
God 98-111; its nature in God 112- 
116; subjectively one, objectively 
many 115; necessary, eternal 117; 
participation of divine life 118; 
the idea of everything in the Word 
119; true things through the divine 
idea 120 .

Ignorance as the cause of grave sin II 
843 854; as an effect of grave sin 
987 994 999.

Illumination angelic II 369.
Image what it is II 672; of God is in 

man, woman, angels 673. See 
Creature.

Immortality of the human soul, what it 
is II 58If.; is established 585-596; 
in books of the O.T. written before 
the exile 597f.; bodily, what it is 
754f. See Adam, Tree o f  life.

Impassibility what it is II 776; of 
Adam 778-782; preternatural 783. 
See Adam.

Imperfection whether positive is given 
II 898.

Individuality of the human soul I I 577.
Infestation of demons, what and how
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often II 454.
Integrity what it is II 728. See Adam.
Intellect of angels II 330; of knowing 

the middle 331; mode 332; its ma
terial object 333. See Angel.

Justice, original what it is adequately, 
inadequately II 692; adequately 
distinct from sanctifying grace? 
692f.; errors about this justice 
695-704; the situation of one sin
ning mortally in this state 801; 
how long would that state last be
fore the reward? 701; confirmation 
of grace in it? 800; was Mary in 
this state? 691. See Adam, Human 
Race, Sanctifying Grace, State.

Knowledge, infused natural and what 
it would be II 786. See Language, 
Adam.

Language its origin II 797; its diver
sity and monogenism 5 5 3 .

Law what is the divine law II 823; a 
grave sin against it 830-834 844; 
explanation 846; acts outside of 
it 846; does the natural law agree 
with the powers of fallen man? 994 
998.

Liberty what it is and its various forms 
II 122; is not lost by original sin 
988f.; is logically perfect in grave 
sin 823-829 843. See Creation.

Limbo of children—whether and 
where it is II 1021.

Love of God for creatures II 195; mo
tive 195f.; from benevolence 197.

IVIagic what it is II 488; it exists 489- 
499; do magnetism, hypnotism and 
spiritism pertain to it? 500-504.

Magnetism what it is II 500.

Malice as the cause of grave sin II 854.
Man object of theology in his origin, 

nature, elevation, fall II 2-5; im
portance of his study 7f.; body and 
soul created at the same time? 509; 
similitude to God 213-218; to the 
Trinity? 219-221; image of God? 
672f.; of the Trinity? 674; in Adam 
he received original justice 3. See 
Creation, Adam.

Man, see Human Race.
Man, fallen, see Nature, fallen.
Man, pure, see Nature, pure.
Mary exempted from original sin II 

921 931. See Soul, Justice, origi
nal.

Miracle, see Angel.
Mission of an angel—what it is and 

whether it exists II 423-451. See 
Angels, good.

Modesty, instrument of shame II 752.
Moments, angelic what they were and 

how many II 384 422
Monogenism what it is II 538; defend

ed 539-551; foundation of original 
sin 549; examined scientifically 
539 552-554.

Nature what it is II 677; its exigency 
and forms 697f.; various states 
689-693; human, what it is 600f.; 
comes from the union of soul and 
body 602-610; whether because 
of another’s sin it is deprived of 
due gifts 993f. 996 1013 1018f.; 
receives in Adam original jus
tice 706-782; what it suffers from 
grave sin 8 6 6 . See Adam.

Nature, fallen its condition for acting 
uprightly II 985-997; right to suit
able helps 998. See State.

Nature, pure what this state is II 804; 
possible 805-811; usefulness of
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this concept 812; conceived as 
possible in many ways 997; its 
condition for acting uprightly 985- 
997; right to suitable helps 998. 
See Status.

Natural what it is and taken in many 
different ways II 678-680.

Obsession diabolic—what it is and 
various forms II 471; does it affect 
intellect and will? 472; its signs 
485; purpose of God in permitting 
it 846.

Omission purely voluntary possible? 
844.

Order of angels—what it is and wheth
er it is II 288; how many 289.

Paradise its location, whether it exists 
now, use of the word II 784.

Parents not the cause of the propaga
tion of original sin II 982; do they 
confer it? 983.

Person what a person is II 611. See 
Soul.

Polygenism what it is II 538f.; rejected 
538-551; fights against original 
sin? 541; can it be admitted in 
some sense? 543.

Power of God II 805; power of angels, 
see Angels.

Privation, see Sin, actual and grave; 
of sanctifying grace, see Sin, ha
bitual, original, Grace, sanctify
ing.

Protoparents, see Adam, Eve, Body, 
Human race.

Punishment what it is II 861. See Sin, 
actual grave, Sin venial, Sin origi
nal.

Secrets of the heart, see Angels.
Shame from concupiscence II 747;

meaning, origin, it is in every man, 
Adam lacked it 752; it uses the vir
tue of modesty 752; and clothing 
752. See Modesty, Clothing.

Sin is the object of theology II 5; im
portance of its study 8; authors 
813; about sin in general 814- 
821; its concept 815; definitions 
816; divisions 817f.; its nature is 
analogical 819; names for it in the 
N.T. 816; extension of the name to 
others 819; division of the treatise 
820; errors about sin 821. See Sin, 
actual grave.

Sin, actual grave perfectly free act II 
823-829 843; against the divine 
law 830-834; turning away from 
God 835-838 845; by conversion 
to creatures 839-842; objectively 
grave but semi-deliberate 829; 
grave from relative culpable igno
rance 843; related to divine pro
hibition 844; of omission—what, 
how often and whether possible 
without an act of the will 884; in
tends aversion from God 845; how 
against the divine law and what its 
object is 846 895; defined positive
ly and privatively 848; its malice 
850; true offense of God 85 ̂ d if
ferent in gravity 852; different 
specifically 853; its cause 854; sin 
as the origin of another sin 854; 
how God in his goodness concurs 
with an act of sin 193; grave sin of 
Adam 903-911; its effects in Adam 
903 912; nature of Eve’s sin 915- 
917; personal cannot be transmit
ted to children 932; implies guilt of 
eternal punishment 861; temporal 
862; concomitant 863; medicinal 
864; spiritual 865; final impeni
tence? 861; its effect in the gifts
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of nature 866; sin the punishment 
of sin 865. See Adam, Angels, Sin 
philosophic, Sin habitual, Sin orig
inal, Sin venial.

Sin, capital what it is II 854.
Sin, habitual what it is II 856; mortal 

exists 857; essence of 858f,; remis
sion 860; venial exists 879 884.

Sin, original errors about it II 695-704; 
what it is 921; propagated to each 
921-933; first sin of Adam? 934; 
Councils not about its essence 936; in 
what it does not consist formally and 
in what it consists formally 938-945 
947-952; in what it consists, accord
ing to St. Augustine 954f.; concupis
cence a material element? 956; is it 
one or multiple? 934; possible only 
in supernatural order 935; it would 
not be, if Adam had not sinned 934; 
for us it is voluntary from the sin of 
Adam 947; from what solidarity of 
all in Adam? 958-966; and not from 
moral 958 960 962f.; grades of its 
voluntariness 968; is it an object of 
penance? 968; aversion from God 
without conversion to creatures 968 
993 1013 1015; the same in all 968; 
concerning it related to the attributes 
of God 971; propagated by natural 
generation 973-980 983; merely as a 
condition 973 98 If.; one sin of Adam 
is the cause of propagation 973 981- 
983; in what sense 984; its effect 
regarding the intrinsic powers of 
acting uprightly 986-994; extrinsic
986 995-997; regarding ignorance
987 999; not remitted, how punished 
after death 1000-1018; whether it 
deprives of natural beatitude 1019; 
conflicts with polygenism 541 543; 
is it proved from the miseries of this 
life? 811.

Sin, philosophical what it is, and 
whether it is possible II 849.

Sin, venial what it is II 869; it exists 
869-877; greater than eternal pun
ishment? 977; an evil act contrary 
to the last end 879 880-883; also 
in the sinner 883; implies conver
sion to creatures 888; positive and 
negative definition 888; it can be 
in the reprobate 889; such from its 
own nature 890; relation of the ve
nial sinner to the last end 891; the 
ultimate end of this sin 892; offense 
against God? 893; opposed to char
ity? 877 894 897; its object 895; 
specification 896; whether it can 
become mortal? 897; it disposes 
for mortal? 897; it induces some 
punishment of loss and sense 900; 
causes of this sin 899; would it be in 
the state of innocence? 800.

Solidarity what it is and how many 
forms II 958; of all in the sin of 
Adam and its nature 960-966. See 
Sin, original.

Son of God his generation, not creation 
II 18; perfect image of the Father 
672.

Soul human, what it is II 559; oneness 
558-576; individual 577; spiritual 
578; simple 579; immortal 581- 
596; union with the body in nature 
600-610; in the person 61 If.; alone 
is it the person? 613; the body its 
instrument 613; form of the hu
man body 618-636; of man 619; a 
theological question? 617; is held 
in every Catholic school 619 628; 
it does not conflict with the prop
erties of the soul 635; substantial 
form 619; the unique substantial 
form of man 637-639; its seat also 
in the blood? 640; created by God
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642-658; emanatism 646 653 656; 
it does not come from the par
ents 647 650 653f. 656-658; im
portance of its creation 659-668; 
before infusion it did not sin 665 
667f.; moment of infusion 669- 
671; the souls of Christ and the 
Virgin Mary 671.

Spirit what it is II 297; in what sense 
applied to man 572. See Angels.

Spiritism what it is and its origin II 
502; diabolic phenomena of it? 
503; always illicit 504.

Spirituality of the human soul II 578.
State of nature—what it is, possible 

and real II 689; of pure nature, 
integral, elevated 690; of original 
justice, fallen, fallen-restored 691; 
of original justice, in particular ad
equately and inadequately 692f.

Substance what it is, complete and in
complete 614; one complete comes 
from united incomplete substances 
of soul and body 614-616; what 
supernatural is, see Soul.

Supernatural origin of the word II681; 
what it is taken relatively 681; di
visions 682; one elevates nature to 
another order 693; another merely 
perfects nature in its order 684; it 
supposes obediential potency 683; 
false notion of a supernatural be
ing 685; taken absolutely what 
it is 686; absolutely supernatural 
beings 686; is the possibility of a 
supernatural being proved by rea
son? 683.

T im e  what it is and types II 141. See
Creation.

Temptation what it is II 455; its diver
sity 468; of Eve 914; is fallen man 
more tempted than pure man? 988

996f.
Theology how it looks at God II If.; 

seeks truth from revelation, but in
directly uses the light of reason 6; 
importance of this study 7-9.

Transformism regarding the human 
body II 510; special and natural 
508; as a mere hypothesis diverse
ly considered 507; de facto to be 
excluded 509; what theological 
sources say 511-528; looked at 
philosophically 529 532; scientifi
cally 530f 533; what St. Augustine 
says 535; St. Gregory ofNyssa 536; 
regarding plants and animals 507.

Transubstantiation eucharistic is not 
creation II 18.

Tree of life what it was and how it con
ferred life II 774.

Tree of the knowledge of good and 
evil, why it is so called, it was real 
II 914.

Trichotomy what it is II 561; rejected 
562-576.

Uniqueness of the human soul II 559- 
576.

Unity specific and of origin II 538.

Vestige what it is I I218; of God in the 
world 218.

Virtues infused in angels before their 
test II 384; in Adam 715 726.

Vice what it is II 815.
Voluntary what it is II 947f.; of the na

ture of sin 947; its grades in origi
nal sin 968.

W ill  free will of an angel II 355 357; 
capable of affections? 358; immu
table in making choices? 356.

World what it is II 14; object of theol
ogy 1 f. See Creation, God.


